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Welcome to the 50th Southeast Decision Sciences Institute Conference

On behalf of the council, officers, 2020 program committee and the 50th anniversary celebration committee, I would like to take this opportunity to express my deep appreciation to SEDSI Council Chairperson Jim Wynne and the SEDSI Council for their confidence in me as the program chair. Many thanks go to each author, co-author, presenter, reviewer, session chair, track chair, sponsor, keynote speaker, President's Award Luncheon Speaker, Chancellor, Dean, Journal editor, workshop and poster presenter, the 24 former and current SEDSI Presidents, the four former and current DSI Presidents, DSI Executive Director, participant and supporter. Your contribution, presence and teamwork made the great success possible for this 50th annual conference of the Southeast Decision Sciences Institute (SEDSI) in Charleston, SC.

SEDSI 2020 received twice as many submissions, had twice as many sessions and presentations, and had over 100 first-time SEDSI attendees - the highest ever for the regional conference.

Many thanks to the 361 authors and co-authors, and special sessions panelists, 24 of them from non-USA countries, of 170 institutions from 17 countries, who submitted a total of 209 papers, workshops or special panels - almost twice as many as those in the past. There were over 233 presentations, workshops or special panels in 78 sessions for the conference - almost twice as many as those in the past. Many thanks for 258 registered attendees for the conference. Over 100 of them experienced their first time to SEDSI. Special thanks to the 69 reviewers with the number of papers reviewed from 1 to 28. 7 reviewed more than 10 papers, 22 reviewed 4 to 9 papers, and 41 reviewed 1 to 3 papers. Many of the reviewers were not volunteered, but willingly conducted reviews. Each track chair contributed significantly to the conference for the twice as many of submissions in their tracks. We are very grateful for their time and effort to promote the conference, conduct paper reviews, organize sessions and oversee the presentations during the conference.

It was very important to note the SEDSI 2020 would not be so successful without the continued and tremendous support from our institutional sponsors and exhibitors. Our sponsors provided the highest amount of their sponsorships ever. If you looked at the colleges and universities that sponsored the conference, you should find these were the institutions which SEDSI Council members and officers belonged to. We were very fortunate to have the great support from the exceptional SEDSI leadership teams. Their trust, encouragements, timely advice and effort to obtain the highest level of sponsorships from their home schools spoke loudly to their commitment and leadership for the institution.

Other highlights of the conference also include:

- We were very fortunate that Dr. Sang Lee, the SEDSI Distinguished Founding President, and the other 23 former and current SEDSI presidents and some of their deans attended the 50th anniversary celebration. They deserve special appreciations for their many years of services and contributions to SEDSI. Their presence made the conference very special indeed. Among the 24 Honorable former and current SEDSI Presidents were the SEDSI Distinguished Founding President Sang Lee (1971-1972), Joseph G. Van Matre (1980-1981), Terry Rakes (1987-1988), James A. Pope (1989-1990), Robert L. Andrews (1991-1992), Brooke Saladin (1992-1993), A. James Wynne (1995-1996), Hope M. Baker (1999-2000), Drew Rosen (2001-2002), Ina

• We were grateful for the continued support from DSI and enjoyed the presence of the four Honorable former and current DSI Presidents: Sang Lee (1984-1985), Terry Rakes (1998-1999), Barbara Flynn (2003-2004), and Janet Hartley (2019-2020) and DSI Executive Director Vivian Landrum.

• We really enjoyed the Special Presentation of University Chancellor at the President’s Reception by Dr. Larry Clark, Chancellor of Louisiana State University Shreveport, to share his insights of future higher education.

• At the beginning of the conference, over 80 attendees attended the keynote “Artificial Intelligence in 2020: Five Trends to Watch” by Heather Domin, Program Manager and Technical Advisor, AI Ethics at IBM's Chief Privacy Office. We really appreciated Heather Domin for sharing her vision of the future of technology and business with us. Thanks UVA’s Institute of Data Science for holding their Women for Data Sciences Conference on March 29, 2019, that gave us the opportunity to meet our initial keynote speaker Ms. Rama Akkiraju, Head of IBM AI Operations, IBM Watson and IBM Academy of Technology. We appreciated Rama, Heather and IBM’s support to the conference.

• President’s Award Luncheon Speaker: Distinguished Interim Provost Frances C. Welch, College of Charleston.

• Attendees really enjoyed the Special Panels of College and School deans that shared their visions of future higher education in business: Michael E. Busing, Dean of College of Business, James Madison University; Robert T. Sumichrast, Dean of Pamplin College of Business, Virginia Tech; Peter Brews, Dean of Darla Moore School of Business, University of South Carolina; Chris Martin, Dean of College of Business, Louisiana Tech University; Nancy D. Albers, Dean of College of Business, Louisiana State University in Shreveport; Robert T. Burrus, Jr. Dean of Cameron School of Business, University of North Carolina Wilmington; Margaret Thompson, Associate Dean of College of Business, Clayton State University; Alex Koohang, Dean of School of Computing, Middle Georgia State University; Kai Koong, Dean of Brimmer College of Business and Information Science, Tuskegee University; Alan T. Shao, Interim VP of Corporate Partnerships and Dean of School of Business, College of Charleston; Michael R. Weeks, Dean of Tommy and Victoria Baker School of Business, The Citadel.

• Many attendees were grateful for the journal editors who provided constructive guidance and suggestions for publishing research at the Special Panels of Journal Editors, including Expert Systems with Applications, Editor-in-Chief Binshan Lin, Louisiana State University at Shreveport; Decision Sciences, Editor, Mark Ferguson, University of South Carolina; Decision Sciences Journal Innovative Education, Editor, Matthew Drake, Duquesne University; Electronic Government, an International Journal, Editor-in-Chief, June Wei, University of West Florida; International Journal of Electronic Finance, Editor-in-Chief, Jiaqin Yang, Georgia College and State University; International Journal of Electronic Healthcare, Editor-in-Chief, Kai S. Koong, Tuskegee University; International Journal of Innovation and Learning, Editor-in-Chief, Kongkiti Phusavat, Kasetsart University;
• We greatly appreciated all Track Chairs for promoting the conference, soliciting submissions and workshop proposals, scheduling sessions, and monitoring presentations. They included:

  Accounting, Economics, Cryptocurrency and Finance - Michelle Hagadorn, Roanoke College.

  Data Analytics and Statistics Instruction (DASI) - Robert Andrews, Virginia Commonwealth University, and Kelli Keeling, University of Denver. Many thanks go to Bob and Kelli for promoting and organizing eight DASI sessions with 25 presentations with an average of 24 attendees per session. I sincerely appreciated Bob for the many suggestions for the conference and for working with sponsors. Many attendees benefited from Bob’s presentation tips. It was due to Bob’s suggestion, that attendees enjoyed the interactions during the 15-minute’s breaks instead of 10 minutes at the conference. The teaching focus of the conference was inspired by the successes of DASI sessions in at SEDSI and DSI conferences.

  Analytics, Big Data Applications, Business Intelligence, Data Mining, Statistics and Expert Systems - Binshan Lin, Louisiana State University at Shreveport. Binshan actively promoted the conference and organized sessions for the track. His effort led to 26 submissions for this new track. Binshan deserves special thanks for his many suggestions throughout the year about the special sessions for chancellor, deans and journal editors. He actively promoted the conference and obtained sponsorship. His efforts led to many first-time attendees at the conference.

  Healthcare, Public Sector and Not for Profit Management - Elham Torabi and Helen You, James Madison University. The Healthcare management was an added area for the track. Elham and Helen actively promoted the conference. Their effort resulted in 20 submissions to the track. Elham also helped to invite journal editors, organized two workshops, and conducted a workshop on Simulation Game for Emergency Room operations. She brought her husband Masoud and their one year-old daughter Kiana to the conference. Kiana became the youngest attendee of the conference.

  Hospitality, Recreation and Sports - David Shonk, James Madison University. Dave helped to promote the conference and invited the special speaker to this new track of the conference. David helped to promote SEDSI, led seven submissions, and invited the Teaching Award Winner for the presentation. Positive feedback from attendees in the track indicated a need to include the track in future conferences.

  Information Privacy, Security and System Resilience Business Ethics and Business Law - Elena Olson, Virginia Commonwealth University.

  Innovative Education, Assessment, Engaged Learning Curriculum, Teaching and Pedagogy - Ajay Aggarwal, Henderson State University. This track received the largest number of submissions of 42. Thanks Ajay for promoting the conference, organizing reviews and arranging sessions for the track.
IS, IT, Blockchain Technology, and Social Media - June Wei, University of West Florida.
Management, Strategy, Organizational Behavior Organizational Theory, and Human Resource Management - Sara Kiser, Alabama State University. Thanks Sara for organizing sessions for the track.

Marketing, Consumer Behavior, International Business - Rebecca Scott, University of North Carolina Wilmington.

Student Papers (Undergraduate, Master and Ph.D Students) - Elizabeth Rasnick, Georgia Southern University. Elizabeth deserves special thanks and recognitions because of the large number of students’ submissions for competitions and her effort to recruit judges, organize the sessions and issue certificates for winners.

Sustainability, SCM, Quality Management, and Logistics— Hadi Farhangi, Savannah State University and Suman Niranjan, University of North Texas. Many thanks go to Hadi for providing many suggestions to actively promote the conference on INFORMS and Clemson University Web Servers, and thanks Hadi and Suman for organizing sessions for the track.

- Our sincere appreciations go to sponsors and exhibitors. Due to the lower registration fees - not sufficient to cover the expenses associated with the conference hotel and the conference, SEDSI 2020 would not be successful without the great support from our institutional sponsors and exhibitors, including:

Dean Michael Busing and James Madison University College of Business
Department Head Art Gowan and JMU Computer Information Systems/Business Analytics

Dean Michael R. Weeks and The Citadel Tommy and Victoria Baker School of Business
Dean Grier and The Virginia Commonwealth University School of Business
Department Head Jim Wynne and VCU Department of Information Systems
Dean Robert T. Sumichrast and Virginia Tech Pamplin College of Business
Dean Robert T. Burrus, Jr. and Cameron School of Business of University of North Carolina Wilmington

Ms. Heather Domin and IBM /IBM Watson
Presbyterian College
Roanoke College
Dean Georgia Southern University, Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing
Dean Jacob Chacko and College of Business of Clayton State University
Dean Nancy D. Albers and the College of Business, Louisiana State University Shreveport
Randolph Macon College

- We thank each exhibitor for their continued support of the conference and instructions, including: Case Centre, FlexSim Software Products Inc., Hawkes Learning, JMP (division of SAS), and Minitab.

- Each member of the Program Committee deserved special recognitions.

My colleague Luis Novoa, the associate program chair, deserves special thanks for his effort to obtain the information of over 10,000 contacts from over 60 regional colleges and universities. In addition, his effort and time to prepare certificates and many other things to be done before
the conference, including loading all of the boxes, big metal screens, projectors, printer and so forth on the SUV, and driving most of the seven hours along the way to Charleston. Helping to install, test and uninstall the screens, projectors and adapters in each breakout room for presentations, and working with Katrina and Art at the reception desk all the time to deal with issues. And again helping to load all of the stuff to the SUV after the conference.

I was grateful for my colleague Leigh Mutchler, the Proceeding Coordinator and Editor, for helping a lot at the registration/reception area during the conference, for presenting her work on teaching introductory database: Focus on the Users’ Perspective, and for her time and effort to prepare and compile the conference proceedings through many revisions.

Special thanks go to Drew Rosen, Local Arrangements Coordinator. Drew made the detailed arrangements for the conference, including the pre-conference site visit, the switching of the conference hotel, identifying and arranging breakout rooms, and arranging breakfasts, coffee breaks, Presidents reception and Presidents Award Luncheon. Thanks Drew to moderating the special chancellor's session to give attendees the opportunity to meet Chancellor Larry Clark to hear his view of the future of higher education. Drew's management of the budget was critical to the balance of the account and the success of the conference. We sincerely appreciate his effort and contributions for obtaining the sponsorship support from Dean Robert T. Burrus Jr. and the Cameron School of Business at UNC Wilmington and the sponsorship for Officers Reception from Dean Dr. Michael Weeks and the Citadel Tommy and Victoria Baker School of Business.

I sincerely appreciated the great support from Council members and Officers. We were so grateful to be able to stand on their giant shoulders and share the great success with you.

Many thanks go to Jim Wynne for his trust, encouragements, suggestions, and help throughout the year, and for his promoting and obtaining support from his dean and faculty members. His effort led to one of the largest sponsorships from VCU School of Business and Department of Information Systems. Thank you very much Jim.

Thanks to Cheryl Aasheim for her many suggestions and for sharing her experience as a program chair. Upon Cheryl's advice, the conference focused more on improving instructions, workshops and the needs of junior faculty members. Whenever we had needs, Cheryl was ready to help, like leading the 50th Anniversary Celebration Committee, compiling information and preparing posters of former SEDSI Presidents and other related preparations, bringing many easels and foams for posters for former presidents and for poster sessions, and always providing her support. I wish I had asked more advice from Cheryl. Thank you again Cheryl.

As the archivists for SEDSI web service, George Lowry and Pamela Schlosser did a great job to update the program information on demand, many times on daily basis. Their effort also led to the sponsorship from Randolph Macon College. George provided many suggestions for effective updating of conference information online, such as the use of errata sheet and shared links. George also managed the designing and printing of all name badges - multiple versions - used for the conference. Because of the tight schedule and constant revisions in the last-minute program adjustments, the final printing and reprinting had to be done with very short notice in the week before the conference. Thank you George for your contribution and service.
Ina Markham was instrumental in nominating me as the program chair; her trust and support, her many valuable suggestions for the special deans’ panels and journal editors’ sessions and her contributions led to the largest sponsorship.

Thanks Chris McCart for her many suggestions and for managing accounts for the conference and obtaining sponsorship. Thanks Suzie Smith for her suggestions and encouragements. Thanks Tobin Turner for his working with me on program for the Presidents’ Award Luncheon and for his and Suzie’s work on the great sponsorship from Presbyterian College. Thanks Reza Kheirandish for his encouragements and suggestions and his support that led to the sponsorship from Dean Jacob Chacko and The College of Business at Clayton State University. Many thanks also go to Vivian Landrum, executive director of DSI, and Maria Hunt, for their managing the registration process, providing help to locate photos of former presidents, providing weekly and many times daily updates for the registration and attendance information, and processing the registrations for sponsors and exhibitors. Thanks Janet Hartley, DSI President, and Vivian for their support and attending the conference. Thanks Shona Morgan for taking great photos and providing help for the 50th Anniversary Celebration.

• The support we received from colleagues in James Madison University played significant roles to the great success. Over 40 faculty and students (over one tenth of the total number of authors and co-authors) were authors and co-authors of over 20 submissions (about one tenth of the total number of submissions) and 26 of them (one tenth of the attendees) presented their work and support the conference. Many also served as reviewers and session chairs. JMU had the largest group of participants to the conference. The following was an outline of contributions from James Madison University, primarily through the College of Business.

My dean Michael Busing showed his extraordinary leadership and support at every turn during the unforgettable year. Dean Busing provided unwavering trust and support from the very beginning to the very end. Besides being one of the highest sponsorship for the conference, he provided suggestions to and moderated the special deans’ panel, and presented at the 50th Anniversary Celebration, despite his very busy travels. Thank you so much Mike.

Art Gowan and the Department of Computer Information Systems/Business Analytics provided one of the highest sponsorships. Art worked with Dean Busing in an effort that led to the highest sponsorship ever for the conference. Art also led the team in the last few weeks and prepared all ribbons, posters, certificates and many other items, including the testing of projectors, orders of HDMI to VGA adapters, and so on. His office became a war room with all of the name badges, posters and other items on his floor and desks until the later evening that Monday. Art stayed behind the reception desk throughout the conference, ran around to solve problems and helped to uninstall and loaded all of the stuff on the SUV after the conference. None could expect his/her department head to do that much. I sincerely appreciated it Art.

Our department secretary Katrina Spickler did so many things within the short period of three or four weeks. She confirmed the list of certificates, posters for sponsors and exhibitors, ribbons, plaque for keynote speaker, and worked with JMU Copy Center to get them printed. She placed orders for the paper used for certificates, big screens, adapters, labels for name badges and their plastic holders, and many more. She worked until 5:30 to 6:00 pm on that Monday to get all of these items ready for the conference. Katrina worked tirelessly behind the
reception desk during the conference for registrations and other support. We appreciated her great contributions to the conference.

Dave Jones of JMU College of Business Technology Coordinator provided a demo session for using the projectors, adapters and screen, and prepared a new color printer and laptop for the conference.

Thanks Phil Dubose, the Emeritus Professor and former JMU College of Business Associate Dean, for providing the detailed list of questions for the special deans and provost panels, and for his many constructive suggestions and advice.

Thanks also go to Jerry Benson, the Emeritus Professor and former JMU Senior Vice President and Provost, for providing additional comments about the questions for the special panel of Chancellor.

Thanks Carrie Wood, Director of JMU College of Business Marketing and Communications, for providing the valuable advice and suggestions to communicate with potential sponsors. Her suggestions were part of the communications and promotions that resulted in the highest amount of sponsorship ever, two or three times higher than those in the past.

Thanks Bobby Vaziri for presenting his work on Statistical factors that attribute to winning in the National Basketball Association (NBA) and for providing help around the registration / reception area from time to time during the conference and being session chairs.

Thanks Shawn Lough for reviewing 16 papers for the conference.

Thanks Christie J. Liu, Associate Professor of JMU Library, for recommending Linda Champion, East Carolina University, as a special session speaker on assessment.

Thanks Lee Ward, Director of JMU Health Center, for his presentation on improving first year and lower income students' performance and for his help in inviting special speaker James Winfield to present on first generation students learning.

Thanks Hao Zhang, JMU ISAT Assistant Professor, for his workshop on Blockchain Technology.

Thanks Helen You, JMU Health Service Administration Assistant Professor, for her being the track co-chair for Healthcare Track, reviewer, student paper competition judge and for presenting two papers with her co-authors.

Thanks Bill Ritchie and his co-authors for presenting their works on Unpacking New Geospatial Tools for Supply Chain Pedagogy, Practice and Research; Linking Blockchain, Supply Chain, and Student Learning: A Classroom Exercise; and Teaching the Impact of Supply Chain on Project Management: An Experimental Exercise at a Porsche Restoration Shop. Also for bringing industrial partners and students to the conference. Joseph Kerski, the Education Manager at ESRI.COM - the largest GIS provider with over 8,000 employees, was very impressed with the conference and decided to come to SEDSI 2021. Thanks Bill and Joseph.

Thanks Mike Mitri for his presentation on Natural Language Processing, Data Visualization, and the Mueller Report.

Thanks Chia-Hsuan Yang, an Assistant Professor at JMU/ISAT, for her presentation on Characteristics of Communication Transmission Using Twitter during a Natural Disaster.
Thanks Diane Lending for presenting her work on Feeding the Pig: An Integrated System for Program Learning Improvement.

Thanks Amy Connolly for presenting her work on Roleplaying as a Pedagogical Tool to Deal With Complexity in IT Project Management.

Thanks Pam Y. Li for being a session chair and for presenting her work on Teaching Strategic Management to Hospitality Students.

Thanks John Guo and Ping Wang for presenting their work on Information Privacy, Security and System Resilience, Business Ethics and Business Law, and on Wielding Blockchain to Enhance Counterfeit Drugs Prevention in Pharmaceutical Industry: A Practitioners’ Perspective.

Thanks Tom Dillon and his co-authors for presenting their work on Enhancing CIS Program Curriculum with Certifications.

Thanks Carl Larsson, Brooks Marshall, and Bill Ritchie for presenting their work on The Alumni Project: Fostering Student-Alumni Engagement in the Curriculum.

Thanks Abigail Wostbrock and her team for presenting a poster of their work on How health behaviors affect the academic performance?

Thanks JMU Copy Center and Printing Shop for expediting many requests from us.

Thanks JMU Library for loaning two projectors for the conference.

In summary, we enjoyed working with you for the great success of the conference. We sincerely appreciated your support, presence and accompany. Thank you all for the great opportunity to serve as your program chair for SEDSI 2020. I shall remember this amazing experience for years to come.

SEDSI has been providing the platform for us to exchange our research ideas, share our teaching experience and enjoy our catch ups with friends. We warmly invite you to come back to SEDSI again.

Best regards,

Ping Wang, Ph.D.
2020 SEDSI Program Chair
Decision Sciences Institute

The Decision Sciences Institute is a professional society dedicated to the development and application of quantitative and behavioral methods to administrative problems. Membership includes representatives from most of the functional areas of business. Through its journals, Decision Sciences and the Decision Sciences Journal of Innovative Education, along with national, international, and regional meetings, and other activities, the Decision Sciences Institute serves as a vehicle to advance and disseminate the theory, application, pedagogy, and curriculum development of the decision sciences.

Charleston, SC

Charleston is one of America’s oldest and most historic cities. The holy city (as Charleston is often called) played vital roles in both the revolutionary war and the civil war. Referred to as the holy city because of its many houses of worship; Charleston, and especially the historic downtown market area, has many historic buildings within a short walking distance. There are also ample opportunities to shop for that special memory. No trip to Charleston is complete without visiting the historic open-air market right outside the doors of your hotel. Enjoy your stay in historic Charleston and please come back often.
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A STUDY OF THE DETERMINANTS OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY DISCLOSURE QUALITY: EVIDENCE FROM KUWAITI LISTED COMPANIES

Oral

Dr. Kameleddine Benameur 1
1. Gulf University for Science and Technology

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of various factors on the quality of social responsibility disclosure. Combining multi-theories in a unique framework, it focuses on factors related to the strategy and vision of the firm (social responsibility audit, presence of a social responsibility committee), diversity of and within boards (independence of the board, gender diversity) and factors related to the environment (social responsibility performance, degree of pollution of the company).

This study involves an attempt to develop a self-constructed index to measure social responsibility disclosure quality using qualitative attributes as provided by IASB and GRI frameworks and following (Chauvey et al.). A number of econometric techniques are used including panel data specifications using a sample of Kuwaiti listed companies in KSE for the period 2015-2019.

The study found that quality of disclosure remains relatively low. In addition, the findings indicate that a company's strategy and vision (social responsibility audit), diversity in boards (gender diversity) and social responsibility performance play significant roles in explaining variations in quality of social responsibility disclosure.

This paper sheds light on whether various factors could affect the credibility of disclosed information using a multi theory framework. Standards setters and policy makers are recommended to think about implementing a generally accepted framework of non-financial reporting to answer the demand for more transparency and accountability.

This paper fills the gap in the literature by highlighting unexplored area of literature related to the quality of non-financial reporting drawing upon the regulatory framework of financial reporting.
As the aging baby boomer generation saves for retirement and demands suitable retirement savings vehicles, the role of asset management banks is growing and the assets under their management are rising. We used a data envelopment analysis (DEA) model to evaluate the performance of 18 asset management banks for the 2018. We benchmark the performance of asset management banks on the basis of return on assets (ROA), earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, revenue per employee, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, effective tax rate, and capital intensity. We find that only 4 banks out of 18 are 100% efficient relative to their peers, 3 banks are more than 95% efficient relative to their peers. Data envelopment analysis clearly brings out the firms that are operating more efficiently in comparison to other firms in the industry, and points out the areas in which poorly performing firms need to improve.
This paper investigates dynamic short-run and long-run linkages among business climate variables such as capital investment, wage, education and economic growth. Panel Cointegration, dynamic OLS, GMM, ECM and Dumitrescu Panel Causality test are applied. The panel cointegration tests, dynamic OLS estimates show long-run equilibrium relationship among the variables. The panel Dynamic OLS estimates indicate capital investment, wage and education have significant positive, while poverty and death rate have significant negative effect on economic growth. GMM findings are similar except that they are short-run linkages on economic growth. The estimates of ECM reveal statistically significant convergence toward long-run equilibrium with mixed short-run interactive feedback effects. Finally, Dumitrescu Hurlin panel causality tests indicate that there is bidirectional causality between wage, capital investment, and economic growth, capital investment and education, wage and education, poverty and wage, and poverty rate and education. Policy implication is that to increase economic the policy makers should promote, education, capital investment, and wage and reduce poverty rate and death rate.

Key Words: Growth, Capital Investment, Wage, Poverty rate, Death Rate, Education, Dynamic OLS, GMM, ECM, Dumitrescu Causality
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We investigate the causal relationship between credit-default swap (CDS), bond and stock markets. In a panel time-series framework for preliminary analysis, we use daily data of 96 corporations from the North America and Europe trading on the NYSE during the period from 2005 to 2013. The daily EURO five-year overnight index swap rate is the reference rate to calculate the CDS and bond spreads. These spreads are the risk premiums associated with corporations’ risky instruments. Theoretically, the risk premiums captured by CDS and bond yield should be equal. However, data reveal a significant difference between the two spreads.

We first explore the causal relationship between CDS, bond and stock markets’ short-run movements with Vector Auto Regression (VAR) model. The VAR model examines how shocks from one market impacts the other in terms of Granger causality when the variables are stationary, and not cointegrated. Then second, we estimate the long-run cointegrating relationship between the CDS market and bond market with firm-level Vector Error Correction (VECM) model. The VECM model examines how these markets adjust to each other regarding speed of adjustment from error correction terms when the variables are cointegrated.

In addition, the price-discovery process is estimated and employed to forecast the dynamics of the two markets. In this paper, we extend the Gonzalo and Granger price-discovery analysis using rolling windows technic to estimate a time-variant price-discovery metric in the two markets. In conclusion, there is a leading position for CDS premiums over bond spreads in the price-discovery process, but we also can observe some fluctuations that bond market takes the leading position around specific dates.
Big-4 firms have begun making extensive investments in developing audit programs based on artificial intelligence (AI). However, the legal implications of using AI in the case of an audit failure are not heavily explored. In this study, we investigate whether and how using AI to partially complete an audit, compared to having human auditors complete the same work, may affect auditor negligence verdicts by jurors in case of an audit failure. We also investigate whether and how the work being outsourced or insourced interacts with the use of AI. The similarity-leniency hypothesis posits that the more a juror associates with the defendant, the more lenient the juror evaluation will be. However, this leniency depends upon the proximity of the wrongdoing to the defendant and/or the intensity of the wrongdoing, referred to as the “black-sheep effect”. Consistent with the similarity-leniency hypothesis, we find that, in an audit in which the misjudgment is attributable to human staff (rather than AI), jurors evaluate characteristics of the defendant more favorably and, subsequently, attribute the reasons for the audit failure for more circumstantial rather than personal reasons. Consequently, jurors assess more lenient verdicts. However, consistent with the black-sheep effect, the leniency is evident only when the work is outsourced (perceived to be less controllable by the audit firm) but not when it is insourced (more controllable by the audit firm).
Impact of Tax Reform on In-Place Child Custody Orders That Rely Upon Exemptions
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This article is an early-stage working paper examining the impact of tax reform on the ability of divorced or separated parents to claim children on their tax returns under existing exemption-focused family court orders. The article uses a legal research methodology to analyze changes to the dependency exemption during tax reform. The article debunks the common notion in accounting practice circles that tax reform ‘repealed’ exemptions and clarifies that tax reform merely eliminated the dollar value of exemptions as they were formerly used in the tax system. The underlying traceability of exemptions to multiple other tax benefits remains intact despite that exemptions themselves no longer have monetary value.
Maternal and Infant Outcomes in the United States
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Maternal and infant outcomes in childbirth continue to steadily improve around the world, including in the United States. Advances in medicine and increased access to healthcare have aided in these improvements at the national level. Relevant literature has cited factors directly correlated with improved outcomes, such as education, income, and access to care. However, there are still large discrepancies in outcomes between mothers and infants residing in urban areas versus rural areas. These discrepancies are particularly large in the United States, where significant differences in infant and maternal outcomes are rising across different geographic areas. Using micro level data from the National Center for Health Statistics, this study aims to investigate whether the factors cited as improving outcomes for both mothers and infants have the same effects for urban and rural mothers and infants. For example, does education improve outcomes in a similar manner for mothers and infants residing in rural areas as it does for mothers and infants living in urban areas? The data provide individual birth statistics for all births from 2008-2018 in the United States. Our model allows us to compare whether factors like education provide the same benefit to all mothers. This provides important policy making information for improving health outcomes across all segments of the United States population. Inconsistencies in how these factors affect each population allows policymakers to decide how to best allocate funding that will increase equality in infant and maternal outcomes across all geographic areas. This is particularly important as the cost structure of healthcare systems continue to shift.
The late 1990s, commonly referred to as the “DotCom Bubble”, exhibited optimistic growth for the thriving technology industry. Companies began filing for bankruptcy, bringing this growth to a rapid halt. After surviving the boom and bust of this era, could firms use this as a learning experience in an effort to prevent such failures in the future? Furthermore, could profiling these financial failures be used to predict the future of Tesla, a thriving innovative enterprise? Utilizing relevant data from Compustat and CRSP, a combined data set was created and filtered for the appropriate industries. A logit model of seven control variables was applied to help predict failure for Tesla and like firms. Of the seven variables, four appeared to be major driving factors in predicting bankruptcy. These variables include: profitability, leverage, volatility, and relative size for the firms in the sample period. The findings suggest that bankrupt firms have a lower mean profitability, greater leverage, lower liquidity, lower excess returns, and less cash flow from operations. Tesla has tight cash flow, lower current profitability, but is highly valued by investors, suggesting that investors still believe that the company has a future. The results indicate that Tesla Motors Incorporated has a 1.17% probability for filing for either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the next quarter. Moreover, it has a 0.76% likelihood for default in the upcoming four quarters. These are much lower than the bankruptcy rate of 2.47% for firms of the DotCom Bubble. These findings can be applied to better understand the future for Tesla Inc., and similar firms, that exhibit trends like those in this study. Furthermore, they can be used in creating a plan to help prevent bankruptcy for the firms, increasing success.
Changes in auditing standards have resulted in fluctuations in audit fees since the inception of the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act of 2002. Clients want a decrease in audit fee; however, a decrease in audit effort may not be likely as more entities delve deeper into the use of automation and technology, which also leads to a higher risk of having technology issues or cyber breaches. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of SOX Section 302 No. 22, Technology Issues on audit effort.
Technology innovation and health care in Israel: the effect of international cooperation patents on healthcare expenditures
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Israel has been ranked as the top healthiest country in the world for years, with high standards of health services, high-quality medical research, and a high ratio of physicians. Meanwhile, high-tech services contribute significant and immediate improvements in the quality and safety of health care. Israel takes advantage of a lucrative “health technology tsunami”, creates partnerships with European and US, gain a global competitive edge via innovation, and Israeli innovation goes global via the partnership cooperation. This study specifies and econometrically estimates the Autoregressive Distributed Lag Cointegration (ARDL) model of health care expenditures in Israel, using the 1980-2017 time-series data, with income (GDP) and technology (International Cooperation patents) are the two major drivers, along with the age dependency ratio and physicians. ARDL bounds test for cointegration and Granger causality test for the causal link are applied. Empirical results suggest that there is a long-run relationship among the healthcare expenditures, patents, physician, and aging ratio. The increase of international cooperation patents is positively affecting the growth rate of the healthcare expenditures (HCE), however, the effect of patents from residences on HCE is negative; while the effects are fluctuating from year to year as patents could conceivably reduce the health spending if new patented medical products turn out to be cheaper than existing interventions. As always, income (GDP) is the main driver of the growth of health care expenditures, as well as the impressive ratio of physicians and the significantly higher effect of aging ratio.
This paper investigates the behavior of inflation, measured by the Consumer Price Index and the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index with primary focus on the relationship between inflation and its volatility. Over the past 70 years, the inflation rate has shown periods of tranquility as well as periods of volatility. Evidence from the early 2000s suggests that inflation, after a period tranquility during the 1990s, became more volatile early in the new century (perhaps even as early as 1999)—prior to the run-up in the energy and food sectors. Since the 2008-2009 rise in volatility, inflation has entered a more tranquil phase, but is still more volatile than during the Great Moderation of the 1990s. Relatively new research has suggested that the relationship between inflation and its volatility is not monotonic—that is, (very) low inflation rates may also be more volatile. This research supports an asymmetric relationship between inflation volatility and the level of inflation. Based on two measures of inflation, very low inflation rates are accompanied by higher volatility, and inflation rates above some threshold (approximately 3.5%) also produce greater volatility.
In this paper, we focus on understanding the directional movement of the spot price of oil from one week to the next. This paper uses seven variables, each in two forms, to model the direction that oil will move. A C5.0 Decision Tree is constructed using these variables as inputs and develops rules that pattern next week’s oil direction correctly about 87% of the time. Some input variables used were related to oil and include net imports, days of supply, amount of product supplied, and oil production. The remaining three variables are financial and include the price of copper, the trade-weighted dollar, and a high-yield spread. The data set ranges from January 1997 to early October 2019.
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A STUDY OF THE DETERMINANTS OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY DISCLOSURE QUALITY: EVIDENCE FROM KUWAITI LISTED COMPANIES
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of various factors on the quality of social responsibility disclosure. Combining multi-theories in a unique framework, it focuses on factors related to the strategy and vision of the firm (Social responsibility audit, presence of a social responsibility committee), diversity of and within boards (independence of the board, gender diversity) and factors related to the environment (social responsibility performance, degree of pollution of the company).

This study involves an attempt to develop a self-constructed index to measure social responsibility disclosure quality using qualitative attributes as provided by IASB and GRI frameworks and following (Chauvey et al., 2015). A number of econometric techniques are used including panel data specifications using a sample of Kuwaiti listed companies in KSE for the period 2015-2019.

The study found that quality of disclosure remains relatively low. In addition, the findings indicate that a company’s strategy and vision (social responsibility audit), diversity in boards (gender diversity) and social responsibility performance play significant roles in explaining variations in quality of social responsibility disclosure.

This paper sheds light on whether various factors could affect the credibility of disclosed information using a multi theory framework. Standards setters and policy makers are recommended to think about implementing a generally accepted framework of non-financial reporting to answer the demand for more transparency and accountability.

This paper fills the gap in the literature by highlighting unexplored area of literature related to the quality of non-financial reporting drawing upon the regulatory framework of financial reporting.
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ABSTRACT

As the aging baby boomer generation saves for retirement and demands suitable retirement savings vehicles, the role of asset management banks is growing and the assets under their management are rising. We used a data envelopment analysis (DEA) model to evaluate the performance of 18 asset management banks for the 2018. We benchmark the performance of asset management banks on the basis of return on assets (ROA), earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, revenue per employee, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, effective tax rate, and capital intensity. We find that only 4 banks out of 18 are 100% efficient relative to their peers, 3 banks are more than 95% efficient relative to their peers. Data envelopment analysis clearly brings out the firms that are operating more efficiently in comparison to other firms in the industry, and points out the areas in which poorly performing firms need to improve.

INTRODUCTION

The asset management banks are part of the capital markets industry and include mutual funds, closed-end funds, unit investment trusts, investment counseling firms, and other groups that manage the pooled savings of individuals or organizations. Asset management banks are one of the two primary sub-industries within the capital markets industry and account for more than 57 percent of the capital markets industry in terms of market capitalization (Source: S&P Capital IQ Industry Surveys: Capital Markets, 2018). According to Investment Company Institute (ICI), the asset management industry will likely continue to see substantial growth over the next couple of decades as the aging baby boomer generation (approximately 77 million Americans born between 1946 and 1964) saves for retirement and demands more suitable retirement savings vehicles.

Asset management companies compete for the business of potential investors by offering them various types of investment products that match investor’s risk-return profile at a reduced cost. Because larger size enables firms to reduce costs to potential investors, size has increasingly become a source of competitive advantage for the asset management industry. At the same time, as global capital markets have expanded again in the aftermath of economic crisis of 2008-2009, regulatory oversight that increases capital requirements for liquidity to prevent a repeat of the previous financial crisis has also given larger firms an advantage. Compared to smaller firms, larger firms are better positioned and equipped to
take advantage of the growing market by leveraging their global scale and market share, in terms of higher revenue, because assets are the resources that firms use to generate revenue. Meanwhile, the asset management industry is going through structural changes with the growing importance of algorithmic trading, artificial intelligence based portfolio trading, technological innovations, and back office automation that is causing a decline in fees and expense ratios.

Investment companies managed 9356 mutual funds in the United States as of December 2017, with $18.3 trillion in assets under management, up from $11.8 trillion at the end of 2010, according to the Investment Company Institute (ICI). Although the dollar amount of assets managed by asset management industry has increased several-fold, to our knowledge, no empirical research exists that evaluates the performance of asset management banks. In this paper, we illustrate the use of data envelopment analysis, an operations research technique, to analyze performance of asset management banks by benchmarking an asset management bank against its peers to understand the relative performance of a bank. Data envelopment analysis clearly brings out the firms that are operating more efficiently in comparison to other firms in the industry. Data envelopment analysis also points out the areas in which poorly performing firms need to improve.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews previous studies that illustrate how the data envelopment analysis model has been applied in the banking industry; Section III discusses the methodology used; Section IV describes the data envelopment analysis model; Section V provides an empirical analysis of our results; and Section VI summarizes and concludes our study.

THE DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS MODEL

The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (Charnes et al., 1978) is a generalized optimization technique that measures the relative performance of different decision making entities having multiple objectives (outputs) and multiple inputs structure. The DEA methodology measures the relative performance of the entities/organization units called Decision-Making Units (DMUs). This technique measures the efficiency with which a DMU uses the resources available (inputs) to generate a given set of outputs. The DEA methodology assesses the performance of the DMU using the concept of efficiency or productivity, defined as a ratio of total outputs to total inputs. Further, the DEA estimates relative efficiency. The DEA allocates the efficiency of a DMU relative to the best performing DMU or DMUs (in case multiple DMUs are most efficient). In addition, the DEA allocates an efficiency score of unity or 100 percent to the most efficient unit, and the low-performing DMUs efficiency can vary between 0 and 100 percent in comparison to the best performance.

Data envelopment analysis is a technique used to assess the productive efficiency of homogenous operating units such as schools, hospitals, banks, or utility companies. It is a powerful technique for measuring performance because of its objectivity and ability to handle multiple inputs and outputs that can be measured in different units. The DEA approach does not require specification of any functional relationship between inputs and
outputs or a priori specification of weights of inputs and outputs. DEA provides gross efficiency scores based on the effect of controllable and uncontrollable factors. Figure 1 illustrates a decision support system using data envelopment analysis. DEA uses a number of ratios to determine how good an asset management bank's performance has been. The ratios that need to be maximized serve as outputs and ratios that need to be minimized serve as inputs. Using this information, the approach does not require specification of any functional relationship between inputs and outputs or a priori specification of weights of inputs and outputs. DEA provides gross efficiency scores based on the effect of controllable and uncontrollable factors. With these financial ratios as inputs, the DEA-based decision support system calculates an efficiency score for a firm. This score is a relative value computed by comparing the given firm to a pool of well-performing companies that serve as a benchmark for the company under evaluation. Each firm is evaluated against either an existing firm or a hypothetical firm with an identical set of inputs or outputs that is constructed as a combination of good performing companies.

By using the existing good companies as a “role model,” DEA not only helps differentiate well performing (efficient companies from poorly performing (inefficient) firms, but also brings out the reasons why a company may be underperforming. This helps investors and creditors justify their decisions to invest or not to invest their funds in a particular company. This will also help management identify areas of weakness for a firm so that management plans can focus on plugging the weaknesses or taking steps to counter the weaknesses.

Traditional financial statement analysis techniques use ratio analysis to compare a firm's performance against its peers in the industry as well as against the company's historical performance. On the basis of this comparison, analyst will recommend whether the company is doing well or underperforming relative to its peers or relative to its own past performance. DEA employs relative efficiency, a concept enabling comparison of companies with a pool of known efficient companies. The DEA model compares a firm with the pool of efficient companies by creating an efficiency frontier of good firms—a tolerance boundary created by establishing the efficiency of firms in terms of several sets of financial ratios. Companies lying beyond this boundary can improve one of the input values without worsening the others. The higher the return on equity or return on assets or interest coverage or return or asset turnover ratio, the higher the chances of a firm turning out to be efficient. Similarly, the higher the leverage ratio or total debt to total capital ratios, the higher the chances that the firm will turn out to be bad. The acceptance boundary has firms that are considered to be 100% efficient.

**DATA AND MODEL**

We used the financial statement data available from Mergent Online for this study. We used six ratios to evaluate eighteen asset management banks from the capital markets industry. A list of the eighteen asset management banks is provided in appendix. These asset management banks have been identified as competitors by Standard & Poor’s Industry Surveys for capital markets industry. Table 2 illustrates the pooled data of the eighteen companies used for analysis.
Besides the mathematical and computational requirements of the DEA model, there are many other factors that affect the specifications of the DEA model. These factors relate to the choice of the DMUs for a given DEA application, selection of inputs and outputs, choice of a particular DEA model (e.g. CRS, VRS, etc.) for a given application, and choice of an appropriate sensitivity analysis procedure (Ramanathan, 2003). Due to DEA’s non-parametric nature, there is no clear specification search strategy. However, the results of the analysis depend on the inputs/outputs included in the DEA model. There are two main factors that influence the selection of DMUs – homogeneity and the number of DMUs. To successfully apply the DEA methodology, we should consider homogenous units that perform similar tasks, and accomplish similar objectives. In our study, the companies are homogenous as they are identified by S&P Industry Surveys on capital markets to be competitors. Furthermore, the number of DMUs is also an important consideration. In addition, the number of DMUs should be reasonable so as to capture high performance units, and sharply identify the relation between inputs and outputs. The selection of input and output variables is the most important aspect of performance analysis using DEA. In general, the inputs should reflect the level of resources used or a factor that should be minimized. The outputs reflect the level of the economic variable factor, and the degree to which an economic variable contributes to the overall strength (efficiency) of a company. There are some simple rules of thumb that guide the selection of inputs and outputs, and the number of participating DMUs.

To study the performance of the asset management industry, we consider six factors to develop the DEA model: return on assets, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, interest coverage ratio, revenue per employee, effective tax rate, and capital intensity ratio. Out of these six factors, we specify effective tax rate and capital intensity ratio as input, because for a given company the lower these variables are the better the performance of the company. Similarly, return on assets, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, interest coverage ratio, revenue per employee imply a better-performing company. Thus, we consider these variables as output variables. Finally, the choice of the DEA model is also an important consideration. We should select the appropriate DEA model with options such as input maximizing or output minimizing, multiplier or envelopment, and constant or variable returns to scale. DEA applications that involve inflexible inputs or not fully under control inputs should use output-based formulations. On the contrary, for an application with outputs that are an outcome of managerial goals, input-based DEA formulations are more appropriate. In addition, for an application that emphasizes inputs and outputs, we should use the multiplier version. Similarly, for an application that considers relations among DMUs, envelopment models are more suitable. Furthermore, the characteristics of the application dictate the use of constant or variable returns to scale. If the performance of DMUs depends heavily on the scale of operation, constant returns to scale (CRS) is more applicable, otherwise variable returns to scale is a more appropriate assumption.
In our study, the comparative evaluation among the companies is an important consideration. Therefore, we select the envelopment models for our analysis. In addition, the outputs are an outcome of managerial goals. Therefore, input-based formulation is recommended for our study. The objective of the analysis is to suggest a benchmark for the asset management banks. Furthermore, to investigate the effect of scale of operations, if any, among the 18 companies, we consider both variable returns to scale and constant returns to scale DEA models. Also, the structure of the DEA model (in envelopment form) uses an equation and separate calculation for every input and output. Therefore, all the input and output variables can be used simultaneously and measured in their own units. In this study, we use the Input-Oriented Variables Return to Scale (VRS) to evaluate the efficiency of 18 asset management banks for the year 2018.

Figure 1 illustrates a decision support system using data envelopment analysis. The decision support system uses the DEA methodology to assess the performance of each company. The DEA-based decision support system uses the company attributes—effective tax rate and capital intensity ratio as input variables. The system uses the return on assets, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, interest coverage ratio, revenue per employee as output variables to calculate an efficiency score for a firm. This score is a relative value computed by comparing the given firm to a pool of well-performing companies that serve as a benchmark for the company under evaluation. Each firm is evaluated against the existing firms with an identical set of inputs or outputs that is constructed as a combination of performing and non-performing companies. By using the existing good companies as a “role model,” DEA not only helps differentiate well-performing (efficient) companies from poorly performing (inefficient) firms, but also brings out the reasons why a company may be underperforming. This helps investors and creditors justify their decisions to invest or not to invest their funds in a particular company. This will also help management identify areas of weakness for a firm so that management plans can focus on plugging the weaknesses or taking steps to counter the weaknesses.

**EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS**

Each of the asset management banks is a homogenous unit, and we can apply the DEA methodology to assess a comparative performance of these companies. Using the DEA methodology, we can calculate an efficiency score for the 18 banks on a scale of 1 to 100. We analyze and compute the efficiency of these banks using the ratios for the year end 2018. Table 3 illustrates the efficiency scores for 18 companies. Further, we also study the peers (model companies) for inefficient companies. Table 3 shows the relative performance of the asset management banks benchmarked against each other. As shown in Table 3, there are only four asset management banks that are 100% efficient relative to their peers in 2018. Blucoare, Inc. (BLCOR), Blackstone Group (BX), Cohen & Steers (CNS), and T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. (TROW) are 100% efficient relative to other asset management banks for the year 2018. In addition, SEI Investments Company (SEIC) and Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc. (WDR) are 99% efficient relative to their peers, while Federated Investors, Inc. (FII) is 95% efficient relative to their peers. Out of 18 asset management banks in the sample, 11 banks are inefficient relative to their peers when evaluated on the basis of ROA, EBITDA margin,
revenue per employee, effective tax rate, interest coverage ratio, and capital intensity ratio. Affiliated Managers Group Inc. (NYS: AMG), Ameriprise Financial Inc. (NYS: AMP), Franklin Resources Inc. (NYS: BEN), BlackRock Inc. (NYS: BLK), the Blackstone Group Inc., Calamos Asset Management Inc. (NMS: CLMS) Cohen & Steers, Inc., Eaton Vance Corporation, Federated Investors Inc. (PA) (NYS: FII), Invesco Ltd (NYS: IVZ), Legg Mason, Inc. (NYS: LM), T Rowe Price Group Inc. (NMS: TROW), Virtus Investment Partners Inc. (NMS: VRTS), SEI Investments Co (NMS: SEIC) Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc. (NYS: WDR), WisdomTree Investments, Inc. (NMS: WETF) Janus Henderson Group Plc (NYS: JHG) are significantly less than 100% efficient relative to their peers. The least efficient asset management bank is AMP with an efficiency score of only 17% relative to its peers, followed by BLK and IVZ with a score of 28%, and VRTS with a score of 31%. Since, there is wide difference in efficiency scores of different asset management companies, it only goes to show that skill of management in managing your money matters, because some of them are simply significantly more efficient relative to others.

Figure 2 shows the efficiency frontier graph of the pooled company data. The 100% efficient companies (blue dots) are on the efficiency frontier, whereas the inefficient companies (red dots) are inside the efficiency frontier. The DEA Analyzer calculates the level of inefficiency by measuring the distance between the efficiency frontier and the inefficient companies. Therefore, a financial analyst can use this efficiency frontier to assess the relative efficiency of the firm in the industry. The DEA model compares the return on assets (ROA), earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, revenue per employee, and amortization (EBITDA) margin, effective tax rate, and capital intensity. The efficiency scores are shown in percentage value varying between 0% and 100%. We find that the efficiency of BLCOR, BX, CLMS, and TROW is 100% and they are on the efficiency frontier. In addition, SEIC (99%), WDR (99%), and FII (95%) are almost near the efficiency frontier. On the other hand, the input efficiency of the remaining companies is: AMG (57%), AMP (17%), BEN (46%), BLK (28%), CLMS (65%), EV (70%), IVZ (28%), LM (40%), VRTS (31%), WETF (64%), and JHG (51%) are all below the efficient frontier.

Table 4 illustrates the efficiency scores and the corresponding ranking of the pooled asset management banks in the year 2018. The average score is 66%, with eight companies having efficiency levels above average, while the remaining ten are below the average level. The four 100% efficient companies turned out to be the best practices companies within the pooled database of the Decision Support System. As AMG (57%), AMP (17%), BEN (46%), BLK (28%), CLMS (65%), EV (70%), IVZ (28%), LM (40%), VRTS (31%), WETF (64%), and JHG (51%) are inefficient, the next step is to identify the efficient peer group or companies whose operating practices can serve as a benchmark to improve the performance of these companies. Table 5 illustrates the peer group for the inefficient companies. As shown in Table 5, BLCOR, BX, CNS, and TROW serve as peers for inefficient companies. BLCOR is the peer 14 companies. BLCOR is the largest peer for AMP (0.89), CLMS (0.75), IVZ (0.76), VRTS (0.63), and JHG (0.51). BX is the largest peer for BLK (0.56) and relatively smaller peer for AMG (0.16), AMP (0.04), and WETF (0.04). CNS is the largest peer for BEN (0.90), EV (0.83), FII (0.84), LM (1.0), SEIC (0.91), WDR (0.89), and WETF (0.74) and relatively smaller peer for CLMS (0.23), IVZ (0.11), VRTS (0.37), and JHG (0.21). TROW is the largest peer for AMG.
(0.51) and relatively smaller peer for AMP (0.07), BEN (0.10), BLK (0.05), CLMS (0.01), EV (0.01), FII (0.14), SEIC (0.7), WDR (0.07), and JHG (0.28). The efficient peer companies have a similar mix of input-output levels to that of the corresponding inefficient company, but at more absolute levels. The efficient companies generally have higher output levels relative to the company in question. The features of efficient peer companies make them very useful as role models that inefficient companies can emulate to improve their performance.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

Traditional financial statement analysis techniques use ratio analysis to compare a firm's performance against its peers in the industry as well as against the company's historical performance. On the basis of this comparison, analyst will recommend whether the company is doing well or underperforming relative to its peers or relative to its own past performance. Using DEA, a non-parametric, performance measurement technique that enables managers to perform efficiency analysis of investment management services, this study evaluated the relative efficiency of 18 asset management banks for the year 2018. DEA employs relative efficiency, a concept enabling comparison of companies with a pool of known efficient companies. The DEA model compares a firm with the pool of efficient companies by creating an efficiency frontier of good firms—a tolerance boundary created by establishing the efficiency of firms in terms of several sets of financial ratios. Companies lying beyond this boundary can improve one of the input values without worsening the others. We found that, out of 18 asset management banks, only 4 banks were 100% efficient and 3 banks scored 95% or more on the efficiency scorecard on the basis of return on assets, EBITDA margin, revenue per employee, effective tax rate, interest coverage ratio, and capital intensity. We also illustrated the areas in which inefficient companies are lagging behind efficient firms. The study also provides an insight into the benefits of DEA methodology in analyzing financial statements of firms. The decision support system stores the company's historical data, competitive firm's data, and other industry specific data, and uses the DEA methodology to analyze a firm's performance. Moreover, DEA modeling does not require prescription of the functional forms between inputs and outputs. DEA uses techniques such as mathematical programming that can handle a large number of variables and constraints. As DEA does not impose a limit on the number of input and output variables to be used in calculating the desired evaluation measures, it's easier for loan officers to deal with complex problems and other considerations they are likely to confront.
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ABSTRACT

Big-4 firms have begun making extensive investments in developing audit programs based on artificial intelligence (AI). However, the legal implications of using AI in the case of an audit failure are not heavily explored. In this study, we investigate whether and how using AI to partially complete an audit, compared to having human auditors complete the same work, may affect auditor negligence verdicts by jurors in case of an audit failure. We also investigate whether and how the work being outsourced or insourced interacts with the use of AI. The similarity-leniency hypothesis posits that the more a juror associates with the defendant, the more lenient the juror evaluation will be. However, this leniency depends upon the proximity of the wrongdoing to the defendant and/or the intensity of the wrongdoing, referred to as the “black-sheep effect”. Consistent with the similarity-leniency hypothesis, we find that, in an audit in which the misjudgment is attributable to human staff (rather than AI), jurors evaluate characteristics of the defendant more favorably and, subsequently, attribute the reasons for the audit failure for more circumstantial rather than personal reasons. Consequently, jurors assess more lenient verdicts. However, consistent with the black-sheep effect, the leniency is evident only when the work is outsourced (perceived to be less controllable by the audit firm) but not when it is insourced (more controllable by the audit firm).
Does Using Artificial Intelligence in an Audit Reduce Auditor’s Liability?

INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) is experiencing increasing use in a wide variety of industries, including accounting and auditing. While there are many benefits of using AI, there are also risks associated with AI failures; and determining who is responsible in such circumstances is complicated. For example, there was an incident in 2018 in which an AI-enabled vehicle being operated for Uber malfunctioned and struck and killed a pedestrian (Wakabayashi 2018). Should the blame for this accident be assigned more to the driver who placed the vehicle in autonomous-driving mode, or to the company employing the AI (Uber), or perhaps even to the original designer of the AI-system? As companies in different industries consider more widespread use of AI, they need to understand what legal implications may arise in cases of AI failure.

Within the accounting industry, Big-4 firms have begun making extensive investments in developing AI-based audit systems (Zhou 2017). Outside technology firms have also begun developing AI-based audit software, targeting ready-made programs to the needs of accounting firms (Kokina and Davenport 2017). AI-based software has already been used in audit firms for purposes such as electronic data interchange, electronic file transfer (EFT), and image processing (Omoteso 2012), and it is expected to be used in audits across more functions and by more firms (Issa, Sun, and Vasarhelyi 2016). However, litigation implications of using AI in an audit has been scantly explored in the literature (Omoteso 2012). At the same time, there has been increasing use of outsourcing in audits (Daugherty and Dickins 2009), which can influence the risks and legal implications (Lyubimov, Arnold, and Sutton 2012). Increasing demand for AI-based audit software, combined with the increasing availability of externally-developed AI systems, introduces scenarios in which either insourced or outsourced AI could be used in an audit. With
few existing precedents, the litigation implications of using AI in an audit are difficult to predict, and it is further complicated in the case of outsourcing.

In this study, we investigate how using AI to partially complete an audit, compared to having human auditors complete the same work, may affect the negligence assessment and related verdicts by jurors in the case of an audit failure. We also investigate whether the work being outsourced or insourced interacts with the effect of using AI on the negligence verdicts by jurors. To explore these issues, we conduct a 2 (human staff or AI) × 2 (outsourcing or insourcing) between-participants experiment based on Grenier, Lowe, Reffett, and Warne (2015); however, we utilize facts adapted from an actual SEC case (SEC 2015) in which an accounting firm was accused of insufficient supervision of staff judgments. Based on the similarity-lenience hypothesis (Davis, Bray, and Holt 1977; Dane and Wrightsman 1982; Wrightsman 1987), we predict and find that jurors evaluate the audit firm more favorably and assess less frequent guilty verdicts when human staff (“similar others” to the juror) completes the work as compared to using AI. However, that more favorable assessment is contingent upon the work being outsourced (less controllable by the firm), consistent with the “black-sheep effect” (Marques, Yzerbyt, and Leyens 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988; Kerr, Hymes, Anderson, and Weathers 1995). Importantly, we also show that the ultimate effect of the use of human staff (as compared to AI) on juror verdicts is because of the intervening influences of the characteristic assessment of the audit firm and the personal-level attribution for the audit failure; this addresses, in part, a call by Lyubimov, et al. (2012) for research addressing the underlying rationale (process variables) associated with juror judgments.

Our findings have both practical and theoretical implications. Our findings indicate that the use of AI in an audit may be consequential for court cases, as it may reduce favorable personal attribution to the defendant and increase associated negligence liabilities in juror judgments.
However, our results also show that this unfavorable effect can be contingent upon whether the work is outsourced. Audit firms that use insourced AI may not suffer litigation risks compared to audit firms that use insourced human staff, whereas the use of outsourced human staff appears to create the lowest risk. Our study also adds to the literatures on the similarity-leniency hypothesis in juror judgments, the role of social identity membership, and the effect of outsourcing in auditing.

The remainder of our manuscript proceeds as follows. In the next section, we introduce relevant theories and develop hypotheses based on the theories. We then introduce the methodology that we use when operationalizing this study. Subsequently we present our analyses and results. We conclude with a discussion, including implications of the study.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Juror Judgments

Many industries have been noticing benefits of using artificial intelligence (AI) in professional judgments (Ruta 2018). AI generates more accurate judgments as it gathers additional information and learns from it, but AI does not suffer the fatigue that humans inevitably experience after laboring (Luger 2005). Noticing such benefits, knowledge intensive businesses and services – such as hospitals, finance, and law – have begun using AI-based technology to assist the professional judgments of their staff (Issa, et al. 2016). For example, hospitals have begun testing AI by storing prior patient symptoms and related diagnoses and then allowing the AI system to diagnose a new patient based on his or her symptoms (e.g., Park 2017). Law firms are also now using AI to evaluate business contracts and draft official documents (e.g., Ng 2017).

Accounting firms have also begun developing specialized audit programs based on AI (Zhou 2017). Several major accounting firms have already begun testing the use of AI in audits,
for example, in the area of compiling client information by using automated image recognition (Murphy 2017). Outside technology firms have also begun developing AI-based audit programs, targeting accounting firms that would use their specialized audit programs to partially complete their audit work (Omoteso 2012).

While there are expected benefits of using AI in audits, there are also concerns and risks surrounding the use of AI. First, AI judgments can be fallible given that the system can malfunction and given that it infers judgment patterns from data provided by potentially limited and biased human input (Osoba and Welser IV 2017). AI judgments can also be corrupted by humans, either by hacking or human interruption (Knight 2017). Second, AI endlessly changes algorithms based on new information that is processed; and because those changes are very fast and complicated, it may not be possible or feasible to trace the source of the problem when a misjudgment occurs (Luger 2005). Third, if AI renders a technical judgment and then a human makes use of the judgment, the human may be overly reliant on the AI’s judgment (Lee and See 2004). That is, in a case where AI makes an erroneous judgment, it is possible that a human user or supervisor may not sufficiently intercept or correct the misjudgment.

In cases where AI leads to a misjudgment and it is brought before the court, difficulties can arise because most prior court cases deal with human fault (Vladeck 2014); and most laws rely on concepts of human fault, such as negligence, knowledge, intent, and reasonableness (James 1951), likely providing greater discretion to jurors when determining verdicts. However, scant research has explored litigation implications of using AI in an audit (Omoteso 2012).

**AI vs. Humans: Characteristic Assessment and Personal-Level Attribution**

The similarity-leniency hypothesis in psychology indicates that jurors will provide a more favorable evaluation for and a more lenient judgment against individuals with whom they find
greater similarity to themselves (Davis, et al. 1977). Specifically, when an individual identifies with the other, he or she tends to make relatively more favorable judgments as compared to a less similar other person. Recognition of similarity can be done by way of social categorization (Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, and Flament 1971). For example, individuals may identify themselves with others of the same gender (e.g., Stephan 1974), the same ethnicity (e.g., Bernard 1979; Feild 1979), or the same religious group (e.g., Kerr, et al. 1995). Identification of similarity is not limited to social categorization but can be easily established by, for example, sharing similar characteristics (Dane and Wrightsman 1982; Wrightsman 1987).

The theory indicates that the favorable evaluation of the similar other may happen because of the individual’s innate preference towards enhancing his or her own self-image (Tajfel and Turner 1986). They project themselves onto the similar others, and they have an innate tendency to view themselves favorably and to avoid damaging their own self-image (Marques, et al. 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988). Other literature also indicates that the favorable evaluation of the others can be attributed to the judging individuals understanding the others better if they share greater similarity (Gobert and Jordan 1990). Being more understanding of the others, judging individuals are likely to shift their attention more to circumstantial reasons, rather than personal reasons, when assessing the causes of an incident.

In the context of court cases, the similarity-leniency hypothesis suggests that jurors who identify greater similarity with the defendant will tend to evaluate the defendant more favorably (Kerr, et al. 1995). The favorable feelings are also likely to lead jurors to being more understanding of the defendant and perceiving the causes of the incident as less associated with the defendant and more associated with the circumstance. When comparing robots (AI) and humans, the literature documents that individuals feel closer and more comfortable when interacting with
humans rather than with robots (AI) (e.g., Groom, Srinivasan, Bethel, Murphy, Dole, and Nass 2011). We contend that, compared to a scenario in which the wrongdoer is AI, when the wrongdoer is a human, jurors will find greater similarity between the wrongdoer and themselves and will provide a comparatively favorable assessment of the wrongdoer’s personal characteristics. This favorable assessment will be extended to the evaluation of characteristics of the audit firm that staffed the wrongdoer. In addition, we assert that jurors will perceive that the causes of the audit failure are less associated with a human defendant and more associated with the surrounding circumstances (that is, they will apply comparatively lower levels of defendant personal-level attribution to the audit failure). The foregoing discussion leads to the following hypotheses:

**H1a** Jurors will more favorably assess characteristics of an audit firm when work is completed by human staff (as compared to AI).

**H1b** Jurors will apply lower personal-level attribution for an audit failure when work is completed by human staff (as compared to AI).

**Related Effects of Outsourcing vs. Insourcing**

While the similarity-leniency hypothesis suggests that similarity between jurors and the defendant generally results in relatively favorable characteristic evaluations and incident attribution by the jurors, there are limits to this phenomenon. Specifically, the theory suggests that the favorable evaluation of the similar other can be reversed if jurors perceive that the case facts appear to be heavily incriminating of and/or controllable by the defendant – a phenomenon referred to as the “black-sheep effect” (Marques, et al. 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988).

The theory indicates that this phenomenon happens because a defendant who is more similar to the jurors but more clearly associated with a wrongdoing can damage the jurors’ own perception of their self-image. Individuals are motivated to view themselves, and those who are
similar to themselves, more positively, and they avoid their self-image being damaged (Tajfel and Turner 1986). Therefore, they will punish more severely if an individual who is similar to themselves projects an evidently negative image (Kerr, et al. 1995). Other research about this phenomenon also suggests that being comparatively more similar to the wrongdoer more readily allows jurors to imagine, if they were put in the same circumstance, what they would have done differently (Golash 1992). Given the innate tendency to maintain positive self-image, individuals tend to think that they would have done much better than the wrongdoer, and the wrongdoer could have done better as they themselves would have done (Golash 1992).

Experimental manipulations in research about the black-sheep effect show that jurors often perceive that the case facts appear to be more incriminating of the defendant when the defendant can be considered to have had more control over the circumstances, when the consequences of their actions were comparatively more dire, or both (e.g., Marques, et al. 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988; Kerr, et al. 1995). In auditing research, Lyubimov, et al. (2012) find that jurors assess higher litigation awards when audit work was completed by auditors with closer organizational proximity (insourcing rather than outsourcing) or closer geographical proximity (onshoring rather than offshoring). Similarly, Brown, Grenier, Pyzoha, and Reffett (2019) find that jurors make a less lenient negligence assessment in the case of an audit failure when the audit involves an internal rather than an external expert because their perceived independence of the audit decreases. Results of Lyubimov, et al. (2012) and Brown, et al. (2019) indicate that jurors are likely to perceive that audit firms have greater control over the work completed by auditors with closer organizational proximity.

We contend that jurors are likely to perceive that a misjudgment made by insourced staff (or insourced AI), rather than outsourced staff (or outsourced AI), should be more readily
controllable by the defendant audit firm. That is, when considering the black-sheep effect, the comparatively favorable evaluation of a firm utilizing human staff will be contingent upon the work being outsourced. Specifically, we expect that the comparatively favorable characteristic assessment of the audit firm when the work has been completed by humans (who share greater similarity with the juror) rather than by AI (sharing less similarity with the juror) is likely to be contingent upon the work being outsourced. In addition, we expect that the comparatively lower levels of personal-level (rather than circumstantial-level) attribution for the wrongdoing will be contingent upon the work being outsourced. This leads to the following hypotheses:

**H2a** The more favorable juror assessment of the characteristics of an audit firm when work is completed by human staff (as compared to AI) will be contingent upon the work being outsourced (as compared to insourced).

**H2b** The lower juror application of personal-level attribution for an audit failure when work is completed by human staff (as compared to AI) will be contingent upon the work being outsourced (as compared to insourced).

**Effects on Guilty Verdicts**

As noted previously, research finds that individuals evaluate more favorably those with whom they find greater similarity to themselves (Marques, et al. 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988). Research also finds the similarity-leniency effect and black-sheep effect in jurors’ final verdicts (e.g., Marques, et al. 1988; Marques and Yzerbyt 1988; Kerr, et al. 1995). Favorable evaluations of the defendant are likely to affect jurors’ interpretation of the facts surrounding the wrongdoing. Given that it is difficult for the jurors to notice their own overly lenient interpretation of the facts (Carlson and Russo 2001), their final verdict is also likely to be affected. We contend then that jurors’ comparatively favorable characteristic assessment of the audit firm when the work has been completed by humans (who share greater similarity with the jurors) rather than by AI (sharing less
similarity with the jurors), which is predicted to be contingent upon whether the work is outsourced, is likely to persist in the jurors’ guilty verdicts. We also contend that the comparatively lower levels of personal-level attribution to the wrongdoer, which is also predicted to be contingent upon whether the work is outsourced, is likely to persist in the jurors’ verdicts. Importantly, we contend that jurors’ comparatively favorable characteristic assessment of the audit firm and their reduced levels of personal-level attribution of the wrongdoing of the defendant audit firm are not independent of each other. Rather, we contend that the contingently favorable characteristic assessment of the audit firm with the human staff (rather than AI) when it is outsourced (rather than insourced) is likely to lead jurors to assess that the wrongdoing is more associated with the surrounding circumstances, rather than personal fault, thereby leading jurors to less frequent guilty verdicts. We thereby expect a moderated-mediation with two mediators (characteristic assessment and personal-level attribution). This leads to our following moderated-mediation hypotheses:

**H3a** A more favorable juror assessment of the characteristics of an audit firm will be associated with less frequency of a guilty verdict for the audit firm.

**H3b** A lower juror application of personal-level attribution for an audit failure will be associated with less frequency of a guilty verdict for the audit firm.

**H3c** The lesser frequency of a guilty verdict for the audit firm that is associated with work being completed by human staff (as compared to AI) will be driven by the intervening effects of the more favorable assessment of the characteristics of the audit firm and the subsequently lower personal-level attribution for the audit failure, considering the influence of outsourcing (as compared to insourcing) (i.e., full moderated mediation).

Our conceptual model for all of our hypothesized effects is presented graphically in Figure 1. In summary, we predict that the use of human staff (as compared to AI) will have a positive effect on assessments of audit firm characteristics (H1a) and a reductive effect on personal-level attribution of the audit failures (H1b). We further predict that outsourcing (as compared to
insourcing) will increase (moderate) the positive effect of the use of human staff on assessments of audit firm characteristics (H2a) and the reductive effect on personal-level attribution (H2b). What ultimately matters, though, is the effect on guilty verdicts. We predict that the positive assessment of audit firm characteristics will have a reductive influence on guilty verdicts (H3a), as will the reduced personal-level attribution (H3b). Finally, we predict that the reductive overall effect of the use of human staff on guilty verdicts will be fully attributed to assessments of audit firm characteristics and to personal-level attribution, also considering outsourcing of the work (H3c).

**METHODOLOGY**

We use a 2 (human staff completed the audit work vs. AI completed the audit work) × 2 (outsourcing the work vs. insourcing the work) between-participants experimental design. In the human staff condition, we describe that the initial assessment of the client document in the audit
was completed by audit staff; in the AI condition, we describe that the initial assessment was completed by AI. In the outsourcing condition, we describe that the human staff or AI is sourced from a local office of another audit firm; in the insourcing condition, the human staff or AI is described as being staffed from a local office of the in-charge auditors.

Participants

We recruited 150 participants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Only individuals who were at least 18 years of age and U.S. citizens were allowed to participate, representative of a common U.S. jury pool. Our participants were randomly assigned to the four experimental conditions. We excluded 52 participants who failed one or both of our manipulation check questions. This left 98 usable responses. We compensated each participant with $2 for completing the experimental task.

Process Variables Including Mediating and Moderating Variables

As noted earlier, the similarity-leniency hypothesis indicates that the greater the similarity that a juror feels with a defendant, the more favorably the juror will evaluate the defendant, and the more favorable verdict the juror will provide. However, the theory also suggests that this effect can be reversed if jurors perceive that the wrongdoing can be more readily associated with the defendant rather than the surrounding circumstances.

We thus requested that our participants assess characteristics of the audit firm. Consistent with the social identity literature from which the similarity-leniency hypothesis stems, we requested participants to assess the competence and the knowledge / expertise of the audit firm (as

1 About 34% of our participants failed one or both of our manipulation checks. Lyubimov, et al. (2012) used research instruments with a similar structure and also recruited participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and they reported a comparable failure rate (33%) in their manipulation checks.
relevant characteristics). We use the average of the competence assessment and the expertise assessment as our characteristic assessment score for the defendant audit firm.

We also asked participants to attribute the causes for the audit failure. Specifically, we asked participants to indicate the extent to which the in-charge auditors could have predicted the misjudgment in the audit work. We also asked participants to indicate the extent to which the in-charge auditors could have controlled the quality of the judgment made in the audit work. We use the average of the failure predictability assessment and the quality controllability assessment as our defendant personal-level attribution score for the audit failure. The higher a juror’s assessment for these two questions, the higher the juror perceives that the causes for the wrongdoing are attributable at personal rather than circumstantial levels (Kelley and Michela 1980).

**Control Variables**

We asked whether our participants are CPAs or working as an attorney, as Grenier, Reffett, Simon, and Warne (2017) note that judgments of such individuals could be different from a typical juror. We also asked about prior juror experience.

**Dependent Variables**

We solicited each participant’s verdict (guilty or not guilty) as well as the participant’s assessed probability of negligence by the audit firm. In terms of the latter, we asked participants (if they voted guilty) the probability that the audit firm was negligent in performing the audit described in the case, providing a more continuous measure than just the guilty verdict.

**Task and Experimental Procedure**

We relied upon Grenier, et al.’s (2015) case, with an adaptation of certain facts based on an actual SEC case (SEC 2015) as noted below. We used the same task structure as that of Grenier,
et al. (2015), which is an adaption of the task from Kadous (2000). Specifically, as in Grenier, et al. (2015), our task began by introducing various accounting concepts, such as the purpose of financial statements, the concept of materiality, the purpose of an audit, and the concept of due professional care. The experiment then proceeded to summary facts of the case, including details of a material misstatement from the client fraud as well as details of the audit.

We then presented comprehension check questions, which we created based on suggestions by Peecher and Piercey (2008) and Grenier, et al. (2015). Prior to beginning our task, participants were informed that they would receive comprehension checks after being presented with case facts, and that they would not be able to proceed to the subsequent page unless they successfully answered the comprehension check questions. The comprehension checks included four true / false questions addressing relatively salient facts in the case materials. We made this design choice in order to encourage effortful processing of information by participants but not to limit our participant pool to an excessively knowledgeable or effortful group. Hidden in our programming was also a measure of the number of attempts for each participant for the comprehension check questions.

We then presented participants with the plaintiff’s opening statement and the defendant’s opening statement, as well as testimonies from their respective witnesses. We balanced the amount and extent of arguments presented by the plaintiff and by the defendant, as recommended by Grenier, et al. (2017).

Our facts are based on an actual SEC case (SEC 2015). In the actual case, the junior staff of the audit firm failed to find irregularity and inconsistencies in the management assumptions supporting the fair value of one of their major oil and gas assets. The in-charge auditor relied upon this misjudgment, failing to identify a material fraud. We changed the names of the companies
involved in the lawsuit, the amount of the material misstatement, and the year in which the incident occurred. Also, we adapted the case to reflect our manipulations, with the cause for the misjudgment being either human audit staff or AI and the related audit work being either outsourced or insourced.

Having read the case facts, participants were then required to provide a verdict (of guilty or not guilty) as well as to assess the probability of negligence, if they deemed that the defendant was guilty. Participants were also required to state their reasoning underlying their negligence assessment.

The subsequent two pages in the experimental instrument included questions for process variables. On the first page, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which the in-charge auditors could have predicted the misjudgment in the audit work, on an 11-point scale (0 = very little extent to 10 = very high extent). We also asked participants to indicate the extent to which the in-charge auditors could have controlled the quality of the judgment made in the audit work, on an 11-point scale (0 = very little extent to 10 = very high extent). On the subsequent page, participants were asked to rate separately the competence and the expertise of the auditor on 11-point scales. Given that Kadous (2000) and Reffett (2010) posit that affect may be one of the leading factors that may influence jurors’ assessments, and given that the similarity-leniency hypothesis suggests that jurors will indicate more positive feelings toward humans (similar to themselves) than toward AI, we also measure affect. Specifically, we asked participants to indicate their feelings toward the auditor when reading the case materials (positive, neutral, or negative). The subsequent question asked participants to indicate the strength of their feelings on a 101-point scale.
The next page of the experimental instrument then presented standards of care questions. We presented the standards of care questions after the negligence verdicts and after the questions addressing other process variables given that completing standards of care measures prior may affect jurors’ negligence assessments (Maksymov and Nelson 2016).

Our case materials ended with a demographic questionnaire, including questions about whether participants were CPAs and/or attorneys. We also asked whether they had experience in serving as a juror, and if so, how many times. And we asked about their education and profession consistent with the prior psychology literature in the area of juror judgments.

**RESULTS**

The 98 usable responses were divided about equally between the conditions, as indicated in Panel A of Table 1. Panel B of Table 1 indicates the participants by condition who indicated they were either a CPA \( (n = 4) \) and/or an attorney \( (n = 2) \).\(^2\) Also, 15 of the final participants indicated prior experience as a juror. All of the results are qualitatively similar if we exclude from our analyses the five participants who reported being a CPA and/or an attorney; therefore, for the results reported, all 98 usable responses are included.

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for the variables of primary interest in our study. Note that, across all conditions, 61% of our participants deemed the auditor guilty in this case and, on average, our participants assessed the auditor to be 55.6% negligent.

Although not related to any specific hypothesis, we initially evaluate the effect of the human/AI manipulation on the guilty verdicts and the negligence assessments. Establishing this main effect is necessary for our later evaluation of the moderated-mediation model, related to H3c.

\(^2\) One participant indicated being both a CPA and an attorney.
Table 3 reports the values for guilty verdict frequencies and for negligence assessments for the human staff condition and the AI condition, and the results of a $t$-test comparison. Consistent with the similarity-leniency hypothesis, our participants less frequently deemed the auditor guilty when the work was completed by human staff (50.0%) than when the work was completed by AI (71.2%). Participants also on average assessed lower negligence by the auditor when the work was completed by human staff (48.7%) than when the work was completed by AI (61.8%).
TABLE 2
Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Obs. (n)</th>
<th>Mean (μ)</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuditorGuilty</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuditorNeglig%</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CharacAssmntScr</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PersLvlAttribScr</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeelingTwrdAudtr</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdsofCare</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where
- Human/AI = 0 for the AI condition and 1 for the human staff condition
- Sourcing = 0 for the insourcing condition and 1 for the outsourcing condition
- AuditorGuilty = 0 for not guilty and 1 for guilty
- AuditorNeglig% ranges from 0% to 100%
- CharacAssmntScr ranges from 0 to 10 and is the average of the assessed competence of the auditor and the assessed expertise of the auditor
- PersLvlAttribScr ranges from 0 to 10 and is the average of the assessed ability of the auditor to predict the failure and the assessed ability of the auditor to control the quality of work
- FeelingTwrdAudtr = +1 for positive feelings, 0 for neutral feelings, or −1 for negative feelings
- StdsofCare ranges from 1 to 11 and is the average of nine separate standards of care scale measures based on Maksymov and Nelson (2016)

Hypotheses 1a and 2a

H1a predicts a positive main effect of the use of human staff (as compared to AI) on the assessed characteristics of the audit firm. H2a predicts that the positive effect of the use of human staff on the assessed characteristics of the audit firm will be contingent upon the work being outsourced (as compared to being insourced). The average characteristic assessment score was significantly higher for the human staff condition (5.42) than for the AI condition (4.45), providing support for H1a.
TABLE 3
Effect of Human/AI Manipulation on Guilty Verdicts and Negligence Assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human Staff (n = 46)</th>
<th>Artificial Intelligence (AI) (n = 52)</th>
<th>p-Value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guilty Verdict (Frequency)</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negligence Assessment</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Reported p-values are based on one-tailed, heteroscedastic t-tests.

Collectively, H1a and H2a were evaluated using ANOVA, with characteristic assessment score as the dependent variable and both human/AI condition and sourcing condition, along with the interaction of the two, as independent factors. The effects are illustrated graphically in Figure 2, with the ANOVA results reported in Table 4. The results show the significant (positive) influ-

FIGURE 2
ANOVA Illustration – Effect of Human/AI and Sourcing Manipulations on Characteristic Assessment of Audit Firm (H1a and H2a)
TABLE 4
ANOVA Results – Effect of Human/AI and Sourcing Manipulations on Characteristic Assessments of Auditor (H1a and H2a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Deg. of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F-Stat</th>
<th>p-Value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI (H1a)</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>47.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47.18</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI × Sourcing (H2a)</td>
<td>112.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>112.57</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>542.86</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Reported p-values are based on one-tailed tests.

ence of the use of human staff on the characteristic assessment score \( p = 0.024 \), in support of H1a, as well as a significant moderating (interactive) effect of outsourcing \( p < 0.001 \), in support of H2a.

**Hypotheses 1b and 2b**

H1b predicts a negative main effect of the use of human staff (as compared to AI) on the assessed personal-level attribution of an audit failure. H2b predicts that the negative effect of the use of human staff on the assessed personal-level attribution of an audit failure will be contingent upon the work being outsourced (as compared to being insourced). The average personal-level attribution score was significantly lower for the human staff condition (4.71) than for the AI condition (6.12), providing support for H1b.

Collectively, H1b and H2b were also evaluated using ANOVA, in this case with personal-level attribution score as the dependent variable. The effects are illustrated graphically in Figure 3, with the ANOVA results reported in Table 5. The results show the significant (negative) influence of the use of human staff on the personal-level attribution score \( p < 0.001 \), in support
of H1b, as well as a significant moderating (interactive) effect of outsourcing ($p < 0.001$), in support of H2b.

**TABLE 5**
ANOVA Results – Effect of Human/AI and Sourcing Manipulations on Personal-Level Attribution for Audit Failure (H1b and H2b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Deg. of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F-Stat</th>
<th>p-Value$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human/AI (H1b)</strong></td>
<td>48.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48.45</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sourcing</strong></td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human/AI × Sourcing (H2b)</strong></td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error</strong></td>
<td>428.81</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Reported $p$-values are based on one-tailed tests.
What these results essentially indicate collectively is that jurors provide a higher characteristic assessment of the auditor and lower personal-level attribution, in the case of an audit failure, when human staff rather than AI completes the related audit work; but only if the audit staff is outsourced. If the audit work is completed within the firm (insourced), then jurors do not perceive higher characteristics or lower personal-level attribution for human staff (likely due to the “black-sheep effect”).

**Hypotheses 3a, 3b, and 3c**

H3a, H3b, and H3c pertain to guilty verdicts. As noted earlier and reported in Table 3, our participants less frequently deemed the auditor guilty when the work was completed by human staff (50.0%) than when the work was completed by AI (71.2%). Before considering the intervening effects of the characteristic assessment and the personal-level attribution, we start by evaluating the overall effect of the human/AI manipulation on guilty verdicts, considering the moderating effect of the sourcing manipulation. We utilize ANOVA to evaluate these effects, with the results provided graphically in Figure 4 and quantitatively in Table 6. The ANOVA results indicate a significant overall effect on the frequency of guilty verdicts from the use of human staff and also an interactive effect on guilty verdicts for the use of human staff and the sourcing, as expected.

H3a predicts that a more favorable characteristic assessment of an audit firm will be associated with a lesser frequency of guilty verdicts. Similarly, H3b predicts that a lower personal-level attribution for an audit failure will be associated with less frequent guilty verdicts. H3c predicts that the more favorable characteristic assessments of an audit firm and the subsequent lower personal-level attribution of the audit failure, considering the influence of outsourcing, will drive the effect of the use of human staff (as compared to AI) on guilty verdicts. That is, H3c pred-
icts that the direct effect of the use of human staff on frequency of guilty verdicts will be eliminated, leaving only an indirect effect by way of the two mediators and considering the moderator.

**TABLE 6**
ANOVA Results – Effect of Human/AI and Sourcing Manipulations on Guilty Verdicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Deg. of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F-Stat</th>
<th>p-Value $^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI x Sourcing</td>
<td>1.938</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.938</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>20.072</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Comparable results are obtained when negligence assessment ($\text{AuditorNeglig\%}$) is used alternatively as the dependent variable.

$^b$ Reported $p$-values are based on one-tailed tests.
To evaluate H3a, H3b, and H3c collectively, we utilize the Hayes approach for conditional process (moderated-mediation) analysis under Model 84 (Hayes 2018, 608). Consistent with our conceptual model, Model 84 includes two sequential mediators and one moderator. The results of our moderated-mediation analysis are provided in Table 7.

Consistent with our hypotheses, characteristic assessment score and personal-level attribution score are both significant predictors of the frequency of guilty verdicts; that provides support for H3a and for H3b, respectively. In support of H3c, with these two mediators and the moderator (outsourcing of the work) included in the model, the use of human staff (as compared to AI) is no longer a significant predictor of guilty verdicts \((p = 0.457)\). What that means is that the reductive effect of the use of human staff on guilty verdict frequency is only because of the related effects on characteristic assessments of the audit firm and personal-level attribution for the audit failure, and considering sourcing.

TABLE 7
Moderated-Mediation Results (Hayes Approach) – Effects on Guilty Verdicts (H3a, H3b, and H3c)\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Parameter Estimate</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Z-Stat</th>
<th>(p)-Value (^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>–0.830</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>–0.39</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human/AI (H3c)</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CharacAssmntScr (H3a)</td>
<td>–0.751</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>–3.45</td>
<td>(&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PersLvlAttribScr (H3b)</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>(&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Comparable results are obtained when negligence assessment (\textit{AuditorNeglig\%}) is used alternatively as the dependent variable.

\(^b\) Reported \(p\)-values are based on one-tailed tests.

\(^3\) Comparable results are obtained when negligence assessment is used alternatively as the dependent variable.
Figure 5 shows our entire conceptual model again, with all factor loadings and related statistical significances indicated.

**Additional Analyses**

Recall that the similarity-leniency hypothesis indicates that jurors are likely to be more lenient toward defendants with whom they identify a greater similarity. In our case, we assert that participants will identify more with the human staff. We asked participants whether they had positive (+1), neutral (0), or negative (–1) feelings toward the audit firm. Participants in the human staff condition indicated significantly more positive average feelings toward the audit firm than participants in the AI condition (+0.02 vs. –0.27; one-tailed t-test, p = 0.008), supporting this intervening aspect of the similarity-leniency hypothesis.

A more favorable evaluation of the defendant in an audit failure case is expected to affect the interpretation of the case facts, in a more lenient manner. The quality of audit work is often evaluated using standards of care (SOC) measures. We asked our participants to evaluate nine...
SOC measures, each on a 1-to-11 Likert scale (consistent with Maksymov and Nelson 2016). We assert that the effects on negligence assessments discussed earlier should be the result of differences in assessed SOC. Assessed SOC were significantly lower, on average, with the use of human staff as compared to AI (7.66 vs. 8.44; \( p = 0.008 \)). Using assessed SOC as a preceding dependent variable in the analyses for our hypotheses provides generally comparable results as reported previously.

**DISCUSSION**

AI-based audit software has already been used in audit firms (Omoteso 2012), and it is likely to be used in audits more widely and thoroughly (Issa, et al 2016). Despite many expected benefits that AI-based software provides, there are also concerns surrounding the use of AI as it is not free from malfunction and/or erroneous judgment (Osoba and Welser IV 2017). And there has been limited investigation of the legal implications of using AI in an audit (Omoteso 2012). While Big-4 firms are making investments to create their own AI-based programs, there are also other technology firms that have developed ready-made AI-based audit software. Thus, in the future, there may be a choice between using insourced software and outsourced software. Litigation implications of using AI in an audit can be further complicated depending on whether it has been insourced or outsourced.

In this study, we investigate how using AI in an audit, compared to having human staff complete the same work, affects juror evaluations of the audit firm and subsequent guilty verdicts and negligence assessments in the case of an audit failure. We also investigate how the work being outsourced or insourced influences the effect of AI on the guilt assessments of jurors. Results from our experiment indicate that, consistent with the similarity-leniency hypothesis, jurors offer more
lenient verdicts and negligence assessments when human staff is used as compared to AI. However, this effect is contingent upon the work being outsourced.

What our results seem to suggest is that when the audit work is completed within the firm (insourced), there is not likely much legal implication of using AI rather than human staff. However, when audit work is completed by an outside firm (outsourced), there may be legal benefits of using human staff in the event of an audit failure. Essentially this would suggest that public accounting firms should continue to consider developing their own AI systems, but might hesitate in utilizing AI systems developed and offered by outside technology firms.

The results of our study also have theoretical importance, as we have provided some clarification for the intervening role of characteristic assessments of the audit firm and personal-level attribution for the audit failure in determining guilty verdicts. Our study also provides theoretical considerations about characteristics to which people may identify themselves more closely and its consequences, in particular between AI and human staff, in an era in which individuals are likely to use AI more widely in their professional judgments.
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Abstract

Maternal and infant outcomes in childbirth continue to steadily improve around the world, including in the United States. Advances in medicine and increased access to healthcare have aided in these improvements at the national level. Relevant literature has cited factors directly correlated with improved outcomes, such as education, income, and access to care. However, there are still large discrepancies in outcomes between mothers and infants residing in urban areas versus rural areas. These discrepancies are particularly large in the United States, where significant differences in infant and maternal outcomes are rising across different geographic areas. Using micro level data from the National Center for Health Statistics, this study aims to investigate whether the factors cited as improving outcomes for both mothers and infants have the same effects for urban and rural mothers and infants. For example, does education improve outcomes in a similar manner for mothers and infants residing in rural areas as it does for mothers and infants living in urban areas? The data provide individual birth statistics for all births from 2008-2018 in the United States. Our model allows us to compare whether factors like education provide the same benefit to all mothers. This provides important policy making information for improving health outcomes across all segments of the United States population. Inconsistencies in how these factors affect each population allows policymakers to decide how to best allocate funding that will increase equality in infant and maternal outcomes across all geographic areas. This is particularly important as the cost structure of healthcare systems continue to shift.
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Introduction

We live in a world of advanced technology, advanced medicine and medical treatment, and yet also in a world where mothers and infants suffering from and even dying from pregnancy and childbirth is still an issue. Two ways progress is viewed are through infant and maternal mortality. Infant mortality is defined as “the death of a child within the first year of life.” (Child Health USA 2014, 2014). Maternal mortality is defined as, “deaths that occur due to complications of pregnancy or childbirth, or within six weeks after giving birth.” (Shah, 2018). Women are still having pregnancy complications at alarming rates. According to the World Health Organization (W.H.O.), “About 810 women die from pregnancy- or childbirth- related complications every day.” (World Health Organization [W.H.O.], 2019). While some maternal and infant outcomes have improved over time, certain outcomes have not. “With the exception of 2000–2005, the U.S. infant mortality rate had been consistently declining at least every few years since it was first assessed in 1915.” (Child Health USA 2014, 2014). On the contrary, Shah (2018) reports that per 100,000 deaths, 17 mothers lost their lives in 1990 and that number increased to more than 26 for 2015 in the United States alone. According to the W.H.O., this statistic did decrease to 19 for the United States in 2017. (W.H.O., 2019). In 2016, this rate slightly declined to 16.7 deaths per 100,000 of which half were preventable. (Hayes & McNeil, 2019). Research has been done again and again indicating factors that contribute to infant and maternal outcomes like education, age, cost of healthcare and the list goes on and on. Studies have even shown how improving factors like these also improve outcomes. However, many of these studies are focused within a certain country, certain geographical location, certain area, but as one changes areas, one also changes the status of certain factors. Rural areas tend to have a certain profile while urban areas also have a certain profile. With this being the case, could one
uniform treatment improve infant and maternal outcomes across all areas? This study focuses on how the altering of contributing factors to outcomes affects infant and maternal outcomes.

**Outcome Measurements**

Infant and maternal outcomes are measured by various tools and statistics. To begin, each can be measured by an indication of death which is presented as instances or, more widely used, as a rate. These are called mortality rates. Infant mortality rates (IMR) are measured as infant deaths within one year of birth and given the appropriate conditions per every 1,000 instances. (Elder, Goddeeris, & Haider, 2016). Maternal mortality rates are measured as maternal deaths within the appropriate time frame and given the appropriate conditions per every 100,000 instances.

Outcomes are also measured by health. One very important health factor is weight. Healthy/ unhealthy weight is typically indicated by the body mass index (BMI) and can be seen used when discussing the weight of the mother before and during pregnancy. BMI is based on weight and height of a subject and usually determines obesity. (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2018). Many studies rely on the BMI when measuring the overall health of the mother. However, according to Swainson, Batterham, Tsakirides, Rutherford and Hind (2017) although BMI is the typical way to measure weight, it may not be the most accurate given that it does not account for where body fat on the subject is located. For an expectant mother, this can be vital information. Infant weight is usually measured at birth and is simply known as the birthweight or delivery weight and in the United States, presented using the metric system or by pounds (lbs.) and ounces (oz.).

**Maternal Factors Before Pregnancy**
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Although the child is not yet conceived, there are different things that are a part of the female life that contribute to how their offspring will turn out. Some have been studied before. These include: the education level of the mother, the race of the mother, the marital status of the mother and the overall health of the mother before pregnancy.

Education is one of the most important factors in determining infant and maternal outcomes. Over and over it is proven that the more education a mother receives, the better the outcomes are for the infant. Child Health USA 2014 (2014) reports that the education level of the mother and infant mortality is inversely related. It was found that “infants born to mothers with less than a high school degree is more than twice as likely to die in their first year of life than infants born to mothers with a bachelor’s degree or higher (7.54 versus 3.63 per 1,000). (Child Health USA 2014). A study by Gage, Fang, and O’Neill (2014) also backs this and concludes that higher education levels contribute to improved delivery outcomes like birthweight and declined mortality rates. Child Health USA also concludes that if all children born in the U.S. had the same risks of mortality as those who have mothers with secondary education or higher, the rank in infant mortality rates would jump from 27th to 16th.
Race also plays a role in both infant and maternal outcomes. Mothers who are Non-Hispanic Blacks tend to have some of the worst outcomes in contrast to Non-Hispanic Whites. It is proven that even with education levels increasing, there is a greater difference in outcomes between Non-Hispanic Blacks versus Non-Hispanic Whites. (Gage, Fang, & O’Neill, 2014). Specifically, in 2011 infant mortality rates in the United States was lowest for counties like Cuba and countries within Central America at rates like 4.35 per 1,000 live births. (Child Health USA, 2014). It is also found in this text that for Non-Hispanic Blacks was 2.3 times higher than that of the rate for Non-Hispanic Whites. (Child Health USA, 2014). Child Health USA (2014) takes it even further and states, “If all U.S. infants had the same risk of dying as non-Hispanic Whites, the U.S. ranking among industrialized countries would move from 27th to 26th.” These rates found among different races are broken down by Child Health USA 2014 (2014) in “Figure 2. Infant, Neonatal, and Postneonatal Mortality Rates,* by Maternal Race/Ethnicity, 2011,” or for this study Figure 1.

![Figure 2. Infant, Neonatal, and Postneonatal Mortality Rates,* by Maternal Race/Ethnicity, 2011](image_url)

*Infant deaths are of those less than 1 year old; neonatal deaths are of those less than 28 days old; postneonatal deaths are of those at least 28 days old and less than 1 year old. **May include Hispanics. Separate data for Asians, Native Hawaiians, and other Pacific Islanders are not available.

Migration and cultural appropriation also have a role in health outcomes. Since the 1960’s, it has been discovered that Spanish-speaking people of America’s population often have a lower infant mortality rate. (Teller and Clyburn, 1974). In this particular study (Ceballos & Palloni, 2011), it was found that Mexican immigrant women who lived in the United States a shorter time (4-12 years) experienced more favorable health outcomes versus Mexican immigrant women who lived in the United States for a longer period of time (13 years or more).

Another factor that is important that takes place before pregnancy is the health history of the mother. The health of the mother includes things such as weight and diet. This also includes other factors such as: the number of previous live births the mother has had and previous morbidity.

**Maternal Factors During Pregnancy**

The time of pregnancy is of course an important time for both the mother and child. This period is more heavily relies on what the mother does both for herself and the child. This includes things like maintaining a healthy weight and attending prenatal visits. One way to track the progress and health of the mother is through Body Mass Index (BMI) which can indicate if the mother is anywhere from underweight to obese. Some mothers are required to gain and maintain a larger weight than normal during pregnancy. Mothers expecting only one child, if obese, are expected to gain up to 20 lbs. while mothers expecting multiple are expected to gain up to 42 lbs. during pregnancy. (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2019). Obesity, according to Rasmussen and Kesmodel (2011), is diagnosed by a BMI greater than or equal to 30 and overweight is given by a BMI greater than or equal to 25. At the time of the study, over 30% of women were obese and over 50% were overweight or obese all of childbearing age defined as 20-39 years old. These
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health risks alone are also concluded to contribute to “many adverse pregnancy outcomes”.
(Rasmussen & Kesmodel, 2011). These “adverse outcomes”, are listed by the Mayo Clinic Staff
(2019) as things like an uneasy vaginal delivery, the need for a cesarean delivery and even
stillbirth to name a few. In fact, Rasmussen and Kesmodel (2011) state that cesarean delivery
increases as obesity increases. In their study of Danish women, they found that risk levels went
from “14.7% in normal-weight women to 22% in obese women.” Risks like these make it even
more important for expecting mothers to regularly visit a healthcare provider. In his study,
Henderson (1994) shares that pregnant women who do not seek prenatal care are three times as
likely to deliver a low-birthweight child. However, factors such as the cost of healthcare or even
insurance coverage, the distance to the healthcare and the amount of obstetric care available
affect the actions of the mother. Distance to care also plays a part. In a Ugandan study, it was
found that with the access of a 24-hour, free, emergency transportation service, health outcomes
improved. This access increased hospital- based deliveries and overall increased the use of health
facilities for deliveries. (Mucunguzi, Wamani, Lochoro, & Tylleskar, 2014).

**Delivery and Infant Factors**

Both infant and maternal outcomes can also depend on the infant. One important factor to
consider is the delivery method of the infant. “In 2011, one in three women who gave birth in the
United States did so by cesarean (C-section) delivery.” (Obstetrics Care Consensus, 2014). This
method of delivery put mothers at a 2.7% risk of having maternal mortality take place or at a rate
of 13.3 per 100,000 live births. At the same time, vaginal delivery was only at a 0.9% risk and at
a possible rate of 3.3- 7.7 per 100,000 live births. (Obstetrics Care Consensus, 2014). Where the
delivery takes place can also be important. According to WHO, “94% of all maternal deaths
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occur in low and lower middle-income countries.” (2019). As of 2011, the United States was 27th in ranking for best to worst infant mortality rates being among other industrialized nations in the ranks. (Child Health USA 2014). Specifically, in the United States, women deliver births in various places whether it be at home or in a hospital. However, even the hospital itself can be an issue. Neel Shah, M.D. reports, “While being overweight, diabetic, or older can make it more likely for a woman to have a C-section, the biggest risk factor is ‘the hospital a mother walks into to deliver her baby, and how busy it is.’” (Haele, 2018). Across the country, cesarean deliveries vary in amount. These rates can be found in Figure 2. (Obstetric Care Consensus, 2014). In addition, factors like the birthweight of the child, plurality and the sex of the infant play into the outcomes of both the mother and child. Children born as a single child, twin or triplet obtain a decreased infant mortality risk as gestation periods increase. However, children
like quadruplets and quintuplets obtain a nonsignificant risk change as time passes within the pregnancy. (Luke & Brown, 2013).

**Methods and Data**

To investigate how maternal and infant factors affect outcomes, we propose a logit model that breaks down all births in the US into three categories based on residence and birth location. The first is where the mother resides and gives birth in the same county and state. Next, we compare to mothers who reside and give birth in different counties, but in the same state. Finally, we show the differences then with mothers who reside and give birth in different counties in different states. The question focuses on whether the factors that reduce infant and maternal mortality provide the same effect when the mother chooses or is forced to travel to a different location to give birth.

Data are provided by the CDC National Center for Health Statistics, Division of Vital Statistics. Data is available from 1968-2018 for all live births in the United States. In 2018 for example, 3,801,534 births were recorded.

**Results and Conclusions Forthcoming**
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ABSTRACT

The late 1990s, commonly referred to as the “DotCom Bubble”, exhibited optimistic growth for the thriving technology industry. Companies began filing for bankruptcy, bringing this growth to a rapid halt. After surviving the boom and bust of this era, could firms use this as a learning experience in an effort to prevent such failures in the future? Furthermore, could profiling these financial failures be used to predict the future of Tesla, a thriving innovative enterprise? Utilizing relevant data from Compustat and CRSP, a combined data set was created and filtered for the appropriate industries. A logit model of seven control variables was applied to help predict failure for Tesla and like firms. Of the seven variables, four appeared to be major driving factors in predicting bankruptcy. These variables include: profitability, leverage, volatility, and relative size for the firms in the sample period. The findings suggest that bankrupt firms have a lower mean profitability, greater leverage, lower liquidity, lower excess returns, and less cash flow from operations. Tesla has tight cash flow, lower current profitability, but is highly valued by investors, suggesting that investors still believe that the company has a future. The results indicate that Tesla Motors Incorporated has a 1.17% probability for filing for either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the next quarter. Moreover, it has a 0.76% likelihood for default in the upcoming four quarters. These are much lower than the bankruptcy rate of 2.47% for firms of the DotCom Bubble. These findings can be applied to better understand the future for Tesla Inc., and similar firms, that exhibit trends like those in this study. Furthermore, they can be used in creating a plan to help prevent bankruptcy for the firms, increasing success.
INTRODUCTION

Imagine it is the 1990s and an individual has a great, unique business idea that is expected to improve the lives of millions of Americans across the country. Bringing this idea to life, a new business is created, incorporating the Internet into the business model. In order to attract more consumers and investors, an internet related prefix or a dotcom suffix is added to the name of the company. Venture capitalists begin to pour money into the startups of this time. Firms are entering the public marketplaces, with initial public offerings (IPOs), making shares of the firms available to investors. Valuations for companies begin to surge, exceeding the true worth for many of these firms. Fast forward a few years and this technology bubble has burst, leaving this individual’s company, among several hundreds of others, bankrupt.

Today, companies are racing to beat competitors to the public marketplace with offering initial public offerings (IPOs) to investors. Typically, it is extremely profitable to identify and track companies that are planning on, going, or have recently gone public as the major price moves occur during the crucial beginning period. An IPO occurs when a privately-held company makes its shares available on public markets for trading. Such marketplaces include, but are not limited to, the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq. In today’s marketplace, companies that have gained investor confidence, despite low profits, are rushing to the public market with shares of company stock.

Companies that dominate the markets today, such as Lyft, Uber Technologies, Snapchat, Pinterest, Airbnb, Robinhood, and more are either going, have gone, or are waiting to go public. In some form or another, these firms can be classified as disruptive technologies. These firms are not disruptive in the sense that Apple was, by creating a market for a new product, the iPhone. Rather, these firms are revolutionizing traditional processes for consumers. These firms remain significantly unprofitable. Despite this, investors remain optimistic about the future of these companies. Tesla Motors Incorporated (Tesla Inc.) exhibits several of the same traits and characteristics of the aforementioned firms of today’s market. Tesla Motors Incorporated launched its IPO on June 29th, 2010, offering 13.3 million shares for $17 per share for a total of $226.1 million. On this day, shares of the firm increased by 40.53%, closing at $23.89 for the day (Varty, 2019).

Tesla Inc., is continually making headlines on several news broadcasting companies, gaining recognition from investors globally. News about the enterprise is heavily slanted towards “Model 3” production, one of the models of vehicles offered. Alongside this, the firm is consistently on the radar due to the decisions and announcements that are made by its CEO, Elon Musk. It defines itself as a leading American electric car company as it designs, develops, manufactures, and sells electric cars among many other products. The company was founded in 2003, and has expanded to offer a wide array of energy products to consumers (Varty, 2019).

Companies of the late 1990s to early 2000s underwent a period that is known as the DotCom Bubble. Industries were booming, especially the technology sector. Many of these firms traded on the Nasdaq, which is home to many of the largest tech stocks; so as investment and excitement led to increases in stock values, the Nasdaq market index grew fivefold within five years. Although
the value of stocks increased during this time, most of the firms that had inflated valuations were highly unprofitable. These firms were disruptive technologies as they provided consumers with something that was new, the Internet.

Today, firms are experiencing many of the same similarities as those from the last century. Tesla Inc. provides consumers with electric cars, among other products, disrupting the transportation and manufacturing industries. It is providing a new technology to consumers. The company remains unprofitable with a high burn rate, signifying that it is consuming cash at a faster rate than it generates. The company “burns through more than $7,430 every minute” (Hull, 2018). Lastly, despite the weak financials of the firm, investors remain optimistic about the future and continue to pour capital into the cash consuming giant. Figure 1 illustrates Tesla’s increasingly negative cash flow from operations from its IPO to 2018. Figure 2 further depicts Tesla’s long-term debt surges from its IPO to 2018.
Upon comparing the firms of the DotCom Bubble to those dominating the market today, an appropriate connection can be drawn as these firms exhibit similar traits and trends. Firms of today’s crop are classified as offering disruptive technologies, being extremely unprofitable, but highly valued by investors. This paper will focus on these traits and trends to ascertain which variables are crucial in determining the bankruptcy of a firm. Furthermore, this paper will delve into these variables and create a forecast to help predict the likelihood of default for Tesla in the upcoming quarter and four quarters.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Bankruptcy –
In order to best comprehend the time period selected for the course of study and the outcome for several firms, it was important to obtain an accurate understanding of what bankruptcy truly refers to. “Bankruptcy is a legal process, an option for an individual, family, or corporation who finds themselves unable to pay off their debts” (Fiorillo, 2018). The ideal objective of bankruptcy is to provide a second chance and fresh start (Fiorillo, 2018). Bankruptcy occurs in the face of creditors who are threatening to seize the assets of a firm if it does not improve its operating performance or financial conditions. The most common form of this in the United States is Chapter 11 bankruptcy, or reorganization. Under this, a firm may submit a plan for reorganization to a bankruptcy judge and the creditors in bankruptcy court. If this plan is approved, then the firm has a second chance at survival. However, if this plan is not approved, or if the firm is too poor to salvage, then the firm will file under Chapter 7, or liquidation. Under this, a firm will liquidate its assets, relieving owners of financial responsibility.

Businesses can fail for a variety of reasons, which often times leaves them with no option except to file for bankruptcy. It is a process used in federal court that is designed to help businesses eliminate or repay current debt under the guidance and protection of the bankruptcy court. There are three types of bankruptcy that a business is able to file for, depending upon its structure. For the purpose of this research, only two of the three types will be focused upon: Chapter 7 and Chapter 11. The owner is responsible for all assets and liabilities of the firm. Corporations and partnerships are legal entities that are separate from their owners, allowing them to file for Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 bankruptcy (Peavler, 2019).

Chapter 7 bankruptcy (business bankruptcy) is most appropriate when the firm in question appears to have no sustainable future. This is often times referred to as liquidation and is used when the firm cannot be restructured due to overwhelming debts. In Chapter 7, a trustee is appointed by the bankruptcy court to obtain possession of the assets of the business and distribute them among creditors. Once this is complete, the trustee is paid, and the sole proprietor receives a “discharge” upon the end of the case. This means that the owner of the business is no longer obligated to repay the debts owed (Peavler, 2019).

Chapter 11 bankruptcy, one of the more common forms of bankruptcy for firms in the United States, allows firms a “second chance”. It provides a plan for a company to reorganize and continue business operations under a court-appointed trustee. For this type of bankruptcy, the firm files a detailed plan of reorganization. This plan outlines how it will deal with creditors.
Upon review, creditors vote on the plan, and if the court rules the plan as fair and equitable, it will be approved. This plan schedules payments to creditors over a defined period, which may exceed twenty years. These bankruptcies are complex, can take up to one year to confirm a plan, and not all succeed (Peavler, 2019).

**The DotCom Bubble –**

The DotCom Bubble occurred when there was a rapid rise in the U.S. technology stock equity valuations that were driven by investments in Internet-based companies during the bull market of the late 1990s. During this period, the value of the equity markets was dramatically inflated as the technology-dominated Nasdaq index rose from 1,000 to almost 5,000 within five years. During 2001 and 2002, this exponential growth burst and the equities entered into bear markets (Hayes, 2019).

The period consisting of the late 1990s into the early 2000s can be categorized as a bubble, specifically regarding the technology sector. An economic bubble occurs when: “The price of an asset that may be freely exchanged in a well-established market first soars then plummets over a sustained period of time at rates that are decoupled from the rate of growth of the income that might reasonably be expected to be realized from owning or holding the asset” (Calculations, 2010). The rapid growth of the computer and internet-technology companies during this period contributed to the bubble and its burst as these companies did not pay significant dividends to shareholders.

The Bubble began as access to the Internet increased significantly, playing a crucial role in people’s lives. Online retailing contributed to this the most, including sites such as Pets.com, 1800contacts.com, and more. Actual returns failed to meet the high expectations for these companies and sent the value of these the stocks plummeting down. Companies were going to the market with inflated IPOs, leading many individuals to start companies. When the crash began, companies began folding and investors became more cautious of investing money into the tech sector. Companies lost their value, as much $10 and $30 million a quarter (Geier, 2015).

The 76.81% crash caused most companies to default as they filed for bankruptcy, both Chapter 7 and Chapter 11. Even the share prices of blue-chip technology stocks like Cisco, Intel, and Oracle lost more than 80% of their value (Hayes, 2019).

There were many factors that affected the DotCom Bubble. One of the main sources of the burst was the “combination of speculative or fad-based investing, the abundance of venture capital funding for startups and the failure of dotcoms to turn a profit”. Investors, with their high expectations for the industry, continued to heavily capitalize Internet startups, hoping that the companies would become profitable. Many investors absorbed risky investments in an effort to reap higher returns when the time came for the growing use of the Internet (Hayes, 2019).

During the period, companies were furiously competing with each other to yield high returns and profits. Companies that did not have the fiscal or technological capabilities began to spend excessively on marketing, leaving behind the fiscal responsibility. Some companies spent as much as 90% of their total budget on advertising (Hayes, 2019).
The bubble that was formed with the influx of money was due to unsustainable growth. This growth was fueled by cheap money, easy capital, market overconfidence, and pure speculation. Venture capitalists invested in virtually any company that had “.com” attached to its name. The valuations were based on the earnings and profits that the companies would not see for several years to come if the business models succeeded. IPOs were offered for companies that had yet to generate revenue, profits, and even finished products, which caused their stock prices to increase to three, even four, fold in one day. Investors were blinded by the IPO frenzy, and overlooked the traditional valuation methods. The Nasdaq index peaked on March 10, 2000 at 5048. This dramatic growth was led by companies such as Dell and Cisco, which began to experience large sell orders for their stocks. This caused other investors to experience selling their stocks in panic. Ultimately, the market declined, losing almost 90% of its value within a few weeks. Dotcom companies that had high market capitalizations dropped to become worthless within a few months. By the end of 2001, a large portion of the publicly traded companies filed for bankruptcy, vanishing trillions of dollars in investments (Hayes, 2019).

**Tesla’s Historical and Current Performance -**

Tesla, Inc., founded in 2003, was an effort to prove that electric driving did not need to be restricted to a group of engineers. Its mission is to “accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy” (Electric Cars). Today, Tesla devotes itself to this mission as it builds both electric vehicles and scalable clean energy generation and storage products. In 2008, the company launched its cutting-edge battery technology and electric powertrain which further enabled it to design the world’s first all-electric sedan, the “Model S”. The company has since expanded its product line with other vehicles including the “Model X”, “Model 3”, and “Tesla Semi”. The CEO, Elon Musk, has a clear vision for the future of the company, but faces many obstacles that are imperative to address.

Besides vehicles, the company also manufactures energy solutions including “Powerwall”, “Powerpack”, and “Solar Roof”, which facilitate renewable energy management. As Tesla moves into the future, it will continue to create products that are accessible and affordable to its consumers, accelerating the move into the next generation of clean transportation and clean energy production, ultimately building the future envisioned by the CEO (Tesla, 2018).

Tesla’s abnormal success, given its low production and quarterly valuation losses, has led investors and professionals to question the future of the company. Tesla has experienced surges in its stock prices and investor expectations, making it an attractive company for many. However, the vehicle safety and company returns has brought to light the negative returns for the enterprise.

Tesla Inc. is the epitome of today’s crop of companies that are racing to the public markets with their IPOs. In today’s fast growing, innovative economy, companies are consistently attempting to gain market presence and recognition in the market by providing new, cutting-edge technologies and services to consumers. Along with this, sustainability is a growing concept that is overtaking several industries, including the automotive. Driven by its mission “to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy” (Electric Cars), Tesla, Inc. strives to provide clean, efficient vehicles to conscientious consumers.
For many, Tesla appears to have emerged as a company that defines the future. The foundation of the firm is innovation, propelling it into the advanced technological era. From its conception to IPO in 2010, Tesla is viewed as a rising force in the industry, revolutionizing the traditional operations. Today, however, Tesla faces several issues that could potentially halt its rapid expansion. With regards to its limited production, surge in valuation, and decrease in credit rating, Tesla shares appear to be declining. Alongside concerns about the company’s financial performance, the enterprise faces federal charges from customers after a fatal incident that occurred in one of the company’s model vehicles. This reversal of fortune is important to note as several individuals, both within and outside the company, have held high expectations for the company’s performance. Its CEO, who has created the Tesla brand, faces difficult decisions in order to sustain the rapid growth the company previously experienced.

Tesla is a common topic that stirs discussion as it is consistently discussed across several news outlets and articles. The company has defied the market by going against traditional operations, dominating the markets and competing with industry leaders. These companies have created their market presence over a certain number of years, and Tesla outperforms them with soaring stock prices. Investors hold high expectations for the future of Tesla, despite its high burn ratio and negative earnings per share.

For those who support Tesla and all it has to offer, Tesla’s valuation is justified by its performance and future potential. However, there are also those who doubt the capabilities of the firm and relate it to companies of the DotCom Bubble. The company has a price to book ratio that is almost eleven times higher than some of the failures of the dot-com, but its price to revenue ratio is almost six times healthier as can be seen from Table 1 below, which compares Tesla to several firms of the DotCom era that were disruptive technologies and optimistic investors. (Fahey, 2017).

Table 1: Comparing Tesla to the Doomed DotCom Firms (Fahey, 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dot-com company metrics right before the 2000 crash and automotive companies today:</th>
<th>price to book</th>
<th>price to tangible book</th>
<th>price to sales</th>
<th>market value (M$)</th>
<th>net income (M$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pets.com</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webvan</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>3,693</td>
<td>-145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dkkoop.com</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theglobe.com</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden.com</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eToys.com</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>1,575</td>
<td>-190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500 in 2000</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tesla</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>11.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>49,088</strong></td>
<td><strong>-675</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>50,511</td>
<td>9,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>43,335</td>
<td>4,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500 in 2017</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All ratios are LTM. Dotcom company ratios as of March 10, 2000. DotCom market values and income for 1999. Motor companies as of May 3, 2017 and 2016. Source: FactSet
The DotCom Bubble versus Today –
The late 1990s into the early 2000s proved to be a booming period for several companies across the nation. Hundreds of companies raced to the public markets with their initial public offerings (IPOs), representing the dream of everyday Americans to gain fortunes through their trading and startup companies. Numerous startups emerged as an embodiment of the entrepreneurial American spirit and became common household names like “Webvan” and “eToys” among many others. During 1999, there were 547 companies that had IPOs in the United States with profits of $107.9 billion (Cimilluca, 2019).

Today, a similar trend of IPO waves is emerging and could be even bigger. Companies like Lyft Inc., are bringing in $2.34 billion and are valued at $26.5 billion after going public on March 28th, 2019, further increasing shares by 8.7%. Other companies that are the center of attention for many investors are in the process of or discussing IPOs. Such companies include: Uber Technologies, Pinterest Inc., Snapchat, Airbnb Inc., Slack Technologies Inc., Robinhood, and Postmates Inc. Overall, the companies that are expected to go public in the following year (2019) will surpass the amount that was raised in 1999 (Cimilluca, 2019).

Research conducted by Jay Ritter, an IPO expert at the University of Florida, indicates that companies that are going public today are bigger and older than those of the DotCom era. He explains that the average age for tech companies that went public between 1999 and 2000 was approximately four to five years. In contrast companies in 2018 had an average age of about twelve years. Median sales for companies then were about $12 million, compared with $173.6 million in 2018 (Cimilluca, 2019).

Although there are some differences between companies then and now, they share one thing: they are still losing money. Companies like Uber and Lyft are losing large sums of money. Uber lost $3.3 billion in the previous year, and Lyft lost more than $900 million. Despite this, these companies have been able to prove that their business model of rides through an app will not disappear over the upcoming years. Uber has a revenue base of over $11 billion, and Lyft raised more than $2 billion in the last year. Uber and Lyft dominate the market with 70% and 30% market share respectively. There is lower likelihood for failure for many firms whose performance is similar to that of Uber and Lyft (Cimilluca, 2019).

The shares of companies that debuted during the bubble with sales of over $100 million outperformed companies with sales below this by approximately 45 percentage points. A similar rough pattern can be seen for the companies after this period. This allows for appropriate comparisons to be drawn between the companies of the DotCom era and those following the period in today’s markets (Cimilluca, 2019).

Metrics for Consideration –
It is imperative to identify key metrics that will be used for company comparison. The key identifiers for subsequent success or failure of a firm can be decided through predictors such as bankruptcy, which is measured by the “Altman Z-Score”. Another key factor is the burn rate, which is the rate at which the company is consuming its cash. Furthermore, the company’s cash
flow can be analyzed, which measures the amount of money that firms are generating after accounting for needed investment in working capital and capital expenditure (CapEx). Other non-financial and financial metrics can be studied as well, along with analyzing the internal and external factors that impact the firm (Staff, Investopedia).

Sample Firms for Comparison –
Studying the sources, a few companies have been selected for comparison. While learning about Tesla, several articles referred to a similarity between the current company performance to those of the Dotcom Bubble of the late 1990s. Further investigation of the Bubble revealed that there were several companies that folded during this time due to reasons that appear similar to the track Tesla is on. Tesla is raising concerns for investors due to its high burn ratio and negative EPS and P/E ratio. The company appears to be overvalued given its production issues, but investors are continuing to give money to the business, further powering its market dominance.

Potential companies that can be used as success examples can be: Amazon.com, 1-800contacts.com, and more. Potential failure companies that have been identified are Pets.com and Garden.com (Fahey, 2017).

In order to ensure accurate data collection, it is best to utilize public firms that went bankrupt during the DotCom Bubble. Furthermore, a control sample of firms that did not go bankrupt during this period must also be considered in the analysis of distressed firms.

Crafting Methodology –
A study by Mahajan, Srinivasan, and Wind (2002) was conducted on the Dotcom era and focused on specific retailers of this time to identify the profile of a “winner” company. Because many of these retailers were not profitable in terms of their finances, the study did not use traditional performance metrics like ROA, ROS, and more. Instead, the study focused on the stock price of the firm since IPO, and monitored the performance over the years. The second key performance metric that was used is the value of its stock options that were issued to employees, which is related to the stock price. The study placed greater emphasis on a qualitative analysis of the firms, focusing on the product and firm characteristics. The authors identified a hypothesized winner, in terms of the product offered, to be one that offered digital products, search goods, existing products, product customization. Additionally, the study limited the sample size to online retailers, excluding companies with brick and mortar stores. They comprised a list of 48 publicly traded firms to be used for analysis. The time period under study was confined from the date of the IPO to the end of 2000. Using this criteria, it was predicted that Amazon would be the winner of this bubble, but the study found that 1-800contacts.com was the sole winner. 1-800contacts.com had some similarities in criteria to the hypothesized winner, but differed on many of the characteristics. The research that was conducted by this study has its limitations since the scope of the research is restricted to the firms at the specific point in time. Additionally, the consumer behavior that was identified through the research could change over time (Mahajan et al. 2002). This paper provided a model to be used, helping to solidify the period under examination as the DotCom bubble. The paper focused primarily on a qualitative analysis, but provided framework that could be used to better understand the types of firms that were going public during this time. Further research had
to be conducted in order to better understand the quantitative analysis that must be completed for exploration of the firms.

Expanding upon the research methodology of Mahajan, Srinivasan, and Wind (2002), a study by Wang and Shiu (2014) focuses on analyzing the survival period of firms upon investing the factors that affect the financial distress of firms emerging in the Taiwan market to influence the probability of bankruptcy. The paper is useful in determining the impact of factors through the survival period, which include variables such as liquidity profitability, capital structure, and corporate governance. The analysis was conducted using 228 over-the-counter firms, which includes a mix between corporations and family owned businesses in the Taiwanese markets. Of these firms, 101 businesses went bankrupt, 83 recovered, and 44 firms in financial distress on the path to bankruptcy. The period under study was from January 2000 to July 2011, which included the global financial crisis of 2008. By utilizing a survival analysis and Cox regression model, the survival time for firms under distress is estimated to be 18 months of delisting/bankruptcy, and 23 months for recovery. A Cox regression model is a method that is used to investigate the effect of several variables in a specified event, and is used to study the association between survival period and an outcome such as death (Wang et al. 2014). This paper provides a strong explanation of the types of quantitative measurements that must be considered in order to appropriately evaluate a firm under distress. It was not confined to the time period that is under observation for the purpose of this thesis. However, it does provide a model that can be used to elaborate upon. The focus of this thesis is not to measure the survival period of firms in distress, so the exact models cannot be applied.

The last paper studied, written by John Y. Campbell, Jens Dietrich Hilscher, and Jan Szilagyi (2011) appears to have the strongest correlation between the execution of the study and objective of this thesis. The paper discusses the measurement and pricing of distress risk using accounting and market-based forecasting metrics to predict the likelihood of future financial distress. First, the paper presents a model for predicting financial distress. Secondly, it studies the historical performance of investing in distressed stock portfolios. There are several different approaches in order to predict bankruptcy such as the “Altman Z-score”. This last paper utilizes a larger set of explanatory variables in order to have higher forecasting ability. It outlines a clear methodology for predicting financial distress for a given firm, by describing key relevant variables that should be considered. It uses a qualitative approach to effectively develop a model that can be applied to public firms that have experienced Chapter 7 and Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The sample size of over 2 million firm-months, of which 1,750 have experienced failure. The study covers a period from January 1963 until December 2003, which includes the time of interest – the DotCom Bubble. It utilizes a logit model in order to forecast and predict the bankruptcy of firms in the future, showing a relationship between bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms (Campbell et al. 2011). This paper is most closely related to the objective outlined in this study. It investigates a similar time period, with public firms, and is able to outline detailed methodology for yielding results. This paper will be closely modeled in order to conduct analyses of the variables in this study.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Data –
In order to begin conducting analysis, data must be obtained from reliable sources that list company financial information, along with other relevant data. This type of data is readily available for use from Compustat and the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP).

The data examined corresponds to active and inactive firms that were publicly traded. The data from the CRSP source provides daily information for firms between the target years of 1998 and 2001 (1998 quarter 1 to 2001 quarter 4). This data was specifically utilized for stock return data, which results in 134,921 observations with 60 variables. Not each variable presents relevant or complete information. The Compustat data source also yields a large set with 198,243 observations and 1,444 variables. This database provides historical financial data that is further used to help analyze the firms of the time period. Again, this does not provide a complete table of information as several values are missing and duplicated.

The last source of data that is obtained relates to the returns of the S&P 500 index (^GSPC). Quarterly returns are obtained.

Global Company Key (GVKEY) and the Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIPs) for each firm provides identification numbers from the Compustat and CRSP data tables.

The final data set that is created upon joining the three sources, results in 32,915 observations. Among these, there are 3,257 unique firms, of which, 78 firms filed for bankruptcy. This is further analyzed indicating that 35 firms were liquidated (Chapter 7) and 43 firms were reorganized (Chapter 11). Refer to Appendix A and B for a complete listing of firms that went bankrupt during 1998 to 2001 along with their identification codes (CUSIPs) respectively.

Methodology Overview –
In order to appropriately obtain meaningful results from the collected data sources, the following steps must be taken:
1. Data Collection
2. Creating a Master File
3. Filtering Data
4. Constructing Variables and Logit Model
5. Summary Statistics of Sample Size
6. Graphing Trends Prior to Bankruptcy
7. Forecasting Variable Impact
8. Prediction of Bankruptcy for Selected Firm

Steps one to four are discussed below, and steps five to eight are discussed and explained in the “Results” portion of this report.
DETAILED METHODOLOGY

Step 1: Data Collection
As mentioned in the Data section of this report, the key sources used in order to collect valuable data are Compustat, CRSP, and quarterly data for ^GSPC.

Step 2: Creating a Master File
In order to do this, the data must be matched among the Compustat and CRSP files using the company identification codes.

Step 3: Filtering Data
With the newly joined data set, it is crucial to filter the data for the relevant information that pertains to this thesis. For the purpose of this capstone project, companies that are capital intensive are utilized in the analysis of the DotCom Bubble. This is done to focus on companies most like Tesla. This data is further filtered for the appropriate industries, specifically manufacturing, electronics and technology, and transportation among others. Lastly, the resulting data set is further consolidated by removing the observations that are duplicates, or that have missing values. This creates a complete, valuable data set for analysis.

Step 4: Variables and Logit Model
Variables:
The following seven control variables are identified as impacting bankruptcy:

Profitability: the efficiency of business activity for a particular firm
\[
\frac{\text{Net Income}}{\text{Total Capital}}
\]

Leverage: firm’s assets that are financed using debt
\[
\frac{\text{Total Liabilities}}{\text{Total Assets}}
\]

Liquidity: firm’s position of financial strength and liquidity
\[
\frac{\text{Cash Holdings}}{\text{Total Capital}}
\]

Excess Returns: firm’s return relative to a market security (S&P 500 for this study)
\[
\log(1 + R_{it}) - \log(1 + R_{S&P500,t})
\]

Volatility: volatility of firm’s stock, riskiness associated with the stock
\[
\text{Standard Deviation of Stock over the Prior 3 Months}
\]

Relative Size: market value of firm capitalization relative to the S&P 500 – this is a control for the size difference
Logit Model:

A logit model is used in order to run a regression to analyze the key variables of this study in its simple form. For this study, the dependent variable is the status of bankruptcy for a given firm. This variable can have two possible outcomes: 0 = no bankruptcy occurrence or 1 = bankruptcy occurrence. The following logistic model is constructed for seven key identified control variables:

$$\text{BANKRUPTCY}_{i,t+1} = a + \lambda_1 \text{PROFITABILITY}_{i,t} + \lambda_2 \text{LEVERAGE}_{i,t} + \lambda_3 \text{LIQUIDITY}_{i,t} + \lambda_4 \text{EXCESSRETURNS}_{i,t} + \lambda_5 \text{VOLATILITY}_{i,t} + \lambda_6 \text{RELATIVESIZE}_{i,t} + \lambda_7 \text{CASHFLOWOPERATIONS}_{i,t} + \epsilon_{i,t}$$

In this logit model, $i$ indexes firms and $t$ indexes years. The coefficient on each variable, , captures the cost of each variable with a more negative value representing higher, or greater, value. A variable that accounts for error is added to the model. These results are later reported in a summary statistics of the sample size.

RESULTS

Upon running the logit model, the following results were obtained and can be interpreted. For better clarity, results are discussed as a continuation of the “Methodology” section of this report.

Step 5: Summary Statistics of Sample Size

The following results are obtained after running an analysis of the final data set that was created with the logit model:
Table 2. Summary Statistics of Sample Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bankruptcy (Chapter 7 or 11)</th>
<th>Profitability</th>
<th>Leverage</th>
<th>Liquidity</th>
<th>Excess Returns</th>
<th>Volatility</th>
<th>Relative Size</th>
<th>Cash Flow Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Observations</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>-1.832</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>2.173</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Observations</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>-2.412</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-Statistics</td>
<td>(9.75)</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>(4.38)</td>
<td>(4.53)</td>
<td>(1.71)</td>
<td>(19.62)</td>
<td>(6.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complete summary statistic is found in Appendix C.

Table 3. Description of Sample Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Firms</th>
<th>Bankrupt Firms</th>
<th>Chp 7</th>
<th>Chp 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3257</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from Table 3, the sample size consists of 3,257 unique firms. Of this, 78 firms filed for bankruptcy during the selected period of 1998 to 2001. Furthermore, 35 of the bankrupt firms filed for Chapter 7, liquidation, and 43 filed for Chapter 11, reorganization. Analyzing Table 2, the summary statistics of the sample size the total number of observations for the logit model is 32,915. Of this amount, 32,103 observations correspond to non-bankrupt firms, while 812 observations belong to bankrupt firms. Upon analyzing Table 2, the mean profitability for bankrupt firms is significantly lower than the mean profitability of non-bankrupt firms. The mean leverage for bankrupt firms is considerably higher than for non-bankrupt firms. Similarly, to profitability, the mean liquidity for bankrupt firms is lower than that of non-bankrupt firms. Firms that undergo bankruptcy experience extremely low excess returns in comparison to that of the control sample. According to the Table 2, the two classes of firms experience similar volatility during the time period. Bankrupt firms and non-bankrupt firms appear to have relatively similar volatilities, which can be attributed to the fact that these firms are in a period of financial crisis. Generally, firms that experience bankruptcy are smaller than those who do not, according to the summary statistics from this sample. This variable is introduced in order to account for that fact that many of the firms from this period are smaller than the firms that compose the S&P 500 index. Lastly, bankrupt firms experience significantly lower cash flow from the business operations when compared to non-bankrupt firms. These conclusions support the logical hypothesis that as bankrupt firms have weaker performance than non-bankrupt firms. These mean values for the variables are later used to help predict the likelihood of Tesla’s default. These corresponding values for Tesla Inc. are obtained using the same data sources previously stated. The following variables serve as inputs for Tesla’s corresponding values for the variables:
Table 4 indicates that Tesla has a profitability that is closer to the non-bankrupt firms as of June 30th, 2018. It has less leverage than that of non-bankrupt firms as well. Its liquidity exceeds that of bankrupt firms, however, it has significantly higher excess returns in comparison to the non-bankrupt companies. It is less volatile than the firms in the sample size, and is also significantly larger. Lastly, it has a negative cash flow, but it is not as low as that of the bankrupt firms of the DotCom Bubble. In general, Tesla’s current financial condition and operational performance seems not to be outstanding, but it is extremely highly valued by investors, which is reflected in the excess returns. This could suggest that Tesla is seen as a company with high growth potential.

**Step 6: Trend Prior to Bankruptcy for Sample Size**

In order to obtain a clear understanding of the performance of bankrupt firms prior to their respective bankruptcy dates, it is imperative to study the period leading up to this occurrence. Evaluating each variable independently, according to time 0, which is the point in time for bankruptcy, a trend can be graphed over the preceding 16 quarters. Upon graphing the seven control variables, four appear to have significant, interesting trends that can be analyzed for further information. The following four graphs represent the trends for: profitability, leverage, volatility, and cash flow from operations. The remaining three graphs for the other variables are referenced in Appendix D.

**Profitability –**

**Fig 3. Mean Profitability for Bankrupt Firms 16 Quarters Prior to Bankruptcy**

![Graph of Profitability](image)

Figure 3 exhibits that the mean profitability for bankrupt firms has a declining trend over the prior 16 periods. At the start of this period, there appears to be a steeper decrease in the profitability of the firms, which begins to stabilize. However, the last 5 quarters prior to bankruptcy show a dramatic decrease before an ultimate stabilization.
Leverage -

Fig 4. Mean Leverage for Bankrupt Firms 16 Quarters Prior to Bankruptcy

With regards to mean leverage, Figure 4 illustrates that this is relatively constant increase as the firm approaches bankruptcy. This means that the firms’ debts are increasing up to the point of declaration, making these debts unable to be repaid.

Volatility –

Fig 5. Mean Volatility of Bankrupt Firms 16 Quarters Prior to Bankruptcy

Figure 5 refers to the volatility of bankrupt firms and displays an overall increase in the riskiness of the enterprise. At the beginning of the period, the firms exhibit sharp increases in riskiness, but begin to increase at a more constant rate as they approach bankruptcy.
Cash Flow from Operations –

Fig 6. Mean Cash Flow from Operations of Bankrupt Firms 16 Quarters Prior to Bankruptcy

Figure 6 demonstrates a more volatile trend as the cash flow from operations cannot be generalized during this period. However, the last 4 quarters preceding the time of bankruptcy appear to be crucial as it demonstrates that firms experience exaggerated losses in cash flow.

Step 7: Variable Impact on Predicting Bankruptcy in Future

Once the analysis of the seven control variables is complete, the logit model with the marginal effect is employed in order to directly interpret the coefficients of the model. This reveals that four variables have significant impact on predicting the likelihood of bankruptcy both one and four quarters from now. The following table shows that if the chance of bankruptcy of the control variables increases by one unit, this is how bankruptcy is impacted. A full table with the corresponding z-statistics can be found in Appendix E.

Table 5. Logit Model with Marginal Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorganization</td>
<td>Liquidation</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Reorganization</td>
<td>Liquidation</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>-0.079***</td>
<td>-0.038***</td>
<td>-0.120***</td>
<td>-0.092***</td>
<td>-0.041***</td>
<td>-0.137***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage</td>
<td>0.010***</td>
<td>0.015***</td>
<td>0.030***</td>
<td>0.013***</td>
<td>0.015***</td>
<td>0.033***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess Returns</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.002*</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>0.007***</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.012***</td>
<td>0.008*</td>
<td>0.020**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Size</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow from Operations</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>28,997</td>
<td>28,997</td>
<td>28,997</td>
<td>20,390</td>
<td>20,390</td>
<td>20,390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

z-statistics in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Of the seven control variables, four appear to have significant impact on predicting the likelihood of bankruptcy in the future. With greater profitability, firms are less likely to go bankrupt. Furthermore, increased leverage also has a higher likelihood of bankruptcy. Firms with greater volatility increase the likelihood of going bankrupt. Lastly, larger firms will be less likely to
default. These results are consistent with the findings of Campbell, Hilscher, and Szilagyi (2011).

Step 8: Prediction of Bankruptcy Rate for Tesla
The last step of the process is to predict and analyze the default rate for Tesla Motors Incorporated. In order to complete this, the inputs from Table 4 are used to complete the logit model. Once this model is run, using the values for each of the control, the bankruptcy rate is obtained for Chapter 7, Chapter 11, and either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11.

Table 6: Bankruptcy Rate for Tesla Inc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tesla</th>
<th>Sample Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Quarter from Now</td>
<td>4 Quarters from Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorganization</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidation</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1.17%</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After running the model, the default rate for Tesla is generated, distinguished by the type of bankruptcy. Table 6 reports that Tesla is almost half as likely to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy (reorganization), as compared with the sample firms in this study. Similarly, it is also less likely to file for liquidation (Chapter 7). Lastly, it appears that the enterprise is less probable to file for either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 bankruptcy, as compared with the sample firms in this study from 1998 to 2001. This table exhibits the bankruptcy rate for the firm specifically one quarter from now four quarters from now. Overall, after examining the factors that contribute to bankruptcy for a firm, and running a logit model for prediction of default rate, Tesla has lower than average chances of filing for each type of bankruptcy examined in this study.

CONTRIBUTIONS & IMPLICATIONS

Upon complete analysis of the period that is commonly referred to as the DotCom Bubble, it appears that profitability, leverage, excess returns, and volatility have a crucial role in the probability of a company to file for bankruptcy. Of these four variables, Table 5 leads to the conclusion that profitability and leverage are clear drivers of bankruptcy for a firm along with volatility and relative size. The logit model that is used to run the analysis produces intuitive results: distressed stocks perform worse than healthy stocks. Projected one and four quarters into the future, this trend continues, which can be seen from Table 5. These results are consistent with previous studies. Applying this model to Tesla suggests that the firm has less of a likelihood for following the failure path of its predecessors from the DotCom era. This does not mean that Tesla will not go bankrupt in the future, however, it does not appear to be as likely as for the firms during this period of financial crisis. This can further be applied to companies like Tesla today, who are
filing for IPOs, or headed on the same path.

The technology industry today is thriving as numerous companies are gaining popularity among consumers as they attempt to facilitate the daily lives of individuals. Investors continue to remain optimistic about such firms, similar to those of the DotCom Bubble. However, just like the companies of the late 1990s, these prominent firms are losing cash each day. The main question remains: is this trend sustainable for the giants of today’s market?

Using the analysis conducted in this study, it is apparent that the firms similar to that of Tesla face less of a chance of filing for Chapter 7 and Chapter 11 bankruptcy. To be exact, they are almost half as likely to default. This can further be utilized in order to create a contingency plan in case of abnormal circumstances, which lead to bankruptcy. Firms of today’s crop can use this as lessons in order to prevent following the gloomy fate of the giants of the 1990s.

These results further suggest that investors should steer clear of distressed stocks. It is imperative to gather information of a firm’s health, perhaps using the metrics in this study. Investing in stocks that are perceived as not distressed can help to diversify portfolios, specifically the riskiness involved, while increasing returns.

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE STEPS

This study is confined to examining the period that is known as the DotCom Bubble (1998-2001). Perhaps expanding the time period of study would yield stronger results as it would be able to help create behavioral trends for firms before and after, observing a longer period of time. For the purpose of this study, specific, capital intensive industries were selected to focus on. Expanding the industry selection to others could be interesting to see if firms within different industries behave differently.

Furthermore, some firms are consistently in the news for different reasons. Tesla has gained widespread publicity for its inability to match demand, fatal car accidents, and CEO, Elon Musk’s, debated management style. These factors affect the company in numerous ways, and could be interesting to study in the future.

A logistic model is applied to study the sample size and Tesla Inc. This model is appropriate in order calculate the probability of an event happening based on factors that are a part of the model, with a dependent variable with dichotomous values. It uses a logit transform to provide the outcome of these probabilities. A Cox regression is used to explore the relationship between the “survival” of a sample size and the explanatory variables that are selected. Perhaps, the study could be expanded to estimate the survival period for the firms in distress for this time using the Cox regression, further implementing this to analyze the survival period of firms in today’s market.

The study focuses on accounting and market-based measure to forecast failure, but it does not take into account the qualitative analysis that is presented by other authors in the field. Perhaps
incorporating qualitative measures, such as firm characteristics, structure of the firm, or effectiveness of management, in order to obtain a better understanding of the firm’s performance. Analyzing metrics that could be incorporated in further studies could strengthen the analysis and provide a holistic understanding of bankruptcy for these firms. Such variables include: customer satisfaction, customer retention, product/firm characteristics, management styles of executives, amongst many others. Combining these metrics could provide for a well-rounded analysis for the causation of bankruptcy and a stronger plan for prevention.

**APPENDIX**

Appendix A - Complete Listing of Chapter 7 Firms (Liquidation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLETCHER</th>
<th>Company Legal Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1705</td>
<td>Applied Magnetics Corp</td>
<td>APPLIED MAGNETICS CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2033</td>
<td>Fairchild Corp. (The)</td>
<td>FAIRCHILD CORP - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2684</td>
<td>Axiom Transaction Solutions</td>
<td>AXIOM TRANSACTION SOLUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4352</td>
<td>Energy Conversion Devices Inc.</td>
<td>ENERGY CONVERSION DEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4708</td>
<td>Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.</td>
<td>FLEETWOOD ENTERPRISES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4918</td>
<td>Frozen Food Express Industries Inc.</td>
<td>FROZEN FOOD EXPRESS INDIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6012</td>
<td>Incomnet Inc.</td>
<td>INCOMNET INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6140</td>
<td>Interstate Bakers Corp</td>
<td>INTERSTATE BAKERS CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8003</td>
<td>Northwestern Steel &amp; Wire</td>
<td>NORTHWESTERN STEEL &amp; WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9532</td>
<td>Sea Containers Ltd.</td>
<td>SEA CONTAINERS LTD - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9609</td>
<td>Snelgrove Inc.</td>
<td>SNELGROVE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10764</td>
<td>Turtles Corp</td>
<td>TURTLES CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12828</td>
<td>Nutrition 21 Inc.</td>
<td>NUTRITION 21 INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13470</td>
<td>Waterford Wedgwood PLC</td>
<td>WATERFORD WEDGWOOD PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13914</td>
<td>Calcomp Technology Inc</td>
<td>CALCOMP TECHNOLOGY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23113</td>
<td>Nutramax Products Inc</td>
<td>NUTRAMAX PRODUCTS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24478</td>
<td>Imagery Medical Technologies</td>
<td>IMAGERY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25777</td>
<td>Carhartt Industries Inc</td>
<td>CARHARTT INDUSTRIES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28137</td>
<td>Starter Corp</td>
<td>STARTER CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28502</td>
<td>Electrolux Inc.</td>
<td>ELECTROLUX INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28847</td>
<td>National R.V. Holdings Inc.</td>
<td>NATIONAL R.V. HOLDINGS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28883</td>
<td>Micro Component Tech</td>
<td>MICRO COMPONENT TECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28996</td>
<td>Lodgernet Interactive Corp.</td>
<td>LODGERNET INTERACTIVE CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3050</td>
<td>Motorola Corp</td>
<td>MOTOROLA CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31807</td>
<td>Premier Laser Systems Inc.</td>
<td>PREMIER LASER SYSTEMS - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61055</td>
<td>Palm Harbor Homes Inc.</td>
<td>PALM HARBOR HOMES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61465</td>
<td>Wireless One Inc.</td>
<td>WIRELESS ONE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62323</td>
<td>TMC Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>TMC ELECTRONICS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62730</td>
<td>Digital Transmission Systems</td>
<td>DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63483</td>
<td>Dura Automotive Systems Inc.</td>
<td>DURA AUTOMOTIVE SYS - CL B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64508</td>
<td>Photoelectron Corp</td>
<td>PHOTOELECTRON CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65143</td>
<td>Excelsior Henderson Motorcycle</td>
<td>EXCELSIOR HENDERSON MTRCYCLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65148</td>
<td>Trail Bridge Inc.</td>
<td>TRAILER BRIDGE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66409</td>
<td>USN Communications Inc.</td>
<td>USN COMMUNICATIONS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220489</td>
<td>Altos Hornos de Mexico</td>
<td>ALTOS HORNOS DE MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 35
Appendix B - Complete Listing of Chapter 11 Firms (Reorganization)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GYKEY</th>
<th>Company Legal Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1762</td>
<td>Armstrong Holdings Inc</td>
<td>ARMSTRONG HOLDINGS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>BMC Industries Inc</td>
<td>BMC INDUSTRIES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2139</td>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Corp</td>
<td>BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2215</td>
<td>Sphera Corp</td>
<td>S P H E R A CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2606</td>
<td>Cagle's Inc.</td>
<td>CAGLE'S INC - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2785</td>
<td>Healthy Planet Products Inc</td>
<td>HEALTHY PLANET PRODUCTS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2946</td>
<td>Champion Enterprises Inc</td>
<td>CHAMPION ENTERPRISES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2982</td>
<td>Chesapeake Corp</td>
<td>CHESA PAKE CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4522</td>
<td>Fab Industries Inc</td>
<td>F A B INDUSTRIES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5166</td>
<td>Salient 3 Communications Inc</td>
<td>SALIENT 3 COMMUNICATIONS INC - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5130</td>
<td>Interphase Corp</td>
<td>INTERPHASE CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9443</td>
<td>Scan Options Inc</td>
<td>SCAN OPTIONS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11907</td>
<td>DPAC Technologies Corp</td>
<td>DPAC TECHNOLOGIES CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20194</td>
<td>Hauser Inc</td>
<td>HAUSER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21584</td>
<td>Cone Mills Corp</td>
<td>CONE MILLS CORP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21763</td>
<td>Three-Five Systems Inc</td>
<td>THREE-FIVE SYSTEMS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23235</td>
<td>Verdad Brands Inc</td>
<td>V E R D A D BRANDS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23805</td>
<td>Cynus Inc</td>
<td>CYNUS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23820</td>
<td>Window Communications</td>
<td>WINSTAR COMMUNICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24100</td>
<td>Metaflex Inc</td>
<td>METAFL ExC INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24727</td>
<td>CanWest Global Communications Corp.</td>
<td>CANWEST GLOBAL COMM - NVTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24850</td>
<td>Menley &amp; James Inc.</td>
<td>MENLEY &amp; JAMES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26015</td>
<td>Trident Microsystems Inc</td>
<td>TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26998</td>
<td>Autoimmune Inc.</td>
<td>AUTOIMUNE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28589</td>
<td>Henley Healthcare Inc</td>
<td>HENLEY HEALTHCARE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28253</td>
<td>Amspec Systems Inc.</td>
<td>AMSPEC SYSTEMS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30008</td>
<td>Fusion Networks Holdings Inc.</td>
<td>FUSION NETWORKS HOLDINGS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30100</td>
<td>Nucentrix Broadband Networks</td>
<td>NU CENTRIX BROADBAND NETWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30257</td>
<td>Northfield Laboratories Inc.</td>
<td>NORTHFIELD LABORATORIES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31195</td>
<td>Crown Pacific Partners LP</td>
<td>CROWN PACIFIC PARTNERS LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60993</td>
<td>Martin Industries Inc/DE</td>
<td>MARTIN INDUSTRIES INC/DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61571</td>
<td>Simon Transportation Services Inc.</td>
<td>SIMON TRANSPORT SVCS INC - CL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61921</td>
<td>Cronos Group (The)</td>
<td>CRONOS GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62170</td>
<td>Mosaic Technologies Inc.</td>
<td>MOSAIC TECHNOLOGIES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62308</td>
<td>Tropical Sportswear Int'l Corp</td>
<td>TROPICAL SPORTSWEAR INT'L CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66550</td>
<td>AstroPower Inc.</td>
<td>ASTROPOWER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124704</td>
<td>Radio Union Communications Corp</td>
<td>RADIO UNION COMMUNICATIONS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127481</td>
<td>Maxygen Inc</td>
<td>MAXYGEN INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128764</td>
<td>Turnstone Systems Inc</td>
<td>TURNSTONE SYSTEMS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134453</td>
<td>360networks Inc.</td>
<td>360NETWORKS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158490</td>
<td>3-Dimensional Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>3-DIMENSIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139923</td>
<td>Integrated Telecom Express</td>
<td>INTEGRATED TELECOM EXPRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140441</td>
<td>Advanced Switching Communications Inc</td>
<td>ADVANCED SWITCHING COMM INC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C – Complete Summary Statistics for Control Variables and Sample Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bankruptcy (Chapter 7 or 11)</th>
<th>Profitability</th>
<th>Leverage</th>
<th>Liquidity</th>
<th>Excess Returns</th>
<th>Volatility</th>
<th>Relative Size</th>
<th>Cash Flow Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
<td>32103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-1.832</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>2.173</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-2.412</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Statistics</td>
<td>(9.75)</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>(4.38)</td>
<td>(4.53)</td>
<td>(1.71)</td>
<td>(10.62)</td>
<td>(6.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled Standard Error</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Mean (Yes-No)</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.580</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D – Trend Graphs of Variables 16 Quarters Prior to Bankruptcy

**Liquidity**

![Graph showing trend of Liquidity over 16 quarters prior to bankruptcy]

**Excess Returns**

![Graph showing trend of Excess Returns over 16 quarters prior to bankruptcy]

**Relative Size**
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Appendix E – Summary Statistics for Forecast of Sample Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>Lie</td>
<td>both</td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>Lie</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>-0.079**</td>
<td>-0.038***</td>
<td>-0.130***</td>
<td>-0.092***</td>
<td>-0.041***</td>
<td>-0.157***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.38)</td>
<td>(3.93)</td>
<td>(7.82)</td>
<td>(3.94)</td>
<td>(5.83)</td>
<td>(5.43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage</td>
<td>-0.014**</td>
<td>-0.018**</td>
<td>-0.010**</td>
<td>-0.013**</td>
<td>-0.012**</td>
<td>-0.007**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.48)</td>
<td>(1.73)</td>
<td>(3.01)</td>
<td>(0.98)</td>
<td>(2.27)</td>
<td>(1.84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.74)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(0.68)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.58)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess Returns</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
<td>(0.45)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.81)</td>
<td>(1.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>0.007**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.42)</td>
<td>(0.60)</td>
<td>(1.45)</td>
<td>(2.10)</td>
<td>(1.91)</td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Size</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.004***</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.11)</td>
<td>(1.11)</td>
<td>(4.80)</td>
<td>(3.62)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(2.94)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow from Operations</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(-1.46)</td>
<td>(-4.40)</td>
<td>(-4.04)</td>
<td>(-1.32)</td>
<td>(-3.94)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>28,007</td>
<td>28,067</td>
<td>28,067</td>
<td>28,300</td>
<td>28,300</td>
<td>28,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p-values in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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ABSTRACT

Changes in auditing standards have resulted in fluctuations in audit fees since the inception of the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act of 2002. Clients want a decrease in audit fee; however, a decrease in audit effort may not be likely as more entities delve deeper into the use of automation and technology, which also leads to a higher risk of having technology issues or cyber breaches. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of SOX Section 302 No. 22, Technology Issues on audit effort.

INTRODUCTION

Audit fees represent firm’s audit rate multiplied the level of audit effort. Further audit fees have dramatically increased since the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002 and the implementation of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (hereafter “Board” or “PCAOB”) [5]. Intensified public and regulatory criticism have forced auditors to increase their effort, which has caused higher audit costs [16, p. 19]. Clients want a decrease in audit fee; however, a decrease in audit effort may not be likely as more entities delve deeper into the use of automation and technology, which also leads to a higher risk of having technology issues or cyber breaches.

The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of SOX Section 302 No. 22, Technology Issues (hereafter, IT issues), on audit effort. To our knowledge, no other research examines the effect of specific SEC 302 IT issues on auditor effort in the AS5 environment. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the next section, the literature review is presented while hypothesis development is discussed in the third section. Research design and empirical proxies are described in the fourth section. Sample data and descriptive statistics are assessed in the fifth section, and the results are discussed in the sixth section. The conclusion, limitations, and future research topics are presented in the final section.

THE ISSUE

The importance and related challenges of developing a cybersecurity defense has been forced into the spotlight by the many data breaches [6][23][26]. It’s been estimated that the related cost was $4 million in 2019 and is continuing to grow [10]. In addition, these trends have increased emphasis on the importance of auditors understanding of the impact of these breaches on internal controls, their work load, and knowledge required to evaluate the weaknesses in internal control [11][14][15][21].
On June 30, 2002, the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act of 2002 was signed into law and created the PCAOB. Section 302 requires companies' management to disclose and report on internal control weaknesses and processes put into place to correct the issues [25]. Compliance with Section 302 was made more difficult because of Auditing Standard No. 2 (hereafter “AS2”) requirements that limited external auditors’ ability to rely on the work of other professionals [12]. AS2 was criticized for drastically increasing the workload required to be regulatory compliant [12]. Hence, Auditing Standard No. 5 (hereafter “AS5”) was passed in 2005, allowing auditors to rely on other’s work if it met specific criteria [12][19].

Simunic [22] argues that auditing (actual auditor effort) is an economic good for the issuer in that the quantity demanded is based on a cost-to-benefit ratio. Theoretically, audit fees are equivalent to the efficient use of an issuer and firm’s input and output resources needed to perform the audit. Therefore, assuming audit prices (i.e., rates) are constant, cross-sectional differences in fees are the result of changes in audit service quantity or auditor effort (hereafter effort or audit effort).

Actual auditor effort is an unobservable auditor input [7][22]. However, according to the audit pricing literature, auditor effort can be determined using audit firm and client characteristics and legal environment factors [1][3][17]. One area of interest to the issuer’s management and auditors that increases auditor effort is internal control weaknesses. The heightened difficulty increases the likelihood of auditor resignations [2]. The higher planned effort results from an increase in client risk and audit complexity. In this study, we assume that the audit has been adequately planned and control for other issuer factors associated with client risk and audit complexity.

Krishnan, Krishnan, and Song’s [13] (hereafter KKS) model examines the effect of AS5 on audit fees by using “clean” (without a weakness disclosure) and “non-clean” (with a weakness disclosure) industry-level matched firms across a three year period. The authors hypothesize and find that firms reporting weaknesses in both the AS2 and AS5 period had a decrease in overall audit fee in the latter period.

This paper examines whether a disclosure of an technology related internal control is associated with an increase in audit effort. Consistent with the Simunic [22] and Francis and Wang (hereafter FW) [4] arguments, an unexpected increase in the quantity of audit services, holding unit cost constant, will result in an increase in the audit fee. Further, an increase in service quantity is not related to an increase in higher-expert labor, i.e., higher billing rates, but an increase in higher staff audit labor, i.e., more hours [20]. Thus, in this study, audit effort is best represented by total audit fees.

H1: Audit effort, as proxied by audit fees, will not change in the period specific Section 302 client issues are reported [Stated in the null format].

**RESEARCH DESIGN**

To test the hypothesis, we estimate the following regression equation adapted from the FW [4] and KKS [13] model:
\[ \Delta LAF = \lambda_0 + \beta_1 \Delta LASSET + \beta_2 \Delta EBIT + \beta_3 \Delta |ACCR| + \beta_4 \Delta RECINV \]
\[ + \beta_5 \Delta LIQ + \beta_6 \Delta CATA + \beta_7 \Delta MERGER + \beta_8 \Delta FOREIGN \]
\[ + \beta_9 \Delta LEV + \beta_{10} \Delta ROA + \beta_{11} \Delta LNNAF + \beta_{12} \Delta ROA\_NEG \]
\[ + \beta_{13} \Delta LOSS + \beta_{14} \Delta RESTRUCT + \beta_{15} \Delta RESTATE + \beta_{16} \Delta GC \]
\[ + \beta_{17} \Delta SWITCH + \beta_{18} \Delta BIG4 + \lambda_1 \Delta INDUSTRY + \lambda_2 \Delta SEC302 + \epsilon \]  

(1)

Similar to the prior studies, we implement a number of controls for client and audit firm characteristics. Of the 20 variables in Equation (1), twelve were used in the FW [4] study and seven were added to the model by KKS [13]. Hoitash, Hoitash, and Bedard [8] examine internal control quality and audit pricing using SOX sections 302 and 404 disclosures. Hence, we added four additional variables, which are LNNAF, RESTATE, SWITCH, and LIT. To assess whether findings increase audit effort, we added one additional variable, which is the variable of interest or SEC302. The description of model variables is presented in Appendix A.

Generally, there are a number of variables associated with client features that influence the audit fees. Large clients (LASSETS) have more complex audits (|ACCR|, RECINV, MERGER, FOREIGN and SEG) and higher business risk (LIQ, CATA, LEV, ROA, ROA\_NEG, LOSS, RESTRUCTURE, RESTATE, GC, and LIT) that increases the audit effort and fees [4][9][13][18][22]. Some PCAOB inspection reports mention findings that result in issuer restatements (RESTATE). Hence, RESTATE has been included as an issuer control variable.

FW [4] find that audit fees are impacted for two-subsequent periods. Therefore, the data analysis period has been extended to a four-year period, 2008 through 2011. An increase in audit effort associated with an IT incident that happened in 2010 may have been included in calculating the 2010, 2011, and 2012 audit prices for December 31st fiscal year-end issuers (hereafter referred to as “year-end” issuers).

**SAMPLE DATA**

To simplify the analysis and to isolate the impact of the negative surprise information, issuers’ data had to meet several specific requirements: (1) is a publicly-traded company and (2) have data available in Compustat and Audit Analytics (Refer to Table 1). As in prior research studies, we removed observations of financial institutions (SICs between 6000 and 6999) and utilities (SICs between 4400 and 5000) [4]. We randomly chose to perform the analyses on KPMG clients, which contained 2,225 observations after data was merged (Refer to Table 1). Any client that was missing data were removed from the sample (49 observations). The sample used for analyses contains 470 unique firms with 3,290 firm-years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compustat data (2008-2014)</td>
<td>4315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Analytics (2008-2015)</td>
<td>3,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sections 302 and 404 KPMG clients (2008-2014)</td>
<td>2,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAOB Inspection Report Findings (2008-2014)</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample Selection Procedure
Merge Sections 302 and 404, PCAOB inspection report data, and KPMG Compustat databases (keep only matched) (2008-2014) 3,809
Less: Observations lacking financial and audit fee data (519)
Final sample 3,290 firm-year
Unique Number of firms (2008-2011) 470 firms

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2. The mean (standard deviation) of issuers’ audit fees, total assets, absolute accruals, receivables plus inventory, current ratio, leverage, and return on asset are presented by year. During our analysis period, KPMG clients in our sample paid an average of $3.58 to $6.36 million in audit fees and had total assets between $278.16 and $693.99 million. The skewed data is corrected through log transformation prior to conducting the analysis.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAF</td>
<td>$3.765</td>
<td>$4.675</td>
<td>$3.583</td>
<td>$4.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAF</td>
<td>14.493</td>
<td>15.924</td>
<td>14.437</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASSSETS</td>
<td>$632.039</td>
<td>$295.003</td>
<td>$636.507</td>
<td>$244.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBIT</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACCR</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECVINV</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQ</td>
<td>2.795</td>
<td>5.875</td>
<td>2.911</td>
<td>6.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATA</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.2823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>2.344</td>
<td>37.344</td>
<td>-3.226</td>
<td>37.706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAF</td>
<td>14.571</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>14.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNAF</td>
<td>12.781</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>12.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASSSETS</td>
<td>$649.267</td>
<td>$297.313</td>
<td>$672.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASSET</td>
<td>7.443</td>
<td>1.539</td>
<td>7.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBIT</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACCR</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECVINV</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQ</td>
<td>2.713</td>
<td>3.160</td>
<td>2.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATA</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>3.886</td>
<td>12.428</td>
<td>2.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAF is the total audit fees in millions of dollars.
LAF is the natural log of audit fees.
LNAF is the natural log of non-audit fees.
TASSSETS is the total book value of assets in millions of dollars.
LASSET is the natural log of total assets.
EBIT is the ratio of earnings before interest and tax to total assets.
|ACCR| is the absolute value of the ratio of total accruals to total assets where accruals are defined as income before extraordinary items minus operating cash flows from the statement of cash flows.
RECVINV is the sum of receivables and inventory to total assets.
CATA is the ratio of current assets to total assets.
LEV is leverage or total liabilities to total assets.
ROA is the ratio of income before extraordinary items to total assets.
We used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models to conduct the analyses of the 2008 to 2010 periods (i.e., models 1 to 8; refer to Table 3). Although the explanatory power for the models assessing audit effort varies (R-squares between 0.101 and 0.647), each of the models are statistically significant. However, we do not find results similar to prior research papers.

In the hypothesis, we tested whether audit effort will change in the period the Section 302 disclosures for IT issues are reported and do not find results. In hypothesis two, we test whether the cost of audit effort associated with Section 302 disclosures for IT issues in a subsequent year. Again, we do not find results. We believe that the lack of results, overall, may be attributable to an omitted variable. We are going to hand collect the data for a specific variable that we believe may be an omitted variable and resubmit the updated paper prior to the conference date.

Table 3. Regression Results for Impact of PCAOB Findings on Audit Fee (Accounting)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables for 1st Year</th>
<th>(1) 2008 to 2009</th>
<th>(2) 2008 to 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔLAF_2008to2009</td>
<td>B 2.600***</td>
<td>B 0.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLAF_2009to2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.193***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLASSET</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔEBIT</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔACCUR</td>
<td>-0.243</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔRECVY</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔMERGER</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREIGN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLIQ</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔCATA</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLEV</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔROA</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔNRF</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔROA_NEG</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOSS</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTRUCT</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTATE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC302-IT</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-squared</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>2.285***</td>
<td>23.269***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION
Although we do not find results in this paper that are consistent with theory and the results reported in prior research, we have performed additional analyses that suggests we have an omitted variable.

There are two limitations within the study. First, the Audit Analytic information related to the SOX Section 302 disclosures has inherent weaknesses. Audit clients are not consistent in the wording of internal control deficiencies and weaknesses in the SEC filings. Thus, the results related to issuer disclosures must be interpreted with caution. Second, the results of the study are not generalizable to a large issuer base or, potentially, other audit firms.

Future research projects may be to expand the current study to include other big-four firms, annual and triennially inspected firms, and non-December 31st fiscal year-end issuers.

**APPENDIX A**

“\(\Delta\)” represents the change in value across two fiscal years; 
LAF is the natural log of audit fees in millions of dollars; 
LNNAF is the natural log of non-audit fees in millions of dollars; 
LASSETS is the natural log of total book value of assets in millions of dollars; 
EBIT is the ratio of earnings before interest and tax to total assets; 
\(|\text{ACCR}|\) is the absolute value of a ratio of total accruals to total assets where accruals are defined as income before extraordinary items minus operating cash flows from the statement of cash flow; 
RECVINV is the sum of receivables and inventory to total assets; 
MERGER is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the company has merged for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
FOREIGN is the ratio of sales made by foreign subsidiaries to total sales; 
LIQ is the ratio of current assets (less inventory) to current liabilities; 
CATA is the ratio of current assets to total assets; 
LEV is leverage or total liabilities to total assets; 
ROA is the ratio of income before extraordinary items to total assets; 
ROA\_NEG is an indicator variable equal to 1 if ROA is negative for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
RESTRUCT is an indicator variable equal to 1 if “RCP or RCEPS” is present in the Compustat for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
RESTATE is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the financial statements have been restated, and 0 otherwise; 
SWITCH is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the client switched auditors for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
GC is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the firm received a modified going-concern audit opinion for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
SWITCH is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the client switched auditors for any period, and 0 otherwise; 
LOSS is an indicator variable equal to 1 if earnings before extraordinary items is less than 0, and 0 otherwise;
INDUSTRY an indicator variable that represents the industry fixed effects and is based on two-digit Standard Industry Classification (SIC) code; and SEC302 is an indicator variable equal to 1 if an internal control weakness related to technology (an accounting issue related to acquisitions) was disclosed by the issuer in the Section 302 report as an “IC” (“ACC”) issue, and 0 otherwise.
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ABSTRACT

Israel has been ranked as the top healthiest country in the world for years, with high standards of health services, high-quality medical research, and a high ratio of physicians. Meanwhile, high-tech services contribute significant and immediate improvements in the quality and safety of health care. Israel takes advantage of a lucrative “health technology tsunami”, creates partnerships with European and US, gain a global competitive edge via innovation, and Israeli innovation goes global via the partnership cooperation. This study specifies and econometrically estimates the Autoregressive Distributed Lag Cointegration (ARDL) model of health care expenditures in Israel, using the 1980-2017 time-series data, with income (GDP) and technology (International Cooperation patents) are the two major drivers, along with the age dependency ratio and physicians. ARDL bounds test for cointegration and Granger causality test for the causal link are applied. Empirical results suggest that there is a long-run relationship among the healthcare expenditures, patents, physician, and aging ratio. The increase of international cooperation patents is positively affecting the growth rate of the healthcare expenditures (HCE), however, the effect of patents from residences on HCE is negative; while the effects are fluctuating from year to year as patents could conceivably reduce the health spending if new patented medical products turn out to be cheaper than existing interventions. As always, income (GDP) is the main driver of the growth of health care expenditures, as well as the impressive ratio of physicians and the significantly higher effect of aging ratio.
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND HEALTHCARE IN ISRAEL: THE EFFECT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PATENTS ON HEALTHCARE EXPENDITURES

I. Introduction

Israel has been ranked as the top healthiest country in the world for years, with high standards of health services, high-quality medical research, and a high ratio of physicians. Being a small country with less than 9 million citizens, Israel has a modern market-based economy with a comparable level of gross domestic product (GDP) per capita to the average of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, and universal health coverage based on the National Health Insurance (NHI) Law of 1995. Under the introduction of a progressively financed statutory health insurance system, all citizens resident in the country can choose from among four competing, non-profit-making health plans, which are charged with providing a broad package of benefits stipulated by the government. This made Israel health care system quite efficient, that health status levels are comparable to those of other developed countries though Israel spends a relatively low proportion of its gross domestic product on health care. Only 62% of health expenditures were publicly financed, a share that is one of the lowest among OECD countries in 2015. Israeli health care has also demonstrated a remarkable capacity to innovate, improve, establish goals, be tenacious and prioritize [23]. Health technology innovation is among several main factors that contribute to healthcare efficiency, such as the well-developed system of electronic health records and the global cooperation of medical technology companies. National projects have been launched to measure and improve the quality of healthcare, greater public dissemination of comparative performance data, and address projected shortages of physicians and nurses [23].

The rising aging ratio to the population is placing much strain on health services worldwide. Interestingly, Israel's population is considered young compared to other Western countries. With aged 65 and over is about 10% and aged 75 and over is 4% of the country's population, Israel is a young country by western standards according to World Population Ageing 2015. In 2010, 28% of Israel's population was aged between 0-14, compared to 17% in other Western countries, and about 10% were aged above 65%, compared to 15% in Western countries [27].

High-tech services contribute significant and immediate improvements in the quality and safety of health care. Israel is a global leader in the digital health sector, the country takes advantage of a lucrative “health technology tsunami”, creates partnerships with European and US, gain a global competitive edge via innovation, and Israeli innovation goes global via the partnership cooperation. As [4] states that there is virtually no area of medicine to which Israeli devices have not made significant contributions - cardiology, genetics, neurology, and ophthalmology are but a few of the sciences benefiting from advanced Israeli technology. Scientists, universities, and companies in Israel are working to benefit the global health system - from physician to patient to medical administrators and insurers. Since the beginning of the 1990s, Israel has become a prime site for international venture capital and technology-seeking funds, despite the insurmountable odds, such as distance, language, cultural differences, and fluctuations in the continuing peace process.

The purpose of this study is to investigate if there is a long-run relationship among healthcare expenditures, income (GDP) and technology (International Cooperation patents and the application of residency patents), the two major drivers of healthcare expenditures, and the age
dependency ratio and physicians. To capture this complex relationship for an empirical investigation, we employ the Autoregressive Distributed Lag Cointegration (ARDL) approach with the 1980-2017 time-series data. ARDL bounds tests and Granger causality tests are applied to estimate the cointegration and causality relationship among these variables.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II is the literature review, Section III discusses the methodology and presents the empirical models. Section IV describes the data and variables used in this study, and Section V focuses on the empirical results. Finally, Section VI concludes the findings of this research.

II. Literature Review

High-tech services contribute significant and immediate improvements in the quality and safety of Israel health care. New medical technologies significantly increase healthcare expenditures in Israel. Each year, the Israel government estimates the costs of new technologies recommended as high-priority for public funding were summarized. According to [22], funding the new medical technologies would increase healthcare expenditures by 2.1% and the government allocations for new technologies would raise healthcare expenditures by 1% per year.

Previous literature confirms the roles of real per-capita income (demand side) and technology (supply side), as the major factors on driving up healthcare expenditures ([14] [19, pp. 671-687] [13, pp. 279-285] [29, pp. 1023-1029] [16, pp. 147-159] [2, pp. 645-680] [28, pp. 263-272] [24, pp. 223] [30, pp. 853-862] [17, pp. 327-358]. Measuring healthcare and medical technology can be difficult since there are a variety of measurements, such as new drugs, medical devices, information technology, digital technology, Electronic Health Records (EHR)…etc. Using technology proxy variables to measure the technology effect is an effective approach to capture the relationship between technology and healthcare expenditures [13] [30, pp. 853-862] [17, pp. 327-358].

[9] states that Israel has long been renowned as a hub for high-tech innovation, with an active investment scene and spinout-friendly research centers helping to push the country’s MedTech sector to new heights. As Israel’s domestic market is small, the country has always styled itself as an innovation hub for the world. This, of course, brings challenges for small Israeli companies looking to secure regulatory approval from multiple authorities globally and compete against much larger international rivals.

[5] and [17, pp. 327-358] use the number of international co-operation in patents as a novel technology proxy to estimate the technological effect on healthcare expenditures. Patents are a key measure of innovative output because patent indicators reflect the inventive performance of countries, regions, technologies, firms…etc. [6]. Patents are also used to track the level of knowledge diffusion across technology areas, countries, sectors, firms, etc., and the level of internationalization of innovative activities [15].

Therefore, following the insightful justification in a most recent work [5] and [17, pp. 327-358], we use both the international cooperation on patents and the applications of patents made by residency as proxies for technology. Using time-series data or panel data ARDL cointegration
methods, previous researches estimated income and technology effects on healthcare expenditures for a county [12] or country groups, notably, the OECD [26] [8, pp. 153-162], ASEAN-5 [25], 26 Asian countries [11], and 36 Asian countries [1]. In this study, we address the long-run cointegration relationship among healthcare expenditures, GDP, technology, aging ratio, as well as the physician number, using ARDL model with the latest available 1980-2017 time-series data in Israel.

III. Methodology

We explain here our econometric methodology for estimating the healthcare expenditure model. The pronounced Cobb Douglas function in the shape of the natural logarithm format model of healthcare expenditures (HCE) is following as under:

\[ HCE_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 GDP_t + \beta_2 AGE_t + \beta_3 PHYS_t + \beta_4 PATENT_t + \epsilon_t \]  

where \( \beta_0 \) is a constant term and \( \beta_n \) is estimated parameters in the model, the elasticities of real health expenditure with respect to the GDP (income), AGE (age ratio), PHYS (Physician per 1000), and PATENT (International co-operation patents or patent applications by residency) at year \( t \) with time series, and \( \epsilon_t \) is the error term.

Comparing with the conventional cointegration techniques, the ARDL (Autoregressive Distributed Lag model) bounds testing approach [20] [21, pp. 289–326] has several advantages on estimating the long-run relationship between the variables. It can be used regardless of the orders of integration of variables; it estimates the short- and the long-run components simultaneously; and corrects the problem of endogeneity and provides unbiased estimates. The empirical formulation of ARDL equation is specified as follows,

\[ \Delta HCE_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T + \beta_2 D + \beta_3 HCE_{t-1} + \beta_4 GDP_{t-1} + \beta_5 AGE_{t-1} + \beta_6 PHYS_{t-1} + \beta_7 PATENT_{t-1} + \sum_{g=1}^{s} \beta_g HCE_{t-s} + \sum_{h=1}^{p} \beta_h GDP_{t-h} + \sum_{i=1}^{q} \beta_i AGE_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \beta_j PHYS_{t-j} + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \beta_k PATENT_{t-k} + \epsilon_t \]  

\[ \Delta X_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T + \beta_2 D + \beta_3 HCE_{t-1} + \beta_4 GDP_{t-1} + \beta_5 AGE_{t-1} + \beta_6 PHYS_{t-1} + \beta_7 PATENT_{t-1} + \sum_{g=1}^{s} \beta_g HCE_{t-s} + \sum_{h=1}^{p} \beta_h GDP_{t-h} + \sum_{i=1}^{q} \beta_i AGE_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \beta_j PHYS_{t-j} + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \beta_k PATENT_{t-k} + \epsilon_t \]  

Where \( \Delta \) is the difference operator, \( T \) is the time trend, \( D \) is a dummy variable, which can capture the structural break arising from the time series. \( X \) is GDP, AGE, PHYS, and PATENT, respectively, and the disturbance term, \( \epsilon_t \). To check the cointegrating relationship among those variables, we use the F-test for the joint significance of the coefficients of the lagged variables with the null hypothesis, \( H_0: \beta_3 = \beta_4 = \beta_5 = \beta_6 = \beta_7 \) indicating no cointegration. As [21] suggests, \( F \) statistics are computed to compare the upper and lower bounds critical values.

The unrestricted error-correction model (ECM) is as following:
\[
\Delta HCE_t = \phi ECT_{t-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \lambda_i \Delta HCE_{t-1} + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \lambda_2 \Delta GDP_{t-1} + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \lambda_3 \Delta AGE_{t-1} + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \lambda_4 \Delta PHYS_{t-1} + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \lambda_5 \Delta PATENT_{t-1} + \nu_t
\]

where \( ECT \) is the error correction term and \( \lambda \) is the speed of adjustment parameter.

**Two Models**

We have two models in this study regarding the variable, PATENT, the technology proxy. One uses the international cooperation patents as the technology proxy, PATENT1, the other uses patents application by residency as the proxy, PATENT2.

**Dependent Variable, HCE:**

Model 1 with independent variables: GDP, LAGE, PHYS, COPAT (PATENT1)

Model 2 with independent variables: GDP, LAGE, PHYS, PATENTR (PATENT2)

### Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Expenditure on health care, per capita, constant prices</th>
<th>Gross domestic product per capita, at constant prices</th>
<th>Old (&gt;65 yrs.) to total population ratio</th>
<th>Physicians (per 1,000 people)</th>
<th>Number of international co-operation on patents</th>
<th>Number of patent applications, residents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables</strong></td>
<td>HCE_PER(^1)</td>
<td>GDP_PER(^2)</td>
<td>AGER(^2)</td>
<td>PHYS1000(^1)</td>
<td>COPAT_RAW(^1)</td>
<td>PATENTAP(_{R}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Var. Label with log)</strong></td>
<td>HCE</td>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>PHYS</td>
<td>COPAT</td>
<td>PATENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1650.896</td>
<td>25461.28</td>
<td>9.754996</td>
<td>3.916053</td>
<td>849.3514</td>
<td>1228.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>1687.160</td>
<td>26100.12</td>
<td>9.923590</td>
<td>4.120000</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>1263.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>2378.618</td>
<td>34134.81</td>
<td>11.73329</td>
<td>4.300000</td>
<td>2793</td>
<td>2053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1071.499</td>
<td>17555.37</td>
<td>8.604196</td>
<td>3.140000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>397.3220</td>
<td>5102.555</td>
<td>0.870711</td>
<td>0.380373</td>
<td>914.1644</td>
<td>345.2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.136048</td>
<td>0.013979</td>
<td>0.311021</td>
<td>-0.885361</td>
<td>0.957466</td>
<td>0.159855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.861412</td>
<td>1.784545</td>
<td>2.332581</td>
<td>2.041748</td>
<td>2.58259</td>
<td>2.764275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera</td>
<td>2.169827</td>
<td>2.340346</td>
<td>1.317941</td>
<td>6.418362</td>
<td>5.921842</td>
<td>0.23667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.337931</td>
<td>0.310313</td>
<td>0.517384</td>
<td>0.040390</td>
<td>0.051771</td>
<td>0.888398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data sources
1. OECD.Stat.
2. World Development Indicators_ The world bank IBRD-IDA
IV. Data and Variables

This study uses annual time series data in Israel from 1980 to 2017 (T = 38) for health expenditure per capita (constant price), Gross Domestic Product per capita (at constant prices), Old (>65 years) to total population ratio, and Physicians per 1,000 people, 1980-2016 (T = 37) for the number of
International Co-operation on patents and 1980-2015 (T =36) for the number of patent applications made by residents. Our data are collected from two sources: OECD.Stat. [15] and the World Development Indicators: The world bank IBRD-IDA.

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics, where minimum, maximum, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and Jerqa-Bera test values are showing their properties. According to the skewness and kurtosis values portrayed in Table 1, the data have no problem of skewness or kurtosis issue. Jerqa-Bera value for all variables is insignificant (PHYS insignificant at 90% level), which indicates that all variables are normally distributed. All variables are transformed into natural logarithms for estimation.

Figure 2: The movement pattern of the individual variables (after taking natural log)
Figure 1 is displaying the trend of the time series for all variables (raw data). According to the graphs, there are bearing upward trend for all variables from 1980-2017. Hence, taking a logarithm will be a good approach for detrending. After taking a natural log with the variables, the dynamic movement of the individual series exhibits a consistent pattern as shown in Figure 2: The movement pattern of the individual variables (after taking natural log), which illustrates the common trend with the simulated data - an evidence of cointegration relationship.

V. Empirical Results

Using annual time series data in Israel from 1980 to 2017, we examine the long- and short-run relationships among HCE, GDP, AGE, PHYS, and PATENT (COPAT for Model 1 and PATENTR for Model 2).

Results from Unit Root estimations

Beginning with the unit root tests, the preliminary phase of the proper investigation is to gauge the stationarity level of the individual variable, either it is stationary at the level, first difference or second difference. The level of stationarity guided further methodology selection for estimation that recommended policy implication for the future. The most prominent unit root test Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) that was pioneered by [3] have been utilized to gauge the level of stationarity for regressors and regressed variable in Table 2. This identification pursues a level of cointegration among the variable via employing an appropriate econometric technique for result extraction.

Table 2: Results from Unit Root Tests-ADF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (label)</th>
<th>Level without trend</th>
<th>Level with trend</th>
<th>First difference without trend</th>
<th>First difference with trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE</td>
<td>-0.693</td>
<td>-3.603**</td>
<td>-6.719***</td>
<td>-6.619***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>-0.849</td>
<td>-1.894</td>
<td>-5.755***</td>
<td>-5.693***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>-2.626</td>
<td>-3.155**</td>
<td>-1.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS</td>
<td>-2.446</td>
<td>-1.226</td>
<td>-4.094***</td>
<td>-4.318***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT</td>
<td>-1.636</td>
<td>-1.350</td>
<td>-6.247***</td>
<td>-6.586***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENTR</td>
<td>-2.023</td>
<td>-1.662</td>
<td>-4.875***</td>
<td>-4.908***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test significance: *** at 1% level
** at 5% level
* at 10% level
### Table 3: Results from Granger Causality tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP =&gt;HCE</td>
<td>GDP =&gt; HCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE =&gt;HCE</td>
<td>AGE =&gt; HCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS -HCE</td>
<td>PHYS - HCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT -HCE</td>
<td>PATENTR - HCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE -GDP</td>
<td>AGE - GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS -GDP</td>
<td>PHYS - GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT =&gt;GDP</td>
<td>PATENTR =&gt;GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS=&gt;AGE</td>
<td>PHYS =&gt;AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT -AGE</td>
<td>PATENTR -AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT -PHYS</td>
<td>PATENTR -PHYS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "." means "no causality"; "A => B" means "A granger cause B"; "A <=> B" means "A and B granger cause each other".

**Results from Granger Causality tests**

Robustness of the estimations has been determined through the pairwise Granger causality test [7], which elaborates the directional linkages between the two variables at a time. As the Granger Causality tests results suggest, GDP, AGE, and PHYS causally influence the HCE, meanwhile, COPAT causes GDP, PATENTR causes GDP, and PHYS causes AGE. The result shows that there is a unidirectional causality among the independent variables and the HCE, and among those variables as well. Meanwhile, there is no Granger causality has been found with HCE, the dependent variable.

**Results for VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria**

Since ARDL is sensitive to lag order, for calculating the F statistic, first of all, we need to identify the appropriate lag order. To do this, we choose AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) as it provides better results than other lag length criteria [10]. Results for VAR lag order selection criteria (Table 4_1 and 4_2) suggest the fourth lag for both Model 1 and Model 2. Further, confirmation for lags selection under the VAR model has been determined in Figure. 3_1 for model 1 and Figure 3_2 for model 2 (See, Appendix). Since the Polynomial graph where all blue dots are within the circle, lags 4 would be appropriate for both models.
Table 4_1: Results for VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria (Model 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag</th>
<th>LogL</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>FPE</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>HQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>171.8182</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.94e-12</td>
<td>-11.5047</td>
<td>-11.26896</td>
<td>-11.43087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>290.5598</td>
<td>188.3488</td>
<td>1.11e-14</td>
<td>-17.96964</td>
<td>-16.5552</td>
<td>-17.52666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>328.5294</td>
<td>47.13460</td>
<td>5.39e-15</td>
<td>-18.8641</td>
<td>-16.27095</td>
<td>-18.05195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>434.9476</td>
<td>33.83615</td>
<td>6.16e-16*</td>
<td>-22.75501*</td>
<td>-17.80445*</td>
<td>-21.20455*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates lag order selected by the criterion

LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)

FPE: Final prediction error

AIC: Akaike information criterion

SC: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

Table 4_2: Results for VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria (Model 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag</th>
<th>LogL</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>FPE</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>HQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>190.8368</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.87e-12</td>
<td>-12.81633</td>
<td>-12.58059</td>
<td>-12.7425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>293.7013</td>
<td>163.1644</td>
<td>8.97e-15</td>
<td>-18.1863</td>
<td>-16.77186*</td>
<td>-17.74331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>327.0448</td>
<td>41.39186*</td>
<td>5.97e-15*</td>
<td>-18.76171</td>
<td>-16.16856</td>
<td>-17.94957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bounds test on Long-run Coefficients in the Unrestricted ECM

Table 5 represents the bounds test on long-run coefficients in the unrestricted ECM for testing the existence of level relationships for both model 1 and model 2. The results suggest that income (GDP), aging, physician, and patents for both model 1 and model 2 are moving together with healthcare expenditures in the long run though there might be deviations that occur in the short
run. In addition, the existence of a cointegration relationship may also imply that the independent variables are correctly specified.

**Table 5. Bounds test on Long-run Coefficients in the Unrestricted ECM for testing the existence of level relationships**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bounds Test for Model 1</th>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Critical bounds value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-stat</td>
<td>43.56605</td>
<td>0.000012</td>
<td>(3.05, 3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% ((I (0), I (1)), k = 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bounds Test for Model 2</th>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Critical bounds value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-stat</td>
<td>9.70108</td>
<td>0.043899</td>
<td>(3.05, 3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% ((I (0), I (1)), k = 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results from the Coefficient diagnostic with confidence interval**

An alternative approach to displaying the results of a Wald test is to display a confidence interval. The one-dimensional confidence interval is generalized to the case involving two restrictions, where we form a joint confidence region or a confidence ellipse. The confidence ellipse can be interpreted as the region in which the realization of two test statistics is not to reject the null. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 (See, Appendix) show the coefficient test by confidence ellipse for Model 1 and Model 2 at a 95% confidence level with suggestions of failing to reject the null.

**Results from Conditional Unrestricted Equilibrium Correction Model of ARDL**

Table 6 displays the results from the Conditional Unrestricted Equilibrium Correction Model of ARDL for model 1. Diverse propensities have been detected form ARDL long run results, where four regressors; income (GDP), aging, physician, and international cooperation patents affecting the growth of healthcare expenditures significantly with different lagged time periods. To be specific, the augmenting level of income (GDP), physician, and international cooperation patents, positively and significantly interrelated with the rising of healthcare expenditures during 1980-2017. As expected, aging negatively at a 10% level of significance interrelated with healthcare expenditures. In the long run, the income elasticity is 0.94 on healthcare expenditures, indicating
healthcare in Israel is a necessity. The technology proxy, international cooperation patents with lag 3 is associated with a 0.04 statistically significant increase on healthcare expenditures.

Table 6: Results from model 1: Conditional Unrestricted Equilibrium Correction Model of ARDL (5, 0, 4, 3, 4) on HCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-1)</td>
<td>0.191082</td>
<td>2.421045</td>
<td>0.0339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-2)</td>
<td>-0.097056</td>
<td>-1.320541</td>
<td>0.2135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-3)</td>
<td>0.027826</td>
<td>0.356739</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-4)</td>
<td>0.032244</td>
<td>0.43121</td>
<td>0.6746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-5)</td>
<td>0.308745</td>
<td>3.776494</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.943203</td>
<td>4.650565</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>-1.808692</td>
<td>-2.144911</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-1)</td>
<td>2.575548</td>
<td>1.801501</td>
<td>0.0991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-2)</td>
<td>0.077392</td>
<td>0.05147</td>
<td>0.9599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-3)</td>
<td>0.508415</td>
<td>0.350672</td>
<td>0.7325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-4)</td>
<td>-2.072307</td>
<td>-2.306072</td>
<td>0.0416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS</td>
<td>0.225811</td>
<td>0.915933</td>
<td>0.3793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-1)</td>
<td>-0.168603</td>
<td>-0.531035</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-2)</td>
<td>0.636153</td>
<td>1.982375</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-3)</td>
<td>-0.354029</td>
<td>-1.501343</td>
<td>0.1614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT</td>
<td>-0.044253</td>
<td>-1.349883</td>
<td>0.2042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT(-1)</td>
<td>-0.002902</td>
<td>-0.087916</td>
<td>0.9315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT(-2)</td>
<td>0.027885</td>
<td>0.951529</td>
<td>0.3618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT(-3)</td>
<td>0.036929</td>
<td>1.389138</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAT(-4)</td>
<td>-0.021948</td>
<td>-0.985376</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-4.389906</td>
<td>-2.359612</td>
<td>0.0378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-squared      | 0.998379    |
Adjusted R-squared | 0.995432    |
Akaike info criterion | -5.276204  |
Schwarz criterion    | -4.314314   |
Durbin-Watson stat   | 2.627897    |
F-statistic          | 338.762     |
Prob(F-statistic)    | 0.00000     |

*Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for model selection.
Table 7: Results from model 2: Conditional Unrestricted Equilibrium Correction Model of ARDL (5, 0, 4, 4, 1) on HCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-1)</td>
<td>0.200759</td>
<td>2.663301</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-2)</td>
<td>-0.140087</td>
<td>-1.86926</td>
<td>0.0862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-3)</td>
<td>0.043756</td>
<td>0.572364</td>
<td>0.5776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-4)</td>
<td>-0.054454</td>
<td>-0.775122</td>
<td>0.4533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE(-5)</td>
<td>0.232054</td>
<td>3.979775</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.879448</td>
<td>5.104778</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>-0.446245</td>
<td>-0.380821</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-1)</td>
<td>1.20671</td>
<td>0.792207</td>
<td>0.4436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-2)</td>
<td>0.019156</td>
<td>0.013322</td>
<td>0.9896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-3)</td>
<td>0.1705</td>
<td>0.118303</td>
<td>0.9078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE(-4)</td>
<td>-1.151246</td>
<td>-1.230884</td>
<td>0.2419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS</td>
<td>-0.012126</td>
<td>-0.051887</td>
<td>0.9595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-1)</td>
<td>0.051253</td>
<td>0.165928</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-2)</td>
<td>0.663285</td>
<td>2.231941</td>
<td>0.0455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-3)</td>
<td>-0.669718</td>
<td>-2.15428</td>
<td>0.0522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYS(-4)</td>
<td>0.441797</td>
<td>1.411202</td>
<td>0.1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENTR</td>
<td>0.001283</td>
<td>0.043864</td>
<td>0.9657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENTR(-1)</td>
<td>-0.059864</td>
<td>-1.98933</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-3.390307</td>
<td>-3.550825</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-squared    | 0.998123    |
Adjusted R-squared | 0.995308    |
Akaike info criterion | -5.262362   |
Schwarz criterion | -4.383466   |
Durbin-Watson stat | 2.31899     |
F-statistic     | 354.513     |
Prob(F-statistic) | 0.00000     |

*Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for model selection.

Table 7 displays the results from the Conditional Unrestricted Equilibrium Correction Model of ARDL for model 2. Less diverse propensities have been detected from ARDL long run results for model 2 compared with those from model 1, where four regressors; income (GDP), aging, physician, and patent applications from residents, also affecting the growth of healthcare expenditures significantly with different lagged time periods. The augmenting level of income (GDP) and physician, positively and significantly interrelated with the rising of healthcare expenses. The table highlights the significance of each variable in predicting healthcare expenditures over time.
expenditures during 1980-2017. As expected, aging has negative effects on healthcare expenditures but not significant. Surprisingly, the patent applications from residents negatively affected healthcare expenditures significantly one year ahead. In the long run, the income elasticity is 0.88 on healthcare expenditures from model 1 estimation, again, indicating healthcare in Israel is a necessity. The technology proxy, patent applications from residents with lag 1 is associated with a 0.06 statistically significant decrease on healthcare expenditures.

### Table 8_1: ARDL Short-run ECM results for Model 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.023665</td>
<td>0.015043</td>
<td>1.573116</td>
<td>0.1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(HCE(-1))</td>
<td>0.378751</td>
<td>0.165422</td>
<td>2.289611</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(GDP(-1))</td>
<td>0.007837</td>
<td>0.465922</td>
<td>0.016821</td>
<td>0.9867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(AGE(-1))</td>
<td>-1.171946</td>
<td>1.246338</td>
<td>-0.940312</td>
<td>0.3548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(PHYS(-1))</td>
<td>-0.505806</td>
<td>0.481848</td>
<td>-1.04972</td>
<td>0.3025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(COPAT(-1))</td>
<td>0.029422</td>
<td>0.03907</td>
<td>0.753052</td>
<td>0.4575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM (-1)</td>
<td>-1.144946</td>
<td>0.220196</td>
<td>-5.199671</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-squared | 0.577174
Adjusted R-squared | 0.489693

Note: The ECM (-1) is the one period lagged error-correction term.

**ARDL Short-run ECM results**

ARDL Short-run ECM results were reported in Table 8_1 (Model 1) and Table 8_2 (Model 2), where the short-run dynamics of income (GDP), aging, physician, and international cooperation patents and the residents patent applications are all insignificantly related to the growth of healthcare expenditures. The inferences explain that healthcare spending in the short run may not be destructive by those factors, rather by the lag of itself, HCE (-1), statistically significant for both models.

Error correction model (ECM) captivated the (ECT) term, where ECM (-1) parameter value (-1.14 for model 1 and -1.07 for model 2) is highly significant at 1% level. The significantly negative ECM values indicate a long-term nexus learned between dependent and independent variables. In addition, the ECT constant (−1.00), defined as how much time it will acquire to readjust the speed of adjustment dynamically from imbalance to equilibrium position. Therefore, the ECM (-1) terms from both models suggest, above 100% level of the disequilibrium will be adjusted towards its long-run equilibrium in a one-year period.
### Table 8.2: ARDL Short-run ECM results for Model 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.029258</td>
<td>0.01518</td>
<td>1.927365</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(HCE(-1))</td>
<td>0.330358</td>
<td>0.17428</td>
<td>1.895559</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(GDP(-1))</td>
<td>0.202481</td>
<td>0.494826</td>
<td>0.409197</td>
<td>0.6855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(AGE(-1))</td>
<td>-1.530029</td>
<td>1.458045</td>
<td>-1.04937</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(PHYS(-1))</td>
<td>-0.786618</td>
<td>0.58187</td>
<td>-1.35188</td>
<td>0.1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(PATENTR(-1))</td>
<td>-0.007842</td>
<td>0.07738</td>
<td>-0.101339</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM (-1)</td>
<td>-1.069864</td>
<td>0.221782</td>
<td>-4.823937</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-squared: 0.519657  
Adjusted R-squared: 0.416726

Note: The ECM (-1) is the one period lagged error-correction term.

### Table 9.1: Model diagnostic tests results for Model 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test</td>
<td>4.266</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Heteroskedasticity test</td>
<td>13.170</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH test</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey RESET (F-stat)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera test</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9.2: Model diagnostic tests results for Model 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Heteroskedasticity test</td>
<td>17.677</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH test</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey RESET (F-stat)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera test</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5_1: Impulse response function (IRF) for Model 1

![Graph showing response of HCE to Cholesky innovations for Model 1.]

Figure 5_2: Impulse response function (IRF) for Model 2

![Graph showing response of HCE to Cholesky innovations for Model 2.]
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Figure 7: Goodness of fit for the two models at different time points

Model diagnostic tests results

Model diagnostic tests result from different analytical tests were reported in Table 9.1 (Model 1) and 9.2 (Model 2). The tests measure the consistency of the ARDL model and the reliability of the results. The Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test checking autocorrelation identification, 4.266 and 1.156, with insignificant probabilities (Model 1: p=0.039, insignificant at 0.01 level of significance), indicating that there no of serial correlation in model’s residuals, besides it the Heteroskedasticity test under Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey and ARCH tests materialized, where values 2-statics (13.17 and 17.677) and (0.685 and 0.030) for model 1 and 2, respectively,
are insignificant which means there is no heteroskedasticity issue in dataset for estimations. Meanwhile, Jerqa Bera tests confirm the normality with the insignificant values, and Ramsey's RESET tests (F-statistics) with insignificant p-value suggest that both models boast the correct functional form without the existence of some significant nonlinear relationships.

The impulse response outcomes specify in Figure 5_1 (Model 1) and Figure 5_2 (Model 2). As for model 1, the response function for GDP, was positive in about 40 years span of time; aging was also positive in about 12 years span, then became negative for the rest of time; physician was negative in about 5 years span, then positive for the rest; international cooperation patents, COPAT, was positive in about 32 years span then declined. For model 2, the response function for GDP, was positive about all the time; aging was positive for the first 7 years, then was fluctuating all the time; physician and residents patent applications variables were negative in about 20 years span, then was fluctuating for the rest of time.

Comparison of Stability and Fitting Results for the two Models

The CUSUM test and squared-CUSUM test are used for evaluating the stability of coefficients depicts in Figures 6, the graphical exhibition upholds that the outcome of the ARDL model. The plots of CUSUM and squared-CUSUM are in Figure 6_1_1 and 6_2_1 CUSUM test for Model 1 and Figure 6_1_2 and Figure 6_2_2 CUSUM square test for Model 2, respectively (See, Appendix). Both procedure CUSUM figures for both Models ensure that bluelines in both figures are inside the red sprinkled lines, 5% critical bounds, while both squared-CUSUMs are almost all inside the 5% critical bounds. This indicates that estimated parameters are stable over the period of 1980-2017. Furthermore, this exhibition insights that coefficients are suitable for the dependent variable to predict the future.

Finally, we compare the accuracy of the two models by examining their prediction performance. The accuracy of the two models is shown in the Figure 7 radar chart, with the prediction errors of each model are calculated by the formula. As can be seen from the chart, these two models are very accurate, with the predicted hcef1 and hcef2 touching or overlapping the original hce series for almost all time periods.

VI. Conclusion

This study investigates the growth effects of technology, aging, and physician on healthcare expenditures using the ARDL model with the most recent Israel annual time series data for the period, 1980-2017. Various, diogenitic tests affirm the reliability of model and estimations portrayed that international cooperation patents, GDP, and physician have a positive and significant impact on healthcare expenditures in the long run, while the growth of aging ratio and patent applications by residents negatively but significantly influence the rising of healthcare spending. In the short run, all the independent variables with one-year lag ahead do not have significant effects on the growth of healthcare expenditures, but the one-year lag of the healthcare expenditure itself does.

Our finding indicates that the income elasticity of healthcare expenditures in Israel is less than 1, which means that healthcare in Israel is a necessity good, affordable for Israeli citizens. This
implies the overall functioning of the health care system (including the regulation of health care insurers and providers) and efficient implementation of the health policies and laws. With universal health coverage, individuals in Israel are healthy and happy. Israel was ranked as the 11th happiest nation in the world on the 2018 World Happiness Report, based on responses from thousands of individuals around the globe asked to rate how happy they are with their lives.

In the long run, international cooperation patents have a positive and significant impact on healthcare expenditures while the applications of patents made by residents not. This finding suggests that high-tech cooperation with the rest of the world has significant and while not immediate improvements in Israel's health care. Cooperating with the European and US and being a global leader in the digital health sector, Israel did gain a global competitive on technology innovation through the partnership cooperation.

This study is confined to examining the period 1980-2017, while perhaps a different time period of study would yield different results. For the purpose of this study, specific, international cooperation patents and patent applications by residents were selected as the technology proxies to focus on. The selection of other technology proxies could be interesting to see if that effect on healthcare expenditures behaves differently. Other technology factors may affect healthcare spending in numerous ways and could be interesting to study in the future.
APPENDIX

Figure 3_1: Lags selection criteria under VAR in Polynomial graph for Model 1

Figure 3_2: Lags selection criteria under VAR in Polynomial graph for Model 2
Figure 4.1: Coefficient test by confidence ellipse for Model 1

Figure 4.2: Coefficient test by confidence ellipse for Model 2
Figure 6_1_1: CUSUM test for Model 1

![CUSUM test for Model 1](image1)

Figure 6_1_2: CUSUM square test for Model 1

![CUSUM square test for Model 1](image2)
Figure 6_2_1: CUSUM test for Model 2

Figure 6_2_2: CUSUM square test for Model 2
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the behavior of inflation, measured by the Consumer Price Index and the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index with primary focus on the relationship between inflation and its volatility. Over the past 70 years, the inflation rate has shown periods of tranquility as well as periods of volatility. Evidence from the early 2000s suggests that inflation, after a period of tranquility during the 1990s, became more volatile early in the new century (perhaps even as early as 1999)—prior to the run-up in the energy and food sectors. Since the 2008-2009 rise in volatility, inflation has entered a more tranquil phase, but is still more volatile than during the Great Moderation of the 1990s. That high inflation is more volatile inflation has long been an accepted tenet for macroeconomists. However, relatively new research has suggested that the relationship between inflation and its volatility is not monotonic—that is, (very) low inflation rates may also be more volatile. This research supports an asymmetric relationship between inflation volatility and the level of inflation. Based on two measures of inflation, very low inflation rates are accompanied by higher volatility, and inflation rates above some threshold (approximately 3.5%) also produce greater volatility.

INTRODUCTION

Since Okun (1971) presented evidence that nations with higher inflation rates also experienced higher inflation volatility, economists have generally assumed that as fact. Mankiw’s recent Macroeconomics asserts (in a PowerPoint), “When inflation is high, it’s more variable and unpredictable.” However, a recent paper by Cobion, Gorodnichenko, and Wieland (2012) develops a theoretical New Keynesian model that produces a relationship between the level of inflation and volatility that is not monotonic—that is, very low inflation rates are more volatile when less than some threshold, and more volatile again above that threshold. Cobion, Gorodnichenko, and Weiland (CGW) put that threshold near 3.5 percent inflation. Why would inflation volatility evince such asymmetric effects? The model presented by CGW incorporates the Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) on interest rates where traditional monetary policy is ineffective. In simple terms, at the ZLB macroeconomic volatility increases, including output, consumption, and inflation (CGW 2012, p. 1387).

More recently, Karras (2017) writing in the Journal of Economic Asymmetries tests for an asymmetric relationship between inflation and its volatility. That paper utilizes annual inflation from 1800 – 2016, with 5 year overlapping data. Karras finds in favor of the hypothesis of asymmetry, with break points ranging from 0.8% to 4.3%. This range covers the 3.5% suggested by the CGW model.¹

¹ Cobion, et al. do not suggest 3.5% as a target inflation rate. Their model suggests a lower target rate of less than 2%, since episodes at the Zero Lower Bound, though costly, are infrequent.
The New Keynesian Model proposed by Cobion, et al., is calibrated using quarterly data from 1947Q1 to 2011Q1. Karras’ results cover a very long historical period and provides convincing results. Here I will test the asymmetry hypothesis with data from 1947 to the present.

SOME PRELIMINARY ISSUES

One of the issues in the testing the relationship between inflation and its volatility is how to measure inflation, including the choice of index and periodicity. Here I choose two indexes: The Consumer Price Index measured on a monthly basis from 1947:1 to 2019:9; and the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index measured on a quarterly basis from 1947Q1 to 2019Q2. The former index is chosen for its familiarity. The latter is consistent with the quarterly model of CGW, and thus may be a better choice as a test of their conclusion. In addition, inflation as measured by Personal Consumption Expenditure Index (less food and energy) is the preferred inflation target of the Federal Reserve System. In this work, food and energy prices are not excluded for the price indexes.

A second issue is how to measure volatility. Here I utilize ARCH modeling. The autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model was developed by Robert Engle (1982) to explain volatility “clustering,” that is, periods in which the variance of a time series is tranquil and other periods in which the variance of the series is more volatile. The ARCH model and its extension, generalized ARCH (GARCH), have been applied to numerous economic and financial series. These models are important in identifying periods of volatility and they also aid in producing more realistic interval forecasts.

METHOD AND APPLICATION TO THE CPI AND THE PCE

Analysis Using the Consumer Price Index

Consider Figure 1, month-to-month annualized CPI inflation. The figure suggests that inflation was quite volatile in the late 1940s and early 1950s, again in the 1970s, yet again starting around the turn of the century, and during the Great Recession. Periods of tranquility were evident in the late 1950s through most of the 1960s, in the 1990s, and in the current recovery. It is well known that simple inspection of the variance of a series can be misleading when the series is autocorrelated.

To remove the autocorrelation of the series, an autoregressive model can be fit to the inflation rate. The lags are chosen by considering standard penalized likelihood model selection criteria. The form of the autoregressive model can be represented as follows:

\[ INFL_t = a_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} b_i INFL_{t-i} + e_t \]  

(1)
where $\text{INFL}$ is annualized monthly inflation, $t$ indexes time, $e_t$ is a white noise disturbance term and the $b_i \ (i = 1, \ldots, p)$ are the lag coefficients, and $p$ indicates the order of the lags. The two standard penalized likelihood selection criteria employed as guides to choose the order of the lags are the Akaike information criterion ($AIC$) and the Schwarz information criterion ($SIC$) represented as follows:

$$AIC = (2k / T) + \log(\sigma)$$

$$SIC = [k \log(T) / T] + \log(\sigma),$$

where $k$ is the total number of estimated coefficients in the VAR, $T$ is the number of usable observations, and $\sigma$ is the scalar estimate of the variance of the equation's disturbance term. For CPI inflation the $SIC$ chooses $p = 12$, and we present additional evidence based on that model.

Figure 2 depicts the residuals from the autoregressive model for inflation, with the same periods of volatility and tranquility evident.

Testing for volatility is usually accomplished by analysis of the squared residuals from an autoregressive model, such as depicted in Figure 3. The reasoning for testing the squared residuals is simple. The residuals from the autoregressive model (see Figure 2) will be serially uncorrelated as a result of the autoregressive lag fit. Those residuals are, however, not independent. Small (in absolute value) residuals are likely to be followed by additional small residuals, and large residuals are likely followed by other large residuals—that is the meaning of volatility clustering and such clustering is evident in Figure 3.
To test for ARCH errors, a second regression is run:

$$e_t^2 = c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} d_i e_{t-i}^2 + v_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Where $e_t^2$ represents the squared residuals from equation 1, and the $d_i \ (i = 1, \ldots, p)$ are lag coefficients and $p$ again indicates the order of the lags. If there are no ARCH effects, then equation 4 will have little explanatory power, i.e., $R^2$ will be very low. The existence of ARCH effects can be tested in two ways. First with a sample of $T$ residuals, $TR^2$ is distributed as $\chi^2$ with $p$ degrees of freedom. Alternatively, an $F$-test that all $d_i$ coefficients are jointly zero will also indicate whether ARCH effects are present. The SIC chooses 3 lags for equation 4.
The estimated equation for (4) is:

\[ \hat{e}_t^2 = 5.10 + 0.23\hat{e}_{t-1}^2 + 0.06\hat{e}_{t-2}^2 + 0.10\hat{e}_{t-3}^2 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.0896 \]
\[ T = 857 \]

The null hypothesis of no ARCH effects can be written:

\[ H_0: \ d_1 = d_2 = d_3 = 0 \text{ (there are no ARCH effects)} \]
\[ H_1: \text{ some } d_i \neq 0 \text{ (there are ARCH effects)} \]

As expected, the null hypothesis is rejected resoundingly for either the \( \chi^2 \) test (\( \chi^2 = 76.862, \text{ p-value} = 0.0000 \)), or the \( F \)-test (\( F_{(df = 3,853)} = 28.13, \text{ p-value} = 0.0000 \)). We conclude that the process of inflation is subject to ARCH effects. Thus, we have confirming statistical and visual evidence that small squared residuals tend to be followed by small squared residuals, and large squared residuals are more often followed by other large squared residuals.

The ARCH errors model is typically estimated simultaneously with the autoregressive model of inflation by maximum likelihood methods. That estimation also yields an estimate of the variance of the series, typically known as the \( h \) series. Again choosing \( p = 12 \) for the autoregressive presentation for inflation, and \( p = 3 \), for the variance of the series, we present the portion of the equation that represents the variance (here, \( h \)) of the inflation series (here we are less interested in the autoregressive parameters of the estimate of inflation, since many, many, alternative inflation forecasting models are possible):

\[ h_t = 2.52 + 0.31\hat{e}_{t-1}^2 + 0.23\hat{e}_{t-2}^2 + 0.29\hat{e}_{t-3}^2 , \]

\[ (5.14) \quad (3.98) \quad (4.06) \]

where \( h \) is the estimated conditional variance in inflation and the numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.

Figure 4 represents the conditional variance of inflation based on the ARCH model estimated by maximum likelihood methods. Several things from Figure 4 are striking for the behavior of inflation. First, consistent with prior results, there was a marked period of tranquility, beginning near 1991 and lasting through 1998. Second, the beginning of the early 2000s increase in volatility began earlier than we would have anticipated, even as early as 1999. In 2008 during the Great Recession, there was a marked increase in volatility due, in part, to three consecutive months of declines in the CPI. At annualized rates, the declines were 10% in October, 21% in November, and another 10% in December. Since 2010, the recovery phase has seen a period of relative tranquility. Not surprisingly, all of this is consistent with the visual analysis of Figure 3.

To summarize the results of this section, I find in favor of ARCH effects for the inflation series. The statistical and visual evidence are very clear. That result is interesting, but not particularly surprising. The extremely tranquil period through most of the 1990s is not surprising. That inflation in the middle to late 2000s is also more volatile is also unsurprising. That the genesis of
that increased volatility seems to have begun as early as 1999 is, perhaps, a surprise. The increase 
in volatility in 2008, during the Great Recession, can be traced, in part, to a tremendous fall (70%) 
in energy prices during the credit crunch. Energy prices had risen to near record levels by summer 
of 2008. This period also coincides with the beginning of the period when the FED neared the Zero 
Lower Bound. Since the volatile phase during the Great Recession, headline inflation has returned 
to a more tranquil period in the recovery period.

Figure 4: Estimated Variance of CPI Inflation from the ARCH Model, Full Period

Testing the Asymmetry Hypothesis With the CPI

A simple regression test of the hypothesis of asymmetry can be devised as follows: first test that 
volatility is positively related to the level of inflation; then test for asymmetry with a quadratic. In 
these regressions the “dependent” variable is volatility measured by the h-series, an estimate of 
the variance of inflation. The level of inflation employed is the yearly inflation rate measured 
as the month of the current year over the corresponding month in the prior year. This measure 
produces a smoother rate of inflation and eliminates some of the month-to-month behavior that 
generates the variance of the series. The first regression, testing for the positive relationship 
between volatility and inflation yields the following estimate:

\[
Volatility = 8.11 + 0.623(\text{inflation}) \\
(3.28)
\]

(t-statistic in parenthesis)
\[
\tilde{R}^2 = .011 \\
Se = 15.27
\]

Utilizing month-to-month inflation, similar results are found. Those results are available from the author on 
request.
The quadratic estimation is:

\[ Volatility = 10.88 - 1.1195(inflation) + 0.1764(inflation^2) \]  
\[ (r^2 = .028) \quad (Se = 15.14) \]  
\[ (-2.39) \quad (3.92) \]  
\[ \text{(t-statistics in parentheses)} \]

\[ R^2 = .028 \]
\[ Se = 15.14 \]

\((R^2)\) is the adjusted coefficient of determination and \(Se\) is the standard error of the estimate.)

**Figure 5: CPI Volatility vs. Inflation Level**

Equation 7 is a better fit to the data, thus supporting the hypothesis of asymmetry. The graphical results are presented in Figure 5. What, then, is the threshold inflation rate at which the volatility becomes more, not less volatile? Writing (7) in the familiar \(x, y\) notation:

\[ y = 10.88 - 1.195x + .01764x^2 \]

To minimize set the first derivative = 0:

\[ \frac{dy}{dx} = -1.195 + 0.3528x = 0 \]

\[ x = 3.39 \text{ (the estimated break point for volatility)} \]
Note that this estimate is very close to the 3.5% predicted by the model of Cobion, et al. Thus far the data on the CPI confirm the existence of an asymmetric relationship between inflation volatility and the level of inflation, near the threshold predicted by the CGW model.

**Analysis Using the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index**

As noted above the CGW New Keynesian model is calibrated with quarterly data and the FED targets inflation as measured by the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) Index. It is therefore appropriate to experiment with that index on a quarterly basis in a search for an asymmetric relationship between volatility of inflation and its level. Here the same methodology is employed as with the CPI. As with the CPI measure the hypothesis of no ARCH errors is rejected for the PCE measure of inflation. Again, a baseline ARCH model (4 lags for inflation and 3 lags for the conditional heteroskedasticity component) is employed. Below only the conditional heteroskedasticity component is presented:

\[
h_t = 2.52 + 0.25\hat{\epsilon}_{t-1}^2 + 0.45\hat{\epsilon}_{t-2}^2 + 0.08\hat{\epsilon}_{t-3}^2
\]

(8)

Figure 6 represents the variance in inflation produces by the ARCH model fit to PCE inflation. It is no surprise that it depicts the same episodes of volatility and tranquility as in Figure 4.

**Testing the Asymmetry Hypothesis with the PCE Index**

Equation 8 is used to generate the volatility series and as before that series becomes the dependent variable in the tests for a positive relation between the level of inflation and its volatility. The

\[\text{Above only the conditional heteroskedasticity component is presented:}\]

\[
h_t = 2.52 + 0.25\hat{\epsilon}_{t-1}^2 + 0.45\hat{\epsilon}_{t-2}^2 + 0.08\hat{\epsilon}_{t-3}^2
\]

(8)

\[\text{Figure 6: Estimated Variance of Inflation from the ARCH Model for the PCE}\]

\[\text{Figure 6 represents the variance in inflation produces by the ARCH model fit to PCE inflation. It is no surprise that it depicts the same episodes of volatility and tranquility as in Figure 4.}\]

\[\text{Testing the Asymmetry Hypothesis with the PCE Index}\]

\[\text{Equation 8 is used to generate the volatility series and as before that series becomes the dependent variable in the tests for a positive relation between the level of inflation and its volatility. The}\]

\[\text{Again, all estimations are available on request.}\]
results of the first test, that inflation is positively related to the level of inflation produced the following equation:

\[
Volatility = 2.42 + 0.263(inflation) \\
(2.19)
\]

(t-statistic in parenthesis)
\[R^2 = .013\]
\[Se = 4.72\]

The fit of the monotonic relationship in equation 9 is rather weak, though statistically significant at \( \alpha < .05 \).

The quadratic estimation is:

\[
Volatility = 4.39 - 1.147(inflation) + 0.1570(inflation^2) \\
(-3.49) \quad (4.59)
\]

(t-statistics in parentheses)
\[R^2 = .078\]
\[Se = 4.57\]

Equation 10 is a much better fit to the data and as was the case with the CPI provides confirming evidence of the asymmetry hypothesis.

**Figure 7: PCE Volatility versus the Inflation Level**
Finding the threshold at which inflation volatility reaches a minimum based on equation 10 yields an inflation rate of 3.65%, again very near to that predicted by the CGW model. Figure 7 shows the fit of the quadratic to the data.

Given the methods employed here we have evidence to support the hypothesis of asymmetry based on monthly inflation from the CPI and quarterly inflation from the PCE indexes—with each having threshold rates near the 3.5% suggested by the CGW model.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The inflation component of the Federal Reserve System’s dual mandate calls for “stable” prices. Moreover, it has long been a central tenet of monetary policy that the FED should provide a stable background so that decision making on the part of economic agents is not impaired by volatile inflation. The level of inflation and its volatility are important considerations for monetary policy in the US and elsewhere. Generally, it has been assumed that higher inflation produces more volatile inflation, and that the relationship was monotonic.

Recent theoretical and empirical work has called into question that lower inflation is necessarily less volatile inflation. That is, below some very low inflation rate, inflation may be more, not less, volatile so that the relationship is asymmetric. Cobion, Gorodnichenko, and Wieland (2012) have produced a New Keynesian model in which inflation is more volatile below (and above) an inflation rate of approximately 3.5%. The 3.5% represents the threshold where minimal volatility is found. Using annual data from 1800-2016, Karras (2017) finds in favor of the asymmetry hypothesis with a threshold somewhere between 0.8% and 4.3% for inflation.

This work utilizes post-war data from two inflation series—that produced from the CPI (monthly) and PCE (quarterly) indexes. In each case, the relationship between inflation volatility and the inflation rate is found to support the hypothesis of asymmetry, with thresholds very near the 3.5% inflation rate suggested by CGW. The general explanation for the increased volatility at very low inflation rates is that traditional monetary policy is ineffective, leading to increased macroeconomic volatility including inflation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we focus on understanding the directional movement of the spot price of oil from one week to the next. This paper uses seven variables, each in two forms, to model the direction that oil will move. A C5.0 Decision Tree is constructed using these variables as inputs and develops rules that pattern next week’s oil direction correctly about 87% of the time. Some input variables used were related to oil and include net imports, days of supply, amount of product supplied, and oil production. The remaining three variables are financial and include the price of copper, the trade-weighted dollar, and a high-yield spread. The data set ranges from January 1997 to early October 2019.

INTRODUCTION
The Global Financial Crisis had a major impact on the price of oil. Just before the dramatic financial developments during September 2007, the price of oil had reached a maximum of $140 and dropped remarkably down to under $40 in the spring of 2009. [6] and [15] describe the behavior of oil prices during the crisis. [5] gives early accounts of the Global Financial Crisis. A major shock, such as the 2007-09 Crisis, also produced a significant upsurge in the volatility of oil prices. Often, such volatility persists as hedging and speculation activities persevere. [18] develops this theme of oil speculation and [11] also investigates oil speculation, preferences and volatility shocks using a macro-financial-econometric model with fiscal and monetary responses. Oil speculation during periods of major uncertainty influences the global price of oil, but in the longer-run its impact disappears. [2] reviews the causes of the major oil price shocks since the early 1970s, episode by episode and succeed with their definitive and insightful chronicle to explain why oil prices keep surprising financial markets, policy makers and researchers. The authors list many causes of the past major oil price fluctuations in their chronological exposition, but as the number of these causes increase, predicting the future cause of the next oil price shock becomes very difficult. Other researchers who have studied the pricing of oil find that oil price is a target whose determinants seem to shift frequently.

Illustrative papers that discuss oil forecasting and possible variables and models include [1], [3], [4], [5], [8], [10], [14], [15], and [17]. In this paper, we use several variables, both fundamental and financial, that have been used with some success in varying time periods to build models for oil. While some authors find it necessary to divide their forecasting periods because of structural breaks ([12], [13]) we will look at a continuous period and build one model on that period. This is a time interval of just over 20 years. Here, we focus just on the direction of price. That is, will next week’s oil price be Up, Even, or Down in comparison to this week? While human traders often develop a gut instinct for oil price direction, we will instead let an algorithm train on data and learn to make the decision based solely on data. Thus, in this paper we undertake the
challenge of finding rules that explain the direction of oil prices based on the movement of the input variables. The innovation of this exercise consists in using not only fundamental variables describing the movement of oil prices but also financial variables such as the High Yield Spread that were impacted by the Global Financial Crisis. Financial indicators can often be more significant when predicting results related to oil, as demonstrated in [16].

**DATA**

Data for this paper were downloaded from the EIA, St. Louis FRED, and Macrotrends. The variables and their sources are shown in Table 1. The target variable is based on the spot price from Cushing for West Texas Intermediate crude oil and is the direction that oil’s spot price will have moved a week later. Input variables include how many days’ supply of oil are currently available, how much product is being supplied currently (including field production, refinery production, imports, and net receipts), net imports of oil, and current U.S. production in thousands of barrels per day. These weekly values are all available from the EIA. The days of supply in an indicator of how much oil we have already available. Fewer days supply puts more pressure on the price of oil, while a glut of supply can dampen prices. Product Supplied is considered by the EIA to be a proxy for demand. That is, the more barrels demanded currently, the more product that will be supplied to the market. Production encompasses the volume of oil produced from U.S. oil reservoirs. This amount will be transported to refineries and processed. So this gives the model a good indication of what will be available in the near future. Net imports includes the amount we are bringing from other countries minus the amount we have exported. As our own internal production increases, if demand is constant, imports should decrease.

Table 1. Original data for the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Imports of Oil</td>
<td>WTTNTUS2</td>
<td><a href="http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm">http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days Supply of Oil</td>
<td>W_EPC0_VSD_NUS_DAYS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm">http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Supplied</td>
<td>WRPUPUS2</td>
<td><a href="http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm">http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>WCRFPUS2</td>
<td><a href="http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm">http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_sum_sndw_dcus_nus_w.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushing Spot Price</td>
<td>WCOILWTICO</td>
<td><a href="https://fred.stlouisfed.org">https://fred.stlouisfed.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Copper Prices</td>
<td><a href="http://www.macrotrends.net/1476/copper-prices-historical-chart-data">www.macrotrends.net/1476/copper-prices-historical-chart-data</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-Weighted Dollar</td>
<td>DTWEXB</td>
<td><a href="https://fred.stlouisfed.org">https://fred.stlouisfed.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Yield Spread</td>
<td>BAMLH0A3HYC</td>
<td><a href="https://fred.stlouisfed.org">https://fred.stlouisfed.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we have three financial variables, copper, the trade-weighted dollar, and a high-yield spread. Copper demand increases when countries experience growth. It is a commodity that can be used as a measure of how well the global economy if doing according to [9]. When global growth increases, oil use typically increases as well. Copper values were downloaded from Macrotrends. Because oil prices are quoted in dollars and the prices must be converted to other currencies when countries import oil, we use the trade-weighted dollar index as another variable that may have an impact on the movement of the price of oil. The last variable is a high-yield
spread. An effect of cheap borrowing costs has been to increase exploration for oil, especially in the fracking arena. As fracking increases, more oil is supplied, and oil prices drop. The variable used here is available from the St. Louis FRED database and is the series designated as BAMLH0A3HYC. Figures 1 – 7 graphically illustrate the relationship of each variable to the spot price of oil from 1997 through 2019. Each graph is shown with two vertical axes, one for each variable.

Figure 1. Net Imports and the Spot Oil Price

Net Imports were trending slightly up through the end of 2006. When oil prices began an aggressive move up, we see that net imports began a downward trend. As fracking became an important part of production in the years following the financial crash, net imports further decreased.

Figure 2. Days of Supply and the Spot Oil Price

The days of supply varied, but not a lot, from 1997 through 2014. From 2015 onward, the days of supply increased while the price of oil decreased.
Product supplied refers to the amount of oil that is demanded by, and supplied to, consumers. We see that this demand, from 1997 through 2007 was on an increasing path. When the crash hit, 2008-09, demand dropped then leveled off for several years. In 2014, the upward trend of demand began again.

Production, as shown in figure 4 was relatively steady up until 2012. As fracking became more possible due to changes in technology and availability of cheap money, production increased significantly. We see a slight dip in 2015, then a change to another increasing trend. At the end of our time period of study, it has reached the high point.

Figure 5 shows how the prices of copper and oil follow similar though not identical patterns. When countries are growing, both oil and copper are in high demand. When growth slows, as can be seen dramatically in the 2008-09 period, both these prices can drop rapidly.
Figure 5. Copper and the Spot Oil Price

Figure 6. The Trade Weighted Dollar and the Spot Oil Price

Figure 6 contrasts the movements of the trade weighted dollar and the spot price of oil. This graph indicates opposite movements of these two variables. When the dollar is high, oil is lower. When oil is higher, the dollar is lower.

Figure 7. The High Yield Spread and the Spot Oil Price
Our last chart, in Figure 7, shows the high-yield spread and oil. The High Yield Spread is the spread between all bonds with an investment grade rating of CCC or below and a spot Treasury curve. The bonds are weighted by market capitalization then combined into a single option-adjusted spread index which is compared to the Treasury curve. The spread increased in the 2001-2003 period, during the crash of 2008, and slightly in 2016. In other periods, it has remained more stable.

For each original data variable, columns were calculated for the percent change in the value week to week and the direction the variable moved from the previous week: Up, Even, or Down. For example, the two variables calculated for Net Imports of Oil were the percent change in net imports, and the direction of this change. Using the data in the form of percent change allows the model to identify two pieces of information: the relative amount that this variable has changed from the previous week and whether this change was positive or negative. The variables are also identified as non-numeric inputs when they are transformed to direction. Exposing the model to just the directional movement helps the model focus on just how the variables are moving, but not how much. Since our target is next week’s oil price direction, we might expect these other directional variables to help. For Oil, a column with the next week’s direction was created to be used as the Target field. As mentioned in [19], the direction of oil price movement is an important decision criterion when making investment decisions in the crude oil market, and is often more important in judging models than a numeric measure such as the root mean-squared error.

After these calculations were done on each of the variables, rows were selected for the data set using only dates where every series had values. Some markets are closed for holidays: 4th of July, Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc. and not all series had values for those days. So, Fridays that were not represented in all series were deleted. This left us with a set of 1119 rows beginning on January 10, 1997 and ending on October 4, 2019. Of these rows, 526 had a target value of Down, 4 were Even, and the remaining 589 were Up. Looking at these as percentages, 47% of the weeks showed a Down movement and 52.6% were Up. The variables used, and their names in the model, are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Variables Used in the Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent Change Variables</th>
<th>Direction Variables</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PerChgNetImp</td>
<td>DirNetImp</td>
<td>DirOiltp1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgDaysSup</td>
<td>DirDaysSup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgProdSupplied</td>
<td>DirProdSupplied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgProd</td>
<td>DirProd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgCopper</td>
<td>DirCopper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgTWDollar</td>
<td>DirTWDollar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgHYSpread</td>
<td>DirHYSpread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MODEL AND RESULTS

The data set was loaded into IBM’s SPSS Modeler data mining software. A C5.0 Decision Tree was used to develop a model to explain the target value over this 20-year period. A decision tree successively splits the data into subgroups using the relationships of the input variables to the target variable. C5.0 requires that the target value be non-numeric, but input fields can be either numeric or non-numeric. An advantage of a decision tree as a model is the explanatory nature of the results.

At the first node, the algorithm looks at each of the variables in turn and checks to see whether splitting the data set into subgroups using just that variable would yield subgroups which are more pure in the value of the target field. The single variable that does the best job is used for the first split. After that, each subgroup is inspected and the variable that can split that subgroup further into more pure subgroups is used. Each variable can be used multiple times in any path, often with a split at a different point.

This process continues for each subgroup until one of two things occurs: either the subgroup contains a single value of the target, or there is no variable that the model can split on that can improve the purity of target values. When the tree is finished developing, we are left with a series of paths from the initial root of the tree to each final subgroup. These paths can be converted to a set of rules. A picture of the entire tree can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. C5.0 Decision Tree for determining the direction oil will move next week.
This tree generated 173 rules. Some rules occur often and some occur very few times. The rules most likely to be useful are those that occur more frequently and throughout most of the years. Here are four such examples of paths from this tree:

**Rule 1:**
\[
\text{DirTWDollar} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirCopper} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirNetImp} = \text{Up} \\
\text{DirProd} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirProdSupplied} = \text{Up} \\
\text{Then DirOilTp1} \Rightarrow \text{Down} \ (26; 0.769)
\]

The conditions for Rule 1 occurred 26 times in the data set. Of these 26 times, the direction of oil in the next week was Down 20 times. Since the model indicates Down always for this set of conditions, it was correct 76.9% of the time. The earliest occurrence of this rule was in 1997 and the last in 2019. The path of the rules goes from the top of the tree down and divides the dataset into finer buckets at each stage, based on the value of a given variable. Here, the rule begins by selecting only cases where the direction of the trade-weighted dollar is Down. That group of cases is narrowed by looking at only the set where the direction of Copper is Down. Focusing on this smaller set with two conditions, the remaining restrictions are applied one at a time: the direction of net imports must by Up, the direction of Production is Down, and the Direction of the Product Supplied (demand for oil) is Down. When all these restrictions have been met, then the model expects the direction of Oil in the next week to be Down.

**Rule 2:**
\[
\text{DirTWDollar} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirCopper} = \text{Up} \\
\text{DirDaysSup} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirProd} = \text{Down} \\
\text{PerChgTWDollar} \leq -0.132 \\
\text{DirHYSpread} = \text{Down} \\
\text{Then DirOilTp1} \Rightarrow \text{Up} \ (41; 0.634)
\]

Rule 2 shows a set of conditions that will lead to an Up movement in the spot price of oil in the following week. These conditions occurred 41 times in the data set and correctly indicated an Up direction 63.4% of the time. The first occurrence of this rule was in 1997 and the last in 2019.

**Rule 3:**
\[
\text{DirTWDollar} = \text{Up} \\
\text{DirHYSpread} = \text{Down} \\
\text{PerChgProdSupplied} > -6.595 \\
\text{DirProd} = \text{Down} \\
\text{PerChgTWDollar} \leq 0.723 \\
\text{DirDaysSup} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirProdSupplied} = \text{Up} \\
\text{Then DirOilTp1} \Rightarrow \text{Down} \ (21; 0.762)
\]
Rule 3 happened 21 times and was correct 76.2% of the time in its prediction of a Down movement in the price of oil. It occurred from 1997 through 2018.

**Rule 4:**

\[
\text{DirTWDollar} = \text{Down} \\
\text{DirCopper} = \text{Up} \\
\text{DirDaysSup} = \text{Up} \\
\text{PerChgDaysSup} \leq 3.004 \\
\text{DirHYSpread in ["Even" "Up"]} \\
\text{Then DirOilTp1} \Rightarrow \text{Up (39; 0.718)}
\]

Our last rule’s set of conditions appeared 39 times in the data set. Of these 39 times when the rule expected Up, 71.8% were actually that direction. The examples occurred from 1998 through 2019.

Table 3. Number of Rules for Each Direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Number of Rows the Rule Applies to</th>
<th>Number of Rules of this type</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Number of Rows the Rule Applies to</th>
<th>Number of Rules of this type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 lists, of the 173 rules, the number of rules for Down and Up and the number of times the rules could be applied. For example, for Down rules, 4 rules were generated whose conditions
held for only 1 row in the dataset. One Down rule was generated whose conditions applied to 26 rows in the dataset. For the Up rules, 5 applied to only one row, while 1 had conditions that occurred 41 times. If we are looking for rules that can be applied at least 1% of the time, we want rules that occur in 11 or more times. In this model, that would give us 15 Down rules and 11 Up rules, for a total of 26 rules, whose conditions occur with enough regularity to be useful in understanding the effect of the variables on the direction of oil.

Once the model is developed and the separate paths are saved, the rules from the model can be used in the future to make forecasts for new data as each week’s worth of inputs becomes available.

In IBM’s software, the methodology not only develops a model, but it also does a sensitivity analysis. This sensitivity analysis gives us the relative impact of variable changes on the final value of the target. This is done by feeding various values of the variable through the model, while holding all other variable values fixed, to see the amount of change in the final target value. These relative sensitivity analysis values all sum up to 1.

This sensitivity allows us to see which variables the model is most susceptible to changes in. Figure 9 shows these values as a bar chart, from highest to lowest while Table 4 gives these as numeric sensitivity values for each variable, again listed from highest to lowest effect. We can see that the top ten inputs, DirCopper through PerChgHYSpread account for about 89% of the variable importance. The remaining variables have importance values below .04 and affect the target value less.

Figure 9. Relative importance of each input variable. Table 4. Relative Importance Values of Input Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DirCopper</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgCopper</td>
<td>0.1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirProdSupplied</td>
<td>0.1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgDaysSup</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirNetImp</td>
<td>0.0883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirDaysSup</td>
<td>0.0818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirProd</td>
<td>0.0715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirHYSpread</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgTWDollar</td>
<td>0.0628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgHYSpread</td>
<td>0.0604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgProd</td>
<td>0.0369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirTWDollar</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgProdSupplied</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerChgNetImp</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can see that the financial variable Copper, in direction and percent change, makes the top two variables and accounts for about 25% of the relative variable importance. The second 25% effect comes from three oil related variables: the direction that demand for oil is moving (product supplied), the change in the days of supply, and the direction that net imports are moving. The third quarter of the relative importance comes from the direction that the days of supply and production are moving, plus the direction of the high yield spread. It takes the remaining six variables to comprise the final quarter of the relative importance, three financial, and three related to percent changes in oil fundamentals. Another way to look at the impact of these variables is by summing the relative importance of the direction and percent change for each base variable.

In Table 5, we see this sum of relative importance values of Percent Change and Direction for each base variable. These are sorted from highest to lowest. For example, the sum of the importance values for PerChgCopper and DirCopper is 0.2556. This lets us see the overall effect of each of the base variables on the model. Of the financial variables, changes in Copper have to greatest importance to the model, High Yield Spread is second, and the Trade Weighted Dollar has the smallest impact. Of the variables related to Oil, the Days of Supply we have already comes in first, followed by the demand for oil (shown as Product Supplied), then Production, and last by the Net Imports. As we saw in Figure 1, since the crash of 2008, net imports have been trending down whether the price of oil increased or decreased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sum of Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>0.2556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysSup</td>
<td>0.1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYSpread</td>
<td>0.1295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProdSupplied</td>
<td>0.1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod</td>
<td>0.1084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetImp</td>
<td>0.1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWDollar</td>
<td>0.0986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Number of correct and incorrect model predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Direction</th>
<th>Predicted Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Even</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows the number of times the model predicted correctly/incorrectly, with the number of correct values shaded. We see that, in 970 out of 1119 weeks (86.7%), the C5.0 model correctly
identified the direction that oil will move the next week. Notice that the model never identified
Even as the value for the following week. Because there are so few of these values, 4 in all, to
train on, there are not enough patterns for the model to recognize this as a path.

For the Down weeks, the C5.0 model correctly identified 452 out of 526 weeks, 85.9%. For the
Up week, the models correctly identified 518 out of 593, 87.3%. Overall the model was correct
86.7% of the time in identifying the direction that Cushing oil prices will move the next week.

CONCLUSIONS

We have used a mix of weekly financial and fundamental variables to pattern the direction that
oil will move in the following week. The fundamental variables relating to oil were net imports,
days of supply, product supplied, production, and the Cushing spot price. The financial variables
were copper, the trade-weighted dollar, and a high-yield spread. A single decision tree model
was constructed using these eight variables in two forms: as percent change, and as direction.
This model used over 20 years of weekly data, from January 1997 to October 2019. The most
important variables for the model were a mix of the fundamental and financial variables. The
top ten variables accounted for about 88% of the relative importance to the model.

The model was accurate, both on Up and on Down projections, about 86% of the time. On
weeks where there was no change (the Even weeks), the model was not able to identify any of
these. This is most likely due to the small amount of data that fit this pattern, only 4 weeks, that
the model had available while it was training. This decision tree model has demonstrated that
this group of variables can model explain relatively well the relationship between what is
happening in this set of variables and the direction that oil will move in the next week.
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A Data Analytics Model for Extended Real Estate Comparative Market Analysis
Binu Jacob and Charles C. Tappert
Seidenberg School of CSIS, Pace University, Pleasantville, New York

Abstract: As part of real estate sales, a comparative market analysis is an analysis that is provided to most of the prospects and customers. Currently, this market analysis typically includes only nearby properties and is rather superficial. In the case of an investor, the list of properties in the analysis should include properties beyond the nearby area. In this study, data analytics tools for clustering, classification, and recommendation models were explored with the aim of producing a larger and more detailed list of properties to resolve these issues.
ADVANTAGES OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING FOR MBA STUDENTS

Dr. Mohammad Ahmadi¹, Dr. PARTHASARATI DILEEPAN², Dr. Marilyn Helms²

1. Gary W. Rollins College of Business, The University of Tennessee Chattanooga, Chattanooga, TN 37403, 2. Dean School of Business, Dalton State College 650 College Drive, Dalton, GA 30720

This paper describes a student-centered experiential learning component of the MBA level quantitative decision analysis course and benefits from this high impact practice as viewed by students and faculty. In this student-centered experiential learning component, teams work on research projects in which they apply theoretical model-building knowledge to actual ‘real-world’ business problems. Following completion, a survey of students’ opinions regarding the experiential learning component of the course showed positive results. Most students were “very satisfied” to “satisfied”. Steps for implementation are included following the discussion along with areas for future research.
An initial empirical investigation of the use of SODA I and II

Dr. Patrick Hester

1. UNC Asheville

Problem structuring methods are espoused by many researchers and practitioners as being useful in the context of framing and understanding wicked problems. The utility of these methods is often demonstrated anecdotally through stakeholder surveys and interviews. However, there is a lack of clear, empirical demonstration of the utility of these methods as contrasted with problem solution efforts not using such methods. As an initial experiment, a group of undergraduate students was exposed to two problem structuring methods, Strategic Option Development and Analysis (SODA) I [5] and SODA II [6]. These methods were utilized on a fictitious problem and confidence in student recommendations was analyzed. Further, SODA I and SODA II were assessed for their relative utility in understanding complex problems. This second set of experiments was repeated using two separate example problems to test robustness of results. A set of hypothesis tests was used to analyze the results of these experiments. Initial results indicate some significant findings supporting the use of problem structuring methods and a need for further research.
Experimental researchers frequently find violations of the normality assumption in dependent variables after a survey has been designed and implemented. Sources are split on which tests or methods to use when addressing such normality issues. Researchers must traverse these resources to ascertain what source to use as support for data analyses. In this research, we summarize advice found across multiple disciplines on how to address normality assumption violations.
Blockchain can be applied to many challenges of the supply chain networks such as complicated record keeping and tracking of products. As a less corruptible and better-automated alternative to centralized databases, the integration of blockchain technology into a traceability system that allows consumers to trace the ingredients of products could easily accomplish transparency, traceability, and information sharing throughout the product supply chain. Blockchain has also led to a disruption in the supply chain network by removing the trust related issues.

We first address the deficiency of diffusion of innovation theory and enhanced the current state of knowledge by investigating the direct influence of institutional theory on the diffusion of innovation theory and discovering the mediating role of institutional theory on the diffusion of innovation theory. This study serves as a pioneer study in applying the institutional theory to understand the intention to participate in a blockchain-based system.

We then model the relationships between the enablers of blockchain adoption in supply chain network. This study has several implications for the current state of knowledge. Finally, we lay out future research directions.
Government agencies have been using social media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) to communicate interactively with the public during disasters (e.g. hurricanes, wildfires, floods, and earthquakes). While government agencies are developing communication practices for social media to enable efficient communication with the public, it is also important to know which communication channels the population is using and how they’re using them. In this study, we will analyze the twitter usage during Hurricane Irma to explain what parts of the population would be most likely to receive information about a disaster using social media, what topics they were discussing at the time of the disaster, where they received the information, and how they got the information (i.e. (re)tweet of news, (re)tweet of government agencies, or (re)tweet of friends’ text). 6,225,061 tweets were collected during the Hurricane Irma disaster, from September 1, 2017 to September 14, 2017, which contained the keyword: “Irma”. During the same period, 5,916,281, tweets containing specific hashtags, “#Irma”, “#HurricaneIrma”, “#IrmaHurricane”, “#HurricaneIrma2017”, or “#IrmaHurricane2017” were identified. The tweets will be analyzed to understand: 1) the topics of those tweets, 2) the origin of the tweets (if they were retweeted), 3) the characteristics of the tweets and users, and 5) how these factors intertwined with each other. Both machine learning and statistical approaches will be utilized. Machine learning approaches, such as topic modeling and text mining, will identify the topics of those tweets and cluster tweets around those topics. A statistical model will be used to explore the relationship between the factors.
Developing Better Surveys: Applying Topic Modeling and Sentiment Analysis for Item and Scale Development

Regular Session

Prof. Sven Rehm¹, Prof. Mark Hartley², Prof. Iris Junglas²

1. EM Strasbourg Business School, 2. College of Charleston

In this abstract, we propose a combination of topic modeling and neural sentiment analysis to streamline and introduce additional rigor to the item development process for evaluative constructs. While topic modeling (or Latent Dirichlet Algorithm) is an example of an unsupervised approach to text analysis that uncovers hidden structures (or themes) based on probabilities of co-occurrences, neural sentiment analysis detects the mood that is expressed in-text. The application of topic modeling ensures that survey measurement items capture the universe of interest and represent an existing topic; the application of sentiment analysis assists in safeguarding that the scale chosen for each measurement item is a valid one to take. By utilizing both, researchers will be able to leverage machine learning mechanisms to enhance the content validity of measures, along with the proper anchoring of scales, for an advanced survey design.
The Big Data revolution creates challenges and opportunities for business communities and academic research. With the rapid development of high technology, Business Analytics (BA) is obtaining growing attention in a variety of business domains over the past two decades. This study develops SWEET framework and SaaS software for data crawling and analysis. Using associational analysis and demographic segmentation, it identifies existing and innovative BA professional skills and abilities. Moreover, it examines the different BA skills demanded for different industries and their relationships. The findings can benefit companies for recruitment, help higher education for curriculum design and job hunters for market preparation.
A firm’s total assets includes non-operating and operating components. In the conventional value-based management and economic value added models, the value created comes from the firm’s operating assets; therefore, the weighted average cost of capital in the models should also be based on the operating assets instead of the total assets. A method to find this cost of capital is presented.
Examining the topics in the DSJIE 2003-2019 and JSE 2003-2019 with Text Analytics

Regular Session

Dr. Kellie Keeling
1. University of Denver

Text Analytics allows researchers to gain insight and understanding about unstructured data in documents. In this paper I am examining the titles, keywords, and abstracts for the Decision Sciences Journal of Innovative Education for the years 2003 (its beginning) to 2019 and the Journal of Statistics Education during the same time period. The goal is to determine the topics that have been reported on over the past 17 years in the statistics and business analytics education literature. In particular I am examining the words and phrases that appear most often. In addition, I am breaking down the articles over time from 2003-2007, 2008-13, and 2014-19 to focus on the changes in terms over time.

Pilot results show that common topics in the titles for DSJIE include “exercise”, “project”, “game”, and “online.” Common topics in the abstracts include “group,” “online,” and “team”. In addition there has been an increase “supply chain”, “study abroad,” and “spreadsheet” mentions in abstracts over time. In the titles, there has been a move away from terms such as “web based” and an increase in the terms “project” and “learning studio.” Common bigrams include “learning outcomes,” “supply chain,” “operations management,” “information systems,” and “student learning.” Common trigrams include “supply chain management” and “undergraduate business students.”

The final part of the study will use LDA topic modeling in order to identify over-arching themes and clusters that appear in the articles. It is hoped that based on this exploration a representative educational research taxonomy may be found to classify these articles.
Flight Disruption Insights with Big Data Analytics

Mr. Krishna Bathula¹, Ms. Kaleemunnisa LNU¹, Dr. Charles Tappert²
1. Pace University, 2. Pace University

Abstract—Data is exponentially growing and in different forms such as structured, unstructured and semi-structured. This study uses big data analytics concepts and machine learning algorithms to work with structured data of flights, airports, airlines and weather information. The objective is to represent the correlation between different data points among the datasets and use these associations to identify the key features that can disrupt flight schedules and lead the study for impact analysis. The domino effect that is passed on to the stopover and connecting flights in the route to their destinations is also predicted. These insights provide the basis for disaster management and recovery of valuable air time as the delays in flights influence the economy of airport authority, airlines and flyers, causing damage to environments due to increased consumption of utilities like fuel and gas.
Framework and Patterns for Machine Learning as Microservices

Istvan Barabasi, Ronald I. Frank, and Charles C. Tappert
Seidenberg School of CSIS, Pace University, Pleasantville, New York

Abstract: This study explores implementing and using machine learning in an easy, scalable, and sustainable way to solve common everyday problems. There are multiple challenges with new technology adoption and constraints around accessing and using data, running computational workload, especially when using multiple cloud vendors and proprietary technologies. The paper proposes adopting the microservices architecture style to implement and practice machine learning, applicable for a broad set of machine learning frameworks and algorithms.

Keywords: machine learning, deep learning, data analytics, microservices, containers, cloud native, open source.
Statistical analysis is one of the main tools for many empirical studies. In statistics, the Hypothesis Testing is one of the essential tools that have been used in many different disciplines, including Economics, Marketing, Management, Psychology, to name a few. But despite its popularity among researchers, Hypothesis Testing is a very controversial and misunderstood topic, maybe now more so than ever, and even thoughtful and intelligent statisticians and researchers have major disagreements about the value of Hypothesis Testing. The classical Hypothesis Testing framework has been criticized since the late 1920s, especially by Bayesians. Since early twentieth century, there has been heated debates between Fisher and Neyman–Pearson and some statisticians simply dislike p-values altogether. In this paper, we want to see whether the general understanding of the “trained professionals” and/or the graduate students about Hypothesis Testing are as bad as depicted in some of the previous studies or not? We provide our case, which involves a ritual of performing statistical Null Hypothesis Testing that requires close scrutiny and we believe it can shed light on the recent concerns with the lack of scientific transparency and replication crisis. We present the results of our study on Hypothesis Testing literacy among one hundred academics, students, and practitioners who were participants in five different business and economics conferences, and compare them to the previous results in the literature. Using a survey of twenty True or False questions (we have also added “Don’t Know” and “Ambiguous/Undecidable” to the possible responses), we have asked participants to test their understanding of the Hypothesis Testing, with absolutely no deception (full transparency about the intent of the study) and voluntary participation in answering the survey which biases the results positively: Only those who are more comfortable with the topic and confident about their knowledge of the subject matter will participate. We also look at the differences between economists and other business professionals. The results of the study are alarming, to say the least and show a deep misunderstanding about this statistical tool both among economist and other business professionals even in our positively biased sample which suggest an even more pronounced problem in an unbiased sample. For future research, we plan to collect more data from different conferences and analyze it. In the next phase of this research, we also plan to point out ways to improve the statistical practices in social sciences and business schools and provide suggestions for a smooth introduction of elements into the curricula and textbooks that rectify the presented shortcomings.
The integration of technologies and real-time data analytics tools is revolutionizing the ERP landscape in an evolution toward the digital enterprise, and this trend will continue for many years to come. This paper analyzes the drivers of the current transformation of ERP systems, current pain points in logistics, production and supply chain management, including long planning and reaction times due to lack of visibility and analytical tools. The paper then addresses how intelligent ERP systems have evolved by integrating data, processes, and technologies. The digital enterprise can address logistics shortcomings through augmented capabilities via Internet of Things, machine learning and analytical tools that allow detecting problems in real time or even predicting them, proposing optimized solutions, and simulating their outcomes. Specific impact points in logistics are described, contrasting the processes in current versus intelligent ERP. The digital enterprise has deep implications in all areas of business, but in this paper we will focus on broadly defined logistics processes, including materials planning, purchasing, production, quality control, plant maintenance, sales processes, and transportation.

The sources of advantage of the digital enterprise are derived from the availability of additional sources of structured and unstructured data, faster computing speed allowing the use of advanced algorithms in real time, including artificial intelligence and machine learning tools both inside and outside the ERP system. While enhanced computing speed allows the use of additional deterministic (e.g. material requirements planning) and stochastic (e.g. forecasting) models, artificial intelligence allows the discovery of hidden relationships in the data that can reveal unknown facts both inside and outside the ERP system.

The transition toward the digital enterprise implies an escalation in complexity in ERP systems, with more data and the generalized use of advanced heuristics until recently only known in the academic literature and advanced firms. Lack of understanding of these heuristics by implementers or users of the system can lead to errors in configuration and master data which until now have been difficult to detect. These errors include the selection of sub-optimal workflows or models, resulting in decreased logistics performance. The paper will explore how artificial intelligence tools can help to uncover such errors and the impact of the digital enterprise on human skills.
Cloud computing is an emerging technology that offers rich resources and services through the network. Most cloud providers adopt centralized mechanisms to price and to allocate cloud resources. Meanwhile, cloud consumers pay more attention to Quality of Service (QoS), such as availability and reliability, which measures how well a service is performed. This paper proposes a hybrid decentralized QoS-based P2P cloud trading system that can efficiently allocate resources according to customers' QoS preferences. A relationship between QoS and price is established. Accompanying with P2P requirements, we implement continuous double auction for trading cloud services. This research offers a strong method to merge cloud industries with informatics systems.
In the developing world, self-help networks were initially formed to provide credit at the micro-enterprise level. Today, these networks have evolved, and can now offer a range of services including supporting integrated supply chain networks for farmers to the delivery of essential services such as primary healthcare. These networks are adaptive and reflect the complex and non-linear realities experienced by the populations. In this research, we first describe the nature of complex and non-linear environments in rural settings, and the importance of accounting for such environment in attempting to find solutions for the villagers. Secondly, we explore different forms of informal networks through the lens of social capital theory. Finally, we suggest how Artificial Intelligence (AI) can model informal networks and provide insights into finding enhanced solutions for villagers.

In rural communities, the available infrastructure can be viewed as frayed and riddled with holes. Villagers need to overcome these difficulties by navigating around frayed services and, at times, plugging “holes” in the infrastructure or navigating around gaps in information flow. Plugging “holes” or navigating around gaps requires villagers to work in groups to solve complex problems be open to non-linear approaches. For example, villagers can form Self Help Groups (SHG), or networks of villagers (generally women) that provide a mechanism for aggregating financial resources, repayment services, and a feedback loop on business plans. These groups can also be a conduit for health care in terms of providing information, access to medication, and even transportation. Groups can be viewed through the lens of social capital theory; including the structural, relational, and cognitive social capital that they rely upon.

In this research, we examine the ability of groups in rural settings to solve complex problems. To model such behaviors, we examine the applicability of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in predicting the relationships between several inputs (e.g., measures of structural, relational, and cognitive social capital) with several relevant outputs (e.g., health care metrics). Neural networks provide a high degree of flexibility because they are not constrained by linear assumptions. Between the input and output layer, there can be one or more hidden layers. In many typical applications, a single hidden layer is sufficient, but if complexity grows, additional layers can be added. In this study, we plan to use the Back Propagation (BP) method to train the network. In non-linear environments, ANN outperforms standard linear methods such as regression.

In this research, we detail how action research, in conjunction with Sodhana Charitable Trust, is being braided with possible AI modeling to develop solutions at the ground level.
This presentation discusses the use of open source software libraries for extracting key story elements from a textual narrative and displaying them in an intuitive and interactive manner to users via a set of visualizations. The first library is Stanford's CoreNLP, a Java API that provides natural language processing (NLP) services such as sentence recognition, tokenizing, parts-of-speech identification, dependency parsing, named entity recognition, coreference resolution, and temporal tagging. The second is D3, a JavaScript API built on scalable vector graphics (SVG) which provides powerful data visualization capabilities. Google Charts and Google Maps APIs are also used. An application called Story Analyzer was developed using these APIs. NLP-based application development involves challenges, limitations, and ambiguities. These issues, and accompanying workarounds, are discussed in the context of official impeachment-related documents, including the Mueller Report, opening statements from impeachment witnesses, and other related narratives.
This study aims to identify challenges in analyzing solicited public comments for policy decisions and proposes ways to optimize models used to derive patterns.

Public comment has been and continues to be an important part of the government rule and policy decision-making process. Often, there is a required period for the public to submit their inputs on proposed policies. This period affords the public opportunity to participate in shaping the policies and rules by submitting written comments that reflect their opinions and views. The preferred method of solicitation and collection of public comments is through an online web form that is primarily unstructured and free-flowing. Text analysis value is in its capability to identify patterns and derive structured information from text data, but there are increasing challenges in analyzing public comments. The criticism of public comments as a means of engaging the public is centered on the high potential for fraudulent and automated system submitted comments. If public comments will be credible, fraudulent comments and noise in the data must be systematically identified and excluded.

We analyzed the public comments collected for North Carolina’s Medicaid Reform Demonstration Amended Application in 2016. The Medicaid Reform application intends to implement managed care transformation for Medicaid beneficiaries and benefits for sub-group populations. We used Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique to identify patterns, obtained the similarity score to identify and exclude potential copies, developed concept link diagram for key concepts in the Medicaid reform, and correlation of sentiments with key concepts. In conclusion, substantial cleaning of public comments data is necessary to ensure information derived is credible and reliable. Sentiment analysis of the entire comment as a unit may yield erroneous results. Segmenting the comment to unique sentences for analysis may be necessary.
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Persistent Homology Based Data Analytics: Detecting Anomalies in Android Malware
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Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

Southern Arkansas University
We present the preliminary results of a persistent homology application for identifying anomalies in an Android malware dataset. The purpose of this study is not to detect new malwares but to analyze the relationships among reported malwares ultimately assisting analysts to better understand malware trends and develop necessary antidotes. Persistent homology (PH) is a novel data analytics tool that summarizes a dataset using its topological properties which remain stable under small perturbation of the input data. A significant shift in PH output can be attributed to a characteristically significant modification in the input data. PH, therefore, has high potential as an effective anomaly characterization tool, and as such should be explored. Presented results show that while PH indicates the inclusion of a new malware sample in a dataset, determining the nature of the added malware sample (i.e., whether the new sample is a variant or a new species) may not always be conclusive. This finding is explainable since cross-pollination is a common phenomenon that happens during the birth of a malware (e.g., malware authors often borrow code from different existing malware species for use in their own creation). Malware relationships can be characterized more precisely through phylogenetic association. Existing phylogenetic methods use feature-level similarity (or distance) scores to determine malware-to-malware relationships. Preliminary results indicate that PH is a strong candidate for identifying some novel aspects of phylogenetic association. The current study uses low-informative bytecodes as features for their simplicity. Our future PH analytic strategies include semantically enriched higher level features in our follow up study and we expect to see improved results.
PREDICTING ALL-CAUSE 30-DAY HOSPITAL READMISSIONS: A FIRST STEP IN MODEL BENCHMARKING

Dr. Stacey Mumbower 1, Dr. Ronda Hughes 1
1. University of South Carolina

Utilizing data from a large randomized controlled trial that added risk assessment tools for nurses to use with patients as part of the discharge planning process, we benchmark models that predict all-cause 30-day hospital readmissions. We compare the performance of several commonly used machine learning models against binary logistic regression models and find that machine learning results in a modest increase in predictive ability.

A logistic regression model that incorporates only explanatory variables from the widely-used LACE Index Scoring Tool performs the worst with a test AUC of 0.709. A second logistic regression model that incorporates a more diverse set of variables results in a small increase in predictive ability (1.3% increase in AUC). The neural network, gradient boosting machine, and random forest all perform similarly with test AUCs of 0.736, 0.736, and 0.735 respectively (representing a 2.3 – 2.5% increase in test AUC over that of the second logistic regression model). The best overall model is an ensemble model with a test AUC of 0.743 (a 3.5% increase in test AUC over that of the second logistic regression model, and a 1% increase over the best individual model).

In a secondary analysis, we investigate predictive ability of the information collected as part of the new risk assessment tools for nurses. Prior analysis of the randomized trial found the new tools to be effective in some hospital units, significantly reducing readmissions. However, using information from these new tools as explanatory variables in the models results in only a slight increase in predictive ability (0.4% increase in test AUC).

As part of the model benchmarking process, we also compare predictive ability across different subsets of the data. We find that AUCs vary by hospital and type of diagnosis. These results have implications for using the predictive models as part of the hospitals’ discharge planning process.
This research addresses essential questions for direct selling organizations (DSO) on how to predict and foster the success of independent sales representatives. It employs predictive analytics to create models for recruits and existing representatives.

The study analyzes the proprietary 2018 National Salesforce Survey commissioned by the Direct Selling Association. It addresses vital considerations for firms in the recruitment, training, and employment of independent sales representatives for organizations that rely on contractual salespeople for revenues and growth. It considers the specific case of 79 direct selling organizations and how to predict and increase the earnings success of independent representatives, thereby ensuring increased organizational revenues.

Employing predictive analytics, it creates models for recruits and existing representatives. Several classification methods (Fit Nominal Logistic, Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors, Boosted Trees, Bootstrap Forest) are implemented to develop a best-performing machine learning algorithm to predict the financial success of a direct selling candidate based on predictors available at the time of recruitment. In addition, we use these methods to predict the productivity of active representatives. Our target is the representatives that are most likely to make more than $10,000 annual net income from their direct selling efforts, the threshold commonly used in the channel, reflecting substantially higher income for the DSOs that recruit them.

The study finds that allocated time for direct selling, agility to find new customers, gender, and adopting direct selling as a career play a vital role in predicting sales success for individuals entering direct selling. The highest performing representatives are characterized by time invested, the experience of direct selling, recruitment, tenure, and use of technology.

This research suggests that DSOs planning to maximize the efficiency of recruiting, training, and other resources while generating optimal sales levels may want to implement some form of pre-contracting questionnaire to sort the representative and his/her potential for performance and to provide targeted support. By using lifts, the study also quantifies the positive impact of using predictive models in hiring, training, and advancement of independent sales representatives.
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Machine learning algorithms can play a vital role in different organizations such as healthcare. Using machine learning algorithms can impact the healthcare industry tremendously by predicting diseases outbreaks, mortality rates, monitoring risks, and many other factors. Being able to monitor and control these factors can help save the industry cost, and provide for better resource allocation. This paper aims to analyze different machine learning approaches for predicting hospital length of stay (LOS) using electronic health records (EHRs). The use of a machine learning model such as Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Trees and Neural Networks (NN) will be used along with python and SPSS to preprocess and prepare the data for prediction of hospital LOS. The results will show how the preprocessing phase of data can directly influence your results. Based on preprocessing of data, results could yield to a higher or lower accuracy of prediction models of patients' length of stay in the hospital. Predicting LOS can better assist and provide patients with the proper resources and help reduce hospital cost and provide for a better treatment for the patient. In conclusion, machine learning algorithms can be a vital part for the healthcare industry. It can help save cost, reduce failures and delays in medical settings and impact the healthcare industry tremendously.
When an R&D project is launched there are explicit and implicit aspirations as an attempt of project managers to achieve those results along which a project can be successful. Based on experience of previous projects, all these aspirations can be articulated with a commonly accepted and familiar vocabulary as attributes and its values.

In this study, during the Knowledge Engineering (KE) process Knowledge Acquisition (KA) occurred while knowledge engineer attempted to acquire the project managers’ explicit and tacit knowledge. KA proved to be an adequate way of data collection through semi-structured interviews with project managers in order to build Knowledge Base from their projects as cases. The collected knowledge elements were inserted into a Knowledge-Based System (KBS), which is able to handle these soft data to find the most informative attributes. KBS used is advanced for systematizing prior knowledge and experience and it can transform them into symbols to develop models for different scenarios. As a result of the KE process a knowledge base was built with 16 relevant attributes and 3 or 4 values were assigned to each of them.

A basic question of the study is that whether the applicability of a KBS can be extended to this way of project evaluation? Within this, authors investigate in this research that which are the most informative attributes in applied engineering R&D projects of a higher education institute, and what is the logical relationship between them? Validation is presented through an application with examination of 21 R&D projects; finally a model was built with the three most informative attributes and three logical rules. The following relevant rules were uncovered: (1) If the “project manager’s experience in the domain/topic” was “master” level but “the team leader’s relationship to the topic” was “forced to commit” then the result of the project was “financially failed”; (2) if “project manager’s experience in the domain/topic” was “master” or “advanced” level and the “the team leader’s relationship to the topic” was “accepted” then the result of the project was “according to agreement”; (3) and it is very interesting to see that if “project manager’s experience in the domain/topic” was “beginner” level and his or her “experience in coordination” was also “beginner” level, BUT “the team leader’s relationship to the topic” was “enthusiastic”, the result of the project was “according to agreement”.

Using of these rules can have key contributions to strategic planning in prospective academic project management and those can be starting point of re-definition of the role of academic project manager in university D&R labs. The findings describe both the limits and abilities of the project organization by which the decision maker can identify core competencies or even unsubstantiated dependencies on external resources.
THE MULTI-INTELLIGENT AGENT GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (MIA-GDSS)
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The complexities of group decision making are significant, especially today with the size of data and the difficulty for groups to locate, access, filter, and integrate accurate and high-quality information. Additionally, the fact that different members have different levels of expertise and knowledge makes the process even more challenging. GDSSs assist group members with communication, decision analysis, and discussions; however, in their current state, they are becoming less and less effective and efficient. They can no longer just be standard support systems; they must integrate and offer users an element of (artificial) intelligence that can truly address the complex issues of the group decision-making process. So how can these issues be addressed? One solution might lie in the integration of intelligent software agents or intelligent agents. As such, this paper will propose a high-level conceptual framework called the Multi-Intelligent Agent Group Decision Support System (MIA-GDSS), which will attempt to address the question: How can multi-intelligent agents be used to make the group decision-making process more effective and efficient?
Combing heuristic algorithms with “black-box” solvers is an active field of research. In this work, we summarize the literature of hybrid heuristic algorithms that incorporate state-of-the-art optimizers like GUROBI or CPLEX, with a particular focus on approaches that implement variable fixing procedures.

These algorithms typically seek to reduce the “core” of problems that can’t be solved to optimality within a reasonable amount of time. Solving these reduced problems can produce good solutions that aren’t provably optimal to the original problem.

A synthesis of the existing heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms for variable fixing in 0-1 mixed integer programming with be provided with research opportunities identified. We will propose a new variable fixing heuristic algorithm within a hybrid heuristic framework employing a state-of-the-art optimizer. Preliminary results will be provided on benchmark datasets for the p-median problem.
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ABSTRACT
As part of real estate sales, a comparative market analysis is an analysis that is provided to most of the prospects and customers. Currently, this market analysis typically includes only nearby properties and is rather superficial. In the case of an investor, the list of properties in the analysis should include properties beyond the nearby area. In this study, data analytics tools for clustering, classification, and recommendation models were explored with the aim of producing a larger and more detailed list of properties to resolve these issues.

INTRODUCTION
In the real estate market, buyers and sellers usually receive a Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) from their agents and this includes only nearby properties that are manually selected in most cases [1]. Investors who want to know similar information from different cities in a state currently must depend on multiple real estate agents to get this information which is also performed manually by various real estate agents. To provide better insight to the investor, it would be valuable if there is a data analytics solution that could find the comparable properties in many cities in a state and also predict the future prices and/or rental estimates of the found comparable properties (a graphical representation can be seen in Figure 1). In addition to this, a person or an agent has to go through many factors that are involved in the short listed properties to give a suggested properties list to the prospect.

Figure 1. A Graphical Representation of Extended CMA.
Currently online and offline solutions that are aiding the process of filtering real estate listing as per the user selected or provided criteria are handled mainly by online service providers and none of them are effectively using a data analytics approach or machine learning algorithms to tackle the situation. A software solution or an algorithm that can help in automatically filtering the results intelligently considering all the facts can be very helpful. A data analytics model can be a solution for the above mentioned problem.

**Background**

Whenever a client receives comparative market analysis from an agent, it will be prepared from comparable properties from the nearby areas. It is an important factor from the agents’ point of view when preparing CMA (comparative market analysis) to include nearby properties. Most of the agents have access only to one or two real estate associations or they will be subscribed to only minimal amount of multiple listing providers. In addition to this, price of the real estate is considered largely depend on the sales and price of the nearby properties [1, 7, 8]. But what happens when an investor consider purchasing a property that can be anywhere in a large area that can span areas such as north east or south west etc. This kind of search is not limiting to one agent. Then the users have to depend on multiple agents to get the property choices available to them according to their criteria in which all of these agents provide the nearby properties in their respective geographic area. Another way to get this is to depend on a multi-state or nationwide realtor company such as century 21 or Coldwell banker in which they assign many agents to come up with a list of properties from different places. However this also requires co-ordination between agents and arranging and rearranging multiple reports provided by multiple agents.

In some cases software may be available to give an automatic comparison or nearby properties but in some case it will be manually handpicked by agents. If the investor tries another way and searches himself online websites such as Zillow.com, Realtor.com, Trulia.com etc., still their searches mainly done by inputting a property and the site then will provide a list of properties nearby to compare. Here also it can be a tedious task to come up with properties that are matching or comparable to the selected choices of the investor [17, 4, 3]. The search itself can be a huge task. Then they have to spend additional time to consider various factors of the properties given in the list and make a choice. Instead of these time consuming and cumbersome methods of selecting a property for an investor, it will be an easy process if there is a data analytics approach using a machine learning or deep learning model that provides or suggests a list of properties in any given geographical area. The list of properties can be input to the model to train it and after clustering or classifying according to correlating features, it can be submitted to a recommendation model which will analyze various factors and provide best options to the investor according to a recommendation score that the model is producing.

**Extended Comparative Market Analysis**

While comparative market analysis takes nearby properties to come up with a list of property that are close enough to present to client, Extended Comparative market analysis’s main target audience is investors. While residential buyers mainly concentrate on a specific geographic area called nearby area, investor’s property search area doesn’t need to be limited to nearby area. Investors can buy property anywhere in the
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nation wherever a close match can be found. This close match can be in the sense of price, return on investment, rent, easiness to rent, easy to sell etc. etc. depending on the investor. In other words, comparative market analysis produces a list of properties that are nearby while Extended Comparative Market analysis produces a list of properties that are nearby and beyond nearby area depends on the user’s choice of geographical area. This geographic area can extended to anywhere in the nation where the investors area of business. Note that both comparative and extended comparative market analysis make use of sold price [1, 7, 8]. However, there are other factors that depends on the pricing and value of real estate ownership when it goes beyond nearby area. Extended Comparative Market Analysis includes properties in nearby areas as well as beyond nearby areas. The beyond nearby areas can be anywhere where comparable economic, financial, marketing conditions can come a close match.

**Nearby area**

Nearby area is a concept that uses in traditional comparative market analysis as well as all real estate similar property searches. A nearby area generally is a geographic area that is close to the user’s interested property location. However, this nearness can vary depends on users requirements. It can be a small area of a development site, or a large area that includes one or two zip codes. In addition, a nearby area can even include a city or a specific school zone. The nearby area can be dictated by many factors. It can be a user defined area, it can be a small development, and it can be an area around the property that are enough similar properties can be found. It can be an area coming under a zip code or multiple zip code. It can be include a city where the property resides. However, In the case of Extended Comparative market analysis, the above mentioned geographic area concept in ordinary comparative market analysis is ignored and the selection of the properties can be anywhere depends on the data involved.

**Technologies and Platforms**

Extended Comparative Market Analysis is mainly using Clustering, Classification, and Regression Analysis machine and deep learning algorithms to come up with its final list of properties. The software technologies such as Tesnorflow, Keras, Python libraries, R, Hadoop, and Spark are used in various steps of the study. IBM Bluemix, AWS, Google Coud/Colab, Anaconda, Weka etc. were also used as part of the study in different steps. Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD), Numpy Arrays, Pandas DataFrames and comma separated value files were used to handle the data during the processing of the software solution.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

There are a lot of documents available for house price prediction. However almost all of them are not giving priority on a classification or clustering projects with an intent to come up with properties beyond nearby area. A few documents explore the correlation among features that are usually considered along with house prices such as square feet, number of rooms, number of beds, price etc. Some of the literature review done are given here. Sifei Lu et al investigate hybrid regression techniques for house price predication. A practical and composite data pre-processing and creative feature engineering method is examined in this paper [13]. Debanjan Banerje et al is trying to predict the house price direction using
machine learning techniques in their research. This research work applies various feature selection techniques such as variance influence factor, information value, principle component analysis and data transformation techniques such as outlier and missing value treatment as well as box-cox transformation techniques. In this study, the performance of the machine learning technique is measured by accuracy, precision, specificity, and sensitivity [2]. Parasich Andrey Viktorovich et al. describing regression methods of machine learning they used in their work. In this work they used classic machine learning algorithms and their own original methods to predict the sale price [11]. S. Zhou, L. Cao and Y. Li has done a study on real estate investment environment using support vector machine. Natural environment, economic environment, policy environment, social culture environment features were considered for this study [15]. Huawang Shi, in his paper titled “Determination of Real Estate Price Based on Principal Component Analysis and Artificial Neural Networks” uses principal components analysis method of multi-dimensional statistical analysis as well as artificial neural networks to determine the price of real estate [5]. Hu Xiaolong and Zhong Ming studied neural network's ability to resolve the problems associated with prediction of real estate price [6].

**METHODOLOGY**

**Data Collection and Preparation**

In various steps of the study, different sub sets of the same data set have been used. The raw dataset with forty five features has been subjected to various data preparation and visualization steps. The features with better correlation have been selected for the data set for the main study. The comma separated value file of the raw data set allowed to manipulate the file using Excel. However, after initial data preparation steps, the source code of the project has included many steps that addresses the noise issues of the data set. Outlier values are removed from the data set after visualizations. Many of the rows contained spaces in the original raw data set have been removed. Null values also removed from the data set to further achieve a better cleanness of the data. Attomdata.com [12] is the main source of the data used in this study.

**Data Visualization**

Data visualization is done using Python code in this study. Matplotlib, Seaborn, and Pandas framework are mainly used to create graphs. Univariate analysis has been done by creating one dimensional histogram using Pandas framework. One dimensional histogram (Figure 2) and density plots are created to visualize continuous numeric attributes.
Bar plots were created to visualize discrete categorical data attributes. To do multivariate analysis, pairwise correlation matrix and heatmap have been created. A multidimensional scatter plot with zip, price, and square feet was created to visualize data. In addition to this, size and color was used to represent number of baths and number of beds in the same graph.

Figure 3 Graph 5D
This made it as 5d graph (Figure 3). Pair-wise plots (Figure 4) against each attributes visualized the data effectively when it used along with correlation heatmap [16].

**Exploratory Data Analysis**

The housing data set used has more than forty columns. However, after the data preparation, the columns selected for this study are street, city, zip, state, beds, baths, square feet, price, type, Mean Income, Inventory, rent ratio, and various other ratios and synthetic features that are derived during the execution of the code. Various one dimensional and multi-dimensional graphs including a five dimensional graph were created and studied.

Figure 4 Pair-wise Plots

Histogram square feet vs price (Figure 5) and a density plot for square feet vs price (Figure 6) shows a normal skew with minor issues with some zips. A scatter plot was created using zip, price, square feet data, beds, and bath. The color and size was used to show beds and baths in this graph. The graph has clearly shown the distribution of properties.

Figure 5 Histogram square feet vs price  
Figure 6 Density plot for square feet vs price
As zip is not a major factor in the model, no data was removed because of the minor abnormality in the bell curve. Cluster graphs visualized the clustering of data by different algorithms such as K-Means and Gaussian Mixture Clustering (Figure 7, 8).

Feature Engineering

Relationship between available features were studied in the data set. A correlation heatmap (Figure 9) was used to find the correlation between features. Street, Latitude, and Longitude correlation was poor and hence not used in almost all of the algorithms. The percentage of correlation between square feet and price was expected to be significant.

Figure 7 A Sample K-Means Clustering Graph Created During the Study

Figure 8 A Sample Gaussian Mixture Clustering Graph Created During the Study

Figure 9 Correlation Heatmap
However in the available data the correlation between square feet and price was only up to thirty one percentage. At the same time, there is a better correlation percentage between other features such as beds, baths, and square feet. Therefore beds, baths, and square feet were also used in a significant way in the algorithms used.

**MACHINE LEARNING**

Machine learning algorithms are implemented to the task of filtering the property lists according to various criteria in different levels of processing and finally to come up with a small list of matching properties. Extended Comparative market analysis methodology involve many steps of grouping or clustering based on various types of features. As the model has to come up with a list of properties that are beyond the nearby area, geographical features are ignored when the clustering or grouping takes place and filter properties. However, the algorithm has to find the matching economies or locations based on the economic and financial features and its relationship to price. Once this step is done, the algorithm gives importance to real property features and find its matches. After the real property features then comes the amenity and other features. In the category of other features, anything specific to geographical identifiers are ignored to avoid the grouping based on geographical boundaries. Figure 10 and 11 illustrates the steps as a flow chart.

![Figure 10 Flow Chart – 1](image-url)
Clustering

The clustering algorithm used in the model is K-Means clustering which can show us possible cluster (or K) there are in the dataset. Sample Cluster formations created during the code execution is given here in Figure 13 and 14. The algorithm then iteratively moves the k-centers and selects the data points that are closest to that centroid in the cluster [14]. A sample of data with cluster column is shown in Figure 12.

1. Initialize cluster centroids $\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_k \in \mathbb{R}^n$ randomly.
2. Repeat until convergence:
   
   For every $i$, set
   $$c^{(i)} := \arg\min_j ||x^{(i)} - \mu_j||^2.$$ 
   
   For each $j$, set
   $$\mu_j := \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} 1\{c^{(i)} = j\} x^{(i)}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} 1\{c^{(i)} = j\}}.$$ 

Figure 11 Flow Chart 2
Figure 12 Pandas DataFrame with First Cluster Column

Figure 13 A cluster Graph Created During the Frist Cluster Formation

Figure 14 A cluster Graph During the Second Cluster Formation
The graph shown here in Figure 15 is created during the execution of the Extended CMA code and the optimal value of k is 3 and thereby 3 is the number of clusters used as value of k in the code [10].

![Graph showing the performance measure for Scikit K-means clustering.](image)

**Figure 15 Scikit K-means clustering Performance Measure**

**Classification**

A neural network for binary classification was used in the study. There are three input variables and one output variable. According to the heatmap created using the correlation for the dataset and the seaborn pair plot showed the relationship among the variables and were fit for the use. Keras sequential model is used to build the neural network. After standardizing the input feature, divided the data into training and testing data set.

![Diagram of a neural network layer.](image)

**Figure 16 Neural Network Layer**
A graphical representation is shown here that explains the neural network layer (Figure 16). As we have 3 input features and one target variable, there is 1 Hidden layer and the hidden layer has 3 nodes. ReLu is the activation function for hidden layer. As this is a binary classification problem, the study used sigmoid as the activation function. Dense layer implements
Output = activation (dot (input, kernel) + bias)
Kernel is the weight matrix. Kernel initialization defines the way to set the initial random weights of Keras layers. As this is a binary classification problem, used binary_crossentropy to calculate the loss function between the actual output and the predicted output. To optimize the neural network, Adam is used. Adam stands for Adaptive moment estimation. Adam is a combination of RMSProp + Momentum. Momentum takes the past gradients into account in order to smooth out the gradient descent.

![Model Loss Graph](image)

Figure 17 Loss Vs Epoch Graph for Training and Testing Data

The model used a batch size of 10. This implies that we use 10 samples per gradient update. Iterates over 20 epochs to train the model. An epoch is an iteration over the entire data set. A graph is drawn to show the model loss (Figure 17). Number of epoch is shown on the x axis and loss is shown on the y axis. Both training and testing loss is shown as two separate lines in the graph [9,16].

**KNN Recommendation**

The final algorithm used in the model for recommendation is K-nearest neighbors (KNN). K-nearest neighbors is a supervised algorithm that is easy to implement for the purpose of recommendation systems.
Sklearn Nearest Neighbors library is used in the model to do the K-nearest neighbors algorithm to recommend the properties. A graph is drawn to show the model performance (Figure 18).

RESULTS

The model successfully produced a list of comparable properties (Figure 19) beyond the nearby area. The model effectively picked similar economies and compared and matched various features such as real estate features, financial features, Amenity features, different ratios to produce the final results. The order and the purpose of clustering, classification and recommendation algorithms used in the solution was effective which is verified by the results produced.

A clustering model alone was not enough to produce the output and hence methodology included a classification and finally a recommendation model to come up with the final result. Each model has used different features and relationship to optimize the result. When the clustering models used economic and financial feature in the beginning step, and basic feature ratios in the second step, classification used basic real estate features. At the same time recommendation model mainly made use of square feet, beds, bath, and price to come up with list of properties that are comparable to the user selected property.
CONCLUSIONS

The Extended CMA algorithm generates a set of properties beyond nearby areas. An application developed using the Extended CMA algorithm can address the need of investors beyond a small geographical area. An application developed using Extended CMA algorithm can eliminate the dependency to multiple realtors to find properties in a large area. An application developed using Extended CMA algorithm can automate real estate search in terms of geographical area, number of properties etc. The algorithm considers a wide range of features and synthetic features. Extended CMA can provide a far greater number of properties to the user than the regular CMA and existing real estate portal searches.
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Abstract

This paper describes a student-centered experiential learning component of the MBA level quantitative decision analysis course and benefits from this high impact practice as viewed by students and faculty. In this student-centered experiential learning component, teams work on research projects in which they apply theoretical model-building knowledge to actual 'real-world' business problems. Following completion, a survey of students’ opinions regarding the experiential learning component of the course showed positive results. Most students were “very satisfied” to “satisfied”. Steps for implementation are included following the discussion along with areas for future research.
ADVANTAGES OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING FOR MBA STUDENTS

INTRODUCTION

MBA programs began around the turn of the twentieth century with the broad participation of current and retired corporate managers of the time, so much so, Friga et al. (2003) refer to this period as the "Corporate-Based Era." Then, in the 1950's, with the significant financial support of the Ford Foundation, attempts were made to move MBA programs from vocational focus to a more academically rigorous focus based on scientific research, one that would emphasize educating students for careers in business rather than basic techniques necessary for an entry-level job (Schlossman et al., 1998). One of the outcomes of this change was the increasing emphasis on basic management research (Friga et al., 2003). This era is referred to as "Faculty-Based Era." Concerns emerged that these changes led to management education being overly scientific and lacking relevance to the ‘real world’ of business (Birnik & Billsberry, 2008). The scientific research approach, they argue, clearly emphasizes analysis and quantification, rather than essential managerial qualities including judgement, interpretation, reflection, and personal values. The remedy they proposed, in part, is that business schools should be characterized by their applied nature.

Bennis and O'Toole (2005) argue that the 'scientific model' is predicated on the assumption that business is an academic discipline when, in fact, it is a professional discipline, akin to medicine and law. In their view, curricular reforms will work only when the scientific model is replaced by a model supporting business as a profession. To gain relevance, Bennis and O'Toole (2005) emphasize, business school faculties must rediscover the practice of business and serve the business community by educating practitioners and generating knowledge they can use.
Similarly, Upadhyay and Paul (2019) agree academic institutions must engage students and prepare them for industry needs.

Are we now back full circle to a corporate-based era in which MBA programs resemble vocational training? The answer may lie in synthesizing both philosophies into one that transcends the apparent dichotomy between them. Friga et al. (2003) observe that knowledge creation takes place not only in ivory towers, but also in corporate boardrooms. So, they suggest moving to the "Student-Based Era", one that assimilates knowledge created by corporations and other organizations and distributes this knowledge in a manner that is student-centered. This supports Garnjost and Lawter (2019) who found that employers value problem solving, critical thinking, and self-directed learning and that students perceive better learning and higher satisfaction from project-based learning.

In this paper, we describe a student-centered experiential learning component within the MBA-level quantitative decision analysis course and the benefits, as viewed by students, from this high impact practice. In this student-centered experiential learning component, research projects apply theoretical model-building knowledge to actual 'real-world' business problems.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

A recurring concern underlying the debate described above is how to make MBA programs relevant to all stakeholders. Employers, a key stakeholder, rank communication skills as most important, followed by teamwork, technical skills, leadership skills, and managerial skills (GMAC, 2017). Neelankavil (1994) presented a survey of 108 human resource directors (HRD) of Fortune 1,000 companies in which they complain most MBA graduates are arrogant and lack communication skills. The survey also found, in the opinion of the HRD's, many MBA programs focus on technical skills to the exclusion of communication skills. To improve the
communication skills of MBA graduates, Neelankavil (1994) argues that the number of written assignments and oral presentations must be increased in most classes at the graduate level and be evaluated both content and writing style.

Yousef (2017) studied the impact of three factors on academic performance, namely, teaching style, English language communication, and assessment methods. With his United Arab Emirates University students, he found English language skills had the most predictive value, accounting for about ten percent of the variance of the performance measures, yet there are numerous other factors that could affect learning. Minhas (2017) gave his students an opportunity to select projects based on their heritage and communities. The study concluded that communications improved, and experiential learning had a major effect on motivation and personal development.

The academic literature is filled with interesting and innovative ideas that address concerns of MBA assignment relevance. Hart et al. (2005) presents an experiential, team project in which student teams with non-profit organizations to analyze communication effectiveness and offer suggestions for improvement. They describe a project where student teams gathered quantitative and qualitative data using interviews, surveys, critical incident analysis, network analysis, participant observation, document review, and focus groups. The data was then analyzed with respect to where, what, how, and when employees were receiving and sending information as well as the quality of the information transmitted. This process revealed areas of success along with areas for improvement. Once all data was analyzed and interpreted, the student teams prepared a written report. Hart et al. (2005) reported that participating students acknowledged their increased skills in the areas of communication, teamwork, interviewing, research and analysis from the project.
Williams et al. (2015) presents how written communications were integrated in a Management Science course. In their approach, students were required to articulate ways an organization can use a mathematical programming model to aid decision-making. The students were expected to identify business decisions, write a statement of the business objective, describe constraints, and prepare potential follow-up questions for sensitivity analysis in a final exam essay. The final exam also included essay questions requiring students to describe the use of management science concepts and analysis to solve a problem in a practical scenario. The authors found student performance on the essay component had a positive impact if the semester included extra practice essay quizzes, detailed feedback on the essay quizzes, and class discussion when the essay quizzes were returned in class.

Another effective approach to bring 'real-world' relevance to MBA courses is to incorporate a comprehensive project. Fish (2007) presents such a comprehensive project experience in an Operations Management class. Their project required students to develop a strategic, tactical, and operational plan for a single product with at least five components and at least three bill-of-material levels. Included in the project were specific operations management topics including process strategy, demand management, inventory management, and quality management. The project addressed business communication skills through the written report and team presentation. The end-of-semester survey found over 94% student approval, indicating the assignment to be a successful way to learn operations management application concepts.

D’Souza and Maheshwari (2010) examined the factors influencing student performance in an introductory Management Science course over a two-year period. Of the 333 students in the course, 297 students finished the course with grades of “A”. They considered a range of factors under six different categories, namely, student demographics, course structure,
instructional methods, student motivation and effort, student aptitude and application, and student preparation. Using step-wise multiple regression methodology, they found four independent variables; current class grade point average; average homework score; course utilization ratio; and completion of pre-calculus prerequisite to be significant factors predicted of overall student performance in the course.

Piercy et al. (2012) examined the effectiveness of experiential learning on Operations Management course. They studied two module configurations, one was small with 20 students per class and the other large with 90 students per class. The experiential learning component was an operations game, based on a business simulation developed at the Lean Enterprise Research Centre at Cardiff Business School in the late 1990s. They surveyed students from both modules at the conclusion on the quality of the exercise design, satisfaction, value, and preference of teaching methods. The authors found students from both modules expressed a preference for experiential learning as well as high levels of satisfaction with the simulation game.

Robinson et al. (2003) describe a failed attempt and a second successful one in which they redesigned their MBA Operations Research/Management Science (OR/MS) course. The failed first attempt, which received the lowest student ratings, involved moving away from lectures and relying on students reading the text. In this approach, the classes began with the students working on a group case study with minimal formal teaching beforehand. Then, a class discussion followed their solutions. The expectation of this approach was that students learn to use OR/MS techniques and when to apply them in a business context. Their second attempt redesigning the course was also built around the case analysis approach. They began the classes with “mini-lectures” and provided guidance on ways to approach the cases. More lectures were conducted mid-way into the case analysis and student groups presented their preliminary
findings. At the end of the case studies, the case solutions were provided and discussed, including a summary of key learning points. Another feature Robinson et al. (2003) added was optional workshops near the beginning of the module and question-and-answer sessions at the end of classes for students having difficulty with mathematics, though, they note, few students took advantage of these optional sessions. Student scores were higher for interest level, relevance and overall value in the second attempt. In a voting of the best module at the core level, the authors report, the OR/MS module received the second highest number of votes.

Thus, the academic peer-reviewed literature contains much support for using experiential learning in online education. Watanabe (2017) demonstrated that experiential learning can be useful when students are placed in multi-cultural global virtual teams. The study suggests that the process experienced by virtual student teams has similarities with team formation stages in actual organizational settings.

**METHODOLOGY**

The MBA is a professional, graduate degree that does not generally include a major. Furthermore, MBA programs intend to prepare students for the working world and not that of academic research. Thus, a majority of universities offering an MBA degree do not require writing a thesis for completing the program. However, learning the research process and conducting research is of value to all graduate students in their future work. In this study, we describe a student-centered experiential learning component in the MBA level quantitative decision analysis course and the benefits as viewed by students. Our goal is to show such experiential learning components provide opportunities for students to integrate knowledge from
the classroom with the knowledge created by corporations and other organizations and solve actual 'real-world' business problems.

The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC) is an urban university located in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Enrollment at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC) is over 11,500 students. UTC’s Gary W. Rollins College of Business is a SACS-COC and AACSB accredited school with 2,167 undergraduates and 320 graduate students. The college offers undergraduate degrees in accounting, finance, entrepreneurship, management, analytics, human resources, economics, and marketing. At the graduate level, the Master of Business Administration (MBA) and Master of Accountancy (MACC) degrees are offered. The quantitative decision analysis course (MGT 5835) is a required course for students who do not have a background in data analytics.

The course covers probability, decision analysis, regression and correlation, forecasting, inventory, optimization methods, project management, quality control, and simulation. Upon completion of the course, students have enough knowledge of analytics to collect, analyze data, and use their analytic knowledge in making better decisions.

In addition to introducing students to analytics, other course objectives are to:

- Analyze and convert data to useful information
- Use computer technologies for problem solving
- Use information to enhance critical thinking
- Apply knowledge to a team research project
- Enhance ability to work in a group
Students’ performances were evaluated by the grading of the five components of the course. These components and their associated values are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Examination:</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Examination:</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Assessments</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Project</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Evaluation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total points</strong></td>
<td><strong>350</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grading Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>315 - 350</th>
<th>280 - 314</th>
<th>245 - 279</th>
<th>210 - 244</th>
<th>Below 210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the students are enrolled part time in the MBA program and work full time at various companies located in Chattanooga, Tennessee and the surrounding metropolitan areas. All graduate courses are offered in the evenings or online.

Students are required to complete a research project as part of the course. The project is undertaken by groups of students, not exceeding three students per group. Each team chooses their own research topic approved by the professor, or they select a topic from the professor’s provided suggestions. By the third week of the semester, a short two-page, double-spaced research proposal is submitted. Students are asked to be brief but clear in the explanation of their objectives. After the proposals are approved, students are to lay the foundation for their research project. Students work with their group members and submit the result of their research project in a formal written paper at the end of the 16-week semester. Students are instructed their final reports should contain the following items:
The purpose of this major assignment is to learn to conduct research and to write a business report summarizing their findings. In the process, students learn to convert “data” into “information.” They are provided with examples at the beginning of the semester. Their work is graded based on correctness, organization, presentation, completeness, and soundness of analyses and relative to the work of the other teams.

Students are informed that the main component of the grading is with the content and soundness of projects. However, they are also apprised to be concerned with the grammatical aspect of their paper. Typos, misspelled words, run-on or incomplete sentences and other errors result in reduced grades. Part of the students’ grades on their research paper is determined by their group members assessments of their contributions. Thus, every group member may receive a different grade on the research project.
**Example Projects**

Students selected a variety of topics. A brief description of a sample of the projects are presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Project Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **The Amazon Effect: Impact on the United States Economy and Jobs**  
This Study explored the effect Amazon is having on the economy. Consumers enjoy Amazon for the low prices and convenience, but what is the long-term effect of Amazon’s dominance? |
| **Distracted Driving and Fatalities in the United States: An analysis of various distracted driving categories**  
This study focused on the causes of distracted driving in the United States and more specifically the correlation between distracted driving and the use of electronic devices while in the vehicle by the drivers involved in these fatal accidents. Data from the NHTSA/CrashStats for traffic fatalities attributed to distracted driving were used to preform analyses with comparisons between various distracted driving categories. |
| **Female Executives and Performance**  
This study compared performance of companies with women in the C-suite versus those without female representation. By evaluating stock performance and return before and after women were involved with the company, sales of the company, and any other indicators of performance, the results presented a more complete picture of female’s contribution to the success of these top companies. |
After the course completion, a survey of student experience and satisfaction was administered and is included in Table 1.

### TABLE 1: RESEARCH PROJECT EXPERIENCE SURVEY

1. The research project strengthened my understanding of the concepts covered in class.
2. In the future, the research project should remain as a part of the course learning experience.
3. My ability to analyze data using quantitative models has improved because of completing the research project.
4. My ability to interpret the results of quantitative models used for data analysis has improved because of completing the research project.
5. My ability to synthesize and present the results of quantitative models in the form of a research report has improved because of completing the research project.
6. I can use the information I gained from completing the research project at my work.
7. The grading weight assigned to the research project was proportional to the time and effort required to complete it.
8. Overall, how satisfied were you with your experience with the research project?

**Open-ended Questions**

9. State everything you liked about the research project.
10. State everything that you disliked about the research project.

The following choices given to students for questions 1 – 8 as follows.

- a. Strongly disagree
- b. Disagree
- c. Neutral
- d. Agree
- e. Strongly agree
Table 2 shows a summary of the responses of the eight questions to the survey.

### Table 2: Summary of Survey Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree/Strongly agree</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey questions are categorized into three groups. Question numbers 1, 3, 4, and 5 relate to “concept comprehension”. Questions 2, 7, and 8 relate to “overall satisfaction” of the experiential learning activity. Question 6 relates to whether the knowledge gained can be used in the student’s current work environment. The survey results summarized by question groups are presented in Table 3.

### Table 3: Summary of Survey Responses by Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Group 1 (Concept Completeness)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Overall Satisfaction)</th>
<th>Group 3 (Usefulness of Knowledge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree/Strongly agree</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Group 1 = Q1, Q3, Q4, and Q5; Group 2 = Q2, Q7, and Q8, Group 3 = Q6)

The results, as shown in Table 3, indicate that for Concept Completeness, questions, 66% of the students responded the experiential learning project helped them understand, comprehend, synthesize and present the topics covered in the course. The score of 62% for Overall...
Satisfaction questions indicate a high level of overall satisfaction and a desire for the experiential learning project to be continued in future classes. The result of Usefulness of Knowledge shows that only 46% of students “strongly agreed” or “agreed” with this question that knowledge gained by the experiential learning project could be immediately used in their work. The lower score may be due to the present employment level of the students, or the relatively low adoption of advanced numerical techniques in the student's work place.

The last two questions (9 and 10) of the survey instrument solicited open-ended responses from the students. The positive and the negative responses from the students are shown below grouped into categories.

**Positive Learning Outcomes**

When asked about what they liked from the research project, students enjoyed the real-world applications as shown in comments including:

- *Real world use of our skill and knowledge learned in our class.*
- *The research project allowed us to apply the concepts we learned in class to real world examples.*
- *Excellent application to real world.*
- *Great opportunity to apply theory to practice*

The assignment also impacted career choices as seen in these comments:

- *The topic my team chose allowed all three of us to explore different options for our future and led each of us to three very different paths after the class was over. One of the three left the MBA program, one joined the program full time, and one continued working full-time and attending the program part time*
- *The comparative model our team created helped to influence the three of us in three very different ways. One left the program, one quit their job and committed full time to the program, the third continued with the MBA program, but is also pursuing additional certification.*
- *The project was difficult to find specific data that we were looking (MBA grad salary for our college in the local area, but it challenged us to use national or state-wide data, find comparable schools/populations/salaries and extrapolate what our data would be.*
It was rewarding working with a small dedicated team. The model is extremely useful for any subject given sufficient comparable data.

Students also learned new analytical techniques as evidenced by the following comments:

- I enjoy data analysis, but this project gave me the opportunity to try working with a predictive model I have never used. Because of that, I feel I learned a lot and gained applicable knowledge. I also got to work within a topic that interested me, making the project interesting. For me, it is always easier to learn analytical concepts when I am able to apply them to a real/relevant issue, which this project allowed,” and “Hands-on real experience using data.

Teamwork was also noted in the following topics:

- Collaborating with classmates as one will likely do in a work setting, working together to achieve a common goal and the flexibility for us to choose our own topic to research was very positive
- Provides an opportunity for teamwork -provides an opportunity for research
- I enjoyed how well our team collaborated. As two people took different perspectives it made for a very interesting dialogue within the research paper itself

Students also appreciated the ability to hone their research skills as shown in these comments:

- Establishing a project that last more than a few weeks creates a cumulative effort of more than one assessment week to week. I found that the work required was extensive, but also good to work on an effort that required planning for more than a week or two.
- The open subject matter makes it easier to dedicate time to the effort. I found it useful to hone the skills to research and create a project document
- I liked being able to relate different sections of material we worked on throughout the semester into the project. It made the topics more tangible, and in my opinion, made them a little more understandable when we were able to compute the information from data we found. I liked finding different pieces of data and then deciding with the group how we were going to interpret the data into a useful part of the project
- It provided a broader perspective and enabled me to have a better understanding
I believe it is a good exercise in finding a topic of interest and applying newly formed skills

The assessments were great! They covered a broad range of real-world purposes for using the concepts in the course

the flexibility to research and analyze data from whatever source needed while using our professor as a support structure.

As was predicted, learning was also noted in these examples:

I learned a lot from my research topic. Not only for myself personally but for the class as well. I also think I learned a lot more about my team members throughout the semester due to the research project and that was very important as networking is key in today’s world, thank you!

Areas for Improvement

When the MBA students were asked for comments and suggestions for improvement, the categories grouped into key areas of prefer a presentation, link to campus, community or work, clearer expectations and examples, dissatisfaction with group projects in general, eliminate the project, and implementation changes.

Prefer a Presentation. Several students would prefer a presentation as noted in these two comments:

I strongly disagree with the ideas of papers in general. I believe in presentations with Q&A segments to help foster a culture of learning the material on an in-depth level

Additionally, having to present the project (short ten minutes presentation) would also be valuable for both students and customers. Thanks!

Link to Campus, Community or Work. Students noted that projects related to their work, the community or the campus might be preferable and should be recommended. In addition, this could slant the project as a service-learning opportunity for the campus.

The comments included:
• I think that the research project should be tied to a need somewhere else at the college the surrounding community. Doing a research project for say the engineering dept, athletics, the nursing program, or a nearby small business would give students an actual customer for their project, and be able to see how their project impacts the campus community in the real world.

• One idea would be to use this class and the research project to assist other areas of the school. Like a request from the environmental science program that a team of students could work on as a project. Or a request from the school of nursing, athletics, ROTC, etc. These "customers" could provide some of the data, that a team of students could utilize as a research project. The project could then be presented back to the "customer". Not only would this build experience with QA but would allow MBA students an opportunity to interact with a customer, maintain timelines, deliver a finished product, and give a business presentation at the end, while also helping other areas of the campus improve and make smarter, data driven decisions. The projects could also be highlighted in campus newsletter to show the value of QA and how the MBA program is positively impacting the campus.

• I thought the group effort and finalization was very good and then turning it on safe assign was really good vs printing it," and "Suggest students to undertake work related efforts so as to really understand process and applications.

Clearer Expectations and Examples. Students always appear to need structure and more directions as noted by the following comments:

• My understanding of the expectations for the project was not always clear. However, I do feel I came to a good understanding, and I think we always had the opportunity to ask questions if we didn't understand something. It would be nice to know of opportunities to present the research or take it further if we were interested.

• A bit more guidance from the professor in developing the hypothesis.

• When looking at the course content, I just felt like the research project was an afterthought. I would have to say that the project was far less essential to the learning experience than all of the other coursework assigned.

• The lack of specific formats made it hard for me to know where to start. What format what guidelines should be followed? You answered these questions, but I was still intimidated with how broad my options were. Having been out of the academic setting for years this project was larger than I felt ready for at the time. Telling student about the project on the first day when going over the syllabus and
remind them 2-3 weeks in might help. Something like "expect a good project to take 40-50 hours or more to complete.

- The three good examples helped me, but also providing examples of what not to do would have been beneficial. I personally would have started alone on week 2 or 3 had I know my partner was not going to answer emails and collaborate. I realize grading more papers requires more time. But had we started earlier I would have known sooner I was going to make the project effort alone sooner, thus making it easier to allocate the time and effort to do a good job. I did learn much in the class and the project.

Dissatisfaction with Group Projects in General. As expected from working MBA students with time and family pressures, a few comments included the dissatisfaction with group or team work in general as shown in these comments:

- I never like group research projects very much, mostly because I feel that I would be able to do a better job and have a more seamless paper if I worked on it alone. However, I do understand the real-world use of working in a group. If the project continues as one for a group, I would perhaps suggest having the teams pick a topic earlier in the semester to work on more gradually. Best case scenario, the teams could, for instance, run a regression analysis on data they found that relates to their research topic in the same week that they learned about it. The groups might still wait until later in the semester to get started, but they could have the option to work on it as they are learning the information

- make this an individual project rather than a team project. One person inevitably does all the work,’ and ‘I suspect you will receive negative comments about "group work" which is tedious. Some students just don't care and that makes it difficult for those that do. I am wondering if two to three "case studies” done independently wouldn’t work better while keeping the assessments as group work. Either way, case or paper, I think it is important to be able to apply the skills without being led through the work.

Eliminate the Project. Interestingly only one student noted to eliminate the project all together in this comment:

- I feel that the assignment needs no improvement other than to eliminate it all together because of how rigorous the course is.
Implementation Changes. Students were vocal about ways to improve the project’s implementation as shown in these ideas:

- Encourage students to start background search early. Provide some examples of prior students work.
- great project and effort
- I thought that splitting the research paper up into bite sized chunks, each worth a small part of the grade
- Have it be a part of the class, but the only criteria for grading would be that you had something
- Other teams would review your work and make some comments. I also think that the paper should be the equal of a test in terms of point
- Provide more structure on what the project should be. provide more detail on what a professional report should look like.
- provide class time for group work, perhaps a day where a proposal is due and must be discussed face to face with faculty and include oral presentations
- dedicate some time in class halfway into the semester to discuss research projects.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Generally, MBA programs do not require students to write a thesis overall and few require class research paper. Hence, students lack learning and appreciation of the complete research process. The purpose of this study was to analyze the benefits, as viewed by students, of adding a required student-centered experiential learning component to the MBA-level quantitative decision analysis course. Students viewed this addition as a very valuable learning component and indicated that such an experiential learning component provides opportunities to integrate knowledge from the classroom with the knowledge created by corporations and other organizations and solve actual ‘real-world’ business problems.

AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, the focus was entirely on the face-to-face (FTF) delivery of the quantitative decision-making class. Differences are in methods of delivery of material, the environment, students, and other factors should be considered in future research. One major possible research
will be to conduct the same study with the online classes. As suggested by one student, it might be beneficial to add the dimension of having students present their research project and results in class and this would also extend the findings. The sample size for this study was somewhat small, and larger sample sizes as well as studying longitudinal data would enhance the study as would comparing similar classes at multiple institutions across a global sample. Another area the authors are considering undertaking is requiring a Meta-Analysis research by which students will become familiar with many selected studies and arrive at their own conclusions. Findings from this analysis should be another area for future research.
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ABSTRACT

Problem structuring methods are espoused by many researchers and practitioners as being useful in the context of framing and understanding wicked problems. The utility of these methods is often demonstrated anecdotally through stakeholder surveys and interviews. However, there is a lack of clear, empirical demonstration of the utility of these methods as contrasted with problem solution efforts not using such methods. As an initial experiment, a group of undergraduate students was exposed to two problem structuring methods, Strategic Option Development and Analysis (SODA) I [5] and SODA II [6]. These methods were utilized on a fictitious problem and confidence in student recommendations was analyzed. Further, SODA I and SODA II were assessed for their relative utility in understanding complex problems. This second set of experiments was repeated using two separate example problems to test robustness of results. A set of hypothesis tests was used to analyze the results of these experiments. Initial results indicate some significant findings supporting the use of problem structuring methods and a need for further research.

Introduction

Problem structuring methods (PSMs) are espoused by many researchers and practitioners as being useful in the context of framing and understanding wicked problems [1,2,8,9,16,17]. The utility of these methods is often demonstrated anecdotally through stakeholder surveys and interviews, but there is a lack of clear, empirical demonstration of the use of these methods as contrasted with problem solution efforts in the absence of such methods. This paper begins to bridge this gap by conducting an initial empirical investigation into the utility of problem structuring methods, specifically Strategic Option Development and Analysis (SODA) I [5] and SODA II [6]. These methods were utilized by a group of undergraduate students who were exposed to a fictitious problem. First, confidence in student recommendations was analyzed. Further, SODA I and SODA II were assessed for their relative utility in addressing complex problems. This second set of experiments was repeated using two separate example problems to test the robustness of results. A set of hypothesis tests was used to analyze the results of these experiments. Initial results indicate some significant findings and a need for further research.

This paper begins with a brief discussion of SODA and the underlying theory behind it. This is followed by a discussion of the experimental design undertaken for this analysis. I then present results, and finally conclusions of the study and potential areas for future research are provided.
Strategic Options Development and Analysis

Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA) belongs to a class of methods known as problem structuring methods. Problem structuring methods are part of what is termed soft OR (operations research), as contrasted to traditional hard OR. “The word hard refers to the use of mathematical and quantitative techniques...The soft in soft OR simply refers to the orientation of the approach as qualitative or interpretative rather than quantitative, as is the focus of hard OR... In very general terms, therefore, soft OR methods are those that structure a problem, as opposed to hard OR that seeks to solve it.” [10, pp. 2-4]. Techniques such as optimization, simulation, and decision analysis are typically considered hard OR techniques, whereas soft OR includes techniques such as Soft Systems Methodology and Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA), which is the focus of this paper. It is important to note that soft OR techniques, if deployed correctly, should be deployed in conjunction with hard OR techniques, and not in opposition to them. “Problem structuring can be defined as the process of arriving at a sufficient understanding of a particular problem so as to proceed to some sort of formal modelling” [15, p. 1063].

Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA) is a specific problem structuring technique based on the theoretical basis of cognitive mapping. Cognitive maps can be thought of as sophisticated influence diagrams. They were pioneered in the work of Robert Axelrod [3] to understand political conflict, but they have been deployed in a number of science, engineering, and management fields since [e.g., 9,13]. The idea of cognitive maps is to develop a shared understanding and appreciation of a complex problem. As such, they are typically used when there is confusion or debate surrounding the formulation of a particular problem.

Cognitive maps are composed of two fundamental elements—concepts (nodes) and arrows (arcs). Concepts are ideas or concerns expressed by an individual or a group, expressed in one’s own words. They represent the “actors, entities and social, political, economic or abstract concepts that compose the system. Examples of concepts might be Inflation, the actions of an influential Politic, a Revolution, the Wealth of an individual or a nation, the Welfare of population, Road conditions, etc.” [4, p. 8]. Concepts are connected by arrows, which show causal relationships between concepts. The start (or tail) of an arrow is the means to achieving the concept at the end (or head). These connections can be either positive or negative, indicating the direction of causal influence.

Cognitive maps can be used as a standalone technique, or within the Strategic Options and Development and Analysis I or II method. SODA I was introduced by Colin Eden [5] and focuses on individual cognitive maps being merged into a comprehensive map to help groups understand problems. SODA I is good for situations in which individuals may have strongly held opinions, but these opinions need to be blended in order to move forward organizationally. SODA II, introduced by Eden and Ackermann [6], builds cognitive maps collectively as a team. This approach helps with map ownership and member buy-in, but it may lead to issues arising from power dynamics due to the open debate about map structure and content.
Research has shown that confidence affects the decision-making process [11,18]. Further, Kotiadis & Mingers state that problem structuring methods are useful in dealing “with messy, wicked and complex problems that are not amenable to the traditional, largely quantitative, OR techniques” [12, p. 856]. With these elements in mind, it would be useful to known whether or not SODA improves confidence in decision making, and if either SODA I or SODA II is more effective at capturing problem complexity. Neither Eden [5] nor Eden and Ackermann [6] prescribe one approach over the other, and a review of literature finds no comparative study of the efficacy of an intervention using cognitive mapping, as well as the relative efficacy of SODA I and II. This paper aims to contribute to the literature by providing an initial empirical investigation into the use of these methods.

**Experimental Design**

The goal of this research is to explore two research questions:
1. Does the use of SODA improve decision maker confidence?
2. Is there a difference in the use of SODA I as compared to SODA II in terms of representing complex problems?

To address these research questions, a number of undergraduate students composed of mostly management majors enrolled in a management science course were exposed to SODA methods and asked to use them to investigate complex problems. These experiments were conducted during three separate semester (Spring 2018, Spring 2019, and Fall 2019), in two sections of the same course each semester.

The first set of experiments was conducted during the Spring 2018 academic semester. To answer the first research question, students were exposed to SODA methods (both in a classroom environment and through prior assigned reading) and provided the following information (hereafter referred to as the John example):

*John is a new graduate from college and one of your best friends. After passing a probationary period at his job, he is asking for your advice on his life situation. He keeps complaining about the stress that he has experienced during the probationary period. He tells you that he will finally have 3 weeks paid time off, which he must use within 6 months. He also has $10,000 in his savings account.*

Students were then given one of the following pieces of additional information:

- **A.** John has $30,000 in student loan debt.
- **B.** John is planning to get married next year.
- **C.** John has always wanted to visit Europe and has never been there.

Students were then instructed to form a group consisting of one “A”, “B”, and “C” member and to discuss the information they had and their thoughts about what advice they should give John. Students were asked to determine a) what options John had, b) their suggestion for John, and c) their confidence level in their suggested plan (on a scale of 0-10). Students were then exposed to SODA I and SODA II and the fundamentals of cognitive mapping, and asked to reform their groups and answer the same questions using a cognitive map they
developed as a guide. A comparison of their confidence scores was undertaken and is discussed in the results section.

During the Spring 2019 semester, the second set of experiments was conducted as the John example was again presented to students, however, this time the focus was on determining the relative effects of using SODA I or SODA II. Since I teach two sections of the same course, this was easily accomplished experimentally. In one class section, students were asked to build individual cognitive maps and then form groups and build a collect cognitive map (using SODA I). In the other class section, students were asked to build collective cognitive maps as a team (without first building them individually), utilizing SODA II. A comparison of cognitive map metrics was conducted to determine whether or not either technique produced statistically significant results in terms of basic map metrics. Metrics examined were those reported by the software used for cognitive mapping, Mental Modeler [7]. They included: 1) total concepts, 2) total arrows, 3) density (total number of connections/possible connections), 4) connections per concept (arrows/concepts), and 5) complexity score (# of concepts with only incoming arrows/# of concepts with only outgoing arrows).

During the Fall 2019 semester, a repeat of the second set of experiments was conducted, albeit with a different example. This time, the students were exposed to the Lost at Sea example:

You are adrift on a private yacht in the South Pacific. As a consequence of a fire of unknown origin, much of the yacht and its contents have been destroyed. The yacht had all navigational equipment destroyed while you and the crew were trying to bring the fire under control. Your best estimate is that you are approximately one thousand miles south/southwest of the nearest land.

Below is a list of fifteen items that are intact and undamaged after the fire. In addition to these articles, you have a serviceable rubber life raft with oars large enough to carry yourself, the crew, and all the items listed below. The total contents of all survivors’ pockets are a package of cigarettes, several books of matches, and five one-dollar bills.

Items:
1) Sextant, 2) Small transistor radio, 3) Shaving mirror, 4) Shark repellent, 5) 5 gallon can of water, 6) 20 sq.ft. of opaque plastic, 7) Mosquito netting, 8) 1 case of rations, 9) Maps of the area, 10) Seat cushion (flotation device), 11) 2 gallon can of oil/gas mixture, 12) 1 quart of 160 proof rum, 13) 15 ft. of nylon rope, 14) 2 boxes of chocolate bars, 15) Fishing kit

As with the previous John example, students in one class section were asked to build individual cognitive maps and then form groups and build a collect cognitive map (using SODA I). In the other class section, students were asked to build collective cognitive maps as a team (without first building them individually), thereby utilizing SODA II. A comparison of cognitive map metrics was conducted to determine whether the techniques produced results that were significantly different from one another in terms of map metrics.
Results

I first investigated the potential effect on confidence using cognitive mapping techniques to determine whether or not students were more confident in their recommendations after using a cognitive map in an effort to address the first research question posed. This analysis used the following one-tailed hypothesis structure:

\[ H_0: \mu_2 = \mu_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ H_A: \mu_2 > \mu_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In this case, \( \mu_2 \) is the mean confidence reported by students in their recommendations to John after using cognitive mapping, and \( \mu_1 \) is the mean confidence reported by students in their recommendations to John before using cognitive mapping. This hypothesis is tested for Section 1 of the course, Section 2, and in a combined environment (i.e., both Section 1 and 2 together). Section 1 had 12 participants, and Section 2 had 10 participants. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Combined Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_1 )</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_1 )</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_2 )</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_2 )</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant at ( \alpha=0.05 )?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can conclude that, in Section 1, there was a significant increase in confidence when using cognitive mapping. In Section 2, however, there was not a significant increase in confidence when using cognitive mapping. Further, when both classes were combined, there was not a significant difference in the group’s confidence before and after cognitive mapping. All tests were conducted with an alpha value of 0.05.

In short, there is some evidence for the utility of using SODA to increase individual confidence in decision making. A few factors may complicate this analysis. The first is that students were exposed to SODA techniques in their assigned reading before the experiment. While it would not be safe to assume that 100% of the students read and understood the material, at least some did, which means that they were perhaps predisposed toward use of the techniques and anticipated insights, which may have altered their confidence ratings. Further, SODA is intended to increase group confidence and the
survey was not designed in this manner; in fact, students were asked their individual confidence ratings based on group discussions. Further experiments better experimental design should aim to analyze the difference in group confidence before and after use of SODA.

With some evidence in support of the use of SODA, I set out to investigate the potential effect of SODA I as compared to SODA II in terms of the technique’s ability to represent complex problems. This analysis involved two separate examples (the John example and Lost at Sea) across two student populations. I investigated a series of hypotheses using the following format:

\[
H_0: \mu_2 = \mu_1 \\
H_A: \mu_2 \neq \mu_1
\]  

In this case, \(\mu_2\) is the cognitive map statistic using SODA I and \(\mu_1\) is the cognitive map statistic using SODA II. First, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare a number of statistics related to the overall complexity of cognitive maps produced by individuals using both SODA I and SODA II. These statistics included the total number of components, total connections, density (number of connections/total possible connections), connections/component, and complexity score (# of receiver components/# of driver components). Note that receiver components are those that only have incoming arrows, while driver components only have outgoing arrows. Each of these is a differing measure of complexity for a cognitive map, and therefore a proxy of an relative richness of problem understanding and representation.

For the John example, Group 1 (SODA II, n=5) was compared with Group 2 (SODA I, n=3) using an independent-samples t-test. Table 2 shows the results of this analysis. For all of the John example complexity measures, no significant difference was found in the mean values. Thus, we failed to reject any of the null hypotheses at an alpha value of 0.05.

**Table 2: Summary Statistics for John Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Total Components</th>
<th>Total connections</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Connections Per Component</th>
<th>Complexity Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\mu_1)</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>27.600</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>2.279</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>2.915</td>
<td>10.784</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu_2)</td>
<td>13.000</td>
<td>26.333</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1.893</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>2.646</td>
<td>18.610</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>1.097</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant at \(\alpha=0.05\)?

|                | No    | No    | No    | No    | No    |
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Next, for the Lost at Sea example, Group 1 (SODA II, n=3) was compared with Group 2 (SODA I, n=5) using an independent-samples t-test. Table 3 shows the results of this analysis. The connections per component metric showed a significant difference. Specifically, students using SODA II (group map composition) had significantly more connections per component than students using SODA I (individual and then group map composition).

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Lost at Sea Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Total Components</th>
<th>Total connections</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Connections Per Component</th>
<th>Complexity Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_1$</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_2$</td>
<td>20.40</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant at $\alpha=0.05$?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, results of the two examples (John and Lost at Sea) were combined. For this combined population, Group 1 (SODA II, n=8) was compared with Group 2 (SODA I, n=8) using an independent-samples t-test. Note that tests for total components and total connections were not included. This is because the two examples involved differing levels of complexity and these measures are not normalized. The other metrics are normalized, however, and can be combined across examples. Table 4 shows the results of this analysis. The density metric showed a significant difference. Specifically, students using SODA II (group map composition) had significantly higher density in their maps than students using SODA I (individual and then group map composition).

Table 4: Summary Statistics for Combined Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Connections Per Component</th>
<th>Complexity Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_1$</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>2.091</td>
<td>1.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>4.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_2$</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant at $\alpha=0.05$?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can therefore say there is *some* statistical evidence for the claim that the use of SODA I and SODA II produce different representations of complexity. Specifically, in the Lost at Sea analysis, SODA II produced a significantly higher number of connections per component than SODA I. Further, in the combined population, SODA II produced a significantly higher density map than SODA I. These are interesting findings as SODA II involves group map composition and literature shows that SODA II helps with map ownership and buy-in [14], which would seem to favor a simpler representation of a problem, yet experimental analysis showed some evidence that the opposite phenomenon is true. That is, greater buy-in *may be* achieved when a more complex problem representation is generated.

Conclusions and Future Research

Problem structuring methods are espoused by many researchers and practitioners as being useful in the context of framing and understanding wicked problems. However, empirical evidence for their use is lacking. Specifically, Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA) I, in which individual participants build maps and then create a group cognitive map, and SODA II, in which individual maps are bypassed in favor of a collectively built group map, were investigated. The aim of this empirical analysis was to investigate whether or not group confidence improved after exposure to SODA and whether or not SODA I or SODA II led to more complex problem representation.

A number of hypothesis tests were undertaken based on instructor-led student exercises. Many of these tests failed to reject the null hypothesis that a difference was present, however some significant findings were determined. In one of the three student populations investigating the John example, there was a significant increase in confidence after using cognitive mapping. Further, in one of the three student populations, students using SODA II (group map composition) had significantly more connections per components than students using SODA I (individual and then group map composition). Finally, in the combined population of students, SODA II produced a significantly higher density map than SODA I.

While these experiments demonstrate some significant findings regarding the utility of SODA I and SODA II in understanding complex problems, it is clear significantly more analysis is needed. Further experimentation is necessary to determine group confidence in the use of these techniques (as opposed to individual confidence), as well as additional experiments to determine the stability of these findings across populations (e.g., working professionals or students not exposed to these techniques). This paper, however, has provided some initial evidence regarding the efficacy of these techniques.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental researchers frequently find violations of the normality assumption in dependent variables after a survey has been designed and implemented. Sources are split on which tests or methods to use when addressing such normality issues. Researchers must traverse these resources to ascertain what source to use as support for data analyses. In this research, we summarize advice found across multiple disciplines on how to address normality assumption violations.

INTRODUCTION

You did everything you were supposed to do correctly, according to many knowledgeable experimental research and psychometric sources and mentors, to theoretically support and meticulously create an instrument to conduct an experimental study. The instrument was vetted, adjusted, and reassessed based on feedback from many professional and academic sources, pilot-tested multiple times, and successfully passed the long Internal Review Board process. After many months of “beating the bushes” of personal and professional sources of academic colleagues and friends, you finally obtain “enough” of the target participants to complete the study to find that you have nonnormal dependent variables.

This issue does not deter you; instead you research books and academic articles to determine how to proceed with non-normal variables. Unfortunately, the advice widely varies between sources and disciplines. Furthermore, you seek suggestions from more advanced researchers and discover the guidance varies within the discipline too. Does this sound familiar? If so, you are not alone. If you have not had this problem and if you are an experimental researcher, odds are you will eventually have a similar problem sometime in your career as well.

This “small” problem does not “ruffle your feathers” – you reach for your beloved research books and articles to discover the advice on how to handle a nonnormal dependent variable drastically varies between sources. Not to be deterred, you solicit an understanding from more experienced researchers only to learn the advice is mixed amongst researchers within disciplines.

THE ISSUE

Prior to conducting an analysis, one needs to assess the parametric assumptions. According to Dugard, Todman, and Staines [1], the hypothesis can be tested if the dependent variable is
approximately normally distributed. Nonparametric tests (e.g., chi-square, Mann-Whitney U, Spearman rho) can be performed when the parametric assumptions are violated [7], for the nonparametric test assumptions are "less restrictive [3, p. 5].

A brief discussion in Kerlinger and Lee [7] showed mixed guidance on whether to choose parametric versus nonparametric tests. For instance, "social science data are generally imprecise... [and] only the most conservative (nonparametric) statistical methods should be used on the data" while others argued that it was acceptable to use "parametric methods for questionable data" or for nonnormal data [7 p. 415]. Yet, if the data was to be used to make inferences, the "power of this analytical deduction is illusory" [7 p. 415]. Considering we want to make inferences from our data analysis, we elect to use parametric tests, which require an assessment of assumptions, which explain "when it is and isn't reasonable to perform a specific statistical test" [10, p. 55].

The parametric assumptions for multivariate analysis are normality, homogeneity of variance, independence of observations, and that multicollinearity between the dependent variables is not an issue. In this paper, the mixed advice of most interest is that pertaining to the normality assumption. Hence, issues with other assumptions are not discussed.

Individual variables can be examined for multivariate normality assumption violations by assessing normality (i.e. skew and kurtosis), linearity, and homoscedasticity [3][8][13] as one would for a univariate [11]. "[I]t is only in rare cases that multivariate nonnormality will not be detected by univariate normality tests" [11, p. 375].

Is normality really needed? Almost all parametric tests use a derivative of a significance assessment that necessitates multivariate normality, where normality of each variable and linear combination of all variables is assumed [11][13]. To determine whether it is needed, the normality of each variable must be checked [6, p. 63].

Normality or symmetry of a normal distribution is based on the level of skewness and kurtosis of the data plot and whether the relationship between paired variables is linear [13]. Skewness describes the symmetry of a distribution. The more skewed the distribution, the more likely the variable mean does not represent the distribution center [13]. Kurtosis is the "peakedness" of the distribution, which can be too flat (long, thin tails) or peaked (short, thick tails) [13, p. 73]. Linearity describes whether paired variables have a straight-line relationship, which impacts the Pearson’s rho (or r). The level of association between the paired variables is captured by Pearson’s r [13].

The normality of variables can be determined by using graphing methods (e.g., residual plot, Q-Q plot, stem-and-leaf plot or normal probability plots) or statistical (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro-Wilks test). Bivariate graphs, such as the residual plot, are used to assess linearity. Yet, after many authors suggesting we check normality, Tabachnick and Fidell state that "if there are substantial nonlinear relationships among variables, they are [to be] ignored" [13, p. 77].
It appears that researchers have favorite graphical methods. For instance, Sharma [11] claims that the most popular method is the Q Q-plot while Huberty [6] prefers the normal probability plots. Some use the box-and-whiskers plot or the residual plot [3][11]. Different data plots showed that our dependent variable was within normal standards visually, but that may be attributed to it being based on a 7-point Likert scale item. Hence, we decided to perform the recommended statistical tests.

The primary tests used to assess data normality are the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Shapiro-Wilks test. "[T]hey compare the scores in the sample to a normally distribution set of scores with the same mean and standard deviation" [4, p. 144]. A non-significant p-value (> 0.05) suggests that the data is not significantly different from a normal distribution [4]. The statistical values were significant, further confirming that our dependent variable was nonnormal. So, we asked ourselves- what is considered nonnormal?

Tabachnick and Fidell [13] state that a normal distribution has a kurtosis index, computed value minus 3.0, of zero while Byrne [2] claims that a normal distribution has a standardized kurtosis index (β2) of 3.0. Regardless of the assessment approach used, you must be consistent in its application. A normal distribution kurtosis value based on the original kurtosis value or standardized kurtosis index that should equal 3.0 while that based on the kurtosis index should be zero [2][13].

Kurtosis values that are considered extreme vary even more greatly. For instance, Byrne [2] suggests that anything greater than absolute 5.0 is nonnormal while Bentler [1, p. 110] believes the values of absolute of 5.0 to 6.0 are “nontrivial.” Others (e.g. [1][8] argue that absolute values greater than 7.0 are nonnormal.

**IS NORMALITY REALLY NEEDED?**

Although normality violations do not have a noticeable effect on the Type I error [11] and it isn’t always needed for an analysis [13], it also indicates that the analysis results may be degraded [13] and that there may be violations of other assumptions [5][11]. For example, a nonnormal kurtosis effects test statistic power [11] and may result in an underestimate of variance [13]. Moreover, the normality assumption applies “differently to different multivariate statistics,” depending on whether the data is grouped or ungrouped [13, p. 72]. Thus, normality violations must be remedied prior to assessing other assumptions [5].

**TO TRANSFORM OR NOT TO TRANSFORM- THAT IS THE QUESTION**

Suggestions from many sources vary from transformation to doing nothing to improve the normality of a dependent variable. Scholars that suggest data transformation (e.g., [3][4][6][7][8][11][13] taught its benefits adjust the data to conform to the “quoted probabilities” in making inferences [3, p. 20], potentially corrects skew and kurtosis problems [8], and improve “doubtful measures” [7, p. 419].
Based on the various recommendations, there are roughly eight possible types of data transformations: (1) logarithmic; (2) roots (3) recoding; (4) reciprocal; (5) sine function; (6) Fisher’s Z or standardization; (7) linear; and (8) trimmed mean.

Again, the advice from one source is contradictory in that, Dugard et al. [3] states “particular types of transformation are often recommended for particular types of violations of parametric assumptions, and then later states, “there is nothing wrong with trying out several and seeing which does best in terms of meeting parameter assumptions” (p.20). This method is referred to as “trial and error” [8, p. 64] and is not recommended. Rather, Kline [8] suggests using the Box-Cox transformations that, if conducted, will require less “trial and error” to determine which transformation is best to correct normality problems (p. 64). However, the process will only work for positive data values. Again, you will have to perform another type of transformation to eliminate the negative values prior to using the Box-Cox process [8].

There are drawbacks to transformation, such as loss of the original variable scale [8], results of the transformed scores must be translated or the inferences no longer directly apply as it would with the original scores [8], and/or no transformation will improve the severely nonnormal data [8]. Thus, transformation should only be used to correct nonnormal data “unless there is some compelling reason not to” [13, p. 72] and is “interpretability is not sacrificed” [3, p. 20]. As previously mentioned, there are scholars that believe nothing should be done to alter the integrity of the original data.

DO SOMETHING OR DO NOTHING- THAT IS THE QUESTION.

Scholars advocating doing nothing about nonnormal data offer convincing arguments. For instance, some researchers argue that transformation or altering the original data “feels like cheating” [3, p. 20]; assessing whether data is or is not normal, in practice, “is not easy” and may not be accurate [3, p. 20]; altering the data may result in a loss of information [8]; nonparametric tests can be performed [3][7]; and assumption violations are “not so serious” because the t- and F-tests, ANOVA, and MANOVA are robust, meaning that the tests are reliable even when there are assumption violations [7, p. 415].

Suggested nonparametric tests for dependent variable normality violations include the (1) Mann-Whitney test, which is analogous to the t-test for independent samples (Dugard et al., 2010); (2) Wilcoxon signed rank test, a substitute for the paired samples t-test or when you have an ordinal dependent variable [9]; and the Kruskal-Wallis test, an alternative for a one-way ANOVA [7].

Parametric analysis using t- and F-tests and ANOVA are recommended if the violations are “not gross and multiple” [3][7, p. 415] and a MANOVA is suggested if you have approximately equal sized groups [9]. However, sample size may also dictate whether or not you can apply one of these parametric tests.

According to the Central Limit Theorem, the mean of variables, that are independent of each other, in a large sample size will approximate normal distribution even if individual variables
are not as long as outliers are not present [13]. In other words, if there are no outliers and the sample size is of a certain size, the observations within the variables will be normal. Tabachnick and Fidell [13] report that positive (negative) kurtosis “disappears” when a sample size has over 100 (200) observations. Hence, a “sufficiently large” sample, depending on whether all observations are positive (negative), can be defined as over 100 (200) observations [13, p. 73].

EXTREME ADVICE - BUT SOUND

Huberty [6] states,

“If one is satisfied with multiple univariate normality, he or she might proceed as though the multivariate normality condition is met. Or one can proceed 'blindly,’ assuming, without any checks, that the condition is met. If it can be assumed that the sample observations used are typical of those in the populations, logically there is no problem with 'working in the dark,’ so to speak. If a normal rule is built on nonnormal data and then used on similar nonnormal data, the rule used may not be the most efficient one. However, it may be claimed that 'this is what I will get if I assume normality' “[italics added for emphasis] (p. 63).

Although Hubert's [6] statement may be a bit extreme, it makes sense and is consistent with other comments. Field [4] argues that transformation is not always the best solution- it may solve one problem while creating many more. In one example in the Hair et al. [5] textbook, the normality of one variable could not be improved by any of the attempted transformations, resulting in the use of the original variable scores. The authors conclude that “departures from normality are not so extreme in any of the original variables that they should never be used in any analysis in their original form [5, p. 82].

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the scholars' advice spans from using a nonparametric test to doing nothing, overall, they do provide some excellent advice on what to do when your dependent variable is nonnormal. Thus, we recommend the following procedures:

1. Rather than ignoring the problem, check whether your dependent variable is nonnormal.

2. In what way is the variable nonnormal? Is skewness, kurtosis, linearity an issue? Are the values "acceptable”? If so, continue by assessing the other assumptions (do not proceed to the next step). However, if the values are not acceptable, review to determine which type of transformation is appropriate or use the Box-Cox transformation process. “Remember that there is rarely one obviously correct measurement scale for a construct” [3, p. 20].

3. Did a transformation improve data normality? If so, continue with assessing the other assumptions (do not proceed to the next step). However, if normality did not improve, continue to step 4.

4. At this point, you may want to determine whether or not to recode the data into dummy variables or choose a conduct a statistical test. If you choose to recode the
data, continue with assessing the other assumptions (and do not proceed to the next step). However, if you choose to conduct a statistical test, you have some decisions you need to make.

5. Assuming normality is still an issue, you must either ignore it and use a nonparametric test or choose a technique that is robust to normality issues [5]. Regardless of the decision, the original variable(s) may be used for interpretation of the results.
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ABSTRACT

Surveys are a dominant research method of choice in social as well as Information Systems disciplines. They measure, most often, evaluative constructs that are latent in nature. Because latent constructs cannot be measured directly, they are captured by observable indicators that can be seized and quantified. But when developing indicators, researchers must understand that evaluative constructs have no conceptual meaning independent from the procedures used to measure them, and more importantly, “changes in measurement procedures change the meaning of a theoretical construct” [1, p. 265]. This interconnectedness makes it difficult to separate one from the other; it also makes it difficult to produce measures for evaluative constructs that are content valid, yet adaptable to their inherent changing nature and context.

In contrast to measuring evaluative constructs via surveys, online reviews provide unsolicited evaluations of products (or services) in a free-style format, written by individuals that have put time and effort into charting down their thoughts. As qualitative data, online reviews are “raw” and rich in authenticity. It is this “rawness”, or the direct link between thought and written expression, that can be harnessed to find the best measure for an evaluative, or latent, construct.

In this abstract, we propose a combination of topic modeling and neural sentiment analysis to streamline and introduce additional rigor to the item development process for evaluative constructs. While topic modeling (or Latent Dirichlet Algorithm) is an example of an unsupervised approach to text analysis that uncovers hidden structures (or themes) based on probabilities of co-occurrences, neural sentiment analysis detects the mood that is expressed in text. The application of topic modeling ensures that survey measurement items capture the universe of interest and represent an existing topic; the application of sentiment analysis assists in safeguarding that the scale chosen for each measurement item is a valid one to take. For example, based on a set of reviews topic modeling might identify a range of themes that users talk about and that are important for them to evaluate a product (or service). Sentiment analysis, on the other hand, provides an indication about the positivity (or negativity) of the topic. By utilizing both, researchers will be able to leverage machine learning mechanisms—more specifically a tool developed and available at minemytext.com—to enhance the content validity of measures, along with the proper anchoring of scales, for an advanced survey design.
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ABSTRACT

A firm’s total assets includes non-operating and operating components. In the conventional value-based management and economic value added models, the value created comes from the firm’s operating assets; therefore, the weighted average cost of capital in the models should also be based on the operating assets instead of the total assets. A method to find this cost of capital is presented.
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ABSTRACT

Data is growing exponentially and in different forms such as structured, unstructured and semi-structured. This study uses big data analytics concepts and machine learning algorithms to work with structured data of flights, airports, airlines, and weather information. The objective is to represent the correlation between different data points among the datasets and to use these associations to identify the key features that can disrupt flight schedules and, in turn, direct the investigation into the area of impact analysis. The domino effect that is passed on to the stopovers and connecting flights en-route to the original flight destinations is also predicted. These insights can provide the basis for disaster management and recovery of valuable air time as the delays in flights influence the economy of airport authority, airlines and flyers, as well as causing damage to the environment due to the increased consumption of utilities like fuel.

Index Terms—Big data analytics, data science, data mining, flight schedule disruptions, flight delays, flight delays by weather analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) tracks the punctuality of domestic flight arrivals operated across the USA by large airlines. This statistical information has an apparent increase of air transportation in recent years, and points towards progressively congested airports and airspaces. This extensive usage of airspace reflects the heightened risk of operational disruptions that can be traced to delays, cost criteria, deteriorated quality of service, airline setbacks, passenger discontent, etc. In addition to these, airlines are constantly finding numerous strategies in optimizing their operational profits above competing with their counterparts. It is a challenging task to balance higher turnover with customer gratification and sustainability [3].

As per the analysis done by Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), nearly 20% of commercial air transport run out of scheduled time. Which results in heavy losses to airline companies as well as superfluous distress to customers. Weather is contributing factor significantly in flights delay as well as late arrivals. The study of prediction of delay in flights is vivacious area of research as demands for air travel increase. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Air Travel Consumer Report, in January 2017 alone, all
the airlines of United States of America, recorded a mean on-time arrival frequency of 76.0 percentage, down from 81.0% compared to 2016 data and up to 82.5% in the final quarter of 2016. Thus, various studies were attempted earlier to determine patterns in air traffic and flight schedule deviation from the actual planned.

In this study, we focus on the flight disruptions that arise from air system delays, security delays, airline delays, late aircraft delays and weather delays. Our aim is to find the correlation between attributes like flights and weather and whether we must consider all the constraints that effect delays or just the ones that have major impact. This impact analysis further provides grounds for determining the influence of these delays to the connecting flights from the destinations. The data from various datasets are observed for the features that effect the overall delays. These patterns in the itinerary and delays can be used to predict the possible future delays. We use data science algorithms to do in-depth study of several key factors that contribute to the airline performance factor and determine the correlation among these characteristics. We also propose a model that will predict the flight disruptive phenomenon with respect to climate changes and forecast the repercussions to the consecutive flight patterns, one such instance being the connecting flights. These observations will help the airline industry to take essential precautions for operational effectiveness, time and wealth optimizations.

LITERATURE REVIEW

According to the latest reports by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation [5], the on-time flights are 78.37%. The rest of 19.68% constitutes to the delay in schedule. A flight can be announced delayed if it arrives more than 15 minutes than planned schedule. Although the various reasons for delay like weather, security, National Aviation System (NAS) delay etc., are considered, if there are multiple reasons contribute to a delay, each source is prorated based on the deferred minutes. The results for on-time arrival are analyzed from the source of the historical data from June 2003 to August 2019 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. U.S. Department of Transportation Statistics [5].

If the historical data is further prompted for the exact cause of delay, the study yields weather as the much incriminating factor with almost 72.99% than the others (Table 1).
All these measures are based on the number of flight operations.

Table 1. Flight Delay Analysis Report (Source: BTS, DOT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of National Aviation System Delays</th>
<th>National (June, 2003 - August, 2019)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Operations</td>
<td>% of Total Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>4,384,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>1,912,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>58,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed Runway</td>
<td>563,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>252,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operations</td>
<td>7,084,450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rebello et al. have created indicative model predicting network-related interruptions of the forthcoming by applying the system-level dependences between airports [8]. In a similar fashion, Hansen et al. analyzed the advancement in flying delays in the United States, domestic system by assessing an econometric model of systematic routine delay that combines the properties of arrival line up such as terminal weather situations, seasonal and secular impacts. The results suggested that even after monitoring these factors overall, the delays decreased gradually from 2000 through mid-2003, but the trend inverted drastically thereafter [6].

Another group of researchers Mueller et al., developed a statistical method to analyze the departure, arrival data and characterize the delay data [7]. Belcastro et al. [2] developed a model that govern onset delay prediction of a scheduled flight. On the other hand, Choi et al. [4] have anticipated a model to forecast carrier onset interruptions caused by inclement weather situations using data mining techniques and supervised machine learning algorithms.

Over a period, numerous analytical models and simulation methods have been developed to analyze flight delay, which includes deterministic queuing models, neural networks, econometric models etc.

**METHODOLOGY**

In this research we are predicting the flight delay due to weather disruption, which can help airlines and passengers to have appropriate plan of action. In this paper we will be using machine learning techniques for predicting the delay.

The project is divided into 3 different parts, one is the Data Engineering, the second is the Exploratory Data Analysis and the last is the prediction of the connecting Flight Disruptions.
The initial step towards a successful Data Analysis is ensuring the Data Quality. The Airline data is fetched from Department of Transportation US (DOT). And the source of Weather data is from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

**Data Preprocessing**

Data is thoroughly examined for integrity criteria as well. Since we expect the model to work with all the forms like offline, near line and online data, we curtailed the irrelevant and unnecessary parameters that could overburden the dataset. We have also dropped the null values and assigned zero to Not a Number (NaN) values as one of the data cleansing activities. The data types of time factors such as scheduled time, airtime etc., are found to be in float point and needs proper conversion of input time to standard date time format. The categorical data is assigned with proper numeric values which are the most contributing factors that flag the key filters. Finally, the data is analyzed for distribution after cleansing, converting and preprocessing.

Then different datasets such the airline, flight, airports and weather datasets are integrated and normalized to identify the correlating factors that affect the flight cancellations (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Feature Correlation.](image-url)
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)

As part of EDA, the data have been explored in different views. The first EDA is on the number of flights per year at all airports. The distribution of delays by airlines is a reasonable starting analysis as seen in the pair plots of Fig. 3 with respect to the scheduled time, geographical area covered, and the delay incurred. Hence, the airline characteristics will be considered as key features for our model.

![Figure 3: Pair Plots](image)

Since all the airlines are operated from airports which can be either an origin or destination. From these data we will be selecting only Top 50 busiest airports. To get the Top 50 we have added departures and arrivals. The predictors are chosen based on their delay factors. The data frame for the small feature set is fitted with Random Forest classifier and extracted Feature importance score for each feature. Such as Departure Delay and Arrival Delay due to weather.

1) Departure Delay Prediction: All the feature set utilized in the departure delay forecasting is identified with the help of correlation matrix. Therefore, in predicting the delay, each feature is relatively significant.
2) Arrival Delay Prediction: As departure delays will affect the arrivals, we will be selecting the origin airport.

Data Integration: Top 50 busiest airlines data is integrated to weather data by origin and destination airports at the time of takeoff and landing. While analyzing the data we have found that approximately 65% of the flights originate and land in these airports. The Flight data is integrated with the weather data, for all the weather station, we have considered the average weather parameters, i.e. Annual Mean Temperature, Annual Mean Precipitation, Annual Mean Visibility etc. Two Data Frames are created for simplicity - One for Origin, and one for Destination. They are the same data frames, except for the Column Names.

The delays are plotted against weather conditions such as heavy rains gauged in inches fig.5. The impact analysis plot can be viewed in fig.4

![Fig. 4 Rain effected Delays](image1.png)  ![Fig. 5 Delays vs Precipitation Rate](image2.png)

**Model Analysis**

The input data is split into training and testing data. The intent of our model is to predict arrival delay, which gives us the reference window time prediction for the connecting flight. In order to get closer time window that determines if a connecting flight can be boarded by delayed passengers, we start with arrival delay which is vastly tricky, as majority of flights having zero or a small arrival delay. We break the problem into two subparts:

**Delay Classification Model**

The threshold of delay factor being more than 5 minutes, we performed binary classification, training a logistic regression model and record resulting P value of the delay i.e., the output probability of delays.
**Predicted Delay**

Perform Linear Regression and model trained on positive delays from the above result of binary classification.

**MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS**

The model has been trained to predict arrival delays, given flight features such as flight number, origin and destination etc. Additionally, the weather features like precipitation, wind speed, visibility which are primarily key characteristics. To discount the effect of weather on historical delays, we predict arrival delay for each flight with the mean weather conditions of the origin and destination airports.

As per the preliminary results, we were able to obtain 30% of positive prediction Fig. 6, which is on the much lower side. We have selected the K-fold cross validation method which is deterministic. If we try to use more than one model, there is a possibility of overfitting the data and this approach may lead the parameters of the model to be biased. We were able to achieve these results using the regularization techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Accuracy: 0.712627</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP: 158341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP: 145880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN: 554286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN: 141493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of positive predictions: 0.304221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Results.

**CONCLUSIONS**

With the help of this model airlines and passengers can get advance notice on the expected delays in their journey. This study proposed a prediction model which is Regression using Linear regression. The Logistics Regression Model classifies the delay and Airline delays triggered by extreme weather condition. In specific, the model was built on historic weather and airlines data for top 50 airlines by utilizing machine learning algorithms. The project has incorporated and showed the importance of Regression Analysis in Machine Learning, Big Data Analytics, including Cross Validation technique and Regularization in ML for making proper models. Because the data was imbalanced, we have performed data cleansing techniques. We were also able to infer that there is significant subsequent impact on the connecting flights when there is a delay of greater than 45 minutes in the arrival of the aircraft at the stopover destination.
The model’s prediction performance on the validation set and the test set was analyzed. We feel that there are few more possible methods that can be useful to improve the model in the future. Also, for future work we can integrate expenses which could be saved by predicting the delays, every second in delay could lead to losses. We will study on how we can save one percent by avoiding delays which are in control.
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ABSTRACT

This study explores implementing and using machine learning in an easy, scalable, and sustainable way to solve common everyday problems. There are multiple challenges with new technology adoption and constraints around accessing and using data, running computational workload, especially when using multiple cloud vendors and proprietary technologies. The paper proposes adopting the microservices architecture style to implement and practice machine learning, applicable for a broad set of machine learning frameworks and algorithms.

Keywords: machine learning, deep learning, data analytics, microservices, containers, cloud native, open source.

INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that automatically learns from data and is able to make guesses and predictions that are statistically verifiable as accuracy and subsequently prove good enough to be applicable and useful. ML represents data analytics practices and patterns that teach computers to do what humans and animal perform naturally, such as learn from prior experience, use evidence to inference and abstract. ML models are established by learning directly from the data and in some cases taking input from humans of other machines (ex: supervised learning). Machine Learning uses algorithms to learn from data, perform statistical processing using the data and performs subsequent predictions. Modern implementations of ML develop and harvest ML Models and produce programs that can be implemented and executed as jobs. Jobs will consume data and are implemented on various platforms, such as in-house (“on-premise”) computers and/or on public cloud platforms.

The proposed ML Framework and Patterns are covering key practical elements of applied ML, with focus on simplification, streamlining and making it accessible for everyday practitioner to implement them end-to-end (E2E) and produce practical results. Pattern Recognition (PR) is the process of recognizing patterns by using Machine Learning Algorithms. PR helps detect characteristics of data, including features, classes, clusters and
other properties that yield information about a given system, service or studied entity. Microservices represent engineering patterns to developing applications as a suite of small, independently deployable services built in alignment with key business functions of a solution. Microservices enable simplification and streamlining, while open-source and cloud-native technologies will provide accessibility and ability to implement on-premise and/or public-cloud agnostic. The proposed ML framework includes practices for developing, training and deploying deep learning models as we microservices.

**CHALLENGES WITH PRACTICAL MACHINE LEARNING**

The multitude of today's machine learning frameworks, together with the broad spectrum of computing platforms and associated technologies for virtualization, computation acceleration and real-time streaming make ML projects implementation very complex and hard to accomplish at scale and as a service. This is made worst by presence of multiple public cloud services providers that use different and many times proprietary technologies that can easily lock in customers and make them cloud and platform dependent. For example, when using Amazon Web Services (AWS) the offered ML solution is based on SageMaker Framework, while within Azure the preferred technology is based on MXNet Framework. Often proprietary technology will lock-in developers and data scientists to sub-optimal and expensive solutions, thus negatively impacting their research and ML implementation efforts.

The challenges this paper addresses are defining simple enough framework with patterns and practices that can be applied for a broad set of problems, leverage multiple open source machine learning technologies, be easy to implement and use anywhere, including developer workstations, on-premise computers and public cloud environment. To achieve this, the patterns and practices must be computation, operating system and cloud platform agnostic.

**SOLUTION STRATEGY**

The solution strategy entails researching and developing (R&D) a framework and underpinning patterns that leverage the following elements:

1. REST-based microservices architectures and development patterns
2. Light-weight virtualization components, that implement simplified Software Stack for various ML frameworks, such as Nvidia CUDA Stack for TensorFlow.
3. Cloud agnostic big data components that enable seamless parallel and distributed functionality and scalability
4. Open Source technologies including Big Data, Virtualization and ML Frameworks
5. Cloud Native tools and technologies that enable cloud provider agnostic solutions
6. Opensource workflow type solutions that implement multiple practices end-to-end across ML projects and solutions. Such workflows enable the training, improvement, test, validation and use of ML Models and associated ML Features.

TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

Let’s review the key cloud computing concepts definitions.

**Virtualization** is one of the key technologies for cloud computing, and virtualization in the cloud covers multiple areas:

- **Compute:** includes virtual machines and other components that use CPUs or GPUs
- **Compute acceleration with GPUs:** some cloud providers enable GPU virtualization as well.
- **Networking:** that is required components to communicate. Networking has multiple virtualization implementations, such as VLANs, Overlay Networks, VPCs (virtual private clouds) or VDCs (virtual data centers).
- **Virtualized storage attached to virtual machines / compute and unattached storage exposed as API etc.**
- **Data virtualization and metadata management**

**Cloud Computing** is type of shared multi-tenant computing which usually provides remote pool of computing resources and compute services via the internet. The representative cloud compute services are the following:

- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),** which provides virtualized compute (virtual machines with dedicated operating system), virtualized storage and virtualized network (virtual LANs; VLANs).
- **Container as a service (CaaS) also provides virtualized compute which is abstracted away from operating systems using container packaged runtime environment including libraries and applications, Containers don’t have dedicated operating system. Containers communicate with the operating systems kernel, as such hey inherit a series of process management and security functions**
- **Function as a Service (FaaS) ,** which is a lightweight, event-based, asynchronous compute solution that allows creating and running small single-purpose functions that can be instantiated within the cloud without the need to instantiate a server or a runtime environment.
- **Jobs (cloud runs) that are stateless containers invoked via HTTPS requests. Jobs can run on top of CaaS or simply abstracted within the provider’s cloud environment, such as Google Cloud Run. Sometimes these jobs or runs are called Jobs as a Service (JaaS).**

The “Cloud-Native” concept emerged within the last 4 years and is characteristic to service or applications that can leverage properties and interfaces offered by cloud computing providers or frameworks, but their code packaging libraries are independent from the cloud provider platforms. Cloud native applications leverage elements from the “The Twelve-Factor App” definitions ([https://12factor.net](https://12factor.net)) which promotes concepts for optimal design
and deployment in the cloud environment such as declarative formats for setup automation, clean contract with operating system / cloud provider, continuous build and deployment and minimum difference between development and production environments. While many of the concepts of cloud computing implementations are similar, cloud service providers implemented in their cloud environment many proprietary technologies and solution. These proprietary technologies impacted Big Data, Machine Learning, AI, DevOps and other cloud services areas, making very difficult to migrate machine learning applications between cloud providers, as well as between on-premise solutions and cloud providers. The **Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF)** was established as part of the nonprofit Linux Foundation to promote open source software that is cloud agnostic and can be practically deployed to any public cloud of choice without major modifications and re-engineering effort. “CNCF serves as the vendor-neutral home for many of the fastest-growing open source projects, including Kubernetes, Prometheus and Containerd” (cnfc.io main page)

**Microservices**, also referred to as Microservice Architecture, represent an architectural style that provides framing for applications as a structured collection of REST-based services, with the following main properties:

- Easy maintainable and testable
- Independently deployable
- Loosely coupled
- Organized around business capabilities and functions
- Owned by small teams

In depth description and references for microservices are available at [https://microservices.io](https://microservices.io)

### DESIGN PATTERNS AND FRAMEWORK

Design patterns present good practice solutions to frequently occurring problems in Information technology (IT) and Computer Science (CS) solutions design, such as for example object-oriented software patterns, machine learning patterns and others. Their correct application in a solutions design may significantly improve its quality and usability attributes such as ability to reproduce, maintain, scale, accelerate as computation and other attributes. According to Steven Bradley in [1], design patterns, design components, and design frameworks are concepts related to each other. Within this chapter, I will refer to them simply just as patterns, components and frameworks. These three entities help software developers and software engineers developing and implementing modular design, reuse code and machine learning artifacts, implement built-in flexibility and separation of functions or services. Patterns are abstract solutions that have been observed to work for specific tangible problems. They capture common characteristics of similar problems, describe solution elements used, including pros, cons and potential resulting implications. Collecting and organizing representative patterns to a common problem, can lead to a pattern library or pattern catalog. Frequently pattern language and/or component libraries (example stored in Github.com repos) can emerge as well.
Components represent the actual implementations of design patterns. Components provide artifacts, such as code we can reuse in future similar projects. Components should be flexible to enable adoption and adaptation, including patterns-based mechanisms for their modification. There can be multiple components for a single design pattern, as there can be multiple solutions to a problem.

Frameworks combine components, design patterns and package them together following some kind of services-based design, such as Services Oriented Architecture (SOA), Micro Services Architecture or others.

\[
\text{Framework} = \sum \text{Components} + \sum \text{Design Patterns}
\]

Frameworks support tools and application programming interfaces (APIs) that connect its instantiated components. By nature, frameworks tend to be more specialized.

In general, comparing patterns with frameworks, the following differences can be observed:

- Patterns are more abstract and less specialized than frameworks.
- Patterns represent smaller and more abstracted architectural elements than frameworks.

There are four (4) essential attributes for design patterns, as they emerged over the years:

- Name - defines how we will reference it
- Problem — defines the problem, including context and when the patterns is applicable. It also includes requirements and constraints
- Solution — specifies the elements of the pattern, including their relationships, function, and interactions.
- Implications (consequences) – these result from trade-offs in using this pattern. This is critical for evaluating design alternatives. It is good practice to add here pros and cons as well, which help better describe the implications.

**ACCELERATING COMPUTATION USING GPUs**

Since the evolution of the Graphical Processing Units (GPU), there were an overwhelming number of studies published about their use to accelerate computation for machine learning and deep learning workloads. Kamil Aida-zade at al. within [3] compared running deep neural networks on GPU and CPU-based frameworks trained using the MNIST dataset. They leveraged CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) parallel computing technology developed by introduced by NVIDIA Inc, which is dominant in the industry using GPUs for computation. The authors clearly demonstrated that GPU based deep learning frameworks are computationally multiple times more effective and faster compared to CPU technology. Youngrang Kim at al. in [4] investigated building Large-scale Deep Learning Framework based on Heterogeneous Multi-GPU Cluster, taking advantage of parallel GPU-based computing using multiple GPU worker nodes. The authors evaluated various distributed
deep-learning scenarios, distributed within a Tensorflow based machine learning framework. The study demonstrated the efficiency of parallelizing workload across four different GPU systems, even when heterogeneous by nature. Eun-Ji Lim at al. in [5] proposed a Shared Memory based framework for Fast Deep Neural Network Training, where multiple deep learning workers shared training parameters (“weights”) using remote shared memory (RSM).

CONTAINERIZED WORKLOADS FOR MACHINE LEARNING

Pengfei Xu at al. in [6] analyzed the feasibility of running deep learning workloads in Docker containers and performed a series of tests and evaluation regarding tools and technology performance and scalability. The authors concluded that deploying deep learning technology into docker containers is feasible and can benefit overall solution due to its flexibility, lightweight, and resource isolation abilities. Different deep learning software or different versions of the same software can coexist one the same systems yet enabling multi-tenant use and good performance.

Rupesh Raj Karn at al. in [7] has experimented with a Cloud DevOps type solution for ML using containerize infrastructure to enable easy parallelization, on-demand deployment of components and flexible scaling. Their study covered multiple use cases implemented on container scheduler:
- Matching a single optimized model to a given context in a dynamic environment.
- Creating and building multiple models and selecting the best for a given context.
- Closed loop, auto-selection mechanism in the cloud DevOps environment.
- Using unsupervised clustering to segment dataset ahead of supervised classification.
- End-to-end comparison with Ensemble Machine Learning (EML), where different data subsets are drawn from the training set and each training subset is used to train a different classifier.
- DL implementation and its hyperparameters tuning.

Figure 1. Containerized DevOps architecture for ML.
OVERVIEW OF MACHINE LEARNING PRACTICES

Machine Learning (ML) represents a set of practices and techniques that use algorithms and statistics to learn from data and make predictions that are good enough to be useful. ML enables computers to learn automatically without human intervention and generate outputs or actions based on algorithmic data analysis and inference performed.

Machine Learning algorithms can be categorized as follows:

- **Supervised Learning**, trains ML model using pre-labeled data, where the correct classes or outcome values and given. The predicted classes or values to be predicted are known and well defined from the beginning.
- **Unsupervised machine learning algorithms** work use data that is neither classified nor labeled. Unsupervised ML models infer a function to describe a hidden structure from unlabeled data.
- **Reinforcement machine learning algorithms** interacts with its environment to discover errors or rewards and take subsequent actions. Trial and error search and delayed reward are the most relevant characteristics of reinforcement learning. This method allows machines and software agents to automatically determine the ideal behavior within a specific context in order to maximize its performance. Simple reward feedback is required for the agent to learn which action is best; this is known as the reinforcement signal.
- **Ensemble learning** combines multiple ML models is the process by which multiple algorithms and resulting models, such as classification, prediction, function approximation and others, to solve a particular machine intelligence problem.

PATTERN RECOGNITION IN CONTEXT OF ML

Patterns are using Machine Learning algorithm to recognize patterns in the data. It focuses on classifying data based on knowledge already gained or on statistical information extracted from patterns. Pattern recognition discover data arrangements and hidden structures that yield information about a given system or data set. Pattern recognition algorithms when used in prediction can identify statistically probable movements of time series or other type of data into the future. Their main characteristics are:

- Pattern recognition relies on data to derive outcomes and train models
- Pattern recognition systems must recognize patterns quickly and accurate, as well as classify unfamiliar entities with unknown applicable patterns quickly
- Identify patterns and entities using partially available and/or hidden data.
MACHINE LEARNING ARCHITECTURE AS MICROSERVICES

Machine Learning solutions incorporate multiple functional building blocks, including data acquisition, data splitting into testing and training datasets, model building, model testing and finally model serving, as presented within the figure below.

A Microservices style architecture places functional building blocks of a ML system into individual service components, which can be built, deployed, and scaled individually. Each component implements a standalone machine learning function and is implemented as a distinct virtual infrastructure compute component, such as a container of server-less function. Machine Learning Microservices (MLMs) are small, autonomous services that communicate between each other using REST APIs. The Figure below depicts a conceptual MLM design template for a Machine Learning Project.

Figure 2. High-level architecture of a machine learning solution.

Figure 3. Conceptual MLM design for machine learning projects.
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR MLM PATTERNS AND PRACTICES

This paper is proposing the following high-level framework for MLM type solutions, which is broken up into three distinct categories of components:

- Data collection and data management components
- ML/DL models training and testing components
- Model serving components

![Figure 4. High-Level Architecture ML Components.](image-url)
A generic architecture for data collection and management components is presented below:

![Data Collection Diagram](image1)

**Figure 5. MLM architecture for data processing.**

A generic MLM architecture for model training and testing leverages container images, deployable to Docker Swarm or Kubernetes platform. We packaged Talos enabled hyperparameter optimization as microservices, together with Keras, Tensorflow or Pytorch, as well as MongoDB and HDF5Lib containers for models and their weights persistence.

![Model Training Diagram](image2)

**Figure 6. MLM architecture for models training and testing.**

Model serving is frequently implemented as a microservice using container type deployment, as well as serverless deployment, publishing the microservice as function as a service (FaaS). We have experimented with serverless infrastructure using the OpenFaaS project (openfaas.com) and single node Kubernetes environment (minikube.sigs.k8s.io).
ALGORITHMS AND FRAMEWORKS WE USED MLM WITH

We evaluated the MLM concept, including selective implementation and testing for the following ML frameworks:

- SciKit-Learn (scikit-learn.org)
- Keras and Tensorflow (keras.io, tensorflow.org)
- Rapids-AI project (rapids.ai) and its machine learning library CuML (github.com/rapidsai/cuml)
- Machine Learning algorithms augmented with Quantum Computing (QML algorithms), such as for example:
  - QSVM from IBM Qiskit SDK (github.com/qiskit/aqua/algorithms).
  - QKMeans example from https://github.com/enniogit/Quantum_K-means

Below are sample supervised learning algorithms considered.

**Scikit-Learn: Support Vector Machines**
- Classification: from sklearn import svm; model = svm.SVC()
- Regression: from sklearn import svm; model = svm.SVR()

**Scikit-Learn: Stochastic Gradient Descent**
- Classification: from sklearn.linear_model import SGDClassifier
- Regression: from sklearn.linear_model import SGDRegressor

**Scikit-Learn: Nearest Neighbors**
- Classification: from sklearn import neighbors; model = neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier()
- Regression: from sklearn import neighbors; model =neighbors.KNeighborsRegressor()
**Keras**
- **Classification:** from keras.wrappers.scikit_learn import KerasRegressor
- **Regression:** from keras.wrappers.scikit_learn import KerasRegressor

**Nvidia: CuML**
- **Classification:**
  - from cuml import svm; model = svm.SVC()
- **Regression:**
  - from cuml import LinearRegression
  - from cuml import LogisticRegression

**QML:**
- **Classification:** from qiskit.aqua.algorithms import QSVM

---

**SAMPLE PATTERN DEFINITION: MLM MODEL TRAINING**

- **Pattern Name:** “Machine Learning Model Training”
- **Pattern ID:** MOD-TRAIN-001
- **Also Known As:** “Model training using various frameworks and algorithms as Microservice”
- **Problem** – Implementing machine learning environment SW stack, that integrates with Python libraries, GPU drivers, scales as single or multiple nodes is not a simple task to accomplish. Having all this enabled as a Microservices, that is easy deployable as container or callable as a function makes developers and students life much easier.
- **Purpose (Intent):** Implement a Microservice that takes a generic Python script or Jupyter Notebook and creates a function for it. The function will require as input pointer to training and test data, the loss function and the model name that will be saved and stored. For deep learning models training, may have to specify parameters for defining the neural network.
- **Motivation (Forces):** We need an easy, API based way to train model, available to developers or students with limited knowledge about machine learning and associated tooling.
- **Applicability:** This pattern is applicable for various deep learning networks. Requirements are ability to use various python libraries, input code based on Jupyter notebook or python program, use CPU or GPU based computation. In case of Quantum Neural Networks, the backend would be a Quantum simulator, or an IBM Quantum computer accessed as a Microservices using Qiskit or other Open Source SDK.
- **Structure:** The proposed structure for the Microservice Pattern is based on an initial Jupyter Notebook, that is converted into a microservice. Input parameters must be sent to the notebook, as such as initial step need to parameterize the notebook.
Figure 8. Generic Structure Model Training as a Service.

- **Participants:** The following entities participate within this pattern: Jupyter Notebook, Python Libraries, Papermill product, Github packages (Kernel-Gateway, OpenFaaS), Docker Registry Server: Private Registry or DockerHub.
- **Consequences:**
  - The user will have no direct access to Jupyter; rather via API and sending input parameters
  - Training and Test data must be prepared to Github Repo or some kind of Cloud Storage
- **Implementation (solution, may include diagram):**
  - Pattern deployed as Container; local system or cloud.
  - Pattern deployed as Function; Kubernetes in the cloud.
- **Known Uses:** This pattern can work with multiple machine learning frameworks, Scikit-Learn (extended via MlXtend), Apache Spark, Keras (uses Tensorflow or Pytorch), Nvidia CuML, experimental QML prototypes.

**SAMPLE PATTERN DEFINITION: MLM DATA ACQUISITION**

- **Pattern Name:** “Data Acquisition for Machine Learning”
- **Pattern ID:** DATA-AC-001
- **Also Known As:** “Data Acquisition using Open Source Collectors as Microservices”
- **Problem** – There are many different data sources, accessible via different protocols and using multiple authentication mechanisms. Diversified set of data collector capabilities and practices are required to work with these sources of data. Once data is acquired, additional data augmentation is manipulation is required, which should be performed at acquisition stage.
- **Purpose (Intent):** Define simple, easy to deploy, use and scale pattern that can handle most of data collection and processing needs. Data acquisition will have its own mini-framework of connectors (input, out-put, fan-in, fan-out, conditional, etc.) and processors.
- **Motivation (Forces):** Common data Acquisition components and practices are needed to implement this pattern to address broad scale and diversified data acquisition requirements.
Applicability: Applicable to practically all Big Data and traditional relational databases type data sources. It is also applicable to large number of public cloud middleware, such as Google Big Table, AWS S3, others.

Structure: The proposed structure for the Data Collector is using one or multiple Microservices. In general, the data collector is deployed as one single microservice (typically as a container), with multiple staging libraries: one staging library for each of the modules within the figure, such as for input, output, processor and others.

Participants: The following entities participate within this pattern:
- Data source: Big Data Middleware, remote API, Database, web page, etc.
- Target staging area, such as for example: Github, filesystem, cloud storage
- Data collector itself, such as for example Apache NiFi or others

Consequences:
- Data is acquired and processed by this pattern
- Proper authentication and authorization required to collect the data
- Data during transfer will have to be encrypted (encryption in motion)
- The microservice must be protected, including associated APIs

Implementation (solution, may include diagram):
- The recommended implementation is using Docker containers, with selectively added staging libraries to the Docker image.
- The container can be deployed for continuous operation or as a job.
- Deployment as a function is possible but recommended for simple data acquisition tasks, such as using APIs and with lightweight data processing.

Known Uses: This pattern incorporates several data acquisition and integration use cases. Few examples:
- Automated data acquisition, parsing, formatting and storage to MySQL
  - Cloud solution with Google DataFlows.
  - On-premise solution using Apache NiFi.
- Implementing foreign keys and subsequent joins between multiple data source (MySQL tables).
- Enrich the data using formulas and new fields.
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ABSTRACT

The adoption of artificial intelligence and the availability of real-time data analytics tools is revolutionizing the ERP landscape in an evolution toward the digital enterprise, and this trend will continue for many years to come. This paper analyzes current ERP pain points in logistics, production and supply chain management, including long planning and reaction times due to lack of visibility and analytical tools. The paper then addresses how intelligent ERP systems can address these shortcomings through augmented information via Internet of Things, machine learning and analytical tools that allow detecting problems in real time or even predicting them, proposing optimized solutions, and simulating their outcomes. Specific impact points in logistics are described, contrasting the processes in current versus intelligent ERP.

The sources of advantage of the digital enterprise are derived from the availability of additional sources of structured and unstructured data, faster computing speed allowing the use of advanced algorithms in real time, including artificial intelligence and machine learning tools both inside and outside the ERP system. While enhanced computing speed allows the use of additional deterministic (e.g. material requirements planning) and stochastic (e.g. forecasting) models, artificial intelligence allows the discovery of hidden relationships in the data that can reveal unknown facts both inside and outside the ERP system.

The transition toward the digital enterprise implies an escalation in complexity in ERP systems, with more data and the generalized use of advanced heuristics until now only known in the academic literature. Lack of understanding of these heuristics by implementers or users of the system can lead to errors in configuration and master data which until now have been difficult to detect. These errors include the selection of sub-optimal workflows or models, resulting in decreased logistics performance. The paper will explore how artificial intelligence tools can help to uncover such errors and the impact of the digital enterprise on human skills.
Public comment has been and continues to be an important part of the government rule and policy decision-making process. Often, there is a required period for the public to submit their inputs on proposed policies. This period allows citizen’s participation in shaping the policies and rules by submitting written comments that reflect their opinions and views. While the public still has the option to mail in their comments, the preferred method of solicitation and collection of public comments is through an online web form that is primarily unstructured and free-flowing. Although the value of text analysis is its capability to identify patterns and derive structured information from text data, there are increasing challenges in analyzing text data, especially public comments. The criticism of public comments as a means of engaging the public is centered on the high potential for fraudulent and automated system submitted comments. If the utility of public comments will be credible, fraudulent comments and noise in the data must be systematically identified and excluded. This study explored unsupervised sentiment analysis of public comments, identified challenges, and suggested solutions.

We analyzed the public comments submitted for North Carolina’s Medicaid Reform Demonstration Amended Application in 2016. The application included requests to implement managed care reform for Medicaid beneficiaries and benefits for sub-group populations. Of the 1997 comments submitted, 44 had no data, 555 were duplicates, one non-English language submission, and 7 with only attached files were excluded. A total of 1,390 comments were analyzed; the length of comments ranged between 3 to 415 words. To identify potential automated submissions, we used these criteria; Cosine similarity score of >= 0.95, paired comments with the same length and date, and time of submission within 60 seconds apart. Unsupervised sentiment analysis classified the comments into four categories of sentiment polarity; positive 10%, neutral 5%, negative 34%, neutral 51%. Manual coding of 442 selected comments shows substantial misclassifications because of the nuanced nature of the comments, and the need to address multiple policy objectives in a comment, which may engender contrary sentiments. Three topics were identified in concept analysis; opposition to the proposal, support for the existing Medicaid program, and support for an expansion of Medicaid. Word cloud highlights the keywords associated with each concept.

In conclusion, some public comments are nuanced with mixed opinions that may hinder the identification of clear polar sentiments. Similar comments were submitted multiple times with minor variations, an indication the comments used a similar template. Supervised analysis and trained algorithm may reduce misclassification of sentiments polarity; however, it will require a larger volume of comments. Importantly, a semi-structured format that solicits comments on specific policy objectives rather than a free-flowing unstructured format.
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ABSTRACT
We present the preliminary results of a persistent homology application for identifying anomalies in an Android malware dataset. The purpose of this study is not to detect new malwares but to analyze the relationships among reported malwares ultimately assisting analysts to better understand malware trends and develop necessary antidotes. Persistent homology (PH) is a novel data analytics tool that summarizes a dataset using its topological properties which remain stable under small perturbation of the input data. A significant shift in PH output can be attributed to a characteristically significant modification in the input data. PH, therefore, has high potential as an effective anomaly characterization tool, and as such should be explored. Presented results show that while PH indicates the inclusion of a new malware sample in a dataset, determining the nature of the added malware sample (i.e., whether the new sample is a variant or a new species) may not always be conclusive. This finding is explainable since cross-pollination is a common phenomenon that happens during the birth of a malware (e.g., malware authors often borrow code from different existing malware species for use in their own creation). Malware relationships can be characterized more precisely through phylogenetic association. Existing phylogenetic methods use feature-level similarity (or distance) scores to determine malware-to-malware relationships. Preliminary results indicate that PH is a strong candidate for identifying some novel aspects of phylogenetic association. The current study uses low-informative bytecodes as features for their simplicity. Our future PH analytic strategies include semantically enriched higher level features in our follow up study and we expect to see improved results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Persistent Homology is a tool of Topological Data Analysis (TDA), a recently developed field originating from applied combinatorics, algebraic topology, and computational geometry. TDA is motivated by the idea that topology and geometry gives us a means to detect qualitative and sometimes quantitative global features of a data set which are stable under small perturbations. The origins of TDA as a field can be traced back to [32] and [105]. The resulting information from TDA provides topological traits of a data set which in conjunction with other standard data analytics (e.g., clustering techniques and uncertainty quantification) yields robust qualitative information. Often the results are presented as visualizations that communicate theses features intuitively and aid in inferential or summary strategies.
The engine driving TDA is the field of computational topology. Although various forms of computational topology have utility in TDA the most successful of these approaches is that of persistent homology (PH). PH quantifies critical points of continuous spaces but also addresses more general notions of multi-scale characteristics, high-dimensional features, and abstract data structures with the use of discrete metrics and linearizations. This makes PH an attractive choice for many digital applications where the intuition of TDA has brought numerous results.

Since the beginnings of TDA and PH there have been developments in software which carry out the constructs of a data set’s associated complexes, perform the necessary homological computations, produce certain statistical mechanisms of the results, and generate visualizations of PH. Currently, there are several options for the data analyst in this arena. For example, a summary of available TDA and PH software can be found at [68].

The primary objective of this study is to confirm the validity of utilizing PH in detecting anomalies within a specified dataset of software structures, namely Android malware. This application forms a prototype for PH detection capabilities which, in conjunction with standard approaches in data analytics, may enhance our understanding of cybersecurity concerns. Its results strongly indicate the need for further testing of PH and TDA in developing anomaly detection applications.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce several different types of common malware (section 2.1) along with some current malware detection approaches (section 2.2) and techniques (2.3). This is followed by a brief overview of malware classification in section 3. Next, we give a short general introduction to TDA and PH in section 4, a short summary of algebraic topology in section 5, and an intuitive introduction to PH in section 6. Section 7 describes the data preparation phase of the experiments in our study, section 8 our experimental design, and section 9 the experimental results. The concluding remarks and future work objectives are in the last section 10.

2 ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION

In the last several decades mobile devices have seen a tremendous increase in popularity and use. These, mainly hand-held devices, are equipped with a variety of platforms such as Android, iOS, Windows, etc. In fact, the market share of Android devices is more than 85% during the 4th quarter of 2017 (see [43]). However, this popularity of the Android world comes with the price of attracting numerous attackers and malware developers. Since mobile devices became an integral part of many lives these devices contain sensitive personal and financial data; a fortune which malicious attackers are eager to harvest. The goal of anti-malware companies is to protect a users’ data. In their ongoing battle new approaches of malware detection and security measures are constantly needed as the attacks become more sophisticated and frequent.

Current anti-malware concerns have objectives which include protecting a users’ data and detecting malicious behavior. However, there are different ways for attackers to retaliate such as code obfuscation and stealth techniques, dynamic execution, repackaging, and encryption. Our work focuses on the detection facet of anti-malware strategies. First, before describing Android current malware detection techniques, let us have a quick glimpse of the main flavors
of malwares.

2.1 Malware Types

(A) **Trojans:**
Drawing from the Greek idea for using a Trojan horse to gain entrance to the ancient city of Troy, a Trojan is a malicious code that is packaged inside another legitimate software. These malwares can steal information from the infected device such as browsing history, contacts, or financial data. In addition, the Trojan can activate some functions without the consent or knowledge of the owner like sending messages and causing several types of losses. Some examples are [73, 26].

(B) **Worms:**
This type of malware is usually designed to cause congestion problems by creating many copies of itself and distributing those copies through a network connection for various devices (e.g., Bluetooth connections [3]).

(C) **Spyware:**
In this case, the malware app is mainly monitoring the activities of the user to ultimately steal the user’s data and send it to the attacker. Also, this type of malware can release a payload that can cause a variety of damage [91, 40].

(D) **Ransomware:**
Here, the damage caused to the device happens by disabling some functionalities until a ransom is paid to the attacker[6]. Often attackers use Cryptocurrency (see [17]) for payment of the ransom making them difficult to track.

(E) **Backdoors:**
This malware type tries to penetrate the attacked device to gain its root privileges. If successful, this will give full control of the device to the malicious attacker. This level of control can lead to stealing user’s data and even installing other applications [103].

(F) **Adware:**
An adware is a malware that introduces excessive advertisements frequently trying to lure the user to open them. Once opened the consequences may or may not be harmful but interruption and discomfort have already occurred.

2.2 Malware Detection Approaches

According to [55, 8], malware detection techniques can be classified into Dynamic Methods, Static Methods, Honeypots Methods, and Sandboxing Methods.

(A) **Dynamic Methods:**
In this strategy researchers construct their detection techniques by examining the behavior of a live (i.e., active or running) application code. These methods, unlike the static approach, are more effective against variability in malware achieved by means of code obfuscation, encryption, repackaging, etc. In this case usually machine learning...
techniques are used to detect abnormal behavior of the apps (or applications) running on the device. The malicious behavior can render itself in the form of certain system calls, CPU consumption, battery consumption, and network communications. These features are then often used to classify apps as malware or not. Other techniques only monitor the use of sensitive resources like camera input (see [96, 36]).

(B) **Static Methods:**
Contrary to dynamic methods, static methods study the behavior of the source code before execution occurs (i.e., resting code). The types of static methods are code signature based, resource permission based, and bytecode based. Code signature based methods are very common in commercial Anti-Malware tools. This approach extracts the semantic features of the code and creates a signature from those features. Examples of semantics include methods names, control of flow, etc. (see [41]). Some other approaches detect malware using code signature (see [37, 99]). In these cases the signatures have to be known. The resource permission based methods analyze certain permission xml files, such as AndroidManifest.xml, where resource permissions are stored on the android system. This method checks for apps that have requested resource access permissions which exceed expected use (see [84, 52, 79, 53]). According to [61] malware apps request 12.99 permissions on average while benign apps requested 4.5. Another approach is Intent analysis [92] where *intents* are objects with data about the operations to be performed. Finally, there are bytecode based methods. Their objective is to obfuscate the original bytecode of the app and transform it to a different bytecode that can be analyzed in terms of method calls, control, and data flows. For example, methods such as [42, 100, 24, 57] use bytecode analysis for malware detection. Another example uses *dex code* which is unique for Android systems and can be found in files such as classes.dex in the android apk. The dex code can be decompiled into different formats with several levels of granularity ranging from bytecode, to assembly, and readable source code. Some formats and approaches along with their corresponding results include: Dalvik Bytecode [58] with results of \( \approx 75\% \) unknown, Java bytecode [23] with results of false positive \( \approx 12.5\% \), source code [29] with results of accuracy \( \approx 94\% \), Smali [50] with results of accuracy \( \approx 99\% \), Assembly [39] with the results of false positive \( \approx 4\% \), Jar [46] with results of false positive \( \approx 35\% \), and Jimple [9] with recall \( \approx 93\% \) and precision \( \approx 86\% \).

(C) **Hybrid Methods:**
This approach applies static and dynamic methods to enhance the detection process. In [16], the process starts with static analysis of the code. Then dynamic analysis of the system calls off the executed code into a sandbox. Another approach, in [97] and [62], statically analyzes activity paths in the code and use these results during the dynamic analysis of code execution.

(D) **Honeypot Methods:**
This approach purposefully plans to attract attacks from malware developers by creating groups of honeypots (e.g., an outdated API or Application Programming Interface with security flaws). In this way, the behavior, techniques, and technologies used by malicious attacker can be analyzed and studied (see [80]). However, managing and
protecting honeypots can be an exhaustive task specially when the complexity of these pots increases.

(E) **Sandboxing Methods:**
The use of sandboxed environments results in more freedom to test and manipulate malware apps in isolation (see [85]). In this case numerous experiments can be applied without the concern of infecting other platforms or devices. A sandbox is a special case of the more general solution using virtual machines that can be employed to test the execution of the malware apps [74]. The difference between real platforms and sandboxes can be a limiting factor in these approaches.

### 2.3 Malware Detection Techniques

In this section we overview some of the specific methods the aforementioned approaches to detect malware apps (see [83]).

(A) **Network Traffic Analysis:**
Monitoring network activity can be indicative of benign or malware activities. In [78] it was reported that 93.38% of malware apps tried to access network resources while only 68% of benign apps requested to access the network. Accessing the network can lead to downloading malicious payloads or loss of a user’s data. In this case, packet analysis and port scanning can be part of this analysis process.

(B) **Analysis of Application Programming Interfaces:**
API (Application Programming Interfaces) provide a set of functions for apps to access the services of another entity (the mobile device in this case). The APIs include the app libraries and the system APIs. In [98, 93] the researchers tried to use dynamic analysis to monitor system APIs to check for app policy enforcement.

(C) **Tracking System Calls:**
For any app to access the device hardware resources it must use/invoke system calls. Usually the process entails switching from user mode to kernel mode where the system calls can be performed. Analysis of system calls behavior has been part of the work in [47, 75].

(D) **Creating Dependency Graphs:**
In this method the app is represented as a graph where statements are nodes and edges based on statements to statement dependencies for their values or for their execution. These graphs can be used to track data flow so losses can be identified (see [102, 4, 10]).

(E) **Extracting Features:**
From a certain perspective an app can be considered as a set of features (such as APIs) that are triggered during the app execution in the dynamic analysis. Studying such features can highlight the behavior of the app as malware or benign (see [11, 27]).

(F) **Monitoring Function Calls:**
The dynamic monitoring of function calls while running the app aids in the creation
of a semantic overview for the app and confirms if the functions have experienced any misuse. Usually, a function can be hooked and triggered to allow for parameter analysis.

(G) **Following the Flow of Information:**
An important aspect for malware detection is the ability to follow the data flow and create data flow graphs. The path of the data from the source to the sink can exhibit data loss (see [36, 46]). The flow analysis can be employed to track app level messages and virtual memory variables. Machine learning approaches (see [72]) can use features like API usage, code syntax, and code semantics to provide more information about the source and sink of data flow.

(H) **Tracking the Inter-Process Communication Analysis:**
In any operating system such as the Android, the performance of the system depends on process interactions in the form of inter-process communications (IPC). In addition, processes can invoke objects and services which are remotely located using remote procedure calls (RPC) as if these were local to the residing system of the process. The analysis of IPC/RPC can provide insight on malicious activities about attempts to access suspicious web resources or if some applications are participating in an orchestrated behavior. Some methods use static approaches to track the movements of *Intents* (see [60, 95]).

(I) **Hardware Activity Analysis:**
Hardware monitoring can be an essential part of malware detection. For example, monitoring a device’s power signature, power consumption, and CPU cycles may indicate malicious activity. For example, in [5], the method collects data from different hardware components, use these as features, use machine learning to train the system and create models, and lastly use those to detect malware.

## 3 MALWARE CLASSIFICATION

Developing automatic approaches to classify malware apps is becoming a vital need with significant challenges such as evasion detection which uses more sophisticated obfuscation techniques. In the context of dynamic analysis, some approaches have been developed to classify malware tracking through the use of system calls (see [12, 14]). Although successful, these approaches have serious limitations such as operating system specificity (i.e., system calls differ from one system to another), random system calls execution, etc. According to [83], one way to address issues similar to these is to consider a behavior-oriented analysis that can be based on system calls among other features. The behavior features are based on effects of the system calls such as file changes, network connections, and changing of system settings. In CopperDroid [83], another method reconstructs system behaviors such as SMS send, IMEI access, and Intent communications by tracking detailed system calls traces. These behaviors are fed into a hybrid machine learning system that combines the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and the Conformal Prediction (CP) classifier.
works to categorize the data based on data labels by a separating hyperplan, which could be a line if the data has only two classes [25]. SVM achieved accuracy ranging from 75% to 94.5%. For app samples that were not classified successfully CP was used to improve the performance of the method. In this study they used a dataset of 1,137 samples from the Android Malware Genome project (see[101]).

In [12], the method used compression distances to measure malware sample similarity and used hierarchical clustering on the malware samples. Out of 3698 samples this method achieved success rate of 91.6%.

Still another method in [76] uses SVM for classifying and clustering malware samples. The behavioral features are employed and their frequencies were embedded into a vector space. These vectors were used to train the SVM classifier. 3,139 samples were considered and the method correctly identified 70% of the samples.

In [94], the method creates a behavioral graph that is created statically to detect malicious behaviors. The nodes of the graph are sensitive API calls. All the paths between those sensitive nodes are analyzed to detect and classify malware apps using a random forest tree classifier. Out of 12,466 apps the approach correctly classified 95.3% of the apps.

For the method described in [4], a context dependency graph was created from statically extracted APIs to create app semantics. One graph of the database was created for malware apps and another graph for benign ones. Graph based features were extracted and used to train two classifiers. Then Graph weights were introduced to distance malware from benign datasets. Against 2,000 malware samples and 13,000 benign samples the method accuracy rate was 93% for multi-classification and it was also successful in detecting zero-day malwares. As has been the case, statically based methods are limited against native code and embedded malicious code.

In [28], the method uses API signatures to classify malware families . The signature is commonly a digest of the API code. The digest can be created by employing one of several hashing functions such as SHA-1 or MD5 (see [30, 77]). To extract the signatures, the Android Package (APK) of the app is partitioned into modules and those modules are then analyzed to find modules with higher probability of being malicious. The accuracy achieved in this method was $\simeq 94\%$. However this approach, being a static method, has weaknesses regarding dynamic code behavior.

The method in [95] focused on the context (i.e. environment) where the malicious app shows behavior. The method uses a set of features such as permissions, hardware, and user interface. The context is created through tracking the inter-component communications activity. In this study, features from 200 malware apps and 633 apps from Google play were used in the analysis involving an SVM classifier. The precision was around 89.7%.

In [7], the features from the apps samples are extracted based on permission from the android manifest and decompiled APK codes like APIs and network addresses among others. These features are used to create a boolean vector with 0 and 1 representing the existence and absence of the feature respectively. This process is performed for malware and benign apps and both vectors are used with an SVM classifier. With 100,000 benign samples and 5,000 malware samples, the accuracy rate was 94%.

Additionally, neural networks are being deployed in malware detection. In [64], they used convolutional neural networks (CNN) which have been successful in natural language processing to classify malware data. Here the disassembled malware bytecode is treated as
text to be analyzed by the CNN. The approach is n-gram, which are symbolic pattern based, where the features used to train the classifier are low-level opcodes. An app APK has dex code files, xml file, and resources files. The dex files can be transformed into smali files. A smali file is one class, each of these classes has methods, each method has instructions, and an instruction has an opcode; these opcodes are the only features considered. In this case, manual intervention is not necessary. The datasets in this study were obtained from the Android Malware Genome project (see [101]) and McAfee Labs ranging from \(\approx 2,000\) to \(\approx 18,000\) apps that are benign and malware. The performance of the method was efficient after training the CNN was done classifying 3000 malware per second. The accuracy ranged from 82\% to 98\%.

4 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO TOPOLOGICAL DATA ANALYTICS AND PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY

A recent field originating from studies in applied combinatorial and algebraic topology along with computational geometry is called Topological Data Analysis (TDA). TDA is motivated by the idea that topology and geometry gives us a way to expose qualitative and sometimes quantitative global features of a data set which are stable under small perturbations. Its objective is to supply rigorous mathematical, statistical, and efficient algorithmic methods that produce meaningful analytics when applied to topological and geometric structures of significant complexity which represent an underlying data set. Often these data sets are point clouds embedded in Euclidean or some more general metric space where a notion of distance is defined. The genesis of TDA as a field can be traced back to [32] and [105]. TDA became more widely known after the introduction of [19]. For some further references on TDA see [104], [21], and [71].

Under the assumption that the input is a finite point cloud of data (which may be high-dimensional, noisy, and dynamic) embedded in a metric space, TDA follows a typical flow of topological constructions and analytical steps. First a combinatorially continuous space, usually in the form of a simplicial complex, is built from the data which act as its vertices. Roughly, a simplicial complex, say in \(\mathbb{R}^n\), is a finite set of simplices (points, line segments, triangles, tetrahedra, and their \(n\)-dimensional counterparts) which are disjoint or intersect in a particular way (see section 5 for details). This complex emphasizes the underlying topology or geometry of the given data while portraying at its differing scales and dimensions. Then topological or geometric information is produced about the complex using particular computational methods derived from algebraic topology (e.g., persistent homology). The resulting information provides global topological features which in conjunction with other standard data analytics (e.g., clustering techniques and inferential strategies) yields robust qualitative information about the data set. Often the results are presented as visualizations that communicate these features intuitively and aid in summary strategies.

The power plant which drives TDA is the field of computational topology. Although various forms of computational topology have utility in TDA (e.g., see [34], [54], and [106]) the workhorse and most successful of these approaches is that of persistent homology (PH). The mathematical foundations of PH lie in Morse theory (see [65]). Not unlike Morse
theory, PH quantifies critical points of continuous spaces but also addresses more general notions of multi-scale characteristics, high-dimensional features, and abstract data structures with the use of discrete metrics and linearizations. This makes PH an attractive choice for many digital applications where the intuition of TDA has brought numerous results. Some examples of the successful implementation of PH can be found in [15], [38], [48], [82], [88], [87], [51], and [59].

5 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY

The goal of this section is not to provide a comprehensive discussion of the known results of algebraic and point-set topology. Here we briefly outline the required background to intuitively understand PH in section 6 and its applications to malware later in the paper. However, for the reader interested in pursuing this well-understood mathematical subject we do provide suitable references throughout this section.

To understand the notions of TDA and PH one must first understand the subject of topology. Topology is the mathematical study of abstract spaces and the continuous transformations (or deformations) between them. More precisely, a topological space is a set X together with a collection of all subsets in X defined as “open” or necessarily satisfying a list of set theoretic properties. A metric or notion of distance is permissible but not required. Networks, data sets, signals, imagery, graphs, vector spaces and Euclidean space are all familiar examples of topological spaces. The inclusion of a vector subspace in a vector space is a relevant example of a continuous transformation (or function) between topological spaces.

Topology is concerned with the fundamental notion of equivalence up to a defined “flexible nearness” of what makes a space (i.e., homotopic and homeomorphic equivalence). Thus, properties of a space such as connectivity and holes are significant while the bends and corners of a space are of less importance. Topological invariants of spaces and the continuous mappings between them record essential qualitative features insensitive to coordinates changes and deformations while providing the assembly instructions for the space. The reader can find a detailed study of point-set topology in [67].

Eponymous in nature, algebraic topology provides information about a topological space through algebraic methodologies. Homology is a mature compression schematic in algebraic topology that can measure important topological features of a space such as connected components, holes, and voids (e.g., the interior of a surface, such as a sphere, embedded in 3 dimensional space). Homology intuitively associates to any topological spaces X a family of groups which encode topological features of X at particular dimensions. These groups are known as homology groups $H_k(X)$ where $k = 0, 1, \ldots$ represents the particular dimensions of the encoded topological features of X. For example, the 0th homology group $H_0(X)$ detects the connected components of X, the 1st homology group $H_1(X)$ detects the holes of X, the 2nd homology group $H_2(X)$ detects the voids in X, etc. A fundamental property of homology is that any continuous function between topological spaces (e.g., vector spaces) $f : X \rightarrow Y$ ($T : V \rightarrow W$) induces a homomorphism (linear transformation) $f_* : H_k(X) \rightarrow H_k(Y)$ ($T_* : H_k(V) \rightarrow H_k(W)$) between homology groups (matrix representations) encoding how $f (T)$ maps topological features from $X(V)$ to $Y(W)$. In fact, a
mapping between homeomorphic topological spaces (or a homeomorphism) induces an isomorphism between their respective homology groups. Furthermore, aside from encoding and characterizing topological properties of complex structures, homology remains robust under small perturbations. These qualities make homology an attractive choice for data analysis especially when considering linear spaces which can represent most data sets (homogeneous, dynamic, high-dimensional, or otherwise). One can find further details of algebraic topology and homology in, for example, [35], [66], [49], and in the second part of [67].

The types of topological spaces we work with here in our homological computations are linear and known as simplicial complexes. Intuitively, a simplicial complex is constructed from a union of points, edges, triangles, tetrahedra, and higher dimensional polytopes connected in a specified way. Thus, they can be viewed as higher dimensional generalizations of graphs. More precisely, given a set of points \( V = \{ v_0, \ldots, v_k \} \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) (finite dimensional Euclidean space) of \( k + 1 \) affinely independent points (i.e., \( v_1 - v_0, v_2 - v_0, \ldots, v_k - v_0 \) are linearly independent), a \( k \)-dimensional simplex \( \sigma = [v_0, \ldots, v_k] \) spanned by \( V \) is the smallest convex set (or convex hull) of \( V \). We call the points of \( V \) the vertices of \( \sigma \) and the simplices of \( \sigma \) spanned by the subsets of \( V \) the faces of \( \sigma \). A geometric simplicial complex \( S \) in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) is a collection of simplices such that any face of a simplex in \( S \) is a simplex of \( S \) and any intersection of two simplices in \( S \) is either empty or a common face of both. For example, a set of data points \( X_0 \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) could be viewed as a simplicial complex contained in the graph \( X_1 \) (also a simplicial complex) whose vertex set is \( X_0 \). Furthermore, 0-simplices are the vertices of this graph and 1-simplices are the edges of this graph whose faces are the 0-simplices. Higher dimensional simplices include 2-simplices (triangles), 3-simplices (tetrahedra), etc.

We call an indexed sequence of nested simplicial complexes a simplicial filtration or simply a filtration. For further details on simplicial complexes see [66], [49], and [54].

Assuming that the given data set is embedded in a topological space equipped with a notion of distance or a metric space (like \( \mathbb{R}^n \)) there are several ways to construct simplicial complexes from a given data set. Our strategy in this study assumes that \( X = \text{AMD} \) (i.e., the Android Malware Dataset found in [89]; for more details see section 7) is a point cloud (or set) in finite dimensional Euclidean space making \( X \) a metric space with Euclidean metric \( d_X \). Then by choosing a real number \( \epsilon \geq 0 \) we construct a simplicial complex based on \( X \) called an Vietoris-Rips complex or \( \text{Rips}(X, \epsilon) \). A \( \text{Rips}(X, \epsilon) \) is a simplicial complex whose vertices are the points of \( X \) and \( \sigma = [x_0, \ldots, x_k] \in \text{Rips}(X, \epsilon) \) if and only if \( d_X(x_i, x_j) \leq \epsilon \) for any \( i, j \in \{0, \ldots, k\} \). Further details on these types of simplicial complexes can be found in [86]. The reader can find details of simplicial complex constructions in, e.g., [22] [31], [33], [34], and [32].

Figure 1 provides an example of an \( \text{Rips}(X, 2\epsilon) \) formed from a point cloud in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). Beginning in part (a) of Figure 1 with our point cloud \( X \) we then choose a real value \( \epsilon \geq 0 \). In part (b) of the same figure we develop open disks whose radius is the chosen \( \epsilon \) and whose centers are the points of (a). Although not necessary the visualization involving the construction of these disks if often done for the viewer’s convenience in realizing the complex. Then, based on the definition of \( \text{Rips}(X, 2\epsilon) \), in part (c) we construct the associated simplicial complex. So if any two vertices (or 0-simplices) are less than or equal to \( 2\epsilon \) apart then an edge (or 1-simplex) is drawn between them. Similarly, if three vertices are less than or equal to \( 2\epsilon \) apart then a 2-simplex is constructed between their shared edges, if four vertices are less than or equal to \( 2\epsilon \) apart then a 3-simplex is constructed between there shared triangular
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faces, etc.

A key feature to the effective use of simplicial constructions such as Rips($X, \epsilon$) in persistent homology is not to consider a single real value for $\epsilon$ but to let $\epsilon$ continuously dilate toward an arbitrarily large value. In effect, this causes the evolution of a Rips complex based on a vertex set whose elements are a data set of interest. We see this evolution occur in Figure 2. As $\epsilon$ continuously increases in positive value (as indicated by the dilation of the disks) then a sequence of nested simplicial complexes (in particular Rips complexes) are formed. It is on these types of simplicial filtrations we perform our persistent homological computations yielding global topological information about connected components, holes, and voids that mirror the topological information about the underlying data set.

![Figure 1: The Construction of a Rips($X, 2\epsilon$) complex from a point cloud in $\mathbb{R}^2$](image)

### 6 PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY

For those new to PH we suggest [45] and [44] and for the non-mathematician [69]. More advanced literature on the subject of PH can be found in, for example, [22], [13], [20], [34], [31], [33], [63], and [70]. The following section is drawn from these references and are known results.

The notion of PH provides a mathematical structure containing coherent algorithms which encodes the developing homology for families of filtered topological spaces indexed by a set of real numbers. Often these indices are seen as scales as in our case when applied to the evolution of a Rips complex. So given a filtration $\{R_\epsilon\} \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ based an evolution of a Rips Complex based on a data set of interest in $\mathbb{R}^n$ its homology changes as $\epsilon$ increases: new connected components can appear and existing connected components aggregate, holes and voids can form and be filled, etc. PH gives us a means to monitor and record these changes by identifying features (i.e., connected components, holes, and voids) on by an interval representing lifespan or ($\epsilon_{\text{birth}}, \epsilon_{\text{death}}$). For example, a connected component is a feature that is born in a filtration $\{R_\epsilon\} \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ at the smallest such $\epsilon_B$ that the component is present. When that connected component merges with an older connected component at $\epsilon_D$ then it is said to die. Holes and voids are detected and given a lifespan by PH using the same information. These birth/death pairs ($\epsilon_B, \epsilon_D$) completely describe the topological features and their significance in the filtration. The longer a feature persists the more relevant it is in describing the topology of the filtration and the underlying data set. One can consider
the birth/death pairs \((\epsilon_B, \epsilon_D)\) as order pairs in \(\mathbb{R}^2\). This set points is called the \textit{persistence diagram} of the filtration. Alternatively, the collection of intervals representing the lifespans of these detected features is called a \textit{barcode} of the filtration.

A third way to represent the PH on a filtration \(\{R_\epsilon\} \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\) is called a persistence landscape. First seen in [18] the following definitions and results are taken from there. Given a birth/death pair \((b, d)\), we first define the piecewise linear function \(f(b, d) : \mathbb{R} \to [0, \infty] \) by

\[
f_{(\epsilon_B, \epsilon_D)} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x \notin (b, d) \\
-x + d & \text{if } x \in \left(\frac{b + d}{2}, d\right) \\
x - b & \text{if } x \in \left(\frac{b + d}{2}, b\right) 
\end{cases}
\] (1)

The \textit{persistence landscape} on the birth/death pairs \(\{(b_i, d_i)\}_{i=1}^n\) is the sequence of function \(\ell_k : \mathbb{R} \to [0, \infty] \) with \(k = 1, 2, \ldots\) where \(\ell_k(x)\) is the \(k\)th largest value of \(\{f_{(b_i, d_i)}(x)\}_{i=1}^n\). Here we set \(\ell_k(x) = 0\) if the \(k\)th largest value does not exist so that \(\ell_k = 0\) for \(k > n\).

An example of a persistent diagram (PD), a barcode (BC), and a persistent landscape (PL) taken from our experimental results presented later in section 9 is seen in Figure 3. In this case, we perform PH on a particular variety of Android malware; the LotoorV14 data set reduced under PCA from 256 features (dimensions) to 70 features (dimensions). To begin, we construct an evolving Rips complex using the PCA70LotoorV14 data forming

![Figure 2: The Evolution of a Rips Complex based on a point cloud in \(\mathbb{R}^2\)](image)
Figure 3: An Example of a persistent diagram, barcode, and persistent landscape of a filtration

a filtration and performed the PH computations on this filtration. All computations were done in the TDA package of R. For each diagram we limit our PH computation to the 0th and 1st homology groups encoding the connected components and holes respectively of the filtration. This amount of information is sufficient for detection and identification within our study and reduced computational expense in the PH. However, if the need arises, the TDA package can be programmed to perform PH in any finite dimension.

Beginning the PD, where the birth/death pairs are taken as ordered pairs in $\mathbb{R}^2$, observe that the horizontal axis is associated to the birth values and the vertical axis to the death values. The black points in the PD indicate the birth/death pairs for connected components in the filtration associated to the data set PCALotoorV14 and the red triangles represent the birth/death pair for a hole. All birth/death pairs in a PD will lie on or above the diagonal since a feature cannot die before it is born. Since this filtration is based on an evolving Rips complex on the PCA70LotoorV14 data set the topological features encoded in the PH on the PD are topologically equivalent (in particular, homotopy equivalent) to the topological features of the PCA70LotoorV14 data set. Thus, the set of all birth/death pairs from the PH computation of the PCA70LotoorV14 filtration visualized in a PD gives us a potential method to distinguish this malware type’s data set from others. Moreover, this method should detect anomalies within this data set due to the change in topological features encoded in the PH computations.

Recall that in a BC the birth/death pairs $(\epsilon_{\text{birth}}, \epsilon_{\text{death}})$ are taken as intervals in $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. In the middle graph the BC considers these as time intervals where the time $t$ runs along the horizontal axis. The black intervals represent connected components and the red intervals the holes. As our $\epsilon \geq 0$ dilates and the Rips complex evolves the individual bars in the graph indicate the lifespan of particular topological features starting from $t = 0$. For example, at $t = 0$ we have all distinct connected components in the filtration from the PCA70LotoorV14 data set since $\epsilon = 0$. As $\epsilon > 0$ over time, some of these distinct connected components merge and begin to die off. This begins to occur in $0.2 < t < 0.4$ and continues until a single connected component exists as $t \to \infty$. Also, as some connected components merge they
may form cycles which bound holes. The red bars above the black bars in the BC track
these hole lifespans. As with the PD, the BC can also give us a second potential method to
distinguish a malware type’s data set from others and detect anomalies within this data set.

The PL in Figure 3 is formed by evaluating the set of all birth/death pairs from the
PH computation on the filtration based on PCA70LotoorV14 (i.e., the Principal Component
Analysis on variety 14 of the HackerTool family “Lotoor” of [89]; see Figure 5) in the equa-
tion 1. This inherently piece-wise linear diagram is the most intuitive way to identify and
distinguish this malware type data set. In their PL each distinct malware type, family, and
variety would produce a distinct PL due to the differences in topological features of their
filtrations yielding a third potential detection method for anomalies.

7 DATA SOURCE AND PREPARATION FOR THE PH ANALYSIS

In [89], malware datasets were collected and grouped into families. Family names were
given based on information related to the malware samples such as malware writer, cam-
paigns, keywords, and other characteristics.

The malware apps were collected from VirusShare [1], Google Play, and other security
companies. VirusTotal [2] is a well-known service to submit suspicious files and URLs for
malware detection and can be used for assigning family names, based on commercial anti-
virus (AV) tools analysis. However, a lot of acquired apps did not have a family. Therefore,
similar to [81], a process of two steps was employed: 1) VirusTotal decided if the app is
malware or not based on 50% voting threshold among the AV tools. 2) The dominant-
key-word search for dominant keywords generated by VirusTotal was used along with the
manual removal of generic English words. The resulting keyword (i.e., the family name)
has to appear in 50% of the results and it has to be at least twice any other keyword. In
this manual process other tools where employed (see [90]) to track API calls. Some IDE
tools were also part of the work to illustrate class hierarchy, def-use chains, and method
invocation. Since the analysis is mainly manual, no accuracy rates were reported. Data
preparation section has further information about the dataset resulting from this work.

The work of this paper is based on the Android Malware Dataset (AMD) (see [89]). The
Dataset has 71 Malware families that are divided into 135 varieties. The total number of
samples considered in the study is 24553. The families belong to different Malware types
such as Adware, Backdoor, Ransom , Trojan-Banker, Trojan-Dropper, Trojan-SMS, Trojan,
Trojan-Spy, Trojan-clicker, and HackerTool. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the AMD
data; the Malware types, number of samples, and number of varieties.

We performed byte code analysis for dex files of every malware sample. A feature vector
(i.e., a profile) was created to represent each sample of the dataset. This profile is extracted
by computing the byte-frequency of the data in each sample. The resulting matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) has the form:

\[
\mathbf{A}_{m,n} = \begin{pmatrix}
    a_{1,1} & a_{1,2} & \cdots & a_{1,n} \\
    a_{2,1} & a_{2,2} & \cdots & a_{2,n} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    a_{m,1} & a_{m,2} & \cdots & a_{m,n}
\end{pmatrix}
\]
where $a_{i,j}$ is the frequency of byte $j = \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}$ in the sample $i = \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}$, $n = 256$ and $m = 24553$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malware Type</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
<th>Number of Varieties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>14163</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>3219</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Clicker</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackertool</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: An illustration of the distribution of Malware Type, Number of Samples, and Varieties in the AMD dataset.

8 THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR PH ANALYSIS ON A ANDROID MALWARE DATASET

The primary objective of the experiment is to confirm the validity of utilizing PH in detecting anomalies within a specified dataset of software structures, namely Android malware. This application forms a prototype for PH detection capabilities which in conjunction with standard approaches may enhance our understanding of cybersecurity concerns. Its results strongly indicate the need for further testing of PH and TDA in other computer science fields.

The experiment used the Android Malware Dataset (AMD) described in section 7. AMD contains 10 malware types divided into 71 families of 135 varieties totaling 24553 samples. The entire AMD is available at http://amd:arguslab:org/. For the reader’s convenience a concise summary of the AMD is shown in figure 5.

For this experiment we utilized the original family names from the AMD classification with some slight modifications. For example, consider the HackerTool Malware type family Lotoor which has a total of 15 varieties with 329 samples. Here we will say LotoorV14 to indicate the 14th variety of the Lotoor family. In order to be consistent in our experiment every family of the AMD will have a variety indicator even if only one variety is present. Thus AirpushV1 would be the Adware type Airpush family variety 1 with 7843 samples.

We begin with the choice of a reference sample to test the validity of anomaly detection within the AMD. For our experiment we choose LotoorV14 as our reference variety. Consulting http://amd:arguslab:org/ of [89] we find that the HackerTool type Lotoor family has
Table 1: AMD Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Airpush</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>AndUp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Dowgin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Kugan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Kysure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Minimob</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>Uchi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Yoroi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>AndroidAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>DroidKungFu</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>FakeAngry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Fبون</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Fobus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>GingerMaster</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>GoldDream</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Gobal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Spinbot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Triada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Univerit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HackerTel</td>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HackerTel</td>
<td>Penetho</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>Fubob</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>Jusit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>Koler</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>Keap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransom</td>
<td>SimpleLocker</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>FakeAV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>FakeDoc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>FakeTimer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>FakeUpdates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Luk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Kuppy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Mmarketpay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>MobileTX</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Mseg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 10 samples

Table 1: AMD Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Mk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Naadbox</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>UpdKiller</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>BankBot</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>Bankun</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>Stlfrink</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>Sympay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker</td>
<td>Zidlo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Clicker</td>
<td>Steck</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Clicker</td>
<td>Wingz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>Boxx</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>Gorgo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>Kemoge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>Rammat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>VikingHorde</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Dropper</td>
<td>Zidlo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Boxer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Cova</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Erup</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Fakelnst</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>FakelPlayer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Gumun</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Leech</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Ogel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Optame</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>RamMMS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Smakey</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Spybubbbce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Stealer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Tesho</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-SMS</td>
<td>Vide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy</td>
<td>Finopy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy</td>
<td>Mecor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy</td>
<td>Smmzombie</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy</td>
<td>Vnvvol</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71 135 24553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: A Summarization of the AMD

15 varieties and LotoorV14 contains 19 samples (see figure 6). This choice was based on its moderate sample size and the families number of varieties. Our experiment consisted of testing for anomaly detection at two different levels of classification. For one test run we considered if PH could detect an anomaly from a different variety in the same family. So we removed one random sample from LotoorV14 and then added one random sample from another variety for all other 14 Lotoor varieties. For our second run we tested if PH could detect an anomaly from a different family. So we removed one random sample from LotoorV14 and then added one random sample from another family for all remaining 119 varieties. These tests were performed with the AMD using its full 256 dimensional data structure (based on byte frequencies) and with the AMD under PCA reduced to 70 dimensions. To indicate that we are using a family under this PCA we will write, for example, PCA70LotoorV14.

All computations for the PH analysis were performed in the R statistical software open source platform using the TDA package. This TDA package generates associated Rips complexes (though other platforms such as GUDHI and Ripser), computes the PH, and produces standard PH visualization formats such as persistence diagrams (PD), the bar codes (BC), and the persistence landscapes (PL). We generated a PD, BC, and PL for each instance
of anomaly in both test runs. Since introducing an anomaly affects the structure of the generated Rips complex associated to the AMD reference sample and deforms its topology the resulting PH changes. In turn, the visualizations of the PH qualitatively change such that they are rendered distinct by inspection. This results in an anomaly detection when its visualizations (i.e., the PL, BC, and PL) are compared to the control visualizations of that same reference variety.

9 RESULTS

The goal of this section is to present the results of our experiment and explain them. Due to the limited space, selected but representative results are presented. The remaining results, including those of the unreduced AMD data set of 256 features or dimensions, can be available from the authors.

Each row-wise trio of graphs in Figure 7 presents the PD, BC, and PL (see section 6) results for eight different combinations of a chosen reference group, namely variety 14 of the HackerTool family Lotoor (see Figure 5), containing 19 samples. The upper leftmost trio in Figure 7 is our control of this reference group. The remaining 7 row-wise trios in this figure are created by replacing a single sample in our reference group with another unique variety, or anomaly, of the Hackerware family Lotoor. Notice by comparative inspection of the remaining 7 trios to the control trio, particularly in each rightmost PL, the qualitative (or geometric) deformation each anomaly makes to the control’s visualization. These perceptible changes indicate a “detection” of the anomaly within each variety of Lotoor.

The same configuration described above applies to Figure 8 except that we do not include another copy of our control trio. In these 8 cases, each row-wise trio of graphs contains the PD, BC, and PL of 18 samples of variety 14 of the Lotoor family and 1 unique non-Lotoor species from various other malware families listed in Figure ??⑮. Again, particularly when using the PL in the control trio seen in the upper leftmost of Figure 7, by comparative inspection one can visually detect the deformation that the introduction of these anomalies produces. Again we see perceptible changes indicating a “detection” of the anomaly from
other families.

These visualizations clearly demonstrate that PH detects the inclusion of a malware sample in an input dataset, whether that sample comes from the same species or a different species of malware. Visually, many variants from the same species demonstrated smaller perturbation in the output then samples from different species. However, we also noticed some counter examples to this behavior. Without further investigation, a conclusive remark cannot be made. The possible reasons for this is explained in the conclusion below.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We noticed that PH is sensitive to the inclusion of a malware sample in a dataset and can possibly be used in developing methods for identifying relationships among malware variants and species. The state of the presented work is ongoing and we noticed some counter-intuitive examples. One possible reason that prohibits clean separation of different species of malware is their cross-pollination; most malware authors do not create a malware from scratch, they re-use existing codes instead (see [56]). We are investigating if cross-pollination can explain the counterexamples in our results, and, instead of using Persistent Homology for classification purposes, we can use it as a phylogenetic tool to express relationships among malware. Additionally, in our study we utilized bytecodes as features. Byte codes are not highly distinguishing. We plan to use semantically enriched features in our follow up studies and expect to see finer results.

The study also shows PH’s promise in identifying anomalies which may have broad applications in designing scalable and real time cyber security monitoring tools, especially when big data is involved.
Figure 7: PH analysis for different combinations of variants of HackerTool family "Lotoor"
Figure 8: PH analysis when a combination of variants of HackerTool family "Lotoor" includes a sample from a different species.
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ABSTRACT

Utilizing data from a large randomized controlled trial that added risk assessment tools for nurses to use with patients as part of the discharge planning process, we benchmark models that predict all-cause 30-day hospital readmissions. We compare the performance of several commonly used machine learning models against binary logistic regression models and find that machine learning results in a modest increase in predictive ability.

A logistic regression model that incorporates only explanatory variables from the widely-used LACE Index Scoring Tool performs the worst with a test AUC of 0.709. A second logistic regression model that incorporates a more diverse set of variables results in a small increase in predictive ability (1.3% increase in AUC). The neural network, gradient boosting machine, and random forest all perform similarly with test AUCs of 0.736, 0.736, and 0.735 respectively (representing a 2.3 – 2.5% increase in test AUC over that of the second logistic regression model). The best overall model is an ensemble model with a test AUC of 0.743 (a 3.5% increase in test AUC over that of the second logistic regression model, and a 1% increase over the best individual model).

In a secondary analysis, we investigate predictive ability of the information collected as part of the new risk assessment tools for nurses. Prior analysis of the randomized trial found the new tools to be effective in some hospital units, significantly reducing readmissions. However, using information from these new tools as explanatory variables in the models results in only a slight increase in predictive ability (0.4% increase in test AUC).

As part of the model benchmarking process, we also compare predictive ability across different subsets of the data. We find that AUCs vary by hospital and type of diagnosis. These results have implications for using the predictive models as part of the hospitals’ discharge planning process.
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Abstract

Machine learning algorithms can play a vital role in different organizations such as healthcare. Using machine learning algorithms can impact the healthcare industry tremendously by predicting diseases outbreaks, mortality rates, monitoring risks, and many other factors. Being able to monitor and control these factors can help save the industry cost, and provide for better resource allocation. This paper aims to analyze different machine learning approaches for predicting hospital length of stay (LOS) using electronic health records (EHRs). The use of a machine learning model such as Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Trees and Neural Networks (NN) will be used along with python and SPSS to preprocess and prepare the data for prediction of hospital LOS. The results will show how the preprocessing phase of data can directly influence your results. Based on preprocessing of data, results could yield to a higher or lower accuracy of prediction models of patients’ length of stay in the hospital. Predicting LOS can better assist and provide patients with the proper resources and help reduce hospital cost and provide for a better treatment for the patient. In conclusion, machine learning algorithms can be a vital part for the healthcare industry. It can help save cost, reduce failures and delays in medical settings and impact the healthcare industry tremendously.

Introduction

Predictive analytics using machine learning is an emerging topic in data analytics. Watson (2019) describes predictive analytics as a branch of advanced analytics that can be utilized in making predictions about unknown future events or activities that can eventually lead to decisions. Watson (2019) further mentions predictive analytics utilizes different techniques such as statistics, data mining, and machine learning to evaluate and analyze historical and real-time data to make predictions about the future [1]. Machine learning along with predictive analytics can be an extremely useful technique to make predictions in the healthcare industry. This discipline can help save costs, allow for resource allocation, predict future wellness, aid in diagnosis and more. Kumar & Pranavi (2017) define the data generated in healthcare field as very large, critical and more complex with multi dimensions. In order to analyze and understand such huge data and acquire relevant knowledge from the data is a challenging task [2].

Ghassemi, Naumann, Schulam, Beam, and Ranganath (2018) discuss machine learning from health datasets hold the potential to improve health care in many ways such as by delivering better patient treatments, improving operations, or answering fundamental scientific questions (Ghassemi, et al., 2018). This can also be useful when predicting patients’ LOS. By being able to predict the length of stay...
for patients, a hospital is better able to utilize its resources, aid in diagnosis and aid in room and bed logistics. This can allow for better planning and resource allocation. Tanuja, Acharya & Shailesh (2011) suggest predicting LOS will help hospitals in achieving benchmark performance levels in profitability, patient care and process efficiency. LOS is an important measure of health care utilization and determinant of hospitalization costs [3]. The main objective of this paper is to examine electronic health records to predict hospital length of stay and analyze different machine learning models suitable to allow for accurate predictions.

In this work we use a comprehensive approach to address the above challenge by comparing different machine learning techniques. This paper utilizes electronic health records obtained from the Medical Information Mart of Intensive Care (MIMIC) developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology lab. The data was preprocessed using several tools such as Python and SPSS. The final dataset consisted of records and attributes useful in predicting hospital length of stay. This final dataset consisted of around 53000 records along with 8 different attributes after being pre-processed in a way to minimize outliers and skewness of data. The final dataset was exported into SPSS and several different machine learning techniques were applied. In this paper we consider three different machine learning algorithms such as Logistic Regression(LR), CART Decision Tree and Neural Networks(NN) to predict length of stay. The results show that these three different machine learning techniques, LR, CART Decision Tree algorithms and Neural Networks showed approximately similar results around ~84% of accuracy when predicting length of stay > 3 days and < 3 days. When predicting length of stay for > 5 days and < 5 days, the results showed around ~70% of accuracy for all three models. When compared with similar studies, the results show how preprocessing can play a vital role in predicting accuracy of different machine learning models.

**Literature Review**

In our review, we found varying use machine learning techniques such as to predict hospital appointments, diseases, mortality and length of stay using different machine learning techniques. Each technique yielded different preprocessing techniques and varying degrees of accuracy. Ehlers, Roy, Khor, Mandagani, Maria, Alfonso-Cristancho, & Flum (2017) describe machine learning algorithms were used for risk prediction for adverse events following a surgery. A Naive Bayes algorithm was used to predict risk of adverse events or death within 90 days of surgery. This method was compared with a commonly used risk prediction tool Charlson’s comorbidity index. Performance was assessed by measuring the area under the curve. The Naïve Bayes algorithm predicted 79% of adverse effects and 78% of deaths while Charlson’s comorbidity predicted 57% of adverse effects and 59% of deaths. This paper shows that while these algorithms can be used for several other things, they can be used to predict risk of an adverse effect following a surgery for a more patient centered decision making and for significant cost savings [4].

Sarwar, Kamal, Hamid, & Shah (2018) used six different machine learning methods and applied it to a diabetes dataset to measure performance and accuracy of these algorithms to reveal which method is best used to predict diabetes. Data was gathered and pre-processed. Coding was done in python using the Enthought Canopy package. Data was divided into two sets training and testing. The training data was first used on the machine learning model then the testing data was used to check the accuracy. This was done for all the six algorithms. The results showed that Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest Neighbor are appropriate for the prediction of the diabetes disease as they had the highest accuracy.
This paper discusses the different machine learning techniques and the best techniques that can be used for accurate predictions (Sarwar, et al. 2018).

Rojas, Carey, Edelson, Venable, Howell, & Churpek, (2018) aimed to use a machine learning based approach to predict and validate ICU readmissions by using real time variables in EHRs and comparing it to other machine learning algorithms. The authors used 60% of the transfers in the training dataset and 40% in the testing dataset. Characteristics such as medications, prior admissions, lab results, were extracted from the electronic health records and used as predictor variables in a gradient boosted machine learning model. Accuracy was compared with the stability and workload index for transfer score was used as well as modified early warning score. Results showed that the machine learning model had better performance with an area under the receiver operating curve (ROC) at 0.76 than the stability and workload index for transfer score with an area under the ROC curve of 0.65 or modified early warning score of an AUROC of 0.58. Using a machine learning model to predict ICU readmission was significantly more accurate than previously established algorithms. This paper shows how using a machine learning approach can benefit by targeting patients who may benefit form additional time in the ICU or require more frequent monitoring [5].

Ma, Khataniar, Wu, & Ng, (2014) study predictive analytics for outpatient appointments. Author uses logistic regression and recursive partitioning to predict patient appointments in hospitals that experience high volume of no shows to avoid poor patient satisfaction and loss of revenue for the hospital. Exploratory data analysis was used to find major causes of no shows. Then using techniques such as logistic regression and recursive partitioning were used to predict patients who have a high probability of no shows. The logistic regression model used in this paper predicted around 70% of the no shows cases correctly with a K-coefficient of 0.41 on the validation data. This paper gives an example of how predictive analytics can be applied to the different areas of healthcare industry (Ma, et al., 2014).

Karhade, Ogink, Thio, Broekman, Cha, Gormley, Hershman, Peul, Bono, Schwab (2018) use a machine learning approach such as neural networks for hospital length of stay (LOS) prediction. Hospital LOS can be prolonged if a patient is awaiting treatment at a rehab center or a nursing facility following a spine surgery. Using preoperative prediction of the likelihood of postoperative discharge after spine surgery can help decrease hospital length of stay. The use of machine learning algorithms to develop an open access web application is used to predict hospital length of stay after spine surgery. Four models, neural network, support vector machine, Bayes point machine and boosted decision tree models were used to predict 30-day mortality. Predictive factors such as age, sex, BMI, functional status, severity of comorbid diseases, diabetes and preoperative hematocrit level we used. The results showed that neural network was the best model with an area under the ROC curve of 0.823. This research shows another example of promising results of machine learning algorithms in regards to prediction of length of stay and being used in preoperative risk stratification [6].

Morton, Marzban, Giannoulis, Patel, Aparasu and Kakadiaris (2014) perform a study on the comparison of supervised machine learning techniques for predicting short-term in-hospital length of stay among diabetic patients. The objective of this paper was to use machine learning models such as multiple linear regression, support vector machines, multi-task learning, and random forest to predict long versus short length of stay in diabetic patients. Instead of predicting exact LOS, the authors predict short versus long term length of stay for each patient where less than three days is considered a short term LOS. They used attributes such as age, (under 18 years of age, between 18 and 65 years of age, over 65 years
of age), sex, Race, Expected Primary Payer, Admission Type, and the All Patient Refined DRG (APR-DRG) measure. A total of 10,000 records were used for prediction. The results show that among comparison of the different models, the support vector plus algorithm performed the best with an AUC of 0.76 and an accuracy of 68% following the random forest algorithm with an AUC of 0.70 and accuracy of 65% multi-task learning with AUC of 0.56 and accuracy of 55% and multiple linear regression with an AUC of 0.45 and accuracy of 50%. This paper provides an example of different machine learning techniques applied to hospital length of stay among diabetic patients and which technique performed the best in predicting short vs longer length of stay in patients [7].

Taleb, Hasant, & Khan (2017), used data from the Neurology department database of King Fahd Bin Abdul-Aziz Hospital. The dataset consists of 105 attributes and 866 stroke patients' records who were studied clinically to determine the level of stroke. The objective of this paper was to predict hospital length of stay and compare and identify the best performing algorithm. Two algorithms, Bayesian network and C4.5 decisions tree algorithm were used for prediction. The original data set consisted of 105 attributes out of which 54 were eliminated due to redundancy and irrelevancy. However, the other 51 attributes were ranked with respect to LOS and a process of elimination was applied to further narrow down to 16 attributes. A 10-fold cross validation method was used to evaluate prediction models constructed by using these two methods. Common classification metrics were used to measure the classification models using accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and area under the ROC curve. The results show that the accuracy of the Bayesian model is higher at 81.21% compared to the C4.5 decision tree algorithm at 77.1%. The performance of Bayesian model is also better in terms of AUC, sensitivity and specificity. This study only utilizes 866 stroke patients along with 51 attributes to eliminate redundancy and irrelevancy. show that better pre-processing of data can yield to a higher accuracy such as mentioned above [8].

Tanuja, Acharya, & Shailesh (2011) predict length of stay in patients during the first day of admission using four different techniques such as multilayer backpropagation NN, Naïve Bayes Classifier, K-NN method, C4.5 decision tree algorithm. The dataset used consisted of 40,000 electronic health records. Patient information was gathered from admission time and the discharge summary details to develop a model to predict length of stay. The model used 16 parameters as inputs to train the network. The duration of stay variable was categorized into three groups and these formed the output class for classification. The Bayes technique was used to follow a simple, clear and fast classifier. The results show that out of the four models, the Bayes model performed the second best after the multi-layer network model at 87.8% of accuracy whereas the Bayes model had an 85.5% accuracy. This paper provides an example of Bayesian network technique applied to hospital length of stay and showed that it performed better in comparison with a different machine learning algorithm [3].

Veith & Steele (2018) performed a study on the same data set used in this paper, MIMIC-III and the objective this paper was to use a large dataset of 58,000 ICU admissions to train and evaluate a number of all-condition patient mortality predictive models. A 5,000-row subset of data was used to increase the number of model configurations to test. After receiving the top 5 configurations, each model was retrained and re-evaluated using the full dataset of 58,978 was used along and 10-fold cross validations. The training set results were higher across the board and the 10-fold cross validation results were close to their counterparts. The results show that the LazyKStar algorithm had the highest AUC at .721. Other models consisted of Logistic, Simple Logistic, Naïve Bayes, and BayesNet which show predictive potential with AUC scores ranging from 0.69 to 0.718. Since this paper considered all the records in the
data set, the AUC for all the models was around .70. In conclusion, pre-processing of data can have a direct effect on the results of the predictive models. Since the authors used the entire dataset to predict LOS, it resulted in AUC scores of around 0.70 [9].

Wang, McDermott, Chauhan, Hughes, Naumann, & Ghassemi (2019) used MIMIC-III dataset which is used in this paper to predict hospital LOS based on LOS > 3 days’ prediction and LOS > 7 days’ prediction. ICU admission were used for adult patients with age > 15 where LOS was between 12 hours and 10 days. The resulting cohort included 34,472 patients. The authors use systems clinically grouped time-varying labs and vitals features to predict this target as binary classification task. They used the first 24 hours of patients’ data only considering patients with at least 30 hours of present data. Three different models were used for prediction including logistic regression, random forest and gated current unit with delay. The results show an accuracy of 68.6% for logistic regression, 69.5% for random forest and 68.3% for gated recurrent unit with delay for LOS > 3 days. For LOS > 7 days the results showed an accuracy of 91.9% for logistic regression, 92.3% for random forest and 91.2% for gated recurrent unit with delay. The results show higher accuracy for LOS >7 days when compared with LOS > 3 days. In conclusion, the authors method of pre-processing resulted with a lower accuracy of predictive models for LOS > 3 days but higher for LOS > 7 days [10].

Methods

Machine Learning Methods

Logistic Regression

Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant (2013), define logistic regression as the relationship between a categorical dependent variable along with one or more independent predictor variables. EMCE (2015), describe logistic regression can be used to predict the likelihood of an outcome based on the input variables. They further describe the use cases of logistic regression in public and private sectors including medical, finance, marketing and engineering [11].

\[
f(y) = \frac{e^y}{1 + e^y} \text{ for } -\infty < y < \infty
\]

as \( y \to \infty, f(y) \to 1, \text{and as } y \to -\infty, f(y) \to 0 \)

EMCE (2015) describe the range of \( f(y) \) is (0,1), the logistic function models the probability of a particular occurrence of an outcome. As the value of \( y \) increases, the probability of the outcome occurring also increases. To predict the likelihood of an outcome, \( y \) needs to be a function of the input variables. Therefore, \( y \) is expressed as a linear function of the input variables [11].

\[
y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + ... + \beta_{p-1} x_{p-1}
\]

Based on the input, the probability of an outcome can be shown as

\[
p(x_1, x_2, ..., x_{p-1}) = f(y) = \frac{e^y}{1 + e^y} \text{ for } -\infty < y < \infty
\]

CART Decision Tree

EMCE (2015), define a decision tree as a prediction tree which uses a tree structure to specify sequences of decisions and consequences. Given an input \( X = \{x_1, x_2, ... x_n\} \), the goal is to predict a response or output variable \( Y \). The prediction can be achieved by constructing a decision tree with test points and
branches. At each test point, a decision is made to pick a specific branch and traverse down the tree. Eventually, a final point is reached, and a prediction can be made. Each test point in a decision tree involves testing a particular attribute, and each branch represents the decision being made [11].

CART decision tree is used for this study. EMCE (2015) describe CART as a Classification and Regression tree which can handle continuous attributes. It further describes CART as a method which constructs a sequence of subtrees, uses cross-validation to estimate the misclassification cost of each subtree, and chooses the one with the lowest cost [11].

Neural Networks

Gentimis, Ala’J, Durante, Cook, & Steele, (2017) describe Neural Networks as one of the most prominent tools for analyzing big data sets. It describes NN as an algorithm which emulates the “learn by example” technique that is used to understand any phenomenon. Inside the core of a NN is a directed graph of nodes and connectors, called neurons and synapses. Each layer of neurons is connected to the next one using a set of activation functions (Gentimis, et al., 2017).

Gentimis, Ala’J, Durante, Cook, & Steele, (2017) further explains neural networks that require large data sets to train, more specifically when the input for a specific model can be broken down into several categories. Due to the rapid increase in the availability of digitized health data, NN potentially provides a powerful approach for research and health analytics applications (Gentimis, et al., 2017).

Larose & Larose (2014) describe neural networks first use a combination function to produce a linear combination of the node inputs and the connection weights into a single scalar value, which in this case is known as net, for a given node j. The combination function is defined below (Larose & Larose, 2014).

\[
net_j = \sum_i W_{ij}x_{ij} = W_{0j}x_{0j} + W_{1j}x_{1j} + \cdots + W_{lj}x_l
\]

where \(x_{ij}\) represents the \(j\)th input to node \(j\), \(W_{ij}\) represents the weight associated with the \(j\)th input to node \(j\), and there are \(l + 1\) inputs to node \(j\).

Larose & Larose, (2014) define the net of the combination function is used as an input to an activation function. In biological sense, signals are sent between neurons when the combination of inputs to a particular neuron cross a certain threshold. The neuron then fires. This behavior of neurons firing is not linearly related to the increment in input simulation therefore this can be defined as nonlinear behavior. This behavior can be modeled in neural networks using an activation function. The most common activation function is known as the sigmoid function which is defined below (Larose & Larose, 2014).

\[
y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]

Gentimis, Ala’J, Durante, Cook, & Steele (2017) further explains neural networks that require large data sets to train, more specifically when the input for a specific model can be broken down into several categories. Due to the rapid increase in the availability of digitized health data, NN potentially provides a powerful approach for research and health analytics applications (Gentimis, et al., 2017).

Data Source
For the purpose of this study, the data was obtained from the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care, MIMIC-III. MIMIC-III is the current version of the MIMIC database which integrates comprehensive de-identified clinical data of patients admitted to the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts, and it is widely accessible to researchers under a data use agreement. The dataset consists of data more than a decade, with detailed information about individual patient care. A course in protecting human research participants that includes Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requirements is required as well as a data use agreement must be signed which outlines the appropriate use of data and security standards. The database is available for international research and education as well under a data use agreement.

The MIMIC-III dataset comprises of data associated with 58,976 distinct hospital admission events and around 46,520 unique patients between 2001 and 2012. The database includes information such as demographics, vital sign measurements, laboratory test results, procedures, medications, caregiver notes, imaging reports, and mortality. The MIMIC-III database is a popular and widely used database used for acquiring hospital related electronic health record data. Several studies have used this database for the purposes of research and have applied machine learning and deep learning techniques. As with most data sets, the MIMIC-III dataset requires data exploration, formatting and preprocessing before it can be used further.

In order to gain access to the data, first a “Data or Specimens Only Research” course was completed through the MIT website. Then an account was created on PhysioNet and an application was filed to request access to the data set. After being granted access, the files in the record consisted of multiple different datasets out of which three datasets were used named:

- ADMISSIONS.csv,
- PATIENTS.csv,
- DIAGNOSIS_ICD.csv,

The datasets ADMISSIONS.csv consisted of information regarding a patient’s admission to the hospital. Information available includes timing information for admission and discharge, demographic information, the source of the admission, and more and consists of 58,976 rows. The PATIENTS.csv defines each patient in the database and consists of date of birth, date of death, and gender and a total of 46,520 rows. Finally, the DIAGNOSIS_ICD.csv consist of ICD diagnoses for patients, most notably ICD-9 diagnoses which consist of 651,047 rows. All of these datasets are linked to each other through a unique subject ID (SUBJECT_ID) and a hospital admission ID (HADM_ID).

Data Preparation
Python
The data obtained from the MIMIC-III database was in a structured format with appropriate headers, columns and rows as it was in a CSV file. Since this research focuses on hospital length of stay, the data was preprocessed appropriately to remove any irrelevant or unused attributes, columns and rows from the four datasets. The dataset of ADMISSIONS had several different attributes including, Subject ID, HADM ID, admission time, discharge time, admission type, insurance, marital status, and ethnicity. Out of the total of 19 attributes in this dataset, only 8 were relevant for predicting hospital length of stay. Other attributes such as admission location, discharge location, language, religion, death time and time patient was admitted and discharged from emergency, and hospital expire flag which indicates whether the patient died or is still alive were excluded.
The length of stay is identified as the target variable or the dependent variable for this study. In order to calculate the length of stay, the discharge time was subtracted from the admission time. A python script was written to omit any irrelevant variables and to also calculate the hospital length of stay. The script was also used to remove patients that had a negative length of stay, such as patients that died before admission. Also, patients who died at the hospital were also dropped as it would result in a biased LOS since the patients were never discharged alive from the hospital, and the length of stay would be shorter for these patients. A new LOS column was created to analyze length of stay > 3 & < 3 days with LOS > 3 days being “longer” and LOS < 3 days being “shorter”. This was also done for length of stay > 5 & < 5 days with LOS > 5 days being “longer” and LOS < 5 days being “shorter”.

In the DIAGNOSIS_ICD table, only Subject ID, HADM ID and the ICD-9 Codes were the only relevant attributes. For this table, first, it was determined how many unique ICD-9 codes were part of the dataset. There were around 6,984 unique codes for this dataset. In order to reduce this number, the list of ICD-9 codes was re-coded in terms of categorical variables. ICD-9 codes consist of 17 categories therefore after re-coding, the category ranges were assigned for each code and an associated category name was assigned to the category range with a final total of 17 categories. Then the values were re-coded in terms of integers and the integers were then assigned to the appropriate category name. By reducing the number of categories it allows for a more accurate and clean prediction model.

SPSS
In order to further analyze the data, this finalized dataset was exported into Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) by IBM. After importing the data into SPSS, three different types of analysis would be performed on this dataset, a logistic regression model, CART decision tree model and neural networks.

First, a binary logistic model was performed for each attribute being the independent variable and the length of stay being the dependent variable. The model was analyzed for admission type, gender, ethnicity, age, marital status, insurance type, and the ICD9 diagnosis categories against length of stay for > 3 & < 3 days and for > 5 & < 5 days. In this case, the age, admission type, gender, ethnicity, marital status, and insurance type were categorical variables and therefore these were defined in SPSS before running the binary logistic model. Second, the decision tree model was analyzed for all the attributes compared with the dependent variable of length of stay for > 3 & < 3 days and for > 5 & < 5 days. For this analysis, the CRT decision tree was used as CRT decision tree provides a detailed and an in-depth tree. Therefore, all the independent attributes were tested against length of stay using the CRT decision tree method in SPSS. Third, a multilayer perception of Neural Networks model was analyzed for all the attributes against the dependent variable length of stay for > 3 & < 3 days and > 5 & < 5 days.

Results
The results for three machine learning techniques, binary logistic regression, CART decision tree and neural networks are shown in the figure below. The results show the prediction accuracy for LOS > 3 days and < 3 days for logistic regression to be at 84.3%, CART decision tree to be at 84.2% and neural networks at 84.1%. The results for length of stay > 5 days and < 5 days for logistic regression was 73.1%, CART decision tree was 71% and neural networks was 71.7%. [10], used a similar approach to predict LOS which yielded with an accuracy of 68.6% for logistic regression for LOS > 3 days as compared to our model which was 84.3%. We believe the higher accuracy in our study shows a direct
emphasis on the preprocessing stage of data which therefore resulted in our study to have a higher accuracy.

Wang, et al., (2019) uses a cohort which included 34,472 patients in their final dataset. They used the first 24 hours of patients’ data only considering patients with at least 30 hours of present data. They also use clinically grouped time-varying labs and vitals features to predict LOS as binary classification task [10]. Our predictive models developed in this research is not constrained to a specific health condition or group of conditions as used in previous studies when using the MIMIC-III dataset to predict LOS. Our models are simple and generalized models which do not require any clinical information such as physiological data, lab vitals, etc., to calculate and predict an outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Learning Technique</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy for LOS &gt; 3 &amp; &lt; 3 days</th>
<th>Prediction accuracy for LOS &gt; 5 &amp; &lt; 5 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary Logistic Regression</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree - CART</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>71.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Networks</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

In conclusion, LOS can be an important variable in the health care industry and EHRs which can be used to better assist and provide patients with the proper resources and help reduce hospital cost and provide for a better treatment for the patient. Machine learning and predictive analytics are emerging more and more as data science and data analytics gains popularity. From our research, we suggest that emphasis on data preprocessing could result in a higher accuracy model. Emphasis on preprocessing can better help analyze results and derive conclusions more efficiently. Machine learning can be applied to different industries and organizations but machine learning algorithms along with predictive analytics can play a vital part for the healthcare industry. These techniques can help save cost, reduce failures and delays in medical settings and impact the healthcare industry tremendously.
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ABSTRACT
The complexities of group decision making are significant, especially today with the size of data and the difficulty for groups to locate, access, filter, and integrate accurate and high-quality information. Additionally, the fact that different members have different levels of expertise and knowledge makes the process even more challenging. GDSSs assist group members with communication, decision analysis, and discussions; however, in their current state, they are becoming less and less effective and efficient. They can no longer just be standard support systems; they must integrate and offer users an element of (artificial) intelligence that can truly address the complex issues of the group decision-making process. So how can these issues be addressed? One solution might lie in the integration of intelligent software agents or intelligent agents. As such, this paper will propose a high-level conceptual framework called the Multi-Intelligent Agent Group Decision Support System (MIA-GDSS), which will attempt to address the question: How can multi-intelligent agents be used to make the group decision-making process more effective and efficient?

INTRODUCTION
Group decision making involving complex problems in and of itself is a complex process. Because it involves more than one person, a consensus on how to address and solve problems becomes a complicated task. Moreover, because of the nature of, and the enormous amount of data (i.e., big data) that exist, it is becoming more and more difficult for groups to locate, access, filter, and integrate accurate and high-quality information in the decision-making process. Additionally, the fact that different members have different levels of expertise and knowledge makes the process even more challenging. Of course, conventional Group Decision Support Systems (GDSSs) are tools that have addressed some of these issues. In fact, according to Ito and Shintani (1997), there are three ways in which a GDSS can assist the group decision making process: 1. It allows for the exchange of information amongst members; 2. It reduces uncertainty by providing decision-modeling and techniques; and 3. It offers expert advice in the selection of rules to apply to problems during meetings. So how can a GDSS assist groups with obtaining and deciphering through large amounts of relevant data, as well as understanding each piece of the data for insight in the decision making process; especially when group members have different levels of expertise and knowledge? One way may be to integrate artificial intelligence in the form of intelligent agents, specifically, multi-intelligent agents into the GDSS. Intelligent agents are autonomous, learning and reasoning interactive softwares. That is, they are programs...
capable of achieving objectives without human intervention for humans, for themselves, or for other agents. They can be complementary to humans by adapting similar skills (e.g., communication, learning and coordination) rather than just replacing humans (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). Intelligent agents can also interact and exchange information with one another within a system, known as a multi-intelligent agent system. In this ecosystem, each agent focuses on specific tasks making them more effective and efficient at achieving a cohesive objective. Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) categorized the capabilities of agents in the following ways: Autonomous, they can operate without human intervention; cooperative, they can cooperate with other agents to achieve objectives; reactive, they can respond to changes in their environment in a timely fashion; proactive, they can take initiative; and mobile, they can travel through computer networks with knowledge and data. Nwana (1996) further classified agents by topology using five categories: 1. mobility, they can move; 2. reasoning, they can be deliberative or reactive; 3. ideal and primary attributes, they have autonomy and the ability to learn and cooperate; 4. role, they can inform or manage; and 5. hybrid, they be a combination of or all of the above.

The objective of this paper is to answer the following question: How can multi-intelligent agents be used to make the group decision-making process more effective and efficient? This will be accomplished by proposing a high-level conceptual framework called the Multi-Intelligent Agent Group Decision Support System (MIA-GDSS).

To answer the question, this paper will proceed as follows, first the methodology and an overview on intelligent agents will be discussed, next the decision-making process and related works will be presented, followed by a discussion on the issues of the group decision-making process. Lastly, a novel high level, conceptual group decision support system framework called the Multi-Intelligent Agent Group Decision Support System (MIA-GDSS) will be presented, along with the evaluation, limitations, and conclusion.

**METHODOLOGY**

This study follows the design science methodology presented by Hevner et al. (2004) as shown in Table 1. The purpose is to present an artifact, i.e., framework.

**Table 1. Methodology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design as an Artifact</td>
<td>Design a Multi-Intelligent Agent Group DSS that assist users with data mining and data analytics for decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Relevance</td>
<td>Review of the literature to reveal that a system such as the Multi-Intelligent Agent Group DSS does not exist and is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Evaluation</td>
<td>Evaluate using an informed argument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Contribution</td>
<td>Present a DSS for a group that utilizes intelligent agents in mining and analyzing large volumes and varieties of data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTELLIGENT AGENTS (IA)

An intelligent agent (IA) is a subcategory of artificial intelligence. In essence, IAs are software or components of a system responsible for performing part of a programmatic process, making them capable of accomplishing tasks on behalf of their users. They can be described by using cognitive notions, such as knowledge, belief, intention, obligation (Shen et al. 1995, Wooldridge, 1995), and emotion (Bates, 1994). They also can be characterized in multiple ways: functionality, utility, or topology (Gilbert, 1997; Magedanz et al., 1996; Tweedale, 2007). IAs are autonomous, yet cooperative. They can communicate with not only their users, but the system resources and other agents when required to accomplish a task. Together they can work and collaborate with each other when a task is beyond the ability of a single agent (i.e., they can become a multi-agent). They are mobile and can transport themselves, as well as information, across one system to another to access remote resources. Magedanz et al., 1996 describes intelligent agents with the attributes shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Intelligent Agent Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence</td>
<td>Understands goals, tasks, preferences, and vocabularies appropriate for various domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Executes tasks totally decoupled from its user or other agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communicates with various system resources and users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>Exchanges knowledge and information with user, system, and other agents, which represents the prerequisite for multi-agent systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Transports data and information through a network to remote sites, usually in a specific run-time environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The decision-making process is a multi-step process, as noted by many researchers: Tuckman (1965) offered a five-stage process which included forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. Fisher (1970) offered orientation, conflict, emergence, and reinforcement. Tubbs (1995) modified Fisher’s model by adding orientation, conflict, consensus, and closure. These models fall in line with Simon’s well-known 4-phase model of intelligence design, choice, and implementation. Turban et al. (2011) combined Simon’s model of the decision-making process in a clear and succinct list of the major tasks activities along with the process activities (See Table 3). Overall, a group’s goal is to work...
together to arrive at a common goal-oriented decision. Not a decision that meets one particular member, or even a subset (i.e., majority) of members. The group decision-making process requires that the members communicate, interact, deliberate, search for and collect information, ask questions, obtain answers, produce answers, and make decisions or solve problems as one collective unit.

Table 3. Activities in the Decision-making Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simon’s Model</th>
<th>Tasks activities</th>
<th>Process activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence</td>
<td>Identify problems, Collect information, Information sharing, Identify decision criteria, Prioritizing decision criteria</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Nominal group techniques, Voting, Ranking, Deliberation negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Find alternatives, Evaluate alternatives, Compare alternatives, Prioritize alternatives</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Delphi method, Voting, Ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td>Alternative selection, Sensitivity analysis, Implementation plan</td>
<td>Choice models, Decision analysis, Negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Selection of an alternative, Meeting management</td>
<td>Polling, Discussion groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purpose of this study, we will focus only on the intelligence and design tasks activities for the proposed multi-intelligent agent group decision support system.

**RELATED WORKS**

We will present works within the last ten years that focus on agents and group decision support systems. Although the studies utilize agents to make the group decision-making process more effective and efficient, none of the studies address the issues of big data and different levels of expertise of the members.

Significant studies have been conducted with the idea of agents either replacing or assisting users within the group decision support system environment. We review some of the studies within the last few years. Santos et al. (2009) proposed a multi-agent model that supports groups in the decision-making process. They attempt to use agents in the negotiation process. Specifically, they use a negotiator agent, an aggressor agent, a submissive agent, and an avoider agent based on the McCrae & John (1992) Five Factor Model that defines agents’ personalities. Yu et al. (2009) proposed an intelligent agent model that analyzed and evaluated risk levels of credit applicants over pre-defined criteria. Their evaluation results produced by different intelligent agents were aggregated into a group consensus to support the final decision for decision-makers of credit-granting institutions.
Palomares et al. (2013) proposed a Web-based consensus support system that integrates the decision-makers' attitude regarding consensus. They focus on the importance of decision-makers reaching a consensus with regard to modifying their own preferences. In their study, a decision-maker can have three attitudes: pessimistic, indifferent and optimistic. In their system, a decision-maker who has an optimistic attitude, means that for her to reach an agreement is more important than her own preferences. This means that the group's options will be given more importance. They argue that an optimistic attitude helps to reach consensus while a pessimistic attitude hampers the achievement of a consensus. Recio-García et al. (2013) proposed a group decision support system where each decision-maker has an agent who fights with the other agents in order to obtain the best alternative for the group. The proposed negotiation model consists of the users’ social factors, personality and trust in the negotiation process. The decision-maker's personality is represented by a number ranging from 0 to 1 where 0 means a very cooperative person and 1 a very selfish person. They conclude that the proposed model allows for the achievement of better satisfaction rates when compared to the standard “fully connected” group recommender.

Abraham et al. (2014) presented a study using Multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) techniques and data visualization methods in group decision-making processes as a way to help reach a consensus. They conclude that the use of MADM methods assist the group in reaching a consensus; moreover, they gain understanding on the use of visualization techniques which assist decision-makers in showing clients the reasons for why a proposal is made. Palomares and Martínez (2014a) proposed a system that helps decision-makers reach a consensus during urgent situations. They presented a visual decision support tool that can represent the experts' preferences. This tool is based on Self-Organizing Maps and consists of a two-dimensional visual representation that allows perception of the levels of agreement/disagreement. They developed an experiment to reveal the usefulness of the proposed tool. They also revealed that the proposed tool can help decision-makers reach consensus more easily, as well as to have a better view of the current status of the decision process.

Palomares and Martínez (2014b) proposed a semi supervised consensus support system (CSS) using a multiagent system paradigm with the goal of overcoming difficulties associated with managing large groups of experts and the need for constant human supervision. To minimize the need for experts’ interactions with the system, they developed a strategy that allowed the experts to express their individual concerns. They developed three different profiles: sure profile, unsure profile and neutral profile. The sure profile represents the experts that are very confident about their preferences. As such, they do not intend to change them. The unsure represents experts that want to achieve a consensus but are unsure about their opinions. The neutral, represent the experts that want to achieve a consensus and are moderately sure about their opinions. They conducted a case study of several experiments with the intent of understanding the different evolution of the degree of consensus between the proposed semi supervised CSS and a full-supervised CSS. They determined that within their proposed system it was possible to
GROUP DECISION MAKING ISSUES

“Two heads are better than one” as it is said. If so, then groups have more informational and motivational resources, and therefore probably can outperform individuals. However, there are multiple issues that hinder effective and efficient decision-making when multiple decision-makers are involved (i.e., group members). Members may feel an obligation to go along with the other members in the decision simply to appear as a “team” player even when the decision is not the best. Members may have difficulties mining and managing large amounts of data relevant to the decision-making process, and/or members may lack necessary knowledge and/or skills necessary to make the best decision. Conceivably some or all of these issues may contribute to a group not making the best decision possible as discussed below.

Groupthink Theory

Janis (1972) developed a theory named Groupthink, which is describe as faulty decision making that can occur in groups as a result of forces that bring a group together (group cohesion). By design because of the nature of groups and how they make decisions, the concept of Groupthink is very relevant. In fact, Groupthink causes the following group decision making problems:

- Inadequately considering all alternatives in order to maintain unanimity
- Poor examination of decision objectives
- Failure to properly evaluate the risks of the chosen solution alternative
- Information searches that are insufficient or biased

As discovered by Janis (1972), the desire for group conformity and unanimity essentially overrides the need to make effective decisions. This is where the usage of intelligent agents may assist group members in making better decisions. Unlike humans, intelligent agents are independent, unbiased actors that can interact with the users by receiving user specifications and delivering results. They can access large amounts of heterogeneous sources of collections of information, filter through large amounts of data/information and determine all alternatives relevant to a decision, as well as determine and resolve information conflicts and aggregate appropriate information.

Big Data

Today, because of the volume of big data, it is challenging for IT professionals and managers to decipher it and analyze it. Moreover, as the name implies, it is not only the volume that makes the understanding of big data a challenge, but the variety (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured), velocity (speed of the data coming from various sources), variability (inconsistency of data flow, especially with the inclusion of social media), complexity (linking, matching, cleansing and transforming of the data across
systems coming from various sources), and value (determining the importance of the data) that also add to this issue (Katal, et al. 2013).

As such, there are two main challenges for group decision making as it relates to big data: The handling of the data effectively and efficiently and the filtering of the most important data from all the data collected so as to add value to the organization, i.e., assist with making good decisions (Katal, et al. 2013). Unlike humans, intelligent agents are independent actors that can interact with the users by receiving user specifications and delivering results. They can filter through large amounts of data/information and determine all alternatives relevant to a decision.

**Group Members’ Level of Knowledge and Expertise**

The experience, knowledge, and expertise needed in organizations to solve problems and make decisions most times are carried out in groups. Often it is these groups that are formed with the explicit objective of bringing together people who are or are expected to become experts in performing specific aspects of the work in the organization. However, knowledge and expertise are heterogeneously distributed with the groups such that some members will become more of an expert in the performance of a particular tasks over others, given the differences in experience, training, education, and natural ability. As such, groups deal with the challenge of identifying their more expert members and giving greater weight to the advice, suggestions, and opinions of the more expert members in solving problems or making decisions (Bunderson, 2003).

Intelligent agents, as discussed, have the abilities to help counter the issues discussed. As shown in Table 4, they are not subject to Groupthink because they are independent and not influenced by other agents as well as they can mine, determine, examine, and consider the important alternatives with respect to the decision-making process. Unlike humans who have different expertise and knowledge bases, all intelligent agents involved can have a high level of expertise and knowledge in a desired area.

**Table 4. Issues with Group Decision Making and Advantages of Intelligent Agents (Sycara et al. 1996)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues with Group Decision Making</th>
<th>Advantages Intelligent Agents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequately considering all alternatives in order to maintain unanimity due to Groupthink</td>
<td>Intelligent agents are independent actors that can interact with the users by receiving user specifications and delivering results. They can filter through large amounts of data/information and determine all alternatives relevant to a decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor examination of decision objectives due to lack of knowledge/expertise</td>
<td>Intelligent agents can identify and interpret importance of information-seeking sub-goals/objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Failure to properly evaluate the risks of the chosen solution alternative due to lack of knowledge/expertise

Intelligent agents can retain useful information from their interactions as training examples and use various machine-learning techniques to adapt to new situations and improve performance.

Information searches that are insufficient or biased due to big data

Intelligent agents are unbiased in their functionality. They can access large amounts of heterogeneous sources of collections of information, determine and resolve information conflicts, and aggregate appropriate information.

PROPOSED MULTI-INTELLIGENT AGENT GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (MIA-GDSS)

From the studies discussed, none focused on the issues presented from the theory of Groupthink, big data and various levels of knowledge and expertise. As such, the proposed Multi-Intelligent Agent Group Decision Support System (MIA-GDSS) provides a solution not explored, yet relevant to making the group decision making process more effective and efficient (See Figure 1).

Below we will discuss the MIA-GDSS and its three main intelligent agents: the interaction agent whose functions are to provide an interface between the group members, shared knowledge, and the system’s components so that collaboration can take place; the coordinator agent whose functions are to facilitate and transport knowledge between members’ interaction agents and the knowledge support agent, to manage the progress made by the support agent, as well as to notify members of the support agent’s discovery, and to control all communications, and the knowledge support agent whose function is to discover knowledge.
The Interaction Agent

The interaction agent allows the interaction between the group members and the other components of the IMAT-DSS. It has three components shown in Figure 2. The interface allows for the initial interaction and communications between the group member and the MIA-GDSS. The collaboration service manages the interactions with the group members like accepting request for a task of the knowledge support agent while the coordinator agent manages the communications. The relevant knowledge like domain knowledge, past organization knowledge, and ontological knowledge is stored in the local knowledge base. All the components are controlled by the collaboration service agent.

The function of the interaction agent is relevant to the decision-making process in that it assists the group member with seeing the other group members' priorities as well as the opportunity to share her own priorities with the other group members. Additionally, group members can request task to the support knowledge agents for knowledge discovery. The interaction agent can then share the request with the collaborator agent and interpret the discovery results.
The Coordinator Agent

The coordinator agent assists with managing and controlling the functions of all the agents in the MIA-GDSS. The three components of the coordinator agent are shown in Figure 3. The support knowledge agent, the interaction agent, and the repository make available support for focused reasoning.

The coordinator agent is responsible for deciding when to use the knowledge support agents, for managing and analyzing the request through the local knowledge. It also initiates when the knowledge support agent will perform requested tasks. Additionally, it facilitates the discovered knowledge from the knowledge support agent, stores the knowledge into the repository for future use and forwards the relevant knowledge to the group member. Lastly, it synchronizes the time between the collection and progress of the support knowledge agent through notification to the group member alerting them that knowledge has been discovered.

The function of the coordinator agent is relevant to the decision-making process in that it manages activities between the group members, between the group members and the agents, and the repository for knowledge sharing.

Figure 2. Interaction Agent
The Knowledge Support Agent

During the intelligence phase, group members identify the problem or opportunity and collect relevant information. The collection task can be challenging when members are not knowledgeable or do not have a certain level of expertise in the area of data and text mining or analytics. In this case, an intelligent agent can be very effective and efficient regarding the tasks of finding, sharing, and analyzing information.

In the design phase, group members need to generate potential alternative courses of actions. There are multiple ways to accomplish this task; however, it is very challenging for group members because of the aforementioned reasons associated with Groupthink (e.g., inadequately considering all alternatives in order to maintain unanimity) and big data (e.g., too much data to analyze and understand). Again, intelligent agents can be very effective and efficient regarding these tasks also.

The role of the knowledge support agent is to discover patterns about the topic, providing support in the decision-making process. The knowledge support agent’s consist of four components shown in Figure 4. The MIA-GDSS interface component manages the communication between the knowledge support agent and the coordinator agent. Once the knowledge support agent receives a message, the MIA-GDSS interface translates the message into the local format based on the local vocabulary/ontology. Conversely, when the knowledge support agent sends a message out, the MIA-GDSS interface translates it into common format first, then sends it to the coordinator agent. To carry out the mining task, the domain knowledge and other local knowledge is retained in the knowledge base, while the data interface component serves as the interface to external data sources.

The function of the knowledge support agent is relevant to the decision-making process in that it discovers hidden relationships, dependencies, and patterns within the data sources, which provides valuable information to the group decision-makers in finding a solution.

Figure 3. Coordinator Agent
Hevner et al. (2004) states that the descriptive informed argument evaluation method is appropriate and acceptable for artifacts (See Table 5).

**Table 5. Informed Arguments for each agent in Intelligent Multi-Agent Group Decision Support System (IMAT-DSS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Agent</td>
<td>It allows for the interaction between the group members and the other components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The subcomponent, interface allows for the initial interaction and communications between the group member and the MIA-GDSS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The collaboration service manages the interactions with the group member, for example, accepting request for a task of the knowledge support agent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Coordinator Agent</td>
<td>It assists with managing and controlling the functions of all the agents in the MIA-GDSS. It is responsible for deciding when to use the knowledge support agents, for managing and analyzing the request through the local knowledge base. It also</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
initiates when the knowledge support agent will perform requested tasks.

| The Knowledge Support Agent | The role of the knowledge support agent is to discover patterns about the topic, providing support in the decision-making process. The knowledge support agent's consist of four components.
- The MIA-GDSS interface component manages the communication between the knowledge support agent and the coordinator agent. Once the knowledge support agent receives a message, the MIA-GDSS interface translates the message into the local format based on the local vocabulary/ontology.
- When the knowledge support agent sends a message out, the IMAT-DSS interface translates it into common format first, then sends it to the coordinator agent. To carry out the mining task, the domain knowledge and other local knowledge is retained in the knowledge base, while the data interface component serves as the interface to external data sources.
- The function of the knowledge support agent is relevant to the decision-making process in that it discovers hidden relationships, dependencies, and patterns within the data sources, which provides valuable information to the group decision makers in finding a solution. |

**LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION**

The complexities of group decision making are significant, especially today with the size of data and the difficulty for groups to locate, access, filter, and integrate accurate and high-quality information. Additionally, the fact that different members have different levels of expertise and knowledge makes the process even more challenging. Conventional Group Decision Support Systems (GDSSs) have not addressed these issues and as such, are becoming less and less effective and efficient in their current state. They can no longer be standard models; they must integrate and offer users an element of (artificial) intelligence that can truly address the complex issues of the group decision-making process. 
The goal of this paper is to offer a partial solution to the problem and answer the question: How can multi-intelligent agents be used to make the group decision-making process more effective and efficient? The authors acknowledge, however, that the solution offered is just a high-level conceptual one. To know truly if it is a solution would require the actual design and instantiation of the artifact, and the evaluation of such a system to determine if it is a valid answer to a complex problem. Nonetheless, it is the hope of the authors that the proposed framework sparks further investigation by researchers and provides insight for practitioners.
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To begin the process of answering this question, the session will engage the attendees in brainstorming for the first two steps of the CRISP DM process: Business Understanding & Data Understanding. Arriving at the right decision depends on getting the right data. Problem formulation and identifying proper data may the most difficult to teach. To obtain a broad understanding of a process it is important to engage a group of people with a variety of experiences with the process. During this session the attendees and session leaders will identify variables that can be used to measure the cost of AACSB Accreditation and variables to measure the improvement of quality of the education provided to students as a result of the AACSB Accreditation process.
Analytics & Data Science Difference and “Using Software” in Business Analytics Courses

Regular Session

Dr. Bob Andrews\(^1\), Dr. Jeff Camm\(^2\), Dr. Melissa Bowers\(^3\), Mr. David Stephan\(^4\)

1. Virginia Commonwealth University, 2. Wake Forest University, 3. University of Tennessee, 4. Two Bridges Instructional Technology

Session addresses two topics. 1. **What is the difference in Analytics and Data Science?** This talk summarizes our findings based on a review of academic (masters) programs as well as job ads in analytics and data science. We also discuss who should care and why. 2. **Misconceptions About “Using Software” in Business Analytics Courses** A generation ago, shapers of IS courses often spent much time disagreeing about which software to use in their courses. In hindsight, differing mental models shaped perceptions about what “using software” meant and clouded such discussions. Comments at DSI 2019 DASI sessions suggest that a similar “cloudiness” impedes discussions that seek to define business analytics courses. This session provides a basis for avoiding such cloudiness and explains the assertion that saying “my analytics course uses X,” where X is a specific piece of software, is always an incomplete specification.
Dealing with Challenging Data, Adaptive Learning Course Design & Statistical Knowledge for Analytics

Regular Session

Dr. Bob Andrews¹, Dr. Ping Wang², Dr. Zhiwei Zhu³, Dr. Denise Benton³, Mrs. Wilma Andrews¹

¹Virginia Commonwealth University, ²Texas A&M University at Galveston, ³University of Louisiana at Lafayette

The first presentation will introduce R packages with recent advancements of regression-based estimation methods to analyze challenging data such as unobtrusively collected “digital exhaust” data. The second presentation will discuss how combining Open Educational Resources (OER) and the adaptive platform can make it possible to adopt a variety of course materials to use a data-driven approach to instruction and remediation, which can differentiate individual learning pathways to meet the needs of specific learners. The third presentation will take a critical look at the typical topics in introductory statistics classes from the perspective of the knowledge needed for business intelligence and business analytics. It will also address how to use new features in PowerPoint to effectively communicate analysis results.
Experiences with Teaching Coding with R and Python to Business Students

Deciding whether to teach coding in R or Python to business students can lead to a heated debate from both sides. This session features two experiences, one with R and one with Python. At the Darla Moore School of Business at the University of South Carolina, all undergraduate business students learn basic programming skills in R, in addition to Excel. This talk discusses why and how we teach coding to students who have no coding experience and why we think it is important. We will also discuss student and faculty sentiment toward this new initiative and how R programming is being woven throughout the rest of the curriculum. For example, based on student requests, students in our data visualization course are learning to run R scripts in Power BI. For teaching Python coding for Analytics in an IT Program at Georgia Southern University, the presentation will discuss the use of Python as the core programming course as well as its use for analytics. The presentation will focus on how the course fits in the curriculum, pros and cons of using Python, materials used, course structure, the libraries and skills taught and lessons learned from the first offering of the course.
Helping students learn that analyzing model residuals helps them understand the data better

Regular Session

Mr. Kevin Potcner 1

1. JMP

Most traditional statistics courses emphasize that analyzing model residuals is necessary in order to validation certain assumptions – normality, homogeneity of variance, etc. Since these assumptions are primarily about ensuring that the underlying mathematical framework of a statistical procedure is valid, students often see this step as something necessary but not tremendously insightful.

Using examples that focus more on how the analysis of residuals can uncover interesting features in the data, students are more likely to see why doing so helps them understand the data better and even the model itself. In addition, many of the new modeling techniques being taught today don’t rely on those traditional model assumptions. For these techniques, it’s quite natural to shift the focus towards using residuals as a means to gain better understanding of the data rather than to simply verify that one can trust the analysis results.

In this talk, the audience will see some examples that they can use in the classroom to help students appreciate the value that exploring the residuals has in doing a thorough data analysis.
Report on Efforts to Expand Course and Degree Offerings to Satisfy Increased Demand for Analytics Knowledge

Regular Session

Dr. Bob Andrews ¹, Dr. Alan Russell Cannon ², Dr. Mary M. Whiteside ², Dr. Stephen W. Custer ¹, Dr. Barbara J. Hoopes ³

¹. Virginia Commonwealth University, ². University of Texas at Arlington, ³. Virginia Tech

Three universities report on their efforts to expand course offerings and degree programs to address the demand for graduates with analytics knowledge. The University of Texas at Arlington switched from a single required junior level statistics course to a sophomore level course followed by an advanced junior level class and is developing a follow on third course. Virginia Commonwealth University moved from a Decision Sciences concentration in an MS in Business degree with traditional evening courses to a Master of Decision Analytics Program with a Traditional Track and a Professional Track offered on weekends. Virginia Tech currently has several different graduate degrees with some analytics focus. Their report will be on evaluating the possibility of launching a new graduate degree in Business Analytics.
Residual Analysis for Better Data Understanding & Data Mining with Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio

Regular Session

Dr. Bob Andrews¹, Mr. Kevin Potcner², Dr. Denise Benton³, Dr. Zhiwei Zhu³

¹ Virginia Commonwealth University, ² JMP, ³ University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Session has two major components. The first uses examples to show how the analysis of residuals for a prediction model can uncover interesting features in the data. Audience members can use these examples in their classroom to help students appreciate how exploring the residuals can provide a more thorough understanding of the data. The second tells of the experience of Using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio for data mining in an intermediate level business analytics course. This will include a demonstration of accessing ML Studio, exploring data using the application, running the data mining algorithms and viewing the results.
Teaching Data Visualization: Course Design, Use of Tableau & Grading Rubric for Projects

Regular Session

*Dr. Bob Andrews*¹, *Dr. Barry Wray*², *Dr. Suzie Smith*³, *Prof. Maureen Petkewich*⁴, *Dr. Rebecca Scott*⁵


Session addresses important aspects of teaching data visualization.

**Course Design:** Course structure is very much dependent on the unique area for which it is designed. Focus will be on design issues for visualization courses taught for students in both undergraduate and graduate programs in Business Analytics.

**Teaching with Tableau:** Proficiency in Data Analytics includes creating compelling visualizations and telling the right story well with data. This presentation offers insights on these important topics using Tableau as the primary platform for instruction.

**Grading Rubric for Projects:** Will present a rubric for grading data visualization projects using Power BI along with the thinking behind the different categories and weighting. Will finish with an interactive discussion of the criteria with the audience and seek their ideas on grading interactive dashboards.
Using Advanced Analysis Methods for Better Understanding: Cluster Analysis, Logistic Regression, & Classification Trees

Regular Session

Dr. Bob Andrews ¹, Dr. Rose Sebastianelli ², Dr. Nabil Tamimi ², Mr. David Stephan ³
¹. Virginia Commonwealth University, ². University of Scranton, ³. Two Bridges Instructional Technology

Session begins with an example of how cluster analysis can be used to facilitate identification of the “leaders” and “laggards” among the S&P 500 with respect to transparency on environmental and social practices and performance. Secondly, there is a discussion of how logistic regression and classification trees are a natural pair of tools that can help students and analysts better understand the interplay between explanatory and predictive analytics models.
Data Analytics and Statistics Instruction (DASI) (Invited sessions only) - Papers
Report on Efforts to Expand Course and Degree Offerings to Satisfy Increased Demand for Analytics Knowledge

Session Chair & Presenter: Robert L. Andrews
Virginia Commonwealth University
Emeritus Professor, School of Business
randrews@vcu.edu

Alan Russell Cannon
University of Texas at Arlington
acannon@uta.edu

Mary M. Whiteside
University of Texas at Arlington
whiteside@uta.edu

Stephen W. Custer
Virginia Commonwealth University
Director Decision Analytics Professional Track
swcuster@vcu.edu

Barbara J. Hoopes
Virginia Tech
Academic Director – VT MBA Programs
bhoopes@vt.edu

Abstract
Three universities report on their efforts to expand course offerings and degree programs to address the demand for graduates with analytics knowledge. The University of Texas at Arlington switched from a single required junior level statistics course to a sophomore level course followed by an advanced junior level class and is developing a follow on third course. Virginia Commonwealth University moved from a Decision Sciences concentration in an MS in Business degree with traditional evening courses to a Master of Decision Analytics Program with a Traditional Track and a Professional Track offered on weekends. Virginia Tech currently has several different graduate degrees with some analytics focus. Their report will be on evaluating the possibility of launching a new graduate degree in Business Analytics.

University of Texas at Arlington report will discuss: 1) mapping out the transition, as our college’s undergraduate population gradually turns over from the “one course” to the “two course” paradigm; 2) deciding on the content to be visited in that second course; 3) exploring how that third course should (or will) be configured; and 4) choosing a software approach for one, more or all of these courses.

Virginia Commonwealth University began with a Decision Sciences concentration in an M.S. in Business with evening classes oriented toward serving working students. We ended with a STEM degree, Master of Decision Analytics (M.D.A.) with two tracks offered in two different
formats. The Traditional Track uses traditional 3-credit-hour courses with a 5-course required core and five electives that allow the student flexibility to specialize in an area of interest. The Professional Track courses are on weekends similar to our EMBA program. This track requires previous professional experience in addition to an undergraduate degree. A cohort of students move through four semesters of coursework, which allows for better coaching in the areas of communication and teamwork.

Another Analytics Graduate Degree Program? What Are They Thinking?
The Virginia Tech Pamplin College of Business at is considering launching another graduate degree in Business Analytics, likely online. However, the deliberations have been deep, considering that 1) we already offer a Master of Science in Business Administration in Business Analytics at the Blacksburg campus, 2) Virginia Tech at large offers several Analytics-based graduate degrees out of other departments, both online and in the metro-Washington, DC region, where this degree would be based, and 3) perhaps we have missed the bubble of interest in Analytics degrees anyway. But we also believe that Business Analytics education is adequately differentiated from the statistics and computer science/engineering-based degrees, there still seems to be adequate demand, especially in the online population, and Virginia Tech can seemingly build on their success with their online Master of Information Technology degree program. So, DOES the world really need another Business Analytics degree program? What exactly would it look like, how can we compete in a saturated market space, and how can we design it to maximize the likelihood of its long-term success? There are both internal (university) and external (state) hurdles to conquer in the process.
Healthcare, Public Sector and Not for Profit Management - Abstracts
A Case Study for Enabling a Non-Profit Organization to Help Adult Artists with Cognitive Disabilities through a Multisensory Environment (MSE) of Virtual Reality (VR)

Oral

Dr. James Lawler 1
1. Pace University

The descriptive findings of this paper highlight comfortability as a foundation for non-profit organizations to further invest in multisensory environments of virtual reality for artistic higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD).
COMMON COMPETENCIES FOR HEALTHCARE MANAGERS: A COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE

Oral

Dr. Matthew Kolakowski ¹, Dr. Sherif Ebrahim ², Dr. Janice Pittman ³
1. Valdosta State University, 2. Tulane University, 3. Union University

Today’s healthcare environment requires an examination of what it means to be a fully competent leader. As a result, an upsurge in interest in healthcare management competencies has resulted. The present study utilizes a diverse group of informants as participants: health management practitioners, multi-disciplinary faculty groups, and health service consumers. Using the competency directory published by the Healthcare Leadership Alliance (HLA), this study examined which traits are essential in the provision of quality healthcare services. Additionally, demographic questions were used from the American Health Values Survey to prevent ontological oscillation. Using survey data collected from 139 respondents, this study reveals that leadership was the only statistically significant competency. Implications for the practice of healthcare management are discussed.
Public health agencies have designed and implemented interventions and policies specifically targeting individuals in the lower socio-economic strata. These policies have shown positive effects on individuals nutrition and physical activity practices, but food producers have been challenged with this changing policy environment and dynamics in the marketplace in which there have been some shifts in consumer trends. Recently, there is increasing interest in food industry for strategies that are responsive to these changing trends. The objective of this study is to build an analytical model to understand firms’ competitive strategies on product positioning and pricing in the market and derive insights on the interactions of firm strategies and (perceived) impact of public health policies. In such a context, considered questions are: (i) Should firms offer similar or very different healthful offerings? and, (ii) How should firms’ positioning strategies change as consumers’ perceptions of healthful messaging and perceptions on taxation change? We formulate a duopoly market setting and solve for equilibrium prices and positioning sequentially using backward induction in order to answer these two important questions.
Attendees will participate in a demo of Emergency!, a cooperative, simulation-based, educational game based on an actual Emergency Department. Emergency! helps students understand key operations concepts, including the influence of variability on service performance, the role of flexibility in managing service capacity, and the value of shifting capacity in response to unpredictable changes in demand. Emergency! has been adopted by leading educational institutions, including: University of South Carolina, James Madison University, University of North Carolina and University of Victoria.

The presenter has obtained permission from the game developer “Happy Harpy Games” to present a demo at SEDSI 2020.

Presenter: Elham Torabi, PhD. James Madison University.
Engaging Students in Evaluating Films for a Disability Film Festival: Foundational Impacts

Regular Session

Dr. James Lawler 1
1. Pace University

James P. Lawler
Pace University
New York City, New York 10038 USA

Community engagement with disadvantaged people is a goal of a university. The author of the paper describes the engagement of students as advocate agents of change in the evaluation of films for a disability film festival program at a leading metropolitan university. The program is fostering impacts of meaningful opportunities of outreach on both people with disabilities and students.

The film festival program is designed for discovering films of actual people with disabilities aspiring to be like people without disabilities. The films are focused on actual (not Hollywood) people with disabilities functioning in life despite impairments that often preclude them from society, from which other people with disabilities in the local neighborhoods are learning more of independent living possibilities in society. From engagement with film festivals, municipal organizations and non-profit organizations focusing on this population, the author describes the design of a diversity focus group of undergraduate students that is involved in the evaluation process for the films to be included in the program each spring. The author describes the empirically favorable impacts of the process on the students, most of whom do not have disabilities, in learning of people with disabilities and in marketing the program in the local neighborhoods of the university.

In engagement with the students, the author describes further in this research-in-progress paper the favorable impacts of the program on the local people with disabilities. From the film festival program, the presence of the university is pronounced in its mission of improving the potential of an aspiring but often isolated population in society.

The impacts of the film festival program are high on the local people with disabilities at the program screenings and on the students participating in the process contributing to the screenings selected by them. The author describes the best of the films, identifying high impacts of respect on the students and of self-advocacy on the people with disabilities. The initial findings of this paper will benefit faculty of urban and non-urban universities considering the creativeness of film festival programs as a feasible proposition for expanding their readiness roles in improving opportunities for disadvantaged people and involving students in service with this population.
GROSS STATE PRODUCT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFECTS ON HEALTHCARE EXPENDITURES IN U.S. STATES, 1991-2014

Oral

Dr. Helen You 1
1. James Madison University

Changes in income and technology are the two major drivers of aggregate healthcare expenditures (HCE). This study, for the first time in the literature, presents econometric model estimates of the short- and long-run effects of income (Gross State Product) and technology proxies on healthcare expenditures (HCE) using alternative panel cointegration techniques applying for the 1991-2014 available update data for US state-level health expenditures. This study makes two novel contributions to the literature: first, it uses alternative panel unit root tests and the Westerlund ECM cointegration tests; second, it uses state-level data to model the determinant of HCE with panel cointegration technique. We detect long-run cointegration relationships among HCE, GSP, and the various measures of Research and Development (R&D) activities. To handle cross-sectional dependency, we applied the updated Bai FM and CUP-FM methods based on a factor model. Findings show the estimated income elasticities of HCE fall in the 0.60 to 0.97 range depending on the R&D measure employed, and that the upper bound of the technological change effect is 0.152. Since the US state-level health care is a necessity, subsidizing and providing access to care for low-income people as the Medicaid program could see dramatic achievement on welfare improving.
This discussion zooms in on the persisting gap between Blacks and Whites on a variety of health conditions. Stroke and cancer may be the major health issues that continue to leave Blacks disabled in higher numbers than they impact other ethnicities. However, these two conditions are not the only ones making salient the divide in health between Blacks and other ethnicities. This review will use data to discuss the health disparities that continue to draw a wedge between Blacks and Whites, especially looking into the causes and remedies of such disparities.

Key words: health disparities, awareness, untold stories.
Health Disparities: What If Your Neighborhood Mattered More Than You Thought

Oral

Dr. Yvette Essounga-Njan¹, Ms. Tiombe Jones¹
1. Tuskegee University

Abstract
This review discusses health disparities from the point of view of the risks populations often incur when left to live in toxic zones. Black populations, more so than individuals in other ethnicities tend to be ignorant of the risks of living in a neighborhood having been exposed to toxicity from one source or another. Further, even when aware of the risks, individuals in Black communities tend to have less options or choices regarding the places in which they may choose to reside. As a result, populations of color are the ones who are left to suffer the diseases resulting from exposure to deadly chemicals. This review shines a light on the relationship between socio-economic status (SES) and health disparities, particularly looking at the effect of one's neighborhood. Key words: health disparities, neighborhood, SES.
Healthcare Provider Recommendation Engine

Oral

Mr. Tuhin Dasgupta, Mr. Adrian Blue, Dr. Burcu Adivar, Ms. Alex Harris, Dr. Jennifer Bushelle Edghill, Dr. Lee Brown, Dr. Bola Ekezue

1. Fayetteville State University

In this study, we propose a multi-criteria decision-making approach for matching patients and healthcare providers. The proposed approach features the characteristics of goal programming and location covering models to provide recommendations to patients based on rating, distance, and appointment lead times. The model can be used for developing or improving upon existing methods to improve public health outcomes, reduce health disparities, and broaden access to healthcare.

From a patient perspective, we focus on three criteria including minimizing distance, minimizing appointment lead time, and maximizing the provider rating. We compile three datasets: one with patient data, another one with healthcare provider data, and a third one with the distance of the Cartesian product of all. Data mining techniques are used to enhance the provider dataset by geocoding, adding ratings, and adding capacities. For geocoding and calculating real driving distances, we used programming languages like Visual Basic in addition to Application Program Interfaces (APIs) provided by Microsoft Bing. After implementing missing value imputation techniques, we obtained data to be used in the proposed optimization model. The multi-objective optimization model has been converted into a linear integer programming model using weights for each criterion of individual patients. For our demonstration purpose we generated the weights using an excel formula, but while implementing the model we may request patients to provide their preferred weights for each criterion. Then the resulting optimization model is solved by SAS OptModel Procedure. Model is tested with sanitized patient data and results are presented.

Working with a data set of 200+ patients and 100+ providers, we used a multi-criteria decision-making algorithm to accomplish the request. Future work would include having additional criteria, GIS integration, real-time data feed, and integration with a healthcare provider database. Future research direction is to lay out the foundation of a back-end recommendation application that public health departments could use behind a front-end application. The foundation of this model can be applied to virtually any field that requires a matching system.
Firefighting is a unique profession. It requires hazard engagement rather than hazard avoidance. Within such responses, firefighters may be exposed to numerous threats such as dense smoke, extreme noise and heat from the flames, confined spaces, or collapsing structures. These environmental factors make navigation for the firefighters very difficult, often resulting in confusion and disorientation. In an attempt to prevent these tragedies, it is critical to track a responder’s movements within the emergency and disastrous environment. Such tracking ability will assist firefighters within the building to escape serious threats or in the event of a mayday call, assist their team in completing a rescue. This has led to the development of various technologies and search methods to improve safety standards during an emergency response, one of which is RFID.

The purpose of this research was to identify an RFID-based traceability system that could accurately track a firefighter’s location during an emergency response and determine the practicality of implementation within the fire services. A case study was conducted by collecting data from several fire stations in Lethbridge, AB, Canada. Business Process Reengineering (BPR) approach was undertaken for analysing the results. Information via in-person interviews and surveys were gathered to gain expert insight into the theory of implementing a tracking technology for their fire services, as well as understanding the equipment standards for their working conditions.

This research has investigated several scenarios for the proper placement of the RFID tag as the results of interviews and surveys. The recommended scenario is using an active RFID tag, to be sewn on the interior left side of their coats, on the back of their upper arm. This spot is preferable because the technology would not impact the firefighter’s mobility, be the most protected from the environment, as well as the responder’s movements, remain assigned to a specific individual as the coats are not shared and remain on a piece of equipment that is unlikely to be removed.

As a further step to this research, the fourth stage of BPR will be investigated by looking into practical sides of application of the proposed traceability system. For this means, the testing of the proposed technology at a Lethbridge Fire Station is being considered. The researchers will also explore the capability to determine vertical location of firefighters within a structure for a more accurate location navigation.
Physicians and other healthcare leaders are under increasing pressure to know the fundamentals of Leadership, Patient Safety and Quality Improvement. Because of this pressure, there is a recent growth in opportunity for collaboration between business schools and medical schools to fill the gap. In this paper, I discuss the drivers and benefits of this collaboration as well as an example of collaboration using root cause analysis.
Preparation and survival traits afford nurses adaptability in a continually evolving healthcare landscape. Nurses that “prep” are employees who strive to learn, network, and express family values. To assess the potential organizational value of “prepper” nurses, we analyzed 1,171 newly licensed Registered Nurses in a 2014-2015 Cohort pulled from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR). Results indicated that nurses with “prepper” traits, 94.3% of respondent’s self-report good to excellent health, and 76.3% of nurses self-reported intent to stay with their current employer. Results indicate that “prepper” nurses are a critical resource to the healthcare system.
People with a chronic illness require daily medical care over the course of their lifetime and with this comes an emotional burden that is difficult to share with people not managing the same illness. Finding others with the same illness to discuss questions and concerns with used to be quite difficult but with the rise of online health communities connecting with others has become significantly easier. We examine an online health community used by people with diabetes to determine the effect of social support, in the form of informational support, emotional support, and companionship, on their overall health.
Reducing VA Re-Admission Rates

Oral

Ms. Stacy Passage¹, Dr. Gary Hackbarth¹

¹ Valdosta State University

Since the passing of the Affordable Care Act in 2009, there is an increased focus on reducing readmission rates. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals do not fall under the rules set forth by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS). The penalties and rules imposed on Medicare hospitals do not apply to VA hospitals, making comparisons difficult. Comparing Medicare and Veterans Affairs hospitals can be challenging due to the vast difference in the number of Medicare hospitals versus VA hospitals. CMS created a program specifically designed to reduce hospital readmissions; however, the VA has not gone to the same lengths to lower readmission rates, which may contribute to why readmission rates are higher at VA hospitals for Acute Myocardial Infarction, Heart Failure, and Pneumonia. However, the rates for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease are much lower at the VA.
Simulation Analysis of an Obstetrical Emergency Department Unit

Oral

Dr. C. David Adair¹, Dr. Mohammad Ahmadi², Dr. PARTHASARATI DILEEPAN ²

¹. Erlanger Health Systems, Chattanooga, TN 37410, ². Gary W. Rollins College of Business, The University of Tennessee Chattanooga, Chattanooga, TN 37403

High acuity areas, such as emergency rooms, follow simple supply and demand curves. They have high resource value but limited availability, thus an imbalance occurs creating a high demand state. This limited availability can be maximized by simulation modeling to ascertain and identify potential obstacles to efficient resource utilization. Specialty specific emergency departments are a recent concept, which have evolved over the past two decades. Like its larger counterpart, these units can be fraught with overcrowding, which can impact care delivery. There have been several efforts to provide simulation analysis in the macrocosm of the Emergency department and other specialty units, to our knowledge none have been done to specifically examine this microcosm of an Obstetrical Emergency Department. In this paper we present such an analysis. We show that an obstetrical specialty specific emergency department has several “bottleneck” areas. These constraints project poorly to the patient and serve for frustration to care providers. By identifying and better managing these impediments, improved outcomes, better morale, and satisfaction by all can be expected. Specifically patient wait times can be minimized and quality perception improved.
**The Effect of Information Technology Capability and Innovative Capability on Knowledge Management in Healthcare**

Oral

**Dr. Christie Chen**, **Mr. M. Clint Taylor**, **Dr. Tommy Cates**

1. University of Tennessee at Martin

Strategic management of organizations depends on the development of distinctive competencies as a means to improve performance over competing organizations and to serve customers. The sum total of the knowledge available within an organization should develop competency through IT capability and innovative capability. The integrated nature of the entire knowledge management capabilities may impact organizational performance. In fact, knowledge management capability is associated with knowledge acquisition, knowledge conversion, knowledge application, and knowledge protection (Gold et al., 2001). Typically, firms seeking to enhance their overall capabilities should first decide on necessary applications, then move to decisions about infrastructure and other required processes in support of the specific application (e.g. how knowledge will be acquired, converted and protected). Focusing on individual knowledge processes provides a more fundamental understanding of a firm’s knowledge management capability while enhancing management decision-making at the resource level (Mills & Smith, 2011). The majority of previous research studies of long-term care sectors has focused on reducing deficiencies and improving quality. The objective of this current study is to investigate how information technology capability affects innovative capability and knowledge management in the long-term healthcare sector. Based on the strategic objectives of an organization, knowledge management should identify, capture, structure, and share information to help nursing facilities offer better service, thereby enabling the organization to achieve competitive advantages. Our findings indicate that IT and innovative capabilities are associated with facilities’ knowledge management capability in the U.S. long-term care sector. Hence, the success of healthcare depends critically on the utilization of information technology capability and innovative capability in order to collect, analyze, and exchange knowledge within and across organizational boundaries.
The Effects of Occupation, Income, and Gender on Psychological Distress in Canada

Dr. Xiangdong An, Dr. Christie Chen, Mr. M. Clint Taylor
1. University of Tennessee at Martin

Various studies have been conducted on the relationships between psychological distress, socioeconomic status, gender, occupation, income, and lifestyle choices (e.g. fruit and vegetable consumption, physical activities and leisure-time activities). Cockerham et al. (2006) found that females carry a much heavier burden of psychological distress than males. Furthermore, their study revealed that less distressed females and males consumed a more balanced diet than more highly distressed persons. Cadieux and Marchand (2014) indicated that the level of psychological distress is significantly lower among professionals in regulated occupations than among professionals working in non-regulated occupations. However, Bultmann et al. (2001) did not find significant relationships between psychological distress and occupations. Drapeau et al. (2014) found the mean level of psychological distress to be higher in women than in men in all age groups; also, individuals in the 18-29 age group reported higher distress levels than older Canadian adults. The contexts of these various studies are generally different, and the results are not always consistent. The purpose of this study is to provide a close examination of a wider population to identify how factors such as gender, occupation, income level, and lifestyle choices affect an individual’s distress level. In this paper, the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) dataset is utilized to conduct our study of a sample of 14,089 people in Canada. The results indicate that among five occupation groups, individuals in the sales and services category have significantly higher distress levels than the other four groups. Additionally, the results also reveal that people with personal incomes of less than $20,000 annually perceive significantly higher distress levels than all other groups. Furthermore, we found that lifestyle choices have a strong impact on distress levels; specifically, higher fruit consumption, as well as reduced time spent on leisure/physical activities, can reduce distress levels. Moreover, females seem to have higher distress levels than males. Finally, this present study shows that people who have longer commuting times perceive higher distress levels.
Backorders are a major issue within healthcare supply chain management. Backorder processes are informal and reactive which hinders supply chain efficiency. This research study summarizes interviews with two healthcare organizations (HCOs) regarding backorder difficulties with manufacturers. In addition, a representative from a third-party logistics organization (3 PL) was interviewed for further insight. Interviewees shared recommendations based on their experience within the industry. It was discovered that internal and external communication, technological resource utilization and vendor credentialing measures have the potential to decrease issues caused by backorders. These recommendations may lead to best practices for the healthcare supply chain industry once validated. However, further research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of these approaches.
Universal Basic Income and the Impact on Health

By
Dr. Peggy Johnson, Lander University
Dr. Stanley Vinson, Lander University

Abstract.
The following abstract introduces an investigation of the literature concerning Universal Basic Income and the impact on the health of a population that benefits from this approach to addressing the distribution of income. Universal Basic Income or UBI, is a version of Social Security that allows all citizens of a country to receive an amount of money each month that is not dependent on their work status or income. UBI is a term that means that the government distributes cash universally. It is different from the traditional welfare schemes by ensuring sustenance for all.

The concept of basic income has gained proponents throughout the world. It is being acknowledged by social thinkers as the best route for transforming capitalism into a more just vehicle for equally distributing gains and by the tech community concerned about the job-destroying consequence of technology. UBI pilot projects exist throughout the world. In various forms, UBI has captivated activists and intellectuals since the 1500. Thomas Moore’s novel advanced the idea at the time. Many who have labored in health care over the decades have long recognized the link between poverty and poor health.

Dr. Michael Marmot in 1967 England, completed the study examining the connection between health and wealth. The Whitehall study of 18,000 men in the Civil Service was initiated. The initial Whitehall study showed that men in the lowest employment grades were much more likely to die prematurely than men in the highest grades. The second Whitehall study was set up to determine what underlies this phenomena in death and disease and to include women. Income levels in both studies predicted disease burden and mortality.

The second study examined the independent impacts of income and wealth on the burden of illness. Income is highly correlated with the level of employment, so much so that once the level of employment was accounted for, income made no additional contribution to predicting illness. Wealth is a predictor of illness and represents a balance of income and expenditure over the entire lifetime, including wealth that was inherited from previous generations. The Marmot studies identified an association between wealth and health and may represent the effect of accumulation of material and psychosocial factors on health. Additionally, wealth relates to financial security and prospects for the future, which can have an impact on rates of illness. Other studies offer similar conclusion, however, the opportunity to investigate the impact of a Universal Basic Income on health aids in further understanding the impact of increased wealth on the health of populations. This paper will present alternating views on this controversial issue.
Using AHP to Determine the Best Location for a Free-Standing Emergency Department

Oral

Ms. Laurel Mills ¹, Mr. Joseph Mazzola ¹, Mr. Omar Saunders ¹, Ms. Lila Huff ¹, Dr. Burcu Adivar ¹, Dr. Jennifer Bushelle Edghill ¹, Dr. Bola Ekezue ¹

1. Fayetteville State University

Free-standing Emergency Departments (FSEDs) are healthcare facilities licensed by a state to provide emergency services to a community. These facilities are physically separate from a full-service hospital. While FSEDs are designated to provide the same level of access and care as a hospital-based emergency department, they are not able to provide trauma services. In this study, we utilize data mining and multi-criteria decision analysis with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the best location for a Free-standing Emergency Department. The proposed methodology is demonstrated with a real business case to support the establishment of a FSED in Cumberland County, North Carolina using data from the North Carolina Healthcare Association (NCHA), Cumberland County Community Health Needs Assessments and Census data.
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ABSTRACT

Managers in non-profit organizations are challenged in engaging artistic people with cognitive disabilities. Multisensory environments (MSE) as facilities in non-profit organizations can be helpful however to artistic people with disabilities desiring to display their products and to express the meanings of their products in systems of virtual reality (VR). The descriptive findings of this paper highlight comfortability as a foundation for non-profit organizations to further invest in multisensory environments of virtual reality for artistic higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD). Focus groups and surveys of the higher-functioning people at a leading non-profit organization are indicating intermediate interests in the technology of virtual reality. The paper can benefit both artistic entrepreneurial people with disabilities and non-profit organizations in considering a journey into the potential of multisensory virtual reality.
The accessibility of computers for people with disabilities contributes to an appreciation of the abilities not the disabilities of the people with disabilities (Bowe, 1987). Multisensory environments (MSE) are “artificially [authentic] engineered environments” (Fowler, 2008) that can engage people with disabilities in imaginations with objects of interests, if not with other people, in the environments. Applications (apps) of multisensory environments coupled with artificially digital environments (VE) of immersive virtual reality (VR), with physical presences and sensory stimulations (Jerald, 2016), can enrich the interests of people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD). The accessibility of these environments for people with disabilities continues to expand in the features of games (Santana, 2019). The availability of multisensory environments of virtual reality is considered a critical development for people with disabilities (Bolton, 2016).

The benefits of multisensory environments continue to be documented in the experiences of people with disabilities. Empathy of people with disabilities is boosted from multisensory environments (Hays, 2018). Multisensory environments of virtual reality are engaging people with developmental and intellectual disabilities in comfortability in diverse experiences in life, and these people are experimenting in independent living practices with the technology (Renault, 2018). Those with developmental and intellectual disabilities are exploring multisensory environments of virtual reality in interactions of skills in sociality with those with and without disabilities and are finding the interventions beneficial to them (Weidig, 2019). The benefits of multisensory environments as facilities for people with disabilities can be applied creatively to artistic people with disabilities anxious to display their products on virtual reality, with the enablement of non-profit organizations.

The evolution of multisensory environments is affording a platform for people with disabilities to display their products on immersive virtual reality. Museums are currently involved in displaying artistic products on virtual reality (Cigainero, 2018), and people with disabilities can be equally involved in displaying installations of their products with this technology. People with developmental and intellectual disabilities can be involved in demonstrating their portfolios of products as entrepreneurs (Ugelvig, 2019), expressing pride in their skills, not in mere multisensory private rooms but on public virtual reality spaces (Stanton, 2018). The pollination of the products and of the simulations of the technology is a progression of virtual reality (Schwarz, 2019) – “a platform in its own right” (Farago, 2017) – for people with disabilities. This paper examines the potential of this virtual reality for both people with disabilities and for non-profit organizations already servicing them.
INTRODUCTION

The authors explore the feasibility of multisensory environments (MSE) of virtual reality (VR) for artistic people with disabilities at AHRC NYC, a non-profit organization partner of the Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems of Pace University. This paper involves higher-functioning people (i.e. limited support) with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD) at the organization who are already partnered with students on another project to migrate artistic – art and music - portfolios of products on to the Web. The migration of the presentation of the portfolios by the students to multisensory environments of virtual reality is a forthcoming project based on the feasibility of the technology discussed in this paper.

For this paper, the authors decided on the Facebook Oculus Rift S (System) with Oculus Touch (Figure 1 in Appendix), as a best-in-the-field system from literature on virtual reality (Greenwald, 2019a), and on the 3D Organon VR, Ocean Rift and Star Chart, and additionally Guided Mediation VR, Jam Studio VR and Oneiric Masterpieces – Paris (Figures 2-7), as applications (apps) for consideration for design elements (McNeil, 2014) for artistic portfolios. The experiences of the entrepreneurial developmental and intellectual people with disabilities in eventual apps scenarios, to be evaluated involving auditory, kinesthetic, tactile, vibrating and visual reality, were determined to be important in the forming or not forming of their interests in the multisensory environments for their portfolios. The Oculus Rift and the 3D Organon, Ocean Rift and Star Chart were also evaluated for interests in multisensory environments in an earlier paper of the authors (Lawler, Ng, & Patel, 2019), with alternate people with different disabilities, which was a decision element in this paper.

The authors of this paper, as explained in the forthcoming section on methodology of study, evaluated the apps from factors of the earlier paper (Lawler, Ng, & Patel, 2019). The factors included ease of use in interfacing with the apps, flexibility of use in navigating with the apps on the system, information perceptibility in perspicacity of presentations with the apps, intuitiveness in processing scenarios and sequences with the apps on the system, and limited processing requirements (i.e. headset tethered) without restrictions of the physical technology. The factors for the artistic people with disabilities integrated known principles of universal design (Figure 8) in the literature (The Center for Universal Design, 2003) relative to those with disabilities cited in the earlier paper (Lawler, Ng, & Patel, 2019) of the authors.

FOCUS

The focus of this paper contributes an evaluation of the feasibility of multisensory environments (MSE) of virtual reality (VR) for higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD), at the local non-profit organization. Few papers are found historically as to the impacts of multisensory environments of virtual reality (Wallis, 2019), though the hype of virtual reality is at the peak of inflated expectations in the literature (Gartner Group, 2018). Limited optimized products are found moreover in the spaces of virtual reality for those with developmental and intellectual disabilities. Nevertheless, products of virtual reality might entrepreneurially help higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities
in increased independence in living and in inter-personal marketing, so that they might be incrementally less reliant on the limited resources of non-profit organizations. This paper is a contribution as to the potential of virtual reality technology for non-profit organizations and for people with developmental and intellectual disabilities.

**METHODOLOGY OF STUDY**

The authors of the paper analyzed the comfortability functionality of n=3 3D Organon Anatomy, Ocean Rift and Star Chart applications (apps) on the Oculus Rift system. The apps were analyzed in winter 2018 / spring 2019, from the n=5 design factors of ease of use, flexibility of use, information perceptibility, intuitiveness and limited physical requirements, for each of the apps as a consideration for a multisensory environment (MSE) for artistic people with disabilities. The apps were navigated by aged 21-39 n=24 higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD) from the non-profit organization already partnered with the Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems of Pace University.

In stage 1 of the paper, the second author-student confirmed the best-in-the field apps that included 3D Organon Anatomy, Ocean Rift and Star Chart for a multisensory environment for the people with disabilities, from a literature scan. In stages 2a and 2b, the third and fourth author-students of the Seidenberg School helped the n=24 people with disabilities (n=11 in a group 1 and n=13 in a group 2, both on different days of 3-hour sessions), in initially navigating the n=3 apps on the Oculus Rift system. The n=2 author-students were helped by n=6 organizational staff and by n=24 other students already mentoring one-on-one the n=24 people with disabilities on artistic designs on the Web (McNeil, 2014) that might be migrated to the multisensory environments of virtual reality (VR). However, the people with disabilities were independently navigating the apps in a Diverse Voices method (Young, Magassa, & Friedman, 2019), after first helped by the students.

In stage 3 of the paper, the first author-professor initiated focus groups (both groups in different 3-hour sessions) in further investigating the n=3 apps with the n=24 people with disabilities and the n=6 staff. The stages of the paper were supervised by the first author-professor of the study.

The evaluations of the functionality of the n=3 3D Organon Anatomy, Ocean Rift and Star Chart apps on the Oculus Rift system were done by the n=24 people with disabilities, confidentially interpreted by the stage 2 n=2 observing author-students and by the n=6 observing organizational staff, with a pre-tested Likert-like script survey. The evaluations were indicated with descriptive perception ratings of (5) very high, (4) high, (3) intermediate, (2) low and (1) very low or (0) none in comfortability satisfaction by n=24 artistic people with disabilities (i.e. 24 people x 3 apps x 5 design factors = 360 occurrences) and inserted in Excel 2016 16.0 for interpretation of means (Bruce, & Bruce, 2017) by the second author-student. Finally, the evaluations were further confidentially interpreted in the focus groups (Stewart, & Shamdasani, 2015), with a semi-structured qualitative survey by the first author-professor.

The methods are equivalent to the methodology of a previous study (Lawler, Ng, & Patel, 2019) of virtual reality of a similarly small population of subjects. The methods increased the knowledge of the n=3 author-students on the investigatory processes and on the non-profit organizational
problems. Their learning of multisensory environments for people with developmental and intellectual disabilities increased with the methodology of the study.

The analysis of the findings from the perceptions of the higher-functioning people with disabilities, as to the potential of virtual reality, are discussed in the next section of this study.

**ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS OF STUDY**

The analysis of the findings in stages 2a and 2b of the survey is highlighting comfortability in the perceptions of the n=24 largely artistic people with disabilities in the study. The perceptions of the n=24 higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD) are illustrating enriched favorability of the net of the factors of functionality (intermediate means=3.19 / 5.00), and especially favorability in the n=13 group 2 (high means=4.23) in contrast to the n=11 group 1 (low means=2.14) of the people, as observed by the staff and by the students. The factor findings of ease of use, flexibility of use, information perceptibility, intuitiveness and limited physical requirements are indicating to be empirically indistinguishable individually for the consolidated findings (intermediate means=3.19) of the groups.

The factors are however indicating individually that the people with disabilities immersed in the applications (apps) of 3D Organon VR Anatomy, Ocean Rift and Star Chart without impediment. Ease, flexibility of use and intuitiveness of the apps are indicating immediate navigation on the systems without instructions. Information literacy in perceptibility is indicating informative multimedia presentation of the art portfolios of the people with disabilities. Learning of the physical requirements of the apps systems is indicating an impediment (Metz, 2019) initially, but it is not a limitation for people persevering on the systems. The factors of functionality are indicating an immersive presence on systems of virtual reality (VR).

The findings from the perceptions of the n=24 people with disabilities are indicating Star Chart (means=3.72), 3D Organon VR Anatomy (means=3.15) and Ocean Rift (means= 3.12) favorability with the apps of the multisensory environments (MSE) of virtual reality at intermediate modest levels of satisfaction. The perceptions of the n=13 group 2 people are indicating the highest levels for 3D Organon VR Anatomy (means=4.12) and the lowest levels for Ocean Rift (means=3.73) in satisfaction, though the perceptions of the n=11 group 1 people are indicating the highest levels for Ocean Rift (means=2.50) in satisfaction with virtual reality, as observed by the session staff and by the students in stages 2a and 2b. The frequently lower perceptions of n=11 group 1 people, in contrast to the n=13 group 2 people, may be attributable to a higher number of artistic people in group 2 (n=11/13 people) than in group 1 (n=7/11 people) who already have established portfolios of their artistic products and to a limited number of people in group 1 (n=2/11 people) who have partial disorders in hearing or vision.

(Though Guided Meditation VR, Jam Studio VR and Oneiric Masterpieces – Paris were intended to be further played in this study, they were not played by the people with disabilities due to their enthusiastic elapsed playing of the other apps of the survey, which exhausted the playing time.)
The analysis of the findings in stage 3 of the focus groups is indicating favorability in results similar to the findings in stages 2a and 2b. Most of the people (17/24 people) of the focus groups are indicating interests in having their existing or future portfolios of products migrated from non-Web or Web sources to the apps of dynamic multidimensional and multisensory environments of virtual reality, a forthcoming goal of the authors. The favorability of the perceptions of the focus groups are from reflections on the sessions with the staff and the students. “I am excited for apps for my art”; “I am interested in learning more about the environments, so that I can present [my art] and myself to the public”; and “I had hope we spent more time on the systems” are a few of the reflections. In fact, the findings from the perceptions of the people with disabilities in stage 3 are indicating favorability in higher qualitative results than the quantitative results in stages 2a and 2b, as observed by the non-profit organizational staff and by the students of the university.

The findings are indicating the feasibility of an exploratory foundation for helping creative entrepreneurial people with disabilities to be independent in a larger navigational presence in multisensory environments. (Brazil, 2018). Though modest, these findings are also indicating the feasibility of a further foundation for non-profit organizations to gradually invest in multisensory environments, as facilities for involving higher-functioning motivated people with developmental and intellectual disabilities in independent opportunities with the technology. Finally, the findings of the study are indicating opportunities for both the non-profit organizational staff and the people with disabilities in productive pursuits with virtual reality.

**IMPLICATIONS**

The findings are firstly an illustration of an occasion for non-profit organizations to incrementally invest in multisensory environments (MSE) for appropriate client people with disabilities. Higher-functioning people with disabilities, such as artistic people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD), can be helped in person-centered portfolio projects through the potential of virtual reality (VR). The findings of the paper furnish an opportunity for non-profit organizations to integrate multisensory environments of virtual reality as optional services to people with disabilities.

The findings of the paper are a concurrent indication of an opportunity for people with disabilities having interests to be involved more with multisensory environments. The focus on the abilities, not the disabilities, of the artistic entrepreneurial higher-functioning people with disabilities in the paper is crucial in the customized formation of their forthcoming personal planning portfolios of products on virtual reality (Wobbrock, Gajos, Kane, & Vanderheiden, 2018). The findings highlight the interests of those with disabilities for multisensory environments as an opportunity to satisfy these people.

The findings are not however a justification for immediate investment in immersive multisensory environment platforms without caution. Multisensory environments are in a hyped nascent stage of systems (Gartner Group, 2018), indicating a challenge (Metz, 2019) for non-profit organizations in considering the usability of the virtual reality tools for their niche populations of those with
disabilities. The findings on the perceptions of positive potential of virtual reality are cautioned with a proposition for further prudent study.

Though multisensory environments are in a nascent stage of technology (Gartner Group, 2018), the findings of the paper are an indication that non-profit organizations can investigate virtual reality for those with disabilities. Managers in non-profit organizations can learn the nuances of the technology, and its usability for higher-functioning interested people with disabilities, in partnership with technology vendors and with universities, and in prototyping the technology (Hopkins, 2017), in pursuit of a strategy for virtual reality (Porter, & Heppelmann, 2017). The potential of the technology for people with disabilities is reliant on the non-profit organizational staff who were with the students of this study and who will be probably with those with disabilities with this technology of virtual reality.

Lastly, the findings of this paper are informative in the project reflections of the author-students that helped the artistic people with disabilities. In interactions with the people with developmental and intellectual disabilities, and with the non-profit organizational staff, the students in the Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems gained a repertoire of collaboration, communication and compassion, diversity and empathy, entrepreneurship, and creativity and flexibility skills. The findings are a justification for involvement of more students on projects of research with neglected non-profit organizations and populations of society, such as those in disability studies.

**LIMITATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN RESEARCH**

The findings from the authors of this paper cannot be generalized without caveats, as the implications are from a relatively small population partnered at one school of computer science and information systems. The people with disabilities in this paper do not include other people with physical (e.g., muscular dystrophy), sensory (e.g., cortical visual impairment) or severe disabilities, a diversity of people that might benefit from a multisensory environment system (Bailey, 2019). Furthermore, the project is an indirect simulation of a multisensory environment (MSE) for the portfolios of the limited population with disabilities in the study.

Nevertheless, the findings from this study furnish a helpful incentive into apps offerings (Lathan, & Maynard, 2018) and other offerings (Greenwald, 2019b) of opportunities, such as Oculus Quest (Headset Standalone) / Oculus Touch (Wire Free) vs. HTC Vive and PlayStation VR, and of other technology vendors, which might be pursued by the non-profit organization for client people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD). To expand learning into these opportunities, the Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems of Pace University will be hosting a laboratory for new partnership research sharing on virtual reality (VR).
CONCLUSION

The paper is contributing findings as to the feasibility of multisensory environments (MSE) for artistic entrepreneurial people with disabilities, as the findings from the perceptions of the people are of modest satisfaction from the systems of virtual reality (VR). Though in a nascent stage of technology, multisensory environments can be facilities for higher-functioning people to display their portfolios of products and to express themselves as high potential persons. Importantly, multisensory environments can be a foundation for non-profit organizations for fruitfully helping higher-functioning people with developmental and intellectual disabilities (IDD) to be independently productive and to be proud of their skills and of themselves through inherent sensory therapy of virtual reality. Moreover, non-profit organizations can improve their knowledge of the potential of this technology through planned research sharing with universities if not vendors investing in virtual reality. In conclusion, the findings of this study can be beneficial to both non-profit organizations and client people with developmental and intellectual disabilities in evaluating the power of virtual reality.
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ABSTRACT

Today’s healthcare environment requires an examination of what it means to be a fully competent leader. As a result, an upsurge in interest in healthcare management competencies has resulted. The present study utilizes a diverse group of informants as participants: health management practitioners, multi-disciplinary faculty groups, and health service consumers. Using the competency directory published by the Healthcare Leadership Alliance (HLA), this study examined which traits are essential in the provision of quality healthcare services. Additionally, demographic questions were used from the American Health Values Survey to prevent ontological oscillation. Using survey data collected from 139 respondents, this study reveals that leadership was the only statistically significant competency. Implications for the practice of healthcare management are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity of healthcare institutions across the United States has continually increased since the passing of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in 2010. Before 2010, Drucker (2012) noted that “large healthcare institutions may be the most complex in human history and that even small healthcare organizations are barely manageable” [8]. Several years have passed since both observations; however, the demands this degree of complexity has placed on leaders and healthcare management educators have not diminished. Additionally, healthcare executives are required to navigate a systemically complex network of a socially and politically influenced landscape, decreasing reimbursements, increased indigent care costs, continual shortages of qualified health professionals, and ineffective performance and safety indicator implementation [23]. In an environment where demand for health services is continually escalating, it is only logical to gauge the competence of current and future healthcare leaders.
In the publication *futurescan*, Don Seymour reflected on the state of healthcare from 1998 to 2008 by stating, “taking care of more people who have growing expectations and more complex medical needs while providing increasingly sophisticated care with relatively fewer resources is becoming the new norm” [10]. If complexity, resource constraints, and increased patient volume are the new normal, have healthcare leaders, and educational programs kept pace? Several studies ([20], [17], [18], [3], [25], [5]) have assessed and developed healthcare leadership competencies; however, implementation has been sporadic and inconsistent across the continuum of care. Since several studies have addressed constructing competency models, the question now becomes: Have we included all pertinent stakeholder input in the development of health service leader competencies?

**PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY**

The purpose of this study is to assess healthcare leader competencies from the perspective of academics, health leaders, and health service customers and consumers (Payors and Patients). The employed framework measures the perception of multiple stakeholders on which skill sets are critical for successful healthcare leaders to possess in the delivery of high-quality patient care. Three key informant groups, health management practitioners, multi-disciplinary faculty groups, and health service consumers, responded to these critical issue domains in terms of the competencies required of those individuals entering and practicing within the field. Competencies measure healthcare administrator’s ability to:
1. Impact a significant part of one’s job performance.
2. Optimize the provision of healthcare services.
3. Be measured against well-accepted standards and improved through continual training and development [19].

**THE COMPETENCY MOVEMENT**

The evidence-based approach to healthcare management education and leadership did not happen overnight [18]. While evidence-based medicine has been in practice for decades, this concept realized significant implementation delays in both healthcare management leadership and education circles. From the design of curricula in academia to organizational leadership development, healthcare remains one of the most complicated environments to achieve consistent, evidence-based leadership practices. Healthcare administration has made progress towards evidence-based leadership practice even though operational complexity continues to increase. This progress can be best measured by the age-standardized mortality rate per 100,000 population (95% UI) resulting from the adverse effects of medical treatment (AEMT). From 1990 to 2016, the age-standardized mortality rate resulting from AEMT decreased from 1.46 to 1.15 per 100,000 of the United States population (Sunshine et al., 2019). This 21.4% decrease in deaths related to AEMT demonstrates that the competency movement in healthcare administration is promising but has not yet reached its full potential in the profession.

HLA is a consortium of professional associations that have been at the forefront of developing evidence-based healthcare administration competencies. These associations include:

- American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE)
- American College of Physician Executives (ACPE)
• American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE)
• Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA)
• Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS)
• Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) and its educational affiliate, the American College of Medical Practice Executives (ACMPE).

These associations represent over 100,000 healthcare administration professionals and, through a mutual interest in creating healthcare leadership competencies, convened a competency task force. This task force subsequently formed a directory of 300 competency statements that shaped how four associations (ACHE, HFMA, HIMSS, and ACMPE) determined KSAs for certification exams. Reputable psychometric firms ensured the reliability and validity of their (ACHE, HFMA, HIMSS, and ACMPE) processes. In general, the certification process of HLA organizations was designed for early careerists in healthcare administration to demonstrate their competence. Through the HLA organization certification process, healthcare administrators should be able to demonstrate proficiency in these five competency domains:

1. Communication and Relationship Management: The ability to communicate clearly and concisely with internal and external customers and to establish and maintain relationships.
2. Leadership: The ability to inspire individual and organizational excellence, to create and attain a shared vision, and to successfully manage change.
3. Professionalism: The ability to align personal and corporate conduct with ethical and professional standards that include a responsibility to the patient and community.
4. Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment: The demonstrated understanding of the healthcare system and the environment in which healthcare managers and providers function.
5. Business Skills and Knowledge: The ability to apply business principles, including systems thinking, to the healthcare environment; basic business principles include (a) financial management, (b) human resource management, (c) organizational dynamics and governance, (d) strategic planning and marketing, (e) information management, (f) risk management, and (g) quality improvement.

These competency domains serve as clusters that transcend unique organizational settings and are applicable across the operational environment [20]. The ability for these competency domains to transcend individual, organizational settings has likely been a contributing factor in the 21.4% reduction in AEMT since 1990. The potential this body of knowledge has demonstrated to break down barriers between health management professionals and provide a stronger basis for collaboration is promising [23]. Since leadership is central to healthcare administrators’ performance, the leadership domain anchors the HLA model [23]. All other domains draw from the leadership area, but the other competencies also feed and inform leadership. In Figure 1, the two-way arrows outside the circles indicate that the other four domains draw from each other and share overlapping KSAs.
One of the drawbacks of competency development is dependent on a wide array of diverse interests [22]. Key competency domains are developed first; then examples derive how one might demonstrate mastery [22]. When domains are removed from specific contexts and actual behaviors, they have the potential to lose meaning in relation to important outcomes. With these numerous challenges and no potential path for a “one size fits all” solution, it’s essential to gauge a baseline of core competencies. While healthcare administration programs and several professional organizations have been involved in competency development, the consumer (patient) has not. Subsequently, it is essential to incorporate diverse input on competency development.

ACA has catalyzed a move to integrated systems such as Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), Physician-Hospital Organizations (PHOs), and Independent Physician Associations (IPAs). This movement, to a vertically integrated delivery system, has challenged healthcare executives to possess diverse skill sets, including health system management, physician leadership, risk, and quality management. The sheer complexity of healthcare competencies suggests that “there is not another industry where the understanding of core competence is as
crucial as it is today” [20]. This study utilizes the American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) Twenty-two question self-report short survey to measure the five competency domains listed in figure 1. Four items from the American Health Values Survey integrates necessary demographic information. Based on this understanding, we propose the following two hypotheses:

H1: Respondents, regardless of education level, will opt for healthcare administrators that have diverse and well-rounded competency sets.
H2: Level of education will positively influence to what degree respondents desire having access to high-quality healthcare administrators and services.

METHODS

Participants and Procedures
This study attempts to gain a community perspective on what healthcare administration competency domains are perceived to be linked to high-quality healthcare services. We have drawn from literature ([20], [17], [3], [25], [5],) to develop an abbreviated yet impactful measurement of healthcare administrator competency domains. The instrument was constructed in Qualtrics to ensure quality control, data security, and the uniformity of distribution to all potential respondents.

Using Qualtrics, we reached out to 1,000 potential respondents that include healthcare administrators, faculty, and staff members from Valdosta State University and received 139 usable responses for a response rate of 13.9%. The Qualtrics survey included four demographic questions to include the respondent’s occupation, level of education, gender, and importance of access to high-quality healthcare in the community in which they currently reside. Twenty-two questions from the 2018 American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) competencies assessment tool measured the respondent’s penchant for each of the five competency domains. The five competency domains measured include Communication and Relationship Management, Professionalism, Leadership, Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment, and Business Knowledge and Skills.

Measures

Communication and Relationship Management. Communication and relationship management skills were measured with 3-items on a five-point Likert scale (1= Not Important, 5= Very Important) to indicate their perception of this healthcare administration competency domain.

Leadership. Leadership was measured with 3-items on a five-point Likert scale (1= Not Important, 5= Very Important) to indicate their perception of this healthcare administration competency domain. Leadership in this study was defined as the ability to inspire individual and organizational excellence, create a shared vision, and successfully manage change.

Professionalism. Professionalism was measured with 3-items on a five-point Likert scale (1= Not Important, 5= Very Important) to indicate their perception of this healthcare administration competency domain. Professionalism in this study was defined as the alignment of personal and professional organizational conduct with ethical and professional standards that include a responsibility to the patient and community.
**Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment.** Knowledge of the healthcare environment was measured with 7-items on a five-point Likert scale (1= Not Important, 5= Very Important) to indicate their perception of this healthcare administration competency domain. Knowledge of the healthcare environment in this study was defined as the understanding of the healthcare system and environment in which healthcare managers and providers function as well as how patients receive care.

**Business Skills and Knowledge.** Business skills and knowledge was measured with 6-items on a five-point Likert scale (1= Not Important, 5= Very Important) to indicate their perception of this healthcare administration competency domain. Business skills and knowledge in this study was defined as the ability to apply business principles, including systems thinking, to the healthcare environment.

**Dependent Variable**

**Importance of Access to High-Quality Healthcare.** The dependent variable selected was access to high-quality healthcare. This allowed for analysis of not only healthcare administration competencies but how the respondent's penchant for access to high-quality healthcare services impacts each domain.

**Measure Validation**

Since no previous scholarly studies were located after searching four major databases (ProQuest, JSTOR, Scopus, and EBSCO, it was necessary to establish item reliability, composite reliability (CR), and convergent and discriminant validity for each construct. Therefore, in this study, I examined each construct based on standardized items. After establishing acceptable reliability for each construct, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test potential theoretical linkage. The CFA will be used to confirm convergent and discriminant validity as well as ensuring the homogeneity of domain items.

The communication and relationship management construct were created with three questions from the 2018 ACHE competency assessment tool. For the communications and relationship management construct, Cronbach’s Alpha based upon standardized items was .72, which exceeded the .70 cut off proposed [7]. The leadership construct was created with three questions from the ACHE instrument. For the leadership construct, Cronbach’s Alpha based upon the standardized items was .74, which exceeded the .70 cut off proposed by Cronbach. The professionalism construct was created with two questions from the ACHE instrument, which measured the ability to align personal and organizational conduct. For the professionalism construct, Cronbach’s Alpha based on the standardized items was .72, which exceeded the .70 cut off proposed by Cronbach. The business skills and knowledge construct were created with four questions from the ACHE instrument, which measured the ability to apply business principles, including systems thinking, to the healthcare environment. For the business skills and knowledge construct, the Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .85, which exceeded the .70 cut off proposed by Cronbach. The knowledge of the healthcare environment construct was created with six questions from the ACHE instrument, which measured the understanding of the healthcare system and environment in which healthcare managers and providers function. For the knowledge of the healthcare environment construct, the Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .64, which did not meet Cronbach’s proposed .70 cut off and was subsequently dropped from further analysis.
Before factor analysis, the factorability of the data was assessed. Applying Hair et al. (2006) sampling adequacy cut-off criteria of .50, five additional items were dropped, including the professionalism construct [11]. The model retained includes 11 items across three competency domains: communication and relationship management, leadership, and business skills and knowledge. Table 1 provides a summary of the composite reliability and convergent validity of each construct [12].

Table 1  
Summary of Factor Composite Reliability (CR) and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) (N = 139)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication &amp; Relationship Management</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Skills and Knowledge</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CR suggested minimum is .70 and AVE suggested minimum is .50

Composite reliabilities of each construct showed reasonable internal consistency as each measure was over the .70 cut-off criteria [16]. To check discriminant validity, this study used the guidelines proposed [16]. Table 2 summarizes the results, which indicate that “the measured variables have more in common with the construct they are associated with than they do with the other constructs” [16].

Table 2  
Factor Inter-Item Correlations (N = 139)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Communication &amp; Relationship Management</th>
<th>Business Skills and Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication &amp; Relationship Management</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Skills and Knowledge</td>
<td>.624</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Factor inter-item correlations calculated utilizing JASP.

The resulting convergent and discriminant validity reasonably confirm that the indicators and constructs warrant investigating the overall model fit. Following the guidelines set forth by Kenny (2015), the fit indices assessed in this study include the following: Chi-Square of Model Fit, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker Lewis Index (TLI), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) [15]. Each of these statistical fit indices is widely utilized and provide a reasonable set of criteria by which to assess the fit of a model. The chi-square of the proposed model was statistically significant (P = 0.01); however, this statistic requires further examination. The present model had 38 degrees of freedom and value of 59.115 for a ratio of 1.55 [12]. The ratio of the chi-square statistic to the
degrees of freedom provides the first goodness of fit metric in which ratios less than or equal to 2 indicated a good fit [26].

The next measure examined was RMSEA, and was assessed using the following criteria: 0.01, 0.05, and 0.08 indicated excellent, good, and mediocre fit, respectively [12]. The RMSEA of the proposed study was 0.063, which indicates a reasonable fit [12]. The next two fit indices examined were the CFI and the TLI. The acceptable fit, as defined by Hu and Bentler (1999), is >.90 for both indices. In this study, the CFI was 0.96, and the TLI was 0.94, which indicates a good fit [12]. The final index examined was the SRMR in which the acceptable fit P < 0.08. In this study, the SRMR was 0.06, which indicates a good fit because it is less than 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). To summarize, the examination of each fit index in Table 3 shows that the overall model demonstrates a reasonable fit in comparison with the acceptable levels.

Table 3
Summary of Confirmatory Factor Analysis Fit Indices (N = 139)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Index</th>
<th>Actual Results</th>
<th>Acceptable Fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRMR</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>&gt;0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>&gt;0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fit Indices were calculated utilizing JASP.

The item reliability, CR, and convergent and discriminant validity of the resulting model provides the opportunity to explore not only the effects of the remaining competency domains but also the impact of the level of education.

RESULTS

Before proceeding with regression analysis, the indicators of communication and relationship management, leadership, and business skills and knowledge were combined and mean centered according to the guidelines set forth by Aguinis (2004) [1]. This process ensured that the mean of each construct was set to 1.000, and it decreased the correlation between the multiplicative terms [1]. For Hypothesis 1, communication and relationship management, leadership, and business skills and knowledge will be isolated as the independent variables and importance of access to high-quality healthcare services as the dependent variable. For Hypothesis 2, communication and relationship management, leadership, and business skills and knowledge will be isolated as the independent variable and importance of access to high-quality healthcare services as the dependent variable. The level of education will be a selection variable and separate various groups of respondents by education to discern potential variation. Table 4 below summarizes each of the three models tested- All respondents, respondents with at least a bachelor’s degree (N=73), and respondents that graduate high school or technical college (N=66).

From the three regression models, no conclusive evidence was found in support of hypothesis 1 that generalizable healthcare administration competencies are preferred over specialized leaders. For hypothesis 2, support was found that the level of education impacts how respondents
perceive the importance of healthcare administrator competency domains. It appears that as the level of education rises, so does the importance of having competent healthcare administrators providing health services.

Table 4
Summary of Regression Analysis for Healthcare Competency Domains (N = 139)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 (All Respondents)</th>
<th>Model 2 (Respondents with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, N=73)</th>
<th>Model 3 (Respondents with Trade/Technical School or High School Graduate, N=66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>P-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Relationship Management Leadership</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Skills and Knowledge</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.158</td>
<td>8.608</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < .05. **p < .01.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Surprisingly, the only statistically significant competency domain across multiple models in this sample was leadership. The top-ranked skill in several previous studies ([20], [17], [3], [25], [5], [19]) was leadership to include leading healthcare providers and facilitate the strategic direction. As the industry continues to grow in scale and complexity, leadership will be the essential navigation tool in healthcare administrator competency. This change has already impacted how physicians practice medicine, and ancillary service providers are incentivized. Furthermore, hospitals are changing how they view patient care and are transitioning from the focus on volume of patients to quality of care as the Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS), Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), and Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) are firmly entrenched in the reimbursement landscape.

Healthcare administrators will now have to lead, communicate, and manage the vision of quality over quantity of care provided as major insurers have tied financial reward systems to this criterion. Collaboration with Chief Medical Officers (CMOs) will have to become more dynamic as physician incentives have changed to keeping patients out of the hospital, reducing readmissions, and the number of days the patients are in the hospital. The time-honored adage in healthcare operations of no margin, no mission is more critical than ever. With the transformation of payment systems, hospitals across the United States will be compensated based upon population management, quality, and subsequently will require a new generation of healthcare administrators to be more astute with resource allocation across the organization. Furthermore, this newfound risk-sharing will require investments in technology, workflow, and care management systems. The domain of leadership does not denote that healthcare administrators must become masters of several dozen skill sets; rather, it indicates that transformational leadership will become a priority in successful health systems. It is also evident that healthcare administrator competency domains will continue to evolve and shift as the era of healthcare reform and transformation is upon us.
LIMITATIONS

As with all empirical work, this study has its limitations. This study uses self-reported, cross-sectional data from a diverse group of respondents; therefore, causality cannot be inferred. Additionally, the 13.9% response rate is on the minimum end of averages on individual and organization email surveys [4]. In future iterations, more comprehensive follow up approaches (or method) will be required to engage the potential respondent pool. As response rates had dropped from 64.4% in 1975 to 48.3% in 2005, it is possible that extracting maximum participation requires a diverse engagement approach (or method). It is feasible that 22 items measuring five healthcare administration competency domains are not robust enough to adequately assess something of this complexity. Another limitation is related to the sample. The data for this study was collected from a lone source (Qualtrics) using a single collection method. It may be advisable to isolate specific populations and incorporate more items that measure communication and relationship management, leadership, and business skills to prevent potential recall bias.

Determining average years of healthcare experience could assist in examining whether the surveyed healthcare administrators and stakeholders are considered novices or experts within the field. Future studies could include questions about specific areas of medicine to better gauge which sectors of the health system favor certain competency domains over another. Finally, additional work could focus on measurement constructs. While several professional organizations have undertaken time-intensive attempts to measure healthcare administration competency domains, limited examples exist where empirical validation techniques were utilized. It is possible that respondents experienced confusion due to question complexity and could benefit from further refinement and empirical testing. Furthermore, the similarity of the questions between the knowledge of the healthcare environment and business skills knowledge led to one construct being dropped before testing the hypothesized model.

CONCLUSION

Healthcare competency domain acquisition, development, and refinement drive the transformation of the health services operating environment. Healthcare administrators must consistently mitigate a vast array of risks while managing an environment that continually increases in complexity. One of the goals for this study was to demonstrate that developing healthcare administrator competencies require a diverse group of stakeholder input. From the analysis presented, the development and understanding of healthcare administrator competency domains cannot be static or a one-time event. As the healthcare environment continues to transform at a rapid rate, leadership in health systems, and refining the measurement of which domains are delivering impact will continue to be dynamic and remain a priority.
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Engaging Students in Evaluating Films for a Disability Film Festival: Foundational Impacts

James P. Lawler
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Community engagement with disadvantaged people is a goal of a university. The author of the paper describes the engagement of students as advocate agents of change in the evaluation of films for a disability film festival program at a leading metropolitan university. The program is fostering impacts of meaningful opportunities of outreach on both people with disabilities and students.

The film festival program is designed for discovering films of actual people with disabilities aspiring to be like people without disabilities. The films are focused on actual (not Hollywood) people with disabilities functioning in life despite impairments that often preclude them from society, from which other people with disabilities in the local neighborhoods are learning more of independent living possibilities in society. From engagement with film festivals, municipal organizations and non-profit organizations focusing on this population, the author describes the design of a diversity focus group of undergraduate students that is involved in the evaluation process for the films to be included in the program each spring. The author describes the empirically favorable impacts of the process on the students, most of whom do not have disabilities, in learning of people with disabilities and in marketing the program in the local neighborhoods of the university. In engagement with the students, the author describes further in this research-in-progress paper the favorable impacts of the program on the local people with disabilities. From the film festival program, the presence of the university is pronounced in its mission of improving the potential of an aspiring but often isolated population in society.

The impacts of the film festival program are high on the local people with disabilities at the program screenings and on the students participating in the process contributing to the screenings selected by them. The author describes the best of the films, identifying high impacts of respect on the students and of self-advocacy on the people with disabilities. The initial findings of this paper will benefit faculty of urban and non-urban universities considering the creativeness of film festival programs as a feasible proposition for expanding their readiness roles in improving opportunities for disadvantaged people and involving students in service with this population.
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ABSTRACT

Changes in income and technology are the two major drivers of aggregate healthcare expenditures (HCE). This study, for the first time in the literature, presents econometric model estimates of the short- and long-run effects of income (Gross State Product) and technology proxies on healthcare expenditures (HCE) using alternative panel cointegration techniques applying for the 1991-2014 available update data for US state-level health expenditures. This study makes two novel contributions to the literature: first, it uses alternative panel unit root tests and the Westerlund ECM cointegration tests; second, it uses state-level data to model the determinants of HCE with panel cointegration technique. We detect long-run cointegration relationships among HCE, GSP, and the various measures of Research and Development (R&D) activities. To handle cross-sectional dependency, we applied the updated Bai FM and CUP-FM methods based on a factor model. Findings show the estimated income elasticities of HCE fall in the 0.60 to 0.97 range depending on the R&D measure employed, and that the upper bound of the technological change effect is 0.152. Since the US state-level health care is a necessity, subsidizing and providing access to care for low-income people as the Medicaid program could see dramatic achievement on welfare improving.
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GROSS STATE PRODUCT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFECTS ON HEALTHCARE EXPENDITURES IN U.S. STATES, 1991-2014

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2017, U.S. health care expenditures (HCE) were $3.5 trillion, 17.9% of gross domestic product (GDP); in 2018, they were $3.65 Trillion in 2018, an increase of 4.4% over 2017, and things might get even worse. The report in the journal Health Affairs estimates an average annual growth rate of 5.5% from 2018 to 2027. To address skyrocketing health care costs, the Trump administration announced its plan to elicit more price transparency for medical care and initiatives. On January 11, 2018, the Trump administration allowed states to impose work requirements on Medicaid recipients, the low-income group, to cut off benefits for “able-bodied” recipients unless they have a job, are caregivers, or are in school.

Theoretically, as income increases healthcare spending tends to rise. There is a rich literature on the effect of real per capita GDP or income on HCE [37] [43, pp. 109-27] [44, pp. 671-687] [38, pp. 3-21] [20, pp. 20–29] [27, pp. 827-833] [36, pp. 367-374] [60, pp. 1023-1029]. Research using data for a large number of the world countries confirms that GDP explains a high percentage of the variance in HCE [8]. Knowing how health care behaves as income changes has policy implications in that detecting health care to be a necessity (that is, income elasticity is positive but less than one) could support arguments for public subsidies [16] [20, pp. 20–29] [19, pp. 207-225].

Moreover, modern technologies [17] [40, pp. 147-159] [23, No. 1469] [41, pp. 363-368] [59, pp. 263-272] [1] [35, pp. 67-73] [61, pp. 853-862] [42, pp. 327-358] enable patients to obtain clinically innovative diagnosis and treatments, in the forms of electronic information and communication systems, medical devices, drugs, and highly skilled (technology embodied) healthcare workers. Medical innovations are further linked to considerable improvements in the quality and longevity of life. As a result, past studies on the determinants of aggregate HCE across a large number of countries at various stages of economic development have linked changes in HCE to the changes in GDP, insurance, ageing population, and some specific or general technology (TECH) measures. However, there is no specific measure for technology effect on health care expenditures, different research uses different technology proxies or some other method, such as the residual component approach to address the technology effect.

Besides, researches exploring geographic variation in health spending is increasingly drawing greater attention in health economics and policy circles. The US federal and each state government play different roles in health services system design and delivery; the federal government is largely responsible for the Medicare program (covering those at least 65 years and the disabled) while funding of the Medicaid program (covering the indigent) is a partnership between federal and state governments [11]. Each of the 50 US states and the District of Columbia (DC) have established state specific health agencies that serve as the locus of state governmental public health activity. Their goals are to, within allowable limits of the specific waivers, modify certain features of the federal system to better serve population health needs at the various state levels. Since these states are legally and traditionally the primary authorities for public health, they have wide latitude and broad flexibility in defining their public health roles; therefore, federal policies influence but generally do not fully dictate state and local public health practices [51]. [15] argues that state-
specific factors, e.g., income and health care capacity are important factors when explaining state variations over time in the level of per capita personal health care spending. This reasoning justifies investigations in our study using state level, and not the aggregated national, data series.

Most studies on the determinants of HCE investigating the cointegration relationship (HCE, GDP, and TECH) used US national level aggregate data. This study is based on the less aggregated 1991-2014 US state level panel data to test for the existence of long run relationships among HCE, GSP (Gross State Product), and a number of TECH proxy measures.

This paper investigates the relationship among the US state level HCE, GSP, and the alternative technology measures (R&D expenditures and their components, such as graduates of science and engineering, and academic scientific articles published). With panel unit root and cointegration procedures, we estimate both the long run and short run relationships. Our work is the first in this line of inquiry to estimate the panel cointegration relationship among HCE, GSP, and alternative TECH measures using the latest US state level panel dataset. Here, the panel cointegration technique, an important scheme for avoiding spurious regression, is also a sound empirical strategy for handling potential cross-correlation and endogeneity issues.

Section 2 of this paper reviews pertinent literature on the determinants of aggregate HCE. Section 3 describes data sources and the variables. Section 4 on the empirical strategy includes the panel unit root and cointegration tests. Section 5 covers the empirical results. Finally, section 6 concludes with the implications of the study findings.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

GDP (or income) on the demand side and technological change on the supply side are the core determinants of aggregate HCE. Using panel unit root cointegration methods, previous research at the country level (see, Appendix Table A1) confirms that changes in GDP and technology have positive effects on variations in HCE. However, few studies have probed the possible cointegration relationship among HCE and its determinants at the less aggregated, state or provincial data level within a country.

Researchers have applied the cointegration approach with time-series data to estimate income and technology effects on US healthcare expenditures based on the stationarity assumption. Using 1960-1997 U.S. time-series data, [40] confirmed the long run relationship among HCE, per capita disposable income, and economy-wide R&D spending (as well as health sector R&D expenditures), using Johansen cointegration approach [30]. [18] also used time-series data to estimate U.S. aggregate HCE function using 1984-2006 data, with results supporting a cointegration relationship between GDP and HCE. More recently, [35], applying the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) cointegration approach for modelling to 1960-2012 annual U.S. time-series data, found that per capita real income; population percent above 65 years and the level of health care technology exert positive effects on HCE in the long run.

Among the proxies for capturing technology change effects on US healthcare spending, the R&D spending has been found to be positive and significantly associated with HCE and GDP [35]. However, research is still lacking on whether a cointegration relationship exists among US state level HCE, GSP, and R&D, although studies have shown that there is cointegration relationship
between the state HCE and the state level GDP [2], and between the state level GDP and the state performed R&D [14] [10, working paper]. Past research also confirms the positive effect of the state level GDP on HCE, controlling for the federally funded industrial R&D spending [58].

Questions arise from the state level differences in activities and concentration of the state level R&D. Studies on US state level R&D suggest industrial R&D activity to vary by geographic location. Moreover, R&D activities appear to be concentrated among a few of the states [9] [62, pp. 286-293]. Moreover, there are broad mixes of R&D projects across the different states; some concentrate their activities in health, some in energy, and some in other sectors.

Therefore, whether the state level R&D expenditures also cointegrate with the state HCE and GSP is an interesting research policy question. For one reason, public policy can directly affect R&D expenditures, in turn, the returns to R&D investment, and innovations through development. Moreover, R&D spillovers or “knowledge spillovers” created by R&D investments confer positive external benefits to the entire society, especially to the neighboring states. This paper contributes to the literature on the short- and long-run relationships among the state-level HCE, GSP, and R&D expenditures, by applying an econometric methodology comprising of a range of techniques to test and estimate efficiently in a non-stationary panel data, solving both the cross-section dependence and the endogeneity problem.

3. DATA AND VARIABLES

This study uses 1991-2009 and 2009-2014 two datasets, the currently available panel time-series data of the 50 US states and the DC, as the State Health Expenditures (HCE) by state (The dependent variable in this study) with 2014 data are the available update. The State Health Expenditures (HCE) by the state of residence is constructed by adjusting the state of provider estimates for border-crossing patterns in consuming healthcare. Data were collected by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Office of the Actuary, and National Health Statistics Group. The state level GSP data are from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis [29]. The US Bureau values may differ from the National Income and Product Account (NIPA) values because of revisions to the NIPA values as well as the GDP-by-state accounts excluding Federal military and civilian activity located overseas (because it cannot be attributed to a particular state). Data on Academic S&E R&D (5thousands) per capita, Federal R&D obligations per employed worker, S&E graduate students, and Academic articles per $1 million academic R&D, are collected from National Science Foundation/National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, US Census Bureau, Governments. Annual Estimates of the Population for the States from the US Census Bureau, Population Division, are used for calculating per capita values (See Table 1: Data and Variables).

When using R&D as innovative technology input measure (using National Science Board Science and Engineering indicators 2014 state data tool), we considered six distinct R&D expenditures, but only three R&D expenditure measures, Federal R&D Obligation (RDF), Academic R&D (RDA), and R&D performed (RDP) are used in this study. Since the Federal R&D spending might crowd out the private sector R&D efforts in each state [58], it is important to include Federal R&D Obligation in this study. Private R&D activities in each state include Academic R&D (RDA) and R&D performed.
Table 1: Data and Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Data (In Logs)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE¹</td>
<td>Total personal health care spending per capita by state and by service</td>
<td>1991-2009, 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA³</td>
<td>Academic R&amp;D per $1,000 of Gross Domestic Product</td>
<td>1998-2009, 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGRAD³</td>
<td>Science and engineering graduate students</td>
<td>1991-2009, 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE⁴</td>
<td>Academic articles per $1 million academic R&amp;D</td>
<td>1998-2009, 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT⁴</td>
<td>Patents/1,000 individuals in S&amp;E occupations</td>
<td>1998-2009, 2009-2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources:

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>HCE</th>
<th>GSP</th>
<th>RDA</th>
<th>RDP</th>
<th>RDF</th>
<th>SEGRAD</th>
<th>ARTICLE</th>
<th>PATENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data 1</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.3574</td>
<td>10.413</td>
<td>4.8426</td>
<td>6.3167</td>
<td>5.2474</td>
<td>0.3851</td>
<td>-6.8737</td>
<td>-1.7131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stdv.</td>
<td>0.3414</td>
<td>0.3219</td>
<td>0.4803</td>
<td>0.8918</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>0.4553</td>
<td>1.0139</td>
<td>0.7687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 2</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.480852</td>
<td>10.48624</td>
<td>13.13711</td>
<td>7.665624</td>
<td>6.040228</td>
<td>8.573515</td>
<td>1.407971</td>
<td>2.188721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stdv.</td>
<td>0.393805</td>
<td>0.340158</td>
<td>1.135030</td>
<td>1.495854</td>
<td>0.995791</td>
<td>1.112604</td>
<td>0.312505</td>
<td>0.661544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>1073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The state data convey state-specific information about a variety of technology, science, engineering, and education measures related to the state level R&D expenditures. This allows us to explore a single factor, R&D expenditures, in depth (both input and output factors), compare multiple factors for preselected groups and compare the changes over time. As for the R&D output factors, and Academic articles (ARTICLE), are included to infer the technological change effects on HCE. Interestingly, S&E graduate students (SEGRAD) can be alternatively treated as an output (of higher education institutions) or input (skilled human capital employed in the production of innovation) technology proxy. Again, though other variables do have updated data after 2014, our study has to limit the data coverage to 1991-2014 because of the state level healthcare expenditure data only available to 2014, some variables data coverage are 1998-2014.
4. THE MODELS

4.1 Empirical Methodology

The panel dataset studied contains 17 and 6 years of annual time series (time dimension T1=17 and T2=6) and 50 states and the DC (cross-section dimension N=51). With T1=17 and T2=6 being less than 20, the time series is too short to estimate each time-series separately and test for heterogeneity, but the 17-year length is long enough for us to estimate the dynamic flexibility of the series. With N=51, the cross-section dimension is too large to be treated as a system to estimate VAR or VECM, but not so large as to fulfil the asymptotic requirement \( T/N \to 0 \) for a number of the tests [24] [7, pp. 1-22] [6, pp. 1127-1177] [12, pp. 161-178] [28, pp. 48-53]. Thus, we need to choose appropriate methods to deal with this panel data in the sense of the heterogeneity, nonstationary, cross-sectional dependency, and endogeneity problems.

The first common problem in the context of panel non-stationary variables is, that most of the tests assume the absence of correlation across the cross-sections of the panel, with the assumption that the individual members of the panel (here, the 50 US states and the DC) are independent. This assumption is untenable, especially for those of the neighbour states, hence, [45] [46, pp. 967-1012] cross-section dependence test, a good approach to check the independence of the variables is estimated. Besides, Pesaran’s CADF unit root test is applied to identify the stationarity and the PANICCA unit root test [6] is to check the nonstationary of common factor and idiosyncratic components for the cross-section series.

To test for the existence of a long-run cointegration among HCE, GSP, and a technology proxy, we employ the Error correction based [56] [57, pp. 665-704] cointegration tests since the residual based tests would tend to raise possibilities for spurious cointegration results if there is presence of cross-sectional dependency, as [53] suggested. Hence, the Westerlund ECM tests are included in the analysis of cointegration. After the cointegration test, the [56] tests based on the Error Correction Model (ECM) were estimated to check the panel cointegration on the assumption of weakly exogenous variables with a bootstrap technique deal with cross-sectional dependency (Result table is in Appendix). After the two Westerlund ECM tests, the Pesaran’s CD test with the null hypothesis of no cross-sectional dependence in the panel data models was employed to check the cross-sectional independence with the residuals (Result table is in Appendix).

In sum, we confront the econometric issues usually neglected in earlier literature: first, we account for cross-section dependence and common factors among cross-section states variables on the tests. Second, to be prudent, we take alternative and more updated unit root tests into consideration, the Perasan’s panel CADF tests, the PANICCA unit root tests. Third, to test the cointegration relationship, we use the Westerlund ECM test. After the Westerlund ECM test, the dynamic panel error correction model (ECM) will be applied to estimate the short-run dynamics.

Finally, to identify the long-run relationship, we employ the cointegration procedure, which is known for adjusting the serial correlation and endogeneity problem. Meanwhile, the cross-section dependence in the residual is still problematic, the Bai FM (fully modified) is included in the analysis. Bai FM, CupBC (continuously-updated and bias-corrected), and CupFM (continuously-updated and fully-modified) procedures developed by [3] [4, pp. 82-99] based on the Factor model can overwhelm the cross-section dependency when variable in state i is non-spuriously correlated
with variable in state j, and when unobserved common factors among all states. Using a factor model to account for cross-sectional correlation and an information criterion to identify whether there is a factor or not [5] [6, pp. 1127-1177], Bai FM [3] estimates the fully modified estimator with a stationary factor while the updated CUP-FM and the CUP-BC [4] deal with the nonstationary factor. Estimations are based on the common factors decomposition that assures a homogeneous econometric approach. Given these points and the possible cross-sectional dependency issue, we focus more on the Bai FM and CupFM estimates; meanwhile, if no factor is present in the cross-section dimension, estimations provided from FMOLS approaches are useful and applicable, we will report the FMOLS estimation results.

4.2 Model Specification

4.2.1 Unit root tests

In general, the panel unit root tests are based on the following regression:

$$\Delta Y_{it} = \rho_i Y_{i\cdot t} + \sum_{l=1}^{\rho_i} \phi_{i\cdot l} \Delta Y_{i\cdot t-l} + \alpha_t d_{it} + u_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ is individual, for each individual $t = 1, 2, \ldots, T$ time series observations are available, $d_{it}$ is the deterministic component and $u_{it}$ is the error term. The null hypothesis of the existence of a unit root for individual $i$ is $\rho_i = 0$.

The PANIC Approach

The Panel Analysis of Nonstationarity in Idiosyncratic and Common components (PANIC) method proposed by [6] uses a factor structure to investigate nonstationarity in panel data. The factor model is specified as follow:

$$X_{it} = c_{it} + \beta_i t + \lambda'_i F_t + e_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$(I - L) F_t = C(L)u_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$(1 - \rho_i L) e_{it} = D_i(L) \varepsilon_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $X_{it}$ is the sum of a cross-section specific unit; $c_{it}$, constant; $F_t$, is a common factor component; $\lambda'_i$, is a loading factor; $e_{it}$, the error term, is the idiosyncratic component, which is stationary if $|\rho_i| < 1$; L, the lag operator; $D_{it}$, is the deterministic component. The information criteria were employed to check the presence of a factor as [5] suggested, the PANIC approach allows us to identify the nonstationarity of the common factor.

The PANICCA Test

Based on the PANIC approach and the cross-section average (CA) augmentation approach of [47] [48, pp. 94–115] [50, pp. 961–981] developed PANICCA, a combined approach that exploits the strengths of both CA and PANIC. The data-generating process (DGP) of $Y_{i\cdot t}$ is assumed to be given by the following common factor model:

$$Y_{i\cdot t} = \alpha'_i D_{t,p} + \lambda'_i F_t + e_{i\cdot t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
where \( e_{it} \) is a scalar idiosyncratic error, \( F_t \) is an \( r \times 1 \) vector of common factors with \( \lambda_i' \) being the associated \( (r \times 1) \) vector of loading coefficients, and \( D_{t,p} = (1, \ldots, t^p)' \) is a \((p+1) \times 1\) vector of trends, for which we consider two specifications: (i) a constant \((p = 0)\) and (ii) a constant and trend \((p = 1)\). In this paper, \( Y_{it} \) is considered as the variable of interest. However, we do allow for the presence of an \( m \times 1 \) vector of additional variables, henceforth denoted \( X_{it} \), whose DGP is given by

\[
X_{it} = \beta_i' D_{t,p} + \Lambda_i F_t + u_{it} \tag{6}
\]

where \( u_{it} \) is an \( m \times 1 \) vector of idiosyncratic errors. Since \( X_{it} \) is assumed to share the common factors of \( Y_{it} \) (the variable of interest), then the DGP for the combined variables becomes:

\[
Z_{it} = B_i' D_{t,p} + C_i' F_t + V_{it} \tag{7}
\]

where \( B_i' = (\alpha_i, \beta_i) \); \( C_i' = (\lambda_i, \Lambda_i) \) with \( r \times (m+1) \) \( r \times (m+1) \) matrix dimension and \( V_{it} = (e_{it} , u_{it} )' \). \cite{50} note that since the first differenced \( Z_{it} \), which eliminates any uncertainty regarding its order of integration, is used in the estimation process, then any existing method for common factor models can be used to estimate Eq. (7). \cite{50} employs the CA approach. After estimation, the \( \hat{F}_t \) and \( \hat{e}_{it} \) are then tested for a unit root using the respective test equations:

\[
\hat{e}_{it} = \rho \hat{e}_{it-1} + \varepsilon_{it} \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{F}_t = \rho \hat{F}_{t-1} + \eta_t \text{ with the null hypothesis that } \rho_1 = \rho_2 = \ldots = \rho_N = 1.
\]

The test statistics of \cite{6} are used in \cite{50} to test for unit root in both \( \hat{e}_{it} \) and \( \hat{F}_t \). There are three test statistics proposed for the unit root test of \( \hat{e}_{it} \) each for \( p = 0 \) and \( p = 1 \) and are denoted as \( P_{a,p}, P_{b,p} \) and \( PMSB_p \)[Panel Modified Sargan–Bhargava] tests. Their respective computations are given as:

For \( p = 0 \):

\[
P_{a,p=0} = \frac{\sqrt{NT}(\hat{\rho}_0^- - 1)}{\sqrt{2\hat{\phi}_e^- / \omega_e^-}}; \quad P_{b,p=0} = \frac{\sqrt{NT}(\hat{\rho}_0^- - 1)}{\sqrt{\hat{\phi}_e^- / (\hat{\omega}_e^- N^{-1} \Gamma - 2 \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\hat{e}_{i,t-1}^-)')\hat{e}_{i,t-1}^- / 2}} \tag{8}
\]

For \( p = 1 \):

\[
P_{a,p=1} = \frac{\sqrt{NT}(\hat{\rho}_0^- - 1)}{\sqrt{36\hat{\phi}_e^- / 5\hat{\omega}_e^-}}; \quad P_{b,p=1} = \frac{\sqrt{NT}(\hat{\rho}_0^- - 1)}{\sqrt{6\hat{\phi}_e^- / (5\hat{\omega}_e^- N^{-1} \Gamma - 2 \sum_{i=1}^{N}(\hat{e}_{i,t-1}^-)')\hat{e}_{i,t-1}^- / 2}} \tag{9}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_{it}, u_{it} \) and \( \eta_t \) are the respective innovations for the stationary AR(1) processes for \( e_{it}, u_{it} \) and \( F_t \) and are independently and identically distributed across relevant data index(es) and \( \hat{e}_{i,t-1} = (\hat{e}_{i,t}, \ldots, \hat{e}_{i,T-1})' \). The AR(1) coefficients - \( \hat{\rho}_0^- \) and \( \hat{\rho}_0^+ \) are respectively computed as
\[ \hat{\rho}_0^+ = \hat{\rho}_0 + \frac{\gamma}{N^{T-1}\sum_{i=1}^{N}(e^0_{it-1})^2} \] and \[ \hat{\rho}_1^+ = \hat{\rho}_1 + \frac{3\gamma^2}{T\hat{\sigma}_e^2} \] with \( \hat{\rho}_p \) obtained from the pooled AR(1) regression of \( e^p_{it} \) while \( \hat{\sigma}_e^2, \hat{\alpha}_e^2, \hat{\phi}_e \) and \( \hat{\gamma}_e \) are given by the cross-sectional averages of \( \hat{\sigma}_{e,i}^2, \hat{\alpha}_{e,i}^2, \hat{\phi}_{e,i} \) and \( \hat{\gamma}_{e,i} \) respectively. The asymptotic null distributions of \( P_{ap}, P_{bp} \) and \( PMSBP_p \) are detailed in [50]. The null hypothesis of a unit root in the idiosyncratic components of all panels is therefore tested via the \( P_{ap}, P_{bp} \) and \( PMSBP_p \) test statistics.

In testing for a unit root in \( \hat{r}_{it} \), the test to apply is determined by the number of common factors. If only one common factor is to be estimated, then, testing can be carried out using any existing unit root test such as the augmented Dickey–Fuller which is suggested in [6]. Further, if at least two factors are estimated, as [52] suggested, that the iterative procedure of [6] would be applied and it would produce both the modified “filtered” \( Q_f[MQ_f] \) and the “corrected” \( Q_c[MQ_c] \) test.

4.2.2 The Pesaran Cross-section dependence test

The [45] cross-section dependence (CD) test with the null hypothesis of zero dependence across the cross-section members with relatively short \( T \) and large \( N \), with heterogeneous panels and with or without structural breaks.

The CD test statistic is defined as,

\[ CD = \frac{2T}{N(N-1)} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} \sqrt{T_{ij}} \hat{\rho}_{ij} \right) \quad CD \to N(0, 1) \]  

where \( \hat{\rho}_{ij} \) is the sample estimate of the pair-wise correlation of the OLS residuals, \( u_{it} \), such as

\[ \hat{\rho}_{ij} = \hat{\rho}_{ji} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T} u_{it} u_{jt}}{(\sum_{t=1}^{T} u_{it}^2)(\sum_{t=1}^{T} u_{jt}^2)^{1/2}}. \]

4.2.3 Westerlund [56] ECM approach

\[ \Delta HCE_{it} = c_1 + a_0 (HCE_{it-1} - b_1 X_{it-1}) + \sum_{j=1}^{K-1} a_{1j} \Delta HCE_{i,t-j} + \sum_{j=2}^{K} a_{2j} \Delta X_{i,t-j} + u_{it} \]  

where \( a_{0j} \) is the error correction (or speed of adjustment) term. The penultimate term includes lags and leads of \( \Delta X \); otherwise, \( X \) is one or more exogenous variables.

4.2.4 The panel error-correction specification

To examine the direction of causality between HCE and GSP, R&D factors, and to identify how the short-run response to the long-run steady state, we employ the dynamic panel error-correction specification proposed by [21],

\[ \Delta HCE_{it} = \alpha^H_i + \sum_{k=1}^{h} \theta^H_{2i,k} \Delta HCE_{i,t-k} + \sum_{k=0}^{h} \theta^H_{2i,k} \Delta X_{i,t-k} + \lambda^H_i \varepsilon^H_{i,t-1} + u^H_{it} \]  

\[ \Delta X_{it} = \alpha^X_i + \sum_{k=1}^{h} \theta^X_{2i,k} \Delta X_{i,t-k} + \sum_{k=0}^{h} \theta^X_{2i,k} \Delta HCE_{i,t-k} + \lambda^X_i \varepsilon^X_{i,t-1} + u^X_{it} \]  

where \( \alpha, \theta, \lambda, \eta \) are coefficients.
where $\Delta HCE_{it} = HCE_{it} - HCE_{it-1}$. $HCE_{it}$ is the state HCE per capita for state $i$ at year $t$; $\Delta X_{it} = X_{it} - X_{it-1}$. $X_i$ is one of the cointegrating vectors. To be specific, the one two-vector model, five three-vector models, and one four-vector model are specified as follow:

Model M_GSP: $X_1$ is GSP (per capita gross state products);
Model M_RDA: $X_1$ is GSP; and $X_2$ is a TECH vector, RDA (per capita academic R&D);
Model M_RDF: $X_1$ is GSP; and $X_2$ is a TECH vector, RDF (Federal R&D per employed worker);
Model M_SEG: $X_1$ is GSP; and $X_2$ is a TECH vector, SEGRAD (S&E graduate students);
Model M_ART: $X_1$ is GSP; and $X_2$ is a TECH vector, ARTICLE (Academic articles per $1 million academic R&D);
Model M_PAT: $X_1$ is GSP; and $X_2$ is a TECH vector, PATENT.
Model M_CRD: $X_1$ is GSP; $X_2$ is TECH1 proxy, RDF; and $X_3$ is TECH2 proxy, RDP, to detect whether crowding out exists between public and private R&D expenditures in each state.

4.2.5 The long run relationship specification

Using pool cross-section and time series data, we estimate the relationships between HCE, GSP, and technology factors, such as academic R&D, federal R&D, S&E graduate students, etc. for 50 states and DC in the U.S. using the equation:

$$HCE_{it} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_{1it} + \beta_2 X_{2it} + \cdots + \beta_n X_{nit} + \epsilon_{it}$$

(14)

where $\beta_0$ is a constant term and $\beta_n$ is estimated parameters in the model and $i$ is a cross-section data for the state out of 51, and $t$ is a time series data and $\epsilon_{it}$ is the error term.

5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

5.1 Results from Stationarity and Unit root tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CD dependence test</th>
<th>CADF panel unit root test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE</td>
<td>155.06***</td>
<td>-1.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>151.92***</td>
<td>-1.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>116.88***</td>
<td>-1.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>114.96***</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>82.41***</td>
<td>-1.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGRAD</td>
<td>67.99***</td>
<td>-1.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td>112.80***</td>
<td>-1.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td>48.81***</td>
<td>2.610***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. *, **, or *** stands for rejection at 10%, 5%, or 1% level.
2. RDP fails on the CADF test due to the discontinuous data.
### Table 3.2: Pesaran's CD and CADF statistics, 2009-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CD dependence test</th>
<th>CADF panel unit root test (level)</th>
<th>CADF panel unit root test (first difference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE</td>
<td>79.60***</td>
<td>-1.824</td>
<td>-6.190***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>79.87***</td>
<td>-1.999</td>
<td>-6.173***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>82.59***</td>
<td>-1.754</td>
<td>-6.102***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>81.98***</td>
<td>-1.516*</td>
<td>19.387***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>77.80***</td>
<td>-2.154</td>
<td>-6.190***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>66.91***</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
<td>-6.035***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGRAD</td>
<td>82.80***</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>-6.190***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td>42.25***</td>
<td>-2.033**</td>
<td>19.387***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. *, **, or *** stands for rejection at 10%, 5%, or 1% level.
2. RDP fails on the CADF test due to the discontinuous data.

### Table 4.1: PANIC Unit root tests, 1991-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (First difference)</th>
<th>IC</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Idiosyncratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2673</td>
<td>0.4371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.4716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0574</td>
<td>-18.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.2308</td>
<td>0.2753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGRAD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0499</td>
<td>0.5818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.4913</td>
<td>0.2754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. This table examines whether the variables are nonstationary with panel data set is for 50 states and DC and 1991 to 2009 (N=51, T=19).
2. The data is standardized, and test statistics are in [] under each value.
3. IC: information criterion from Bai and Ng (2002) indicating factors.
4. Rejection of the null hypothesis of unit root with test statistic less than -2.89.
Table 4_2. PANICCA test results for single variable, 2009-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Common Factors</th>
<th>Idiosyncratic Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(first difference)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$p = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hce</td>
<td>-6.083</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gsp</td>
<td>-6.710</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rda</td>
<td>-6.769</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdf</td>
<td>-6.641</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article</td>
<td>-7.004</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg</td>
<td>-6.978</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. The ADF-type test is used for the common factors while $Pa,p$, $Pb,p$ and $PMSBp$ are used for the idiosyncratic errors in the test equation for the variable.
2. The option $p = 0$ refers constant only in the model while $p = 1$ refers constant and trend.

Table 3_1 (data 1991-2009) and 3_2 (data 2009-2014) presents the results of Pesaran's variable (in level) CD test and CADF panel unit root tests (in level and first difference). The results clearly show that the null hypothesis of a panel unit root (nonstationary) in the level (Pesaran's CADF tests) of the series cannot be rejected (RDP and PATENT cannot be rejected at 1% level), while the null hypothesis of having panel unit root can be rejected in all series at the first difference form in CADF panel unit root test. Meanwhile, the results show that the null hypothesis of zero dependence across the cross-section members can be rejected from the Pesaran CD test, suggest the existence of the cross-section dependence for all the individual variables in level.

Meanwhile, the null hypothesis of having panel unit root can be rejected in all series at the first difference form in PANIC tests. Table 4_1 (data 1991-2009) contains results of PANIC panel unit root test statistics for 6 (excludes RDP and PATENT) of the 8 variables. Missing values for RDP lead to failure of estimation for both Pesaran’s CADF and PANIC unit root tests. The failure on the Pesaran’s CADF test (Table 3_1 and Table 3_2) for PATENT may due to the relatively short data coverage.

Table 4_2 (data 2009-2014) contains the results of PANICCA panel unit root test statistics for 6 of the 8 variables (first difference). Though missing values for RDP and PATENT leads to failure of estimation for PANICCA unit root tests, the results of the panel unit root tests reject the hypothesis of a unit root in the rest of variables (first difference) across states. This indicates that stationarity in the variables (first difference) with both the common factors and idiosyncratic errors as all the statistics are statistically significant. In other words, results indicate that all variables are...
I (0), stationary after one-time differencing with the constant in the panel unit root tests. These results allow our estimations to move on to the next step, panel cointegration tests.

5.2 Results from panel Co-integration Tests

5.2.1 Results from the Westerlund test:

To test for the existence of a long-run cointegration among state level HCE, GSP, and the technology proxies, Westerlund [56] ECM panel cointegration tests were employed. The underlying idea for the Westerlund tests is to test for the absence of cointegration by determining whether the individual panel members are error correcting or not (Model M_CRD with a bootstrap technique) to eliminate the cross-sectional dependency. In addition, using reverse regression tests, the Westerlund Weak Exogenous tests help to check the null hypothesis of error correction.

Results (Table 5_1 with data 1991-2009 and 5_2 with data 2009-2014) from the computed values of the Westerlund ECM panel cointegration statistics show that the null hypotheses of no cointegration are rejected for 5 out of 6 models, fail to reject for M_CRD. For model M_CRD with bootstrapping size 100, the no cointegration null was rejected for $G_\alpha$ and $P_\alpha$ at the 5% level but fails for both $G_\tau$ (group mean) and $P_\tau$ (Panel mean). Hence, there is evidence of the cointegration relationship for state level HCE, GSP, and the technology proxy in these 7 models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Test Stat.</th>
<th>$G_\tau$</th>
<th>$G_\alpha$</th>
<th>$P_\tau$</th>
<th>$P_\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M_GSP</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-5.902</td>
<td>-29.686</td>
<td>-17.199</td>
<td>-33.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_RDA</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-1.783</td>
<td>-10.349</td>
<td>-11.302</td>
<td>-9.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>-2.735</td>
<td>-5.910</td>
<td>-3.470</td>
<td>-10.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_RDF</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-1.107</td>
<td>-3.999</td>
<td>-5.949</td>
<td>-2.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>1.869</td>
<td>2.383</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_SEG</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-0.691</td>
<td>-1.795</td>
<td>-3.575</td>
<td>-1.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>4.704</td>
<td>5.262</td>
<td>2.345</td>
<td>1.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>-6.208</td>
<td>-7.242</td>
<td>-6.299</td>
<td>-10.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_PAT</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-3.489</td>
<td>-2.345</td>
<td>-4.331</td>
<td>-1.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>-14.363</td>
<td>4.543</td>
<td>1.777</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robust P-val</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_CRD</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-1.486</td>
<td>-7.401</td>
<td>-7.674</td>
<td>-6.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>1.556</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>-2.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robust P-val</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bootstrapping size 100.
To check the weak exogeneity assumption, using a series of reverse regression tests, results with the HCE as independent variable suggest that, the null of no error-correction cannot be rejected for all variables in all 7 models except for RDP in Model_CRD according to the Robust p-value (with at least two statistics out of the four statistics insignificant at 5% level of significance). The discontinuous RDP data series might be the reason for the failed weak exogeneity test, or there is also possible that RDP is a strong exogenous variable in the model while other variables are weak exogenous variables.

5.2.2 Results from the Pesaran CD test:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Test Stat.</th>
<th>$G_t$</th>
<th>$G_\alpha$</th>
<th>$P_t$</th>
<th>$P_\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_GSP</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-4.249</td>
<td>-35.188</td>
<td>-17.479</td>
<td>-35.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_RDF</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-4.029</td>
<td>-32.687</td>
<td>-16.822</td>
<td>-33.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_ART</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-3.875</td>
<td>-31.808</td>
<td>-16.049</td>
<td>-31.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_SEG</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-3.227</td>
<td>-23.311</td>
<td>-15.587</td>
<td>-29.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_PAT</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-0.378</td>
<td>-1.983</td>
<td>-4.257</td>
<td>-2.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HCE, GSP, PATENT)</td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>12.850</td>
<td>8.131</td>
<td>7.725</td>
<td>3.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robust P-val</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M_CRD</strong></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>-0.579</td>
<td>-0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HCE, GSP, RDF, RDP)</td>
<td>Z-value</td>
<td>16.073</td>
<td>11.076</td>
<td>12.430</td>
<td>7.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robust P-val</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. Variables included are in parenthesis under each model.
2. Bootstrapping size 100.
Two types of Pesaran's Cross Sectional dependence Tests (CD Test) are employed to test the cross-sectional dependency for the variable and the panel data models. In Table 3, the Pesaran CD tests of the individual variable in level indicate the existence of the cross-section dependence. In addition, the results of Pesaran’s residual CD tests for these 6 models all reject the null hypothesis of no cross-sectional dependence. Results for the average absolute correlation of the off-diagonal elements of the cross-sectional correlation matrix of residuals are ranging from 0.402 to 0.607, which suggests strong cross-sectional dependence for these models under the FE specification.

Table 6-1: Results from Panel Error Correction Estimation, 1991-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>M_GSP</th>
<th>M_RDA</th>
<th>M_RDP</th>
<th>M_RDF</th>
<th>M_SEG</th>
<th>M_ART</th>
<th>M_PAT</th>
<th>M_CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normalized cointegrating coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCE (-1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP (-1)</td>
<td>[-1.298]</td>
<td>[-1.432]</td>
<td>[-0.285]</td>
<td>[-0.337]</td>
<td>[-0.585]</td>
<td>[-0.930]</td>
<td>[-1.263]</td>
<td>[-0.857]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH1 (-1)</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>-0.855</td>
<td>-0.931</td>
<td>-6.456</td>
<td>-1.520</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>-0.336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH2 (-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.119</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-3.636]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREND (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.461]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.063</td>
<td>6.673</td>
<td>4.860</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Adjustment coefficients | | | | | | | | |
| D (HCE) | -0.112  | 0.020   | 0.022   | 0.018   | 0.004   | 0.034   | 0.069   | -0.184  |
|         | [-1.824] | [0.652] | [1.350] | [1.680] | [1.229] | [2.012] | [1.319] | [-3.418] |
| D (GSP) | 0.782   | 0.762   | 0.284   | 0.134   | 0.046   | 0.462   | 0.266   | 0.524   |
|         | [9.079] | [15.084] | [9.609] | [7.024] | [8.118] | [14.910] | [3.000] | [5.662] |
| D (TECH1) | 0.578   | 1.283   | 1.108   | 0.092   | 0.587   | -2.195  | 0.077   |         |
|         | [5.057] | [12.609] | [13.572] | [8.138] | [8.873] | [-6.347] | [0.210] |         |
| D (TECH2) |         | 0.954   |         | 0.954   |         |         |         |         |
|         |         | [2.371] |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| Log likelihood | 546.770 | 883.878 | 364.368 | 197.987 | 1025.866 | 924.403 | 666.716 | 1953.880 |

Note: t-statistics are in [].

5.3 Estimations of short-run relationship

The co-integrating vectors arising from the models require normalization, so that the adjustment and co-integrating vectors can be given plausible economic interpretations (Table 6-1: Results from Panel Error Correction Estimation, 1991-2009). Take the result of M_GSP for example, given t-1 time-series HCE and GSP, when setting HCE (-1) as one, the coefficient of GSP (-1) and the constant are -1.298 and 5.063, respectively. The negative coefficient for GSP (-1) is not suggesting a negative relationship between HCE and GSP in the short run, but to be specific, to shows that the lag value of GSP is 1.298 lower than the long run equilibrium value. The increase
growth on per capita HCE is associated with a 1.298 lower per capita GSP rate, on average, in one-year period. The adjustment parameters, $\alpha$, -0.112 and 0.782 correct for $\Delta$HCE, and $\Delta$GSP, respectively, negative for HCE while positive for GSP, pulling the value of GSP back towards its long-run equilibrium value with HCE, 11.2% corrected by HCE itself and 78.2% by GSP.

For the technology proxy models, the coefficients of TECH1 (-1) are negative for RDA, RDP, RDF, SEGRAD, and ARTICLE, but positive for PATENT. As for two TECH proxies model, M_CRD, both coefficients of TECH (-1) (RDF) and TECH2 (-1) (RDP) are negative, no sign of crowding out in the short run. These results show a rise in R&D spending is associated with decreased HCE in one-year period, so do the academic output (ARTICLE) and the human capital (SEGRAD, S&E graduates).

Table 6.2: Results from Panel Error Correction Estimation, 2009-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>M_GSP</th>
<th>M_RDA</th>
<th>M_RDF</th>
<th>M_SEG</th>
<th>M_ART</th>
<th>M_PAT</th>
<th>M_CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCE (-1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP (-1)</td>
<td>-1.842</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>-2.624</td>
<td>-6.285</td>
<td>-1.742</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>-0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH1 (-1)</td>
<td>[-20.537]</td>
<td>[7.155]</td>
<td>[-21.631]</td>
<td>[-13.905]</td>
<td>[-20.724]</td>
<td>[0.552]</td>
<td>[-1.275]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH2 (-1)</td>
<td>-1.192</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>4.205</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
<td>-1.330</td>
<td>-1.730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREND (1)</td>
<td>1.609</td>
<td>1.609</td>
<td>16.046</td>
<td>16.046</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjustment coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D (HCE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (GSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (TECH1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (TECH2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: t-statistics are in [ ].

According Table 6.2: Results from Panel Error Correction Estimation, 2009-2014, for M_GSP, given t-1 time-series HCE and GSP, when setting HCE (-1) as one, the coefficient of GSP (-1) and the constant are -1.842 and 10.867, respectively. The negative coefficient for GSP (-1) is not suggesting a negative relationship between HCE and GSP in the short run, but to be specific, to shows that the lag value of GSP is 1.842 lower than the long-run equilibrium value. The increasing growth on per capita HCE is associated with a 1.842 lower per capita GSP rate, on average, in a one-year period. The adjustment parameters, $\alpha$, -0.054 and 0.376 correct for $\Delta$HCE, and $\Delta$GSP,
respectively, negative for HCE while positive for GSP, pulling the value of HCE and GSP back towards its long-run equilibrium value, 5.4% corrected by HCE itself and 37.6% by GSP.

For the technology proxy models, the coefficients of TECH1 (-1) are negative for RDA, ARTICLE, and PATENT. As for two TECH proxies model, M_CRD, the coefficient of TECH (-1) (RDF) is negative and that of TECH2 (-1) (RDP) is positive, there is a sign of crowding out in the short run. These results show a rise in the academic R&D is associated with decreased HCE in a one-year period, so do the academic output articles (ARTICLE) and the patent awarded; the Federal obligation R&D spending is positively associated with HCE in a one-year period in the three vectors model, so does the S&E graduates (SEG). The short-run positive effect (4.205) of S&E graduates on HCE highly exceeds those of other technology proxies, the rising of S&E graduates positively affects the growth of HCE in the short run. Interestingly, researchers actually found out that on the R&D investment process, more than half the cost was related to the wages and salaries of trained scientists and engineers with their productivity reduced in periods of short-term job contractions [34].

5.4 Estimations of long run relationship

The key finding in this empirical exercise is the presence of a long run cointegration relationship among HCE, GSP, and the specific TECH (technology) factors. For comparison, the long-run relationships between real per capita HCE, GSP, and technology progress were estimated using 5 Methods (FMOLS, LSDV, Bai FM, CUP-BC, and CUP-FM; See Appendix A4: Results for long-run relationship estimations.). Given the evidence on cross sectional dependency, we focus our attention on the Bai FM, CUP-BC, and CUP-FM estimates [3] [4, pp. 82-99], which are based on the factor model and PANICCA unit root tests [5] [6, pp. 1127-1177] [50, pp. 961–981] to check the presence of a factor in the panel as well as nonstationarity in the series. The difference between Bai FM, CUP-BC, and CUP-FM is whether the factor is stationary or not; Bai FM estimator has a stationary factor, while CupBC and CupFM deal with the nonstationary factor by estimating the parameters and long-run covariance matrix once (CUP-BC) or recursively (CUP-FM) until convergence.

The PANICCA method was employed to identify nonstationarity and if the series is pervasive due to the common factor or series specific to the individual series [12]. Results from the PANIC and PANICCA method (Table 4_1 and 4_2) show that both the common factors and the idiosyncratic component are stationary for 6 out of 8 variables, HCE, GSP, RDA, and ARTICLE (No programming results for PATENT and RDP). Hence, Bai FM approach would be more suitable than CUP-BC and CUP-FM for analyzing the long-run relationship between HCE and GSP and technology proxies for most of the models.

The seven estimated models in this study, six models with at least three cointegrating vectors (HCE, GSP, and Technology proxy) and one model, M_GSP, with two cointegration vectors, can form a cointegrating relationship among the vectors. If one of the cointegrating vectors has no factor with the cross-sectional dimension or fail to apply to PANICCA regression due to data problem (such as PATENT and RDP), Bai FM and CUP-FM are still appropriate approaches to employ. To be prudent, for Model_PAT and Model_CRD containing PATENT and RDP without the PANICCA results, FMOLS estimations are good alternatives in the sense of comparison.
Table 7_1: Long-run relationship results from Bai FM Estimation, 1991-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M_GSP</th>
<th>M_RDA</th>
<th>M_RDP</th>
<th>M_RDF</th>
<th>M_SEG</th>
<th>M_ART</th>
<th>M_PAT</th>
<th>M_CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>0.871***</td>
<td>0.955***</td>
<td>0.908***</td>
<td>0.651***</td>
<td>0.788***</td>
<td>0.806***</td>
<td>0.638***</td>
<td>0.624***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>[0.93]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>-0.007***</td>
<td>[0.93]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.052***</td>
<td>[6.716]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGRAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.270***</td>
<td>[9.199]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>[1.306]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.024***</td>
<td>[-7.307]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: t-statistics are in [ ].

Table 7_2: Long-run relationship results from Bai-FM Estimation, 2009-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M_GSP</th>
<th>M_RDA</th>
<th>M_RDF</th>
<th>M_SEG</th>
<th>M_ART</th>
<th>M_PAT</th>
<th>M_CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>[9.611]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>[10.737]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>[9.310]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>[2.209]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[39.422]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>[11.830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: t-statistics are in [ ].

Table 7_1 results (data 1991-2009), on Bai FM estimation for the long run, show that technology change effects are almost positive on HCE except for RDP and PATENT. Increased Academic R&D spending (RDA) and Federal R&D (RDF) expenditures are, respectively associated with greater HCE. As expected, Science and Engineering graduate students (SEGRAD) and published articles (ARTICLE) have significantly positive long run effects on HCE with 0.27 (significant) and 0.011 (insignificant) coefficients, respectively. The performed R&D (RDP), on the contrary,
is negative and statistically significantly related to HCE (-0.007), so does the number of PATENT (-0.024, significant). Intuitively, the negative effects of state performed R&D on HCE provide the evidence of the hot debated R&D issue, spillover effects. As for PATENT, we tend to prefer the results from CUP-FM than that of Bai FM because of the problems raised from the short data coverage and no factor of model M ПАТ.

Table 7_2 shows the Long-run relationship results from Bai FM Estimation, 2009-2014. Given that the common factor is stationary, when removing the cross-section dependency, real per capita HCE clearly increase with per capita real GSP with income elasticity 0.817 for M ГСП, which suggests that healthcare, in the 50 US states DC, is a necessity good, not luxury good as previous finding based on aggregate US national level data suggested. According to estimation results from long run relationships (See Appendix A4: Results for long-run relationship estimations), income elasticities in all models in this study are lower compared with past findings based on aggregated US data (national level). This may partly arise from differences in data period coverage and the different sources of data used. When applying multilevel models with different data, health care is an individual necessity and a national luxury as [26] suggests.

Table 7_2 results on Bai FM estimation for the long run show that technology change effects are all positive on HCE. Increased Academic R&D spending (RDA), academic output factors, such as published articles (ARTICLE), Science and Engineering graduate students (SEGRAD), and patents awarded (in Table 8), are associated with increasing HCE. As for model M КРД (crowding out effects), results from FMOLS and CUP-FM suggest that there is crowding out effect between state performed R&D and Federal R&D in the long run, with the growth of RDF significantly decreases HCE by 0.056 per year and RDP increases the growth of state level health care expenditures in the long run by 0.007 though insignificant, according to the FMOLS estimates (in Table 8). Since the performed R&D (RDP) is positively related to HCE (0.007, statistically insignificantly), there is no evidence of spillover effects, the negative effect of state performed R&D on HCE.

Table 8: Long-run relationship results from FMOLS Estimation, 2009-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M ГСП</th>
<th>M_RDA</th>
<th>M_RDF</th>
<th>M_SEG</th>
<th>M_ART</th>
<th>M_PAT</th>
<th>M_CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[817.03]</td>
<td>[65.78]</td>
<td>[122.60]</td>
<td>[101.03]</td>
<td>[161.98]</td>
<td>[210.12]</td>
<td>[112.02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2.95]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-4.47]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[-4.35]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.74]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.84]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[5.91]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.80]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: t-statistics are in [ ].
5.5 Discussion on short- and long-run effects

Our results suggest the existence of short- and long-run variations in the technology effects, variously measured, on HCE. Per capita Federal R&D expenditures (RDF) and human capital (SEGRAD) drive up the growth of state-level HCE in both the short run and long run. The magnitudes of the short-run coefficients of SEG are very large, compared with those for the long-run, which suggests that one-year period effects are highly significant from the Science and Engineering graduate students, the human capital effect. Since the human capital in the US can be easily mobile across states, it is understandable that the Science and Engineering graduate students in one state will move to other states, especially the neighbor states in a short time. The number of S&E graduates has a positive long-run effect on HCE as well (Table 7), which suggests that high-grade human capital with the accumulated knowledge and skills is nonrival and nonexcludable in the long run and can result in economy-wide increasing productivity. Indeed, S&E graduates have highly mobile employment opportunities across the US states after graduation, which generates positive spillovers just as the public R&D funding \[49\]. As for the RDF, the Federal obligation R&D expenditure decision may not come from the state government based on state budget condition and Health and Human Services is just one of six agencies performed the Federal obligation R&D, which makes it impossible to have common pattern and specific trend across states. Thus, along with the growth of the performed R&D expenditure (positive effects on HCE) in the M_CRD, Per capita Federal R&D expenditures (RDF) show negative effects on the state healthcare spending in both short run and long run, implies the crowding-out effect.

As we are investigating the relationship of the HCE, GSP, and TECH for both short run and long run, estimations for academic R&D, academic articles, and patents have negative effects in short run but positive in the long run, which makes sense that the growth rate of those variables are lower than that of the HCE on one-year period, however, in the long run, increasing of those TECH variables is driving up the growth of HCE significantly.

6. CONCLUSION

Using 1991-2009 and 2009-2014 panel data of the US states and the DC, we investigated short- and long-run relationships between per capita health care expenditures (HCE), per capita GSP (GSP), and specific technology proxies (TECH). Employing panel cointegration techniques, we found evidence for one cointegrating relationship among those vectors for both datasets. The GSP elasticities of HCE (ranging from 0.60 to 0.97) suggest that healthcare is a necessity (could be justification for publicly subsidized healthcare, e.g. Medicaid and premium subsidy under 2010 U.S. Affordable Care Act). In theory, with government subsidy, the broader access to health services could be expected to produce positive net social benefits. Meanwhile, we find that there is break before and after 2009, the effect of technology proxies are different from the two datasets.

Depending on the nature of medical innovation, the technological change effect variously measured (0.152 or less) is not always a positive driver of HCE \[55\]. One possible reason is that R&D innovative effects may take a relatively long time to realize. We see clearly that the long run technology effects are positive for all of the technology measures, while the short run technology effects differ (positive or negative) a lot for different proxies. To be specific, for the long run, all technology proxies positively affect the growth of HCE (except for Federal obligation R&D in the
M_CRD model) in each state; while in the short run, the effects of R&D output measures, academic articles and patents awarded, with negative effects.

Before 2009, the output factors of R&D, such as academic articles and patents awarded, have positive effects on HCE in both the long- and short-run. After 2009, the input factors, such as Science & Engineering graduates are always positive in both short- and long-run; Output factors, such as academic articles and patents awarded, positive in the long-run while negative in the short-run. Those findings confirm the important role of the government in subsidizing R&D and protecting intellectual property. Although some specific technology proxies, R&D output factors, such as academic articles and patents awarded in each state might be capable of lowering HCE through cost-beneficial R&D spillover effects in the short run, technological progress as a whole can positively affect HCE in the long run.
Appendix
A1. Previous studies on health care expenditure using panel data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Unit root tests</td>
<td>Time series and panel data for OECD countries; 1960-1997</td>
<td>GDP and health care expenditures</td>
<td>Estimated the unit root tests for both time series and the panel data and found that income elasticity greater than one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Panel unit root and stationarity tests</td>
<td>OECD countries; 1960-1997</td>
<td>Health care expenditure and GDP</td>
<td>Health care expenditure and GDP are stationary around a broken trend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Panel cointegration</td>
<td>21 OECD countries; 1975-2001</td>
<td>Health expenditure and GDP, life expectancy, infant mortality, and the share of the elderly</td>
<td>A cointegration relationship can be established among variables; health care expenditures are not a luxury good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>OLS and pooled fixed effect regressions</td>
<td>EU15 and RAMS countries; Projecting for 2007-2060</td>
<td>Public health care expenditure, demographic structure, income, health status of the population, and technical trend</td>
<td>A very wide dispersion in the trend growth rate of health care expenditure at individual country level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Standard fixed effects and dynamic models</td>
<td>143 developing countries; 1995-2008</td>
<td>Total health expenditure, government health expenditure, and out-of-pocket payments; share of GDP; demographic factors, and tax-based and insurance-based health financing mechanisms.</td>
<td>Health expenditure in general does not grow faster than GDP, and no difference in health expenditure between tax-based and insurance-based health-financing mechanisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Panel co-integration</td>
<td>30 OECD countries; 1990-2009</td>
<td>Health care expenditures and income and non-income variables</td>
<td>Health care expenditure is highly inelastic and income elasticity is much small when mainly financed by government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Panel co-integration and causality in VECM framework</td>
<td>Developing countries; 1990-2009</td>
<td>Health care expenditure and GDP and economic growth</td>
<td>There is a bilateral causality and long-run relationship between economic growth and health spending.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Panel co-integration</td>
<td>13 MENA countries; 1995-2005</td>
<td>Health expenditure and GDP</td>
<td>Both health expenditure and GDP are non-stationary and co-integrated, and health care is not a luxury good in MENA countries due to the negative relationship between the share of health expenditures to GDP and GDP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Westlund panel cointegration test, and Continuous-Updated Fully Modified (CUP-FM) estimator</td>
<td>ECO countries; 1995-2009</td>
<td>Health care expenditure and GDP, population below 15 and above 65 years old, number of physicians, and urbanization</td>
<td>There is long-term relationship between those variables and health is a necessary good in ECO countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Granger causality tests with Vector autoregressive (VAR) model</td>
<td>30 developed countries; 1975-2011</td>
<td>The real per capita health care expenditure (HCE) and real per capita GDP</td>
<td>Bidirectional Granger causality is predominant the causality between the real per capita health care expenditure (HCE) and real per capita GDP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Unit root tests</td>
<td>14 EU countries; 1975-2008</td>
<td>Health care expenditures of EU member states relative to the EU average</td>
<td>There is unit root for the health care expenditures of most EU member states relative to the EU average.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In this study, we propose a multi-criteria decision-making approach for matching patients and healthcare providers. The proposed approach features the characteristics of goal programming and location covering models to provide recommendations to patients based on rating, distance, and appointment lead times. The model can be used for developing or improving upon existing methods to improve public health outcomes, reduce health disparities, and broaden access to healthcare.

From a patient perspective, we focus on three criteria including minimizing distance, minimizing appointment lead time, and maximizing the provider rating. We compile three datasets: one with patient data, another one with healthcare provider data, and a third one with the distance of the Cartesian product of all. Data mining techniques are used to enhance the provider dataset by geocoding, adding ratings, and adding capacities. For geocoding and calculating real driving distances, we used programming languages like Visual Basic in addition to Application Program Interfaces (APIs) provided by Microsoft Bing. After implementing missing value imputation techniques, we obtained data to be used in the proposed optimization model. The multi-objective optimization model has been converted into a linear integer programming model using weights for each criterion of individual patients. For our demonstration purpose we generated the weights using an excel formula, but while implementing the model we may request patients to provide their preferred weights for each criterion. Then the resulting optimization model is solved by SAS OptModel Procedure. Model is tested with sanitized patient data and results are presented.

Working with a data set of 200+ patients and 100+ providers, we used a multi-criteria decision-making algorithm to accomplish the request. Future work would include having additional criteria, GIS integration, real-time data feed, and integration with a healthcare provider database. Future research direction is to lay out the foundation of a back-end recommendation application that public health departments could use behind a front-end application. The foundation of this model can be applied to virtually any field that requires a matching system.

KEYWORDS: Healthcare, Optimization, Matching, Provider Ratings, Recommendation
Improving Firefighting Traceability Processes with RFID Technology Application

Abstract

Firefighting is a unique profession. It requires hazard engagement rather than hazard avoidance. Within such responses, firefighters may be exposed to numerous threats such as dense smoke, extreme noise and heat from the flames, confined spaces, or collapsing structures. These environmental factors make navigation for the firefighters very difficult, often resulting in confusion and disorientation. In an attempt to prevent these tragedies, it is critical to track a responder’s movements within the emergency and disastrous environment. Such tracking ability will assist firefighters within the building to escape serious threats or in the event of a mayday call, assist their team in completing a rescue. This has led to the development of various technologies and search methods to improve safety standards during an emergency response, one of which is RFID.

The purpose of this research was to identify an RFID-based traceability system that could accurately track a firefighter’s location during an emergency response and determine the practicality of implementation within the fire services. A case study was conducted by collecting data from several fire stations in Lethbridge, AB, Canada. Business Process Reengineering (BPR) approach was undertaken for analysing the results. Information via in-person interviews and surveys were gathered to the gain expert insight into the theory of implementing a tracking technology for their fire services, as well as understanding the equipment standards for their working conditions.

This research has investigated several scenarios for the proper placement of the RFID tag as the results of interviews and surveys. The recommended scenario is using an active RFID tag, to be sewn on the interior left side of their coats, on the back of their upper arm. This spot is preferable because the technology would not impact the firefighter’s mobility, be the most protected from the environment, as well as the responder’s movements, remain assigned to a specific individual as the coats are not shared and remain on a piece of equipment that is unlikely to be removed.

As a further step to this research, the fourth stage of BPR will be investigated by looking into practical sides of application of the proposed traceability system. For this means, the testing of the proposed technology at a Lethbridge Fire Station is being considered. The researchers will also explore the capability to determine vertical location of firefighters within a structure for a more accurate location navigation.
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ABSTRACT

Physicians and other healthcare leaders are under increasing pressure to know the fundamentals of Leadership, Patient Safety and Quality Improvement. Because of this pressure, there is a recent growth in opportunity for collaboration between business schools and medical schools to fill the gap. In this paper, I discuss the drivers and benefits of this collaboration as well as an example of collaboration using root cause analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Healthcare professionals need business skills in order to provide high-quality clinical care and still achieve the organization’s goals. Physicians are commonly recognized and promoted based on their clinical expertise. However, physicians especially need skills in leadership and other areas of management that are expected in their jobs beyond clinical expertise [2], [3], [4]. According to the NEJM, “Regardless of whether future physicians decide to work in a large healthcare system or solo practice, they will need fundamental knowledge and skills in three key business disciplines: leadership, teamwork, and data analytics” to provide high quality care at lower cost [2]. According to HBR, “Even though medical institutions have designated “leadership” as a core medical competency, leadership skills are rarely taught and reinforced across the continuum of medical training. As more evidence shows that leadership skills and management practices positively influence both patient and healthcare organization outcomes, it’s becoming clear that leadership training should be formally integrated into medical and residency training curricula” [3].

Meanwhile, business faculty at AACSB-accredited business schools are under increasing pressure to show industry engagement, research with impact, and relevance to their respective specialty areas. Business faculty may use consulting or other forms of industry engagement to try to fill this need. Furthermore, business faculty are commonly looking for ways to collect data or access data for their research projects.

Physicians and medical faculty affiliated with ACGME-accredited medical schools recognize the need to develop their own skills and teach medical students and residents topics such as leadership and quality improvement. Doesn’t this sound like a ripe opportunity for collaboration between business faculty and medical schools?

In addition, ACGME-accredited medical residency programs are required to keep their faculty (physicians) trained up on topics such as leadership and quality improvement. Furthermore,
medical residents are expected to learn quality improvement methodologies and participate in teams, such as a root cause analysis team or other quality improvement team [1]. In Figure 1, you can see the ACGME Common Program Requirements (effective July 1, 2019) for medical residency programs as it relates to quality improvement learning outcomes [1].

**EXAMPLE OF ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS PROJECTS**

Many major universities have both a medical school and a business school. And, for business schools that do not have a direct affiliation with a medical school, there is likely a medical school within a relative short geographical distance, which allows for networking opportunities. Business faculty with expertise in quality improvement should consider reaching out to their local medical schools and determine their current needs and challenges in teaching quality improvement topics to medical students and medical residents. This simple step opens the door for speaking engagements, research collaboration, and applied learning.

In my experience, I offered several unpaid speaking engagements to medical students, medical faculty and residents at my university’s medical school. My talks centered around the need for quality improvement in healthcare and the associated techniques. The outcome of those talks then lead to engagement with an affiliated medical residency program at a hospital in Ohio. The residency program was trying to teach their residents how to perform root cause analysis projects in multi-functional teams, but their faculty had never been formally trained on the topic themselves. When I became part of their program, I was able to teach their faculty root cause analysis (RCA) techniques, evaluate the various RCA projects performed by medical residents, and create a plan for improving the teaching methods. I teach tools like Fishbone diagrams, 5Whys, and A3 reports. But, I would argue, more importantly, I teach physicians the importance of systems-thinking, not just clinical-thinking. Systems thinking can be quite difficult for physicians, since they view their work through the lens of clinical needs of patients. Lastly, I have been able to work with the medical faculty for starting several research papers.

Involvement with the medical residency program has led to several very positive outcomes: First, medical faculty, physicians, and residents benefit from training by a business faculty with quality improvement specialty. Second, the business faculty gets involved in industry, is able to claim relevant impact, and is able to see the application of their techniques in practice. Third, the medical faculty and business faculty can co-author research related to the collaboration and the root-cause analysis outcomes. Fourth, the hospital (or other healthcare facility) benefits directly from the outcomes of the RCA projects, which can identify systematic problems or failures that need to be corrected.
VI.A. Patient Safety, Quality Improvement, Supervision, and Accountability

VI.A.1. Patient Safety and Quality Improvement All physicians share responsibility for promoting patient safety and enhancing quality of patient care. Graduate medical education must prepare residents to provide the highest level of clinical care with continuous focus on the safety, individual needs, and humanity of their patients. It is the right of each patient to be cared for by residents who are appropriately supervised; possess the requisite knowledge, skills, and abilities; understand the limits of their knowledge and experience; and seek assistance as required to provide optimal patient care. Residents must demonstrate the ability to analyze the care they provide, understand their roles within health care teams, and play an active role in system improvement processes. Graduating residents will apply these skills to critique their future unsupervised practice and effect quality improvement measures.

VI.A.1.a).(3).(b) Residents must participate as team members in real and/or simulated interprofessional clinical patient safety activities, such as root cause analyses or other activities that include analysis, as well as formulation and implementation of actions.

VI.A.1.b) Quality Improvement

VI.A.1.b).(1) Education in Quality Improvement A cohesive model of health care includes quality-related goals, tools, and techniques that are necessary in order for health care professionals to achieve quality improvement goals.

VI.A.1.b).(1).(a) Residents must receive training and experience in quality improvement processes, including an understanding of health care disparities.

VI.A.1.b).(2) Quality Metrics Access to data is essential to prioritizing activities for care improvement and evaluating success of improvement efforts.

VI.A.1.b).(2).(a) Residents and faculty members must receive data on quality metrics and benchmarks related to their patient populations.

VI.A.1.b).(3) Engagement in Quality Improvement Activities Experiential learning is essential to developing the ability to identify and institute sustainable systems-based changes to improve patient care.

VI.A.1.b).(3).(a) Residents must have the opportunity to participate in interprofessional quality improvement activities.

Figure 1: ACGME, Common Program Requirements (Residency), 2019 [1]
CONCLUSIONS

Medical schools and residency programs have a growing need in teaching and in application of quality improvement principles. Business faculty have a growing need to show impact to practice and gain access to data for research. Using a collaborative approach between medical faculty and business school faculty can create a win-win environment for everyone involved. I would encourage business school faculty to consider this type of outreach as a part of their planning process for future education and research initiatives.
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NURSING SURVIVAL TRAITS: PREPPING TO RETAIN
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ABSTRACT

Preparation and survival traits afford nurses adaptability in a continually evolving healthcare landscape. Nurses that “prep” are employees who strive to learn, network, and express family values. To assess the potential organizational value of “prepper” nurses, we analyzed 1,171 newly licensed Registered Nurses in a 2014-2015 Cohort pulled from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR). Results indicated that nurses with “prepper” traits, 94.3% of respondent’s self-report good to excellent health, and 76.3% of nurses self-reported intent to stay with their current employer. Results indicate that “prepper” nurses are a critical resource to the healthcare system.

Key Words: Prepper, Survivor, Healthcare, Nursing, Personality Traits

INTRODUCTION

Successful nurses are caring, empathetic, detail-orientated, organized, emotionally stable, adaptable, have physical and mental endurance, be quick thinkers, hard-working, and excellent communicators [22]. A longitudinal study of 192 English hospital nurses measured nursing values identified four groups with unique characteristics: “The Soldiers,” “Cheerful Professionals,” “High Achievers” and “Highly Stressed” [5]. The “Highly Stressed” are likely to turnover with indicators of psychological stress and difficulty coping with nursing challenges. The “Soldiers” are among those who stay and deal with numerous financial cuts and worsening nurse-patient ratios. They seem to have the survivalist trait to remain calm in the face of the storm through preparation and training. “Cheerful Professionals” can improvise and fix problems as they cope with upwardly mobile careers and a variety of challenges. “High Achievers” have a strong personality and a commitment to nursing values.

Appreciating and understanding nurses who possess the temperament to survive is essential. Survivors exist in a society where expectations are too much or are people who have survived under extraordinary circumstances. Survivors tend to stay calm in the face of danger, are adept at improvisation, exhibit a positive attitude, possess mental toughness and a strong work ethic. Furthermore, nurses that demonstrate “prepper” and survivalist traits could have lower than average turnover rates [4]. Nurses that exhibit “prepper” and survivalist traits have a 23.7% two-year turnover intent in comparison to 51% of the “non-prepper” population [10]. Turnover of healthcare employees, especially Registered Nurses (RN), is a widely used measure to analyze the healthcare organizational environment and predict job growth in the future. When a healthcare employee decides to leave, other employees tend to follow, causing workload increases for remaining employees and an impact on the quality of patient care [10].
Compdata analyzed 11,000 healthcare employers with more than 11 million employees, and found that the average turnover in healthcare jobs in 2017 was 20.7%, up from 15.6% in 2010 [18]. Health professionals may leave because of burnout from staffing shortages, overwork from being assigned too many tasks, lack of upward mobility, poor management, they no longer enjoy the job, have an unhealthy work/life balance, or perceive underpayment [4]. Financial implications for nursing turnover range from $5.2 to $8.1 million per hospital annually indicate that “prepper” and survivalist traits, if analyzable during the hiring process, could reduce this cost over time [22]. This cost extrapolated over the 6,210 hospitals in the United States equates to $31.67 billion lost due to nursing turnover in 2015 [3]. This study discusses and posits that nurses who have a penchant or exhibit “prepper” or survivalist behavior tend to have increased intent to stay, physical health, and willingness to self-select for continuing education.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Nursing requires certain personality traits to cope with a stressful and demanding job. Role competence and patient safety competence among healthcare professionals is vital in an era of increasing patient acuity and complexity in the healthcare system [9]. Resilience positively correlated with extroversion and conscientiousness. Resilient psychiatric nurses tend to have higher job satisfaction and felt they had a higher professional status [16]. Resilience negatively correlates with neuroticism, openness to new experiences, and agreeableness [12]. Functional turnover due to incompetence would indicate a poorly functioning employee likely to be discharged or encouraged to change jobs. Clinically competent nurses would be aware of clinical guidelines, nursing interventions, and principles of nursing care. Professional competence would suggest high ethical standards, strong decision-making skills, development work, and the ability to collaborate [1]. Bagley et al. (2018) identified four groups: “The Soldiers” (N = 79), with medium scores on most measures, who bravely “soldier on” in their nursing roles, in the face of numerous financial cuts to the National Health Service, and worsening nurse-patient ratios; “Cheerful Professionals” (N = 54), coping successfully with nursing roles, and a variety of challenges, in upwardly mobile careers; “High Achievers” (N = 39), senior nurses with strong profiles of a “hardy personality,” and commitment to fundamental nursing values; and “Highly Stressed, Potential Leavers” (N = 20), with indicators of significant psychological distress, and difficulty in coping with nursing role challenges [6].

The survival way of orientating to a crisis is to feel entirely responsible for making things work out well [20]. An employee with a survival personality is self-determined, in control, doesn’t panic, can pause and consider before acting, sees a crisis as a challenge, is creative, works with tenacity [21]. Survivors create workable solutions that often ignore established rules and procedures but remain in the context of existing family values. Personality traits exemplified by survivors include the courage to face the unknown, and ability to improvise, a tendency to Do-It-Yourself (D.I.Y.), and the ability to make tough decisions to support the people around them [18]. They have a thirst for knowledge that they pursue to gain one more skill or one more fact that might make a difference later [15]. They exhibit compassion for others, a high degree of mental and physical fitness, the ability to negotiate, as well as exhibiting an optimistic outlook.
They have critical thinking skills, know the value of networking, and lead others to overcome obstacles [15].

The prepper mindset evolved from the survivalist movement. Preppers are those who prepare in advance for foreseen and unforeseen problems. Prepping is one-way people create a sense of safety in an unstable world [22]. Preppers cannot predict the loss of a job or downfall of an organization, but they can be ready if it occurs. Preppers would have a wide range of transferable skills, and express an attitude that if the organization fails, they will be the last employee out the door locking it behind them [22]. Employees often know in advance what projects are going to fail or organizations are in trouble. The prepper identity requires they be self-sufficient, self-disciplined, savvy, responsible, knowledgeable, and better equipped to survive than others in a generalized culture [22]. Preppers focus on making themselves ready and prepared to meet organizational challenges [2].

*Comparison of Survival, Prepper and Nursing Traits*

Healthcare is experiencing a shortage of qualified nurses. Some nurses leave because of incompetence, but others leave for a variety of reasons related to salary, burnout, and the need to move to survive elsewhere. Nursing qualities, values, and beliefs are studied to select those best able to be nurses. Rarely do we consider why they stay. Rarely, do we ask how they prepare to survive in an environment where burnout from long hours, demanding work, and low pay are the norm? The idea of survival in the nursing profession is not about staying alive in the extreme but more like I’m going to have a job no matter what. If everyone else quits, I’m going to be the one still here. Table 1 synthesizes the shared beliefs and values common to nursing, preppers, and survivalists.

Table 1: Comparison of Survival, Prepper and Nursing Traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survivors</th>
<th>Preppers</th>
<th>Nurses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will to Survive</td>
<td>Will to Live</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst for Knowledge</td>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Thirst for Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the New Reality</td>
<td>Thirst for Knowledge</td>
<td>Ability to Adapt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Learner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do it Yourself (DIY)</td>
<td>Self-sufficient</td>
<td>Communicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvisation</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>Compassionate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ingenuity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to Do Anything</td>
<td>Thrifty</td>
<td>Resilient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the nursing literature does not directly posit survivalist and “prepper” traits impacting turnover, it does lend itself to be extended theoretically in this direction. Survivors read the new reality and take responsibility for what is happening and are confident in their ability to deal with whatever comes next. Survivors expect to survive and never doubt their ability to survive. Preppers prepare for events that may never occur and know they will be surprised, but again, as
with survivors, never doubt their ability to overcome. Nurses have the confidence to deal with emergencies from doing their job and dealing with patients under difficult circumstances but rarely consider issues related to their employment. Failure in crisis may lead to the loss of life; however, too many failures questions their professional competency and could lead to job loss or legal exposure.

Survivors, preppers, and nurses all have a thirst for knowledge. Survivors use all of their life competencies to bear on the problem of survival. Preppers have a thirst for knowledge and are lifetime learners. The thought process is that you cannot predict what is going to happen in the future or what little scrap of information might be valuable later. Nurses are trained to be competent in dealing with emergencies and gold standard care. They develop a body of knowledge related to nursing. Being technologically savvy was a trend in nursing and a skill set to acquired to be competent on the job [6]. For most nurses, the mind-set is that this skillset was needed to do the job rather than learn this skill to keep my job and survive fluctuations in the job market later. Survivors can adapt to changing circumstances and use what they must survive [20]. In that moment of need, the opportunity to prepare for the survival moment no longer exists. The survivor must improvise, become ingenious, and use what resources are available [20]. In a first aid emergency, you may or may not have the ideal resources to treat a patient. First-aid is about problem-solving and treating a patient in such a way that the patient is and able to be transported to proper care facility. In this context, nurses and survivalists are much the same.

Comparison of Survival, Prepper and Nursing Intellectual and Emotional Traits

Compassion is a necessary value or belief for nurses. The dynamic of compassion changes once the job is on the line, and the focus is on survival. How am I going to survive the downsizing or restructuring? The context is once again situational. There is little compassion to spare for others when I am losing my job is well. While one might feel compassion for others in the same boat, there must be a singular focus on taking care of myself and my family. Companies under-going business process change initiatives had better success when they repurposed employees into new jobs. Employees (survivors) were promised new posts in the company if they would agree to retrain and provide support for the initiative. Survivors had little compassion for employees unwilling to retrain to meet the requirement of the new reality.

Survivors and preppers place great store in being physically and mentally able to meet the challenges of the unknown. Perhaps the lack of emphasis on physical and mental fitness is part of the cause of nursing burnout. Physically fit nurses might deal with stress better if they were more fit. There are links that physicalness is related to emotional strength. It is a skill needed to prioritize what skills and resources are in a survival situation. Once they are in survival mode, the competencies they have, are the ones that they will use. There is no time to become more competent. Success as a survivor, nurse, and preppers are about setting priorities.

Survivors act and show others what to do. Planning is primarily a prepper activity. Preppers are not requiring, or others follow their lead. Nurses can be leaders or managers, but nurses can also be followers in that they follow the lead of doctors and more experienced nurses to avoid risk and the fallout from potential bad decisions. It may be that survivors and preppers may be
exceptional mentors. Mentors train and advise employees on how to manage careers, avoid career minefields, and understand the unwritten rules of the organization. A successful mentor, by definition, would be a survivor.

**METHODOLOGY**

Research data came from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR). Data was the Newly Licensed Registered Nurse New Cohort 3 Survey that studied newly licensed registered nurses who obtained their first license to practice between August 1, 2014, and July 31, 2015. This survey interviewed nurses about their jobs, turnover, education, intentions, and attitudes (including intent, satisfaction, organizational commitment, and preferences about work) [14].

**Summary Statistics**

There were 1,171 newly licensed nurses from the United States in the survey. 13.5% of the survey participants were male, and the other 85.5% were female. Nurses less than 29 years 54.4%, 30-39 years 27.2%, 40-49 years, 4.4% over 50 years of age. 41.9% were married, 9.1% divorced, and 49.0% never married. Approximately 79.8% of the nurses were in their 1st job with the remaining changing employers at least once. 85% worked full time, and 27.6% working in a magnet hospital. Newly licensed nurses were working a mean of 39.7 hours per week with a Standard Deviation of 8.31 hours. In the last reported work week, nurses cared for 8.85 patients with a Standard Deviation of 17.10. 73.9% of nurses worked a 12-hour shift. In general, new nurses rated their health as good to excellent: Poor (0.3 %), Fair (5.2 %), Good (27.6 %), Very good (43.3 %), Excellent (23.4 %), Missing Data (0.2 %). We would expect survivors and preppers to be healthy.

**RESULTS**

Table 2 suggests that 10.7% of surveyed nurses would have an easy time finding a new job, whereas, 62.9% perceive would have a challenging to somewhat difficult time finding a new job. Nurses in this sample felt they have job mobility. It may be that there are few nursing jobs in the locale where the nurses wanted to work, or once hired, they realized they needed other skills to be mobile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Very Difficult</th>
<th>Quite Difficult</th>
<th>Somewhat Difficult</th>
<th>Somewhat Easy</th>
<th>Quite Easy</th>
<th>Very Easy</th>
<th>Missing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy or difficult to find a job with another employer in the local job market: better than you have now</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 summarizes new nurses' desires to stay on the job or leave for another position. 18.5% of new nurses agree or strongly agree that they would like to leave their current employer. In contrast, 40% plan to stay as long as possible but, 19.4% express the desire never to leave their employer. For the most part, most nurses care about the fate of the employer (89.5%).

### Table 3: Intent to Stay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Missing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent to stay with current employer: like to leave</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent to stay with the current employer: plan to stay as long as possible</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent to stay with my current employer: under no circumstances, I will leave my present employer</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The situation in current job: Physician and nurses have a good working relationship</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The situation in current job: Collaboration (joint practice) between nurses and physicians</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t care about the fate of the employer</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 suggests that approximately 39.5% of new nurses wish to complete their Undergrad Degree, and 33.6% want to go on to complete their master’s degree in nursing. We would expect “Preppers” and “Survivors” to seek more knowledge and expertise. Not all nurses are preppers or survivors. Most new nurses reported that financial support was available for more schooling. So money is not an obstacle to gain more knowledge and expertise. Differentiating which nurses want advanced degrees might be a clue as to how to identify Survivors and preppers to management.

### Table 4: Future Education Desired

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you continue education, Degree pursued</th>
<th>0 Not Circled</th>
<th>1 Circled</th>
<th>Missing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In evaluating why 186 new nurses left their first job, there were several surprises. Nurses did not leave because of poor health or being fired. They did not go in overwhelming numbers for job-related issues such as stress, poor health. They left for some obvious reasons like being fired or reduced pay. More importantly, they left because of poor management, needed experience in another clinical area, quality work was not possible and lacked mentor support. Preppers would not like working for poor management as it would threaten their survival. They would be looking for mentors to learn how to survive and ways to broaden their knowledge base. A prepper who felt they could not do quality work would also leave because turning in bad work would threaten their survival as well. The lack of an opportunity to learn new skills would also be a warning flag to preppers.

Table 5: Why New Nurses Left Their First Job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Leaving 1st job?</th>
<th>0 Not Circled</th>
<th>1 Circled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor health/disability</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner has a job in another community</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laid off or fired</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need compatible schools schedule</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace constraints</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No chance to make decisions about job</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misinformed about my job</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not fairly rewarded</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job lacked variety</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other professional reasons</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor MD/RN relationship</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moved</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressful work</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor pay</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacked peer support</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need flexible hours</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No opportunity to learn new skills</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Orientation</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacked mentor support</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No opportunity to get ahead</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality work not possible</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in another clinical area</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Management</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other personal reasons</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIMITATIONS

The ICPSR data set of New Nurses is limited to only new nurses. This dataset does not allow for the identification of other variables or identities of older employees who might be preppers or survivors. There is not a direct correlation between attitudes, values, and beliefs of preppers, survivors, and nurses (healthcare workers). The ICPSR did provide insight into how to identify preppers and survivors based on exit information from their first job. The survey questions that asked new nurses about their willingness to leave a job found that there was a 10.8% group of nurses prepared who left their job but had already lined up a new job.

Furthermore, nurses were more concerned about proper mentoring and having experiences in other parts of the organization. This research was unable to pinpoint which nurses might be preppers, but it did provide some way to eliminate nurses who did not exhibit prepper characteristics. Preppers who are nurses fit the profile of wanting to learn and gain new experiences. They had a thirst for knowledge and a sense of self-sufficiency. We had no way of measuring their sense of compassion or the degree to which they upheld family values. Most nurses rated themselves as physically and mentally fit. Very few of the nurses said they left their first job because of stress. There was some indication that nursing preppers were networks, as well. Being able to leave one job and have another ready indicates the ability to network for that next job.

CONCLUSION

Preppers are about gaining knowledge, being self-reliant, being physically fit, developing the mindset needed to survive some catastrophic event. Healthcare workers, nurses, in particular, worry about losing their job to a lack of competency or making some mistake that results in legal action, or the organization they are in, fail in some way. We thought nurses would prepare for all three eventualities. We found evidence that some nurses chose not to want to improve their competency. They were content with their educational level. These nurses were not worried about malpractice; they were not concerned with losing their job or worried that their organization might fail in some significant way. They were content with the status quo, unlikely to rock the book, and perhaps were willing to be told what to do each step of the way. It was the thirst for knowledge that seemed to make survivors stand out.

Nurses who survive indicated a strong desire not to leave their first organization. They have a thirst for learning and a desire to develop additional competencies. We have no idea the skills they thought or if this group might desire more advanced Master’s Degrees. The survey provided no information about their job or a description of their assigned duties. The number of new nurses who participated in outside activities or volunteered for outdoor activities was small. Being new to their job, lack of professional experience, or new to the community may explain a lack of leadership opportunities.

Preppers exist in the nursing community. We believe that additional research is needed to explore the possibility of different kinds of preppers depending on their motivation. Preppers may be job hopping to gain new experiences and training or changing jobs because of the lack of new opportunities in their current organization. Nurses may have left because they perceived
their organization in some tangible way and were moving on before down-sizing or some other catastrophic event occurred. There was no direct connection between nurse preppers and survivors. Future research should look at preppers only and evaluate the possibility of different kinds of preppers who express different traits but still maintain an identity as a prepper.
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ABSTRACT

People with a chronic illness require daily medical care over the course of their lifetime and with this comes an emotional burden that is difficult to share with people not managing the same illness. Finding others with the same illness to discuss questions and concerns with used to be quite difficult but with the rise of online health communities connecting with others has become significantly easier. We examine an online health community used by people with diabetes to determine the effect of social support, in the form of informational support, emotional support, and companionship, on their overall health.

INTRODUCTION

For patients with chronic illnesses their healthcare provider alone may not fulfill the need for social support. As a result of this need, patients seek support elsewhere, often through online health communities. An online health community can provide users with a virtual social support system made up of others with similar health issues and thus similar concerns. One concern that health care providers have regarding patient use of online health communities is the validity of the advice users receive regarding their health. Those providing advice in online health communities are likely other laypeople with the same illness, however they could be anyone ranging from another healthcare provider to just someone hoping to have influence over others.

Use of online health communities by people with chronic illness has been examined in other studies [7] [9]. Van der Eijk et al. [7] examined an online health community of people with Parkinson’s, their families and healthcare professionals and examined how this platform could be utilized to improve health in those patients. Yan and Tan [9] proposed and examined a model for measuring the impact that participation in an online health community has on the user’s health. Social support has been found to be impactful on improving the health state but the examination of active participation in the online health community as well as how these aspects continue to affect each other with continued use has not yet been measured.

Thus far, research regarding online health community use has largely been subjective, utilizing surveys in which the users of online health communities are asked if the online support they receive is impactful to their health or to their healthcare management [5] [8] [10]. Although these subjective measures provide information regarding the impact an online health community has on the health condition, the ability to identify an objective improvement in the health state would be more definitive in determining the impact the online health community has on the health state. Therefore, to discover the impact an online health community has on a user’s health condition we utilize laboratory values that provide a demonstration of the user’s health condition and examine changes over time. We also examine informational support given and received,
emotional support given and received, and companionship, culminating in the social support given and received and thus, their impact on the health state. Our model aims to quantify the impact that participation and social support have on the health condition and characterize how each of these aspects impact the others.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Several areas of previous literature contribute to our research focus. Many studies have identified that participation in an online community allows participants to take on formal or informal leadership roles [2] [4] [6]. Faraj et al. [2] also found that knowledge collaboration occurs across online communities. Those who participate in online health communities have been identified as patients who take a more active role in their healthcare [7], which may also mean that they are good sources of knowledge for those who may be newly diagnosed, or for those seeking to be more active in their care or seeking to learn from others. An online health community also offers a social platform as opposed to the official means of communication offered by medical professionals, and social support has been shown to have a great impact on the health condition [3]. Prior research has shown a link between participation in an online health community and an impact on the health condition; however, such studies have not utilized a fully objective measure of the health condition [1] [9]. This exposes a gap in the research in regard to interactions between participation in an online health community, the giving and receiving of social support in that community, and an improvement in the actual health condition. We thus aim to extend the work of Yan and Tan [9] by examining a fully objective measure of the health condition.

**MODELING FRAMEWORK**

As we seek to examine the impact social support received in an online health community has on the users’ health condition, we created a model to depict our research structure (see figure 1).
Following the model creation, we devise the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1**: Social support given and received in an online health community positively impacts a change in the user’s health condition.

**Hypothesis 2**: Informational support given and received in an online health community positively impacts the social support of the online health community.

**Hypothesis 3**: Emotional support given and received in an online health community positively impacts the social support of the online health community.

**Hypothesis 4**: Companionship given and received in an online health community positively impacts the social support of the online health community.

By examining the various aspects identified as social support and matching it to participants in the online health community, we then examine the health condition and compare these values to determine the change in the health condition, whether positive, negative, or neutral and the extent to which the social support was impactful.

**METHODOLOGY**

In this paper we conduct our research on the online health community, [http://www.diabeticconnect.com/](http://www.diabeticconnect.com/), which allows for the interaction of users allowing them to share information about the medical devices they use, diet plans, laboratory values and medications as well as offer social support to one another. To obtain the data we utilized a web crawling script that collected all fields and post data from every user in the online health community and extracted these data values to an excel CSV file. To analyze the model, we use RStudio Version 0.99.896 and structural equation modelling package SEM. We utilized a reflective causal structure whereby the latent variables of social support and health condition
flow to the indicator variables. The relationship between the indicator variables and latent variables are presented in table 1.

### TABLE 1 INDICATOR VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Variable</th>
<th>Latent Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Support Received</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The emotional support the user has received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Support Given</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The emotional support the user has given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational Support Received</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The informational support the user has received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational Support Given</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The informational support the user has given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companionship Received</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The companionship the user has Received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companionship Given</td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>The companionship the user has Given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>Health Condition</td>
<td>Binary variable: 1=healthy value,0=unhealthy value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab Value</td>
<td>Health Condition</td>
<td>The last lab value the user posted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delta Lab value</td>
<td>Health Condition</td>
<td>The change in overall lab values of the user since using the online community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RESULTS

The results of the structural equation model analysis are presented in table 2.
### TABLE 2 SEM RESULTS

| Hypothesis Path | Estimate | Std Error | Z Value | Pr(>|z|) |
|-----------------|----------|-----------|---------|---------|
| 1 Social Support -> Health Condition | -0.088 | 0.051 | -1.722 | 0.085 |
| Health Condition -> Lab Value | 1.663 | 0.107 | 15.583 | <0.001 |
| Health Condition -> delta Lab Value | 1.337 | 0.177 | 7.537 | <0.001 |
| Health Condition -> Healthy | -0.343 | 0.029 | 11.744 | <0.001 |
| 2a Social Support -> Informational Support Received | 35.751 | 1.553 | 23.014 | <0.001 |
| 2b Social Support -> Informational Support Given | 8.706 | 1.057 | 8.240 | <0.001 |
| 3a Social Support -> Emotional Support Received | 20.075 | 0.911 | 22.034 | <0.001 |
| 3b Social Support -> Emotional Support Given | 4.232 | 0.496 | 8.538 | <0.001 |
| 4a Social Support -> Companionship Received | 22.106 | 0.878 | 25.169 | <0.001 |
| 4b Social Support -> Companionship Given | 6.392 | 0.778 | 8.24 | <0.001 |

We can see from table 2 that each of the paths of the indicator variables yields very significant results. The most interesting path we observed exists between the latent variables Social Support and Health Condition. We can see that at the 90% confidence level the users’ health condition improves by about 0.08 with participation in the online health community.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Our study has many managerial implications for online health community providers, healthcare professionals, and patients with a chronic illness. First, providers can develop mechanisms to encourage social support behaviors, which lead to an improvement in the health condition for people managing a chronic illness. Second, our findings inform health professionals about the importance of community support and the relevance of receiving this support through participation in an online health community. Lastly, patients may respond differently to the support they receive in an online health community. Our research allows healthcare professionals to provide better education for patients so that they can respond to social support in a positive manner.
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Abstract

High acuity areas, such as emergency rooms, follow simple supply and demand curves. They have high resource value but limited availability, thus an imbalance occurs creating a high demand state. This limited availability can be maximized by simulation modeling to ascertain and identify potential obstacles to efficient resource utilization. Specialty specific emergency departments are a recent concept, which have evolved over the past two decades. Like its larger counterpart, these units can be fraught with overcrowding, which can impact care delivery. There have been several efforts to provide simulation analysis in the macrocosm of the Emergency department and other specialty units, to our knowledge none have been done to specifically examine this microcosm of an Obstetrical Emergency Department. In this paper we present such an analysis. We show that an obstetrical specialty specific emergency department has several “bottleneck” areas. These constraints project poorly to the patient and serve for frustration to care providers. By identifying and better managing these impediments, improved outcomes, better morale, and satisfaction by all can be expected. Specifically patient wait times can be minimized and quality perception improved.
**INTRODUCTION**

Hospital emergency departments are a high acuity, stressful environment that serve as the gateway to a hospital. A central tenet of emergency room care provision is that a patient with an acute medical condition will be diagnosed, provided appropriate level of care, have their condition cured or improved with said treatment, and ultimately deliver an overall excellent patient (consumer) experience. While these are the stated goals, all too often the process is flawed by overcrowding and long wait times. These system processes are perverse to the central tenet; the overcrowding and delays lead to increased adverse patient outcomes and poor Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) [8]. HCAHPS is the consumer scoring system that is used to monetary incentivize quality and ratings by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). In theory this is used to reward high performing units and alternatively to punish poor care provision providers. Several healthcare systems have utilized business techniques, specifically simulation analysis to improve on healthcare delivery and the provision of care to meet the central patient tenet [24][23][33][10][9][18][34].

Currently, there are close to 4 million births in the United States annually, of which the vast majority present to a healthcare facility for obstetrical delivery [6]. Data would suggest that about another 50 to 70% of that delivery volume presents to healthcare systems for evaluation of ailments prior to the actual admission for childbirth [22]. If a non-pregnant patient presents to any hospital and registers a medical complaint, the patient is evaluated by a licensed healthcare provider assuming she does not leave without being seen. This is often due to dissatisfaction of wait time and perceived lack of quality [27][19][31][21][5][8]. The federal Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) requires all patients to be evaluated by a medical appropriate provider prior to discharge or transfer from a healthcare facility [7]. In the emergency room, this is always facilitated by a licensed medical provider, unlike its counterpart service line, the obstetrics ward, which has most patients evaluated by a registered nurse followed by consultation with a provider, often via telephonic means, and then enactment of a clinical decision. This system is fraught with delay and potential error sources. The common approach relies on critical data gathering and analysis that is conveyed for crucial decision making. Often times this routine is carried out by the least qualified personnel. This in turn can lead to long wait times and inconsistent health care delivery. More importantly, it can have
devastating consequences with serious injury or death to either one or both patients, the fetal maternal dyad. Prior studies have shown patient dissatisfaction rates correlate with the patient perception of quality, as they have a high rate of representation within 24 hours of prior evaluation when quality was perceived as poor [32][11][28][29]. This re-presentation for clinical care is a vote of dissatisfaction expressed by patient action, these are largely for the original complaint or symptom(s). This pool of “re-presenters” causes further delays, which in turn adversely impacts the health care delivery and increases costs [20] [14].

The Erlanger Health System of Chattanooga, Tennessee accounts for almost 5,600 deliveries annually. Hamilton County, where our system is located accounts for almost 7,800 deliveries annually. Our hospital is a level 4 maternity and Neonatal hospital. We serve as the dedicated regional perinatal referral system for a 50,000 square mile area, encompassing eastern Tennessee, northwest Georgia, western North Carolina, and northeast Alabama. We also house an obstetrical and gynecology residency program, with 16 residents, as part of the University of Tennessee College of Medicine. The hospital has an obstetrical payor mix of 30% commercial, 65.8% federal funded and 4.2% self-pay.

Our hospital campus previously relied on such an antiquated approach of evaluating the pregnant patient with medical complaints besides labor. The Baroness Campus in 2013 undertook an analysis on an innovative approach to address this discrepancy in provision of care to its maternity patients. Other similar sized systems had utilized a full time Medical Doctor to staff an Obstetrical Emergency Department. While that approach achieved improved wait times and outcomes, it is volume dependent and would need an excessively prohibitive number of visits to enhance financial robustness as a standalone unit. When coupled as a segment of an overall duty roster that staffs labor & delivery it becomes financially viable at a lower number. Despite which staffing model is pursued, physician versus advanced practice provider, an improved financial status results to the system due to the ability to bill an emergency room visit rather than eat into or take a piece of a global event of obstetrical care. The financial impact to a healthcare system is transformational as the prior non-provider results in reimbursement that is less than the cost of provision of care as payment. In a provider model there is both a significant positive impact on both contribution margins and net profits for the specialty unit [30]. The Baroness campus pursued a hybrid approach in which advanced practice providers were entrenched around
the clock, 365 days a year, with availability of an in-house 24-7-365 obstetrician gynecologist with back up consultation with maternal fetal medicine physicians 24 hours a day by on call provision. This approach has been reported previously with noted optimization in patient flow, improved efficiency reduced patient times, and significant reductions in medical legal exposure risks [35][3][26]. This initiative commenced in August of 2014 as a 21-hour staffing model, then converted to a 24-hour fully staffed unit in July 2015. While the emergency department, operating room scheduling, and even pediatric service lines are well researched with lean process improvements and simulation analysis from prior efforts of others, the relatively new concept of an OB ED has less well-established efforts [24][23][33][10][9][18][34][2][3][4][26]. It is this program that we herein report on a simulation analysis of our unique single specialty unit.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

The emergency departments of most hospitals around the United States are overcrowded. They are clogged down with patients who use the department as their primary care physician and other non-emergency situations. Hospitals are challenged financially every day. Reimbursement, HCAHPS, and billing all need to be managed to ensure their viability. The OB Emergency Department is a new concept that takes on the challenge of its much larger counterpart to try to improve the system. Although there has not been much research on the OB Emergency Department, we did find a number of studies on the Emergency Department as a whole. In the article, “Emergency department overcrowding in the United States: an emerging threat to patient safety and public health”, Trzeciak and Rivers discuss the problem. Trzeciak and Rivers state that although no precise definition exists, ED overcrowding refers to an extreme excess of patients in the treatment areas, exceeding ED capacity and frequently necessitating medical care to be provided in ED hallways and other makeshift examination areas. They discuss five manifestations of ED overcrowding including, boarding patients in the ED, increased risk of medical errors, ambulance diversion, threat to disaster preparedness, and eroding of the emergency care system. The solutions Trzeciak and Rivers propose are to safeguard the ED “safety net”, provide an alternate location for patients to go such as observation units, develop early warning systems, utilize strategic planning, and utilize a multidisciplinary approach. The OB ED takes into account many of these recommendations. Erlanger utilizes a multidisciplinary approach that takes OB patients out of the main emergency department and places them on an
alternate floor of the hospital with dedicated OB staff. The team at Erlanger has also deployed early warning systems by communicating with the EROC (Erlanger Regional Operations Center) on where OB patients should be taken within the hospital.

The OB ED concept was greatly advanced and chronicled over the past 2 decades by Angelini and coworkers. The initial effort was in 1990 in which the realization of defined provider roles and schemes for obstetrical triage were originally proposed in the Journal of Perinatal Neonatal Nurses. The consideration of “birthing” an obstetrical triage unit, a forerunner to the current OB ED was brought forth from this effort.

Angelini in a solo effort reported in the Journal of Nurse Midwifery in 1999, the concept of using nurse midwives as the providers for obstetrical triage services. She undertook a national survey to determine how common was the practice, implementation and to what extent nurse midwives played in assessing and triaging obstetrical patients. While obstetrical complaints are common on a labor and delivery deck, the effort also sought to determine the role of these advanced providers on non-obstetrical complaints that presented for evaluation. This paper served as the backbone for the development of our Baroness Erlanger program, which we implemented some 15 years after this effort.

This same investigative group followed this effort in 2005, in the Journal of Midwifery Women’s Health [4], with a treatise on the liability of the “traditional” obstetrical triage model that was being utilized around the country. The effort focused on proper interpretation, implementation, and management of EMTALA regulations in the obstetrical triage arena. Through this effort it called attention to the glaring discrepancy in healthcare delivery to the pregnant patient, highlighted the liability exposure healthcare systems incurred, knowingly or unknowingly, and was a call to arms for improvement in obstetrical triage care. Four common tenets were required to meet compliance. First, an individual (determined, qualified, or designated by the hospital), notice no predetermination of educational background qualifications, would perform a medical screening visit to determine if an emergency medical condition was present. This should also include evaluation of the fetal compartment. Secondly, if an emergent condition was determined to be present the individual should be stabilized for care at the evaluating facility or stabilized for a transport to a higher facility of care. Third, evaluate a risk benefit analysis of transport versus
retaining the patient at current facility. Once determined that a higher level of care is needed, and the patient is stabilized for maximized outcome, the initiating facility should coordinate with a receiving facility with the appropriate level of care and ensure that the transport teams are appropriately equipped and trained. Lastly, medical screening is not to be delayed due to payment ability, insurance status, or financial arrangement making.

In the article “Emergency department ‘under crowding’ is associated with decreased waiting times” [1], discuss the problem of ED overcrowding. Defining the problem as impeded ED function due to the number of patients waiting to be seen, undergoing assessment, receiving treatment, waiting to leave exceeding the physical, or staffing capacity of the ED. Describing overcrowding as the single greatest impediment to the provision of safe and efficient emergency care [1], cite long wait times, which they claim, lead to a decrease in both patient quality of care and satisfaction. Overcrowding can also cause delayed treatment as well as cause patients to seek medical attention elsewhere. These outcomes can directly impact a hospital’s income. In this same study, the authors analyzed the impact of opening an additional freestanding emergency department. Like our hypothesis on opening an additional ED in the form of the OB ED the authors found that by opening a freestanding ED they improved the problem defined above. Specifically, they found that controlling demand can significantly benefit the patient flow and drop the wait time.

In a 2015 Canadian effort by Schull et al, this group investigated ED crowding and its impact on adverse patient outcomes. The investigators examined retrospectively, the length of stay in the ED to adverse outcomes in Ontario, Canada over a 4-year period. Death with 7 days or hospitalization were the defined adverse outcomes after the initial ED evaluation. This group found an increase for these poor outcomes were highest during times when established benchmarks for Canadian ED care were not met.

George & Roussel performed a literature review in 2015 [16], specifically on ED crowding. They analyzed over 30 papers for their analysis, which included only papers from the 21st century. This synopsis also found higher rates of delay in treatment/interventions, observed higher rates of medical errors and adverse patient outcomes, and most importantly increased patient mortality.
The article, “Improving the performance of surgery-based clinical pathways: a simulation-optimization approach” [25], discuss improving the performance of clinical processes using clinical pathways. They utilized a simulation optimization model that seeks and evaluates alternative resource configurations aimed at balancing their two main objectives; meeting patient needs and optimal utilization of beds and operating rooms. This study uses the main performance measures of the surgery specialties reported in the previous section: number of surgical patients (throughput); operating room (OR) utilization rate; and bed utilization rate. The resource variables driving this optimization model include the following: (1) number of beds; (2) number of OR block times; and (3) duration of each block. The solutions include adding various combinations of Operating Room block time and inpatient beds. The first strategy adds only additional OR block time. The second strategy adds an additional inpatient bed as well as OR block time. The third and final strategy adds three additional OR blocks and one inpatient bed. The OB ED improves clinical pathways by dedicating both high risk as well as regular inpatient beds in the unit for the OB ED use. We also have dedicated block time in the OR for patients that need to be taken to surgery.

In LeAnn Hardin’s poster presentation titled, “Transforming Obstetric Triage into an Obstetric Emergency Room” [17], she discusses the major benefits of implementing an OB ED. Primarily by educating women in the outpatient setting as well implementing a new hospital wide policy fewer women were seen in the main emergency department. The hospital saw revenue increase by $365,000 per quarter after the implementation and increased patient satisfaction, which directly impacts HCAHPS scores and reimbursement.

In the Emergency Medicine Journal article [13], “Entry overload, emergency department overcrowding, and ambulance bypass” authors D.M. Fatovich and R.L. Hirsch discuss the various causes and effects of overcrowding in the emergency department. They focus on a previously undiscovered topic of blocks; access and entry blocks. Access block in their definition refers to the situation where patients in the ED requiring an inpatient bed are unable to access the appropriate hospital bed within a reasonable time frame. They define entry block as entry into the ED being blocked due to an overwhelming number of patients attending the ED in a short space of time. “Entry block” can significantly impair access to emergency care by forcing...
ambulances to bypass the hospital and take patients to a facility with a lower level of care. The article suggests stop gap measures of ambulance diversion, increasing ED capacity with both human and physical resources, reopening inpatient beds, postponing elective surgery, and improving discharge processes. By implementing an OB dedicated ED Erlanger can avoid ambulance diversion. The OB ED also increases the ED capacity by having a dedicated space for obstetric patients in need of emergency care. Finally, the OB ED improves the discharge process by having dedicated staff to evaluate emergency obstetrics patients thus having fewer misdiagnosis as well as clear clinical/patient communication.

**MATERIALS & METHODS**

We chose to analyze the dates of July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2017. This period was the first two complete fiscal years for our OB ED unit, at the Baroness Erlanger Hospital in Chattanooga, TN. The data base represented over 10,000 individual visits to our facility. Since visit specific information was determined to be important, each individual could be represented by multiple visits, but each unique visit was analyzed rather than specific individual patient. We determined background demographics that included age, source of transportation, level of emergency acuity status, and final disposition. We specifically analyzed total time represented from registration to disposition, with each care point analysis inclusive of the following: time to registration, time to triage, time to nurse, time to advanced practice provider, time to resident consult, time to attending physician, and time to final disposition (Figure 1). We layered status of disposition to explore for interactions for prolonged total times, i.e., does an admission take longer than a home discharge. This exploration of this analysis would account identification of potential “choke points” in our system flow.
Key inputs for construction of a query-based model were outlined by representatives of each key stakeholder. These included an emergency department physician, maternal fetal medicine specialists, nursing and clinical service line administrators, OB ED advanced practice providers, resident physicians, and nursing staff. We used an illustrative computer simulated model to simulate our patient care path for presentation to the obstetrical emergency department. We purposefully choose acuity level, means of arrival (self-driven), ground or air ambulance, and time from initial presentation to transfer from our specialty unit to either home, Labor &
Delivery, or our high risk pregnancy unit (HRPU). Our key outcomes were patient care wait times based upon our modeling analysis.

Our unit is housed within an approximate 5000 square foot floor plan. The OB ED unit is subdivided into four individual exam rooms of about 750 square feet each, one central common bathroom measuring 750 square feet, and a common provider area of about 1500 square feet. The common area houses all electronic medical records, in suite ultrasound, low acuity lab testing that includes microscopy for evaluation of membrane rupture, vaginal spotting/discharges, and other common obstetrical complaints. The unit is connected to the hospital main frame and has full access to all radiographic, laboratory, and ancillary services available throughout the hospital. The unit is staffed with one advanced practice provider, a unit specific nurse, and one patient care coordinator. Our unit has specialty signage, direct patient elevator access, and has both an emergency room and maternal-fetal medicine specialists as co-directors for medical quality oversight and protocol development.

RESULTS
A total of 10,092 visits were observed during the defined study period of July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2017. The annual visit total period immediately prior to implementation of this hybrid model was 3400 visits in July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013. The implementation of this specialty specific emergency department spurred additional visits not previously realized of over 5,000 visits annually. This represented a growth of women's service line business of roughly 50% in terms of visit volume on an annual basis. The area prior to implementation was noted to be a lost leader for our service line, it accounted in excess of 2 million dollars in losses annually. With this implementation of the novel hybrid system the unit had a reversal of losses and actually posted a net swing in contribution margins of revenues of over 2.5 million dollars for the study period annually, a 4-million-dollar swing in operating performance.

THE DATA AND PROCESS
Patients’ data were available from July 2015 when the Obstetrics Emergency Department (OBED) operations commenced until October 2017. During this period, 11,932 patients were admitted to the OBED and were treated. The summary of the patient arrival data by month and the hour of the day is given in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 2.
Table 1: Average number of patient arrivals for the month and the hour of the day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Figure 2 the arrival rate of patients shows a consistent pattern that varies by the hour of the day. The plot also shows monthly pattern in patient arrival rate, albeit in a less clear way. To capture these patterns, the average time between arrivals for each hourly interval of the day for each of the twelve months was calculated and used with the exponential distribution to generate patient arrivals.

Arriving patients are triaged into one of the five levels of Emergency Severity Index (ESI) [12]. The probability distribution for the ESI level of arriving patients was developed from an analysis of the patient arrival data. This distribution, given in Table 2, was used to classify the arriving patients into the five ESI levels.

Table 2: Patient Emergency Severity Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ESI Level</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 2</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 3</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 4</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 5</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The OBED is staffed 24 hours of the day by one registered nurse (RN) and one Advanced Practice Provider (APP). The arriving patient is admitted in by the RN on duty and moved to one of the four examination rooms. The time required to complete this process is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with an average of 5 minutes. Once in the examination room, the RN performs the initial screening that includes history of present illness, medical history screening, and vital sign obtainment that includes blood pressure, pulse, respiration rate, pulse oximetry, temperature, and screening urine analysis. The time required is assumed to follow exponential distribution with an average of 10 minutes.

After the initial screening, the APP conducts the examination with the assistance of the RN. All ESI Level 1 patients, who are stable and requiring no further care at this point, are discharged. For all other patients, necessary samples are taken and sent to the lab for Basic Metabolic Profile (BMP), Complete Blood Count (CBC) and Urine Analysis tests. The average lab test turnaround times for the three tests are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BNP</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After all the three lab test results are received a call is made to the Obstetrics MD on duty. The wait time for the MD to arrive follows an exponential distribution with an average of 10 minutes. The MD reviews the charts and the lab results and performs an examination with the assistance of the RN. The average time required varies with the ESI level of the patients and are given in Table 4. At the conclusion of this examination, based on the condition of the patient, she is admitted into the High-Risk Pregnancy Unit, or to the labor and delivery unit, or discharged.
Table 4: Time required for examination by the APP and by the MD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ESI Level</th>
<th>Time in minutes</th>
<th>APP</th>
<th>MD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI Level 5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE MODEL

The model was set up using ProModel® software to simulate one full calendar year with the current level of resources the OBED is currently operating, namely, four examination rooms, one RN and one APP on duty around the clock. A warmup period of one month prior the start of the calendar year was used. The simulation model was run for 50 replications. The results reported here are the average of the results of the 50 replications.
Figure 3 shows on average about 4 to 11 patients had to wait for an examination room because all four were occupied. Figure 4 shows the average in minutes for an examination room. A comparison between Figure 3 and 4 shows that the fewer number of patients are having to wait for an examination, yet the average wait time is relatively long around 30 to 90 minutes. This is the worst case mitigating measures would have been taken for patients with higher level of ESI who were blocked by fully occupied OBED.

Table 5: Time spent waiting for exam room and time to discharged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESI Level</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Blocked</th>
<th>% Blocked</th>
<th>Blocked time (Minutes)</th>
<th>Time to discharge (Minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>70.68</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>751.68</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>301.84</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows about 1 in 5 patients face fully occupied OBED (Blocked %) and are having to wait for an examination room to open-up on average about half-hour. The maximum time reported here, 714 minutes for ESI Level 3 patients and 661 minutes for ESI Level 4 patients, show what the worst experience would be if no mitigating actions were taken by the staff in duty. In reality, extreme situations such as this would not occur.
Six separate scenarios were considered, with 4, 5, and 6 for number of examination rooms, and for each of these, the lab turnaround times of 100%, 90% or 80% of the current average values. For each scenario, the simulation was run for 50 replications. The results reported here are the average of the results of the 50 replications. The analysis of the results of the simulation with the current level of resources the OBED is currently operating is consistent with the actual conditions experienced by the staff. The two statistics that standout for remedial action are the percentage of patients who are blocked by fully occupied examination rooms, and the average wait time for one such room to become available. Two possible remedial actions are considered, one to increase the number of examination rooms to 5 or 6, and the second is to cut the lab turnaround time by 90% or 80% of what they are currently. In other words, six scenarios including the current, are considered. The simulation was replicated 50 times for each of the six scenarios. The results presented are the averages of the 50 replications.

Figure 5 shows the percentage of patients who were blocked fully occupied examination rooms and Figure 6 shows the average wait time when blocked. Both plots show the measures for the two remedial actions considered, namely, increasing the number of examination rooms and reducing the lab turnaround time to 90% and 80% of the current time. Both plots show
increasing the number of examination rooms to be more effective in reducing the percentage of patients who had to wait and in cutting the average wait time.

Figure 5: % patients blocked by no free exam rooms

Figure 6: Average wait time for examination room
**Extreme cases:**

Table 5 shows some patients may face extreme wait times and discharge times. Patients are not likely to experience such extremes because mitigating actions would be taken. However, it is beneficial to study how to minimize the occurrences of these extreme events. Figures 7 shows the percentage of patients who would be blocked for more than 2 hours and Figure 8 shows the percentage of patients who are discharged 10 hours or later from the time they were admitted. Once again, the figures show increasing the number of examination rooms cuts down the occurrence of these extreme events compared to cutting down lab turnaround time to 90% or 80% of current levels.

![Figure 7: % Patients blocked for 2 hours or more](image-url)
CONCLUSION

Healthcare is a complex and behemoth industry. It currently accounts for 17% of the United States Gross Domestic Product [15]. The various layers and complexity make it primed for error both on medical decision making as well as ripe for financial grabbles and miscues. This effort reported on an attempt to mesh both issues and improve both patient care experiences as well as financial performance of our unique hybrid model.

Several prior excellent efforts have examined the use of computer simulation in meeting these dual objectives. These efforts have examined the operating theater, emergency departments, pediatric unit, and critical care specialty units. In this paper we present a similar computer simulation model that first examines a single specialty Obstetrics dedicated unit. Our computer simulation analysis identified “bottlenecks” in our delivery of care. This identification has led to efforts to reduce or eliminate those choke points that add to prolonged patient experiences. Reduction in patient time to discharge or admission improves the experience and leads to earlier care implementation.
The application of a computer model maximized our throughput efficiency. This has the potential to result in higher HCAHPS scores, improved patient-provider interactions, fewer representations, and more efficient use of healthcare dollars.
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The Effect of Information Technology Capability and Innovative Capability on Knowledge Management in Healthcare

Strategic management of organizations depends on the development of distinctive competencies as a means to improve performance over competing organizations and to serve customers. The sum total of the knowledge available within an organization should develop competency through IT capability and innovative capability. The integrated nature of the entire knowledge management capabilities may impact organizational performance. In fact, knowledge management capability is associated with knowledge acquisition, knowledge conversion, knowledge application, and knowledge protection (Gold et al., 2001). Typically, firms seeking to enhance their overall capabilities should first decide on necessary applications, then move to decisions about infrastructure and other required processes in support of the specific application (e.g. how knowledge will be acquired, converted and protected). Focusing on individual knowledge processes provides a more fundamental understanding of a firm’s knowledge management capability while enhancing management decision-making at the resource level (Mills & Smith, 2011). The majority of previous research studies of long-term care sectors has focused on reducing deficiencies and improving quality. The objective of this current study is to investigate how information technology capability affects innovative capability and knowledge management in the long-term healthcare sector. Based on the strategic objectives of an organization, knowledge management should identify, capture, structure, and share information to help nursing facilities offer better service, thereby enabling the organization to achieve competitive advantages. Our findings indicate that IT and innovative capabilities are associated with facilities’ knowledge management capability in the U.S. long-term care sector. Hence, the success of healthcare depends critically on the utilization of information technology capability and innovative capability in order to collect, analyze, and exchange knowledge within and across organizational boundaries.
The Effects of Occupation, Income, and Gender on Psychological Distress in Canada

Various studies have been conducted on the relationships between psychological distress, socioeconomic status, gender, occupation, income, and lifestyle choices (e.g. fruit and vegetable consumption, physical activities and leisure-time activities). Cockerham et al. (2006) found that females carry a much heavier burden of psychological distress than males. Furthermore, their study revealed that less distressed females and males consumed a more balanced diet than more highly distressed persons. Cadieux and Marchand (2014) indicated that the level of psychological distress is significantly lower among professionals in regulated occupations than among professionals working in non-regulated occupations. However, Bultmann et al. (2001) did not find significant relationships between psychological distress and occupations. Drapeau et al. (2014) found the mean level of psychological distress to be higher in women than in men in all age groups; also, individuals in the 18-29 age group reported higher distress levels than older Canadian adults. The contexts of these various studies are generally different, and the results are not always consistent. The purpose of this study is to provide a close examination of a wider population to identify how factors such as gender, occupation, income level, and lifestyle choices affect an individual’s distress level. In this paper, the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) dataset is utilized to conduct our study of a sample of 14,089 people in Canada. The results indicate that among five occupation groups, individuals in the sales and services category have significantly higher distress levels than the other four groups. Additionally, the results also reveal that people with personal incomes of less than $20,000 annually perceive significantly higher distress levels than all other groups. Furthermore, we found that lifestyle choices have a strong impact on distress levels; specifically, higher fruit consumption, as well as reduced time spent on leisure/physical activities, can reduce distress levels. Moreover, females seem to have higher distress levels than males. Finally, this present study shows that people who have longer commuting times perceive higher distress levels.
THE IMPACT OF BACKORDERS ON THE HEALTHCARE SUPPLY CHAIN

ABSTRACT

Backorders are a major issue within healthcare supply chain management. Backorder processes are informal and reactive which hinders supply chain efficiency. This research study summarizes interviews with two healthcare organizations (HCOs) regarding backorder difficulties with manufacturers. In addition, a representative from a third party logistics organization (3PL) was interviewed for further insight. Interviewees shared recommendations based on their experience within the industry. It was discovered that internal and external communication, technological resource utilization and vendor credentialing measures have the potential to decrease issues caused by backorders. These recommendations may lead to best practices for the healthcare supply chain industry once validated. However, further research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of these approaches.
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THE IMPACT OF BACKORDERS ON THE HEALTHCARE SUPPLY CHAIN

Healthcare is the fastest growing section of the economy [5]. Its high growth rate is linked to the aging “Boomer” population and the effects of the Affordable Care Act. Healthcare spending makes up almost 18 percent of the United States’ Gross Domestic Profit [7]. Much of the healthcare spending is made up of administrative costs, which include the processing of backorders [9]. Backorders are orders for goods that currently cannot be filled because of a lack of supply. Administrative spending within the healthcare industry accounts for eight percent of the GDP [7]. A Cardinal Health survey found that 18 percent of healthcare organizations have seen or heard of patients being negatively affected by a lack of necessary medical supplies [8]. Medical staff spent almost 20 percent of their time on inventory management [8]. However, the same report showed that only 17 percent of HCOs surveyed do not have a technology system to automatically track inventory in real time [8].

Backorders plague almost all industries, but they are especially harmful to the healthcare industry because of its critical nature [1]. There is a vital need for healthcare organizations to accurately track and communicate backorders. This case study focuses on backorder issues that HCOs face with their manufacturing suppliers. Two healthcare organizations were interviewed to understand the backorder issues they face. Currently, there are few, if any, best practices to help HCOs prevent backorders. This research aims to comprehend and summarize the backorder issues that healthcare organizations face and suggest areas for further research.
When first conducting research for this topic, it was common to find literature on supply chain management, healthcare organizations, and back orders. However, there was little information on the combination of medical supply chains and their backorders. E-commerce was one of the topics that matched with the processes for medical purchasing, but it was not integrated into the supply chain for backorders [6]. There are multiple reasons for backorders.

E-commerce is the use of electronics and the internet to create, place, and complete product orders [6]. One of the most obvious reasons to use electronic ordering is the shortened time commitment to communication. Fast-paced environments need to cut time as often as they can [6]. Ursula and Elmhorst, in their book Ebusiness in Healthcare: from e-procurement to supply chain management, go over the importance of the online systems integration with both purchasers and the clinicians for simplified purchases. The systems hold the information about vendors and suppliers along with what items are already approved and the time it takes to get them from the placement of the order [6]. Ursula and Elmhorst also found in their study the changing between systems for what each healthcare organization prefers with the individuals needs and the merging of different medical areas purchasing the same items at different times. These systems need to cooperate with each other to create smooth orders and supply flow, yet often difficulties arise when using more than one type of system [6].

When it comes to vendor and supplier relations, often times they can be strained when backorders start to pile up over time. John Diconsiglie has an interesting article in H&HN: Hospitals and Health Networks that shows rising tension between vendors and purchasers, but also shows the willingness of other healthcare facilities to help provide supplies in times of need [4]. At the time of this article, the supply chain workers already saw the increase of backorders and planned for future growth unless new ways of communication and work were implemented to help inform buyers before they happened [4]. Material managers work closely with suppliers to get the best products at the right time for the right price [4]. This is the ideal goal but not as easily achievable as one might hope. Security of supply is a large factor for any product and has documentation of its importance [4]. For medical products like insulin and other seemingly common products, the importance of supply security is still vital [2]. There are three main points that David Beran uses in his writings on supply security in the medical field [2]. One is uninterrupted supply or constant use of safety stock in ordering vital products [2]. There needs to be a sustainable supply of the product as well as continuous growth in the market and competitiveness of new and old businesses [2]. David’s last point is on the importance of the quality of the supply and product [2]. All of these points work in normal supply chains and the medical fields [2]. These criteria are able to help decipher between different vendors and suppliers for specific products and medical facilities [2].
Backorders have been proven to further the consequences of the bullwhip effect [3]. The term “bullwhip” was first coined by the logistics department at Proctor and Gamble [3]. The bullwhip effect describes how small demand fluctuations at the retail level can have greater effects in demand at the distributor, manufacturer and supplier levels [3]. When demand shocks occur, firms first change their lead times through the depletion of backorders. Then, inventories are adjusted, and production is changed. However, just-in-time techniques have reduced the need for backorders to smooth over demand shocks [3]. With adjusting production and inventory controls, firms respond faster to these shocks [3]. This drives down the delivery times, so intermediate goods producers know they can receive their raw materials quicker if they experience a demand shock [3]. Because of this, intermediate goods producers don't make the large and irregular orders when lead times are low [3].

Suppliers for healthcare organizations across the country are faced with the make-to-stock or make-to-order strategy. Make-to-stock is a proactive decision to have excess stock of medical items to hedge against the risk of running out of stock [9]. This strategy is more disciplined and relies heavily on inventory management. It is a push strategy where demand forecasts are the focus. The make-to-order scenario is reactive and aims to meet the exact actual demand of products on an as-needed basis [9]. This strategy forces suppliers to be adaptable to current customer demand instead of future demand. Often, make-to-order strategies utilize just-in-time deliveries with faster modes of transportation. It is a pull decision where customization and quick responses are critical. Usually, make-to-order is utilized downstream in a supply chain and make-to-stock is used upstream [9]. The delivery of supplies to healthcare organizations is a large portion of hospitals’ operating budgets. This occurs because of the high costs associated with obsolescence-prone drugs and medical supplies. In emergency situations, premium modes of transportation are used for critical items, which greatly increase costs. Also, the distribution and marketing channels for healthcare organizations are more complex and incur higher costs [9]. Since healthcare logistics are in need of waste-elimination efforts to drive down costs, many hospitals are using point-of-use distribution.

**DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS**

Backorder and inventory data was collected through interviews within a restricted geographical region. Research aimed to learn of the issues that HCOs face concerning backorders. The interviewees were picked from networking during the SCSHMM Spring Conference. Interviewees were asked the questions listed in Appendix A to gain insight on the size of their organization, their supply chain backgrounds, specific pain points that backorders cause and recommendations to reduce the impact of these pain points. Two HCOs from South Carolina were interviewed. Both had different numbers of facilities, number of beds and revenue amounts. Below, Table 1 compiles the features of the HCOs interviewed. Interviews were conducted over the phone or in person and interview information was written down. Table 2 provides
information concerning representatives of each HCO interviewed in this study. In addition, a representative from an HCO distributor was interviewed to gain a perspective of the effects that backorders have through a supply chain. Information from the interviews is summarized below in order to determine common issues and potential solutions related to backorder problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifying Label</th>
<th>Total Beds*</th>
<th>Number of Facilities*</th>
<th>Patient Revenue*</th>
<th>Public or Private</th>
<th>Trauma Level***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCO 1</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$2,376,179,078</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO 2</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>$1,175,331,337</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Counts and values are estimates based on interview responses and publicly accessible data
** For HCOs with multiple hospitals, the highest trauma level is listed

TABLE 2

Interviewee Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Years of Experience in Healthcare Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCO 1</td>
<td>Materials Management Contracts Specialist</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO 2</td>
<td>Supply Chain Manager</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PL 1</td>
<td>Director of National Accounts</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS FROM INTERVIEWS

HCO 1

A representative from HCO 1 discussed the challenges that HCOs face in regard to backorders. The biggest cause of backorders ties into timing. This can be from shipping mishaps, underordering of products, both local and vendor based, manufacturing issues, natural disasters, or any combination of these issues. The occurrence of backorders has increased yearly, which invokes the need for unified information on the subject. Another issue that backorders create are finding substitutions for backordered products. Substitutions are items that are of the same basic design as the original product but with slight variations. Some items are simple and, therefore, are easy to substitute. Other products require approval from manufacturers, clinicians, and the doctors using the items. This is one of the reasons a list of approved substitutions is not readily available for healthcare facilities. The clinicians and doctors at one facility may have different views on one or more items that do not match with the other facility. Approximately 25% of the time, backordered items will need to be substituted in order to not lose rescheduled work. There are times where the dependency for an item will outweigh the costs or quality desired for normal uses which can be a drain on resources. Substitution lists would be useful; however, there is the problem with other facilities ordering or using up all the items needed before another has time to order them for their own use. The data on manufacturers and vendors will help with comparing the items against what each facility already uses and who to purchase them through. Some items may not have substitutions. In this case, the end users are informed of backorders and their usages are lowered until the items are no longer backordered.

HCO 2

A representative from HCO 2 described the main reasons for backorders and how their team manages them. One cause is manufacturing backorders. Manufacturers get behind in their production schedule or they have issues with their production lines at their manufacturing plant, and it slows down production. There are two ways for HCOs to get supplies: directly from the manufacturer, or from a distributor. A distributor backorder occurs when a distributor fails to order enough inventory to meet our supply. The best way to work through backorders is communication. HCO 2’s current backorder process is to first look at days on hand stock. Days on hand stock is based off of usage which is found in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. If it is less than five days on hand, then the buyer for that item is told to buy directly from the manufacturer or from a different distributor. If those two options are not available, then the buyer is told to find a substitute. Often, the distributor will offer a substitute, or they will advise to go straight to the manufacturer themselves. Substitutions in the healthcare field can be difficult. If a substitution is needed, it goes through the value analysis team. This is a team of
clinical nurses that have to test and approve substitutes. Once they identify a substitution, then it will be marked as approved within the ERP system. If that item is on backorder ever again, the list of approved substitutions appears with the ERP system, and substitutes are ordered. However, the clinician approval process usually occurs once an item is already on backorder, which can cause time-management issues. There should be a way to communicate backorders with other HCOs, especially when national backorders happen. The FDA should provide substitutes when its policies and rules change because these changes often lead to backorders. When the users, doctors or nurses, start to administer a different amount of a product, they should inform the HCOs supply chain department. This could allow inventory levels to be adjusted in the future. Because informing supply chain is often an afterthought, HCOs may cause their own backorders when they change usages.

3 PL 1

A third party logistics representative gave insight on what causes backorders. Mergers within the manufacturing community can cause backorders. To make their books look good, these mergers try not to spend money on excess inventory, which causes a backorder problem. Also, the FDA can cause problems without considering the effects on the supply chain. The FDA does not realize its sudden policy changes are causing harm to patient care. Usage spikes, recalls and manufacturing errors also cause backorders. 3 PL 1 also described its substitutes verification process. Substitutes have to be run through a clinical value analysis at the individual hospitals. Sometimes, HCOs have to re-write policies based on the item if it is drastically different from the current process. Occasionally, HCOs have to train nurses on the substitute. This is especially true if the item is something that newer nurses have never seen before or if they are doing an older method for something that is backordered. The 3 PL works with each hospital to try to identify their critical items, but that is time consuming and difficult. As soon as a substitute list is made, items become obsolete. The 3 PL keeps notes on backorders so they can make suggestions of what they had previously used in the past. There are hardly any substitute matches between hospitals, so distributors have to go hospital-to-hospital and maintain a substitute list for each HCO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCO 1</td>
<td>Resource-Change Backorders</td>
<td>Lack of clinical integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO 2</td>
<td>Usage-Spike Backorders</td>
<td>FDA Changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PL 1</td>
<td>Manufacturing Backorder</td>
<td>Lack of communication with manufacturers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

All interviewees faced different issues when it came to backorder management. However, there was a common theme with their current process for backorders: it is informal and reactive when it should be formal and proactive.

The pain points for HCO 1 surrounded communication issues. One area that needs improvement is the current clinician approval process. There is little formal communication between the supply chain department and clinicians in regard to low inventory levels. These communication issues often lead to compromised patient care when critical medical items run out of stock and require extended amounts of time to be restocked. Also, communication issues down the supply chain are often a struggle for HCO 1. Often, when a manufacturer does not communicate a backorder to a 3PL, the HCO does not know if the backorder issue until their inventory levels are critically low.

HCO 2 explained that its current distributor communication process is effective. The distributor sends a list of backordered items every time that the HCO places an order. This gives the HCO enough time to look at its stock and see if they have enough inventory based on usage. The usage is found through the ERP system. HCO 2 also mentioned communication issues when it came to clinician integration. Its current process for clinical approval of substitutions is reactive instead of proactive. This means that clinicians are approving substitutions after there is already a backorder. The approval process takes time that often is not available when critical items are on backorder.

3 PL 1 stated that they try to be proactive in their backorder management process, but it can be very difficult with the number of purchase orders they receive daily. Their current process is to attempt to gather the purchase orders that are nearing their due date and track them to see if they have a backorder. If they do, then the distributor tries to transfer enough inventory to cover a shipping delay from the manufacturer. They have to communicate delays to the end user so they are not caught with patients that they can’t care for.

Based on these examples from the HCOs and 3PL, it is clear that backorders processes are reactive and informal because of a lack of proper communication. Since medical staff spend almost 20 percent of their time on inventory management, it is critical to find solutions to pain points like backorders. There are several areas for improvement within backorder management processes. Interviewees provided suggestions for improving healthcare backorder solutions by creating clear and consistent expectations within and outside of their ERP system. Currently, HCOs add backorder information into their ERP system only after a backorder has occurred. This feeds into the reactive aspect under which that healthcare organizations currently operate. Also, the interviews provided insight into the wide variety of items that go on backorder. There
was no correlation found of common items that go on backorder within different healthcare organizations.

With the input of the South Carolina Society of Hospitals Materials Management (SCSHMM), a survey was created to gauge how well HCOs are currently managing backorders. The survey included eight questions in a multiple choice format. The first question asked interviewees how often they personally dealt with backorders. Next, they were asked how often does the clinical staff report inventory levels back to the supply chain department. The research participants were also asked approximately what percentage of their substitutions were in their MMIS systems. The fourth question asked was what percentage of HCOs’ manufacturers send out a substitution list. Next, a Likert scale was given for Hospital Material Managers to rate their frustrations level with managing backorders. They were also asked to rate the vendor hospital communication process. Next, they answered how clear they understood the internal backorder communication process in their organization. Last they were asked what kind of effects that substitution costs were having on overall costs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

At the end of the survey, a list of recommendations was added to help improve the management of backorders. These recommendations are mentioned below and will be used as a guide to determine best practices to control backorders. The first recommendation is for HCOs to publish a backorders list for clinicians to approve. This will allow the entire supply chain and clinician teams know what is already approved for their system and what still needs to be done. The cutting down of time by publishing a list will greatly improve the supply chain procurement by lessening time spent tracking down information from other sources. The second recommendation is for clinicians to perform weekly check-ins of what’s on the shelf and communicate this to the supply chain department. If inventory levels and possible usage spikes are clearly communicated, the purchasers can react accordingly to prevent an out-of-stock situation.

Another recommendation is for HCOs to add substitutions to their MMIS systems for easy access. Easy access to the substitutions makes for a quicker response time when backorders occur. It is also recommended for HCOs to require manufacturers to sign a vendor credential form that requires vendors to provide substitutions and/or offer other solutions. These forms would also include specifics about backorder communication requirements for vendors. Getting vendors and manufacturers to share information about their products and competitors may not be easy, but it will help with the rising backorders issue. Specifications about substitutions should come from the manufacturer in order to have a more accurate understanding of what is a proper substitute. The final recommendation is for HCOs to send their vendors a quarterly update on how well they are adhering to the HCOs credential requirements. Sending updates may already be a part of the system for rating and choosing suppliers. It can also be helping in creating more
communication and understanding between the parties. If either group is having issues, each side can let the others know sooner about what is happening.

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

The number of interviews conducted was a limitation of this research. Limited interviews caused the basic understanding of backorders to be underdeveloped in some areas. The three interviews provided a strong basis of understanding, but it would have been beneficial for more interviewees to provide input on their experiences. The limited time frame for which the research was conducted was another limitation. Conducting this research over a longer period of time would allow for more interviews and discussions on the topic of backorders. The longer the research time, the more in depth the researchers can go into each aspect of the problem and solutions.

FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Given the timeline constraints of this research, there are opportunities for future research. This can be done by creating an additional survey to track HCOs improvement in their backorder management process. Some of the recommendations in the survey may need to be updated as new ideas and innovations arise. There is also an opportunity for the backorder process recommendations to be validated so that they can be considered best practices for the industry. In order for this to happen, great process improvement would need to occur in a wide variety of healthcare organization settings. Expanding the research to other geographical regions may also help aid in understanding the overarching issues and how they need to be addressed.

CONCLUSION

This paper examines the backorder management issues that HCOs experience. After conducting research through interviews and literature reviews, it was determined that the current processes for backorder management are reactive and informal. To lessen the pain points caused by backorders, these processes need to be proactive and formal. Interviewees recommended five strategies to help make this transition possible. Further research will need to be conducted to see if the recommendations can be validated to be best practices for the healthcare industry as a whole.
APPENDIX

Interview Questions

1. How do you currently manage backorders?
2. How long does it usually take your organization to resolve backorder issues?
3. Are there usually substitutions for critical items?
4. Who approves the substitutions in your HCO?
5. Is the approval of substitutions a proactive process?
6. Would you be willing to share a substitution list with other HCOs or would they need to do their own approval methods?
7. How do you manage backorders with items that have no substitutions?
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Universal Basic Income and the Impact on Health

By

Dr. Peggy Johnson, Lander University
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Abstract.

The following is an abstract investigating literature relating to Universal Basic Income and the impact on the health of a population receiving a payment under this system that would essentially increase the income of all individuals. Universal Basic Income or UBI, is a version of Social Security that allows all citizens of a country to receive an amount of money each month that is not dependent on their work status or income. UBI is a term that means that the government distributes cash universally without regard to income. The concept of basic income has gained supporters throughout the world. It is being acknowledged by social thinkers as a way of transforming capitalism into a more just vehicle that is equally distributing gains and by the tech community as a way of helping deal with job displacement as a consequence of technology. In various forms, UBI has captivated activists and intellectuals since the 1500, with pilot projects and experiments being done throughout the world. Many who have labored in health care over the decades have long recognized the link between poverty and poor health and consider UBI an alternative worth investigating.

Introduction

Although there are many experiments that measure the effects of UBI, in Stockton California there is a new one being done that has almost reached the halfway mark of its three year trial. Started in 2018, a select group of residents received $500 a month, without constraints on how they spend the money. Stockton Mayor Michael Tubbs drove this initiative and is a proponent of basic income, believing it can help alleviate the persistent poverty in his city. The UBI concept, which has some roots dating back to the Civil Rights Era, has recently gained more national traction with many others including Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang who has politicized the solution in his presidential campaign. Promoting the idea as necessary to prepare for a future when automation makes most jobs obsolete, Yang and others like tech founders like Mark Zuckerberg and Elon Musk have proposed all Americans be paid a “freedom dividend” of $1,000 a month.

Mayor Tubbs is quoted as saying that In Stockton, like much of America, citizens have a Puritan ethos of, ‘I work hard and if you don’t work, you shouldn’t eat’. Mayor Tubbs hopes the Stockton experiment will illustrating there are people who are working hard and struggling, not because they’re lazy, but because wages haven’t kept up with inflation and daily living expenses.
In Stockton each recipient was given a debit card that automatically loads the monthly payment that allows researchers to track spending. To date, 40 percent of the money went towards food, 12 percent went to utility payments, with the remainder spent on various merchandise purchases. According to Stacie Martin-West, an assistant professor at the University of Tennessee College of Social Work and the co-principal investigator on the project, “the economic decisions made during the first months of the program have been really rational.” This success parallels many of the other UBI experiments around the world, although the ultimate outcome of this one is yet to be determined.

Healthier Means Wealthier

The positive correlation between health and income per capita is one of the best-known relationships in international development according to Harvard economist David Bloom. Bloom’s says that empirical studies show that health improvements provide a substantial elevation to economic growth in developing countries. The popular view theorizes that health, like education, is a fundamental component of human capital, and suggests the notion of health-led growth. Bloom explains that better health leads to higher income, but there is also a positive feedback effect, which allows an advantageous situation where health and income improvements are mutually reinforcing (Bloom and Canning, 2000).

The first major advance in recent years in our understanding of economic growth has to do with the link between population health and economic growth. Generally, economists have believed that population health is a consequence of economic growth, and that health is just a social indicator that improves when incomes grow. Which makes sense, when people have more money, they tend to have better nutrition, better access to safe water and sanitation, access to more and better health care, and better psycho-social resources like community recreation facilities and mental health counseling. Many studies have shown this positive association between health and income. Causality has not been proven in these studies, economists think that perhaps causality could run in the other direction, from health to income. Economists have rigorously explored this possibility for the past two decades, which is quite plausible. Consider that a healthier workforce is naturally a more productive workforce. Additionally, healthier children tend to have better school attendance, remain in school longer, have higher cognitive function, and achieve more in school. Also, healthy populations have higher savings rates as people save more in anticipation of longer periods of retirement. And finally, healthy populations are like a magnet when it comes to attracting foreign direct investment. (Bloom DE, Canning D, Fink G.)

Between 2011 and 2013 in the United States, 38% of the households with incomes less than $22,500 per year reported being in poor or fair health. Only 12% of households making more than $47,700 per year reported being in poor to fair health during the same time period (Wolfe, et al, 2015).
The returns achieved by investing in health are remarkable. There are reductions in mortality that account for about 11% of recent economic growth in low-income and middle-income countries as measured in their national income accounts. (Jamison, et al 2013)

In Canada in 1974-1979 a Canadian guaranteed annual income experiment started. The experiment used health administration data to document an 8.5% reduction in the hospitalization rate of the participants, particularly for accidents, injuries and mental health admissions. The study also found that physician visits dropped, notable for mental health. Additionally, more students stayed in school and entered 12th grade. There was no increase in fertility or family dissolution rates.

Guaranteed annual income in American also started during the 1970s. The civil rights movement of the 1960s revealed to ordinary Americans the persistence of poverty in the United States despite the tremendous economic growth of the postwar era. Introductions of programs by the Democrats included AFDC, Social Security Amendments and other initiatives in President Johnson’s War on Poverty. The most well-known advocate at the time was Milton Friedman and support was fairly widespread according to health researcher and commentator Evelyn Forget. The North American GAI experiments were based on the idea of a negative income tax. Many believed the more unyielding poverty was that of the working poor and that a GIA would be more be more effective at reducing poverty in low-income workers than the existing programs of that day. The political climate changed from support to experimentation under Richard Nixon and the experiments that were completed in several states and the results were hotly debated by both liberals and conservatives. The political right mobilized and opponents of welfare reform seized upon the results of the experiment to prove that a GAI was unworkable. The results that showed very modest effects on work effort were portrayed as disastrous for the labor market. Many of the advocates of GAI withdrew support having received erroneous results from the experiment (Forget, 2011).

Whitehall Studies

Dr. Michael Marmot in 1967 England, completed the study examining the connection between health and wealth. The Whitehall study of 18,000 men in the Civil Service was initiated. The initial Whitehall study showed that men in the lowest employment grades were much more likely to die prematurely than men in the highest grades. The second Whitehall study was set up to determine what underlies this phenomena in death and disease and to include women. Income levels in both studies predicted disease burden and mortality.

The second study examined the independent impacts of income and wealth on the burden of illness. Income is highly correlated with the level of employment, so much so that once the level of employment was accounted for, income made no additional contribution to predicting illness. Wealth is a predictor of illness and represents a balance of income and expenditure over the entire lifetime, including wealth that was inherited from previous generations.
The Marmot studies of British civil servants identified an association between wealth and health and may represent the effect of accumulation of material and psychosocial factors on health. Additionally, wealth links to financial security and prospects for the future and can have an impact on rates of illness. The 1967 Whitehall study showed a steep inverse association between social class, as assessed by grade of employment, and mortality from a wide range of diseases. The study was repeated between 1985 and 1988 and investigated the degree and causes of the social gradient in morbidity in a new cohort of 10,314 civil servants (6,900 men, 3,414 women) aged 35-55 (the Whitehall II study). Participants answered a self-administered questionnaire and also attended a screening examination. The results indicate that in the 20 years separating the two studies there has been no decrease in social class difference in morbidity: we found an inverse association between employment grade and prevalence of angina, electrocardiogram evidence of ischemia, and symptoms of chronic bronchitis. As in the first study, self-perceived health status and symptoms were worse in subjects in lower status jobs (Marmot, et al. 1991).

The obvious facts of poverty are increasingly difficult to ignore. For instance, infant mortality and children’s health are strongly linked to family income and maternal education. Low birth weight infants highest among babies born to low-income mothers. Children in poor families are roughly four times more likely to be in poor or fair health as children in families with incomes at or above 400 percent of the FPL. Children from low-income families experience higher rates of asthma, heart conditions, hearing problems, digestive disorders, and elevated blood lead levels. Poor children also have more risk factors for disease, such as childhood obesity and hypertension (Wolfe, et al, 2015).

Other studies offer similar conclusion concerning wealth and the resulting social status differences on health, however, the opportunity to investigate the impact of a Universal Basic Income on health, helps us develop increased understanding of the impact of increased wealth on the health of populations.

At age 25, Americans in the highest income group can expect to live more than six years longer than their poor counterparts (figure 3). The Social Security Administration reports that retirees at age 65 are living longer, but since the 1970s those with earnings in the top half of the income distribution have seen their life expectancy increase by more (6.0 years) than those in the bottom half (1.3 years). These income-based differences in life expectancy can also be seen across communities. For example, Virginia’s Fairfax County, one of the richest counties in the country, and West Virginia’s McDowell County, one of the poorest, are separated by just 350 miles; however, the difference in life expectancy between the two counties is vast. In Fairfax, “men have an average life expectancy of 82 years and women, 85, about the same as in Sweden.” By contrast, the average male and female estimates for life expectancy in McDowell County are 64 and 73 years, respectively, about the same as in Iraq (Wolfe et al, 2015).
People with higher incomes are more likely to experience health benefits based on where they live. The health of individuals and communities is positively influenced by the conditions and assets in their living environment. Ellen and Turner (1997) identified six ways in which locality conditions can influence the health of individuals: (1) quality of local services, (2) socialization, (3) peer influences, (4) social networks, (5) exposure to crime and violence, and (6) physical distance and isolation.

Low-income communities and areas of concentrated poverty are more likely to expose their residents to higher rates of unemployment, crime, adolescent delinquency, social and physical disorder, and residential mobility which have a negative influence on health (Wolfe et al, 2015).

An article written by Kimberly Amadeo reports that the most affluent 1% of Americans live 15 years longer than the poorest 1%. The gap for women was 10 years which is the number of...
years smoking shortens life expectancy. Low-income people have three times the problems with the activities of daily living than affluent adults. U.S. health care inequality was ranked 32 among rich and middle-income countries with only Chile and Portugal having a wider gap (Amadeo, 2020).

Earnings in the top 1 percent of the income distribution grew by 31.4 percent from 2009-2012, compared to 0.4 percent for the bottom 99 percent. Many experts agree that improving the economic conditions of Americans from the poor to the middle class could improve health and help control the rising costs of health care (Wolfe et al, 2015).
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ABSTRACT

Free-standing Emergency Departments (FSEDs) are healthcare facilities licensed by a state to provide emergency services to a community. These facilities are physically separate from a full-service hospital. While FSEDs are designated to provide the same level of access and care as a hospital-based emergency department, they are not able to provide trauma services. In this study, we utilize data mining and multi-criteria decision analysis with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the best location for a Free-standing Emergency Department. The proposed methodology is demonstrated with a real business case to support the establishment of a FSED in Cumberland County, North Carolina using data from the North Carolina Healthcare Association (NCHA), Cumberland County Community Health Needs Assessments and Census data.

KEYWORDS: Healthcare, Free-standing Emergency Departments, Location Analysis
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Economic Impact of PGA TOUR Champions Event
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This study evaluated regional economic impacts of the PGA TOUR Champions tournament in Endicott, New York. The DICK’S Sporting Goods Open (DSGO) is one of the largest professional sporting events held in Central New York. DICK’S Sporting Goods, has been the title sponsor since 2007. The annual event yields significant benefits to the community including new economic output (i.e., gross revenues or sales), labor earnings, new employment and total value added.

Methodology
Trained volunteers collected data via on-site surveys throughout the tournament. Additionally, an electronic survey was sent in the subsequent weeks following tournament to non-locals from the tournament’s database.

Total of 595 usable questionnaires were collected to determine direct visitor impact. Survey results assume the estimated expenditures of such individuals included in analysis a direct result of the tournament.

Total expenditures were calculated and analyzed using the economic impact software package IMPLAN Online. Expenditures were distinctly categorized and applicable coefficients were used in the data analysis to determine the cumulative impact of the DSGO. The overall estimate of direct visitor spending at DSGO included three factors: total attendance to tournament; percent of visitors; and the average number of days respondents attended the DSGO.

Results
The DSGO was responsible for $9.2 million in direct spending in the economy and generated a total of $14.7 million in new spending in Broome County. The industries with the highest share of output impacts include the food and beverage services and hotels and motels. Additionally, the tournament and its surrounding activity generated an estimated 145 new jobs in Broome County, an added $4.6 million in wages and business owner income. On average, survey results revealed non-residents had 3.7 people in their travel party. On average, non-resident parties planned to stay 1.4 days in Broome County and spent approximately $596 per day ($164 per person).

Additionally, the DSGO operated by Broome County Community Charities, Inc. (BCCC) contributed $830,000 to local advocacy organizations during the time of study, which is estimated to contribute to 15 new jobs and approximately $435,000 in employee compensation. Their charitable contributions are a result of partnerships with DICK’S Sporting Goods, PGA TOUR Inc., and the Champions Tour Players.

Lastly, the majority of 44 years or older (61%), 89% of all survey respondents attended the tournament on Friday. Of those attending on Friday, 72% indicated that the evening concert influenced their decision to attend, reinforcing the popularity of the retrofitted 18th green. Twenty-five percent of respondents indicated they were attending for the first time, and this was nearly equivalent to the percent of respondents who were attending for their tenth consecutive year or more. Three out of four respondents stated they were extremely likely to return to the DSGO in following years.
The study of Choi, Li, and Samper [1] focused on the “just below calorie labeling (e.g., 199 vs. 200)” effect to predict consumers’ preferences for indulgent foods. Interestingly, similar to the price context, the results of each experiment clearly indicated that consumers with a high level of health motivation are more likely to overweight the leftmost digit of “the calorie amounts” by underestimating “the nine-ending calories” of the indulgent food. Based on the findings of the prior research, this study suggests the interaction effect between guilt and the left-digit calorie effect to predict consumers’ health motivation and choice of indulgent foods. From a theoretical perspective, if consumers high in health motivation believe that the consumption and ordering of indulgent foods has a negative effect on their body or health condition, they may be more likely to feel guilt for doing so (i.e., self-focused guilt) [2]. The “anticipated guilt” leads those consumers to attempt to recover their body and health condition by strengthening their health motivation [3].

First, this study made two versions of a new hamburger advertisement along with its calorie information (e.g., 399 vs. 400). Then, a pilot study was conducted to investigate the difference in guilt for ordering the hamburger between high and low health motivation groups. As assumed, the high group exhibited a higher level of guilty ($M_{\text{high}} = 4.97$ vs. $M_{\text{low}} = 3.53$, $t$-value $= 4.397$, $p < 0.01$) for ordering the hamburger with 400 calories. After checking the differences, the main study was conducted using a scenario-based online survey. This study employed structural equation modeling with the collected data to examine the associations among variables. Based on the calorie amount manipulation, the path from anticipated guilt to health motivation became stronger under the 400 calories condition (coefficient $= 0.846$ [400 calories] vs. coefficient $= 0.579$ [399 calories]). However, the path from health motivation to perceived credibility of the calorie information became stronger under the 399 calories condition (coefficient $= 0.359$ [400 calories] vs. coefficient $= 0.575$ [399 calories]). The perceived credibility had a significant impact on consumption intention only under the 399 calories condition (coefficient $= 0.359$, $C.R. = 2.257$, $p < 0.05$). This study may lead consumer behavior scholars and marketers to realize that consumers’ guilt and responses to calorie information serve as core drivers of health motivations and perceptions, which in turn results in future behavioral intentions, such as food consumption.
Teams in the National Basketball Association have a primary incentive to win games. Winning games has a significant positive economic impact for NBA teams through means such as ticket and merchandise sales. In 2018, the NBA had $8 billion in total revenue, as well as a $2.7 billion TV contract with major cable networks. Many factors attribute to NBA teams winning games in the regular season, including but not limited to: upper-level management, coaching staffs, player scouting, player development, matchups based on playing style, and roster assembly. This study focuses primarily on the aspect of roster assembly – namely, what key statistical factors should NBA teams use to identify the players that will best maximize their number of wins.

Teams spend ample resources on constructing a team of players that will help maximize the number of games they will win. Currently, however, many teams use traditional metrics to identify which players to add to their team, and how much to pay said players. This study uses OLS and binary logistic regression to perform analysis on newer metrics that may provide more explanatory power to what is helping teams produce wins. Metrics such as true shooting percentage (TS %) and DFS100 are examples of some of the factors used in the analysis in comparison to traditional metrics such as points per game (PPG). The research questions addressed in this study are: (1) Do NBA teams and analysts value primary and secondary leading scorers based on efficiency or volume? For primary and secondary leading scorers, does efficiency or volume have more explanatory power in determining the expected number of wins? (2) Do NBA teams and analysts value “big men” (PF/C) based on offensive or defensive performance? Does the offensive or defensive performance of a big man have more explanatory power in determining the expected number of wins?
Sustainability Content Analysis of the PAC-12 Conference Athletic Department Websites
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The relationship between the natural environment and the sport industry has received a significant attention over the past 10 years. Sport organizations feel obligated to assume a certain level of responsibility to reduce their negative affect on the environment (Sartore-Baldwin, McCullough, Quatman-Yates, 2016). Thus far, collegiate athletic departments’ efforts and initiatives regarding sustainability have been lackluster in comparison to the Olympics and professional leagues. Despite the unique aspects that can be leveraged for branding or revenue generation, few collegiate athletic departments have seized the opportunity to go green (McSherry, 2009). Addressing environmental sustainability is a multifaceted endeavor and depends on the environmental knowledge and awareness within the organization as well as financial and human resources (McCullough & Cunningham 2011; McCullough, 2013; Natural Resources Defense Council, 2013).

The purpose of this study was to analyze each PAC-12 conference athletic department to access the environmental sustainability information communicated to stakeholders through each of the school’s websites. The PAC-12 conference institutions are the only college athletic conference that hosts a yearly sustainability summit. The study was modeled after a study conducted by Stahl and Pfahl (2013) who looked at the environmental information presented on the websites in the five major professional sports leagues in North America. We utilized the same labels as Stahl and Pfahl (2013) to categorize the data. Furthermore, we analyzed the data by adopting McCullough, Pfahl, and Nguyen’s (2016) concept of waves to categorize the variety of approaches to environmental sustainability by each institution.

Results were consistent with previous literature, indicating that engagement in environmental behavior falls into one of three categories - awareness, knowledge, or action (McCullough et al, 2016). Furthermore, findings revealed a nearly equal distribution of institutions across all three categories, ultimately indicating that each institution is actively addressing the environment, but the level of investment differs across members of the PAC-12. During the presentation of this research, and in addition to giving a more detailed report on the findings of the study, we will be discussing some of the challenges associated with initiating environmental programs in the sport industry and the transition between the different waves of sustainability. Environmentally focused initiatives have the potential to provide advantages financially and strategically while making a positive impact in society. The challenge is to move environmental strategy to the next level and integrate it into the core practices of sport organizations. It is crucial to remember that greening sport is not a quick fix; it is rather a process the successful outcome of which depends on the efforts and support of multiple stakeholders.
Teaching strategic management to hospitality students

Regular Session

Dr. Yuan Li
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Strategic management is of great importance to hospitality firms due to the highly competitive nature of the hospitality industry. To gain a competitive advantage over their competitors, hospitality firms employ a variety of strategies to help the firms survive and thrive. Given its importance, strategic management is often taught as a capstone course in many hospitality programs. The challenge facing strategic management instructors is how to motivate students to think strategically and critically and to apply knowledge gained in the classroom to real-world problems. In this paper, I discussed the advantages and disadvantages of several exercises and activities that are used in the classroom to facilitate learning for senior students.
Our experience as educators cannot, and should not, be limited to the years labeled as a college career. As faculty, we can influence our students’ journey, guide and hopefully serve as an inspiration by utilizing value-centric approaches.

Holistic, value-centric education promotes a thought provoking and interactive environment that facilitates learning and helps prepare our students for the inevitable challenges of real-life decision making (Cavazos, 2002; Iyer, 2013). Value-centric teaching is about creating a memorable learning environment that is attractive, meaningful and relevant. It is modeled on a philosophy of “shared learning,” where students and others are invited to be partners in an educational journey. It is shaped by values, situations, experiences, and exchanges.

The inspirational value-centric educator is one who awakens the hunger for knowledge, understanding, learning, and growth and opens the floodgates of curiosity to create a memorable learning environment that is attractive, and meaningful. The inculcation of values (i.e. truth, integrity, right action, love, non-violence…) is by no means a simple matter.

The problems we face are often societal and materialistic in nature. There is a need to develop sound preservation and sustainability practices, incite institutional change, and promote new ways of thinking about how academic work might be done in the coming years (Fitzpatrick, 2009; Spiro, 2015). Modern educationalists are of the opinion that values are caught as well as taught. A teaching philosophy that encompasses a strategic value-oriented approach integrates practical and translatable experiences.

Educators should inquire to define what students’ value. The goal is to engage students in a way that builds their sense of inquiry and enhances their thirst for life-long learning. Solving such problems is not simple, but an important first step may be the articulation of value-centric measures that can be used as a foundation to define goals, develop collaborations, foster participation, and enhance educational processes and outcomes.

Value-centric learning accentuates the use of cooperation, communication, discernment, foresight, tolerance, responsibility, respect, honesty, integrity, and humility, to name a few. It is not only dependent on teaching strategies, but it also depends on caring, sharing, defining individual needs, the adequacy of the content, and foundational values.

The purpose of this workshop is to familiarize participants with the definition, methods, and benefits of value-centric learning. Strategies will be shared that facilitate value-centric exchanges to enhance learning. The workshop will begin with a discussion of value-centric measures; followed by an overview of their uses in education. Recent research has revealed that value-centric learning is a process that is optimized through collaboration and engagement. In this interactive session, you will learn about and experience several collaborative value-centric teaching strategies appropriate for any discipline that can help students achieve deeper and more long-term learning.
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GUILT AS HEALTH MOTIVATION IN THE INDULGENT FOOD CONSUMPTION
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ABSTRACT

The study of Choi, Li, and Samper [1] focused on the “just below calorie labeling (e.g., 199 vs. 200)” effect to predict consumers’ preferences for indulgent foods. Interestingly, similar to the price context, the results of each experiment clearly indicated that consumers with a high level of health motivation are more likely to overweight the leftmost digit of “the calorie amounts” by underestimating “the nine-ending calories” of the indulgent food. Based on the findings of the prior research, this study suggests the interaction effect between guilt and the left-digit calorie effect to predict consumers’ health motivation and choice of indulgent foods. From a theoretical perspective, if consumers high in health motivation believe that the consumption and ordering of indulgent foods has a negative effect on their body or health condition, they may be more likely to feel guilt for doing so (i.e., self-focused guilt) [2]. The “anticipated guilt” leads those consumers to attempt to recover their body and health condition by strengthening their health motivation [3].

First, this study made two versions of a new hamburger advertisement along with its calorie information (e.g., 399 vs. 400). Then, a pilot study was conducted to investigate the difference in guilt for ordering the hamburger between high and low health motivation groups. As assumed, the high group exhibited a higher level of guilty ($M_{\text{high}} = 4.97$ vs. $M_{\text{low}} = 3.53$, $t$-value = 4.397, $p < 0.01$) for ordering the hamburger with 400 calories. After checking the differences, the main study was conducted using a scenario-based online survey. This study employed structural equation modeling with the collected data to examine the associations among variables. Based on the calorie amount manipulation, the path from anticipated guilt to health motivation became stronger under the 400 calories condition (coefficient = 0.846 [400 calories] vs. coefficient = 0.579 [399 calories]). However, the path from health motivation to perceived credibility of the calorie information became stronger under the 399 calories condition (coefficient = 0.359 [400 calories] vs. coefficient = 0.575 [399 calories]). The perceived credibility had a significant impact on consumption intention only under the 399 calories condition (coefficient = 0.359, C.R. = 2.257, $p < 0.05$). This study may lead consumer behavior scholars and marketers to realize that consumers’ guilt and responses to calorie information serve as core drivers of health motivations and perceptions, which in turn results in future behavioral intentions, such as food consumption.
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Abstract

The relationship between the natural environment and the sport industry has received a significant attention over the past 10 years. Sport organizations feel obligated to assume a certain level of responsibility to reduce their negative affect on the environment (Sartore-Baldwin, McCullough, Quatman-Yates, 2016). Thus far, collegiate athletic departments’ efforts and initiatives regarding sustainability have been lackluster in comparison to the Olympics and professional leagues. Despite the unique aspects that can be leveraged for branding or revenue generation, few collegiate athletic departments have seized the opportunity to go green (McSherry, 2009). Addressing environmental sustainability is a multifaceted endeavor and depends on the environmental knowledge and awareness within the organization as well as financial and human resources (McCullough & Cunningham 2011; McCullough, 2013; Natural Resources Defense Council, 2013).

The purpose of this study was to analyze each PAC-12 conference athletic department to access the environmental sustainability information communicated to stakeholders through each of the school’s websites. The PAC-12 conference institutions are the only college athletic conference that hosts a yearly sustainability summit. The study was modeled after a study conducted by Stahl and Pfahl (2013) who looked at the environmental information presented on the websites in the five major professional sports leagues in North America. We utilized the same labels as Stahl and Pfahl (2013) to categorize the data. Furthermore, we analyzed the data by adopting McCullough, Pfahl, and Nguyen’s (2016) concept of waves to categorize the variety of approaches to environmental sustainability by each institution.

Results were consistent with previous literature, indicating that engagement in environmental behavior falls into one of three categories - awareness, knowledge, or action (McCullough et al, 2016). Furthermore, findings revealed a nearly equal distribution of institutions across all three categories, ultimately indicating that each institution is actively addressing the environment, but
the level of investment differs across members of the PAC-12. During the presentation of this research, and in addition to giving a more detailed report on the findings of the study, we will be discussing some of the challenges associated with initiating environmental programs in the sport industry and the transition between the different waves of sustainability. Environmentally focused initiatives have the potential to provide advantages financially and strategically while making a positive impact in society. The challenge is to move environmental strategy to the next level and integrate it into the core practices of sport organizations. It is crucial to remember that greening sport is not a quick fix; it is rather a process the successful outcome of which depends on the efforts and support of multiple stakeholders.
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In 2014, it was estimated that 55% of the U.S. population owned a smartphone (https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/); in 2019, that estimate escalated to a staggering 81% of the population. The use of mobile technologies has transformed our personal and professional lives in an unprecedented manner. The explosive growth in both the use of smartphones and in the plethora of personal data routinely deposited on them has given rise to significant security concerns. A willy-nilly consumer adherence to security protocols has incentivized hackers to target smartphones using mobile malware. A misappropriated phone can avail to the perpetrator a vast volume of personal data, calendar information, contacts, etc.

The purpose of this study is to assess changes in the security behavior of smartphone users over time. For example, as the threats to security and privacy increase, have user behaviors changed accordingly? Our initial study, which surveyed undergraduate business students in 2014, revealed a disconcerting lack of awareness or care regarding smartphone security. In December 2019, we again surveyed undergraduate business students to determine their current level of awareness and attitudes. We compare and contrast the results of the two survey administrations to present a comparative analysis between 2014 and 2019.

Topics: Smartphone security, business students, mobile devices, cell phones
This early-stage draft studies the unintended consequences of employers electing to not classify their employee Health Savings Account offering as an ERISA covered health plan. Specifically, the article studies interpretative regulatory guidance from the Department of Labor that purports to exclude employer-sponsored Health Savings Accounts from being ERISA plans, if this guidance is consistent with the congressional intent of ERISA and the consequences of how bankruptcy courts are managing the impacts of these non-ERISA employer sponsored health/retirement plans.
Examining a Unified Model of Information Security Policy Compliance
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Moody, Siponen, & Pahnila (2018) empirically examined and proposed a unified model of information security policy compliance (UMISPC) integrating variables from across eleven theories examined in previous research regarding information security policy compliance. The theories were neutralization theory, health belief model, the theory of reasoned action, protection motivation theory, theory of interpersonal behavior, deterrence theory and rational choice, the extended theory of protection motivation, the theory of planned behavior, the theory of self-regulation, extended parallel processing model, and control balance theory. The UMISPC included eight constructs. They are role values, habit, neutralization, threat, fear, response efficacy, reactance, and compliance intention. The purpose of this study is to examine the UMISPC using a different sample. To do this, we modified the items of the constructs to reflect the nature of our participative study. In addition, the items were slightly modified to reflect individuals' behavior as well as a uniform view in the wording of the items for each construct enhancing the validity of the instrument. We administered the instrument a sample of university faculty and staff via SurveyMonkey™. SmartPLS 3.0, a partial least square structural equation modeling software (Ringle et al., 2005) was used to analyze the collected data by first establishing the reliability of the model, i.e., indicator reliability and internal consistency. Second, the validity of the model, i.e., convergent validity and discriminant validity are established. Next, the structural model is used to evaluate the R2 values followed by results from the Path Coefficients, T-Statistics, & P-Values. We report on our preliminary findings with implications and recommendations for future research.

Keywords: Information security, policy, compliance, behavior
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Fear is a robust psychological construct whose manifestations exert impacts on numerous streams of research. This study draws on the recent neuroscience evidence that a healthy amount of fear arousal can lead to an augmented performance in cognitive abilities and learning activities. Specifically, it investigates, through the lens afforded by the literature of learning from failures, how individuals engage with learning and coping behaviors induced by fear when they confront pervasive and imminent security risks. Taking into account research findings that examine the antecedents of drawing lessons from failed experience, this paper adopts a multistage approach to test a tri-factor model elucidating relationships among the dread factor, the learning factor, and the coping factor. Notwithstanding a preliminary conceptualization of fear-induced learning from failure in the context of behavioral information security, this study addresses theoretical gaps between fear and coping efforts that are not present in the previous studies. It also provides practical interventions that may yield better learning outcomes for those who actively deal with cyber-threats.
Past research on individuals' information security behaviors has focused on primary judgments of security events (i.e., whether the events pose threat to the individuals) but overlooked the importance of postdecisional judgments of the correctness of the primary judgments. This second type of judgments, usually measured with subjective confidence, is critical as it reflects an individual's ability to monitor errors in the primary judgments and make corrections without explicit external feedback (such as the actual occurrence of the events). In this study, we draw upon the metacognitive literature to examine the underlying processes of postdecisional judgments and explore antecedents to the effectiveness of the judgments. We suggest that an extension from the primary judgments to the metacognitive, postdecisional judgments furthers our knowledge of the judgmental process of individuals in dealing with security risks. This has potentials in improving individuals' security behaviors through training or other interventions.
In 2019, the number of smartphone users in the United States is estimated to be over 266 million, or 81% of the population. While smartphones, combined with a plethora of apps that are readily available, have become wholly integrated into our daily lives, they embody a multitude of risks for consumers. For example, most consumers use their smartphone as a repository of vast personal data, including address information, contacts, appointments, bank information, passwords, etc. While biometric security precautions such as faceID may thwart some unauthorized access, a host of additional security infractions may occur, resulting in an unsanctioned exposure of personal data.

The purpose of this study is to assess smartphone security practices. The specific research question examined in this study is: What is the current state of smartphone security awareness and practices among college business students? A survey of security-related practices was administered to students in multiple business classes at a regional public university in December 2019. A student population was chosen because this generation represents zealous adopters of smartphone technology. Survey questions were categorized as those related to ‘avoiding harmful behaviors and activities,’ ‘providing protection through phone settings and add-on utilities,’ and ‘preparing for disaster recovery.’ An analysis of the results of our survey are presented.

Topics: Smartphone security, business students, mobile devices, cell phones
User Evaluation of a Visual Approach to Cloud Security
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The cloud ecosystem has become an essential element in personal, enterprise, and social computing architectures. Clouds provide users with pervasive information services that scale on demand. These services are rendered by virtual machines and containers. They are critical in the delivery of scalable, low services via the cloud. If the integrity of a container or a virtual machine is doubted, the cloud is irrelevant. This study introduces a new approach to confirming the integrity of cloud-based resources. The new approach uses data visualization. The raw contents of virtual machines and containers are depicted using two dimensional, colorized visualizations. Analysts can use the visualizations to detect malware and other anomalies. Earlier tests indicate it is empirically effective. But what do users think of it? A survey is conducted to assess user perceptions of the new approach. The results indicate the new approach has high relative advantage, compatibility, and observability although it rates lower in trialability and complexity.
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ABSTRACT

In 2014, it was estimated that 55% of the U.S. population owned a smartphone (https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/); in 2019, that estimate escalated to a staggering 81% of the population. The use of mobile technologies has transformed our personal and professional lives in an unprecedented manner. The explosive growth in both the use of smartphones and in the plethora of personal data routinely deposited on them has given rise to significant security concerns. A willy-nilly consumer adherence to security protocols has incentivized hackers to target smartphones using mobile malware. A misappropriated phone can avail to the perpetrator a vast volume of personal data, calendar information, contacts, etc.

The purpose of this study is to assess changes in the security behavior of smartphone users over time. For example, as the threats to security and privacy increase, have user behaviors changed accordingly? Our initial study, which surveyed undergraduate business students in 2014, revealed a disconcerting lack of awareness or care regarding smartphone security. In December 2019, we again surveyed undergraduate business students to determine their current level of awareness and attitudes. We compare and contrast the results of the two survey administrations to present a comparative analysis between 2014 and 2019.

Topics: Smartphone security, business students, mobile devices, cell phones
Examining a Unified Model of Information Security Policy Compliance
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Abstract

Moody, Siponen, & Pahnila (2018) empirically examined and proposed a unified model of information security policy compliance (UMISPC) integrating variables from across eleven theories examined in previous research regarding information security policy compliance. The theories were neutralization theory, health belief model, the theory of reasoned action, protection motivation theory, theory of interpersonal behavior, deterrence theory and rational choice, the extended theory of protection motivation, the theory of planned behavior, the theory of self-regulation, extended parallel processing model, and control balance theory. The UMISPC included eight constructs. They are role values, habit, neutralization, threat, fear, response efficacy, reactance, and compliance intention. The purpose of this study is to examine the UMISPC using a different sample. To do this, we modified the items of the constructs to reflect the nature of our participative study. In addition, the items were slightly modified to reflect individuals’ behavior as well as a uniform view in the wording of the items for each construct enhancing the validity of the instrument. We administered the instrument a sample of university faculty and staff via SurveyMonkey™. SmartPLS 3.0, a partial least square structural equation modeling software (Ringle et al., 2005) was used to analyze the collected data by first establishing the reliability of the model, i.e., indicator reliability and internal consistency. Second, the validity of the model, i.e., convergent validity and discriminant validity are established. Next, the structural model is used to evaluate the R2 values followed by results from the Path Coefficients, T-Statistics, & P-Values. We report on our preliminary findings with implications and recommendations for future research.

Keywords: Information security, policy, compliance, behavior
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ABSTRACT

Fear is a robust psychological construct whose manifestations exert impacts on numerous streams of research. This study draws on the recent neuroscience evidence that a healthy amount of fear arousal can lead to an augmented performance in cognitive abilities and learning activities. Specifically, it investigates, through the lens afforded by the literature of learning from failures, how individuals engage with learning and coping behaviors induced by fear when they confront pervasive and imminent security risks. Taking into account research findings that examine the antecedents of drawing lessons from failed experience, this paper adopts a multistage approach to test a tri-factor model elucidating relationships among the dread factor, the learning factor, and the coping factor. Notwithstanding a preliminary conceptualization of fear-induced learning from failure in the context of behavioral information security, this study addresses theoretical gaps between fear and coping efforts that are not present in the previous studies. It also provides practical interventions that may yield better learning outcomes for those who actively deal with cyber-threats.

INTRODUCTION

"Failure is simply the opportunity to begin again, this time more intelligently." - Henry Ford. From a natural selection perspective, learning from failure (LFF) is an essential skill and a practiced exercise of human beings. After millions of years, human brains have evolved and become much more than a chemical amalgam and thankfully, are prepared for learning from bad decisions. LFF is also an enduring research topic in long-existing fields, including personal psychology, organizational behavior, public administration, management, entrepreneurship, and engineering. However, such a critical behavioral trait has not received as much attention as it should in the core literature of Information Technology (IT) Security (e.g., the basket journals), especially when drawing lessons from failure constitutes a crucial aspect of various deterrent and mitigating measures in security management. For example, Security Education, Training, and Awareness (SETA) programs utilize lessons learned, both failures and successes, to foster computer users’ awareness of the organization’s cybersecurity well-being. By achieving more effective compliance of security policies, SETA strives for a win amongst partners, customers, and other stakeholders in the industry biospheres [1]. Moreover, incident response plans are indispensable to cybersecurity task forces and may become lethargic unless they frequently learn from previous lessons through firsthand knowledge or vicarious experience. After all, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) (e.g., Antivirus software) rigorously learn from precedent cases of security breaches to strengthen infrastructural cybersecurity.
The gravity of security threats these days is staggering [2]. Not only do new variants of malware keep emerging, but the past-its-prime attacks continuously find their ways, using the old backdoor, to cripple and befuddle victims. According to a threat intelligence report spanning from 2007 to 2017, organizations still get compromised by the same old tricks, the same old vulnerabilities. Although some organizations are doing all the right things and stay secure, attackers do not have to engage in rigorous and advanced reconnaissance activities because too many companies leave their apps and databases wide open for exploits, on top of straggling social engineering toolkits that coax computer users to give away credentials voluntarily [46]. This disconcerting phenomenon raises two propositions: (1) LFF has not received its due respect in practices and research, and/or (2) there is a lack of motivation to learn from failures among computer users. For example, companies who lost large quantities of customer data "can continue to make money while being protected by the sluggishness of legislative bodies" [3]. It also suggests that much remains unknown about the role of LFF as to how it serves as a theoretically explicable variable amid the existing nomological network of IT security research. To evaluate these propositions, researchers must unveil the antecedents and examine the influences of LFF in IT security and recognize that LFF represents a critical stream of research that renders remarkable implications for scholars and practitioners who actively seek intelligence and insights in cybersecurity issues.

Security and privacy research lies at the center of the information systems (IS) artifact [4]. Although there has been significant progress achieved hitherto in research that strives toward better understandings of the principles governing the operations of the minds and behaviors related to IT security [5]; [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]; [10]; [11]; [12]; [13]; [2], LFF remains unexplored. Whereas in many other disciplines, the conceptualization and empirical works of LFF, which serves either as an exogenous or endogenous variable, exhibit a high level of complexity and variety. Hence, in order to shed light on the fundamental dynamics of LFF process in the context of IT security, one must draw upon the theories from other areas and take into several theoretical considerations. This study, therefore, initiates this momentum by evaluating the bridging role of fear-induced LFF between the dread factor and the coping factor. Fear is a robust psychological construct whose manifestations exert impacts on core variables discussed in IT security literature (e.g., protection motivation). However, little research has managed to elucidate the effects of fear arousal on learning from security breaches or failures. In the light of this gap, this study conceives a research framework based on [7] where the dread factor (fear triggered by perceived threat) acts as fear arousal spurring the coping factor (perceived avoidability and coping behavior) through the LFF bridge factor.

This paper brings forth many contributions. First, it challenges the conventional wisdom of fear arousal being a widely accepted negative distraction in learning activities by leveraging neuroscience findings (e.g., [14]; [15]; [16] to study behavioral security phenomena, thereby suggesting that the presence of moderate fear stimuli may augment learning performance and thus positively affect security coping behavior of end users. Second, it expands the current nomological network of understandings about behavioral IT security studies. Before this study, a preponderance of intervention studies focus on the evaluation of factors, such as problem-based and emotion-based coping [8]; [11]; [2], when
threats confront acting agents without considering the influence of prior failure experience, which ubiquitously exists amongst IT security practices. Third, it reveals hidden connections between LFF and other constructs such as fear, whose effects are rigorously investigated by leading IT security scholars. Finally, this study represents a cross-paradigm endeavor through which three genetically distinctive disciplines meet and inform each other: organizational behavior, behavioral IT security, and neuroscience, resonating with [17] on the movement of blending IS research traditions.

There are a couple of caveats when investigating IT security issues through the lens of fear-induced LFF. First, although learning from experience embraces both failures and successes, this study focuses on learning from failure instead of success because: (1) previous studies have established that failures are more effective motivators than successes for drawing lessons from the past [18]; [19]; [20]. In the industry, organizations demonstrate stronger inclination to take actions, implement recommendations, and enact codes of conducts when negative results are present [20]; (2) IT security personnel are trained to handle negative consequences - data leak, zero-day vulnerability, Denial of Service (DoS), and many others. The entire cybersecurity industry encompasses the notion of being prepared for undesirable outcomes to "protect computers, networks, programs, and data from unauthorized and unintended access" [52]. Second, scholars have studied LFF mostly at the organizational level in the past. To circumvent this obstacle, one must carefully examine and administrate the construct validity issue relating to the measures drawn from classic works. Fortunately, research in entrepreneurship and management offers some successful examples of individual-level analysis of LFF (e.g., [20]. Besides, [21] provide useful techniques to adjust and recontextualize external construct measurement in behavioral studies.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: LFF AND FEAR-INDUCED FUNCTIONS

Early works in organizational behavior and managerial psychology have explored LFF as a means calling for managers to increase their capacity to cope with crisis events by learning from the experience of previous crises. Further, empirical research has shown that organizations learn more effectively from failures than successes, that knowledge from failure depreciates more slowly than knowledge from success, and that prior experience associated with failure influences how effectively organizations can learn from various forms of negative consequences [22].

Entrepreneurship literature provides in-depth coverage on rich experience vis-à-vis the process and consequences of business failure of entrepreneurs at the individual level [23]. As to team-based LFF behaviors, [24] examined a complex pathway through which CEOs, who exhibit relational leadership, may improve the quality of strategic decisions of their top management teams by creating psychological conditions of trust and facilitating learning from failures in their teams. Being a cross-level unit of analysis, LFF is also versatile in serving as an exogenous, endogenous, or mediating construct appeared in original works (e.g., [25]; [22]; [20]; [24]; [26]; [27]; [28]. Edmonson sheds light on the long-term strategic options for organizations to learn better from failures, whereas [20] focus on the immediate feedback about what goes wrong after each training day for
military personnel to improve their field performance. A literature review indicates that the extant body of knowledge has developed reasonably extensive exposure of LFF in multiple dimensions and areas.

Fear-induced functions, widely studied by psychologists, anthropologists, and zoologists, yield a broad range of products ranging from anxiety, aggression [29]; [30]; [31], depression [32], violence [29]; [31], and learning behaviors [33]; [43]; [34] found in both humans and animals (e.g., fear conditioning on rodents and felines). For example, a study by the Cornell Feline Health Center suggests that any type of physical punishment can increase a cat's fear and worsen aggression [44]. On the learning side, the seminal work of [33] studies fear, as an acquirable drive among Albino rats, in the learning of new responses. In his experiments, the animals exhibited trial-and-error (a failure-based learning technique) behavior and gradually learned how to escape from the compartment by mastering the operation of a specific apparatus - the rotating wheel. Miller further demonstrates that the learning behavior persists if the rotating wheel was replaced with a pressing bar, and the animals acquired a new response provided with the application of electric shocks that are delegated to represent failures. These findings further attest that the learning of the new habits was dependent upon having received electric shocks during the training. Moreover, Miller extended his studies to the human realm and argued that "an important role in human behavior is played by drives, such as fears, or desires for money, approval, or status... " [33] p.1), calling for more work in the vein of fear-induced learning. Burke et al. [43] echo Miller's research and discover that the construct of dread concerning hazard exposures (e.g., fires and explosions) plays a critical role in the enhancement the experiential learning.

Interestingly, the experimental evidence found in [33], and those of his and followers' continuous studies, is paralleled with many empirical and/or clinical observations which indicate that fear plays a leading role in the production of conscious behavior. These observations and findings include the Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) in healthcare [35]; Rogers and Prentice-Dunn [54] and the research on motivating computer users to engage in more secure habits [7]. The former focuses on the articulation and manipulation of fear appeal to engage in a particular health-improving action (e.g., drink less mountain dew), while the latter applies PMT in the information security and privacy context (e.g., one should back up data more often). There is a noticeable gap; however, existing between fear and the desired action outcome. In other words, LFF, once aroused by fear, can enhance the saliency of perceived efficacy of agent or response so that the impetus of safeguarding IT security might be debilitated.

RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

To fully understand the locus of fear-induced LFF in the context of IT security research, this study developed a research model based on the full nomologies of PMT, organizational learning models, and conceptualizations of IT security research [7]; [8]; [12]; [22]. In Figure 1, a tri-factor network is present: the dread factor, the bridge factor, and the coping factor. The dread factor represents the primary appraisal [2] and contains perceived threat severity and perceived threat vulnerability or susceptibility. The bridge factor consists of
LFF, derived from organizational learning theories, psychological safety, a direct antecedent of LFF, and high-quality relationships, an indirect antecedent of LFF. The coping factor comprises of perceived avoidability, another composite construct that depicts "users' assessment of the likelihood they will be able to avoid the IT security threat facing them by using available safeguarding measures [2] p. 379, and the construct of Volitional Coping Behavior (VCB) representing user’s behavior of coping with cyber-threats. When computer users confront external stimuli that are of an ominous nature, that is, they perceive a virus infection, malware infestation, or unauthorized access, the coping factor is engaged and starts assessing the response cost, plus the efficacy of agent and response. The outcome of dread factor assessment indirectly influences the coping assessment through the bridge factor, whose intermediary effect is dependent upon the strength of dread factor assessment that could arouse various levels of LFF experience. The VCB is defined as the dependent variable in this model because the extinguishment of perceived threat severity and vulnerability will not take place unless VBC transpires [36]. The assessment of self-efficacy, response efficacy, and response cost will find VBC as their sole outlet.

To illustrate the comparison, Figure 2 presents the core and full nomologies of PMT as the base model [7]. The perceived threat severity and vulnerability induce anxiety and stress, which are closely related to the element of fear, as users are thinking of a harmful cyber-attack. A healthy dose of the negative distractor such as fear arousal can be associated with better task-relevant performance as the acting agent attempts to draw on previous experience, especially failed ones [22]; [16]. It follows that the subsequent lessons learned could lead to more effective use of coping behavior - VCB.

Figure 1. Research Model

* Following [2], this study employs Perceived Avoidability and Perceived Threat as composite constructs.
The Dread Factor

There is a plethora of research that investigates fear arousal as a universally negative distraction or emotion (e.g., [37], and IT security literature is no exception (e.g., [7]). [37] defines fear as a negatively valenced emotion that is elicited by a perceived threat, which is also seen to be significant and relevant, and that results in a heightened sense of arousal. However, recent studies indicate that low-arousal negative distractors were associated with better task-relevant performance than were positive and neutral distractors [16]. Also, research shows findings at physiological and cognitive levels that the presence of fear arousal increases sensory exposure [15], and processing fear on others faces modifies attentional processing [14]. Therefore, it is possible for fear to positively affect cognitive performance - an essential part of learning, according to the evidence found on the neurobiological basis. Based on these discoveries, the following hypotheses propose that:

\[ H1: \text{Perceived threat will be positively associated with fear.} \]
\[ H2: \text{Fear will be positively associated with LFF.} \]

The Bridge Factor & Coping Factor

Tucker and Edmondson [56] conceptualize failure in the organizational learning context as "a disruption that prevents the completion of an organizational task or achieving a desired organizational end" [25] p. 711). This study hence draws upon this definition and defines
an IT security failure as a threat stemming from the unpredictable and undesirable outcome of a system to meet IT security requirements (for example, unauthorized data intrusion). It further extends the argument by linking the capacity to learn from past IT security failures (LFF), entailing a willingness to detect resemblances between past and current situations [57], with a healthy amount of fear emotion. According to Burke et al. [43], the exposure to high severity of hazardous event conditions leads to more effective hands-on training than low severity of hazardous event does, suggesting a strong correlation between dangerous external stimuli and experiential learning performance that is highly engaging, a common trait shared by IT security tasks.

Moreover, empirical works show two antecedents of LFF - psychological safety (PS) and high-quality relationships (HR)[25]. PS serves as a direct antecedent while HR works as an indirect antecedent of LFF through PS. As a documented enabler of PS, HR is critical to the establishment of an environment where fundamental attribution biases are reduced, and people are more willing to discuss their mistakes without being concerned that they will be blamed [45]. Later, Edmon (2004) pointed out that trust and perceived organizational support as enablers of psychological safety at work. In the IT security industry, threats are ubiquitous and malignant. A breach will take place some point in the future, and it could happen to anyone in the organization. Given such a large scale and perennial challenge, it is vital to create an organizational culture designed for managing failures. A key question about LFF is how it is enabled [56]. PS refers to a belief that one can express his or her self “without concerns of negative consequences to self-image, status, or career” and is found to be an essential enabler of learning behaviors in work settings [45]. [25] further argue that PS is distinct from related social or interpersonal constructs such as trust and perceived organizational support, exerting attributional impacts on the formation of learning behavior including those drawing upon past failures. Thus, the following hypotheses suggest that:

\[ H3: \text{High-quality relationships will be positively associated with psychological safety.} \]
\[ H4: \text{Psychological safety will be positively associated with LFF.} \]

Literature from educational psychology, entrepreneurship, and computer science has repetitively argued that self-efficacy beliefs are shaped by interpretation and reflection of previous experience and success [38], probably more so by failure than success due to the slower depreciation process of failure knowledge than that of success [22]; Burke et al. [43]. However, it is also noted that the findings relating to failure experience are mixed in that some reports suggest self-efficacy is impaired, rather than improved, by adverse outcomes (e.g., [39]). To shed light on this contradiction, this study contains a distinction in the research design where HR and PS ensure that users are exposed to an organizational culture where failures are dealt with in a healthy manner, which will not put someone in a disconcerting psychological condition. On the other hand, the opposite can be found in the previous studies where peer-pressure and judgment are present and negatively associated with self-efficacy beliefs (e.g., [40]).

LFF influences dependent variables in multiple empirical studies. [22] documented that prior organizational failure, derived from both firsthand and vicarious experience, has a
direct impact on the outcome of learning behavior, showing strong evidence that organizations learn by observing their own and others’ failure. [28] investigated the interplay of shared beliefs in supportive work contexts and learning from failure, the latter of which has a direct influence on group performance. Their findings also resonate with the consideration of associations among HR, PS, and LFF (H3 & H4).

Following [2], this study combines self-efficacy, response efficacy, and response into perceived avoidability, which in turn receives effects from LFF and exerts impacts on VCB. Hence, the following hypotheses suggest that:

- **H5**: LFF will be positively associated with perceived avoidability.
- **H6**: LFF will be positively associated with VCB.
- **H7**: Perceived avoidability will be positively associated with VCB.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

IS researchers are now increasingly combining in novel ways the informing theoretical perspectives and the methods that they use to conceive and execute their work [17]. This study, therefore, adopts a multistage and multimethod approach that consists of an expert panel, interview, behavioral experiments, and field survey to generate mutual-validating and complementary findings.

Given that LFF has not received much attention from the domain of IT security, proper re-contextualization must be in place. First, an expert panel will evaluate items adopted from the previous seminal works - Tucker & Edmondson [56] - to see if they demonstrate a proper amount of relevancy and goodness of fit. The experts will also address the cross-level migration of measures and make recommendations to add, remove, and modify items that are suitable for individual-level analysis of LFF behavior. The process will continue with multiple experts from both academic and industrial backgrounds. Students (must be seniors and have taken cybersecurity electives) and recently graduated alum (must work in cybersecurity capacity) are also included to provide their point of view as to whether these items can effectively elicit information. Second, a behavioral experiment of 2x2 between-subject factorial design will allow the study to reveal potential relationships endorsed by prior theories or unknown before. The dimensions are high/low threat severity/vulnerability and high/low failure experience in that we can measure their response to the constructs in all three factors except for the VCB. Third, a field survey will collect people’s perceptions of all three factors (dread, bridge, and coping) to test the research model in terms of generalizability.

[41] advocate multimethod research out of three purposes: expansion, corroboration, and compensation. In this study, a field survey instrument is conceived and distributed to collect psychometric data that generate analysis results encompassing a broad range of relationships among variables and their manifestations, expanding the scope of the investigation to include both antecedents and consequence of LFF or the bridge factor. The instrument and the experiment can use their results to inform and corroborate each other.
Lastly, the vastly distinctive idiosyncrasies of behavioral experiment and field survey allow them to compensate for their tacit limitations.

**Measures**

The measures used in the field survey will come from the following sources: previous literature (e.g., [25]; [28]; [56]), expert panel, and pre-testing. There are numerous studies in non-IS areas conducting an individual-level analysis of LFF behavior. However, most of them remain at the conceptualization level with a limited number of established measures. Even for those who do conduct empirical analysis, the measures are vaguely defined or delegated to some proxy measures. For example, Shperd captured the extent of learning by using a "then" measure, which is a retrospective self-report of one's competency before the delivery of the new course content that is collected after course delivery (at the time of the post-test). [22] used archival data of failed rocket launch to measure LFF. Therefore, the study will draw upon [21] recommended steps when selecting instruments to generate localized measures for IT security context, and then elicit feedback from experts, conduct pre-testing in experiments. The study will use deductive reasoning and feedback of interviews to decide the inclusion and exclusion of certain items. Furthermore, [42] recommend running a Q-sort to purify and validate the cross-contextual items.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

Despite its strong relevance and critical role in real-world practices among millions of information workers, fear-induced LFF is an unexplored area in IT security behavior research. The current IT security literature has developed a wealth of studies utilizing a variety of informing theoretical lenses [12]. This study, therefore, contributes to the knowledge accretion by bridging a gap in a widely accepted framework and aims to enhance the outcome of volitional security behavior that is essential to the alignment of cyber actions of end users and the desired posture of management within organizations.

There are major contributions afforded by this study. First, it challenges the assumptions that fear emotion, commonly deemed as a distraction, must be minimized for augmented learning performance such as reliability and concentration. This study contends that, with a moderated amount of fear emotion, the fear-induced LFF will positively affect information workers' security behavior (e.g., scan virus more often). Second, this study fills the void where a shortage of empirical works on fear-induced LFF are present at the individual level of analysis in both IS and non-IS disciplines. Third, this study responds to [17] by blending behavioral IS and organizational IS traditions through cross-paradigm combinative practices. Specifically, the study redefines the boundary conditions of organizational learning paradigm by extending its theoretical assumptions to IT security domain. Meanwhile, the study utilizes behavioral security conceptualizations and research methods to observe, analyze, and interpret organizational learning behavior, its antecedents, and consequences in novel ways. On the practice side, managers should realize the importance of nurturing a healthy organizational culture where attributional criticism should be reduced to the minimum while open sharing of failures should be bolstered and documented, as psychological safety is a crucial and positive enabler of fear-
induced LFF. In the meantime, managers should adjust the volume of fear stimuli to a reasonable level that is effective enough to arouse mental alertness in the workspace, but not too strong to discourage and impede end users’ proactive security coping behavior. Lastly, highly engaging hands-on training is an indispensable asset for information workers to be better prepared for unpredictable threats. Within the normal range of fear stimuli, there is a positive correlation between the intensity of hands-on training and LFF performance. In other words, when fear emotion is present, higher intensity training yields better results than lower intensity training.

There are also new directions along the line of this study. The interplay of LFF and learning from success (LFS), although received much attention in organizational behaviors, might exhibit unique traits and counter-intuitive characteristics when studying individual security behaviors. The effect strength of LFF on self-efficacy varies over time. Some research proposes that the later the failure occurs, the less power it has on an individual’s self-efficacy. However, this phenomenon remains unstudied in IT security. It would be interesting to see future research to investigate whether and how cognitive learning theory can enhance our understandings of LFF. Another noteworthy issue is correlated failures (e.g., the 2018 Facebook data leak associated with Cambridge Analytica) that require cross-boundary LFF to engage because the widespread adoption of a single standard solution (e.g., an email application) might increase information security risks in some contexts.
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ABSTRACT

Past research on individuals’ information security behaviors has focused on primary judgments of security events (i.e., whether the events pose threat to the individuals) but overlooked the importance of postdecisional judgments of the correctness of the primary judgments. This second type of judgments, usually measured with subjective confidence, is critical as it reflects an individual’s ability to monitor errors in the primary judgments and make corrections without explicit external feedback (such as the actual occurrence of the events). In this study, we draw upon the metacognitive literature to examine the underlying processes of postdecisional judgments and explore antecedents to the effectiveness of the judgments. We suggest that an extension from the primary judgments to the metacognitive, postdecisional judgments furthers our knowledge of the judgmental process of individuals in dealing with security risks. This has potentials in improving individuals’ security behaviors through training or other interventions.
ABSTRACT

In 2019, the number of smartphone users in the United States is estimated to be over 266 million, or 81% of the population. While smartphones, combined with a plethora of apps that are readily available, have become wholly integrated into our daily lives, they embody a multitude of risks for consumers. For example, most consumers use their smartphone as a repository of vast personal data, including address information, contacts, appointments, bank information, passwords, etc. While biometric security precautions such as faceID may thwart some unauthorized access, a host of additional security infractions may occur, resulting in an unsanctioned exposure of personal data.

The purpose of this study is to assess smartphone security practices. The specific research question examined in this study is: What is the current state of smartphone security awareness and practices among college business students? A survey of security-related practices was administered to students in multiple business classes at a regional public university in December 2019. A student population was chosen because this generation represents zealous adopters of smartphone technology. Survey questions were categorized as those related to ‘avoiding harmful behaviors and activities,’ ‘providing protection through phone settings and add-on utilities,’ and ‘preparing for disaster recovery.’ An analysis of the results of our survey are presented.

Topics: Smartphone security, business students, mobile devices, cell phones
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ABSTRACT

The cloud ecosystem has become an essential element in personal, enterprise, and social computing architectures. Clouds provide users with pervasive information services that scale on demand. These services are rendered by virtual machines and containers. They are critical in the delivery of scalable, low services via the cloud. If the integrity of a container or a virtual machine is doubted, the cloud is irrelevant. This study introduces a new approach to confirming the integrity of cloud-based resources. The new approach uses data visualization. The raw contents of virtual machines and containers are depicted using two dimensional, colorized visualizations. Analysts can use the visualizations to detect malware and other anomalies. Earlier tests indicate it is empirically effective. But what do users think of it? A survey is conducted to assess user perceptions of the new approach. The results indicate the new approach has high relative advantage, compatibility, and observability although it rates lower in trialability and complexity.

KEYWORDS: Diffusion of Innovations, Information Security, Visualization, Cloud Computing

INTRODUCTION

The cloud ecosystem has become an essential element in personal, enterprise, and social computing architectures. Clouds provide users with pervasive information services that scale on demand. These services are rendered by virtual machines (VMs) and containers. Containers and virtual machines (VMs) are isolated units which consist of applications, supporting software, and data. They are critical in the delivery of scalable, low-cost services via the cloud. If the integrity of virtual machines or containers is doubted, the cloud is irrelevant [8]. Thus, the security of containers and virtual machines is paramount.

Traditional approaches to ensuring the security of cloud-based resources includes manual inspection, inline malware detection, and network access control. Although these approaches are well-known and widely-applicable, they have several limitations: (1) they can be detected by sophisticated malware [9], (2) they are subject to manipulation [7], (3) they are generally designed for a specific guest operating system or hypervisor [25], (4) they impact the performance of the host server, and (5) their outputted results are not easy to read or interpret [15]. Of all of these limitations, the latter is the most troubling. Users cannot respond to security alerts if they cannot interpret them.
Recently, a new approach to investigating the security of containers and virtual machines was developed. This approach overcomes the shortcomings in previous methods of cloud security. It uses visualizations to depict the raw contents of VM disks and container files. The process works as follows: from a peering point within the hypervisor, the binary data associated with virtual machine disk image or container file is accessed. Byte values are passed through a privacy-preserving hash and then mapped to corresponding colors from the ASCII color table. Each byte value becomes a colored pixel in a two-dimensional, colored visualization (see Figure 1, below). For each visualization, regions are identified using techniques such as image segmentation and features describing the regions are extracted. It is possible to recognize the signs of malware within the visualization of an infected VM or container.

This new, visual approach to cloud security was autonomically evaluated using machine learning and computer vision. The evaluation yielded a number of visual markers can be used to identify malware in cloud resources. Analysts could the proposed new approach to confirm that a suspected VM or container is compromised and should be quarantined, etc. If further developed, it would tentatively be deployed within cloud operations centers. Analysts would use the artifact to inspect suspicious VMs. It theoretically stands to provide significant value.

However, the full benefits of this approach will not be realized if potential users find it unwieldy or complex. Hence, the purpose of this study is to empirically evaluate users’ perceptions of the new approach. If user views of the new approach are generally positive than development will continue as planned. However, if feedback indicate a negative overall perception than the new approach will be modified accordingly.

The perceived characteristics of the new approach are evaluated using a framework called the Perceived Attributes of Innovations. The framework was originally developed by Rogers (1983). It consists of 5 constructs: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. A survey of potential adopters is performed in order to evaluate the artifact. The
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constructs are operationalized via a survey instrument developed by Moore and Benbasat (1991). Multivariate analysis is used to interpret potential user feedback. The results are expected to confirm the efficacy of the proposed approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the next section is the background. It reviews cloud security and introduces the Perceived Attributes of Innovations framework. The next section describes the use of the artifact in more detail and provides hypotheses regarding user perceptions of the new approach to cloud security. The following section contains the methodology section. It describes the sample, measures, procedure, and analysis. The next section is the results. Finally, concluding comments are offered.

BACKGROUND

This section provides background information on two topics. First, it discusses methods and limitations in cloud security. Next, it reviews the components in the Perceived Attributes of Innovations framework.

Cloud Computing Security

Clouds are the predominant architecture for scalable, efficient computing. Within the cloud hierarchy, the most important layer is that which contains client software and data. Hence, containers and virtual machines are a prime target for attack. They contain the applications, data, and configurations which are essential to providing high quality services. The purpose of the attack could be to create denial of service conditions within the cloud, compromise supported services, extract revenge on the associated persons or organizations, or to steal or infect hosted data [16] [26]. Virtual machines also receive extensible shares of computing resources.

After gaining control of a virtual machine, attackers may use it as a platform for installing their own software [27]. Alternatively, the target may not be the virtual machine itself but some resource within the cloud. For instance, the virtual machine could be used a springboard to launch attacks on other guests or for side-channel attacks on high-value targets. It could also become a spoke in an advanced persistent attack, reconfigured to serve as a command, communication, or control hub.

Compromised virtual machines are difficult to detect [2]. Each new generation of malware is increasingly subtle. To avoid detection, sophisticated malware will conceal itself by focusing on two areas: (1) minimizing its footprint within the operating system and (2) obstructing internal security scans. Code may be distributed between hard disk and memory in order to camouflage the installation base. Malware may also attempt to confound internal security scanners. They may time operations to only occur in the periods between security checks. They may also disable or debilitate onboard security software [3]. Some clever anti-malware programs can even detect introspection based security scans [4]. In such cases, the compromised virtual machine will give little or no indication of malfeasance.
Most cloud security incidents are initially detected by automated monitoring tools. Because they are generally tuned to minimize the risk of false-negative errors, these tools cast a wide net of suspicion. Depending on the scale of the incident, the automated tools may implicate rather long lists of VMs and containers. Typically, these assets have to wait in quarantine until they can be forensically investigated and cleared. This could anger clients and increase operational costs for the cloud service provider. Hence, a human analyst is generally required to review log files and either clear the suspected VM / container or delete it.

The safe / compromised decision is not easy to make. It carries significant weight because it involves customer assets. Often conflicting reports make the decision harder. In practice, an unsure analyst may leave a suspected VM or container in quarantine for an extended period of time. Hence, there is a need for clear definitive proof that a VM or container is compromised. The proposed new visual approach to cloud security seeks to fulfill the need.

**Perceived Attributes of Innovations**

The Perceived Attributes of Innovations is a framework of constructs for characterizing the relative benefits of an innovation [20]. An innovation is a new idea. It is a concept which replaces an old idea. In this case, the new innovation is a proposed new approach to assessing the integrity of cloud-based assets. The concept of perception is important. Although a new innovation could be technologically superior, give better results, provide efficiency, etc., it must first be adopted by end users [1][5]. Perceptions of potential adopters are very important. Individual impressions outweigh technological benefits when it comes to human decision making. The concept of relatively is also important. The new innovation must be compared against the status quo concept that it stands to replace. In this case, the new, visual approach to cloud security replaces traditional methods and techniques [12] [19]. Hence the potential benefits of the new approach are interpreted relative to the current techniques.

Rogers gives a list of 5 attributes of innovations to consider [21][22]. These attributes have been widely used over the past decades with consistent reaffirmation of their validity. They are sound predictors of future behavior [13]. The five attributes are: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, observability, and trialability.

Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than the idea it replaces. The degree of relative advantage is often expressed as economic profitability, social prestige, or other benefits. Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, needs, and past experience of potential adopters. It is suggested s that the compatibility of an innovation, as perceived by members of a social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption. Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being difficult to use. The complexity of an innovation is generally found to be inversely proportional to the rate of its adoption. Observability is the degree to which the results of using an innovation are observable to others. Watching others’ use of a new innovation before testing and adopting is part of the information collection which is performed prior to personal use. Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with before adoption. The ability to test an innovation before adopting it is a critical factor in the success of an innovation’s diffusion.
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HYPOTHESES

The newly developed approach for cloud security uses visualizations to detect malware present in VM or container files. It presents a number of advantages over prevailing methods; it incorporates visual aids for conveying information, it mitigates information overload, and it provides authoritative information to support decision making [11]. Visual evidence of malware within a virtual machine disk or container file is more intuitive than reports [18]. Further, decisions based on this information are easier to justify to cloud customers. If a string of malicious code can be visually presented to customers then they will be less apt to complain [14].

An example of a rootkit embedded in a python library within a container is depicted in Figure 2 (below). The left image projects a container image file with a rootkit. The image on the right is a depiction of the same container except it has no malware installed. A comparison of the two visualizations clarifies where the malware begins and ends.

Figure 2: Visual Recognition of Malware Within a Container

The proposed new, visual method for inspecting the integrity of VMs and containers is expected to be well-received among potential users. It requires significantly less training than methods which rely on log reading and analysis. This approach only requires users make comparisons between visualizations of known-good VMs or containers and their counterparts used in production. Differences between the images are indicative of anomalies. When anomalous areas
are located the potential users would consult a database of visual malware signatures in order to source the intrusion. In the future, this step will be computer-aided. This approach can be taught to undergraduates in approximately an hour because relatively little technical expertise is required.

In terms of hypotheses, several conjectures are offered. The proposed new method demonstrates relative advantage over existing methods [10]. It requires less log reading, makes decision-making easier, and takes less time. Hence:

**H1: The new approach will offer relative advantage.**

The new approach is also expected to offer greater levels of compatibility with organizational goals, values, needs and past experiences of potential users. This is because the proposed approach to integrity checking is aligned with organizational needs and it diminishes the difficulty that analysts face in trying to reach the correct classification decisions [17]. Therefore, the following hypothesis is offered:

**H2: The new approach will offer compatibility with adopters’ needs.**

Although the new approach is different and it requires new analytical skills, it is expected to be less complex than the approaches which involve cross-comparison of logs, activity files, and malware detection reports [6]. Hence, the third hypothesis is:

**H3: The proposed new approach will be less complex than existing approaches.**

In terms of observability, it is expected that the proposed approach will offer significant benefits over other approaches. It will be easier to follow someone’s efforts using the visual approach compared to approaches which involve file analysis and log reading [23]. Thus, the fourth hypothesis is:

**H4: The proposed new approach will be more observable than existing approaches.**

Finally, the new method is expected to be easier to trial and evaluate than other methods. This is because the new method requires less training and experience than other methods. It would be easier to evaluate the new method than other methods, because prevailing methods are difficult to test out [24]. Hence it is proposed:

**H5: The proposed new approach will be easier to trial than existing approaches.**

**METHODS**

The purpose of the methods section is to evaluate user perceptions of the proposed new approach for cloud security testing. The hypotheses outlined in the previous section will be evaluated.
The method of data collection is online survey. The survey is comprised of scales for operationalizing the constructs of the Perceived Attributes of Innovations. It is based on the measures developed by Moore and Benbasat (1991). The survey consisted of 22 items. Relative advantage and complexity both has 6 items. Compatibility has 3 items. Observability has 5 items. Trialability has 2 items. The items are rated using Likert-style scales with 1 – 5 point responses (1 = strongly disagree; 3= neither agree nor disagree; 5 = strongly agree).

The population of interest includes all individuals who work in the information technology field who either deploy VMs or containers, manage cloud architectures, or work in cloud security. A realistic sample of this population was achieved by recruiting 178 IT professionals from around the globe. The individuals all had prior experience using public clouds such as Azure, AWS, or Google. The subjects were recruited using an online platform called Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were offered a two dollar Amazon credit for participating in the survey. Prior to beginning the survey, the subjects were screened to ensure that they had some background in cloud computing and cyber security. Some basic questions regarding virtual machines, containers, and cloud security were presented. Those who did not correctly answer the questions were not included in the analysis. This resulted in a final sample of 172 individuals.

After the surveys were completed the data was analyzed using SPSS. Tests of sample size, response bias, normality, and linearity were conducted with favorable results. The data is found to be sufficient for multivariate analysis. After tabulating the demographic data (Table 1), a factor analysis of the Perceived Attributes of Innovations is performed (Table 2). The results indicate that the items load onto their respective factors without significant cross loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18 – 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>22 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>41 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Over 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Less than high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Some college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Some Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Graduate Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1 – 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4 – 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6- 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>More than 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample Demographics
The results of the study are summarized in Table 3. As predicted, the artifact was favorably received by the subjects. The visual approach to integrity inspection was found to have relative advantage, compatibility, and observability. For these characteristics, the respondents averaged above 4.0 on a scale of 1 – 5 (average score of 4.4). The new approach was found to be less favorable in terms of trialability (average score of 3.1) and complexity (mean of 2.8). Given that a 3.0 / 5.0 indicates that a subject neither agreed nor disagreed with a statement, the subjects were neutral regarding the latter aspects. Hence, hypotheses three and five are rejected. The results are summarized in Table 3 (below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Latent Construct</th>
<th>ADV</th>
<th>COMPLEX</th>
<th>COMPAT</th>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>TRIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Advantage</td>
<td>ADV1</td>
<td>.884</td>
<td>.337</td>
<td>.345</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADV2</td>
<td>.849</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADV3</td>
<td>.926</td>
<td>.341</td>
<td>.297</td>
<td>.288</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADV4</td>
<td>.878</td>
<td>.211</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>.229</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADV5</td>
<td>.914</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>.394</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADV6</td>
<td>.909</td>
<td>.253</td>
<td>.293</td>
<td>.274</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>COMPLEX1</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td>.395</td>
<td>.394</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPLEX2</td>
<td>.204</td>
<td>.872</td>
<td>.345</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td>.387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPLEX3</td>
<td>.349</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td>.402</td>
<td>.459</td>
<td>.392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPLEX4</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td>.812</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>.432</td>
<td>.293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPLEX5</td>
<td>.248</td>
<td>.835</td>
<td>.395</td>
<td>.473</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPLEX6</td>
<td>.450</td>
<td>.836</td>
<td>.464</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td>.348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>COMPAT1</td>
<td>.490</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td>.921</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td>.299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPAT2</td>
<td>.394</td>
<td>.293</td>
<td>.874</td>
<td>.505</td>
<td>.512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPAT3</td>
<td>.376</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td>.935</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>OBS1</td>
<td>.402</td>
<td>.503</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS2</td>
<td>.483</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>.478</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS3</td>
<td>.439</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td>.283</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td>.304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS4</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td>.451</td>
<td>.385</td>
<td>.876</td>
<td>.421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS5</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td>.403</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td>.881</td>
<td>.487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>TRIAL1</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.359</td>
<td>.815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRIAL2</td>
<td>.489</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td>.449</td>
<td>.479</td>
<td>.801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Loading and Cross-Loading Matrix

RESULTS
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Mean Response</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>The new approach will offer relative advantage</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>The new approach will offer compatibility with adopters’ needs</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>The proposed new approach will be less complex than existing approaches</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>The proposed new approach will be more observable than existing approaches</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>The proposed new approach will be easier to trial than existing approaches</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of Analysis

CONCLUSIONS

This research investigated user perceptions of a new visual approach to inspecting the integrity of cloud-based assets such as virtual machines and containers. The new method was evaluated by potential users. The results are generally positive. The new approach is seen as offering relative advantage, compatibility, and observability. Two aspects of the new approach were found to be less desirable. Respondents had neutral opinions about the complexity and trialability. Although the new method requires less training and time commitment than other methods, individuals who are already versed in traditional approaches to integrity checking may see the new approach as requiring more effort. More testing will be required to confirm this. Further, the new method perceived as being harder to trial. Perhaps this is a corollary of the perceived complexity. If a concept is difficult to understand then it would be hard to test. Future research will be focused on testing the impact of user perceptions on behavioral intentions and usage behavior.
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Numerous studies have shown the importance of self-discipline in the success of students in learning. In this research, we investigated students’ perceived responsibility for learning (PRL) at the post-secondary level. We surveyed junior and senior level undergraduate students enrolled in a business and a non-business four-year degree program. In addition, we surveyed the faculty for their perceptions of the shared responsibility for learning between students and instructors.
While online classes become more popular in higher education, there have been challenges to students’ learning experience in online learning. One critical challenge would be providing interactions between students and instructors as good or effective as in the face-to-face learning. Prior research on student success in online college courses has pointed out that the interactions between students, their peers, and their professors in online courses are different from those in face-to-face courses. Students may perceive the lack of interactions in online courses because instructors and peer students are not physically present together. Such lack of interactions due to no physical presence may negatively affect student performance in online learning. In this study, we introduce social presence in online learning as an alternative to physical presence in the face-to-face learning, and investigate the role of social presence as student learning experience in online learning. While gender difference has been studied in traditional face-to-face learning, there have been few empirical studies on gender difference in online learning, whose results are often contradictory. In addition, there has been little research that investigates the effect of gender difference on social presence in online learning. In this study, we also attempt to examine the role of gender difference in building social presence in online learning. Thus, we pose the following research questions.

How can we promote social presence in online learning?

What is the role of gender difference in establishing social presence in online learning?

In answering the questions, we draw on the social presence and online learning literature, and propose a research model to explain how interactive communication tools can drive social presence and student satisfaction in online learning.

To test the research model, we collected survey data from undergraduate students who were taking online business statistics courses where an interactive communication tool was required to use for class communication and collaboration. Preliminary data analysis shows that social presence driven by tool interactivity has a significant impact on student satisfaction in online learning, in which social presence fully mediates between interactivity and satisfaction. This finding implies that not only interactive tools but any other tools or activities that can increase social presence may contribute to student satisfaction in online learning. Thus, educators may be able to take advantage of this finding by employing a tool or an activity to help students build higher social presence in online learning. Our results also show that gender difference moderates the relationship between interactivity and social presence in online learning.
Problem-based learning is the latest name for a teaching philosophy that is as old as Ancient Greece. Whether you call it Socratic Inquiry, case-based teaching, problem-based learning or even “flipped” teaching, the essential concept is to challenge the student to think, applying knowledge gained to solve a problem. As this teaching approach has begun to challenge traditional, lecture-based teaching, the design of classrooms has been called into question. A flat or tiered room, with desks or tables in neat rows, is not seen as an ideal setting for collaborative work. In our own school, several traditional classrooms were converted to Problem-Based classrooms at considerable expense. This paper explores whether moving students into these high-tech classrooms improves the learning experience, measured as student satisfaction with their class.
One of the primary missions of higher education is to ensure that students gain skills and knowledge that will be a foundation for future academic and career success. However, many students enter college and are unsure about what they can do to help themselves succeed. We argue that an awareness of student learning styles can help both students and faculty have better learning transparency so that the focus is on mastery of course content. Our work augments a growing base of literature focused on the use of student learning style data to promote greater student success in collegiate coursework. Preliminary results are presented to describe the predominate learning style of students in three different decision science oriented courses. Suggestions for additional analysis are presented. Our aim is to understand how student learning styles and course pedagogical practice correlate to student performance. We assert that this knowledge is critical to inform course design and re-design within the discipline.
Hope Baker will discuss the evolution of assessment in the Coles College of Business, from the creation of a course-embedded assurance of learning model for AACSB purposes in the mid-2000's to a comprehensive assessment plan for courses, programs and student success metrics designed to satisfy requirements of multiple accrediting bodies. Assessment methods, faculty involvement, staff and IT support needs, and the shift in emphasis to a Student Success focus are among the topics to be discussed.

Diane Lending will discuss an integrated system for program learning improvement. A pig never fattened up because it was weighed. Similarly, students do not learn more because they are assessed. In this presentation, I present a model and example of demonstrating evidence for learning improvement at the program level based upon the premise of weighing the pig, feeding the pig, and reweighing the pig. In other words, I will describe the process of assessing a learning objective, designing and implementing an intervention that crosses the curriculum, and reassessing progress relative to the objective.
As Software organizations look at methods to introduce Blockchain concepts to populations, a combined approach of use case and classroom methods has been implemented at an HBCU since 2017. This research looks at which methods were implemented to introduce Blockchain technology using partnerships from several organizations to implement the technology to diverse undergraduate and graduate students. The research will also discuss challenges and shortcomings of the effort and next steps in the research.
How colleges of business operationalize their governance structures has received scant attention in the management education literature. Yet, today's business faculty are tasked with making meaningful contributions to their community, corporate stakeholders, as well as in research and student learning, making faculty performance outputs key to metrics of college success. To address the literature gap, we briefly review the history of university governance and then 1) create four categories of decisions and suggest varying degrees of faculty input (voice vs. vote) for each, and 2) propose alternative governance options for colleges of business to be considered in the contemporary reality, each with pros and cons. We suggest the most appropriate governance approach depends upon the college's external environment, culture, and other contextual dimensions. Finally, we provide guidance for future research.
Corporate Partnerships: A Key to Success of Business Schools

Dr. Margaret Thompson, Dr. Jacob Chacko, Ms. Krystle Carter
1 Clayton State University

For Business Schools to succeed in the future, they need to develop strong partnerships with businesses, ensure the professionalism of their graduates, incorporate experiential learning into the curriculum, embrace lifelong learning of students and faculty, be agile in programming and curriculum, leverage technology, look for interdisciplinary collaborations, and be truly global in thought, program, and plan. The Corporate Partnership program and the career spine address most of these critical success factors.

The College of Business at Clayton State University has integrated a Career Spine within the business curricula that provides 21st Century Work Skills along with both broad and major-specific business knowledge. The Career Spine connects faculty members and Corporate Partners with students through core business courses. The Corporate Partner Program is designed to develop a talent pipeline for our Corporate Partners for internship and job placement. The Career Spine within the Business Core Curriculum, along with active engagement of Corporate Partners, ensure that students are career ready at graduation. Members of the Corporate Partner Program serve as Advisory Board Members; Executives-in-Residence who mentor students; and Employers-In-Residence who ensure their career readiness. While the Career Spine offers immense benefits to our students, it also offers our Corporate Partners priority access to a steady supply of well-prepared business graduates.

This paper summarizes key research about corporate partnerships in Business Schools, reports results of a successful Corporate Partnership Program, and provides guidance for successful implementation of a Corporate Partnership Program.

Key words: corporate partner, Business Schools, career readiness, Advisory Board
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a statistical method that draws on production function tenets to calculate efficiency measures based on input/output ratios and “has emerged as a preeminent methodology for assessing the relative efficiency of decision-making units.” (Fizel and D’Ittri, 1999, p. 570) Keyword searches for “DEA” yield thousands of articles covering wide-ranging topics from marketing benchmarking (Donthu, Hershberger, and Osmonbekov, 2005), to sports management (Howard and Miller, 1993), to education (Mayston, 2003). Despite the sound foundation for Data Envelopment Analysis logic and applications, as well as a forty-year track record and wide acceptance in a number of fields, the usage of DEA in management (particularly, strategy, human resources, and organizational behavior) business curriculum and research remain scarce. Why does the usage of DEA in mainstream management literature and management business curriculum remain so limited?

In this paper, we provide evidence of what appear to be isolated pockets of DEA usage in the management literature. Given this, we endeavor to spark debate across a wide audience consisting of existing management scholars, Ph.D. students, practitioners, and curriculum designers. More specifically, we discuss: (a) recent DEA usage in management and business research, (b) reasons for using DEA more frequently in management research and practice, and, (c) DEA coverage in the curriculums of top research schools. Our study of this topic contributes to discussions about DEA methodology in management research and management curriculum design. In addition, we also link our findings to the discussion pertaining to scientific advancement, specifically the tension between integration and specialization, and following Mudambi, Hannigan, and Kline (2012), we use Ph.D. programs in management as the study context.
Design Innovation for Masters in IS/IT: An Accelerated Program Model to Meet Workforce Gap Needs

Dr. Albert J. Wynne 1, Dr. Elizabeth Baker 1
1. Virginia Commonwealth University

This paper presents an innovative design for creating an accelerated Masters in Information System degree program for the purpose of addressing the IT/IS workforce gap for mid-level to senior level professionals who can lead the technologists who are graduating from associate degree, bachelor degree, and certificate programs. The curriculum is designed to be more affordable and more aggressive in producing qualified IS/IT professional leaders.
The use of experiential learning-based assignments and projects in higher education has been well cited as a positive way to improve learning (Kolb and Kolb, 2005; Trautrimis et al., 2016, 2000; Xu and Yang, 2010, and many others). The Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) posits that new experiences create new knowledge and understanding through the interaction of acquisition and transformation (Kayes, 2002). Much of the recent literature uses Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (LSI) survey to support the tenets of the experimental learning process (Hawk and Shah, 2007; Kamis and Kahn, 2009; Peterson and Kolb, 2018). Although there are a limited number of studies that compare learning styles to performance (Armstrong and Mahund, 2008), the use of Kolb’s LSI as a predictor or identifier of student performance has yet to be examined. In this paper we examine student performance in a business simulation and compare the results to the LSI profile to determine the relationship between learning style and simulation performance. Specifically, we are interested in the following research questions:

1) Simulation Performance: Are there performance differences between the LSI constructs (CE – concrete experience, RO – reflective observation, AC – abstract conceptualization, AE – active experimentation, CE-AC and AE-RO)?

2) Student Major: Does one’s business major favor one of the Kolb LSI constructs?

3) Gender and simulation outcome: Does gender play a role in selection of the LSI constructs? Is gender a factor in simulation performance?

The preliminary results indicate a pattern of performance within the Kolb profiles and suggests that student performance can be influenced by additional factors including major and gender, which has been reported in a prior study (Garber, et.al., 2017). The authors invite those who use, or are considering the use of, business simulations in their pedagogy to collaborate in this ongoing study to expand scope of the initial research findings.
The purpose of this study was to assess the current views of employers in the IT field with regard to IT certifications for entry-level employees. A literature review was completed as well as a survey project which investigated the opinions of major employers of James Madison University Computer Information System graduates. Employers value perspective entry-level employees with these certifications as well as encourage and support current employees to obtain them. Preparing CIS degree program students for the more valuable technology certifications is a desirable goal which would lead program faculty to introduce/improve courses that support students’ efforts to obtain certifications.
Enhancing Student Learning Through an Iterative Self-Based and Peer-Performance Comparison System

Regular Session

Dr. Kameleddine Benameur
1. Gulf University for Science and Technology

This paper aims to pilot an iterative, student-centered, learning process that focuses on reflection and evaluation of practice, through the use of the Pearson’s MyLab platform. We expect that this e-learning platform will empower students to engage more effectively with feedback to improve their performance as it integrates key pedagogical pillars of self-assessment and self-reflection. Peer-Performance Comparison is made through another platform, the LMS used being Moodle, making the overall results available so students could share them. The new system also includes limitation on the number of attempts thus motivating them to focus in order to achieve higher scores.

The accounting education is facing many challenges at different levels. The future that seems to be dominated by artificial intelligence including in the accounting sphere does not leave the future accountants any choice but to raise to the challenge. It is however as challenging as ever for educators to enhance student learning when technology invades any available student attention and captures every intelligent moment. The answer would be to use the technology rather than resist this transformational moment. Even if artificial intelligence and augmented data analytics could change the future of the accounting profession, in modern accounting education it is expected that students’ interactivity in the classroom and within Learning Management Systems would improve learning outcomes.

Nowadays, the accounting profession and by ricochet the accounting education is living a great transformation. It is driven by the technology and changing expectations of the market. It requires educators to be on the forefront of the arising issues and challenges. Educators have the responsibility to lead the way. The amount of change, therefore the amount of opportunities, is greater than ever. Creating an environment where students embrace the change, and using the right methods to improve their involvement and achievement, is a very stimulating and fulfilling prospect. One of those strategies, is to enhance the students’ learning through the use of hands on e-learning system. We add the disclosure of the overall results in the LMS as a motivating factor for better achievements. This simple step is expected to have significant impact on academic success in accounting courses.
Ethical Issues in Online Accounting Education

Regular Session

Dr. Patsy Lewellyn

1. University of South Carolina Aiken

This paper will review current literature in online education, specifically online accounting education, focusing on ethical issues, addressed and presently unaddressed but potentially significant. Ethical issues identified in extant literature will be categorized using a model of online education (Simonson et al., 2002). Building on previous studies the author will provide experience (personal and that of colleagues) of issues that have been experienced in the online environment, bringing to light subtle, perhaps overlooked, ethical questions yet to be explored.
A pig never fattened up because it was weighed.” Similarly, students do not learn more because they are assessed. In this presentation, we present a model and example of demonstrating evidence for learning improvement at the program level based upon the premise of weighing the pig, feeding the pig, and reweighing the pig. In other words, we will describe the process of assessing a learning objective, designing and implementing an intervention that crosses the curriculum, and reassessing progress relative to the objective. The objective chosen was a soft-skill: “Students will be able to conduct an effective requirements elicitation interview.” The program was the Computer Information Systems program at James Madison University. The results have been amazing; in just one year, the students’ skills have increased by 1.13 on a 5-point scale, with an effect size of over 3 standard deviations. In our presentation, we will describe the motivation behind and the design for the project. We will explain the step-by-step procedure used. We will discuss the motivating techniques we used to get faculty involved in this project. We will also show videos of student interviews before and after the intervention.
First Gen[ethics]: Fostering Mutual Understanding for Greater Success

Regular Session

Mr. James Winfield
1
1. Benedict College

According to a 2019 report from The Pell Institute for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education, the percentage of “students with the potential to be first-generation college students” sits at 60% across all races (The Pell Institute for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education, 2019, p. 22). With this substantive number of first-generation college students (FGCS) coming to college, it is the responsibility of institutions to support them in achieving academic success. This session will share trends and practices to consider when designing programs centered around the success of FGCS along with the various nuances that may affect these students as they navigate the collegiate environment.
Grants Requirement and Faculty Performance Assessment at Selected Business Colleges

Dr. Kai Koong 1, Dr. Lai Liu 2, Dr. Haoyu Wen 3, Mrs. Yuntao Zhang 3
1. Tuskegee University, 2. The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, 3. Xidian University

As corporate and governmental grant money play an increasing important role in research and service, more and more universities are expecting faculty to participate in grantsmanship. This is understandable because budgets for higher educations are getting smaller. Institutions are being asked to either do more with less or to begin doing less with less. Obviously, grants are a source that can be tapped. Using a convenient sample, this pilot study examines grantsmanship requirements and faculty performance assessment at selected business schools. In particular, this study examines the practice of grantsmanship at AACSB accredited institutions as to how these sources are valued in the performance matrices. Faculty, administrators and unions will find this study interesting.
Higher Education Can Improve Efficiency, Reduce Waste, and Save Millions: Some Remarkably Simple Changes

Regular Session

Dr. Taiwo Amoo ¹, Dr. Hershey H Friedman ¹

¹. BROOKLYN COLLEGE, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Most institutions of higher learning have a mindset that might have made sense in the industrial age but is dangerous in the knowledge economy. One researcher claims that half of the 4,000 colleges and universities in the United States will be bankrupt within the next few decades. Change is coming whether colleges and universities like it or not. Think of what is happening to the newspapers and retailers. The institutions of higher education that survive will be the ones that learn how to eliminate waste and be efficient. This paper highlights several simple changes that have the potential of saving colleges millions of dollars. These freed up resources may then be used to improve quality.

Keywords: Reducing waste in education, networking universities, merging colleges, hierarchical organizational structure, administrative bloat, silo-busting, RCM, prioritizing criteria, outcomes assessment, and academic departments.
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) School of Business has a large program of online/self-passed/pass-fail/1 credit courses in Digital Literacy. School administrators observed that these classes traditional have a pass rate in the 70% range. They sought to determine the reason for the low pass rate. They concluded there were two major issue: procrastination on the student's part and students not completing the training and/or wait until the very end of the semester to schedule their exams. New policies including required Sequential Modules and early first exam attempt deadlines were initiated for Fall 2019. This paper will compare previous semester results vs. current ones to see if new policies were effective in improving the pass level.
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION AT STUDENTS’ FINGERTIPS: USING LMS PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK MECHANISMS TO RETURN CONTROL OF LEARNING PROGRESS TO STUDENTS

ABSTRACT
Many introductory or online courses face high “DFW” issues. High failure rates can be attributed to many factors, but the consequences are significant not only to students and instructors but the society and future workforce. This study documents a series of experiments by applying different performance feedback mechanisms to provide students with real time performance signals and to keep them informed about their learning outcomes. The background of this study is a self-guided software learning course (Microsoft Office Suite) with five individual modules: Basic Computing, Word, Excel, Access and Power Point. Instructors serve as coaches to guide the progress of modules, remind students of the deadline and solve technical and learning problems. One of the major concerns in this course was the low performance of student's learning outcome. Since this course involves 22 assignments (15 training, 3 projects, and 4 midterms) with various weights assigned to each assignment, students frequently asked instructors to calculate/update their current performance. Feedback research has shown that providing prompt and meaningful feedback to learners about their learning status is beneficial to motivate them to continue their learning journey and achieve their final goals. Apparently, student's knowledge of their performance at any moment can be significant information for them to identify their learning gap, current performance and strategies to steer their future effort in time to reach their expected outcome.

Three different controls were implemented to three different groups of students (28 students in each group) under the same instructor. The first experiment was to teach students to apply the grading formula posted on the syllabus so students can obtain their status any time on their own. The second experiment was to apply the assignment grouping mechanism and assignment weighting scale embedded in the Learning Management Systems (LMS) so that the overall performance can be published on the LMS synchronously with the assignment Software. The third experiment was to creatively modify the performance feedback mechanism provided by LMS since the mathematical logic behind the grading program is not reflecting the actual scores in relationship with the formula.

The results show that DFW rates under the first and second experiment experienced minor decrease of DFW rates from the baseline but students under the third experiment experienced more significant decrease. The findings suggest that true performance feedback that allows students to access at any time returns control to students. This technology-enabled feedback mechanism helps direct students’ continual effort and enable them to devise productive strategies to reach their learning goals. Statistics will be presented at SEDSI.
Learning Engaged Scholarship through a MIS STEM Camp

Regular Session

Dr. April Reed 1, Mrs. Lyubov Sluder 1
1. East Carolina University

Many students in public education are limited in their access to Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education. STEM camps are a common method used to introduce students to these important disciplines. This research study began as an Engaged Scholarship project; a Management Information Systems (MIS) STEM camp to introduce participants to technology and targeting middle and high school girls. Surveys were used to measure the impact of the camp. Statistical analysis of results did not show a significant increase in attitudes towards technology, however, a positive change did occur in their confidence in the ability to perform technical work.
Leveraging a Service-learning Approach to Teach a Graduate Course in Data Governance

Dr. Uma Gupta 1  
1. University of South Carolina at Upstate

Organizations recognize that taming the data lion is not an easy task. The volume, veracity, and variety of data that organizations must absorb and manage has exceeded the human capacity to manage and process data. This drives the need for strong data governance.

Data governance is defined as a set of policies, procedures, and processes to ensure that organizational data is treated as an asset. Data governance is the collective responsibility of all employees as it impacts the relationship between accessibility, usability, reliability, and timeliness of data and quality of decisions made by individuals and teams in an organization.

This paper relates to a first-time graduate course in data governance that was taught at a medium-sized university in the Northeast. Rather than take a lecture-based approach, service-learning was used as a vehicle to teach students about the complexities of data governance and the “messiness” and challenges of crafting and implementing the core concepts of data governance.

Experts and practitioners of data governance know that while it looks easy on paper, it is extremely difficult to implement data governance in the real-world. This is because data governance is not a one-time project or a short-term initiative. It is a commitment that organizational leaders must make to ensure that data, which is dynamic and error-prone, will be treated and leveraged as an invaluable asset.

Service-learning is an excellent vehicle to teach data governance. Abstract concepts, such as usability or access, and over-simplified language such as policies and processes come to life through service-learning. Students face the arduous task of working on projects, some of which may have no clear starting place. There is no one final deliverable in data governance. Each deliverable becomes the input to the next deliverable and the next and so on.

This approach is not something that students are comfortable with. It teaches them to look long-term even as they address the short-term issues. They must become strategic thinkers and implementors of everyday tactics while continuously striving to help the organization become more sophisticated in data-driven decision-making. The class was divided into three teams of four students each. Each team worked with a different organization on a data governance project. In other words, the course had three project sponsors with different data governance projects. Each organization was at a different maturity level when it came to data governance. In addition, the culture of the organization and the sponsor's engagement with the student also influenced student learning.

This paper captures the lessons learned from using a problem-based learning approach, student feedback, and opportunities to strengthen service-learning as a vehicle for active learning in the classroom.
With supply chain security awareness at an all-time high, new technologies have enabled managers to create innovative solutions to secure their supply chains. One such emerging technology is Blockchain. Yet, despite successes with the application of this innovation, it is so new that there is no mention of it in most supply chain and operations textbooks. Further, existing only in code and on digital platforms, blockchain remains an area where confusion runs high and understanding remains low. When describing blockchain as a distributed, decentralized, immutable public ledger, unfamiliar audiences can become lost in such a definition. Through two classroom exercises, the goal of this Teaching Brief is to equip students and professors with first-hand knowledge of how blockchain functions.
Recent research identifies the group following the Millennials as “Zoomers” or Generation Z. Differing from Millennials who seek, among other things, to “make a difference”, Zoomers are more pragmatic and are motivated by career advancement and money. As a result, the current set of traditional college-aged students seek ways to meet those goals. Of interest to many are the options and financial choices facing them after graduation. This presentation demonstrates how the core elements of introductory finance courses can be extended to provide greater meaning and context. Examples include how credit scores (e.g. bond ratings), credit card debt (short-term financing and cash management), school loans (long-term debt and capital budgeting/rationing), retirement planning (Investments and security analysis), and evaluating employment compensation (risk/return, project evaluation) match up with the elemental topics normally covered. Employing these examples through small-scale projects and utilizing Excel as the calculation engine has seen a greater level of engagement by students and at the same time facilitated specific learning outcomes.
Management Skills Desired by College Business Students and Business Employers

Dr. Marjorie McInerney
1
1. Marshall University, Lewis College of Business

Workplace jobs are changing with lifetime employment a thing of the past. Students and employees will face a lifetime of multiple occupations/jobs. The primary focus of employment and job change could very well be the skills that people acquire through education and employment. Job skills that are necessary for managers in business has become topic of concern in colleges of business. Beyond initial job skills, colleges should be concerned with developing career planning as an important skill for students and employees to learn (occupational choice/organizational choice; career self-development, choice of job assignment prior to entering the work force and before changing jobs. Many employers are now hiring based on job skills as opposed to educational degree or even work experience (Parento, Kelkar 2000).

The focus of this research was to examine the type of skills students feel they have learned in their undergraduate business programs and what skills they feel deficient in learning. A career skill assessment tool was utilized in three key areas: 1) management skills students feel strong in and skills in which they want further development; 2) how students rate themselves in work characteristics; and 3) the attributes of the ideal job for students.

Data from the career skill assessment tool was analyzed through SPSS looking at frequencies of responses and differences in gender responses. Descriptive analysis will also be used for specific open-ended questions concerning demographic information, work experience and professional achievements. Examples of professional behaviors and autonomy in the job were also gathered. This information along with student goals will also be presented in a comparative and descriptive format.
Pedagogical Decisions and How to Improve Outcomes for First-Generation and Low-Income Students

Workshop

Dr. Lee Ward 1
1. James Madison University

They are in our classrooms, regardless of the type of institution we occupy, and we may not know it: first-generation and low-income students. They are too often poorly prepared, have lower expectations and aspirations than other students, tend to engage less in high impact educational practices, fail to take advantage of academic support services, achieve lower grades, work more hours, and graduate at a significantly lower rate than other students. They may be the most passionate, hard-working, and motivated students you have. And they need our intentional support.

In this workshop, I will share my years of research on and experience with these students to lead an interactive exploration of how faculty can transform their teaching and advising practices to ensure that first-generation and low-income students successfully navigate their transitions to and from our institutions and thrive in our classrooms. You’ll gain not only a fuller appreciation of the unique struggles these students face, but will leave with practical strategies and valuable tools for helping them succeed in your course and beyond.

While the higher education literature is chock full of helpful descriptions of teaching and student development strategies - including my own book, First Generation College Students: Understanding and Improving the Experience from recruitment to Commencement (Jossey-Bass, 2012), we will reach outside of higher education for a model that perfectly captures what these student experience and need. The wellbeing model employed by the Full Frame Initiative (FFI), an NGO that helps communities address institutionalized poverty, violence, trauma and oppression, is a powerful framework for faculty who wish to improve the experiences and outcomes of low-income, first-generation, and other marginalized students. In this workshop, we will explore this model as a student success tool and create a language that can be used to improve the learning environments for all students. Participants will learn the five domains of the model - Social Connectedness, Stability, Safety, Mastery, and Meaningful Access to Relevant Resources - and use problem-solving exercises to discover how these domains affect student engagement and achievement in their classroom and beyond. Regardless of what you teach or where you teach it, various segments of the student population need different things from us to achieve their potential. Join us to learn hands-on about what first-generation and low-income students need and how you can embrace their differences and ensure their success.
The Red Fox Mountain Ski Resort Case deals with a small business, located in Eastern North Carolina, that is buffeted by internal and external factors. The case is based on a real business, but the name and location were changed at the owner's request. A brief history of its origination and development is presented. There are strategic management, financial, operational and external issues presented. Additionally, environmental issues appear to influence the profitability, growth, and survival of the resort. These internal and external issues require students to make major decisions using operational and financial information. Whether the students choose a growth strategy or a containment view, the students must justify their decision with appropriate data from the case and external sources. While the business is profitable and growing, external political, economic, and social factors are now major issues facing top management.

This case requires students to make strategic decisions and provide data and financial figures to justify their decision. Additionally, students must do external research on current and future environmental conditions which impact the business's operations and formulated strategies to deal with this threats and opportunities. This case can produce very good discussions and requires students to do pre-class work on current issues facing ski resorts planning and administration.

As the case is relatively short and requires a basic financial analysis, it is a good opener at the start of the semester, especially after lectures on external factors and their impact on business operations. The case was developed for use in undergraduate Strategic Management/Policy, Small Business Management, and Principles of Management courses.
Roleplaying as a Pedagogical Tool to Deal With Complexity in IT Project Management

Regular Session

Dr. Amy Connolly 1
1. James Madison University

The Information Systems 2002 Model Curriculum lists “Project Management and Practice” which includes mastery of the “management of behavioral and technical aspects of the project” [1, p. 31]. The behavioral aspects of a project are tacit or “soft” in nature and generally difficult for students to master from listening to lecture [3]. When asked to perform project management tasks first learned from reading or lectures, students’ first response is “I don’t know what to do or how to do it.” Furthermore, today’s projects continue to increase in complexity and ambiguity, demanding higher levels of critical judgment and improvisation due to their social-and context-dependent nature [2]. In response to these industry needs, I designed roleplaying exercises for the IT project management course. While roleplay exercises are commonly used for training in industry settings, they are less often applied to the IS classroom. What makes these roleplay exercises unique is that they do not involve pairs of students or small isolated groups; rather, the roleplay exercises engage the entire class simultaneously. Novices, in general, are uncomfortable with ambiguity, but an effective project manager deals with ambiguity on a daily basis. Therefore, it is paramount that project management classes subject students to such feelings of ambiguity. The active learning exercises I designed encourage students to embrace ambiguity and complexity and to practice applying project management concepts learned in class, which can improve students’ understanding, communication skills and emotional intelligence. I have used these exercises every fall and spring semester to teach IT project management for the past 5 years. Students report that the exercises help them to better deal with other people on a project and they make the course more enjoyable and the material easier to understand.
Some observers have questioned whether institutions of higher education are preparing students in developing employability skills. For the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) to be recognized as crucial intellectual work, faculty must connect theory-based teaching to experience-based learning by continually developing instructional design, pedagogy, and the broader curriculum. Among business schools, efforts are being made to improve curricula by integrating traditional classroom learning and workplace experiential learning. Meanwhile, some concerns have been raised whether traditional assessments actually reflect students’ knowledge and skill development (Azevdo et al., 2012). Williams and Williams (2011) identified several key elements which impact students’ motivation by improving student learning outcomes. Specifically, challenging assignments (e.g. problem-solving activities or realistic business scenarios) enrich and build students’ competency in content learning. Likewise, learners can be motivated through hands-on techniques such as simulations, casework, group projects/presentation and guided discussions. The purpose of this study is to provide a framework for evaluating various classroom practices and the effects on student learning outcomes. For this present study, we surveyed graduating seniors at our institution regarding the types of classroom practices and teaching methods which they had experienced over the previous twelve months, such as group presentations, computer assignments, textbook-based lectures, lecture from other sources, class discussion/debates, “real-world” speakers, brief in-class group projects, practical application of knowledge in a lab setting, service learning, etc. Based on Exploratory Factor Analysis of the data, four components were extracted to provide four dimensions of teaching and learning elements.
As researchers, managers, and instructors we look for verification that learning has, in fact, occurred. Our metrics include observations, test results, training and others. Disseminating knowledge also takes various forms, the Socratic method, lectures, online training and instruction. How do we know which method is best? And how do we measure if learning has occurred? Are there measures outside of the classroom that also add to or influence student learning? Linda Campion will discuss student learning through a Student Affairs model utilized at East Carolina University. The Student Success Continuum: Connect, Invest, Motivate, and Finish Strong.
A basic understanding and appreciation of databases is important to all business students. Relational database concepts are often covered within an introductory Information Systems (IS) course, a course frequently included as part of the business core and as such one that addresses the database knowledge needs of not just IS students but of all college of business majors. This abstract represents a work in progress that argues that when introductory database concepts are taught to all business majors, the focus should be from the database user perspective.

Database data retrieval and reporting skills are more important to database professionals than are the skills of designing or building [1]; therefore, the coverage of introductory database concepts in an introductory IS course should focus on query development. The course will include coverage of relational database concepts and structures, and ideally will also include hands-on activities because they contribute to learning [2] which is particularly important when learning about technologies. The active learning techniques that accompany introductory database concepts often consists of designing and building a relational database (usually with Microsoft Access), followed by simple query, report, and form development. Those majoring in IS will find these activities particularly meaningful and relevant to their future careers, but is that equally true for the non-IS student? Business students other than those majoring in IS are not expected to have a career where they will design and build a database. They will, however, have a career where they will regularly use a database. The greatest benefit for all business majors, including IS majors, is to learn to translate business questions into database queries which will in turn help them to more fully understand and appreciate the relational database. These activities will also aid students in the development of problem solving skills and increase understanding of business processes. The goals of this work in progress include documenting the teaching method, sample assignments, and collecting and presenting evidence of student perceptions.
Students in traditional business programs often engage in some form of project management (PM) course whereby students learn the intricacies of working with popular PM software platforms. However, associated PM software platform exercises often focus on analysis techniques using static data. In these situations, it is difficult for students to comprehend the complex nature of executing their project management plans in the “real world.” This experiential case study is designed to provide students with first-hand knowledge regarding the highly volatile relationship between supply chain efficiency and PM. In this experiential exercise, students review a brief case-study of Madison Automotive Apprentices Program (MAAP), a nonprofit corporation engaged in restoring vintage Porsches. After studying the traditional project management documents in the classroom, students then engage in a site visit to MAAP and participate in question and answer sessions with the founder and CEO to learn about supply chain challenges that impact PM implementation. This exercise illustrates how local firms in the automotive industry serve as an ideal teaching context for integrating complex concepts such as supply chain and PM.
The use of reality television in the classroom is not new. Survivor has been utilized to study economics and strategy; while The Apprentice was used to discuss every topic covered in a business curriculum. However, in recent years, there has been a myriad of new business programming. Shark Tank, The Profit, and Undercover Boss are some of the options which can be utilized. Outside of those “business-oriented” options, there are others such as Brain Games and Mysteries at the Museum. This presentation and subsequent paper will examine how to use a variety of these shows to bring textbook topics to “life” for students.
The Alumni Project: Fostering Student-Alumni Engagement in the Curriculum

Dr. Carl Larsson,1, Dr. Brooks Marshall2, Dr. William Ritchie3
1. James Madison University, 2. James Madison University - Professor Emeritus, 3. J

This workshop will present a novel approach towards fostering student-alumni engagement in the business school curriculum: the Alumni Project. Workshop attendees will learn about project details, best-practices, and explore learning outcomes based on empirical research.

The Alumni Project involves matching groups of students with alumni for a series of semi-structured interviews. Student groups produce a written report and give a 5 minute in-class presentation on their experience. Each student also completes an individual reflection paper. The primary goals of the assignment are to observe how class concepts are applied in practice, and explore careers within their discipline of study. We empirically verify the benefits of the project by using factor analysis to examine a survey instrument given to student participants after completion of the project. We find that students report (1) growth in interview skills, (2) improved career discernment, (3) a better understanding of how coursework can be applied in practice, and (4) an overall increase in learning retention.
Diversity and inclusion (D&I) is no longer just a moral or ethical argument, it has become a strategic business imperative for successful companies. With semi-globalization and super-diversity the world has become increasingly complex for multinationals to navigate. Furthermore, a more diverse and multicultural environment, the current demographic shift and the presence of multiple generations in the workplace and consumption-scape, has made the development of diversity and inclusion strategies a key focus for many multinational companies. Research suggests that diverse and inclusive firms differ from other firms in a number of ways, including: greater innovation, enhanced creativity, higher productivity, heightened levels of profitability and increased employee engagement. We believe that business students must be knowledgeable about D&I, and its role as a transversal function in organization structure. At the same time, students need to understand the dimensions of diversity, and be capable of creating strategic plans to move D&I forward in organizations. These competencies give business students at the Darla Moore School of Business a distinct competitive advantage relative to their peers.

Without question, diversity and inclusion competencies are becoming more important given current political, economic, social and demographic considerations. Capable and qualified people (regardless of their race, ethnicity, gender, social class etc.) must be at the table—inside of organizations in management positions, on corporate leadership teams and in corporate board rooms. And their insights and perspectives should be leveraged and utilized to inform decision making processes. As previously stated, diverse perspectives lead to better decisions and superior performance.

Several studies show that diverse and inclusive organizations are characterized by superior business performance and enhanced innovation and creativity. At the same time, organizations are actively seeking to integrate functionally qualified people into their firms, who possess diversity and inclusion competencies, in order to move the needle forward from a strategic perspective. For these reasons, business students need to be steeped in diversity and inclusion content and have key insights about the practical application of D&I in the workplace. During this interactive and engaging session, we will explore the value proposition relative to D&I education in B-Schools.
In this paper, we study the performance of students enrolled in a fully online class. We define procrastinators as those who submit their exam within the last 5% of the allotted time. Our findings show that there is a significant difference between the academic performance of the procrastinators and the “punctuals”: procrastinators’ exam scores are significantly lower than those of the punctuals. We also share these results with the entire class of almost 200 students through an online announcement on the class website. Our follow-up analysis shows that the proportion of procrastinators decreases; in addition, the performance of procrastinator-cum-punctuals improves significantly.
The Importance of Faculty Engagement in Online Courses

Regular Session

Dr. Colleen Carragher Wolverton 1, Dr. Zhiwei Zhu 1
1. University of Louisiana at Lafayette

This study examines the relationships between faculty engagement and intention to teach online courses. Much research has focused on factors relating to student engagement, although we posit that faculty engagement represents an important aspect in the online education context that has been fairly overlooked in the engagement research stream. Therefore, in this study, we seek to not only understand the factors that influence faculty's intention to teach online courses but also an instructor's level of faculty engagement in online courses. We sought a novel lens with which to examine this phenomenon, so this study utilizes the perceived characteristics of innovation (PCI) to examine the relationships between faculty engagement and intention to teach online courses. A survey of 99 instructors from a large public university was conducted. Structural equation modeling was employed to analyze the data, concluding that result demonstration, relative advantage, and compatibility influence a faculty's level of engagement in an online course, which in turn influences their intention to teach an online course. These findings have important implications for higher education online course offerings, as the demand for online courses has been increasing and we must ensure we have engaged faculty to teach these courses. This study extends PCI and provides valuable insights into how to encourage and motivate more instructors to be involved in online teaching.
In recent years, case competitions have grown from niche activities at some universities to promote their brand into international events embraced by multinational corporations in search of future talent. The case method has been a valuable teaching method in many disciplines. Cases represent enhanced experiential learning tools designed to involve students as decision-makers in the application of relevant concepts to real situations, problems, and challenges through active analysis. In many situations, cases and case competitions add something intangible that students can engage with, while enhancing their world view. The added-value for business school students is that participants learn and apply skills that can be utilized for problem-solving and decision-making in the “real world.” Many benefits are acquired via this active learning method, some visible, others less tangible but just as valuable. This article reviews case competitions as valuable global events useful to multiple constituencies, such as faculty members, students, researchers and corporate sponsors, and business schools (as a measure of assurance of learning) all intent on deriving rewards from these events. The authors present exploratory research and an overview of opportunities to showcase students through the evolving skills and benefits associated with case competitions.
Underrepresented student populations in an IT program: Successes and Failures

Regular Session

Dr. Elizabeth Rasnick 1, Dr. Chris Kadlec 1
1. Georgia Southern University

In an undergraduate program in Information Technology, success in achieving a proportional representation between racial groups has been sustained for many years. This has been achieved with little extra effort to recruit racial minorities. In contrast, there is a woefully disproportionate number of females to males in these same classes. The women in these classes are high achievers and recognized with scholarships and competition wins beyond the university campus. The faculty are struggling to understand how we are effortlessly succeeding with one underrepresented group and dismally failing in another.

To determine how we have arrived at these population distributions, we look at the demographics of our current students and recent alumni. We use a survey to collect the influencing factors and reasons why students choose Information Technology as a major. Subjects are also asked about any obstacles they faced and what support that helped them overcome those difficulties. They are asked directly about the formal and informal support mechanisms that exist on our campuses. The drive behind this research is to determine what we, as faculty, can do to recruit and retain more female students in information technology. A secondary result may be to seek additional funding for informal support mechanisms that are proving to be important to underrepresented student populations.
Supply chain management (SCM) is a dynamic and continually evolving field in terms of pedagogies, technology, and practice. This rapidly changing environment calls for supply chain educators and practitioners to remain current on the latest technologies, particularly those that integrate functions across business disciplines. One such integrative technology is location analysis. Software such as Tableau, Power BI, and Google Maps have rapidly diffused into the marketplace, bringing about new methods of analyzing and displaying supply chain data that incorporates the location component. Foundational to these technologies is geographic information systems (GIS). The purpose of this workshop is to share recent developments involving GIS and its application in supply chain practice, pedagogy, and research.
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A STUDY ON SOCIAL PRESENCE AND GENDER IN ONLINE LEARNING
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ABSTRACT

While online classes become more popular in higher education, there have been challenges to students’ learning experience in online learning. One critical challenge would be providing interactions between students and instructors as good or effective as in the face-to-face learning. Prior research on student success in online college courses has pointed out that the interactions between students, their peers, and their professors in online courses are different from those in face-to-face courses. Students may perceive the lack of interactions in online courses because instructors and peer students are not physically present together. Such lack of interactions due to no physical presence may negatively affect student performance in online learning. In this study, we introduce social presence in online learning as an alternative to physical presence in the face-to-face learning, and investigate the role of social presence as student learning experience in online learning. While gender difference has been studied in traditional face-to-face learning, there have been few empirical studies on gender difference in online learning, whose results are often contradictory. In addition, there has been little research that investigates the effect of gender difference on social presence in online learning. In this study, we also attempt to examine the role of gender difference in building social presence in online learning. Thus, we pose the following research questions.
How can we promote social presence in online learning?
What is the role of gender difference in establishing social presence in online learning?

In answering the questions, we draw on the social presence and online learning literature, and propose a research model to explain how interactive communication tools can drive social presence and student satisfaction in online learning.

To test the research model, we collected survey data from undergraduate students who were taking online business statistics courses where an interactive communication tool was required to use for class communication and collaboration. Preliminary data analysis shows that social presence driven by tool interactivity has a significant impact on student satisfaction in online learning, in which social presence fully mediates between interactivity and satisfaction. This finding implies that not only interactive tools but any other tools or activities that can increase social presence may contribute to student satisfaction in online learning. Thus, educators may be able to take advantage of this finding by employing a tool or an activity to help students build higher social presence in online learning. Our results also show that gender difference moderates the relationship between interactivity and social presence in online learning.
DETERMINANTS OF PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES IN BUSINESS SIMULATIONS USING KOLB’S LSI

Robert Hasbrouck, Luter School of Business, Christopher Newport University, 1 Avenue of the Arts, Newport News, VA 23606, (757) 594-7265, rhasbro@cnu.edu
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ABSTRACT

The use of experiential learning-based assignments and projects in higher education has been well cited as a positive way to improve learning (Kolb and Kolb, 2005; Trautrims et. al., 2016, 2000; Xu and Yang, 2010, and many others). The Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) posits that new experiences create new knowledge and understanding through the interaction of acquisition and transformation (Kayes, 2002). Much of the recent literature uses Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (LSI) survey to support the tenets of the experimental learning process (Hawk and Shah, 2007; Kamis and Kahn, 2009; Peterson and Kolb, 2018). Although there are a limited number of studies that compare learning styles to performance (Armstrong and Mahund, 2008), the use of Kolb’s LSI as a predictor or identifier of student performance has yet to be examined. In this paper we examine student performance in a business simulation and compare the results to the LSI profile to determine the relationship between learning style and simulation performance. Specifically, we are interested in the following research questions:

1) Simulation Performance: Are there performance differences between the LSI constructs (CE – concrete experience, RO – reflective observation, AC – abstract conceptualization, AE – active experimentation, CE-AC and AE-RO)?
2) Student Major: Does one’s business major favor one of the Kolb LSI constructs?
3) Gender and simulation outcome: Does gender play a role in selection of the LSI constructs? Is gender a factor in simulation performance?

The preliminary results indicate a pattern of performance within the Kolb profiles and suggests that student performance can be influenced by additional factors including major and gender, which has been reported in a prior study (Garber, et.al., 2017). The authors invite those who use, or are considering the use of, business simulations in their pedagogy to collaborate in this study to expand scope of the initial research findings.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to assess the current views of employers in the IT field with regard to IT certifications for entry-level employees. A literature review was completed as well as a survey project which investigated the opinions of major employers of James Madison University Computer Information System graduates. Employers value perspective entry-level employees with these certifications as well as encourage and support current employees to obtain them. Preparing CIS degree program students for the more valuable technology certifications is a desirable goal which would lead program faculty to introduce/improve courses that support students’ efforts to obtain certifications.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment of computer and information technology occupations is projected to grow 12 percent from 2018 to 2028 (BLS, 2019). By comparison, the average of all other occupations is projected to grow at just 7 percent. So, technology-driven occupations are projected to grow at a much faster rate than the average for all occupations. These technology-driven occupations are projected to add about 546,200 new jobs in the U.S. And, according to the BLS, the demand for these workers will be driven by a need for knowledge in cloud computing, the collection and storage of big data, and information security.

Graduates of technology-driven academic majors, such as computer information systems, computer science, and information technology are often not prepared to meet these entry-level employment needs upon graduation. These graduates must be equipped with the skills to fill the open technology-driven positions. The difference between the preparedness for immediate hire into these entry-level positions and the skills that graduates have is known as the Skills Gap (Schartz, 2019; Restuccia et al., 2018).

To reduce the Skills Gap, universities take many steps. For example, they may introduce programs that attempt to increase the number of students attracted to technology-driven college
majors by providing “early in the pipeline” education for middle and high school students (Brookshire et al., 2008; Dillon et al., 2016). And, they may utilize experiential learning simulations (Vandsburger et al., 2012), capstone software development projects that engage with real customers (Cole et al., 2018) or bring professionals into the classroom to serve as mentors (Dillon & Lending, 2014). Though all these programs may reduce the Skills Gap for technology-driven majors, we propose that a more direct method is to integrate the skills directly into the academic curriculum that employers most desire.

One of the highest desires of employers is to hire entry-level employees into IT-based positions that have previous experience with the tools, techniques, or technologies used in the workplace (Harris et al., 2012; Wierschem & Mediavilla, 2018). To meet the employer desires directly we propose preparing graduates with certifications in technology domains such as cloud computing, networking, and software design, among others.

**REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

**Academic Major Preparation**

As of 2019, The Bureau of Labor Statistics identifies seven general technology-driven occupations that require a bachelor’s degree. These include: computer network architects, computer programmers, computer systems analysts, database administrators, information security analysts, network and computer systems administrators, and software developers (BLS, 2019). And, though knowledge of cloud computing is considered a driving factor for growth in technology-driven occupations, there is no mention of cloud architects yet in the occupations list. Of these seven technology-driven occupations that require a bachelor’s degree, information security analyst is the fastest growing, with a predicted 32 percent growth by 2028.

In addition to the desire for high academic performance (Tabatabaei & Gariner, 2012), recent research by Wierschem & Mediavilla (2018) determined that employers place an emphasis on three areas of preparation for entry-level employment; experience with the tool, technique, or technology, an academic degree in the proper field, and certifications in technology domains. Each of these desires may be achieved while pursuing a bachelor’s degree in a technology-driven major.

Experience with a tool, technique, or technology may be gained during academic preparation through activities such as classroom instruction, internships, experiential learning, capstone course projects and student employment (Schartz, 2019).

Many companies now provide internships, both in the summer and during the academic year, for technology-driven majors. Students often report great satisfaction with internship experiences (Jaradat, 2017). Though not always a requirement for an academic major, most colleges and university encourage participating in internship programs and form alliances with local and regional employers to provide this option. Internships may be taken for credit, or without credit, there does not appear to be a consistent preference by major or university.

Experiential learning opportunities may be totally classroom based with simulations or other creative learning activities (Vandsburger et al., 2012), or they may involve outside actors that provide a real-world project, mentoring, or engaged learning venture (Dillon & Lending, 2014). The key to success is to provide what is needed for the students involved to gain an experience.
that relates to real-world work. This experience allows the students to draw real-world comparisons.

A capstone or culminating project course is another option that allows students to gain applicable experience, especially if the capstone project course has a real project offered by a real client (Cole et al., 2018). A common goal of the capstone instructor is to locate a non-profit or small business that desires a new system or prototype. Since the capstone is most often a curriculum integrating course, the new system often needs a software application, database model, and connectivity. The size and scope of the project allows the students to work in teams, gather system requirements from a real client and development an actual product.

Student employment on campus or in the local community is also a beneficial way to provide work experience (Perozzi, 2009). Research shows that student learning may be enhanced through employment. Entry-level work experience on a college or university campus may be obtained by serving on the university help-desk. In addition, work can often be found in computer labs, network installations, website development or content management activities, or application development and support.

Standard classroom instruction often involves the introduction of a tool, technique or technology to supplement the conceptual content. To facilitate the use of software tools, most major vendors, such as Microsoft (azure.microsoft.com), Oracle (academy.oracle.com) and Cisco (cisco.com) have academic programs that provide the tool or technology to be used in the classroom for a reduce price. It is not uncommon for a course in database to be taught in one or more database environments, or a course in network management to be specific to Cisco products.

Employers seek employees that have experience with the tools, techniques, and technologies, an earned academic degree, and certifications in technology domains. University academic programs could decide to differentiate their program by incorporating the completion of certifications into their technology-driven majors (Schartz, 2019). Considering that vendors already provide reduced price platforms for their products, this is not an unreasonable goal.

**Technology-Driven Certifications**

Technology-driven certifications provide employers with the skilled personnel they need in order to operate effectively. Certifications provide potential employees with more confidence, self-efficacy, and a sense of inclusion (Brooks et al., 2011). In addition, professionals that have previously earned technology certifications, are more likely to continue learning new skills (Lohman, 2009). It is now common for employers to base job requirements on certifications and experience (Hunsinger et al., 2011) and provide higher salaries for those that are certified. Up to 85% of employers now prefer graduates or potential hires to possess at least one certification beyond a possible degree in information technology (Hunsinger & Smith, 2009). In 2015, Wright estimated that 23% of all IT positions now require a certification. Also, professionals with certifications are more likely to value the skills of other with certifications (Messmer et al., 2011). As more professionals obtain certifications, the demand for certifications may then increase at a faster rate.

While some academic programs currently offer technology-driven certifications in their programs, other computer science, information technology, and information systems programs may want to consider providing a pathway for obtaining certifications into their current curriculum (Daniels, 2011). Each academic program would need to choose the likely
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certification programs that best fit their environment, considering the expense, the overhead, and the fit with current or future curriculum (Krutchen, 2010). The overall expense of incorporating a technology-driven certification into an academic program can vary greatly and is typically negotiated between the vendor and the university. For example, faculty may need to be trained or certified with specific equipment or software, specialized lab equipment may need to be purchased, a testing center may need to be created, membership fees paid to organizations for vendor managed groups, and each individual exam completed by the students in the program may be a cost for consideration.

Many technology-driven certifications provide academies (such as Microsoft (azure.microsoft.com), Oracle (academy.oracle.com) and Cisco (cisco.com)) or academic membership programs. The type of certification offered is important. It will influence how the university or college promotes the program and will determine the value-added to the academic program.

The requirement and desirability of graduates to have technology-driven certifications as well as bachelor’s degrees is further complicated by the additional desire for soft-skills, or non-technical skills (Bailey, 2014; Ezell et al., 2019). But, this desire may be met with the introduction of certifications in non-technical areas, such as project management (www.pmi.org) and scrum (www.scrumalliance.org).

METHODOLOGY

The research into relevant certifications began with a review of the pertinent literature. This research was augmented by a survey of our university alumni from the Computer Information Systems program and employers of our graduates. Our university sits just two hours from the Washington D.C metropolitan area, three hours from Baltimore, Maryland and five hours from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The survey was distributed via email to approximately seven hundred individuals with over seventy returned. The data received from the survey was analyzed to determine the most valuable certifications in the IT industry today and their effect on the employment the individual professionals who possess them.

The survey of graduates and employers was targeted towards four specific career tracks: consulting, Cybersecurity, Business Analytics and Cloud/server management. Persons surveyed in each specialized track were asked to identify and rank IT certifications that were of most value to professionals in each track, respectively. Survey respondents were also asked about the role that certifications in general play in their professions.

FINDINGS

Consulting Track Certifications
Responses in the Consulting track identified three dominant certifications of value: Project Management Professional or PMP, Certified Scrum Master or CSM and Certified Information Systems Auditor or CISA. PMP was identified by 37% of respondents while Certified Scrum Master and Certified Information Systems Auditor were identified by 23% of respondents each, respectively. Other certifications such as Microsoft Office Certifications, Oracle Certifications and AWS Certifications were also mentioned to a lesser degree. Many respondents stated that
since the field of consulting is generalized by nature, any technical certification will help differentiate a job candidate in this field. One comment received advised that a professional’s experience as a consultant may lead that person to pursue certain specialized areas of IT certifications.

**Cybersecurity Track Certifications**

Responses to the Cybersecurity track identified two dominant certifications of value: Certified Information Systems Security Professional or CISSP and the Comptia Security+ certification. CISSP was identified by 51% or respondents while Security+ was identified by 16%. Other certifications mentioned were PMP, AWS, Certified Ethical Hacker or CEH, CISA and certified Information Security Manager or CISM. From the responses, the CISSP certification appears to be the certification of most value to professionals in the Cybersecurity field.

**Business Analytics Track Certifications**

There was no certification that had a significant identification by professionals in the Business Analytics track. Many certifications were listed, but usually by only one or two respondents. The certifications mentioned either related to project management such as CSM and PMP or individual software tools such as Anaplan or Tableau. Certifications do not appear to provide specific credentialing or value to professionals in this track. This could be because of the newness of the content.

**Cloud/Server Management Track Certifications**

The responses in this track were of little surprise. Seventy five percent (75%) of respondents identified the AWS Certification as one of value to professionals in cloud services. Respondents identified Microsoft Azure Certification and Google Cloud Certification at 17% and 8%, respectively. Amazon Web Services or AWS controls over 34% of the cloud market while Microsoft Azure, AWS’s closest competitor, controls about 11%. Of the 70 respondents, six of them had the AWS Certification themselves and all respondents collectively mentioned the AWS certification over 60 times. A recent Global Knowledge Survey found that an employee earning an AWS certification received as much as a 25.9% increase in salary. Individuals who possessed the AWS certification earned an average of $113,932 while individuals without the certification earned $90,512. Clearly, the AWS certification is of high value in this track.

**General Responses on Certifications**

There were responses that offered additional insights into the value of certifications. First, respondents were asked if any major certifications were no longer of value in today’s professional environment. The respondents stated that no major IT certifications were obsolete to their knowledge. Other major points summarized from the responses to the survey are:

1. Work experience is more valued, but certifications are more quantifiable.
2. Certifications are valuable for professional development and promotions during one’s career.
3. Certifications should be related to your field of interest and employment.
4. Certifications definitely help to differentiate job candidates.

**Employer Incentives Related to Certifications**

Respondents indicated that 92% of employers in their situations offer incentives for employees earning IT certifications. Some of the most common incentives are:

1. Bonus per certification
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2. Overtime paid for certification training
3. Raises resulting from certification obtainment
4. Reimbursement for certification testing costs
5. Reimbursement for certification training materials.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED TO PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS

The CIS program at our university provides breadth and depth in IT knowledge and training. This includes instruction and mastery in programming, databases, telecommunications and systems development. In addition, we provide a course that provides instruction directly related to the Amazon Web Services certification. This course, currently only one credit, could be expanded to three credits to provide more comprehensive instruction in AWS. The telecommunications course presents foundation topics from the Compia Network+ certification while the advanced programming elective course presents foundation topics from the Cisco CCNA certification. The courses in enterprise architecture, systems analysis and the system development (capstone) courses provide solid foundations in systems development and project management concepts that are the basis of the PMP and CSM certifications. Based upon the current CIS program and the findings of this research, listed below are some possible enhancements we are considering to our CIS program:

1. Increase the credit hours in CIS 301 from 1 to 3 credits.
2. Evaluate all CIS courses for relevant industry content needs related to certifications listed in this report.
3. Create ‘boot camp’ 1-3 credit courses to prepare students for high value industry certifications.

Summary

The case for providing the opportunity for computer technology focused degree program students to gain IT certifications is supported by the relevant literature and James Madison University’s Department of Computer Information Systems and Business Analytics’ survey. Such a program would help to alleviate the shortage for IT professionals for our employers (BLS, 2019) while simultaneously addressing the identified skills gap in current entry-level IT workers (Schartz 2019, Restuccia, Taska & Bittle, 2018).

In concurrence with the literature, our research indicated that employers valued IT certifications for perspective employees (Hunsinger & Smith, 2009). Which boosts employment and salary prospects for job candidates. Our survey revealed that employers view certifications as a quantifiable measure of job candidate skills and clearly differentiate job candidates. Our results identified PMP, CSM, CISSP and AWS as being the most desirable certifications.

In light of our employer survey desiring graduates with IT certifications and findings of relevant literature, The CIS program at JMU should develop and modify courses in the CIS curriculum to prepare students for the employer preferred IT certifications (Krutchen, 2010). This would include PMP, CSM, CISSP and AWS certifications. Part of an effective program would entail the need for faculty to obtain such certifications themselves. Several JMU CIS faculty have attained and maintain IT certifications such as AWS, CSM and Network+. Professional development programs and funding should be provided for faculty who wish to become certified in their area of expertise. Complementing our academic degree program with specific technical tools and
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skills resultant from the focus on certification areas of expertise, our program can help close the noted ‘skills gap’ (Schartz, 2019). As indicated by our employer survey, developing supporting curricula in our CIS program to enable our students to attain AWS, CSM, PMP, and CISSP certifications would be the effective strategy to address the certification aspects of our program.
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ABSTRACT

As corporate and governmental grant money play an increasing important role in research and service, more and more universities are expecting faculty to participate in grantsmanship. This is understandable because budgets for higher educations are getting smaller. Institutions are being asked to either do more with less or to begin doing less with less. Obviously, grants are a source that can be tapped. Using a convenient sample, this pilot study examines grantsmanship requirements and faculty performance assessment at selected business schools. In particular, this study examines the practice of grantsmanship at AACSB accredited institution as to how these sources are valued in the performance matrices. Faculty, administrators, and unions will find this study interesting.
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ABSTRACT

Most institutions of higher learning have a mindset that might have made sense in the industrial age but is dangerous in the knowledge economy. One researcher claims that half of the 4,000 colleges and universities in the United States will be bankrupt within the next few decades. Change is coming whether colleges and universities like it or not. Think of what is happening to the newspapers and retailers. The institutions of higher education that survive will be the ones that learn how to eliminate waste and be efficient. This paper highlights several simple changes that have the potential of saving colleges millions of dollars. These freed up resources may then be used to improve quality.

Keywords: Reducing waste in education, networking universities, merging colleges, hierarchical organizational structure, administrative bloat, silo-busting, RCM, prioritizing criteria, outcomes assessment, and academic departments.

INTRODUCTION

Education is one of three crucial areas — education, public health, and the criminal justice system — where government spends an inordinate amount of money, yet outcomes remain quite disappointing. Change is coming whether colleges and universities like it or not. Just one example of change is that in the mid-1950s, 25% of all undergraduate enrollments were in liberal arts colleges; today, it is about 3 to 4% [50]. Another change is that nowadays, full-time students spend only 14 hours a week studying for their courses. Thanks to grade inflation, the average GPA for a college student is now 3.2 [9].

Does higher education have a positive impact on the United States? One would think that almost every American would answer in the affirmative to this question. In actuality, a Pew Research Center survey conducted in summer 2018 found that the majority of Americans believe that higher education is going in the wrong direction [29]. Both Democrats and Republicans are concerned about higher education but for different reasons. Democrats are more troubled than Republicans about the fact that tuition costs are too high (92% vs. 77%, resp.); Republicans are bothered by the fact that “professors are bringing their political and social views into the classroom.” (79% of Republicans vs. 17% of Democrats). The majority of Democrats and
Republicans (56% and 73%, resp.) feel that “Students are not getting the skills they need to succeed in the workplace” [29].

AGE OF DISRUPTION

The age of disruption is discussed in [40]; and emphasizes the fact that no business is “immune from obsolescence whether those forces come from technology, globalization, or consumer-driven expectations.” The world has never seen so many rapid advances in diverse fields, and society is “evolving at an exponential rather than a linear pace.” Business models that might have worked during the industrial age will be disastrous during the Fourth Industrial Revolution [44]. Raphan and Friedman [43] state that the rules have changed; firms that want to thrive must be agile, adaptable, and not frozen in the past.

Xerox, a once formidable technology company that has been in decline is merging with Fujifilm Holdings. David B. Yoffie, a Harvard professor, had this to say: “Xerox is the poster child for monopoly technology businesses that cannot make the transition to a new generation of technology” [33]. Scholars assert that Xerox fell into the “competency trap.” This occurs when an “organization becomes so good at one thing, it can’t learn to do anything new” [33]. The same thing happened to Kodak, which went bankrupt.

The old rule books for running organizations, including colleges and universities, have to be thrown out because we are in an age of globalization, machine learning, and technological convergence. No industry can afford to be complacent. Just think of what has happened to the newspaper industry and is now happening to retailing including such formerly prevailing companies as Sears. With Amazon responsible for 4% of all retail sales in 2017 [13], many retailers are struggling. The number of retailers that are bankrupt continues to increase. So far, in 2019 (with four months to go), 15 retailers have filed for bankruptcy or liquidation [8]. The retail apocalypse continues its relentless march, and 12,000 stores are expected to close in 2019 [51].

Another industry that should prepare itself for huge changes is healthcare. It is no secret that the United States spends the most on healthcare and gets substandard results. The United States spends $8,047 per capita (14% of GDP) on health with a life expectancy at birth of 78.7 years. Japan spends $3,971 per capita (9.1% of GDP) on health with a life expectancy of 84.0 years [7]. It should be no surprise that many of the Democratic 2020 presidential candidates are talking about radical transformations of the industry, including Medicare for all.

Two events may have dramatic effects on the American health care industry. First, Amazon, JPMorgan Chase, and Berkshire Hathaway will be joining together to provide coverage for their own employees. They plan on using technology as a means to provide simpler and very affordable coverage for their employees. In China, technology companies such as Alibaba will be building a “hospital of the future” using artificial intelligence. This includes creating online diagnostic systems to make doctors more efficient and to provide medical advice [52].

It is only a matter of time before someone builds an efficient “university of the future.” Unfortunately, most institutions of higher learning have a mindset that might have made sense in the industrial age but is irrelevant to the information age. Institutions of higher education may become the poster child for industries that have become fossilized despite the enormous changes in society and technology. This is what Peter Drucker said in 1997 about higher education:

Thirty years from now the big university campuses will be relics. Universities won’t survive. It’s as large a change as when we first got the printed book. Do
you realize that the cost of higher education has risen as fast as the cost of health care? And for the middle-class family, college education for their children is as much of a necessity as is medical care—without it the kids have no future. ... Such totally uncontrollable expenditures, without any visible improvement in either the content or the quality of education, means that the system is rapidly becoming untenable. Higher education is in deep crisis [42].

It is not surprising that most corporations believe that college does a poor job of preparing students for the workplace. Whereas 96% of academic leaders such as college presidents feel that their institutions prepare students for success in the workplace, only 11% of business leaders agree with that assessment [30]. Students are similarly unimpressed with their alma maters. According to Gallup’s surveys of college graduates, “only 22% strongly agree they had a mentor who encouraged their goals and dreams and only 27% strongly agree they had a professor who cared about them personally during college” [6]. Neither of these polls bodes well for the future of traditional higher education.

Several trends are adversely affecting institutions of higher learning: decreased state funding for higher education, a declining population of teenagers, and the growth of online learning. Skills, expertise and knowledge matter to employers, not college degrees. One example of this is the steady increase in the proportion of employees at Google without any college degree [19]. Based on these trends, one scholar predicts that half of the 4,000 colleges and universities in the United States will be bankrupt within the next few decades [28].

A research points out that currently, more than 800 colleges are at risk and may not survive [45]. The institutions of higher education that survive will be the ones that learn how to eliminate waste and realize ultimate efficiency. Bloat and waste are the enemies of productivity and efficiency. Resources that are wasted on nonsense are not available to improve quality. This paper will demonstrate how colleges and universities can easily save millions by becoming more efficient.

Networking and/or merging colleges and universities

Several researchers have been promoting the networking of universities, i.e., several institutions collaborating and partnering so that costs can be shared. Networked colleges could share administrative costs (e.g., career services, international recruitment, and/or admissions) as well as courses in low-enrollment areas [45][50, pp. 125-134]. This approach stresses collaboration rather than competition among different institutions.

An obvious model: The Five College Consortium of Amherst, Hampshire, UMass, Mount Holyoke, and Smith allows for cross-registration of students, shared curricula, greatly enhanced library resources, shared faculty appointments, and joint purchasing of materials and health insurance. As Carol Christ, president of Smith, notes in her essay about partnerships, "The College Without Walls," the sharing makes each institution small and large at once, greatly expanding elective possibilities without in any way threatening the very different identities of the campuses (Weisbuch, 2014).
Some struggling colleges are trying to survive by merging with other colleges and thereby cutting costs. Merging is obviously a more drastic move than simply networking. In Georgia, for example, two-year and four-year colleges are being merged. Thus, Gainesville State College, a two-year college, merged with North Georgia College and State University, a four-year college to form the new University of North Georgia. This type of merger makes it very easy for students to move from a two-year college to a four-year college. Pennsylvania and Vermont are also looking into mergers as a way to cut costs. One researcher found that the mergers taking place in Georgia have improved the two-year college completion rate by 7.4% [41].

### Merging academic departments and schools

Although higher education is changing, most notably with the growth of online education, the academic department has “survived largely unchanged – even untouched – by reform” [17]. But to realize much-needed efficiency in higher education as well as to foster interdisciplinary teaching and scholarship, the academic department structure must be reexamined and reformed. Indeed, to substantially improve institutions of higher education, the academic department model must be improved.

According to an article about having a multitude of academic programs [5], at least 25% of all academic programs offered at a typical college are small, awarding fewer than seven degrees annually, with Physics and Germanic languages small across the board. The paper by [18] asserts that reducing the number of departments via mergers may benefit a college or university in many ways. It can help reduce wasteful administrative bloat, eliminate the silo mentality, encourage interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary programs and research, and improve organizational agility. Moreover, merged departments can provide students with a broader outlook than those whose major departments are too narrow. He also provides procedures for determining which departments to merge. It should be much easier to merge departments within a college than to merge two-year and four-year colleges.

Colleges with approximately the same number of students often have huge differences in the number of their departments. With little accountability for their executive actions, college presidents often create departments for the wrong reasons. Some are created for political reasons, e.g., to satisfy a particular interest or ethnic group even if there is no student demand for this major. The argument used is that we have to provide a “voice” for ______. Of course, this is specious reasoning: The purpose of an academic department is not to give an academic presence to any single sociological, political, or ethnic group but to educate and provide skills to students. But even if a case could be made that such groups must be represented in the academic structure, a merged department encompassing numerous such groups should not detract from the academic identity of any subsumed group. Thus, a strong Diversity Studies Department could be more effective than twelve small splintered departments representing 12 different groups. Indeed, if a raison d’etre of departments is to provide a presence for underrepresented groups, the flood gates are open to an endless array of groups that could clamor for such representation: African-American Studies, Asian Studies, Buddhist Studies, Catholic Studies, Muslim Studies, Native Indian Studies, Children Studies, Disability Studies, Elder Studies, Hindu Studies, Judaic Studies, Latino Studies, LGBT Studies, and Women’s Studies. There are other poor reasons for department creation: sometimes a donor requests that the college create a department. The worst basis for creating a department is when either a president or a dean does so to demonstrate that s/he is innovating, reorganizing or otherwise working hard. Some college presidents brag about
having created five, six, seven, or ten new academic departments and/or schools as though they had developed new products.

The department structure has contributed to administrative bloat. It is difficult for one provost to work with thirty or more chairs (a span of control problem). This encourages the addition of layers of bureaucracy, such as deans and assistant deans. However, once a department is created, it is usually around forever because departments are closed or merged only when they have no students. Colleges are far more likely to add new departments than to merge existing departments. Too many academic departments results in too many schools. John Reynolds, president of Morningside College, made a telling remark which may explain why many institutions are in trouble: “Colleges are very good at adding. They’re not good at subtracting” [34].

New departments can, in theory, bring in more students, but not if they cannibalize each other. It does not take any talent to create a new department, whereas it takes expertise to reduce the number of departments. While it is difficult politically to eliminate departments, it is less difficult to merge them. A key advantage of merging academic departments is that it simplifies the reduction of the number of schools and administrators. Reducing the number of departments also leads to greater efficiency and lower costs by reducing space and staffing requirements for redundant offices.

Perhaps the most unfortunate result of creating too many departments is that departments and deans often discourage collaboration with scholars from other disciplines. A paper observed that “Universities are probably better known for turf battles than for communication and collaboration across disciplines [35]. Loyalty is usually to the department or discipline even if it means that the university or even, sometimes, the students, will be shortchanged.” This is all the more senseless in an era when disciplines are converging and silo-busting has become an important management goal. Businesses have come to realize that silos breed tribalism and a refusal to collaborate and share knowledge [49]. A large multiplicity of academic departments with silo mentalities represent unnatural academic divisions that run counter to interdisciplinary scholarly endeavors.

The reality is that collaboration among several authors, especially those from different disciplines, produces better and more impactful scholarly papers than research conducted by single authors [11]. A quote from a research paper states “Almost all significant growth in research in recent decades, the committee [National Research Council] concluded, has occurred at the ‘interdisciplinary borderlands’ between established fields” [32]. The authors in [[15] maintain: “Psychologists have demonstrated the value of diversity – particularly diversity of viewpoints – for enhancing creativity, discovery, and problem solving.” There is much more "boundary crossing and interdisciplinary activity" today than in the past [32]. One example of such fruitful boundary crossing is the hot field of business analytics, which combines computer science, statistics, and marketing.

“When machines come for our jobs, we will need skills in communication, creativity, collaboration, and complex thinking to compete” [1]. The educational system of today, which made sense for people working in farm and factory economies, will not work in the present knowledge economy. The paper affirms that students will need combined majors. Students need to be trained in “humanics” which combines data science, technology, empathy, and the liberal arts.
Reducing administrative bloat

A college or university that wants to improve efficiency and quality would do well to emulate the new corporate models that emphasize reducing layers of bureaucracy. The state-of-the-art business model prescribes the flattening of the corporate structure to achieve maximum creativity and efficiency. The latest computer technology is being used toward this end. Hence, the goal at many innovative organizations is to decentralize the organizational structure, flatten the organizational hierarchy and reduce layers of bureaucracy as a way to promote open communications, make organizations more agile and effective, and enhance employee involvement.

A flat organizational structure is characterized by short chains of command and a wide span of control, which refers to the number of subordinates controlled by the supervisor. A tall, or hierarchical, organizational structure is marked by long chains of command and narrow spans of control. Each additional layer of bureaucracy slows down decision-making, increases costs, and hurts creativity. In the knowledge economy, no efficient business can afford a complicated organizational hierarchy.

In 2009, The Economist surveyed 349 executives from all over the world and found that 90% identified organizational agility as a “core differentiator in today’s rapidly changing business environment” [16]. Researchers at McKinsey & Company have studied organizational health and found that firms have to be flexible and move quickly because of the rapidly changing business environment [2]. This research corroborates the contention that too many layers of bureaucracy lead to organizational sluggishness and the inability to change.

In academe, by contrast, the trend over the last several decades has been to increase the number of administrators and support staff. Administrative bloat – the problem of too many administrators – has resulted in an inordinate amount of waste in higher education [21], [27, Report No. 239]. Consultants who have examined several major universities have found that their organizational structure consists of too many layers of management. Too much bureaucracy reduces agility and efficiency in academia as well as in the business arena. A paper [31] asserts: “universities are complex, decentralized institutions. They waste a lot of money on redundant administrative activities and could probably save money in the long run if they made big changes to their structure.”

The federal government is concerned with efficiency, and ostensibly seeks ways of reducing tuition costs but at the same time it is partially responsible for administrative bloat. Between 1993 and 2007, the ratio of number of administrators per 100 students grew by 39%; the funds spent on administration per student (inflation-adjusted) grew by 61%. The ratio of administrators to students went from 1:84 in 1975 to 1:68 in 2005; and the ratio of professional staff went from 1:50 in 1975 to 1:21 in 2005 [26]. From 1987 to 2011-2012, public universities and private nonprofit colleges collectively added 517,636 administrators and professional employees. From 1976 to 2011, a period of surging government assistance to education, the number of full-time nonfaculty professionals rose by an astounding 369% while the percentage increase in the number of full-time faculty with tenure and on tenure tracks was only 23% [12]. Ginsberg states:

Indeed, for every $1 spent on instruction, $1.82 was spent on non-instructional matters including ‘institutional support,’ i.e., the care and feeding of deanlets. If the ratio of deanlets to professors in 2010 had been the same as in 1976, there would now be nearly 400,000 fewer deanlets whose combined salaries
account for one-fourth of all tuition dollars paid by students and their parents in 2010 [26].

It is clear that the high cost of tuition is due to the hiring of more administrators, not more educators [36]. Increasingly, colleges are relying on adjuncts and faculty on non-tenure tracks to do much of their teaching. In explaining administrative bloat, tuition accounts for a relatively small share of a university’s revenues, most of which come from government and private gifts [27]. If colleges had to rely more on tuition revenue, they would be forced to reduce administrative bloat. At CUNY, tuition and fees account for as little as 38% of the entire college budget at some schools (City College and Medgar Evers College) to a high of 65% (Baruch College). Interestingly, the best way to reduce administrative bloat is for government to reduce subsidies to higher education and thereby force colleges to be more efficient [27].

A report entitled "Labor Intensive or Labor Expensive: Changing Staffing and Compensation Patterns in Higher Education" recently released by the Delta Cost Project substantiates the problem of administrative bloat in higher education [10]. They found that colleges are using many more administrators, reducing the number of full-time faculty, and increasing the use of adjuncts. As a result, salaries for full-time faculty have remained quite flat [10].

It might be time to evaluate current metrics and develop new ones with the purpose of assessing whether the overhead associated with administrators and support staff is providing value. Unfortunately, there seems to be little interest in measuring administrative productivity, with the focus solely on determining faculty productivity and learning outcomes. New metrics are being used by schools across the country to measure faculty productivity [4], and the same should be done to measure administrative productivity.

During the last several years, numerous colleges have adopted a school structure, with schools headed by deans, believing that this is more efficient. Many faculty members suspect that the true reason for creating a school structure was to take power away from elected chairs and give the power to appointed deans. At many colleges without a school structure, the chain of command is quite simple: faculty member > chair of department > provost. This chain works quite well when the number of departments is kept reasonably low. At many colleges with a school structure, the chain of command is the following: faculty member > chair of department > assistant dean > dean > associate provost > provost.

Given the high cost of a school structure, research should be conducted to see whether this works better than a simpler structure without schools. Reducing the number of academic departments to, say, 25, may obviate the need for a school structure. At the very least, colleges and universities should be encouraged to minimize the number of schools.

Prioritizing criteria to decide which programs to eliminate

Several colleges are having financial difficulties and are using an approach, known as prioritizing criteria, described by [14], to decide which programs to cut [34]. This approach can also be used to eliminate entire departments. Various methods are used to determine which academic departments are pulling their weight [18]. Given that most colleges have many small departments, it is important in times of financial exigency to measure the contribution of each individual academic department. The goal need not be the elimination of departments but rather to determine which ones should be merged or repositioned. Many dying statistics departments
have come to life by placing new focus on analytics. To reestablish their currency, geology departments have been renamed Earth and Environmental Sciences and begun to offer courses addressing emerging concerns and interests. Existing course contents have also been updated to attract students.

Morningside College, a college having financial difficulties, used prioritizing criteria to determine which programs should be terminated. An academic task force was assigned the task of ranking programs from 1 to 135 using four criteria: student demand (weight = 35%), quality of the program (30%), program’s use of resources (20%), and compatibility of the program with the overall mission of the college (15%). The college president then decided which programs among the bottom 50% (i.e., ranked 68 or less) should be cut. Sadly, programs that were cut included physics and philosophy.

Another approach, involving the use of spreadsheets, is being used to improve the productivity of individual faculty members and departments at various colleges and universities. Schools such as the Texas A&M University system are using spreadsheets to evaluate gains and losses from each faculty member. This is calculated by determining the revenues generated by each faculty member (grants, number of students, etc.) and then deducting the expenses (salary of faculty member, costs of labs, etc.). This is also being done for each department [46]. The balance sheet approach has demonstrated that some faculty members at Texas A&M netted their schools as much as $280,000, while others cost their institutions $45,000. Some departments generated gains of more than $5 million for their colleges, while others cost their institutions more than $1.4 million. Without accountability, there is no pressure to make improvements. Unprofitable departments do not necessarily have to be shut down; merging two small departments can yield great improvements to productivity. The goal is transparency that leads to accountability and increased efficiency.

Responsibility Center Management (RCM) is another method used to ensure that resources are not squandered on departments that are not producing revenues for the institution. With RCM, the college is divided into two types of centers: Revenue-generating centers (schools and departments) and non-revenue generating centers (administrative service centers). The revenue-generating centers have to produce sufficient revenues to cover the “direct cost of their own operations” as well as the allocated costs of the administrative service centers [20].

Many colleges and universities are guilty of rarely examining its program offerings to see which need to be repositioned, modernized, or eliminated; colleges should have procedures for determining which programs need to be fixed. Companies are very quick to prune their product lines and eliminate or reposition sick brands and institutions of higher learning would do well to do the same. It should not take years for programs to be added or eliminated. Kodak was a little slow and moving to digital cameras because of the enormous profit they made from film. As a paper [37] notes: “There are few corporate blunders as staggering as Kodak’s missed opportunities in digital photography, a technology that it invented.

It is interesting to note that one metric most academic institutions are concerned with is outcomes assessment or assessment of learning, with 84% of colleges having established learning goals for students [4]. In fact, a typical institution uses five different approaches to assess student success, the most popular of which is student surveys [4]. Whether assessment works or is a waste of time is debatable. An opinion is made that if there were evidence that such assessment provided some real value such as enhancing a college’s reputation or providing skills that make it easier for students to find jobs, faculty might be more supportive of it [24]. The paper also states “We should no longer accept on faith or intuition that learning-outcomes
Many faculty members believe that reviewing course syllabi frequently or surveying students a few years after they graduate will accomplish as much as learning-outcomes assessment at a fraction of the cost. At many institutions, assessment means that more bureaucrats are hired for yet another possibly meaningless task.

There has been publication about BS in academe [47]. Three kinds of BS he underscores are:

- BS is universities hijacked by the relentless pursuit of money and prestige, including chasing rankings that they know are deeply flawed, at the expense of genuine educational excellence (to be distinguished from the vacuous "excellence" peddled by recruitment and "advancement" offices in every run-of-the-mill university).

- BS is undergraduate "core" curricula that are actually not core course systems but loose sets of distribution requirements, representing uneasy truces between turf-protecting divisions and departments intent on keeping their classes full, which students typically then come to view as impositions to "get out of the way."

- BS is administrators’ delusion that what is important in higher education can be evaluated by quantitative "metrics," the use of which will (supposedly) enable universities to be run more like corporations, thus requiring faculty and staff to spend more time and energy providing data for metrics, which they, too, know are BS [47].

It is not surprising there are so many flaws in the assessment process – e.g., none of the instruments used have been tested for reliability and validity – that it is as likely to cause more harm than good. It is not clear that measuring “learning outcomes” has resulted in improving the quality of education [54], [38, B11-B13], [23, A25], [24, A50-A51]. A paper asserts that it is an open secret among assessors that “assessment has not caused (and probably will not cause) positive changes in student learning” [23]. In any case, it has resulted in the hiring of more administrators.

**CONCLUSION**

The first change that has to be made for the purpose of cutting costs and improving efficiency in higher education is to hire college presidents that act like true leaders and care for their organizations more than for themselves. College presidents, as well as provosts, are often more concerned with enhancing their CVs than doing what is best for the college they are paid to lead. They are primarily motivated about what will make them look good for their next job. This is why they love creating more structure. It allows one to say that one created new schools and/or added new departments, which looks good on a CV and might lead to finding a better job in the future. Of course, no one asks whether the additional structure made a school more efficient. The average tenure of college presidents is only seven years, and their average age is 61 [48]. The average tenure of a chief academic officer/provost is only 4.7 years [39]. It should therefore
not be surprising that the loyalty of the college leadership will not be to the institution, but to themselves. Padding the CV often matters more than making meaningful improvements. The key metrics that can be used to measure the true performance of college presidents are discussed in [22].

Colleges are broken and need to transform themselves; it is not only about inefficiency and bloat. A recent Gallup Poll found the following:

Colleges and universities are supposed to be learning organizations. But, apparently, they aren't doing enough learning themselves -- at least not among their staff and faculty. According to Gallup surveys, college and university employees rank right around the bottom-quartile on "learn and grow" measures compared with other employees in the U.S. This is a tragic irony for the very workplaces whose primary mission is, well, learning and development. Specifically, only four out of 10 higher education staff and faculty strongly agree that in the past year they've had opportunities at work to learn and grow. And even fewer strongly agree that someone at work has discussed their progress in the last six months or that someone at work encourages their development [6].

Institutions of higher learning that refuse to make any changes or focus on nonsense metrics to demonstrate that learning is taking place will wake up one morning and find that they are no longer viable and have gone the way of numerous colleges that have disappeared. More and more politicians are speaking out against college degrees that they feel are of little value in the employment market. An author believes that Ronald Reagan, then Governor of California, may have triggered a major shift in the public’s view of higher education from an intellectual to a vocational enterprise [3]. On February 28, 1967, President Reagan stated that “there are certain intellectual luxuries that perhaps we could do without” and argued that taxpayers should not be “subsidizing intellectual curiosity” [3]. Since then, many politicians have said the same thing about higher education. Some academics as well have been positing that college is not for everyone. According to conclusion of a paper, “If everyone had a college degree, the result would not be great jobs for all, but runaway credential inflation” [9]. Trying to spread success with education spreads education but not success. Credential inflation refers to the fact that as more and more people earn college degrees, the value of the degree declines. This is what happened to high school diplomas which meant much more when only 10% of the population had them.

For better or worse, colleges and universities have to be aware that skills have become the new mantra and schools will have to learn to be efficient in teaching useful workplace (and life) skills to students. The first step is to reduce bloat and waste and make colleges and universities more efficient. The resources that are freed up should then be used to improve the quality of education.
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ABSTRACT

Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) School of Business has a large program of online/self-passed/pass-fail/1 credit courses in Digital Literacy. School administrators observed that these classes traditional have a pass rate in the 70% range. They sought to determine the reason for the low pass rate. They concluded there were two major issue: procrastination on the student’s part and students not completing the training and/or wait until the very end of the semester to schedule their exams. New policies including required Sequential Modules and early first exam attempt deadlines were initiated for Fall 2019. This paper will compare previous semester results vs. current ones to see if new policies were effective in improving the pass level.

DIGITAL LITERACY PROGRAM AT VCU

History

The INFO16X program started in the 1990’s with a series of one-credit hour classes computer courses taught face-to-face. These 7-9 courses were taught in three different 5-week sessions during each fall and spring semester. The courses used a traditional grading scale with numerous non-tenure track and adjunct instructors doing the instruction. With the courses being offered during the three sessions during the fall and spring semesters, students could add a class during the semester. This feature was particularly helpful for a student who did not initially register for a required number of hours to be eligible for financial aid, athletic competition or scholarship. Students with such a requirement could also withdraw from a class and replace it with one or more of these classes to remain full-time or to pick up credits for graduation.

In Spring 2002, the School of Business was facing major budget cuts and decided to move the courses to an online model to reduce instructional costs. The department curriculum committee decided that the courses should be graded pass-
fail rather than awarding a letter grade and the minimum for a pass should be 80%. One instructor was hired to setup and over-see the program. From 400 initial registrations in Fall 2002, the program has grown to 2100-2500 registrations per semester in the current six courses. The online/self-paced/pass-fail/1 credit model was started with seven elective courses.

The current six course program includes computer concepts, comprehensive word processing (Word), two levels of spreadsheets (Excel), database (Access) and presentations (PowerPoint). Since Fall 2014, four of these courses are required for Business majors. The courses are open to all VCU students but 70% are Business majors. Recent registrations in the 6 courses range from 2100-2500 per semester. MyLab IT, a Pearson online product, is used to provide online training, eTexts and comprehensive exams. The product also includes the capability to setup sequential modules which require completion of previous modules in order to advance to the next one.

P/F grades are based on student performance on a final comprehensive exam with an 80% pass level. Final exams are proctored in an on-campus classroom. Traditionally, students had two attempts to pass the one comprehensive exam per course if they took a first attempt by a specific date, but they could also go for one attempt as late as finals week.

**Pass Level Concerns**

Retention is a hot issue at the University level and these courses often show-up on a D/W/F list generated by the administration. Even though the pass level at 80% is higher than the 70% for other courses on the D/F/W list, two years ago conversations were started to see if changes could be made to improve pass level so that the D/W/F percentages would not be so high. Of special concern were the Business majors Excel scores in the two spreadsheet courses. The School’s curriculum committee had a sub-committee look at various options. The suggestion to consider changing to more traditional courses for Excel was not supported by the administration due to a very significant increase for instruction cost and space. So other options inside the current model were considered.

**Options for Program Changes**

A new policy requires students to take a first attempt by a specified date, and if they don’t, they receive an automatic fail grade for the class. Students who take a
first attempt prior to the deadline without passing have a second attempt to pass a second exam.

One option put forward by the School administration was to automatically withdraw a student that had not completed a specified action in the course by the withdrawal date. With the current university policy that allows students to late add these courses thru the withdrawal date, an automatic withdrawal option would not give a student late adding adequate time to complete any specified action. Also taking a first attempt for the exam as the requirement to trigger an automatic withdrawal date would not work since the deadline for taking a first attempt is after the withdrawal date.

A second option was to require the completion of the course’s MyLab IT sequential module (SM) prior to being eligible to take a first exam attempt in the hopes that completing the sequential module would assure that students would be better prepared for the exam. The School administrators decided that this should be one policy change for each INFO16X course. This change requires a significant amount of work for the instructor of the INFO16X courses due to having to manually affirm that the students signing up for an exam had completed the sequential model for the course.

The other concern was that students were waiting until exam week to schedule their attempts which took away exam preparation time from their other courses. A third option with a required first attempt thru week 10 was decided upon. If students took a first attempt by that date and did not pass, then they qualified for a retake option thru the end of the semester. If a student did not take a first attempt by that date, they would receive an automatic F.

The School of Business also had made the decision to eliminate the large computer lab in order to create an additional classroom. This lab had been used by the INFO16X program to offer large testing sessions. The only remaining lab option was of a 32-computer lab that was only available after 4:00 PM for INFO16X testing. Since the large lab space would not be available Fall 2019, another new policy was considered that would require students to take the exam using their own computers in sessions that were not scheduled in the smaller lab. There was concern about using personal computers but that was the only option in order to test 2100+ registrations. Rooms with electrical outlets for power cords were needed for additional testing space and those spaces were scheduled. However,
some students would still be able to take their exam in the small lab if they did not have or did not want to use their own computers.

To assist with the new requirements, two graduate assistants working 10 hours a week each were hired. Their responsibilities were to help monitor sequential module completion, to send email reminders to students who had not completed their modules, and to assist with proctoring during exam sessions. The Graduate Assistants were helpful in sending out email reminders 48 hours ahead of scheduled exams to remind those who had not completed their SM’s that they couldn’t take their exam if the SM was not completed on time. However, 24 hours checks also had to be made by the faculty and entered into the session database. Hiring and training the graduate assistants took many hours of the faculty’s time in the fall but they were certainly helpful.

The exam signup website created many years ago was used for scheduling exam sessions. This website enables students to signup/cancel exam sessions online. And provides a printout of those registered for each session. A field also indicates whether they have completed their Sequential Module. At each exam sessions, students signed-in with photo ID’s. The database behind the website is generated from Banner downloads updated weekly thru the withdrawal date.

**FINDINGS**

Sequential Modules were one of the major changes initiated. Each course had one. Students could use the Learning Aids to complete the SM’s. Average and max time in each of these by course are shown below. Additional time spent in the Review Chapter modules was not evaluated so these times certainly do not show total time spent in courses.

**Sequential Modules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Average Time</th>
<th>Maximum Time Spent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160 Computer Concepts</td>
<td>1:27</td>
<td>8:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161 Word Processing</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>23:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162 Spreadsheets 1</td>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 Spreadsheets 2</td>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166 Database</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168 Presentations</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>17:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computer Concepts involved a series of self-tests after eText reading. Times were for self-tests only.

Office applications had hands-on training modules. Number of chapters varied. Students could use Learning Aids (Practice, Video, Text) to complete the SM in the Office courses.
After the completion of the SM, students were encouraged to continue their learning by using the Review Chapter Modules and to do the modules until they could complete them without using the Learning Aids. Those who passed did that, many completed the review modules multiple times. End of course student comments confirmed the importance of working thru the Review Chapter Modules in order to be successful at passing the exam.

**Laptops**

Another major change was the use of personal laptops instead of all lab computers. The personal laptops worked well with a few exceptions. Students were sent reminder emails about bringing laptops to specific sessions (though their email confirmation also said to bring laptops). Prior to the session students were encouraged to check their wi-fi connections ahead of time, check battery life or bring cords, know how to connect to their phones wi-fi if needed.

Checking laptops out at the Library was also an option used by some students for the sessions that required laptops. Sessions were still offered in the lab with computers for those who didn’t want to use their laptops or didn’t have one. And there was a definite request for the use of lab computers instead of using their own laptops for various reasons – no laptop, older/slow laptops, no reliable laptop wi-fi connections.

**Required First Attempts**

Required first attempts at 10 weeks had issues especially with students who were used to the old model and didn’t read their course documents or pay attention to email reminders. 200 missed that deadline but that was anticipated when the policy was decided upon.

Over 80 exam sessions were offered during the semester, 55 of which were prior to the first attempt deadline. As in previous semesters, the highest attended sessions were in the week of the first attempt deadline and then again, at the end of the semester for those taking qualified retakes.

Extra credit points were offered early in the semester as an incentive to schedule early. Better prepared students didn’t need extra credit points but the incentive still encouraged them to test early.
Results by Course

Traditionally Word has had the lowest overall average of all the courses and was in the Fall. This could be because students don’t spend the time preparing because they think they know Word having used it previously. Survey results generally include comments like “I thought I knew Word but I was exposed to features I didn’t know Word had.” Another one said, “Before all I knew how to do in Word was type, save and print.”

Second lowest is Excel. Excel has features that many of our students have not used before. But for Business majors those skills are important. And efforts have been made to include more Excel in other courses after this one which reinforces what the students have been exposed to in the course.

Samples of Student Survey Input

Student input varies based upon their previous knowledge of the 6 courses. Some arrive on campus very knowledgeable. For those students who think they know the content, there are 3 Knowledge Equivalency Tests (KET) that students can pay for and take for Computer Concepts, Word and Excel 1. These exams do not give them academic credits but does give prerequisite requirements for other Business courses. However, the pass level in the KET’s has not been high. Students may not know as much as they think they know.

Below is a sample of replies students made to the following questions. (A Blackboard survey was also offered to students with different questions):

1. What specific topics did you learn from taking the course? And don't just look for a list of topics from the chapter headings. I want your input on what you really learned.
2. What advice would you give to another student taking the course to help them be successful?
3. How will what you learned benefit you in your future academics and career?

1. These courses were originally just a requirement for me that I didn't think I would have to assert a lot of effort/ care about. But once I took the first exam and
realized I had to know what I was doing to pass the class, it became less of a chore and I absorbed the information eventually, and once I knew what I was doing, it was almost fun to complete. So in addition to learning the vocabulary from 160, the ways to use Word through 161, and Excel spreadsheets from 162 and 165, I learned how to study properly by continuously working through the modules, and making a quizlet for 160.

2. Being a transfer student, I had no idea what these courses entailed so I really wish I had gotten started at the beginning of the semester. The modules can be painful when you are trying to cram to get them done for the test. And not only that, you would never be able to pass without going over the modules and vocabulary continuously, until you don't need to watch the videos or use the practice helpers anymore. Also, I would advise to sign up for the exams in advance, and spread them out so you do not have to cram for each test.

3. My major is business management, so I will have to write many papers and create lots of spreadsheets not only in the rest of my time as a student, but also in my future career, whatever that may be. Being able to write a formula for statistics on a spreadsheet without having to look it up or ask for help will be very helpful in my future.

Other Quotes

With this class, I also learned how to study, which is something I would not have expected coming from a mandatory “computer class.” And I am very grateful I learned that lesson quickly.

Thanks again,

From INFO 165 I learned a lot of various things about excel. I wasn’t aware that you can sort multiple fields, subtotal the date and then add a second subtotal. I also learned how to create a Recommended PivotTable, how to add rows/columns to a PivotTable and change the value field settings. I also learned what the function of a slicer is and how to insert and customize it.

I learned how to construct formulas, charts of many different kinds, and pivot tables in an effective way. Not only did I learned to make these charts, but I also gained knowledge on how to insert the proper data into said charts. What also came with inserting the data into the charts was how it could be more easily inserted by using several functions such as the auto sum function. Overall, this knowledge makes it easier for me to represent my data and get my points across to others while also validating it.
Blackboard Survey Results

Each semester we give students opportunities for input with a survey posted at Blackboard. The following from Fall 2019 is consistent with previous semesters results. Students felt their knowledge had increased and they would recommend the course to other students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Knowledge/Skill Level</th>
<th>Would Recommend Course to other Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased Greatly</td>
<td>Increased Some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Computer Concepts</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161 Word Processing</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162 Spreadsheets 1</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 Spreadsheets 2</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166 Database</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168 Presentations</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

Results of the first semester with the new requirements did not give the hoped for results. Historically, 10% of registered students do nothing and this was true again this fall. (Doing nothing meant that those students did not even setup a MyLab IT account.) Another 10% setup their accounts but did not get their first exam attempt in by the deadline. Both of these groups received automatic F’s.

Procrastination continued to be a big issue. The online/self-paced format seems to contribute to procrastination. Even with numerous email reminders including a listing of average times needed to complete Sequential Modules, too many students hurried thru the SM’s without really learning the content with poor exam results. Evaluations continued to say the online/self-paced nature of the courses was hard for many because they were used to weekly face-to-face classes with more deadlines and homework.

Of those that took exams, the difference in pass/fail levels between the last 4 semesters and last fall was not significant with all courses included. (See the following chart). However, previous semesters had a required minimum of 40 points to qualify for a retake which raised the first attempt score averages. Fall 19 did not. So lower scores with completed SM did qualify for retakes and students could use the Learning Aids to complete the SM without really trying to learn the tasks. Maybe the 40 minimum score needs to be reinstated.
Also, Spring scores have traditionally been higher than Fall scores. Probably because students were more aware of the process. Spring 20 scores may show the same results.

Student feedback confirms they think there is value in the courses. The challenge is getting more students to put forth the effort to learn the content not just do the minimum to pass. The Office skills are certainly used in other courses. Those who do minimum effort or ignore the courses, are not thinking ahead to the consequences on their GPA’s and the academic records future employers may review.

Additional evaluation will be carried out on some of the specific topics in a data mining course this spring. And after Spring semester hopefully there will be an improvement once “the word gets out” about the tougher policies. Maybe students will be more aware of the requirements and consequences of not reading course documents and emails.
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION AT STUDENTS’ FINGERTIPS: USING LMS PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK MECHANISMS TO RETURN CONTROL OF LEARNING PROGRESS TO LEARNERS
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ABSTRACT

Many introductory or online courses face high “DFW” issues. High failure rates can be attributed to many factors, but the consequences are significant not only to students and instructors but the society and future workforce. This study documents a series of experiments by applying different performance feedback mechanisms to provide students with real time performance signals and to keep them informed about their learning outcomes. The background of this study is a self-guided software learning course (Microsoft Office Suite) with five individual modules: Basic Computing, Word, Excel, Access and Power Point. Instructors serve as coaches to guide the progress of modules, remind students of the deadline and solve technical and learning problems.

One of the major concerns in this course was the low performance of student’s learning outcome. Since this course involves 22 assignments (15 training, 3 projects, and 4 midterms) with various weights assigned to each assignment, students frequently asked instructors to calculate/update their current performance. Feedback research has shown that providing prompt and meaningful feedback to learners about their learning status is beneficial to motivate them to continue their learning journey and achieve their final goals. Apparently, student’s knowledge of their performance at any moment can be significant information for them to identify their learning gap, current performance and strategies to steer their future effort in time to reach their expected outcome.

Three different controls were implemented to three different groups of students (28 students in each group) under the same instructor. The first experiment was to teach students to apply the grading formula posted on the syllabus so students can obtain their status any time on their own. The second experiment was to apply the assignment grouping mechanism and assignment weighting scale embedded in the Learning Management Systems (LMS) so that the overall performance can be published on the LMS synchronously with the assignment Software. The third experiment was to creatively modify the performance feedback mechanism provided by LMS since the mathematical logic behind the grading program is not reflecting the actual scores in relationship with the formula.

The results show that DFW rates under the first and second experiment experienced minor decrease of DFW rates from the baseline but students under the third experiment experienced more significant decrease. The findings suggest that true performance feedback that allows students to access at any time returns control to students. This technology-enabled feedback mechanism helps direct students’ continual effort and enable them to devise productive strategies to reach their learning goals. Statistics will be presented at SEDSI.
Learning Engaged Scholarship through a MIS STEM Camp
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ABSTRACT
Many students in public education are limited in their access to Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education. STEM camps are a common method used to introduce students to these important disciplines. This research study began as an Engaged Scholarship project; a Management Information Systems (MIS) STEM camp to introduce participants to technology and targeting middle and high school girls. Surveys were used to measure the impact of the camp. Statistical analysis of results did not show a significant increase in attitudes towards technology; however, a positive change did occur in their confidence in the ability to perform technical work.

INTRODUCTION
Science Technology Engineering and Math (STEM) camps have been commonly used to introduce students to these important disciplines before they reach college. Without this exposure, many students will have little or no knowledge of these fields and hence no access to them as lucrative and fascinating careers. Our goal for developing this Management Information Systems (MIS) STEM Camp was to advance technology STEM education in Eastern North Carolina (ENC) counties. We also wanted to address the critical need for females to enter career paths in under-represented areas of STEM fields, specifically technology-related fields such as MIS. ENC has a large percentage of rural counties, many of which are in Tier One and Tier Two as reported by the North Carolina Department of Commerce [11]. A statute provides the guidelines for assigning the tiers as follows: Tier One (most distressed), Tier Two or Tier Three (least distressed). The following four factors are used to assign the rankings; 1) average unemployment rate, 2) median household income, 3) percentage growth in population and 4) adjusted property tax base per capita. Participants at our camp came from predominately Tier One counties and one Tier Two county. Additional information on the counties is provided in the Demographics section of this paper.

This project was originally developed through the Engaged Outreach Scholarship Academy (EOSA) at a large public university in Eastern North Carolina. The EOSA program introduces professors and students to the importance of combining an outreach program with research while partnering with a community organization. The authors participated in EOSA and were mentored on how to develop a program through a true partnership in the community while producing research data.

Interest in STEM programs for underrepresented minorities and students in rural areas is evidenced by legislation supporting these types of activities such as H. R. 5116 (America Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Reauthorization Act of 2010). The ACT® report on the state of STEM Education...
produced results which reinforce the need for improvements in STEM education. This report, STEM Education in the U.S.: Where We Are and What We Can Do: 2017 states “It’s difficult to admit, but the United States is a STEM-deficient nation” [3, p.3]. The report contains several key findings, i.e. Finding #1 shows stagnation in interest and achievement in STEM fields in the U.S. in the past five years. The percentages are as follows [3]: 2012 - 48%, 2013 - 48%, 2014 - 49%, 2015 - 49%, 2016 - 48%, 2017 - 48%.

Accenture and Girls Who Code’s recent study on females in the STEM fields [1] triggered our focus on females from under represented areas for our camp; it stated that, “the number of women in the US computing workforce will drop from 24% to 22% by 2025 if tech leaders and others don’t intervene” [5, p.1]. Since the number of females in computing fields is already low, this is a serious problem. The study suggested that a possible solution to this problem is “working with today’s junior high school girls and from sustaining their interest in computing as they progress through their education” [1, p.3]. The report further stresses the urgency of the issues stating, “that means we need to act urgently if we are to reverse today’s alarming trends” [1, p.3]. Additional evidence of gender differences in STEM comes from Finding #6 in the ACT® 2017 report, which noted that while the proportion of students expressing an interest in STEM was almost equal across gender with ACT-tested female graduates at 47% and male graduates at 50%, the ability of students to pursue these careers, i.e. attainment, is the problem. The finding stated, “However, we continue to see females fall behind males in STEM-related attainment” [3, p.13].

Many of the camp participants could be defined as part of the underserved population. Finding #5 of the 2017 ACT report defined underserved using three characteristics: 1) minority by race/ethnicity, 2) first generation in college and 3) low income (<= $36,000/year) [3]. The collected data indicated that underserved students were at a huge STEM disadvantage stating, “Underserved learners lag far behind their peers in the area of STEM preparedness”. It goes on to quantify the findings stating, “Thirty-two percent of ACT-tested students who were not categorized as underserved met the STEM Benchmark, compared to just 11% of those meeting one criterion, 5% of those meeting two criteria, and 2% of those meeting all three criteria”. Finally, they indicate for those with all three criteria they are “sixteen times less likely to be ready for credit-bearing STEM coursework in college than the group of students who are not considered underserved” [3, p.3].

Management Information Systems (MIS), is a STEM field that combines Business courses with Technology courses to help businesses find technical solutions to problems but, is not well known by those outside of the MIS field. Lack of awareness of MIS as a potential field of study was validated by the 2016 ACT® report for North Carolina which indicated only 1% of the students taking the ACT showed any interest in MIS [2]. We believe the percentage is so low due to the lack of knowledge about MIS among middle and high school students. However, since MIS applications address real societal problems which are typically of interest to young females, these applications provide a good method for getting females interested in technology as “a powerful hook for girls and a magnet for women” [1]. Dr. Libeskind-Hadas who spearheaded successful curriculum revisions in the coding classes at Harvey Mudd College indicated “female students tended to think more about their careers in terms of social relevance and how their work could help the world” [16].
This paper begins with a literature review on STEM camps and a description of the methodology used for this study. That will be followed by the data analysis and discussion from the camp surveys and will end with a conclusion. The research question for the study was: How do the career attitudes of females in grades 7 through 10 change after a MIS STEM camp?

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Prior literature indicates an introduction to STEM education has been an essential tool in attempts to attract, increase interest and bring awareness to STEM careers available for youth. Active hands-on learning and laboratory experience are major solutions in attempts to increase interest in STEM majors [12]. More specifically related to females, researchers have found it can help females to develop more confidence with computers by increasing their computer experiences [9]. In a review of STEM-based literature we found that several STEM programs and studies have been initiated to increase access and exposure to hands-on learning in STEM fields. These programs vary by types of research question, types of programs, program time frames, teaching approaches, and number of participants. Several of these STEM programs were similar to our research in measuring how exposure to STEM fields changes participants awareness, interests or attitudes toward pursuing STEM careers. We will begin with a review of past STEM programs, studies and results. Table 1 summarizes details of these camps.
Table 1: Comparison of STEM Camp Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camp Host</th>
<th>Length of camp</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th># of participants</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Research Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNC Charlotte [4]</td>
<td>4-week summer camp</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Positive Impact</td>
<td>To what extent are student attitudes and interest in career areas similar before and after participating in a summer camp experience?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University [10]</td>
<td>2-week summer camps, 2 subsequent year study</td>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Positive Impact</td>
<td>Study designed to measure participants’ interest in, aptitude for, and enjoyment of science, mathematics, technology, and other academic areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester Institute of Technology [13]</td>
<td>1-day festival</td>
<td>Middle to High School</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>Positive Impact</td>
<td>1) To stimulate interest in STEM-related careers, and (2) to empower American youth to see themselves as innovators and creators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oklahoma [8]</td>
<td>Longitudinal study</td>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>Partially Positive Impact</td>
<td>Study longitudinally examined the impact of Fab Lab Tulsa programs on the self-efficacy of school-aged children. Study also examined the correlations between self-efficacy, attitudes toward STEM, perceived impact, and skill attainment among participating students. The hypothesis was that self-efficacy and attitudes toward STEM would increase from pretest to posttest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University [6]</td>
<td>3-day summer camp</td>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Positive Impact</td>
<td>Study to determine whether inquiry-based activities result in interest levels that are different relative to non-inquiry-based activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East Technical University [15]</td>
<td>Two 10-day camps</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Identified best practices for camps</td>
<td>Study to explore critical design issues for educational robotics training camps and to describe how these factors should be implemented in the development of such camps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated in the table, STEM Camp designs vary greatly from institution to institution. Camp design and effectiveness is an important aspect of this study. The review of camps shows that there are many different approaches to camps and no consistent camp design. In an unusual approach, one research study focused on the return on investment of STEM camps and determined both multi-day and single-day programs could motivate students to pursue information technology programs [7]. Moreover, there is no consistent documentation or results to establish the best type of STEM camp design. Each of these camps were open to both males and females and used pre and post camp surveys. Overall, research shows that these types of
camps should provide children with hands-on activities and an environment to practice what they learn to be effective [15].

METHODOLOGY

This research study is based on a MIS STEM camp that was held in three separate years. In 2017 a non-residential camp was held on three non-consecutive days in the fall of 2017, two Fridays and a Saturday on the university campus. Students were from two middle schools and one High School in the largest Eastern North Carolina (ENC) county, Pitt county. In 2018, a 5-day residential camp was held on the university campus with 12 students and 6 teachers from six ENC counties. The teachers were included in order to spread the STEM camp learning to teachers who could take the learning back to their school districts. In 2019, two 5-day non-residential camps were held on the university campus from three ENC counties. Participants were girls in 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th grades.

The 2017 participants were from the public-school system Advanced Via Individual Determination (AVID) program. In 2018, students were recruited by STEM teachers in their respective public-school systems. In 2019, students were recruited from the Boys & Girls Club of the Coastal Plain in several Eastern North Carolina counties. The participants were diverse in race and some were from rural areas. The girls applied for the camp by completing an application which included an essay asking why they wanted to attend. In 2017 the goal was to “reach for the middle” when selecting participants and to include students who otherwise might be overlooked, not the top students and not low, at risk students. This was accomplished through a pre-requisite of selection being participation in the AVID program which seeks to help students “in the middle” become prepared for life after school. In 2018, participants came from six different public-school districts while in 2019 participants were recruited from several Boys & Girls club of the Coastal Plain clubs in three counties.

All camp participants took the same survey both before and after the camp. Parents were asked to take a separate survey, but few were collected due to distribution difficulties. Finally, in order to compare data from the general public to pre-camp survey participants, the survey was distributed to a purchased group of approximately 250 parent/child pairs where the child was from the same grade range as camp participants. The surveys were constructed from publicly available validated surveys from the UNC Friday Institute for this age group and consisted of clear and age appropriate study related questions. Survey questions were designed to measure attitude toward Computer Science and MIS disciplines.

The MIS STEM camp was designed around recommendations from the Cracking the Gender Code report whose extensive research suggests that the key to improvement required sparking the interest of girls in junior high school then sustaining that commitment in high school and into college [1]. The following outlines a three-stage approach recommended by the study:

**Stage 1 – Deepen the girls’ hands-on computing experience**
- The camp taught coding and website building

**Stage 2 – Change girls’ perceptions of computing**
- Interaction with mentors was provided through instructors, college students and alumni who worked in technology fields or were technology/MIS majors

**Stage 3 – Support parents and teachers in understanding the wider role of computing**
Parents and teachers of participants were provided with take home materials on technology careers and invited to attended camp final project presentations. The “Cracking the Gender Code report” emphasizes that parents and/or teachers often feel ill equipped to inform their children/students about tech careers. The research has found that “Some 46% of parents believe computing and coding are high priorities, but only 25% feel well informed about the benefits of studying computing/coding” [1, p.10].

DATA ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION

Demographics
As stated earlier, the camp participants came from several counties in ENC, many of which contain rural areas, they were: Beaufort, Greene, Jones, Lenoir, Martin, Pitt, and Robeson. The number of participants was as follows: 2017 (18), 2018 (11), 2019 (15 and 16) for a total of 60 students. Demographic data for these counties, including Tier level is shown in Table 2. The camp participants were racially diverse; African-American, Caucasian, Hispanic and Native American

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Name &amp; Tier #</th>
<th>*Tier #</th>
<th>% Black</th>
<th>% White</th>
<th>% Hispanic</th>
<th>% of Total Poverty</th>
<th>High School Graduation Rate</th>
<th>*Median Household Income</th>
<th>*% Unemployed</th>
<th>% No HS Diploma</th>
<th>% Attended some college or associate’s degree</th>
<th>% Bachelor’s degree or higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>$41,431</td>
<td>4.66%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>$39,738</td>
<td>4.03%</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>$38,873</td>
<td>4.24%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>48.2%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenoir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>$39,341</td>
<td>4.13%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>$35,561</td>
<td>5.19%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>$45,918</td>
<td>4.41%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robeson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>34,439</td>
<td>6.08%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>$50,595</td>
<td>4.04%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Participating County Demographics [14], *[11]

Pre and post camp surveys
The research data was collected through pre and post camp electronic surveys for each of the four camps, 2017, 2018 and two in 2019. The pre-camp survey was administered electronically on the first day of camp before any instruction and the post-camp survey was administered electronically on the morning of the last day of camp before the final presentations. The survey questions from the validated survey were selected to measure attitudes toward STEM/MIS and technology subjects as well as STEM career awareness. The pre-camp and post-camp survey count was not the same due to participants not completing the camp or just not taking the post-camp survey. The post-camp and pre-camp surveys contained the same questions in order to measure any change in attitudes towards MIS, Computer Science, STEM, technology and the camp. Due to student privacy requirements, we were unable to match collected pre and post camp responses, and therefore used descriptive statistics to measure and answer the research questions. Questions were constructed using a series of Likert scales and in free form questions.
Data was analyzed by computing mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) scores. Calculated means were used to compare results between before and after camp attitude changes. Standard deviation was used to analyze data distribution normality. Tables were constructed to support the research question. Table 3 compares student interest towards MIS for a college major or a career before and after the camp. Table 4 compares student attitudes towards MIS and Computer Science disciplines before and after the camp. Table 5 compares the level of future interest for STEM subjects before and after the camp.

Table 3 displays the change of interest in MIS for a college major or as a career before and after attending the camp. Using a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 meant not at all interested and 5 meant extremely interested, a slight increase in the mean score from 2.83 to 2.90 was observed. Although other factors may have had an effect, the increase in interest is likely due in part to the information and activities the participants learned or participated in at the camp.

A more detailed analysis of student attitudes is found in Table 4. Students were given a series of statements in the survey related to MIS and Computer Science where they were asked to rate the statement on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 meant Strongly Disagree and 5 meant Strongly Agree. Overall, camp participants entered and left the camp with generally positive attitudes toward Computer Science and MIS (M>3, on a 5-point Likert scale). Differences between pre and post surveys varied slightly, with an overall positive increase in attitudes after the camp. However, some interesting results did occur. In Table 4 differences in the statements relating to their confidence in doing MIS related work showed a positive increase while all other statements showed a decrease. Most of the statements with a decrease were related to the importance of MIS to them in their future or as a career. For the Computer Science statements, the results were slightly different. Here they showed a slight increase in in the confidence in their computer science skills but also a slight increase in expecting to use computer science in their future. All other computer science questions showed a decrease between the pre-camp and post-camp surveys. These results may have occurred because participants were able to successfully complete projects where they built websites and coded an 3D animation. Those tasks were expected to increase their confidence in their abilities for that type of work. Also, the groups created remarkable projects, both in topic, creativity and complexity. The results from the other statements are a little more complex. We are unclear why participants did not perceive a need for MIS or computer science in general as a career or in the need for MIS after they left school. Although they were shown examples of females doing technical work and watched demos of the type of work that can be done in a few different fields using technology, the connection did not happen. Perhaps they could not see themselves in those roles or simply had no interest in those areas. Another possibility is that the post-camp survey was given soon after the end of the camp and these types of realizations sometimes take time. Even though we tried to collect a
second post-camp survey about 4 weeks after the camp we were not successful since many of the participants only went to the Boys & Girls club during the summer. Finally, the results may show no real increase in their attitudes, however, they show an increase in their confidence. We consider this a positive result which may lead some participants to explore technology again given the chance.

The table shows the greatest positive shift was observed in questions about confidence toward MIS. For the question “I am sure of myself when I do MIS” the mean increased from M=3.52 to 3.90, a 0.38 increase. For the question “I know I can do well in MIS” the mean increased from M=3.86 to 4.10, a 0.24 increase. The duplication of survey questions with altered wording was used to ensure fuller measurement of attitude and to ensure students did not answer carelessly. Reverse wording was also used for a similar purpose. Reversed mean values of questions proved to be an appropriate measurement of student attitude. For example, the question “I know I can do well in MIS” M =4.10 (M>3), and the reverse question “I can handle most subjects well, but I cannot do a good job with MIS” M=2.82 (M<3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIS</th>
<th>Pre-Camp</th>
<th>Post Camp</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing MIS will help me earn a living</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know I can do well in MIS</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I expect to use MIS when I get out of school</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would consider a career in MIS</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure I could do advanced work in MIS</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will need MIS for my future work</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure of myself when I do MIS</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS will be important to me in my life's work</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can handle most subjects well, but I cannot do a good job with MIS</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIS</th>
<th>Pre-Camp</th>
<th>Post Camp</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing computer science will help me earn a living</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know I can do well in computer science</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science will be important to me in my life's work</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will need computer science for my future work</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I expect to use computer science when I get out of school</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure of myself when I do computer science</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would consider a career in computer science</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure I could do advanced work in computer science</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can handle most subjects well, but I cannot do a good job with computer science</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measures of a student’s future interest toward taking advanced STEM classes are shown in Table 5. Overall, camp participants entered and left the camp with a generally positive interest level toward taking advanced STEM subjects (M>2, on a 3-point Likert scale where 1 meant Not interested and 3 meant Yes interested). There was a positive increase in interest towards the MIS subject (0.06), however, the interest in Computer Science decreased (-0.20). This may have occurred due to the predominantly MIS related activities during the camp. Another study found positive impacts based on including computer experiences they felt specifically had an effect on females. He and Freeman (2010) concluded “computer experiences and computer anxiety fully mediate the effect of gender on general Computer Self-Efficacy” [9, p.7]. This would support our findings of an increase, although small, in the confidence levels before and after camp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In the future, do you plan to take advanced classes in:</th>
<th>Pre-Camp</th>
<th>Post-Camp</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics?</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science?</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science?</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS or Information Systems</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale: 1-No, 2-Not Sure, 3-Yes.

Table 5: Student before and after camp future interest for taking advanced classes.

CONCLUSION
This research study was conducted in conjunction with a MIS STEM camp for girls which included pre and post camp surveys given to the camp participants. Unlike other camps reviewed in the literature section, this camp focused on females only, in an attempt to have some impact on the long-term issue of the critical need for females to enter career paths in under-represented STEM fields such as technology. Similar to prior literature on past camps, this study sought to answer the research question: How do the career attitudes of females in grades 7 through 10 change after a MIS STEM camp?

Although the differences in results from pre-camp and post-camp survey questions regarding attitudes towards MIS and STEM subjects were not statistically significant there was a definite increase in the mean scores on many of the questions between the pre-camp and post-camp survey. We observed the girls enjoying the camp experience, one 8th grade participant said, “I can’t really choose my favorite thing because everyone was very welcoming, and all the projects were really fun.” Another participant enjoyed the coding, “Learning how to code has always been interesting to me because if you make one wrong move, it (the application) will totally glitch.” Another participant enjoyed collaborating with students she did not know, “My favorite thing about the camp was getting to meet new people and see how coding can turn into your life career.” Those of us hosting the camp and teaching the sessions enjoyed interacting with the
girls who asked us many questions about our lives and our work. We believe they opened their minds to new possibilities which is in line with our results showing a positive shift in attitudes. Although the results in attitude shift were not what we expected the data shows an increase in confidence with executing technology. This was a great positive result and leads us to conclude there was enough evidence to continue with this research. This is important since the original goal was to make an impact as suggested by the Cracking the Gender code report [1]. The data and the participant comments indicate there was an impact.

Future research will involve repeating the camp with some minor changes. The camps will be held in the summer where the time frame can be extended to five days instead of three. The surveys will continue to be used so research can be continued and compared across multiple years. However, the post camp survey will be given approximately one month after the camp to see if a change in attitude needs time to be recognized. Finally, we believe including interviews with the campers will improve our ability to analyze the camp results.

We acknowledge limitations around some bias in the results since the participants self-reported on their own activities and are self-selected for participation in the survey. However, this bias is the same as other camps in the literature review and with surveys in general. Also, we believe the camps are successful because our methods align with recommended successful methods identified in the review of several camps in the literature review. We too found the use of experiential techniques with hands-on activities to be effective. We will continue to experiment with and evaluate the camp content to find what works best. Finally, we also used inquiry-based activities such as team projects related to a social issue where participants used their own ideas to develop a website or an animated skit utilizing the skills they learned in the camp. The final group projects were remarkable as indicated by a set of judges from industry and were proof of the knowledge that was gained during the camp.
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Workplace jobs are changing with lifetime employment a thing of the past. Students and employees will face a lifetime of multiple occupations/jobs. The primary focus of employment and job change could very well be the skills that people acquire through education and employment. Job skills that are necessary for managers in business has become topic of concern in colleges of business. Beyond initial job skills, colleges should be concerned with developing career planning as an important skill for students and employees to learn (occupational choice/organizational choice; career self-development, choice of job assignment prior to entering the work force and before changing jobs. Many employers are now hiring based on job skills as opposed to educational degree or even work experience (Parento, Kelkar 2000).

The focus of this research was to examine the type of skills students feel they have learned in their undergraduate business programs and what skills they feel deficient in learning. A career skill assessment tool was utilized in three key areas: 1) management skills students feel strong in and skills in which they want further development; 2) how students rate themselves in work characteristics; and 3) the attributes of the ideal job for students.

Data from the career skill assessment tool was analyzed through SPSS looking at frequencies of responses and differences in gender responses. Descriptive analysis will also be used for specific open-ended questions concerning demographic information, work experience and professional achievements. Examples of professional behaviors and autonomy in the job were also gathered. This information along with student goals will also be presented in a comparative and descriptive format.
ROLEPLAYING AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL TO DEAL WITH COMPLEXITY IN IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Amy J. Connolly, College of Business, James Madison University, 421 Bluestone Drive, Harrisonburg, VA 22807, 540-568-8122, conno3aj@jmu.edu

ABSTRACT

The Information Systems 2002 Model Curriculum lists “Project Management and Practice” which includes mastery of the “management of behavioral and technical aspects of the project” [1, p. 31]. The behavioral aspects of a project are tacit or “soft” in nature and generally difficult for students to master from listening to lecture [3]. When asked to perform project management tasks first learned from reading or lectures, students’ first response is “I don’t know what to do or how to do it.” Furthermore, today’s projects continue to increase in complexity and ambiguity, demanding higher levels of critical judgment and improvisation due to their social- and context-dependent nature [2]. In response to these industry needs, I designed roleplaying exercises for the IT project management course. While roleplay exercises are commonly used for training in industry settings, they are less often applied to the IS classroom. What makes these roleplay exercises unique is that they do not involve pairs of students or small isolated groups; rather, the roleplay exercises engage the entire class simultaneously. Novices, in general, are uncomfortable with ambiguity, but an effective project manager deals with ambiguity on a daily basis. Therefore, it is paramount that project management classes subject students to such feelings of ambiguity. The active learning exercises I designed encourage students to embrace ambiguity and complexity and to practice applying project management concepts learned in class, which can improve students’ understanding, communication skills and emotional intelligence. I have used these exercises every fall and spring semester to teach IT project management for the past 5 years. Students report that the exercises help them to better deal with other people on a project and they make the course more enjoyable and the material easier to understand.
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Student Perceptions of Effective Teaching Methods in an Undergraduate Business School: A Proposed Framework

ABSTRACT
Some observers have questioned whether institutions of higher education are preparing students in developing employability skills. For the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) to be recognized as crucial intellectual work, faculty must connect theory-based teaching to experience-based learning by continually developing instructional design, pedagogy, and the broader curriculum. Among business schools, efforts are being made to improve curricula by integrating traditional classroom learning and workplace experiential learning. Meanwhile, some concerns have been raised whether traditional assessments actually reflect students’ knowledge and skill development (Azevdo et al., 2012). Williams and Williams (2011) identified several key elements which impact students’ motivation by improving student learning outcomes. Specifically, challenging assignments (e.g. problem-solving activities or realistic business scenarios) enrich and build students’ competency in content learning. Likewise, learners can be motivated through hands-on techniques such as simulations, casework, group projects/presentation and guided discussions. The purpose of this study is to provide a framework for evaluating various classroom practices and the effects on student learning outcomes. For this present study, we surveyed graduating seniors at our institution regarding the types of classroom practices and teaching methods which they had experienced over the previous twelve months, such as group presentations, computer assignments, textbook-based lectures, lecture from other sources, class discussion/debates, “real-world” speakers, brief in-class group projects, practical application of knowledge in a lab setting, service learning, etc. Based on Exploratory Factor Analysis of the data, four components were extracted to provide four dimensions of teaching and learning elements.

INTRODUCTION
Ambrose et al. (2010) define learning as a process that leads to change, which occurs as a result of experience, and increases the potential for improved performance and future learning. Employers have questioned whether institutions of higher educations are preparing students in employability skill development. In recent years, concerns have been raised whether traditional assessments actually provide evidence to reflect students’ knowledge and skill development (Azevdo et al., 2012). Thus, learning involves the inputs (i.e. prior knowledge and experiences) and student motivation, as well as the ability to organize knowledge and to apply it.

Most pedagogical literature to date has highlighted the importance of various teaching techniques with benefits including the level of student’s participation, required knowledge retention, etc. However, debate still exists regarding which teaching techniques are most appropriate for students. In the business pedagogy as well as other fields, it has been highlighted that a shift from passive teaching methods is often necessary. For instance, the importance of active teaching techniques has been noted as business students tend to prefer interactive and concrete pedagogies (Nulty and Barrett, 1996). Thus, many business educational studies have encouraged a pedagogical shift from traditional instructional methods to interactive and experiential learning methods (Frontczak, 1998).
Williams and Williams (2011) identified five key elements which impact student’s motivation by improving student learning outcomes. One of the elements indicated that
challenging assignments (e.g. problem-solving activities or realistic situations) tend to enrich and build students’ competency in the content learning aspects. Moreover, the authors stated that students can be motivated through hands-on techniques such as simulation, casework, group projects/presentation and guided discussions as a way of enhancing learning via immersion. The purpose of our study is to propose a teaching and learning framework that can be applied for the empirical testing of the impact on student learning of specific classroom teaching methods.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, a literature review of various techniques in classroom practices will be presented. Assessing the impact of classroom practices on learning is essential to the scholarship of teaching and learning. Research on college teaching effectiveness has expanded over the past thirty years as a result of new discoveries in brain research and learning, and from increasing pressures from policy makers regarding the value of an undergraduate degree (Nilson, 2016; Svinicki and McKeachie, 2011).

Project-based learning improves students’ ability in problem-solving, creativity, responsibility, communication, and self-direction (Wurdinger and Qureshi, 2015). Such project-based learning can be accomplished in individual or group format. For students to be more cooperative and experiential, teaching methods which utilize individual or group projects have been frequently used in business schools. Compared to individual projects, the aim of group projects is to improve communication skills and the problem-solving abilities by facilitating interaction between students. Such interaction allows students to obtain knowledge from each other (Hwang et al., 2005). Additionally, other positive outcomes throughout cooperative learning are typically achieved. Smith and Waller (1997) compared the differences between traditional learning and cooperative learning. Traditional learning has lower interdependence, individual accountability, little commitment to other students’ learning, whereas cooperative learning leads to highly positive interdependence, accountability to the group, and improved teamwork skills.

In a typical class, the faculty member approaches teaching as a means to dispense knowledge to the students by way of lectures, notes on slides, and infrequent probing questions. Fink (2013) notes that this approach consists of lecturing based on ones understanding of the subject, along with leading whole-class discussion with the class members. Students are expected to receive knowledge based on listening, taking notes, and participating in discussions. Traditional instructional methods are teacher-centered as opposed to student-centered. For several decades, a growing body of research in the cognitive sciences has focused on how learning occurs (Svenicki, 2010) and demonstrates that students learn more from active teaching methods than they do from traditional methods (Bonwell and Eison, 1991).

Watts and Baker (2008) surveyed U.S. academic economists to investigate how economics is taught in four different types of undergraduate courses at postsecondary institutions. The goal of the study was to identify any changes in teaching methods that occurred over the previous decade as faculty were being challenged to utilize more innovative teaching methods instead of student-centered methods. The results showed that although standard lectures and presentations were still widely used, active methods became more commonly used.

Raja and Najmonnisa (2018) studied business communications classes to compare traditional teaching methods with the Case Study Method. The results indicated that experiential learning methods improved students’ communication skills more effectively than did the traditional method. Beginning with traditional modes such as lecture and assigned readings, faculty
increasingly employ a wider variety of instructional practices to improve learning. In addition to lectures and assigned readings as common teaching methods that are considered particularly effective for certain purposes (Svinicki and McKeachie 2011), multiple authors (Nilson 2016; Pascalella and Terenzini 2005) have discussed the benefits of additional teaching methods such as in-class discussions, case studies, project-based learning, inquiry-guided learning, in-class use of real-world speakers, and various other in-class teaching methods utilizing experiential learning.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Data Collection**

From the above literature review, it is evident that a majority of classroom teaching practices will likely have a positive impact on learning in at least some situations. Eighteen different teaching methods (case analysis, simulations, group presentations, real world project completed in a group, etc.) were identified from the literature review to develop the framework for this present study. These various teaching methods were listed for student responses via a Likert scale (1= Not included in any of my classes over the past year to 5= Included in all of my classes). The survey asked graduating business students to reflect on their experience involving these eighteen teaching methods that they had encountered in their classes over the past twelve months. The reason for including only the last twelve months is that the students take a majority of their upper division courses in their senior year. The data was compiled from Spring 2017 to Spring 2019 in an AACSB accredited public university in the US. The total sample was comprised of 364 business students in their final semester capstone course. Table 1: Data description lists the number of students according to major and gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Systems</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Analysis and Results**

The principal component analysis (PCA) technique was initially utilized for this present study by using Promax rotations. We examined the sample size of 364 observations with 18 items (variables) which meet the minimum requirement for the exploratory factor analysis. The cut point is set at 0.4. The output for Kaiser-Myere-Olkin (KMO) of 0.849 satisfied the PCA. Kaiser criterion of eigenvalues demonstrates that total four factors/components are extracted from the data to explain 56.9% of total variance. The table of Rotated Component Matrix (Promax) further indicated the extraction of four factors/components. The name of each factor is provided in Table 2: Descriptive Statistics.

Factor 1 is comprised of five items each with positive values: “Field Trips” (0.866), “Application of Knowledge through Service Learning” (0.771), “Practical Application of
Knowledge in a Lab Setting” (0.707), “Reading Assignments from Academic Journals” (0.687), and “Real World Speakers” (0.584). These items revealed the various teaching methods that allow students to apply what they have learned in the classroom. We will name factor 1 “Application of Knowledge.”

Factor 2 contained four items of “Brief In-Class Project(s) that You Completed in a Alone” (0.873), “Brief In-Class Project(s) that You Completed in a Group” (0.824), “Real World Project(s) that You Completed in a Group” (0.764), and “Real World Project(s) that You Completed alone” (0.710). Students indicated positive experiences regarding classroom practices involving projects. Thus, we will name factor 2 “Project”.

Factor 3 offered three items in “Lecture from Text” (0.828), “Lecture from Other Sources” (0.769), and “Class Discussion / Debate” (0.709) which presents more traditional classroom practice techniques. We name factor 3 “Traditional Teaching Methods”.

Factor 4 contained two items in “Case Analysis” (0.946) and “Simulation” (0.741) as one construct. We named factor 4 “Case/Simulation.”

Four items were dropped from the analysis (Group presentations, Presentations by you alone, Writing assignment, and Computer Assignment) due to high cross loading or low item loading. Table 2 indicated the mean, Cronbach’s Alpha, and the item loading for each valid item. The Cronbach’s alpha for “Application of Knowledge”, “Project”, “Traditional Teaching Methods”, and “Case/Simulation” are 0.806, 0.820, 0.687, and 0.678, respectively. Cronbach’s reliability test is often used to examine the fit of multiple items to measure for one underlying construct. The general guideline for Cronbach’s alpha is often defined as at least 0.6 in the lower limit for reliability (Nunnally, 1978; Flynn et al., 1990).

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Item Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application of Knowledge (Cronbach’s Alpha=0.806)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Trips</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of Knowledge through Service Learning</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Application of Knowledge in a Lab Setting</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Assignments from Academic Journals</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Real World” Speakers</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project (Cronbach’s Alpha=0.820)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief In-Class Project(s) that You Completed in a Alone</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief In-Class Project(s) that You Completed in a Group</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Real World” Project(s) that You Completed in a Group</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Real World” Project(s) that You Completed alone</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Teaching Methods (Cronbach’s Alpha=0.687)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture from Text</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture from Other Sources</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Discussion / Debate</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case/Simulation (Cronbach’s Alpha=0.678)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case analysis</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulations</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION
This present study provides a framework for determining student perceptions of the type of teaching methods and the association with learning performance. From the literature review, various teaching techniques such as direct or indirect methods can affect student learning outcomes. These teaching methods covered a broad range of activities, ranging from traditional classroom lectures to real-world internship opportunities. Four dimensions of teaching methods were identified from the present study: application of knowledge, projects, traditional teaching methods, and cases/simulations. For future studies, we will attempt to determine if these four dimensions of teaching methods tend to improve student’s learning performance (i.e. GPA) or their level of satisfaction with their overall learning experience in the college of business.
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TEACHING INTRODUCTORY DATABASE: FOCUSING ON THE USER PERSPECTIVE

Leigh A. Mutchler, College of Business, Computer Information Systems & Business Analytics, James Madison University, 421 Bluestone Drive, Harrisonburg, VA 22807, mutchlla@jmu.edu

ABSTRACT

A basic understanding and appreciation of databases is important to all business students. Relational database concepts are often covered within an introductory Information Systems (IS) course, a course frequently included as part of the business core and as such one that addresses the database knowledge needs of not just IS students but of all college of business majors. This abstract represents a work in progress that argues that when introductory database concepts are taught to all business majors, the focus should be from the database user perspective.

Database data retrieval and reporting skills are more important to database professionals than are the skills of designing or building [1]; therefore, the coverage of introductory database concepts in an introductory IS course should focus on query development. The course will include coverage of relational database concepts and structures, and ideally will also include hands-on activities because they contribute to learning [2] which is particularly important when learning about technologies. The active learning techniques that accompany introductory database concepts often consists of designing and building a relational database (usually with Microsoft Access), followed by simple query, report, and form development. Those majoring in IS will find these activities particularly meaningful and relevant to their future careers, but is that equally true for the non-IS student? Business students other than those majoring in IS are not expected to have a career where they will design and build a database. They will, however, have a career where they will regularly use a database. The greatest benefit for all business majors, including IS majors, is to learn to translate business questions into database queries which will in turn help them to more fully understand and appreciate the relational database. These activities will also aid students in the development of problem solving skills and increase understanding of business processes. The goals of this work in progress include documenting the teaching method, sample assignments, and collecting and presenting evidence of student perceptions.
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TEACHING THE IMPACT OF SUPPLY CHAIN ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT: AN EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISE AT A VINTAGE PORSCHE RESTORATION SHOP

Dr. William Ritchie - James Madison University
Mr. Cole Scroggham - Madison Automotive Apprentices Program
Mr. Noah Salvato - James Madison University
Dr. Ali Shahzaad - James Madison University

Abstract
Students in traditional business programs often engage in some form of project management (PM) course whereby students learn the intricacies of working with popular PM software platforms. However, associated PM software platform exercises often focus on analysis techniques using static data. In these situations, it is difficult for students to comprehend the complex nature of executing their project management plans in the “real world.” This experiential case study is designed to provide students with first-hand knowledge regarding the highly volatile relationship between supply chain efficiency and PM. In this experiential exercise, students review a brief case-study of Madison Automotive Apprentices Program (MAAP), a nonprofit corporation engaged in restoring vintage Porsches. After studying the traditional project management documents in the classroom, students then engage in a site visit to MAAP and participate in question and answer sessions with the founder and CEO to learn about supply chain challenges that impact PM implementation. This exercise illustrates how local firms in the automotive industry serve as an ideal teaching context for integrating complex concepts such as supply chain and PM.
INTRODUCTION

“We have students with different majors and clients from different walks of life. The one thing that connects them is cars...” - Cole Scrogam, MAAP CEO

Cole Scrogam, CEO of Madison Automotive Apprentice Program (MAAP), just finished speaking with a new client regarding the prospect of adding a new restoration project to his work-in-process. The client requested the restoration of a vintage 1973 Porsche 911 engine. During the phone conversation, the client had indicated a hard deadline for the rebuild of 60 days – and Cole was inclined to confirm this timeline – however, as Cole hung up the phone, he thought about the complicated processes of disassembly, cleaning, sourcing replacement parts, and reassembly. Foremost on his mind, however, were two key issues related to sourcing. First, the client desired a specific type of performance piston be installed in the engine. Due to the age of the engine and limited suppliers, fulfillment of this request presented some uncertainty. Second, without having opened the engine case, there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the condition of the internal engine parts.

As Cole considered this potential project, he knew that he would have to check the details of his assembly timeline to determine the feasibility of his customer’s request – which might add significant sourcing and shipping delays. Cole knew that a typical 911 engine restoration required about 50 man-hours – assuming all parts were on-hand and all project steps go exactly as planned. However, the inclusion of a specialty piston and uncertainty within the engine could potentially layer additional machine work, parts, and labor to the standard process.

To gain a better perspective on the timeline for this project, he loaded the various assembly steps into MS Project. Once loaded in MS Project, it would be easier to evaluate the impact of critical supplies on the assembly process. His primary concern was that the sourcing and delivery of the appropriate parts may significantly impact the build-out timeline. He knew his project completion timeline estimates had to be as accurate as possible, since contacting the client and requesting an extension for the rebuild was not an option and restoration accuracy and prompt service were a key component of MAAP’s competitive advantage. To begin the analysis process, Cole compiled the key steps in the engine assembly process (See Table 1 for sample assembly process). He also created a draft project timeline and Gantt chart (see Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively). Using this information as a basis, he considered what the next steps might be.
Table 1  Assembly Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task Mode</th>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Porsche 911 Engine Assembly Project</td>
<td>11175 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disassemble and Preparation</td>
<td>10560 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Disassemble Engine</td>
<td>460 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Clean Engine Parts</td>
<td>180 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Inspect Parts for Excessive Wear</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Order Replacement Parts</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Machine Heads</td>
<td>10860 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Machine Bearing Surfaces</td>
<td>5000 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Repack Outer Seals</td>
<td>1500 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Prepare Engine Bottom End</td>
<td>3640 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Mount engine to stand</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install main bearings</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Remove machine shop shavings from case</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Connecting Rod Preparation</td>
<td>4790 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Inspect stretch bolts and lubricate connecting surface</td>
<td>80 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Fit connecting rods to crankshaft</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Intermediate Shaft and Oil Pump</td>
<td>1775 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Fit timing chains to intermediate shaft</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Complete oil bypass modification</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Prepare the main bearing</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate bearing surfaces that come in contact</td>
<td>80 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate the main bearings and crankshaft journals</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Crankshaft Assembly</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install crankshaft assembly into the engine case</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Center connecting rods</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Turn 48 bearing until gears mesh</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install rear main seal</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Prepare to join case halves</td>
<td>180 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate internal surfaces of case halves</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate connecting rods</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate crankshaft</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate inside of oil pump</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate helical mating gears</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Apply Locotite to both case half mating surfaces</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Guide connecting rods into the cylinder holes</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install case halves together</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install central case throughbolts</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Mount engine case accessories</td>
<td>480 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install oil pressure sending unit</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install thermostat</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install case breather top</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install oil sump plate screen</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Repair any pulled studs on the outer case</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install the distributor drive gear</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install chain guides</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install chain ramps</td>
<td>480 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Preparing pistons and cylinders</td>
<td>5660 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Check first combustion ring (close to .020)</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Check second combustion ring (close to .030)</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install rings on pistons (noting the bevel facing up on 20 rings)</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install rings on pistons at 180 degree angles</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Clean cylinder walls with Automatic Transmission</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Clean cylinder with a lint-free cloth</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate the surfaces of the connecting rods</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate the wrist pin</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Cover engine studs with a smooth cloth to avoid</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Push pistons through pistons</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Align piston rings</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Lubricate pistons</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Use ring compressor to fit pistons into cylinder</td>
<td>120 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Check piston deck height</td>
<td>240 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Rotate crankshaft to install all pistons</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Cylinder head installation</td>
<td>345 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install barrel nuts on head studs</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Install the heads on the cylinders (Intake valves or 120 rings)</td>
<td>360 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Put Locotite on area between head and cam housing</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Install camshaft deflector</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Install oil return tubes with o-rings</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Check valve opening distances and ensure proper</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Install crankshaft bearings</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Torque the head bolts</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Camshaft and valve train</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Lubricate camshaft surfaces</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Adjust timing chain</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Chain correlation</td>
<td>135 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Correlate the chains</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Attach crankshaft pulley</td>
<td>60 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Set Top Dead Center (TDC)</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Camshaft timing</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Set camshaft timing</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MAAP History

MAAP is a non-profit organization that exists to share the love of the automobile with the next generation. MAAP provides educational opportunities for automotive restoration/preservation and motorsport experiences. It accomplishes this by creating cooperative opportunities between auto manufacturers, higher education institutions, vintage Auto Clubs, and enthusiasts. While it specializes in restoring Porsches, vintage Volkswagens, and other classic automobiles, MAAP also consults with car owners who need expertise on how to work on their own vehicles.
Automotive Restoration Industry Background

The automotive industry plays a significant role in the overall success of the United States’ economy. With more than $18 billion in spending, including research and development, it employs more than 1.7 million individuals and contributes about 3.5 percent to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Within this automotive context, engine rebuilding and remanufacturing accounts for $2.6 billion in revenues each year (Sanders, 2018). In the broadest sense, this specialty industry primarily focuses on services (suppliers) offered for individuals (consumers) facing automotive decisions related to either repairing/replacing automotive components. On the supply side, the increasing complexity of engines and inflationary pressures on the prices of component parts places significant constraints on firm profitability. For example, the demand for recycled metals and the countervailing forces of hazardous materials is increasingly placing limits the amount of potential raw materials on the market for engine rebuilds and remanufacture.

Daily Drivers Versus Restoration

The consumer side of the engine rebuild industry is comprised primarily of two types of buyers, 1) daily drivers and 2) restoration and custom engine shops. Activity among the daily-drivers is contingent on macro-economic forces and disposable income. For example, individuals (and/or their mechanics and parts suppliers) undertake engine rebuilds and remanufacture when it is more cost effective to do so. In these cases, the buyer may bypass the rebuild process and simply opt for new equipment, particularly economic cycles when cash is more readily available.

By contrast, restoration and custom engine-build shops have very different market forces driving demand. The engine restoration market is a unique niche within the industry. The buyers are typically remanufacturing an engine as part of a larger automotive restoration project or specialty application (such as racing). In this case, the question of cost/benefit of engine restoration rests more with the overall return on investment (ROI) of the final value of a classic or race-car restoration, than with the functionality of returning a car to “daily driver” status. Thus, the demand for engine restoration and associated profit margins for these services are often significantly higher than mainstream engine re-builds project. For example, the value of a highly desired vintage sportscar will be significantly discounted if the engine is not in a comparable restoration states as that of the external car body. Therefore, it is often taken as a given that engine rebuilders in this market will proceed with a mechanical restoration, despite high costs.

The Suppliers

Due to the specialized nature of Porsche engine restoration, there is a limited number of qualified suppliers. However, due to Cole’s extensive industry experience, MAAP has many parts providers that can be relied upon for excellent quality and service. These suppliers have a broad geographic distribution. (See Figure 1 below)
Porsche Engine History

In 1948, the chairman of Volkswagenwerk in Wolfburg, Germany asked Ferry Porsche of Porsche Konstruktionen GmbH in Karinthia, Austria to build a sports car that was based upon the Volkswagen (Aichele, 1999). The engine design for this new sports car would closely follow the specifications of the four-cylinder, air-cooled Volkswagen engine. The advantages of the air-cooled design were its relatively low maintenance and light weight (e.g. compared with liquid-cooled engines which require an entire system of water pumps, heat exchangers, and extra...
hoses). This arrangement with Ferry Porsche marked the beginning of using the air-cooled “flat”
engine design in a variety of Porsche models, including the Porsche 356, 912, 911, and the 914.
Implementation of this engine design would continue until 1998, when the air-cooled design
would be replaced with a conventional water-jacket cooling method. During the 50 years of
production, the elegant, yet simple design of the Porsche air-cooled engine has created a large
following of sports car enthusiasts who value the quality engineering and design of the Porsche
sports car.

Today, this fascination with Porsche’s air-cooled engine design has supported a niche market of
car restoration. The Porsche restoration market is supplied by a variety of companies, nationally
and internationally, that specialize in warehousing authentic car components (See Figure 1).
These vendors supply parts for the automobile body, the interior, and the engines. From the
perspective of the restoration specialists, the challenge was to source rare parts from these
vendors at a reasonable price, while assuring the quality of the parts and timely delivery.

Teaching Plan

The effectiveness of this exercise is optimized when PM professors collaborate with supply
chain professors to deliver a similar activity. We began this exercise by first distributing the
above case study to students prior to the site visit. In class, prior to the site visit, it is beneficial to
discuss with the students the lessons they have learned from previous PM classes and
assignments. This is a good time to discuss with students supply chain relationships with the
implementation of PM plan. For example, it is useful to ask the students to specify whether they
have considered supply chain impacts on PM plans. Students often reflect on mention of the
relationships in previous classes, but typically lack experiential activities.

Madison Automotive Apprentices Program is only a short 15-minute drive from our campus. We
would recommend identifying a local automotive business that is less than 30 minutes from
campus, in order to maximize class time. Additionally, the supply chain course in which this
exercise was implemented was delivered once-per-week in a face-to-face format, on a Monday
night from 7 – 9:30 p.m. The long class session was particularly conducive to site visits.

Once on-site at the automotive restoration facility, students are provided about 15 minutes to
explore the facility (Figure 4). Then students are gathered to meet the owner, Cole Scrogham.
The owner provides the students with a brief background of the facility and then directs student
to the Porsche 911 engine that is currently in the process of restoration. In the presentation, Cole
refers to a large-format Gantt chart that specifies all the steps in the restoration process. Then
Cole directs student attention to newly plated nuts and bolts to illustrate the level of detail
required for a quality restoration project. He also explains how challenging it is to obtain certain
parts, such as period-correct pistons. In this presentation it becomes obvious to the students that
many of the PM projects in classroom exercises assume a relatively consistent and predictable
supply of components.
Class Debrief Questions:

1. How are project management software tools complementary to sourcing activities in supply chain management?
2. Identify specific ways in which sourcing decisions and outcomes impact project management completion.
3. What strategies do managers employ to hedge against issues with suppliers?
4. What industries also face similar supply chain sourcing issues as automotive restoration?
5. What additional skills do you, as a student, need to acquire to better understand the relationship between supply chain management and PM?
6. What strategies might help Cole manage the uncertainties associated with vintage part supply uncertainty?
7. What software tools might enable efficient management of the uncertainties associated with vintage parts supplies?
Television? Is It Worth Watching?

Sara Bliss Kiser, College of Business Administration, Alabama State University, 915 S. Jackson Street, Montgomery, AL 36104, 334-546-1136, skiser@alasu.edu

ABSTRACT

The use of reality television in the classroom is not new. Survivor has been utilized to study economics and strategy; while The Apprentice was used to discuss every topic covered in a business curriculum. However, in recent years, there has been a myriad of new business programming. Shark Tank, The Profit, and Undercover Boss are some of the options which can be utilized. Outside of those “business-oriented” options, there are others such as Brain Games and Mysteries at the Museum. This presentation and subsequent paper will examine how to use a variety of these shows to bring textbook topics to “life” for students.
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In this paper, we study the performance of students enrolled in a fully online class. We define procrastinators as those who submit their exam within the last 5% of the allotted time. Our findings show that there is a significant difference between the academic performance of the procrastinators and the "punctuals": procrastinators’ exam scores are significantly lower than those of the punctuals. We also share these results with the entire class of almost 200 students through an online announcement on the class website. Our follow-up analysis shows that the proportion of procrastinators decreases; in addition, the performance of procrastinator-cum-punctuals improves significantly.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, case competitions have grown from niche activities at some universities to promote their brand into international events embraced by multinational corporations in search of future talent. The case method has been a valuable teaching method in many disciplines. Cases represent enhanced experiential learning tools designed to involve students as decision-makers in the application of relevant concepts to real situations, problems, and challenges through active analysis. In many situations, cases and case competitions add something intangible that students can engage with, while enhancing their world view. The added-value for business school students is that participants learn and apply skills that can be utilized for problem-solving and decision-making in the “real world.” Many benefits are acquired via this active learning method, some visible, others less tangible but just as valuable. This article reviews case competitions as valuable global events useful to multiple constituencies, such as faculty members, students, researchers and corporate sponsors, and business schools (as a measure of assurance of learning) all intent on deriving rewards from these events. The authors present exploratory research and an overview of opportunities to showcase student through the evolving skills and benefits associated with case competitions.

Keywords: Assurance of Learning, Case Competitions, Case Method, Experiential Learning, Edutainment, Intangible Learning Benefits
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Corporate system architecture is evolving. The back end of most consumer-based apps and tools no longer consists of one program, but many interconnected programs called microservices. A microservice is a unit of application which contributes a specific, narrowly defined function to the greater system. Each microservice is designed, built, and managed independently. This is a significant departure from previous architectures. However, it is still necessary for companies to monitor the workload and performance of their cloud-based services. They also need to forecast growth, make disaster recovery plans, and ensure the availability of their systems across a number of scenarios. Hence, this research identifies metrics for assessing microservices. The metrics are sorted by function and incorporated into a taxonomy. Organizations can be assured of proper coverage by selecting metrics from the various categories. Implications for research and practice are also provided.
Assessing the dynamic capabilities and diffusion process of cloud computing on firm performance

Regular Session

Ms. Siyi Dong ¹, Prof. Yuan Liu ², Dr. June Wei ²
¹. Zhejiang University, ². University of West Florida

The paper aims at developing the dynamic capabilities of cloud computing that impact firm performance via different diffusion processes. Specifically, first, drawing on the unique cloud computing characteristics and the innovation diffusion theory, this paper identifies different resources that collectively describe the high-order dynamic capabilities of cloud computing. Based on the dynamic capabilities view, two levels of the organization process (inter- and intra-organization process) are investigated as mediators to see the effects of dynamic capabilities on firm performance at a process level. Then, the research model developed in this paper was empirically investigated by using the structural equation model to analyze data collected from 513 firms. The results show that dynamic capabilities of cloud computing have significantly positive impacts on two organization processes. Moreover, cloud computing diffusion into the inter- and intra-organization processes also have positive impacts on firm performance. Finally, this study theoretically contributes to the current literature by: (1) identifying the different sources of dynamic capabilities and conceptualizing the constructs to measure the dynamic capabilities of cloud computing; (2) applying the dynamic capabilities view and innovation diffusion theory to link the dynamic capabilities of cloud computing to firm performance and reveal the different effects across two diffusion processes. Practical implications are also presented for cloud service providers and managers in firms for better understandings of dynamic capabilities given by cloud computing; and the relationships between dynamic capabilities and firm performance in the cloud context.
The safety, availability, and cost of a nation's food supply is of vital importance to its citizens and government. Over time, the use of various technologies has made vast improvements in all aspects of food production and information technology is just the latest. One type of technology with the potential to cause widespread change in the food production process is blockchain. This paper provides a systematic review of the academic literature surrounding the application of blockchain to the production, transport, and protection of food. This review also includes some recommendations for future research directions and provides a strong foundation for further research in the application of blockchain to the agriculture industry.
Blockchain: A Distributed Ledger Technology

Dr. Hao Zhang
1. James Madison University

Blockchain and distributed-ledger technologies (DLT) create a new management mode of communication, synchronization, and transfer of value in network systems. World Economic Forum has noted blockchain as one of the top five disruptive technologies and suggests that tipping point for the technology would happen by 2027. Although it gained prominent attention, blockchain has also created concerns and questions on data security and applicability. Answering those questions will require a thorough understanding of how the technology works and then a discerning eye toward how and where to use it.

This session aims to provide an in-depth understanding of blockchain and DLT from both technical and business perspectives, understand its uncertainties and security, and explore business and industrial applications. The session consists of three topics, a background introduction on DLT and blockchain, a deep dive into the blockchain mechanism to understand how hashing, mining, and proof of work functions in the network system, and a discussion on existing and potential applications in business and industry. In addition to engaged activities and discussions, a research example of using blockchain in textile life cycle supply chain sustainability management will also be presented. The targeted audience of this session are business professionals, academic faculty, and students who seek to gain a deeper understanding of blockchain and pursue creative ideas around this technology.
Defection in Group Buying: A Winning Strategy?

Regular Session

Dr. Alexander Pelaez, Dr. Elaine Winston, Dr. Jim Samuel
1. Hofstra University, 2. University of Charleston

The objective of this research is to introduce, explore and analyze defection in a collective buying market. We study the effect of defection on buyers in terms of buyer surplus, i.e. profit, and time to completion, i.e. faster time to complete a successful bid, using a quasi-experimental electronic market to uncover the effect of defection, controlling for communication. This experiment enables two research questions in the context of group performance. First, will allow buyers to defect from a group buying scenario breakdown efforts by the group to form successful bids and thus hinder the performance of the group? Second, will buyers, who defect, either occasionally or consistently, be able to generate more profit away from the group? Finally, how will other buyers respond or perform in the presence of defection? In addition, to the core data collected, we will collect demographic information, in order to control for the demographic effects. Using standard methods of experimental economics, we implement a simple group buying platform in the lab and conducted a repeated-measure controlled experiment controlling for the defection manipulation on group performance.
Makerspaces, which are facilities with digital devices for product prototyping such as 3D printers, 2D and 3D cutters and injection molding machines, are now common in colleges and universities. Makerspaces can be found in centralized locations such as campus libraries or distributed in one or more specific academic units. Newer to university campuses are IoT facilities for student and faculty development of digitally enabled products that combine traditional makerspace tools for product prototyping and production with and digital sensors, computers and communication technologies. IoT enables physical things to have an internet presence, or digital twin, to create new value propositions for solution building. More recent advances in standards, security and cloud support for IoT, position IoT devices as distributed sensors for centralized decision support, to decision points driven by locally sensed data as edge computing devices.

Concomitant to the advent of the IoT makerspace is the increase in interface abstractions provided by vendor and open source tooling, decreasing the barriers to entry for undergraduate students across majors. The increase in accessibility makes IoT makerspaces accessible to business and liberal arts students without the prerequisite of a background in engineering or programming.

This paper describes how the makerspace at one liberal arts university reimagined and retooled a traditional makerspace to launch an IoT design studio. Quantitative outcomes are presented include the tooling decisions, budget, organizational framework, training, safety and utility across three years of running an IoT studio in a school of business. Examples of student products will also be presented.

Keywords: makerspace, Internet of Things, experiential learning, interdisciplinary, innovation, information systems
Determinants of Social Networking Website Loyalty: An Empirical Test of a Causal Model

Regular Session

Dr. Kenny Jih
1
1. Middle Tennessee State University

The popularity of social networking websites has prompted researchers in various disciplines to examine their social and organizational impacts from different points of view, both as the target and as the instrument of the study. This study used Facebook, a leading social networking platform, as the target of inquiry to explore the direct and indirect factors affecting user loyalty to the social networking website. Drawing from the existing research literature, we identified four factors that might play significant roles in user adoption of the website. Specifically, our study assessed how enjoyment directly affected social presence, enjoyment, perceived privacy risk, self-disclosure, and website. We also investigated the indirect impacts of social presence, perceived privacy risk and self-disclosure to establish a chain of effects. An online questionnaire survey was conducted to collect responses from Facebook users in Taiwan using a web-enabled survey platform My3Q. After assessing the appropriateness of research data with Common Method Variance analysis, reliability analysis, and validity analysis, we analyzed the cause-effect relationships between the research constructs using a structural equations modeling software AMOS. The analyses validated four aspects of the theoretical model: (1) the positive direct effect of enjoyment on social presence as well as website loyalty, and indirect effect of enjoyment on perceived privacy risk and self-disclosure through social presence, (2) the negative impact of social presence on perceived privacy risk and positive impact of social presence on self-disclosure, (3) the negative impact of perceived privacy risk on self-disclosure, and (4) positive impact of self-disclosure on website loyalty. The paper concludes with theoretical implications of our findings as well as lessons learned for practicing managers.
Developing Grit through Self-Actualization: Understanding how Logistical, Communication, and Information Applications Influence the Hierarchy of Needs

Regular Session

Dr. Pamela Galluch Schlosser 1, Dr. Gulfem Kutlu 1
1. Roanoke College

Since the explosion of smartphones into society, Smartphone Applications, referred to as “Apps,” have flooded the online market. This paper redefines Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and determines where Apps can help facilitate or hinder our ability to meet each need. Specifically, we look at Logistical, Communication, and Information type Apps and see how each type affects our needs. We also investigate which need helps establish Grit, which is the ability to develop a perseverance and passion for satisfying long term goals. After collecting preliminary data through an online survey, we found that many applications do help us meet our needs, in particular Logistic and Information type Apps. We also found that Communication Apps hinder our ability to meet our social needs, suggesting that Social Media type Apps can actually make us feel less included. Finally, we found that Grit can be developed through Self-Actualization.
Factors Impact Tax Regulation Compliance for Virtual Products from Financial and Economic Perspectives

Regular Session

Ms. Hannah Ji ¹, Dr. June Wei ²

¹. John Hopkins University, ². University of West Florida

This paper aims to investigate the influence factors related to virtual software products that have impacts on tax regulation compliance. It first constructs a research model to analyze the influence factors on the tax regulation compliance of digital goods and services. These factors include independent variables such as seller’s location, product type, product price, exchange rate, payment method, and existing international e-commerce taxation regulations that brick-and-mortar commerce engages. The moderation impacts on macro (economy, culture, policy) and micro (age, gender, education level) levels are also analyzed. Second, a set of propositions are developed. Third, to quantitatively measure these influence factors in the research model, eight items were derived and then a survey was created with a total of twenty questions. Finally, the theoretical, managerial and practical implications are also presented.
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence Learning within the Classroom

Regular Session

Dr. Jack Crumblcy
1. Tuskegee University

Decision makers within organizations seek to find methods for improving business processes. Currently, most use Enterprise Resource Planning systems to assist in decision making within operations, logistics and procurement. This research is an effort between decision makers within an organization and a university to implement Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence as an alternative to improving decision making in business process. The research will discuss the learning process of students with Machine Learning and AI tools. Next steps will also be discussed within the research.
Motivating Knowledge Sharing in Enterprise Social Media: Impact of Avid and Impressionable Learners

Regular Session

Dr. Shankar Sundaresan, Dr. Zuopeng (Justin) Zhang
1. Rutgers University-Camden, 2. University of North Florida

This paper studies the use of enterprise social media (ESM) in facilitating knowledge sharing in organizations. Focusing on two types of learners (avid or impressionable), we explore how they influence the design of reward systems that motivate workers to share knowledge. This research provides valuable insights for practitioners to implement appropriate reward systems to promote knowledge sharing and learning in ESM.
Problems and Solutions in Teaching Data Communication to Undergraduate Students

Regular Session

Dr. John O’Malley
1. Georgia Southern University

Many business and IT programs require students to take at least 1 data communication course. Often the course is taught at the junior level when students are selecting their major. Many of the students do not understand why the data communication course is required and how the course will help them in their future work. As such teaching an introductory data communication to undergraduate students can be challenging. Some of the challenges include finding a textbook that has the right technical content and level for students, finding lab assignments that are appropriate and match the software that is available, students often have little to no background in data communication, and students not appreciating the value in a data communication course. This session will consist of several faculty who teach data communications at different universities and have found some solutions to the problems listed. The faculty will discuss how they have addressed these problems and how well the solutions have worked. In addition, the faculty will provide information on textbooks and lab assignments for students in IS and IT programs. In addition, the faculty will be open to addressing problems that others have had and will look on ways to improve student appreciation for the data communication field. It is hoped that session attendees will provide their experiences including successes and failures to help everyone improve teaching data communications.
Many researchers are aware of the technology challenges of Chinese citizens as well as visitors. Laptops and other electronic devices of visitors are often susceptible to unwarranted attacks often resulting in unauthorized copy of intellectual properties as well as continued unauthorized monitoring once the visitor has returned to his or her home country. With somewhat sophisticated monitoring and intrusion of unwanted Chinese access to devices while in China, many would think technology available to Chinese students would be equally sophisticated. However, Chinese students face technological issues which cause challenges in their post secondary education. This paper examines technological challenges facing Chinese college students as well as their self-accessed level of software use competency and personal opinion of the value of technology in their lives.
THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY, BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS – THE EVOLVING DATA-DRIVEN MODEL OF INNOVATION IN FINANCE INDUSTRY

Regular Session

*Dr. Rashmi Malhotra* ¹, *Dr. Davinder Malhotra* ²

¹ Saint Joseph’s University, ² Thomas Jefferson University

The emergence of a digitally driven way of life in this century is driving the global economy in many ways, thereby forcing all businesses to rethink the way they operate and make decisions. The financial sector is also feeling the impact of these disruptive forces. This study examines different factors that are pressuring the financial institutions to rethink the way they do business. Further, we also present the evolving, data-centric and analytics-drive, business model of the finance sector to survive and compete in today’s dynamic and digital global market place.
Organizations generate value through Knowledge management (KM) which is the process of generating value from their intellectual and knowledge-based assets. Web 2.0, a set of Internet-based applications that harness network effects by facilitating collaborative and participative computing. Web 2.0 has increased immensely in popularity, availability, and power in the last few years in organizations, especially in the field of Knowledge Management (KM). In our research, we study the role of context variables on the effective adoption of Web 2.0 for KM in Organizations. We adopt an exploratory case study based research approach to understand the role of different KM context variables identified in the existing literature.
Usability Comparison Study Between E-Commerce and V-Commerce

Regular Session

Mr. Nick Jones¹, Mr. Philip Billings¹, Dr. June Wei¹

¹. University of West Florida

This paper aims to determine the differences in preference in regards to usability of Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) and Virtual Commerce (V-Commerce). To assess user preferences on usability, a virtual commerce shopping website was developed first, and then a survey was created with a total of fifteen items to measure. Data was collected by asking subjects to first browse the developed virtual commerce shopping website, and then answer the fourteen-item questionnaire. The major findings from the statistical analysis indicates that there are six usability items of V-Commerce elements that are superior to E-Commerce. Moreover, the results also indicate strong feelings differences by using mobile and stationary devices. Furthermore, users are more likely to accept V-Commerce if implemented properly. Some theoretical, managerial and practical implications are also presented.
Wielding Blockchain to Enhance Counterfeit Drugs Prevention in Pharmaceutical Industry: A Practitioners’ Perspective

Dr. John (Chengqi) Guo¹, Dr. Ping Wang¹

¹James Madison University

In the eyes of supply chain businesses, blockchain shows signs of future success that brings about transparency, integrity, and durability. These are important qualities of effective supply chain management, especially for entities in the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries. Therefore, this paper aims to (1) provides an in-depth view in terms of leveraging blockchain in pharmaceutical supply chain to create safeguarded and verifiable transactions among stakeholders, allowing them to prevent the entry of counterfeit drugs; (2) proposes the use of UTAUT model to reveal practitioners’ perceptions regarding the use intention of the distributed ledger technology. Operational and technical insights are provided to explain how blockchain can recalibrate internal processes within the information flow. Key stakeholders and their roles in the deployment of blockchain solutions are identified and characterized. Limitations, concerns, and remedies are also discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Corporate system architecture is evolving. The back end of most consumer-based apps and tools no longer consists of one program, but many interconnected programs called microservices. A microservice is a unit of application which contributes a specific, narrowly defined function to the greater system. Each microservice is designed, built, and managed independently. This is a significant departure from previous architectures. However, it is still necessary for companies to monitor the workload and performance of their cloud-based services. They also need to forecast growth, make disaster recovery plans, and ensure the availability of their systems across a number of scenarios. Hence, this research identifies metrics for assessing microservices. The metrics are sorted by function and incorporated into a taxonomy. Organizations can be assured of proper coverage by selecting metrics from the various categories. Implications for research and practice are also provided.

KEYWORDS: Microservices, metrics, performance, workload, cloud computing

INTRODUCTION

Enterprise systems are constantly evolving to integrate advances in system and software design. An emerging design trend in server-side computing is the microservice architecture. A microservice is a unit of software designed to perform a specific function for the system at large [5]. The application exists as a loosely-defined group of microservice units. Each microservice is independently designed, developed, and maintained [10]. Often, the team that builds the microservice is often responsible for maintaining it. This practice is part of DevOps, another recent trend in organizational computing. The benefit of composing an application from microservices is that enforces modularity. This simplifies the design and makes it easier to develop, test, and deploy. Microservices enhance scalability and build resilience. If any particular microservice is strained by demand additional units can be stood up in parallel to accommodate the spike.

Microservices represent a significant departure from earlier, more monolithic designs. They allow for more fine-grained interfaces, provide more resilience, and focus on doing a specific function very well [1]. Monolithic designs, such as enterprise resource planning systems, tend to take the form of a massive, monolithic platform with highly-coupled functions which are tightly integrated into the fabric. Although enterprise planning systems provide significant value, they can be difficult to support. If a single function breaks than the entire system may come to a halt.
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Besides the obvious consequences of service downtime, a failing monolithic application has complex troubleshooting requirements. The troubleshooting requirements for microservices are conceivable more straightforward [4]. Further, the desire for functional independence and resilience is fully realized in microservices.

Between monolithic and microservice platforms there are key differences in design, development, troubleshooting, and performance analysis. An implication of these differences is that each platform requires specific observability metrics [8]. While the tools and measures for monolithic applications have long been in place, there is relatively less formalized guidance on the analysis of microservices [14]. Hence, the purpose of this study is to systematically review the extant material on microservices, identify all the metrics currently in use, and arrange them in a taxonomy of mutually exclusive, exhaustive categories. The resulting structure is intended to be useful for computing professionals and for researchers. It is structured such that selecting metrics from the various categories will provide adequate measurement coverage across the stack. Businesses referring to this taxonomy will have clear insights into the performance of their microservices [16]. Further, it underscores the areas where coverage is adequate and where new, more specific metrics should be developed.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the next section is the literature. It begins by reviewing the concept of microservices in more detail and then it reviews background literature on workload and performance monitoring. The theoretical development section follows. It articulates the taxonomy design goals. Following this section is the methods section. It describes the qualitative research processes which were used to identify the metrics and create the taxonomy. The resulting taxonomy is increased in more detail in the results section. The following section is the implication section. It provides insights for practice and for researchers. Finally, concluding comments are offered.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

To provide context for the current research a literature review is conducted. First, description of microservices is provided. Next, the importance and implications of monitoring are considered.

**Microservices**

Microservices are small, autonomous services that work well together. They combine to form applications, utilities, and other tools which provide value. Microservices are focused on doing one specific task well. And they are designed to be as small as possible to perform that task. In some senses, microservices are the antithesis of large, modular, monolithic code bases (see Figure 1, below). These large code bases tend to have arbitrary boundaries which are inconsistently maintained. Demarcation of responsibility is difficult to track [1]. It is expensive to trace interdependencies through a monolithic programs. Code related to similar functions starts to appear all over, making it difficult to maintain [2]. Software engineers try to prevent these design flaws by creating abstractions or modules. [5] However, it takes even more design overhead to ensure consist adherence to these rules. Furthermore, patterns, serialized standards, and APIs tend to grow exponentially. This increases the attack surface and needlessly exposes sensitive processes to outside perturbations.
Microservices are software components that are specialized in one functional task [6]. They do a simple job. It is often suggest that the key to defining a microservice is to focus on the organizational task being completed instead of units of software. It should be isolated enough that it can be executed without interfering with other parts of the system [8]. This is comparable to the role of an employee’s job function. It is an independent function which generates values in and of itself.

The microservice is a separate entity. It can be implemented as an isolated component or it could be part of a platform as a service [10]. It is generally recommended that each microservice should use its own operating system. However, containerized microservices are considered isolated enough that they meet this requirement. Although the requirement for isolation adds overhead it simplifies patching, updating, and maintenance. All of the communications between microservices should be implemented as network calls [12]. A publication/subscription style messenger service is ideal communication solution because it requires a relatively low level of coordination between components [11]. Microservices also require application program interfaces in order to support service requests stemming from customers. This is another benefit of isolation. Each microservice will have a constricted firewall with a short list of open ports.

**Workload and Performance Monitoring**

Public cloud computing offers a number of advantages over traditional environments because it doesn’t require large fixed costs and expensive upfront investments [3]. Instead, it uses pay-as-you-go pricing models [7]. Cloud customers are charged for exactly how they consume in terms of resources. In order to maximize the benefits of the cloud computing system, it is necessary to
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assess performance and fine-tune resource consumption models [13]. Failure to control resource usage will result in sub-par performance and unnecessarily high costs. Cost control and service level agreements must be optimized in order to ensure happy customers and business profits. Monitoring workloads for clouds introduced a number of complexities early on [15]. Although these pain points have been addressed a number of new issues have surfaced for microservice performance analysis. Microservices are complete, isolated software units. They include everything from operating system, applications, data, and user interfaces [9]. In essence, they are full stack. This means broad swatch of metrics must be observed. Performance at all layers must be analyzed in order to tenure the efficient solution possible [15]. Hence, this research proposes a framework for ensuring complete measurement of a microservice

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Based on the differences between the prevailing architectures and the microservice design, it is apparent that new metrics and measures are needed to accurately capture system state. Hence, this research proposes a new taxonomy for cloud-hosted microservices. The proposed taxonomy is designed to maximize the follow attributes:

- **Comprehensiveness:** The taxonomy should completely summarize the field of possible metrics
- **Granularity:** The taxonomy should incorporate metrics which are observed at different levels of analysis
- **Organization:** The metrics should be organized into a series of adjacent categories which collectively represent the spectrum of measurement possibilities.
- **Discretion:** Care should be taken to minimize overlap between categories of metrics

These features will result in a structure which provides utility to researchers seeking to evaluate new microservice architectures and to organizations wishing to test and monitor their production systems.

METHODS

This section describes the procedure for developing the taxonomy. First, it outlines the method for identifying useful, relevant metrics. Next, it describes the process by which metrics are categorized. Third, it describes the construction of the taxonomy.

Metric Discovery

This section describes the procedure for identifying useful, relevant metrics. The technique used to derive the pool of metrics is content analysis. Content Analysis is a technique used in the social and behavioral sciences to draw inferences from text [17]. In this case the text includes articles which concern cloud computing, microservice architecture, and/or performance monitoring. Each reference to a metric or a monitoring technique was extracted and transcribed on a master list.

The population of documents consists of all periodical articles and technical guides which involve microservice monitoring. The sample was drawn from the population as follows: Google
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Scholar, Academic Search Premier, and Google were queried using keywords such as “microservice,” “service,” “cloud,” and “monitoring.” Keywords were combined using Boolean search terms in order to achieve more specific result sets. Some 102 articles were initially found. After initial inspection, 31 were culled because the content in the documents was not related to this study. For instance, some articles referenced the term “microservice” but were related to small business financing and staffing. An additional 19 articles did not contain any references to assessment, monitoring, or performance evaluation. This resulted in 52 usable documents. It should be noted that the majority of the articles were published in trade publications, industry-specific magazines, and IT practitioner–oriented journals; few manuscripts came from academic or peer-reviewed sources. Many of the documents were technical manuals written for system implementers.

Categorization

Each instance of a metric was identified and coded using an a priori coding scheme. The coding scheme consists of the general layers in a solution stack: network, hardware, operating system, application, and interface. This scheme was used to categorize each of the metric instances from the first ten articles. After independently coding the first ten articles, the authors compared amendments and extensions to the coding scheme. Problematic portions of the coding scheme were addressed; categories were modified to the extent that they became mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The amended scheme was applied to the remainder of the units. Periodic quality control checks confirmed the enumeration.

Taxonomy Construction

A total of 113 metric instances were identified and coded. The resulting data were organized into a series of 7 microservice metric categories and 34 sub-categories. As with coding, creating a taxonomy is a qualitative research technique. Thus, the most rigorous method for defining the categories was used [18]. The technique for creating the categories is based on manual grouping. First, the metrics which are most similar are identified. By similar it is meant that their combination would have the smallest effect on the observed differences in the group as a whole. There were instances of identical metrics. Redundancies were flagged and eliminated. Next, the units were regrouped, taking into account the losses incurred within the newly-formed group. Third, the data were modified to reflect the latest configuration of groups on which the next merger is computed. This procedure was repeated until nothing more could be combined without changing the meaning of the group.

RESULTS

The results of the research resulted in a taxonomy consisting of 5 main categories with a total of 21 areas of measurement. These areas are akin to the layers of a generic compute stacking. Figure 2 (below) provides a high-level overview of the taxonomy. The main taxonomic categories are: networking, API (Application-Program Interface), application, OS, and hardware. The categories include a total 21 types of measurements. It should be noted that more measurements exist. However, the majority of these are similar to a concept already represented in the categories.
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Figure 2: Taxonomic Structure

More specifically, Table 1 (below) presents a list of the final metrics and their definitions, sorted by category. The list is not exhaustive in the sense that every possible metric is included in the table. However, it is representative of the kinds of metrics observed at every layer.

Each of the five categories represents a different layer in a complete solution stack. The first layer is the network layer. It includes all the hardware apart from the host server required to establish the connection. The second category is the application program interface (API). This is the portal through which user requests flow. The third category is the application. This includes databases, custom apps, pre-built software, and other utilities for delivering a basic microservice. The fourth category is operating systems. This covers the operating system which supports the applications. Regardless of the applications are deployed as containers, within virtual machines, or natively installed on host servers, there is an operating system associated with the microservice. Finally, the last category includes the hardware. Observing hardware level performance is important because it provides a point of comparison for upper layers in the stack.

A careful analysis will indicate that there are commonalities between the layers. For instance, some form of throughput is measured at each layer. This is the maximum amount of work that can be performed. It could be packets sent or received over the network or SQL queries that can be processed. The layers also have unique measures for success. Success at each large is different. However, these measures all represent the amount of work that is successfully performed. The layers also need measures for error rate. This is the number of erroneous results in a period of time. It could also be standardized to a ratio. Finally, the layers also include
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Efficiency metrics. These are often called performance metrics because they represent a derivative of latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description / Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>This is maximum possible of data transmission. The upper boundary is a physical limitation of the connection media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Throughput</td>
<td>Measurement of the actual transmission rate. Bandwidth, congestion, and packet loss impact throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Loss</td>
<td>The number or percent of packets that are lost during data transmission over the network. High loss levels may be indicative of hardware problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>The amount of time it takes to send a packet and receive a response. Measures performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retransmission Rate</td>
<td>TCP ensures delivery of packets. When packets are lost or dropped, they must be resent. A measure of error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Uptime</td>
<td>This measured using heartbeats, pings, or health statistics to ensure the API is accepting incoming requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requests per Minute</td>
<td>A measurement of the number of incoming service requests that handled over the interface. A measurement of throughput.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Errors per-minute</td>
<td>Tracks the number of non-200 status codes per minute. Provides insight into the problems that are occurring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique API consumer</td>
<td>Reports the total number of unique customers over a month. Increases in API usage can be attributed to a few large customers or to clients with buggy integrations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Average response time</td>
<td>The average amount of time it takes to send and receive a response from a predefined query or app request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error Rate</td>
<td>Tracks the percent of failed requests at the application level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Runtime load</td>
<td>Number of threads association with application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application Throughput</td>
<td>Indicates the amount of work the application is doing in unit-time. Important for scalability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Process / Thread Count</td>
<td>The number of processes or threads currently active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU idle time</td>
<td>Measurement of the amount of time the CPU is busy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>File System IO</td>
<td>Tests latency and throughout of storage operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socket Count</td>
<td>A count of the number of sockets currently consumed by the network stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>CPU utilization</td>
<td>Percent of CPU consumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memory Utilization</td>
<td>Percent of memory consumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disk I/O</td>
<td>Rate of read/write to nonvolatile media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network I/O</td>
<td>Rate of read/write between network media and an access card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IMPLICATIONS

The present study has several implications for research. It holds that although platforms and architectures change, the core low-level metrics tend to remain constant. At a micro level, the
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most basic counters have been reused for decades. This is especially true for network and hardware level measures, for which there are few different ways to measure a given attribute (e.g., memory consumption). By contrast the tooling for observing application and API performance has become quite a bit more sophisticated. The measures offer more fine grained observation of system state. A salient implication for practice is the need for new metrics and assessments of overall microservice health. Because a litany of fine grained measures is already available, it would useful to develop and implement summary measures of system health. Further, it would be useful to researchers and practitioners to co-create new metrics which apply to specific classes of microservices.

CONCLUSION

The need for system monitoring predates the microservice architecture and cloud computing. Organizations have long relied on outside vendors to host their systems and software. Every major shift in the computing paradigm has necessitated a revisit of the metrics for observing system behavior. From mainframe to microcomputer to client/server to cloud, the need to monitor, measure and control system activity has only grown. The microservice architecture differs from previous designs in a number of respects. This has created a need for updated guidance on monitoring. This research fulfills this need by providing one of the first comprehensive surveys of metrics for cloud-based microservices. The metrics are organized into categories. The categories form a taxonomy which collectively ensures broad observability into all aspect of system state. A liberal selection of metrics from across the taxonomy will ensure businesses achieve their goals for service performance, reliability, and efficiency.
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ABSTRACT

The safety, availability, and cost of a nation’s food supply is of vital importance to its citizens and government. Over time, the use of various technologies has made vast improvements in all aspects of food production and information technology is just the latest. One type of technology with the potential to cause widespread change in the food production process is blockchain. This paper provides a systematic review of the academic literature surrounding the application of blockchain to the production, transport, and protection of food. This review also includes some recommendations for future research directions and provides a strong foundation for further research in the application of blockchain to the agriculture industry.

INTRODUCTION

It might never be known if Nakamoto [39] envisioned the use of blockchain (BC) beyond the Bitcoin application introduced in his paper, but the last few years have seen interest in this specific means of data organization and storage extend in a number of other industries far beyond cryptocurrencies. Treblmaier [48] notes its application to supply chains, Sehgal [44] to insurance, and Kasten [26] to engineering and manufacturing. Each of these applications has been described within the last few years and the same can be said for the application of blockchain to agriculture [33].

There are few aspects of civilization more important than its ability to provide food for its citizens. The growing population of the planet, in addition to accelerating changes in the climate, makes this task increasingly difficult and expensive. In this increasingly challenging environment, the use of various technologies has become a vital tool to improve food production, safety, and availability. Information technology has played an important role in improving the quality and availability of food, from Global Positioning Satellites (GPS) directing the harvesting of wheat to the use of the World Wide Web to help farmers find the best price for their produce.

This paper examines the research surrounding use of another breakthrough technology, blockchain, in the production and distribution of food.

The value of blockchain in agriculture stems from its ability to secure data such that it can be read by any party with the proper permission but cannot be altered without the knowledge of the other blockchain participants. This is an invaluable property when the sanctity of data must be protected such as in the movement of goods, protecting the provenance of products, and preserving the dates that certain processes (i.e. harvest) take place.

The paper is organized as follows: The next section provides an overview of blockchain technology and extends the discussion as to its application to agricultural processes, the following section describes the methodology followed in the review, the findings of the review
are detailed next, and that is followed by a discussion and conclusion including the limitations of the study and directions for additional research.

**BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW**

Blockchain was introduced as the data-organizing mechanism built into the Bitcoin system of cryptocurrency [39]. The primary benefits of blockchain are that the data contained on the chain formed by blocks of data can be secured if that is appropriate, but more importantly, can be made tamper-proof [16]. This feature of blockchain is derived from the nature of how blocks are added to the chain. When a data block is to be added, the data is first run through a hashing algorithm that applies a cryptographic hash to the data that results in a hash reference value that cannot be reasonably reverse engineered or used to find the original data. These hash references are then combined into another hash reference that includes both the hash from the data to be added, the hash reference from the data preceding the new block, and an unknown variable, which is known as the nonce. In order for the block to be added, the nonce must be found that results in a hash reference that meets certain requirements (e.g., has two zeros as the two leading digits). Because the hash value cannot be reverse engineered to find the nonce, the only method available is to guess and check. These computations require significant computing effort, which can be adjusted by easing the hash reference requirements. This is known as mining in the Bitcoin vernacular.

Once added to the chain, the data on this or any block in the chain cannot be adjusted because of the interconnected nature of the blocks and their joint hash references. If the data on a block that was added to the chain earlier is changed, the hash reference between that block and the next one added must be recomputed as does the hash value for each subsequent block on the chain. Each block added to the chain effectively buries the data below it, making changes to those buried blocks, whether authorized or not, impossible to accomplish without notice by all other stakeholders on the chain.

It is important to note that there are many modifications that can be made to the blockchain architecture that make it more easily implemented, such as storing only the hash reference values on the chain instead of the actual values (known as off-chain storage) or predetermining whether all entities in the business environment can make additions to the chain or only certain entities have this permission (permissionless vs. permissioned blockchain). In the case of off-chain storage, the hash values stored on the blockchain act as immutable “official” values that can be used to check whether the values stored match those in other repositories. These and other options are clearly described by Drescher [16]. Xu et al [53] provide a framework to assist in developing a blockchain-based system that contains the features appropriate to the needs of the organization.

With these capabilities, blockchain-based tools are currently being explored and developed that can provide improvements in a wide variety of agricultural settings. The rest of this paper describes the current state of the literature surrounding these developments.
METHODOLGY

In order to perform a systematic literature review, a repeatable and verifiable process must be in place [10]. For the present research, the process used consists of the following steps:

- Identify the research question(s).
- Locate and select relevant studies
- Critically appraise the studies
- Analyze and synthesize the findings
- Disseminate the findings

The research question for this study is “For what aspects of agriculture and food production does research suggest blockchain technology can improve?” Within this research question, two secondary questions are addressed:

- Within the blockchain/agriculture literature, what methodologies are being employed?
- How long has the blockchain/agriculture topic been examined in the academic literature?

To locate the appropriate studies that address these questions, a set of “ground rules” are created to provide structure. For the present study, only the academic literature is examined. This will provide a better picture of the academic effort being expended on this topic. These outlets will include peer-reviewed journals, academic conference proceedings, and chapters from edited volumes. Book length treatments of the topic are also permissible, though the relative recency of the topic combined with its specificity and the dynamism of blockchain development in general render the existence of these books unlikely. Perhaps they will become available after the topic matures. Future studies should also include an examination of the “gray” literature as well as industry periodicals as a means of understanding the business perspective on the use of blockchain in agriculture. At this early point in its development, any reference to blockchain in the practitioner literature is likely to be a general exploration of its possible benefits without exercising any scientific rigor. As with books, maturity in the topic might bring about additional rigor in this arm of the literature.

To be systematic, a review must specify a specific, repeatable methodology. For this study, searches were performed in the ABI/Informs, Emerald, IEEE Explore, JSTOR, Science Direct, and Scopus databases. For each repository, a combination of keywords were used that will provide adequate coverage of the topic. The keywords blockchain, “digital ledger,” “distributed ledger,” and “shared ledger” were combined with agriculture, farm(ing), and food to produce a matrix of 12 search combinations. These searches were conducted in the metadata to include the article title, keywords, and abstract. A full-text search with these keywords, while possible in most databases, would produce a much larger response but with very low precision. Studies were included in the analysis only after they were examined and found to actually focus on the topic at hand. All searching was completed by October 1, 2019.

FINDINGS

The findings section is divided into two subsections. The first provides descriptive statistics that describe the articles that are included in the study. The second subsection describes the research
themes evident in the body of literature accumulated for this study. Within these themes, a number of sub-themes are described that became evident during the analysis of the literature.

**Descriptive Statistics**

A total of forty-eight studies are identified using the search protocol outlined above.
- Twelve studies constructed prototypes of varying complexity and performed some form of evaluative process.
- All of the remaining studies were descriptive or prescriptive in nature.

Three research themes emerged from the papers:
- Blockchain applied to improve food supply chain processes (37 papers)
- Blockchain to improve various aspects of the business of food (9 papers)
- Blockchain to improve the actual process of food production (2 papers)

The articles are published in one of two forms:
- journal articles (26)
- conference proceedings (22)

The article location protocol does not specify a time period to search in, however, no papers were found prior to 2016. This is undoubtedly due to the relative immaturity of the blockchain literature in all but the financial services field. However, the number of papers published since then has risen dramatically. Since the papers for this study were accessed before the beginning of the last quarter of 2019, it can be reasonably expected that the number of publications for 2019 will continue to grow, thereby steepening the curve even further. Figure 1 shows the publication trends for the papers included in the study.

**Research Themes**

During the analysis of the papers included in the study, three primary research themes emerged and are described in this subsection. As might be expected, there is significant overlap in some of these studies such that they might be categorized in multiple themes simultaneously. However, the studies are categorized based on what appears to be the primary focus of the author(s) after reading the abstract, introductory and concluding sections, or in some cases analyzing the entire work. In each case, every effort is made to accurately slot the paper in one of the research themes that emerged during the process.

**Research Theme: Food Supply Chain**

The largest theme that emerged from this body of work is that of the use of blockchain to improve and strengthen the supply chain by which food is transported from its place of creation to its place of consumption. Within this theme, there emerge four sub-themes that represent the main thrust of the supply chain mechanisms described in each paper. The most numerous of these is the use of blockchain to improve the supply chain’s ability to trace and locate the source of food that is unsafe to consume. This is a particular challenge in an industry that often involves global sourcing and supply routes coupled with an ever-increasing demand for high-quality food,
at an affordable price, that is not grown in the location of its market or during the time when it is in season locally. Some examples of papers with this emphasis include
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Behnke & Janssen’s [7] derivation of the boundary conditions that must be in place (i.e. joint supply chain governance and standardization) before a successful supply chain can be designed and prototype systems that records and tracks the transfer and transformation of food products in the supply chain [20] [21]. The eighteen papers that make up this sub-theme are shown in Table 1. Each paper is described both by its main contribution as well as the authors’ approach to the study (descriptive, proposal, prototype).

The second sub-theme contains those studies that focus on the information validity aspects of the supply chain. In these papers, the emphasis is on using blockchain to improve the privacy, accuracy, and validity of the data generated on the chain as well as the information provided to supply chain stakeholders. Many authors chose to concentrate on protecting the provenance of the food materials being produced and transported as a means of protecting the reputation of the food producers or the food producing region from counterfeiters who might seek to profit off of
this reputation by offering substandard goods [3]. Coronado Mondragón, Coronado, & Coronado [14] concentrate their efforts on protecting the validity of experimental validation tests of goods that are in production or transportation. The protection of trust between supply chain participants in Europe is protected by the autonomous management of temporal sequences [5]. Table 2 describes the ten papers that were classified in this sub-theme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astill et al (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Review technologies that enable transparency in supply chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behnke &amp; Janssen (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Identify conditions necessary for successful Food SC (FSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berti &amp; Semprebon (2018)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Examines legal framework surrounding FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creydt &amp; Fischer (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Use of BC in FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayati &amp; Nugraha (2018)</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>BC app that tracks food transformations through FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC system for tracing food through FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua et al (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC tool to trace food provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasten (2019b)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC system to trace dairy data through FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kshetri (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Describes the role of BC in FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al (2019)</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>Food safety traceability based on EPCIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondal et al (2019)</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>IoT architecture to support FSC transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salah et al (2019)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC soybean traceability system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian (2017)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>FSC traceability based on HACCP and IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian (2016)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>FSC system using RFID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tse et al (2017)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>role of BC in the FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al (2019)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>smart contract based traceability in FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu &amp; Huang (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>trace chicken products using BC and RFID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>review BC literature in FSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Papers Focused on BC in FSC to Improve Food Safety
Eight authors in this third sub-theme concentrated their blockchain efforts on the improvement of the supply chain’s efficiency. With the immutability and traceability built in to the blockchain-based supply chain management system, these authors foresee an increase in asset utilization and a decrease in surpluses and waste. These, in turn, can bring about increased cooperation and the opportunity to access real-time data that can bring about better decisions and reduce transaction costs [1]. Kim et al [29] suggest that the use of a blockchain-based tool can reduce information asymmetry and provide increased transparency to all supply chain participants regardless of size. A more global approach to improving the efficiency of the food supply chain is provided by [25]. Table 3 presents the eight papers in the supply chain efficiency sub-theme.

A fourth sub-theme that emerged within the supply chain theme contains just one paper but addresses a challenge that confronts all sorts of food purveyors: the management of perishable food on the retailer’s shelf. An often overlooked, but the only customer-facing, aspect of the food supply chain, it is where the success or failure of all other supply chain links is judged. The customer is the final arbiter of whether the food is fresh and suitable for consumption and making sure that the freshest food available is made can be a very complex process even in a
smaller retailer. The process of shelf management goes well beyond the familiar “rotation” processes carried out by stock clerks the world over. Tsang et al [49] provide a blockchain-based tool that integrates Internet of Things (IoT) and fuzzy logic to provide supply chain data granular enough to support shelf-life decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amir Latif et al (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>BC for food retail regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caro et al (2018)</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>BC-based traceability tool for FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra, Liaqat &amp; Sharma (2019)</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>Use of BC to improve the efficiency of the Halal food chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaijun et al (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>Double BC approach to creating comprehensive FSC system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamilarsis, Fonts &amp; Prenafeta-Boldó (2019)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>General overview of how BC could improve the efficiency of FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC based end-to-end food traceability application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madumidha et al (2019)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>Overview of BC applications to increase efficiency of FSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Papers that Increase Food Supply Chain Efficiency

**Research Theme: The Business of Food**

The second theme to emerge from the literature is that of the use of blockchain in the business of food, exclusive of the supply chain. Within this theme, as with the food supply chain literature, a number of sub-themes are included. The largest of these is the management of food-related data within the business of buying, selling, and even donating food. One group of researchers seeks to alleviate the asymmetry of information inherent in the farming industry, especially in less-developed industries and in the credit evaluation process [36] [37]. Nguyen, Das & Tran [40] propose a blockchain-based system to improve farmers’ access to crop failure insurance in Southeast Asia. Lastly, Junfithrana et al [23] develop a system to better manage the process of matching the need for rice to the available stores in Indonesian orphanages. Table 4 lists the six studies in this sub-theme.

Three additional sub-themes emerged, each with only one paper in it. Wu and Tsai [52] propose using dark web technology to ensure the privacy of blockchains and servers used in an agricultural setting. Tao et al [45] suggest the use of blockchain to perform automatic food quality detection. Lastly, Petek and Zajec [41] suggest that new business models centered on the blockchain-based collaboration tools can optimize the connectivity of decentralized communities.
**Table 4: Papers Using Blockchain to Improve Data Flow in Agriculture**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andreevich, Ivanovich &amp; Ivanovich (2018)</td>
<td>descriptive</td>
<td>Describe possible uses of BC in the agro-industrial complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junifithran et al (2018)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC and IoT to manage rice stocks for donation to orphanages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al (2017)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC system to improve record keeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao et al (2018b)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC system to improve access to credit for farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao et al (2018a)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC to eliminate information asymmetry in the food trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen, Das &amp; Tran (2019)</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td>BC system to improve access to drought-based insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Research Theme: Food Production**

The actual production of food is the third, and surprisingly small, theme in this study. Only two papers are categorized here. Britt [11] suggests that blockchain will be one of the tools used to develop the dairy herd of the future by streamlining and optimizing the breeding program. Bordel et al [9] propose a blockchain-enabled water control system that will efficiently manage water use among communities in rural areas.

**DISCUSSION**

It is clear from the papers reviewed in this study that the literature surrounding the application of blockchain in the agriculture sector has only begun to mature. The literature consists primarily of descriptive and prescriptive studies with very few actual systems being created, even at the prototype level. This is not an unexpected occurrence given that the first agriculture/blockchain study only emerged in 2016. However, the rapid increase in the number of papers being produced hopefully foreshadows that the level of empirical research will begin to increase as well. Of course, for the literature to grow beyond the point of describing what might work to how well it works, there needs to be an increase in the number of blockchain-based applications implemented in industry. While firms such as IBM and SAP have been discussing the usage of blockchain technologies, they are only starting to roll these blockchain tools out to industries such as supply chain, agriculture, and finance (www.ibm.com/blockchain). Those that do exist have yet to be studied in any systematic way, but that is exactly what is needed to move the literature to the next level of maturity. Moreover, as more researchers begin to examine these tools as they exist in their various industries, it will likely provide confidence to those firms who have been hesitant to commit resources to the development of blockchain tools, especially if the results of these analyses suggest that the many claims of improved performance, security, and accuracy come to pass.
As the examination of potential and actual blockchain-based tools continues to grow in number, researchers should also begin to consider the shortcomings of blockchain, such as its inability to easily change or delete data from the chain once added. This, and other characteristics, might impose significant changes to organizational processes that utilize this method of data storage and organization. For those applications that require the ability to examine all previously developed data within a process, this aspect of blockchain is very welcome. For others, for whom access to past data is unnecessary or even unwanted, this could prove inconvenient and require that other measures be placed atop the blockchain structure to impose whatever order the firm needs in order to remain compliant with its existing processes.

CONCLUSION

This paper provides a systematic review of the extant literature on the use of blockchain in the agriculture sector. While it appears that there is a vibrant and growing community of researchers examining the benefits of the blockchain process and proposing new ideas to leverage it to improve operations in many facets of agriculture, there has been little research into the actual results obtained by using blockchain instead of more traditional data storage and security mechanisms. The paper identifies a number of themes evident in the body of literature surveyed and provides examples of research efforts within each one. The study also uncovers some shortcomings in the literature that should be addressed as the blockchain environment begins to mature.

This study has a few limitations that must be noted. To this point, most but not all electronic databases have been examined and only those research efforts that have been peer-reviewed are included. This is not to suggest that the other areas of literature such as that emanating from trade-focused outlets has no worth, only that the focus in this project is to identify research efforts that are undertaken and evaluated in a systematic, verifiable manner. It is left for future research to include other, so-called gray, literature in the review. That will be helpful in developing an understanding of where the industries think blockchain is most valuable and to see if academia’s research efforts are aligned with the expectations of the practitioner community.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to introduce, explore and analyze defection in a collective buying market. We study the effect of defection on buyers in terms of buyer surplus, i.e. profit, and time to completion, i.e. faster time to complete a successful bid, using a quasi-experimental electronic market to uncover the effect of defection, controlling for communication. This experiment enables two research questions in the context of group performance. First, will allow buyers to defect from a group buying scenario breakdown efforts by the group to form successful bids and thus hinder the performance of the group? Second, will buyers, who defect, either occasionally or consistently, be able to generate more profit away from the group? Finally, how will other buyers respond or perform in the presence of defection? In addition, to the core data collected, we will collect demographic information, in order to control for the demographic effects. Using standard methods of experimental economics, we implement a simple group buying platform in the lab and conducted a repeated-measure controlled experiment controlling for the defection manipulation on group performance.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic markets and online behavior are widely studied by researchers in economics, information systems and marketing. While a number of studies focus on behaviors of the buying process, studies of the social nature of buying are becoming more popular (Liang and Turban, 2012; Kaufmann and Wang 2001). Collective buying enables the study of complex social buying, by examining the study of the interaction of buyers in a collective market. Group buying in a collective market possess many interesting areas of study including, coordination, communication, price effects and strength of ties between buyers. One interesting area of study in collective buying is the effects of defection, i.e buyers who exit groups for their own benefit. This paper focuses on the effects of defection within a group buying market structure, by operationalizing a defection mechanism using an individual level “buy-now” option.

Classical economic theory focuses on the effect of certain drivers of market efficiency, such as price, information exchange and coordination (Hayek, 1945; Galbraith, 1952). Generally, electronic markets are less dependent on coordination between buyers; however, collective buying depends heavily on coordination and collaboration. Buyers in a market coordinate in order to achieve lower prices; however, the study of defection is less studied in these coordinated markets. Defection can cause a decrease of
coordination and cooperation in the market, thus making it more difficult to obtain better prices for buyers. Buyers who defect however, abandon the group market in order to achieve their own benefit.

The objective of this research is to introduce, explore and analyze defection in a collective buying market. We study the effect of defection on buyers in terms of buyer surplus, i.e. profit, and time to completion, i.e. faster time to complete a successful bid, using a quasi-experimental electronic market to uncover the effect of defection, controlling for communication. This experiment enables two research questions in the context of group performance. First, does allowing buyers to defect from a group buying scenario break down efforts by the group to form successful bids and thus hinder performance of the group? Second, will buyers, who defect, either occasionally or consistently, be able to generate more profit away from the group? Finally, how will other buyers respond or perform in the presence of defection? In addition, to the core data collected, we will collect demographic information, in order to control for the demographic effects. Using standard methods of experimental economics, we implement a simple group buying platform in the lab and conducted a repeated-measure controlled experiment controlling for the defection manipulation on group performance.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Collective Buying Markets

The literature is rich with studies on traditional electronic market characteristics focusing on areas of consumer behavior online, trust in online firms, and risk (Bellman, et al. 1999; Battacherjee, 2002; Gupta et al., 2004). Consumer behavior is an essential component in a group buying environment, since the interaction between each actor is critical to the completion of a successful bid (Tai et al., 2012). The necessary coordination of actors to agree on a bid, acceptable by a seller, is fundamentally different than the one-on-one interaction between a buyer and seller in a traditional e-commerce purchase(Kauffman et al., 2010). One type of group buying auction is a fixed price mechanism, in which the prices are set by the seller based on the number of members in the collective group bid (Kaufmann and Wang, 2001). The second type is a heterogeneous buyer group auction where buyers collaborate on submitting a bid to a seller (Chen et al.,2007). The heterogeneous buyer groups are considered more effective in studying group buying attributes, buyer interdependencies and buyer behavior (Chen et al., 2007).

A review of literature of group buying demonstrates the richness of group-buying for studying economic theory. Studies of group buying have examined customer value in group buying (Lee, et al., 2016), repurchase intention (Hsu, et al. 2014), and social interaction (Lim, 2014). Studies have found the factors such as trust and satisfaction increase intention to participate in group buying, but also examined the effect of psychological traits such as altruism, and reciprocity (Shiau and Chau, 2015). Numerous studies have approached defection from a behavioral perspective examining the role of power status in aiding or abetting defection, defection across auction types, and game theory based mapping of cooperation and defection cycles (Juvina, et. Al., 2012; Hinloopen & Onderstal, 2010; Imhof, et. Al., 2005). Defections
and the influence of exit options have also been studied from a social welfare perspective (Haesevoets, et. al., 2018).

However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no research conducted specifically examining the effect of defection on group performance in the context of economic experiments. Understanding the role of defection could uncover a number of interesting findings, including the effect of defection on trust and satisfaction, reciprocity, and retribution. Further, by examining the defection, we have a means to study more closely the effect on buyers as a group and individually. A study of defection can yield information regarding bidding behavior in later rounds of the experiment as well as perceptions of the market by the buyers.

**Defection**

In a group buying auction, cooperation among the buyers is essential (Chen et al., 2009). Communication enhances cooperation in social situations (Kerr and Kaufman-Gilliland, 1994). Previous studies have shown that enhanced communication is not necessary for successful transaction, i.e. increased buyer profit and faster time to completion (Pelaez et al., 2013). Other research has shown that web based coordination platforms enhanced collective effort in buying (Zwass, 2010). Group-buying auctions foster an interdependent environment since a number of buyers must commit to a purchase and are bound together by the collective price. This interdependence is characterized by a high degree of mutuality where no single buyer has more influence over the group (Rusbult and Van Lange, 2002). However, this interdependence is predicated by the necessity that buyers have no other motives other than to maximize their profit (Rusbult and van Lange, 2002).

A condition may exist where a buyer believes profit will be maximized by exiting the group. This situation represents a defection from the group. Defection represents a social dilemma condition in which a buyer acts in a non-cooperative manner (McCarter and Norcraft, 2007). Traditionally, group buying scenarios have no obvious means for defection, however some auction sites such as EBay have the ability to conclude an auction by the use of a “Buy Now” button. This opportunity for a buyer to purchase outside of the group buying framework immediately serves as the mechanism for defection. Defection can lead to a number of consequences including a lack of trust and fear in the group (McCarter and Norcraft, 2007). The consequences of defection therefore, can lead to lack of group formation (Wang et al., 2016), ostracism of a buyer ( Hirshleifer and Rasmusen, 1989), and retribution (Walker, 1999). Ultimately, these issues can lead to lower profits for the group, as well as slower time to task completion.

Though the term defection has been used in broader contexts of non-fulfillment of contracts, disappearance from online commitments, non-delivery of expectations, we limit our use of “defection” to refer to individuals exiting group-buying arrangements in favor of expectation of personal gain (Matsubara & Yokoo, 2002). Defection can be profitable or unprofitable, and defection behavior can be encouraged by allowing incentives and discouraged using penalties for defection (Hinloopen & Onderstal, 2009). While it may be relevant to discourage defection using penalties, reporting mechanisms and debarment from future participation, defectors are sometimes considered to have minimal impact and such “peripheral players” are tactfully ignored (Goyal, 2011).
RESEARCH QUESTION

We aim to add to the literature of electronic markets by understanding group effects and buyer behaviors under the defection condition. There are two measures of performance that can be explored in an auction, buyer profit and time to task completion. In group-buying electronic markets, buyers benefit from lower prices through the aggregation of purchases (Anand and Aron, 2003). However, defection clearly affects the aggregation coordination, and thus should hinder the group’s performance. Thus, our first research question:

*RQ1: Does the inclusion of a defection mechanism impact the performance of buyers in the group?*

Based on RQ1 we propose the following hypothesis:

**H1:** The inclusion of a defection control will have a negative impact on average time to task completion  
**H2:** The inclusion of a defection control will have a negative impact on average buyer profit

Our review of the literature highlighted the effects of defection in social scenarios. The non-cooperative behavior can have a number of effects on the group and individual buyer. The economic impacts on the defector and those did not defect are interesting. Further, it is interesting to explore how the group responds to defection as well as how the defector responds to the group. Therefore, our second research question:

*RQ2: How does defection impact the defector and how do buyers in the group respond to defectors?*

Based on RQ2 we propose the following hypotheses

**H3:** The inclusion of a defection control will decrease the number of successful bids  
**H4:** The inclusion of a defection control will have a negative impact on defectors buyer surplus, due to the actions of group members.

METHODOLOGY

We create an economic experiment for an electronic social buying market, using a specific variant of the buyer initiated intra-auction group buying model (Chen et al., 2009). In the experiment participants coordinate group purchases of a single product from a single automated seller. The experiment is designed using the oTree software (Chen et al., 2016). The interface designed in oTree will be similar to a previously implemented version designed in zTree (Fishbacher, 2007). Each buyer in the market is provided with random unique willingness to pay (WTP) value, representing heterogeneous demand preferences. All buyers are put into a single market, and are asked to form by joining bids, or creating bids. Participants will be recruited from a university in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States.
Each participant recruited will be compensated with a performance payout, which increases external validity by inducing participants to be more engaged in the game, in accordance with induced value theory (Smith, 1976). While the compensation may vary based on performance, each participant is guaranteed $5 to participate. Payout performance will be determined after a few pilot runs of the simulation to ensure a meaningful and fair payout as well as to manage a budget.

The manipulation conducted in these sessions will be the inclusion of a defection mechanism, representing a 1x2 factorial design. An additional manipulation of group size will be considered after initial pilot runs.

**Procedure**

Participants are brought into the experiment in groups of 5. The study provides an element of competitive arousal by limiting the actual group bid formation to 3 people, i.e. 3 people exactly will be allowed to submit a bid to the seller, which is automated. Some groups will have the manipulation in which the defection mechanism, operationalized by a “buy now” button will be available to individuals within the group.

The automated seller will select a random number from a uniform distribution (50, 75). This value represents the amount at which the automated seller is willing to accept a group bid price ($S_g$). The seller will also choose an additional value higher than selected group bid price, this will come from a uniform distribution ($S_g$, 100). This ensures that the “Buy Now” option is higher than group bid price. This should minimize the benefit of defection, but only if the groups fail to coordinate.

When 3 buyers form a bid, the bid is sent to the seller, which is then either accepted or rejected, if it matches or is above the “acceptable selling price”. If the bid price is below the “acceptable selling price”, the automated seller waits a random time (1-10 seconds) before rejecting the bid. Buyers can create bids or join existing bids. Bids are not sent to the seller until the minimum number of buyers, three, have joined the bid group. If the offer is rejected by the seller, the buyers are notified and the buyers once again must regroup and create a new bid. The process continues until the seller accepts the bid or the round terminates after a set amount of time 210 seconds. If during the process a buyer offers to “buy now”, then that buyer will earn the surplus from the purchase, and the round will terminate for all other buyers.

The experiment for each buying group consists of one training/pilot round to ensure the participants know the rules of the game and allow them to become familiar with the interface. Once the pilot round is complete, the game consists of 10 rounds, each round lasts 210 seconds, or terminates when a bid is accepted by a seller, either the group bid or “buy now” offer. Below in Figure 1 we show an example of the primary buyer screen.
This research provides avenues for future research on defection and models for mitigating defection. It would also be interesting to study defection behavior in an open auction format, where the final price is not only unknown, but is a competitively determined value based on demand by multiple groups, with many of them having the Buy Now option for their users. Furthermore, it would be useful to analyze if the Buy Now option, without any formal penalties, would discourage players from joining groups to start with. Additional thought may be required to address the issue of time-value to players. In the real world, a buy-now defection mechanism would have two attractions to potential defectors - first, the value of time saved by buy-now, and second, the motivation to buy because of the possibility that the final price may be above the buy-now price. The value of time and information are thus crucial drivers of defection behavior and additional research can serve to provide expanded insights.

**CONCLUSION**

Previous experiments in group buying have helped validate economic theories. By using a group buying experiment, studies (Pelaez et al., 2013) have shown the effect of price and communication on buyer surplus juxtaposing two different theories: the Hayek Hypothesis (Hayek, 1945), and Countervailing Power theory (Galbraith, 1952). This experiment seeks to contribute to the literature by designing an economic experiment specifically focused on defection, thus providing an opportunity to leverage some insights from game theory, such as the Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Assurance Game.
Specifically, we aim to explore the effects on buyer surplus. It is believed that with the inclusion of defection, buyers will choose the defection option to maximize their own profit under the condition that they are unable to do so with the group. Buyers who choose to execute this strategy early should have the effect of causing the other buyers to react to defectors by not including them in bids or trying to lock them out of bidding. In addition, we believe that group size may play a role in limiting defection.

Finally, examining post experiment survey data, we hope to determine the attitudes toward the market and toward each other. We hope to identify causes of defection in the market and seek ways to predict when a defection will occur. Using this information, it is believed that we will have a strong contribution to the literature on group buying electronic markets.
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Abstract
Makerspaces, which are facilities with digital devices for product prototyping such as 3D printers, 2D and 3D cutters and injection molding machines, are now common in colleges and universities. Makerspaces can be found in centralized locations such as campus libraries or distributed in one or more specific academic units. Newer to university campuses are IoT facilities for student and faculty development of digitally enabled products that combine traditional makerspace tools for product prototyping and production with and digital sensors, computers and communication technologies. IoT enables physical things to have an internet presence, or digital twin, to create new value propositions for solution building. More recent advances in standards, security and cloud support for IoT, position IoT devices as distributed sensors for centralized decision support, to decision points driven by locally sensed data as edge computing devices.

Concomitant to the advent of the IoT makerspace is the increase in interface abstractions provided by vendor and open source tooling, decreasing the barriers to entry for undergraduate students across majors. The increase in accessibility makes IoT makerspaces accessible to business and liberal arts students without the prerequisite of a background in engineering or programming.

This paper describes how the makerspace at one liberal arts university reimagined and retooled a traditional makerspace to launch an IoT design studio. Quantitative outcomes are presented include the tooling decisions, budget, organizational framework, training, safety and utility across three years of running an IoT studio in a school of business. Examples of student products will also be presented.

Keywords: makerspace, Internet of Things, experiential learning, interdisciplinary, innovation, information systems
Introduction
Among academics and practitioners alike, there have been those who are especially curious about making physical things with hands and tools, including how existing things work and how to go about building new things. In the analog world of physical products, inventing and prototyping has deep educational roots in shop classes and school facilities that provided instruction and access to analog equipment such as welders, saws, drills, lathes, and other analog tooling associated with craftsmen and laborers of the 20th Century and earlier. With the advent of digital maker technologies such as 3D printers, CNC machines, and laser cutters, facilities for makers have become available and nearly ubiquitous in high schools, universities and communities across the United States. Never before has it been easier, safer and more satisfying for people to take an idea and make it manifest.

The transition from analog to digital tooling in makerspaces represented the first major leap in the architecture and service offerings for makerspaces. Computer controlled tooling reduced the barrier of entry for a wider user base of people who wanted to engage in the making of physical things. No longer did the use of makerspaces require physical strength, risk of injury, or long training periods to engage. In digital makerspaces, learning curves for tool deployment have been truncated due to better tool abstractions, and computer-controlled tools have improved tool reliability while lowering price points. These characteristics create new opportunities for university makerspaces beyond their early homes associated with engineering and STEM disciplines to now serve students and faculty across all disciplines, including business students.

This paper describes the next transition in makerspaces from facilities with computer driven tooling for the making of physical things to facilities for the making physical things with a digital presence – the Internet of Things. The case study is based on the design science approach, an outcomes-based information technology research methodology offering offers specific guidelines for evaluation and iteration within research projects (Simon, 1996). Following a brief literature review and the background for the case study, implementation framework for the case is defined, followed by the data and results section. Described is the facility, organization, funding and educational outcomes of the IoT makerspace in liberal arts university setting at the College of Charleston. The paper concludes with a conclusion, recommendations and future work.

Literature Review
The notion of the makerspace is rooted in the maker movement described by Dougherty (2012), in which the notion of a maker replaced the older vernacular of inventor and tinkerer, and as a result, expanding the appeal of making things to a broader audience over a broader age range including children. Makerspaces in education have also been referred to as fabrication laboratories, design studios and other terms that describe the common aspects of a shared space with shared tooling and services for student use.

For a review of a substantial body of literature for K12 makerspaces from 2000 through 2018, see Shad and Jones (2019). An review of 40 universities makerspaces was presented at the American Society for Engineering Education reporting on the organization, common tooling, the sponsoring campus organization, and the effect of the makerspace on university culture (Barrett et al., 2015).
The success and challenges of makerspaces at liberal arts universities is described by Beavers et al. (2019), Watson, et al. (2019) and Dahal (2019).

While the makerspace movement has been associated with Industry 3.0 through the use of digital technologies including computer assisted design and computer-controlled machinery, the IoT revolution with cloud computing and personalization has enabled the products produced by computer controlled prototyping tools to themselves be computer and network enabled (Lasi, 2014). Thus, makerspaces that support student makers in the prototyping of products with an internet presence, IoT products, are better characterized by Industry 4.0.

Background
The College of Charleston is a public, liberal arts college of approximately 10,000 undergraduates that also a school of education and an AACSB accredited school of business located in the center of the historic city of Charleston, South Carolina, USA. The university includes the includes the basic sciences, computer science since 1980 and data science since 2005. The College of Charleston does not host a school of engineering.

The College of Charleston’s makerspace was initially planned in the spring of 2016 as a faculty-lead, grass-roots project, following input from a makerspace workshop sponsored by Venturewell at Venturewell Open (March 2016) in which the directors of the MIT and Georgia Tech makerspaces shared best practices and advise to universities new to the campus-based makerspace movement. Prior to the formal launch of the College of Charleston makerspace in September 2016, the School of the Arts and the Department of Computer Science were already deploying 3d printers, welders and other tooling for exclusive use by their respective majors. This case study describes a campus-centric makerspace designed to serve students of all majors.

The College of Charleston’s move to add a university makerspace for students lagged 17 of its 18 self-identified peer institutions. While the library had first option to host a makerspace, the option was not pursued. Using publicly available Web-accessible resources, the data in Table 1 was collected on August 19, 2017, showing the name and location of the makerspace found at each of the peer institutions with the exception of the University of Missouri-St. Louis, where no web-based evidence of a makerspace was identified. The type of makerspace was not investigated among the peer makerspaces, i.e., analog makerspace, digital makerspace, or IoT makerspace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University Peer</th>
<th>Name of Makerspace</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian State University</td>
<td>Inspire Maker Lab</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baylor University</td>
<td>Electronic Library</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling Green State University</td>
<td>BiG Fab Lab</td>
<td>School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemson University</td>
<td>Student Makerspace</td>
<td>Watt Innovation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Charleston</td>
<td>TIDE Studio</td>
<td>School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of William and Mary</td>
<td>Small Hall Makerspace</td>
<td>Physics Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Madison University</td>
<td>ICE Collaborative and Makerspace</td>
<td>School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami of Ohio</td>
<td>TEC Lab</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The implementation of the makerspace was significantly influenced by the makerspace documentation provided by Georgia Tech makerspace with concept influences by MIT’s Fab Central.

Mission
The mission and associated vision statements for the IoT studio were defined to be congruent with the Maker Manifesto (Hatch, 2013). The defined audience included all majors on campus without restriction by major, rank, project type or student goals for making things. An emphasis was placed on student engagement and interaction at the intersection of disciplines.

Organization
The IoT studio is run by undergraduate students with strong operational and budget oversight by the faculty director. The studio is not a student club or sponsored by the student government organization. The studio is housed within the School of Business with a reporting line to the dean of the school. A student leadership team of is selected by the director from among students with the passion, interests, maturity, technical and leadership skills. Each student is responsible for assuming and executing their role on the team.

For planning, management and operations, five roles are defined as follows to describe the organization of the makerspace.

IoT studio Member: A student, faculty member or staff member who fulfill the membership requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Makerspace</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montana State University-Bozeman</td>
<td>MSU Makerspace</td>
<td>College of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern University</td>
<td>CAMD Makerspace</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Kentucky University</td>
<td>NKY Makerspace</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY-Geneseo</td>
<td>START-UP NY</td>
<td>School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maine</td>
<td>Hutchinson Center</td>
<td>School of Science and Maths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Missouri-St. Louis</td>
<td>No online evidence found</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of New Hampshire</td>
<td>The Makerspace</td>
<td>UNH Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina-Charlotte</td>
<td>Makerspace</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina-Greensboro</td>
<td>SELF Design Studio</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina-Wilmington</td>
<td>Curriculum Materials Center</td>
<td>School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Northern Iowa</td>
<td>Makerspace</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Makerspaces at peer institutions of the College of Charleston as of August 19, 2017.

Implementation Framework
The following sections describe the makerspace architecture and implementation decisions made for the College of Charleston makerspace as an IoT studio. The implementation of the makerspace was significantly influenced by the makerspace documentation provided by Georgia Tech makerspace with concept influences by MIT’s Fab Central.
IoT studio Mentor: A student, staff or faculty member who has the skills to supervise members on one or more stations and is responsible for correct use of tooling and safety of users at that station. Mentors may have the knowledge to train mentors on one or more stations, signs off on new mentors and mentor advancement, and volunteers to run TIDES on a scheduled basis.

All mentors have two ratings, competent and expert. One is the member rating for the skill that member has on each of the tool stations (e.g., 3d printer, 3d scanner, soldering station, microcontroller station, microprocessor station, RFID station). The competent level allows mentors to supervise student users on particular stations. The second rating is the member’s rating for their ability to train students on the use of stations. A mentor must have a rating of expert in order to train members and to supervise and train mentors.

IoT studio Executive: A student member of the leadership team who provides a leadership role for a particular duration, trains the next person for succession prior to vacating the role, and works directly with the studio's faculty and staff. Appointments are made or renewed annually.

IoT studio Faculty Advisor: One member of the College of Charleston faculty who has primary oversight of IoT studio. The Executive members have scheduled meetings and emergency contact information for the faculty advisor.

IoT studio Community Advisor: Community member, staff member or faculty member with professional expertise in one or more areas who has volunteered for a period of time to help in tactical and strategic planning and operations. A community advisor may also act in the role of mentor.

Membership
All students, faculty and staff who use the IoT studio are required to be members of the studio. Membership responsibilities are defined in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership responsibilities in the IoT studio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>registered for membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passed the technical training on the use of at least one station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passed the general safety training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passed the safety training specific to each station used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsible for safe use of stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsible for the cleanliness of their station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsible for the proper care of their equipment and supplies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Membership responsibilities in the IoT studio

Funding and Budget
Funding is accomplished annually through university operational funds and philanthropic sources. A budget request is made annually to the Dean’s Office in the School of Business. A separate office handles philanthropic requests. The number of makerspace tools and services is limited by the
funding of the budget request. The budget includes line items for new tools, maintenance for existing tools and supplies. Supplies are categorized into general office and general IoT product prototyping. Students with defined projects may also request specific funding for projects that is included in the budget.

For the first three years of operations, no funding has been made available to pay student employees, thus the students who serve in the executive role for management and the mentor role for daily operations do not receive pay. Remuneration is in the form of special access for these students during times when the facility is closed for general student use.

Space
The IoT studio location was initially provided in a temporary location, central to the heart of campus which spans approximately 64 acres, some of which is non-contiguous. Space options which were off campus or far from student dormitories was avoided. A centralized location promoted three important characteristics: convenient student access, increased student safety, and high marketing visibility.

Operations
At least one student member who is also in the role of executive or mentor is present in the IoT studio during operational hours. All student members must card in and out of the studio using a custom designed, passive RFID-based membership activity system. Student users also record their project idea, goals and purpose for tracking the use of the studio and its services.

The IoT studio posts weekly hours of operations during weeks that the university is in session in the fall and spring semesters. The studio closes in the summer for maintenance, cleaning and upgrades and may be used by the student executives and mentors only. The determination of opens times and closing times was made by collecting member check-in and check-out data. Over time the best hours of operation were determined then constrained by the accumulative bandwidth available for staffing the studio by student executives and mentors.

Services
Services are provided through stations in the IoT studio. Stations provide a set of related services. Stations include Design, Cutting, Soldering, Printing, RFID and eight additional stations. A complete listing of services is given in Table 3. For example, the soldering station provides multiple types of soldering tools, solder, flux, clamps, optics, and safety gear on a non-combustible tabletop along with an assortment of wires, connectors, pliers, strippers, and other related tools.

Each station is labeled and comes with station specific safety and operational instructions. Students must obtain training from a mentor before the first use of a station and sign off on safety procedures. At this time no stations require vented hoods or special air handling because tooling has been selected with this constraint.

Services selected for inclusion during the first three years of operation are in Table 3. The services were selected with student, faculty and community mentor input and constrained by budget and
safety guidelines provided by the faculty director. Additional services were added through a partnership with a local community-based, non-profit makerspace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>2d design, 2d design software and computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting</td>
<td>2d cutting (vinyl heat press, vinyl stickers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>3d printing (liquid resin photopolymers, molten polymers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>Passive, semi-active, active RFID, readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering</td>
<td>Soldering, cutting, cleaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molding</td>
<td>injection, community makerspace partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>RFID, WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC, cellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Small batch, community makerspace partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcontrollers</td>
<td>devices, assorted sensors, communication modules and power supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessors</td>
<td>devices, assorted sensors, communication modules and power supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud services</td>
<td>Server and middleware services and standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development and testing</td>
<td>Compiled and interpreted language support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>grants and mentored site setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Services provided by the IoT student to members via designated stations.

Skills Developed and Reinforced
The overall student learning objective is to increase technical agility as an individual and often as part of a lean development team. Technical agility is defined as the “agile software engineering principles and practices teams use to deliver solutions quickly and reliably” (Scaled Agile, 2020).

The IoT studio helps students in the development and reinforcement of multiple ways of thinking about problem spaces and the designs of solutions. The four ways of thinking taught in the IoT studio are: design thinking, analytical thinking, systems thinking, and computational thinking (Easterbrook, 2014).

Academic skills developed and reinforced include programming (compiled and scripted), materials, information (information architecture, databases, cloud services), and privacy and security techniques. Students are encouraged to leverage their passions in concert with what they bring to the studio from the coursework in their respective majors and to cross train with students in complementary skillsets.

Credit
Students do not currently receive academic credits for their participation in the IoT studio as members, mentors or executives. Project-based activities associated with the requirement of an academic course or program may indirectly receive recognition and academic credit by way of that association. For example, during the first three years of operation, two students from computer
science received special topics credit for courses delivered in the studio on topics related to IoT and RFID. Certifications and open badges have been considered but were not offered in the first three years of operation.

Data and Results
Data from year two (2017-2018 academic year) was collected and aggregated for this case study as this was a full year of stable-state operation of the IoT studio. The first year was a startup year complete with setup, equipment orders and other complications of getting a facility running with marketing for student awareness and engagement. The third year was truncated due to a requirement to physically pack up the facility until a new location was designed and constructed within the footprint of the School of Business.

Students
A total of 79 students participated in the IoT student in the second year. A listing of student members by major count is given in Table 4. A major is shown in the table unless at least one student member reported that major. In total 28 business students and 51 students from majors outside of business participated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Major</th>
<th>Student Member Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts Management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Info Systems</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing in the Arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Preservation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Studies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Student members of the IoT studio by major course in the second year of operation.

The table includes all student members including those who served as mentors and executives in the organization. Twelve faculty and administrators have been involved in the project as either active members of the studio or as supporters of the idea including faculty, department chair, the dean of the business school and the president of the university. In addition, seven community
members from industry, community makerspaces and high school faculty joined the IoT studio to advise and to mentor.

In each of the three years, a total of $10,000 was supplied by the School of Business for annual operations. Expenditures are divisible into three categories of new tools, supplies and pizza for student recruitment and project/prototype launches. The approximately cost per student user was $127 per year.

Services and Tool Support
The IoT studio purchased the tools listed in Table 5 in the first and second years of operation and developed the partnership with a community makerspace for added services not available on campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Tools Purchased and Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2d design, 2d design software and computers</td>
<td>iMac computers, open source and vendor design software tools and SaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d cutting (vinyl heat press, vinyl stickers)</td>
<td>2 vinyl cutter2 (heat press and sticker vinyl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d printing (liquid resin photopolymers, molten polymers)</td>
<td>3 PLA printers, 2 resin printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive, semi-active, active RFID, readers</td>
<td>Stock of three RFID types; transponder, RFID controller software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldering, cutting, cleaning</td>
<td>3 soldering sets and associated peripherals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection, community makerspace partner</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID, WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC, cellular</td>
<td>Compatible with Arduino and Raspberry Pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small batch, community makerspace partner</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devices, assorted sensors, communication modules and power supplies</td>
<td>Arduino microcontroller family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devices, assorted sensors, communication modules and power supplies</td>
<td>Raspberry Pi family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server and middleware services and standards</td>
<td>AWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiled and interpreted language support</td>
<td>Java, C#, Python and visual programming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The services provided directly and through a partnered community makerspace and the tools purchased to enable the services.

Product Examples
Four successful student projects are given among the many projects that included jewelry making and T-shirt company formation. While interesting projects are celebrated, it’s the iterative work by passionate students that mark the success or failure of the IoT studio.

Smart Kayak Paddle
2018: Senior business student developed kayak paddle blade (Figure 1) made from recycled plastic #2 and #4 bottles (HDPE and LDPE grade plastic).
The student figured out how to take plastic bottles out of the recycle bins in the School of Business and through injection molding create kayak paddles for the market. His invention is novel in two ways. One, instead of the plastic bottles having to go to the recycle center to be palletized, he obtained a woodchipper from a home supply store, chipped the bottles into plastic pieces which were then melted and injected. Two, he considered ways to add a small microprocessor into the shaft of the kayak handle and a strain gauge into the blade to create the paddle as an IoT device. This would allow the paddle to communicate with a smartphone application via the cloud server to record stroke power, frequency, and cadence. The app could also gamify kayak paddling with other kayakers.

**Predictive Keg Technology**
2017: Four students (computer science, data science, and business) and a faculty member designed a system that coffee/beer kegs sit upon to periodically measure their weights at short time intervals. Communicating with a cloud server and machine learning, the data was used to predict at least a day ahead when the keg would most likely be empty, automatically generating a reorder of that keg’s contents. While systems exist for bars using regular size kegs, the advent of smaller kegs and kegerators distributed in businesses and across golf courses and other highly distributed areas made keg replacement difficult and expensive because kegs would have to go empty prior to supply chain notification. The keg then would not be replaced for a time equal to the order and delivery cycle. The Predictive Keg streamlined the supply chain using IoT with machine learning so that pony keg businesses can scale with more satisfied customers.

**Passive RFID Student Check-in System**
2017: Senior student (computing in the arts) created a new RFID system to allow members of ProtoX two sign in & out of the facility. Passive RFID stickers were attached or embedded to 3d printed plastic ID cards. Each static RFID number was associated with the student to which that card was issued. The software was written and deployed with an RFID reader so that students could walk into the IoT studio door and be logged into the facility automatically and walk out of the door to be logged out. Because the reader was sufficiently powerful, students did not have to take their ID card out of their pockets. An RFID engineer from a local aeronautics company mentored in this project.

**City Flood-Mitigating Blocks**
2017: Senior student (business) designed a plastic version of brick made out of recycled plastic. The blocks are able to capture water in a rainstorm then slowly release the water over days after the
rain ends. With garden walls and driveways made from this brick, cities like Houston Texas could mitigate the impact of catastrophic rain events.

**Smart Recycle Bins**

2015: Two students (computer science) and a faculty member designed a robust measurement device to measure the contents of recycle bins regardless of content. The device communicated data to the cloud where a prediction was made on a continuous basis to know when each recycle bin would be full in the future. This allowed for a new routing algorithm to be developed so that the employee who empties the recycle bins across campus would only go to recycle bins that were in need of emptying and do so in the shortest path possible around campus. The routing prevented the employee from having to open and inspect bins that did not need emptying saving more than 50% of his time in route. The product was developed with an Arduino processor, acoustic sensor, WiFi communication and a power supply for each bin. Dykstra’s shortest path algorithm was used to route the employee between full cans. Product prototyping and testing was supported by the Office of Sustainability at the College of Charleston.

**Lessons Learned**

From this case study of the design and three-year implementation experience of the IoT studio in the School of Business at a liberal arts university, successes and failures lead to lessons learned that can be shared and studied. The following list is such a contribution stated without substantiation and should be interpreted with care as lessons from this case study may only apply to this case and not be generalizable.

- Start now to create an IoT studio at your liberal arts college or university. Do not wait for a top-down mandate to create an IoT studio for student learning experiences. Technology continues to advance in power, reduced cost and interface abstractions, and the need for technical agility among university students continues to increase in importance for career success.
- Seek champions in the upper levels of the administration and in the community who can provide supportive political leverage when hard decisions need to be made.
- Create a sustainable IoT studio that will outlive the founder(s). Share ownership and open source the studio to other passionate faculty and staff leaders and visionaries on campus. Other faculty must be given ownership of the studio for collaborative teaching and research opportunities.
- Integrate sustainability into student thinking and the project ideation. Products that solve a problem and at the same time help the planet and humanity are game changers.
- Hire student workers. Student workers are more dependable if they get a paycheck. Student volunteers are effective, but to keep them on task requires more energy from the faculty director.
- Operational hours might include non-business hours, such as nights and weekends as students may be in class during business hours. Find the peak demand periods and adjust opening hours accordingly. Be careful not to bias hours towards a certain sub-market. Err on the side of inclusivity.
- Recognition and awards including credit should be considered for learning outcomes and behaviors that model success outside of the university. Most makers do not need an
external reward, but rewards are the academic currency of the university. Consider offering technical certification(s) and open badges for student accomplishments.

- Leverage the studio for additional community development with professionals for mentoring, companies for job placement, and both for philanthropic support.
- Brand the facility and market it to students, parents, alumni and anyone else who seeks to support student engagement through experiential learning with impact.
- Host protathons, like hackathons and startup weekends, to encourage spirited engagement by groups of students in a concentrated time period.
- Use 1-day pop-ups on campus throughout the year to engage future members with a maker tool and what making is all about.
- Host senior projects and capstone projects for students in one or more majors to better connect the studio with academic study.
- Adhere to safety policies and enforce rules. Taking risks is what makers do when they iteratively build and learn. Reducing injuries and risk of injuries keeps the iterative focus on problem solving through invention.
- Seek student members from all disciplines on campus. Celebrate makerspace diversity.
- Discourage an IoT studio in every silo. The interdisciplinary engagement is a core value of the studio which in turn makes the studio a university asset for students and faculty members that crosses all disciplines.
- Leverage secondary effects including student recruitment into the university, student recruitment into majors, community engagement, internship development, company formation and career placement opportunities.

Conclusions
The IoT studio in this case study has had startup successes and challenges. As a grass-roots effort with strong top-down support and funding, the studio attracted approximately 80 students from 16 different majors in year two, its first full academic year of operation, to work on projects of their own choosing without any credit within a faculty run by volunteers. The community of supports has been strong from local businesses and industry particularly for planning and mentoring. Philanthropy also influenced the studio by adding the entrepreneurial station and services so that students can now set up an ecommerce site to sell and test the market for their products.

The nature of the liberal arts is celebrated in the IoT studio where any majors in the arts and sciences can take an idea from conception to production while learning something about business and technology. The IoT studio has become another experiential learning platform that effectively celebrates and to some extent reimagines the creativity and critical thinking developed in the liberal arts tradition.

Future Plans
In 2019, a new facility was designed specific for an IoT space. Shown in Figure 2, the glass-clad room is shown in diagrammatic form with seating for 16 in the front room. Behind the door is a sound-insulating room for noisier devices (e.g., CNC cutter, water jet cutter) and devise that emit smoke or fumes (e.g., laser cutter).
The IoT studio plan for 2020-2021 is to increase the budget, integrate faculty and coursework, and expand services. The budget will increase from $10,000 to $30,000 annually to cover the cost of student employees and additional services. Faculty members will be recruited to host student projects in the IoT studio to bridge experiential and academic learning. Services under consideration include subtractive manufacturing, distributed manufacturing, logistics simulation, supply chain simulation, augmented reality, and automation through edge AI in IoT products. The new facility will be approximately 600 square feet. While smaller than the first, temporary space, the new room is designed to hang printers and cutters on the wall to save floor space.
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ABSTRACT

Since the explosion of smartphones into society, Smartphone Applications, referred to as “Apps,” have flooded the online market. This paper redefines Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and determines where Apps can help facilitate or hinder our ability to meet each need. Specifically, we look at Logistical, Communication, and Information type Apps and see how each type affects our needs. We also investigate which need helps establish Grit, which is the ability to develop a perseverance and passion for satisfying long term goals. After collecting preliminary data through an online survey, we found that many applications do help us meet our needs, in particular Logistic and Information type Apps. We also found that Communication Apps hinder our ability to meet our social needs, suggesting that social media type Apps can actually make us feel less included. Finally, we found that Grit can be developed through self-actualization.

INTRODUCTION

Since the explosion of smartphones into society, Smartphone Applications, referred to as “Apps,” have flooded the online market. Because of technology, individuals are having to vet through a higher number of daily notifications, be it for personal, home, or work. This innately increases an individual’s daily demand, where because of technology, individuals are responsible for more and more.

Because this “always-on” state of being, we use Apps to try to help us alleviate this burden, giving us access to travel information, shopping sale sites, financial information among others. In 2019, the Apple App Store offered over 2 million Apps for download onto smart devices [5]. There were also 194 billion Apps downloaded in 2018, which was dramatically up from 2017 [14]. Messaging Apps and Social Media Apps still hold a top spot in app to be downloaded, which includes Apps like Facebook and Facebook Messenger, Instagram, and Snapchat [24]. It is no doubt that applications are in abundance, and because of that are also the new way people use to get and organize their information, communicate, and help them travel from place to place.

Abraham Maslow proposed one of the best known motivational theories in psychology which defined our needs at 5 levels: 1) physiological or personal, 2) safety, 3) belonging, 4) esteem, and 5) self-actualization needs [22]. Since this paper was published in 1943, access to food
and water along with an overdependence on technology has changed the way we assess our needs. A main motivational goal he suggested was to eventually find our “ideal self” and be “self-actualized.” While that point is still is valid, we argue that coping with the increased pressure technology brings has changed what constitutes an ideal-self to something that may be out of reach for most people.

The pressure to work faster, maintain an active presence in family life, and make more money can make it difficult to satisfy one’s own personal (physiological) needs (sleeping, eating, hydrating, etc.). The popular press has suggested opposing views in regards to the relationship between Maslow’s motivational needs and technology: mainly that 1) technology cannot help you satisfy your needs because it does not explicitly provide food or shelter, and that 2) technology does help you satisfy your needs through social connectedness. We argue a third point, that, since the proliferation of technology, we use technology as a way to facilitate the satisfaction of our needs and alleviate the logical, social, and informational burden we have in an “always on” day and age.

This means that while we have increasing demand, we can use technology as a way to connect to others, to get information, and to simplify our daily routines. For example, now, instead of shopping at the grocery store, we can use Amazon’s subscription services to order groceries for us, eliminating the need for us to go to the grocery store that would provide access to satisfying our physiological needs at a later time. Instead of going to the library and finding information, we can use Google scholar to quickly answer our own questions.

The usefulness of Apps in aiding our overall motivations has been under-researched. Only snapshots of how technology affects Maslow’s model has been empirically studied. For instance, some have researched whether continued use of social media can explain one’s social needs or self-actualization [3]. Others have limited their research to the aging population and examined how technology adoption could serve as an outcome to having certain needs [30]. Beyond developing self-actualization, it is also important to look at one’s needs alongside what people ultimately strive for [25]. The holistic network outlaying how technology can help facilitate our needs is important and the development of further motivational goals is necessary as we get bogged down with increased demand. A number of studies have theorized models through Maslow’s motivational lens, but measured traits such as resilience or anxiety as predictors of self-esteem [2]. We look at grit as an outcome and suggest that not giving up when challenged is a key idea that people can strive for outside of the motivational needs presented by Maslow. Therefore, we ask the following two research questions: 1) How do applications affect our motivational needs? and 2) How do our needs help us establish grit as a form of resilience?

Our article is organized as follows. First, we present a “Theory of Human Motivation” and provide a critical evaluation of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Second, we discuss social technologies and theorize how IT has impacted our ability to achieve our needs. Third, we predict that certain Apps aid in facilitating our needs, while others hinder our ability. We also predict that self-actualization can help build grit. Fourth, we present our methods.
describing our survey procedure. We finish with a presentation of the preliminary results, followed by a conclusion.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Maslow and "A Theory of Human Motivation"**

According to Maslow’s 1943 seminal paper “A Theory of Human Motivation”, humans have five categories of needs presented in a hierarchy [22]. Table 1 presents each of the 5 needs along with their innate characteristics.

The first level of needs are basic needs, which is also known as physiological needs, including the need for food, water or sleep. Maslow classified these physiological needs as the needs that are the most essential to living. These needs are important because they are required to be met so that the body can function properly, and these needs should be met first, so that other needs may be carried out. This indicates that if an individual is really hungry, it would be hard to focus on anything other than food, and that an individual would push aside any other need until the basic needs are satisfied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physiological</td>
<td>Food, water, air, shelter, clothing, sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Personal and financial security, employment, health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging</td>
<td>Love, friendship, family, intimacy, sense of connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esteem</td>
<td>Self-esteem, confidence, recognition, achievement, respect by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Actualization</td>
<td>Achieving one’s full potential, creativity, morality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second level needs are classified as safety needs, which consist of seeking safety, security, and stability. These needs include personal, emotional, and financial security as well as the need to be healthy and have a good well-being.

The third level needs are classified as belonging needs, which includes interpersonal relationships with family and friends as well as romantic partners. It will also cover intimacy and affection needs.

The fourth level needs are classified as esteem needs, which consists of not only self-respect and self-esteem but also receiving respect and esteem from other people. When esteem needs are filled individuals will feel confident, important, and valuable.

Finally, the last and highest-level need is self-actualization, in which people will aspire for self-fulfillment, and seek to realize their personal potential. According to Maslow achieving self-actualization is very rare and only 2% of the people reached to this stage.

**Critical Evaluation of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs**

Although Maslow’s theory of hierarchy of needs still remain one of the most popular theories in psychology, it has received a good amount of criticism as well. Maslow himself refined his
theory over time. For example, Maslow's original theory of human motivation actually included 2 more levels of needs. These were cognitive needs and aesthetic needs. Cognitive needs are the need to know, to understand, and to discover. Aesthetic needs are the needs for order, cleanliness, and beauty. In 1966, Maslow added another level of needs, the transcendence needs to his model [21]. Transcendence are values beyond personal self, such as religious faith and so on. However, as time went on, Maslow focused mostly on only the first five levels of needs and that's the model that is widely accepted today.

Maslow also clarified that the hierarchy of needs isn't as rigid as his original paper made it seem like. It is possible that a human behavior can satisfy more than one need at the same time and it doesn't need to be a step by step process [20]. Also, people don't need to completely satisfy a need before the next level needs emerge. Maslow also stated that the order of needs might be different for each individual based on the differences in personality and external factors.

Several other researchers also extended on Maslow's hierarchy of needs. For example, Eckerman [12] added a new need called consistency need. He stated humans need consistency of feeling, knowing and acting. Alderfer [1] developed a similar motivational needs theory that consists of existence, relatedness, and growth needs. According to his research, the existence needs would cover all basic material and physiological needs. Relatedness needs involved relationships with others. Growth needs consists of desire to be creative and productive. In more recent research, Kenrick et al. [16] focused on the self-actualization and disaggregated self-actualization to lower levels in their revised model.

From global perspective Maslow's theory was criticized of being western culture focused but research showed support for Maslow's theory across different countries and cultures [7, 29]. According to Tay and Diener [29] human needs were consistent among the cultures however the order of the needs differed across nations. Furthermore, their research confirmed that people focus on the lower level needs first; however, they didn’t need to completely satisfy those needs before fulfilling higher level needs. Their findings provided support for Maslow's revision that people might be simultaneously working on satisfying different level needs.

Modernizing Maslow With Technology

Nowadays it is impossible to imagine life without Internet. Technology, digital tools, and mobile devices have been a very important part of our lives. This reality brings up an important question: Is Maslow's theory still relevant or should the theory be updated according to today's digital world?

There is no doubt that technology has changed our lives both positively and negatively. For example, improved and better communication technologies can help us connect with others easily. However, this level of connectivity and access raises online security and privacy concerns as well. Similarly easy access to information is one of the strengths of technology but individuals can also experience information overload [8]. There is no
question that the technology will affect how humans satisfy their needs, but will technology actually help or hurt our quest to satisfy our needs?

Figure 1 presented the overall research model, which suggests that certain applications affect different needs and that self-actualization, the highest need affects one’s grit. In our research, rather than focusing on individual Apps, we opted to group them into 3 main categories as Logistical Apps, Communication Apps and Information Apps.

Logistical Apps are applications that help alleviate the cost of finding and getting products, services, and information. We classified Driving Apps, Shopping Apps, Travel Apps and Food Delivery Apps as Logistical Apps. This means that Driving Apps, like Ways or Google Maps, help you move around town at ease, thus lessening the cognitive resources we use to dedicate to memorizing our way around. Shopping Apps help us get products that we want with ease. Amazon provides services like “try before you buy” so that you can have items shipped to you, try them on, and return them without even leaving your home. Travel Apps give you access to planes, hotels, and things to do, which eliminates the hassle of finding a travel agent, or researching a place in an almanac or travel book. Finally, Food Delivery Apps, like Hello Fresh or Blue Apron, have become in abundance because it brings food to the table that can be typically cooked in 30 minutes or less. Other types of food Apps, like Grubhub or DoorDash, have also started to deliver food to you, eliminating the need for you to leave your home.

![Figure 1. Research Model]

Based on Maslow’s revision of his theory and supporting research, we reject the notion of a rigid structure of specific Apps only satisfying one level of need. For example, Mokhtarian, Salomon, and Singer [23] examined travel demand and argued travel for grocery shopping will satisfy psychological needs, whereas travel for curiosity would satisfy self-actualization.
needs and so on. Therefore, we proposition depending on how and why a Mobile App is used, it can satisfy more than one level of need. Given the nature of the Logistical Apps, it is logical to infer that they will affect almost all of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. However due to the impersonal nature of the Logistical Apps, they cannot help satisfy the belonging needs. Therefore, the first set of hypotheses are:

Hypotheses 1a: The use of Logistical Apps positively affects personal needs.
Hypotheses 1b: The use of Logistical Apps positively affects safety needs.
Hypotheses 1c: The use of Logistical Apps positively affects esteem needs.
Hypotheses 1d: The use of Logistical Apps positively affects self-actualization needs.

Communication Apps are applications that help us connect to people socially. We classified Social Media Apps, Messaging Apps, and Dating Apps as Communication Apps. Facebook, Instagram, or Snapchat are examples of Social Media Apps that allow people to read, post, and like messages or pictures. Messaging Apps, like Facebook Messenger or GroupMe, allow us to communicate readily with people which is why this grouping of Apps was the most downloaded type of Apps in 2018 [24]. Dating Apps, such as Tinder, are also becoming increasingly popular for people to meet others who are like minded.

Communication Apps make it easy to find and reconnect with an old friend, communicate in real-time, share your life with hundreds of your friends and followers. Will these online friendships and interactions bring happiness and genuine human connection to our lives? Or are they actually so superficial that they would end up making us feel sad and lonely?

Research findings have been inconsistent in this topic. For example, according to Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe [13] greater use of Facebook will bring you more social capital. This could especially be helpful for individuals that experience low self-esteem and low life satisfaction. On the other hand, Kross et al. [17] found use of Facebook undermines individual’s well-being. The more individuals used Facebook, the less was their life satisfaction.

Tobin et al., [31] found high levels of engagement on Facebook created a sense of connection and lowered the levels of social loneliness. However, the individuals that received no comments, likes, or shares on their posts reported lower levels of self-esteem and belonging. Furthermore, individuals who did not actively post also reported lower levels of belonging [31]. This was supported by another research that showed people lose sense of belonging if they are ignored over the Internet [33].

According to a 2012 survey by Anxiety UK, people reported lower self-confidence when they compare their achievements to the achievements of their online friends. Also, more than half (51%) of the survey participants said the use of social media negatively impacted their behavior [9].
The literature discussed here suggests that the Communication Apps may not actually help people reach their higher order needs of belonging and esteem. Instead, they will negatively affect them. This leads to the next set of hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 2a:** The use of Communication Apps negatively affects belonging needs.

**Hypothesis 2b:** The use of Communication Apps negatively affects esteem needs.

Information Apps are applications where we search for information to help us make decisions. We classified News Apps, Weather Apps, Banking Apps, and Health Apps underneath the broad umbrella of Information Apps. In each of these types of applications, individuals search for data to help handle their day to day activities, ranging from looking up the weather to help inform them whether to wear a jacket or not, or to looking up financial status to help decide whether we can spend more or less.

According to a survey done by Mashable [26], the majority (84%) of the respondents felt happiest online when learning about the world. More than 70% of the respondents said they feel happy online when they are feeling intellectually engaged. Furthermore, expressing themselves creatively also made the respondents happy [26].

Kaufman [15] set out to test Maslow's theory that self-actualized people will be motivated by growth and exploration and they will experience greater life satisfaction and psychological well-being. According to his findings, self-actualization was significantly correlated with curiosity, life satisfaction, personal growth, self-acceptance and positive relations [15].

This is the reason why the Information Apps not only provide us the necessary information and tools to contribute to our personal growth and self-actualization journey but it will also result in happier individuals and better relationships with others. This leads to the next hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 3a:** The use of Information Apps positively affects belonging needs.

**Hypothesis 3b:** The use of Information Apps positively affects self-actualization needs.

Resilience has been defined as a personality characteristic that suggests a person can face challenges or adversity and push through. Grit subsumes the idea of being resilient, while extending it further to also examine whether people have focused passions over long periods of time [11]. Therefore, a person who is gritty would not only be resilient where they are expected to overcome obstacles, but they would also keep their interests when things get too difficult.

The popular press is flooded with articles on millennials and grit, suggesting that their grit is at an all-time low [10]. This is important because grit has been consistently shown to be a moderate predictor of success and a strong predictor of retention [6]. A lack of grit can have an all-time effect on work ethic, where if work gets challenging, people are more likely
Comparing Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to the development of grit, we would argue that grit can only be developed after satisfying the highest need, self-actualization. Self-actualization is defined conceptually as living up to one’s potential [20], and operationally as being comfortable with oneself while living the way they want to live [28]. We argue that one needs to feel self-actualized before developing grittiness as a trait. Based on this, we propose the following hypotheses.

**Hypotheses 4: Self-actualization positively affects one’s grit.**

Figure 2 summarizes our formal research model, which outlines our specific hypotheses.

**METHODS**

In a preliminary data collection, 90 individuals from a small liberal arts institution completed a survey on application usage and needs. Our sample profiles are outlined below in Table 2. The profiles of technology and social media usage was measured from items developed from Rosen (2013). We asked about general information and communication technology (ICT) usage including actions like sending and receiving emails, making phone calls, or receiving texts messages. Besides playing games on an electronic device, the majority of our sample was heavy users of technology, with most using ICT at least weekly. We also asked about general social media usage including actions like checking your social media, posting status updates, or posting photos. Over half of our sample checked social media, read postings, or clicked “like” to a posting at least several times a day. Actual posting results were more spread between never to at least every hour, suggesting that our sample varied widely on these measures. We also asked about the size of the network each participant had. 47.7% of our sample had over 500 friends. 73.8% of our sample knew at least 100 people in person.
that were on their social media account. Finally, 93.2% of our sample talked to at least one of their social media friends weekly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. IT Usage Profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Technology Usage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send, receive and read e-mails (not including spam or junk mail).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send and receive text messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make and receive phone calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch TV shows, movies, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browse the web.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play games on an electronic device by yourself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Media Usage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check your Facebook page or other social networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check your social media at work or school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post status updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browse profiles and photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read postings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment on postings, status updates, photos, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click &quot;Like&quot; to a posting, photo, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Measures**
The two most important criticisms towards Maslow's hierarchy of theory suggest that 1) it is difficult to empirically test it and 2) the attempts to test it do not provide consistent results. Wahba and Bridwell [32] showed partial support for low-order and high order of needs hierarchy. They believed Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory was almost non-testable as it was very hard to determine which behavior should be included in each a category. Strong and Fiebert [27] and Lester [18] also attempted to develop scales to measure Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Strong and Fiebert [27] measured how important each need was whereas Lester [18] assessed if the five needs were satisfied in the respondents. In 2013, Taormina and Gao [28] conducted an empirical testing of Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Their work included defining the needs for Maslow's theory and scale development. For each need level, they developed multi-item scales to assess the satisfaction of the respondents. They ended up with a 72-item scale to measure the five levels of needs hierarchy. Their research results showed strong support for construct validity of the scale as well as support for Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory. According to the data analysis, all correlations among the satisfaction of needs were statistically significant and positive, and findings were consistent with hierarchical theory that a lower level need had to be somewhat satisfied before a higher level of need emerged.

In this study, we measured most of Maslow’s needs adapting a scale from Taormina and Gao [28]. A shortened version was created to streamline the data collection process. Some items listed were repetitive and were synthesized into one item. Each dimension was presented as 12 items in their paper, however, after careful evaluation, we ended up using a 9-item scale for personal needs, an 11 for safety, a 10 for esteem, and kept all 12 items in the self-actualization subscale.

Belongingness was adapted from the general Belongingness scale [19]. The belongingness scale in Taormina and Gao [28] was specifically targeted at family, friends, colleagues, and associates. We choose to measure a general belonging scale that specifically measured how included one feels in general. There were 12 items ranging from acceptance or inclusion to rejection or exclusion. Sample items include “When I am with other people, I feel included” or “I feel like an outsider.”

We measured Grit from a well-cited scale developed from Duckworth [11]. There were 12 items ranging from consistency of interests or perseverance of effort. Example items include “I often set a goal but later choose to pursue a different one” or “I overcome setbacks to conquer an important challenge.” All of our constructs in the research model were measured on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).

Finally, we asked questions on a number of Smartphone Apps. These questions specifically targeted the usage of each application.

Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics of our constructs. Ass of our constructs had Cronbach alpha scores above .63, which are considered very good according to Comrey and Lee [4]. Means and standard deviations of all constructs were appropriate and showed variance in the data.
Results

Figure 3 presents the results of our hypotheses. To test each hypothesis, we used a PLS-SEM analysis in R-Studio. We did a number of validity tests, both discriminant and convergent, in evaluating our data and concluded that the items had appropriate loadings and average variances (AVE's). Results provide confirmation to all of our hypotheses, with the exception of H1d which suggested that Logistical Apps affect one's ability to be self-actualized.

The first grouping of hypotheses suggested that Logistical Apps help satisfy all of one’s main needs except belonging. Specifically, Logistical Apps help one satisfy their personal needs (H1a β: 0.413; t-statistic: 3.82; p-value <.01), safety needs (H1b β: 0.415; t-statistic: 3.84; p-value <.01), and esteem needs (H1c β: 0.259; t-statistic: 2.28; p-value <.05). H1d again was not significant suggesting that Logistical Apps do not help one become self-actualized.

The second grouping of hypotheses targeted Communication Apps and suggested they negatively affect one’s social needs. Communication Apps hurt one’s ability to satisfy their
belonging needs (H2a β: -0.282; t-statistic: -2.48; p-value <.05) and their esteem needs (H2b β: -0.375; t-statistic: -3.31; p-value <.05).

The third grouping of hypotheses suggested that Information Apps help satisfy one's higher order needs, belonging and self-actualized. Information Apps did help one satisfy their general belonging (H3a β: 0.247; t-statistic: 2.18; p-value <.05) and self-actualization (H3a β: 0.247; t-statistic: 2.17; p-value <.05).

Finally, self-actualization was the only variable that helped one be resilient as measured through grit (H4 β: 0.516; t-statistic: 5.08; p-value <.01).

**CONCLUSION**

Overall, we found that applications are useful in facilitating the ability for individuals to meet certain needs, while other applications may hinder our ability to meet our social needs (belongingness and esteem). Specifically, Logistical Apps are necessary to help us alleviate some of the pressure from needing to keep up with more. They can help facilitate satisfaction with needs at many stages of the hierarchy. On the opposite side, Communication Apps are not helping people reach their higher order needs. Instead, they are actually hurting their ability to satisfy their needs. Information Apps can actually help one find belonging, most likely because getting information and being intrigued in finance, health, weather, and news can make people feel more included. Information Apps also helped facilitate being self-actualized, suggesting that getting information, even from applications like news Apps, can help students grow and become self-actualized. Finally, we found that grit can be developed after feeling self-actualized. This study has implications for researchers and directions for future research, which will be presented at the conference.
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Motivating Knowledge Sharing in Enterprise Social Media: Impact of Avid and Impressionable Learners

Abstract
This paper studies the use of enterprise social media (ESM) in facilitating knowledge sharing in organizations. Focusing on two types of learners (*avid* or *impressionable*), we explore how they influence the design of reward systems that motivate workers to share knowledge. This research provides valuable insights for practitioners to implement appropriate reward systems to promote knowledge sharing and learning in ESM.
The digital economy has posed new challenges and opportunities for companies to seek innovative ways to organize and manage their knowledge assets. Enterprise social media (ESM), such as Chatter, Connections, Convo, Jive, Kaltura, SociatCast, Socialtext, Tibbr, Workplace, Yammer, and Zyncro, is a specialized online social media platform in organizations that allows employees to form online communities and streamlines connections across different functional departments (Fee, 2013).

One of ESM’s main applications includes knowledge sharing and learning; the success of such applications depends on many different technological, organizational, social, and individual factors (Chin et al., 2015). Many of these factors have been identified and discussed in the literature (e.g., Kwahk & Park, 2016; Oostervink et al., 2016). However, very few studies have explored the impact of the learners’ types on knowledge sharing and learning in ESM, which is the focus of our research. Specifically, we develop and investigate an analytical model to study how two types of learners (avid and impressionable) affect the design of reward systems to motivate knowledge sharing in ESM.

We consider the ESM used by a firm to facilitate knowledge sharing and learning among \( N \) knowledge workers. The firm announces a reward to motivate knowledge sharing. Observing the reward policy, workers share knowledge and learn through the ESM accordingly. Then, they apply their knowledge in their work to derive benefits for the firm. Finally, the firm allocates the sharing rewards to knowledge providers based on the pre-announced reward policy.

The ESM is modeled as a network with nodes and arcs in which nodes represent the workers and arcs represent connections between individual workers. We assume that there are many categories of knowledge being shared and learned in the ESM. For a specific category of knowledge, a knowledge worker in the ESM will have either high- or low-knowledge. We permit
a worker to possess high-knowledge for some categories, but low-knowledge for others. In the ESM, when a high-knowledge worker shares knowledge, all of her followers will receive the notification. In order to describe how the followers may react to such a message, we extend a model of ESM similar to the one proposed in Sundaresan and Zhang (2018) and differentiate two types of learners in this research: *avid* vs. *impressionable* learners.

Avid learners will access the message to review the knowledge shared with them in the ESM. Being the most active participants in the social network, they tend to grasp every opportunity to absorb new information and knowledge available to them. In contrast, an impressionable learner may disregard the message that informs her of the new knowledge being shared, especially if the knowledge is not of interest to them. However, when they receive more notifications, they are more likely to read it. After a learner (either avid or impressionable) reviews the knowledge shared with her, she will make a rational and pragmatic learning decision by evaluating its usefulness against the potential learning cost. If she learns the knowledge, she becomes a high-knowledge worker in the category.

Based on such a setting, we develop an analytic model and investigate how best a firm should design a reward policy to motivate high-knowledge workers to share their knowledge, while considering the impact of different types of learners in the ESM. Our research will provide valuable insights for practitioners to implement appropriate reward systems to promote knowledge sharing and learning in ESM.
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The emergence of a digitally driven way of life in this century is driving the global economy in many ways, thereby forcing all businesses to rethink the way they operate and make decisions. The financial sector is also feeling the impact of these disruptive forces. This study examines different factors that are pressuring the financial institutions to rethink the way they do business. Further, we also present the evolving, data-centric and analytics-drive, business model of the finance sector to survive and compete in today's dynamic and digital global market place.

INTRODUCTION

The digital era, the major driving impetus of this century, is having a major impact on the finance industry. The financial institutions are facing tremendous pressure on many fronts such as customer data management, capacity utilization, risk measures, market expectations, and operational efficiencies. Technological advances in computer processing and ever decreasing cost of storing data, coupled with explosion of mobile devices and cloud computing is minimizing the cost of managing data as well as enabling the process of drawing intelligent conclusions from these vast data sources. In addition, the explosion of social media and new regulations around the globe is forcing financial institutions to devise new ways to business. Increasingly, many organizations are realizing the importance of “Big Data” and their role in gaining competitive edge in today’s dynamic, digital, and global marketplace. To survive in this new era, financial institutions should move to a new, data-centric way of doing business. These institutions should innovate to leverage big data to improve their operational processes, gain better insight into customers, and explore new market opportunities to continue to be successful. However, transforming big data into actionable opportunities requires the use of sophisticated analytical tools such as advanced machine processing power, data warehouses, and intelligent software. Traditionally, financial institutions devote vast amount of time and resource to draw "structured" data from multiple sources scattered all across the organization, reconcile them into a singular source, and use the data as a resource for decision-making. In addition, the emergence of sophisticated business intelligence and analytical tools is enabling organizations to analyze the vast resources of “Big Data” more efficiently and effectively using far less resources. This study presents the evolving business model of the finance industry. We study the major factors affecting the finance sector. In addition, we also present effective measures that can
enable organizations to survive within the industry. Finally, we summarize and conclude our study and present directions for future growth.

**WHAT IS BIG DATA?**

One of the biggest challenges financial institutions face is managing huge amount of data in a timely fashion. Big Data refers to management of data beyond the traditional data management techniques businesses use. Big Data encompasses structured, semi-structured, and unstructured information from demographic and psychographic information about consumers to product reviews and commentary: blogs; content on social media sites; and data streamed 24/7 from mobile devices, sensors, and technical devices (PwC, 2013). The ubiquity of the Internet and the World Wide Web as well as explosion of mobile communications and cloud services since 1990s has led to the generation of vast amount of data and information at the disposal of financial institutions to make better decisions. Further, social media or social networking services such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, SnapChat, or in general, any online messaging system produce extensive amount of human-generated data. This, unstructured and semi-structured data is semantically rich and constitutes 95% of all Big Data (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). Furthermore, we all contribute to this Big Data era proactively through online shopping, email, online communication, and social networking etc. (Sun, Strang, & Firmin, 2017). We characterize Big Data with five main attributes (Kambatla, Kollias, Kumar, & Grama, 2014): volume – order of zettabytes; velocity – high rate of data arrival; variety – diversity of sources; mobility – multiple mobile devices; and detail – qualitative changes.

**IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY AND BIG DATA ON FINANCIAL SECTOR**

*Shift in the focus of business*

The Financial services organizations are experiencing a shift in the focus as they continue to exploit new opportunities and address new business challenges offered by the perpetually evolving business landscape. Organizations are shifting to a more digital-centric view as technology takes a center seat in the management of an organization and its relationship with all the stakeholders. The technology savvy customer demands large scale technology-driven services and offerings from the financial institutions as opposed to the traditional basic structures. As a result, to remain competitive, financial services organizations are embracing new technology solutions such as web and mobile apps and cloud-based systems leading to a fundamental change in the business processes of these organizations. These organizations have become more customer-centric with more emphasis on customer satisfaction.

*Introduction of new technologies*

As technology is changing, many non-traditional financial services such as Venmo and Apple Pay among others are also amongst the competitive forces within the industry. The financial services industry has either adopted or is going through the next digital transformation using
technologies such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things and open banking among others. These new digital technologies coupled with the power of big data are the main drivers of the next digital transformation of the financial services industry. Hence, organizations are making the necessary changes to infrastructure and business processes to exploit new technologies. CIOs in the 11 of the 15 industries taking part in a recent Gartner survey ranked digital business/digital transformation as one of their top three business priorities for 2018 and 23 percent of financial services CIOs ranked the transformation as their top most business objective (Goasduff, 2018). The main objective is to generate value for business and stakeholders.

Hybrid Cloud - Although, every industry is moving to hybrid cloud, the financial services industry is the frontrunner. According to a report issued by Nutanix for its Enterprise Cloud Index Report, more than one in five financial organizations polled (21%) are deploying a hybrid cloud model today (higher than the global average of 18.5%). The financial services sector works in a regulatory or compliance driven market. The industry faces external regulatory pressures requiring complete control over data all the way down to the server where the data resides. In addition, financial services companies require the highest level of security, protection, and auditability throughout their enterprise environments (Hernandez, 2018). Furthermore, financial services enterprises want to innovate within their environments and require the ability to develop in open source tools such as Kubernetes, Cloud Foundry, and DevOps toolchains. In addition, the cloud infrastructure should also be flexible enough to accommodate the development needs of many companies and diverse situations. The main benefits of hybrid cloud infrastructure are increased agility, security, and performance using expert analytic tools, cloud-based disaster recovery, and cross-cloud networking tools. Even with an industrywide push, financial services firms struggle with the IT transformation especially over rearchitecting and organizing legacy systems (Bourne, 2019).

Artificial Intelligence - The use of artificial intelligence involves using chatbots and intelligent virtual assistants to address customer needs and robotic process automation to improve operational efficiency. For instance, Bank of America deploys intelligent virtual assistant named Erica and Wells Fargo uses chatbots to provide account information or assists customers with changing passwords (Sennaar, 2018). Likewise, Bank of NY Mellon is exploring robotic process automation that combines bots with artificial intelligence to process automated tasks such as fulfilling data requests from external auditors and correcting formatting and data mistakes in funds transfer requests (Sennaar, 2018). Furthermore, the use of machine learning, predictive behavioral analytics, and data-driven marketing can further streamline financial decisions by effectively eliminating the “guesstimation” component. “Learning apps” will not only learn the habits of users, often hidden from themselves, but will engage users in learning games to make their automatic, unconscious spending and saving decisions better (Kagan, 2018).

Blockchain - Another popular technology, blockchain is poised to go mainstream in financial services as organizations recognize its potential in reducing fraud. Further, blockchain can reduce payment processing time for cross-border transactions to minutes from the industry
standard of three to six days. In addition, blockchain has potential to improve transaction processing across the board for processes ranging from tracking derivative commodities to mortgage loan processing at a speed unmatchable by traditional processes that is more secure and convenient (Comcast Business, 2018). Blockchain uses a distributed ledger (a type of replicated database) that is synchronized for all participating networked members. The technology represents a way to record the ongoing transactions such as exchange of data assets among the members. There is no third party (financial institution, middle man, or any intermediary) as all users follow the accepted rules to update ledger records. Further, once a blockchain is created, all the validated and confirmed transactions or blocks are linked into a chain. The blockchain technology records all transactions sequentially as a chain of blocks with hash links, hence the name blockchain. The blockchain is a single source of transaction history that keeps track of all transactions in a particular chain. Furthermore, member nodes can access the entire history of operations and the recorded transactions (public or private). Thus, blockchain is a new way of safely recording all transactions. In addition, the use of blockchain has also led to the development of cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrency - Partially in response to the 2008 financial collapse, Satoshi Nakamoto created Bitcoin in 2009 using a pure peer-to-peer financial system without any intervention from third-party institutions to make transactions. This idea has given rise to many upcoming cryptocurrencies, a new generation of Internet-based currencies that are becoming increasingly popular. Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies that use encryption techniques to regulate the generations of units of currency and verify the transfer of funds (Damak, 2019). These cryptocurrencies (that do not exist physically but can be traded online) are having a profound impact on the financial services industry. For instance, Ripple has developed the Ripple Transaction Protocol (RTXP) network of financial institutions on the blockchain. A company can use RTXP to transact with any other participant at a fraction of the time and cost involved using a traditional system that can be most efficient for global payments. Likewise, Stellar (a Ripple team member) is also having a path breaking impact on the financial industry. They are also collaborating with IBM to facilitate cross-world payments using token economics. Although Bitcoin, Dash, and Litecoin are the lead players in this field, we also have upcoming players such as Nano and Request Network. Nano uses a directed acyclic graph algorithm instead of a typical blockchain. Request Network has built a paypal-like blockchain to expand beyond simple peer-to-peer network without involving intermediaries. As a result, the unbanked can easily avail these affordable banking services using cryptocurrencies. For instance, financial institutions can offer low-cost accounts and loans with more favorable interest rates in developing countries and thus, stimulating the country’s economy.

Internet of Things - The Internet of Things (IoT), with supreme power of connectivity and ability to share information, also has potential to streamline operations, especially in the area of banking. The banking sector can use this technology in many ways to improve customer interactions and reduce fraud. Using IoT, banks can use a card’s geolocation information to ensure that the card is being used by the cardholder and not a hacker. Banks can also equip a card with biometric sensor to avoid fraudulent use. Further, banks can offer personalized service beginning with the time customer walks in the building, address the customer by name, and make offers based on the customer’s past transactional history.
Open Banking

Open banking is a system that provides a user with a network of financial institutions’ data through the use of application programming interfaces (APIs) (Frankenfield, 2019). The Open Banking Standard govern the creation, sharing, and access of financial data. Open banking relies on networks as opposed to centralization enabling financial services customers to securely share their financial data with other financial institutions. Thus, customers experience a superior banking experience while transferring funds or comparing product offerings in a cost-effective manner. Open banking is a major innovation in the banking industry with a far-reaching impact on modern banking practices. The APIs facilitate consumers in switching banks, identifying best financial products and services, and getting a better picture of finances. In addition, the use of networked accounts also enable lenders to assess a consumer’s financial status and associated risk more accurately to appropriate better loan terms. As a result, open banking challenges traditional banks to be more competitive by adopting new technology and modifying their current business processes. Traditional financial service organizations are trying to catch up with fintech. They will have to adopt an out of the box approach using third-party systems that connect their systems through APIs. With ongoing digital transformation, financial services organizations should adopt a platform-based approach that can improve agility.

Alternative Lenders

Traditional banks and other legacy financial institutions, especially after the 2008 financial crisis, are not fully equipped to identify credit-challenged customers. Thus, to address these concerns, alternative and non-traditional lenders are utilizing technology-based algorithms to assess the credit profile of customers. These alternative lenders use new methods such as machine learning technologies to analyze "alternative data" such as social media, GPS data, online purchase, and mobile data among others. Typically, small businesses are using third-party lenders for their loans. The online lenders use multiple ways to determine the credit-worthiness of a business. For instance, if a business is an Amazon merchant, the online lender can browse through the merchant’s customer reviews to learn more about the business. Likewise, other Internet sites such as Yelp, Angie’s list, Google reviews, etc. can also provide a better picture of the business. On the other hand, small business can also do online comparison shopping to get the online lender with lowest rate. As a result, traditional financial organizations are facing increased competition from the alternative lenders. Banks and financial institutions are rethinking their strategy to stay competitive. Instead of developing their own technology in-house, traditional financial organizations are partnering with tech companies to enhance their loan approval process and upgrade other service offerings (Hughes, 2018).

Digital-Only Banks

Traditional financial institutions are also facing competition from digital-only banks such as Ally and HelloBank. A digital-only bank (DoB) operates purely online to offer banking facilities to the customers exclusively through digital platforms. Thus, customers have a
whole bank available at the touch of a button on a mobile device such as a tablet, or smartphone. In many cases, we only need an application and few verification documents to open an account at a DoB. DoBs deliver basic banking services in a simplified fashion through electronic documentation, real-time data, and automated processes. As consumers (especially Millennial Generation) becomes more dependent on smartphones, DoBs emerge as an influential choice for the smartphone-habituated individuals. Digital-only banks major building blocks are real-time data analysis, Agile-based technologies, and ongoing innovation that differentiate them from the traditional banks (Aggarwal & Varghese, 2019). Real-time data analytics play an important role in the functioning of DoBs. The society’s increased dependence on smartphones and data are driving DoBs to leverage “real-time intelligence” to provide personalized customer information such as spending alerts and geo-targeted deals. For instance, a banking app can forewarn customers regarding their monthly budgetary restrictions as well as and notifications of deviations such as certain purchases or a spending pattern that is outside the budgetary constraints. Thus, a customer receives a banking experience that goes beyond the traditional banking services. The DoBs offer speedy transaction processing, cost-effective fee structure, convenience of mobile banking, and a unique personalized experience.

Disruption – Fintech’s New Mantra

The most profound effect of fintech innovation on traditional banking, financial advice, services, and products is “disruption.” Fintech has expanded the horizons of the financial services industry. The financial products and services were typically delivered by branches and salesmen of large entrenched institutions and know how resided on their desktops. However, these financial services and products have migrated to mobile devices or simply democratize away from large, entrenched institutions (Kagan, 2018).

Technology has always been the major driver of financial services landscape and continues to witness many innovative service providers to many verticals under the industry’s purview. Further, financial services industry’s role is even more enhanced with customers spread all across the globe. However, global presence also poses many risks such as fraud prevention, scalability, integrity, and information security. In addition, the digital footprint of monetary transactions can also serve as a major catalyst for the sector to undertake comprehensive analytics studies. As a result, there has been a rise in financial services technology solution providers such as Automated Financial Systems, Inc., Autoscribe, Blackline, Broadridge, Caco, Demandbase, DST Systems, Duco, FIS, Global Wave Group, Jumino, MISYS, Pendo Systems, Scivantage, SmartStream Technologies, Spigit, Temenos, TRG, Wolters Kluwer and Workiva to name a few. Likewise, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies enable financial industry to wield monetary control. Further, blockchain technology also eliminates the need for middlemen in transactions. Thus, the FinTech sector has further expanded with the rise of companies having expertise in assisting the FinTech sector.

Evolving Business Model
Figure 1 displays the evolving business model for the financial sector. The information technology infrastructure is the backbone of any organization in this digital era, and financial sector is no exception. The flesh and blood of any organization is the analytical engine and the accompanying data and information resources. The IT infrastructure powers the next level, the analytical engine. Thus, for an organization to survive in the financial industry, the firm should invest heavily in a supporting analytical engine that includes cloud services, database management, knowledge management, and artificial intelligence and other machine learning tools that have the capability to analyze the information resources of the organization. According to the Nutanix survey, financial services firms run more traditional data centers than other industries, with 46% penetration, as well as lower average usage of private clouds, 29% compared to 33% overall adoption of hybrid cloud. Thus, the infrastructure should also be connected to hybrid cloud infrastructure. Furthermore, driven by a need for high data sensitivity, complete control over data, and external regulatory pressures, the industry should follow the private cloud model. Moreover, to innovate, financial services enterprises also manage their own environments using open source tools. In addition, the cloud infrastructure should be flexible enough to accommodate needs of many countries and diverse situations. These information resources can be internal, generated from within the organization such as transactional data and unstructured/ semi-structured data. In addition, an organization also uses external data such as competition intelligence and other market data. Further, financial sector should invest in business intelligence tools that work using the underlying analytical engine. The business intelligence tools enable financial institutions to innovate, establish competitive advantage, develop new products, assess risks, and explore opportunities. The analytics engine is the brain of these smart systems that thinks using advanced AI techniques. Furthermore, the analytical engine is deeply interfaced with Data warehouses and data lakes that can easily acquire data from many disparate sources. The objective is to use an analysis of both structured and unstructured data. Thus, business analytics plays an important role in the development of many Big Data-driven tools. One of the most important function of these tools is to manage customer relationships. Traditionally, IT infrastructure is an important component of the overall management strategy of the organization. However, financial institutions should further expand their IT strategy to develop the analytical engine and the pertinent business intelligence tools. Many organizations recognize the importance of Big Data and business analytics. However, overall, some institutions have concerns that are holding them back from realizing the full potential of Big Data tools and technologies. Businesses can gain important insights into business using Big Data and analytics. In addition, some organizations want to develop a new technological infrastructure that can power the entire financial sector as opposed to the traditional financial structures. For instance, Wanchain is in the process of building a blockchain-based ecosystem using modern technology that will allow anyone to build their financial services using the platform. Wanchain is developing everything from scratch as opposed to fitting into the current infrastructure. They hope to convert physical banks to decentralized apps (dapps) on the block chain.

Figure 2 displays the competitive analysis of the financial services industry using the Porter's model. Traditionally, we perceive financial institutions as entities that initiate and manage transactions from end to end. As shown in the diagram, the traditional business partners are B2B offerings. The main objective of the financial services sector is management of money
comprising of banks, credit and lending companies, insurance companies, and support services and technology. In addition, the industry has individual customers and small business customers. As the financial institutions are adjusting their business models the post-crisis regulatory frameworks, the most creative competitive force impacting the financial services industry is the accelerating pace of technological change. The technological advances is the major driving force enabling new entrants, improving the bargaining power of buyers and suppliers, and development of substitutional services. The new entrants are mostly the FinTech disruptors, usually start-ups that focus specifically on an innovative technology or process ranging from mobile payments to insurance. These disruptors are attacking some of the most profitable elements of the financial services value chain. The incumbents of the financial services industry that historically subsidize important but less profitable service offerings have received a major blow. (PwC paper – technology and beyond 2020). In a survey by PwC Global FinTech, industry respondents indicated that a quarter of their business, or more, could be at risk of being lost to standalone FinTech companies with five years. (PWC Global FinTech Survey 2016). Typically, successful disruptors offer a better customer experience and greater convenience at a much lower price. The effects of disruptors vary significantly across countries and value chains mainly owing to differences in regulatory barriers and the robustness of local FinTech ecosystems. However, even with regulatory and other potential barriers to entry, the FinTech-related services are thriving. Areas such as consumer banking and wealth management are experiencing great demand of these services. Further, as explained above, new technological solutions using artificial intelligence and analytics offer new opportunities to both traditional and new market entrants. For instance, both online-only and traditional wealth management companies use ‘robo-investing platforms’. Further, many new entrants are pursuing a focused differentiation strategy using the online-only model to reach millennials and other segments. In addition, a modern technology-based approach is also an enabler for a low cost strategy. Automation and analytics is also enabling financial institutions as well as customers (commercial and individual) to wield their bargaining power. Furthermore, technology is also substantially reducing the switching cost for commercial and individual customers. Consumers can easily compare the financial service providers through digital means and the cost of switching is just one-click away.

The financial services industry is experiencing many competitive forces with far reaching implications. The introduction of BlockChain using a shared transaction ledger is expected to be a positive disruption force in the industry. The BlockChain technology presents an opportunity for financial institutions to cut costs by streamlining back-office operations, shortening clearing and settlement times, facilitating payments, and generating new revenue streams. The industry can use BlockChain to offer banking services such as bank payments, trade finance, money transfer, and post-trade services. Further, having a real-time standardized view of transaction data without needing to conduct multiple reconciliations would remove the inefficiencies hindering the financial systems and reduce costs. Another major development impacting the industry is the use of digital currency. Digital currency poses a serious threat to the traditional money system established by banks to date. Cryptocurrency is brand new concept that uses an unhackable technology (encryption) and does not require any involvement from banks or state. Traditionally, the value of money largely depends on the credibility of the state and banks manage the quantity and price of the
currency. Cryptocurrency is challenging the traditional banking system and the current way of managing currency. As everything around us gets digitized and technology becomes the major driving force as way of life, cryptocurrency can turn main stream. Traditionally, we are used to keeping our money in a bank and pay a certain fee for some services. However, cryptocurrency can be used as a digital equivalent of money that we can keep in a form of cloud and operate from home while incurring a very low fee. Despite the fact that people cannot see digital currency, the digital currencies are slowly gaining legitimacy. Being around for almost 10 years, the demand for cryptocurrency is slowly increasing. Further, cryptocurrency is a completely independent currency that offers total security to its users. The encryption technology ensures that none can have unauthorized access to a user's personal information. Furthermore, the system charges significantly lower fee than any bank while offering a same or higher level of security especially for international payments. Thus, cryptocurrency have a potential to improve the global economy. In addition, the use of digital currency empowers people as opposed to governments and financial institutions. However, the financial services industry is still in a transition stage. The regulatory authorities are facing the daunting task of offering a meaningful oversight of FinTech disruptors without stifling competition and innovation. The state authorities want to ensure that people are using this innovative system legally and responsibly.

NEW MEASURES

The financial firms have varied perception of Big Data. Financial institutions often mistakenly view Big Data as primarily being a technology challenge rather than a business opportunity. In reality, data is created by the business, owned by the business, and used by the business. As the custodian of Big Data, IT is still in the process of figuring out how to gain the buy-in of their business leaders. Virtually every industry is moving to hybrid cloud, but financial services industry is the leader in adopting this technology. Faced with increased competitive pressure, higher security risks, and new regulations, the financial services industry should modernize its IT infrastructure. The new up-to-date tools such as expert analytical tools, cloud-based disaster recovery, and cross-cloud networking tools are the main drivers of performance, availability, and security. Traditionally, we perceive financial institutions as business entities that initiate and manage transactions from end to end by placing their own capital at risk. In future, financial institutions would play an intermediary role with lower stake, or will be one of the participant in the value web. Enabled by partnerships with FinTech companies, financial services industry will eventually be driven by peer-to-peer transactions. In the 90s, the financial services industry adopted the e-business model to benefit from e-commerce. Eventually, the new technology-driven model being more efficient became the industry standard with ‘e’ simply vanishing. Likewise, we are again at the helms of new technology innovation driven by the digital wave. This digital agenda encapsulates customer experience, operational efficiency, big data, analytics, artificial intelligence, and robotics.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Fintech, a portmanteau of ‘financial technology’ refers to application of the latest technology and business intelligence and analytics to improve and automate the delivery and use of
financial services. The objective of fintech is to enable organizations and their stakeholders improve operations and accompanying-processes through the use of specialized software and algorithms residing on any computing device including tablets and smartphones. Hence, fintech also includes the use of a suitable IT infrastructure that supports different platforms including mobile computing. At the onset, financial institutions used fintech to refer to back-end systems. However, as the financial services sector experienced a shift in business to more consumer-oriented services, the industry needs have also changed. Fintech has expanded to become an umbrella term that encompasses any technological innovation pertaining to the financial sector. This includes automation of the financial sector as well as advances in financial literacy and education. Technological innovation also involves streamlining of wealth management, lending and borrowing, retail banking, fundraising, money transfer/payments, and investment management. The financial institutions are way past the stage of questioning the need of Big Data and business analytics. Blockchain technology is in the process of changing the financial industry. The use of cryptocurrencies enable financial institutions to gain a secure store of value, peer-to-peer payments without any intermediaries, and complete monetary control. Further, besides digital transactions, many new crypto projects are targeting the unbanked, making blockchain technology more scalable, and providing flexible interfaces. With advances in technology, a new supporting technology infrastructure might develop.
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to determine the differences in preference in regards to usability of Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) and Virtual Commerce (V-Commerce). To assess user preferences on usability, a virtual commerce shopping website was developed first, and then a survey was created with a total of fifteen items to measure. Data was collected by asking subjects to first browse the developed virtual commerce shopping website, and then answer the fourteen-item questionnaire. The major findings from the statistical analysis indicates that there are six usability items of V-Commerce elements that are superior to E-Commerce. Moreover, the results also indicate strong feelings differences by using mobile and stationary devices. Furthermore, users are more likely to accept V-Commerce if implemented properly. Some theoretical, managerial and practical implications are also presented.

Introduction

E-Commerce (or electronic commerce), upon introduction, radically changed how consumers purchased items, which lead to a more seamless system that allowed more convenience while shopping online. E-Commerce utilized the internet as a foundation to facilitate an easier method for the retail supply chain to be utilized in a more efficient manner. It is noted that the supply chain, “concerns coordinating the flows of materials, information, services, capital and information...” [1, p. 1126]. If an individual possesses an internet connection and a computing device, he or she can purchase products anywhere. E-Commerce is still evolving today and has been applied to almost every area of physical commerce. What began as 2.59 billion-dollar market has expanded to 18.74 trillion [4]. What began as simple internet shopping has evolved, setting up virtual commerce to be the next generation of electronic commerce. “Physical retailers still see the Web as an arena for marketing and promotion: a new channel for doing old things [6, p.89].” V-Commerce, or virtual commerce, is just now coming into prominence, and could change the way we shop online.

A level of trust is needed for the consumer market to welcome the idea of virtual commerce. “The theory of information richness posits that equivocal interactions, such as ones requiring trust, can be facilitated through communication media that transmit multiple cues interactively” [2, p. 1]. V-Commerce is in its early stages of development, but it has great potential to enhance...
the online retail and service industries. V-Commerce allows customers to experience the products they are purchasing in much greater detail, so they know exactly what the item or service is that they are paying for. For example, V-Commerce can be implemented in the current retail industry by utilizing virtual spaces where customers can view virtual models of an item they wish to purchase. Seung-A Annie Jin and Justin Bolebruch [7, p. 5] described the increased immersion users feel in the presence of virtual environments, and provided various calculations based upon user immersion. Virtual environments present “plausible portrayals of the real world inside a virtual world.” Immersion can be accomplished using simple 3D models which the user can interact with and proper viewing devices.

V-Commerce has the potential to allow a company to have an edge over their competitors, but there has been a lack of research into this field. Our study aims at investigating the differences of the usability preferences between V-Commerce and E-Commerce. For the study, the airline industry was chosen due to the many possibilities there are for integrating V-Commerce into the industry. One example would be the use of V-Commerce to map airports when selecting layover airports, which would allow the customer to select the layover of their choice. For the prototype for this study, seat selection was chosen. Currently, seat selection when booking flights usually involves a giant rectangle, representing the plane, filled with many smaller squares representing seats. In the same system, airlines are encouraging customers to upgrade their seats for more legroom, or to even upgrade to premium economy or business classes. The current seat selection systems work for their intended purpose, but they could be greatly improved by integrating V-Commerce. The prototype system developed for this study to allow users to conceptualize the use of V-Commerce featured a cross-section of an airplane system with appropriate seating. In addition, a model of a singular seat was included, to allow users to better-view the seat they wished to purchase.

The following sections of this paper are arranged as follows: Section two presents methodology, Section three data analysis and findings, and Section four discussions, implications and conclusions.

Methodology

Survey

The questionnaire was developed by adopting and modifying the questions from a validated questionnaire found in published literature such as Ozok and Wei [5]. Table 1 presents all items within the survey. The questions were comprised of a ‘likert scale’ structure. This scale introduces a range of answers for each question, ranging from least to most superior. These scales are very useful in gathering information from prospective survey participants on the internet [3]. The scale of the survey is intended to replicate a five-point system, in which it ranges from 1 (E-Commerce much better) to 5 (V-commerce much better). The mid-ranges are 2 (E-Commerce slightly better), 3 (both are about equal), and 4 (V-Commerce slightly better).
### Table 1. Items in the Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1.</td>
<td>Overall shopping convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Shopping at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Overall interface convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Input interface convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Keyboard convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Cursor movement convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>Shopping for customized products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>Shopping for variety of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>Shopping for variety of content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>Shopping for customized services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>Shopping international vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>Customer service after purchase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I13</td>
<td>Seeing pictures of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I14</td>
<td>Seeing animations of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I15</td>
<td>Ability to shop customized products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prototyping Development and Data Collection

A prototype was built to model an airline seating selection system. Currently, there is no airline utilizing V-Commerce in its airline seating selection systems, with most airlines using a simple 2D diagram to allow customers to select their seat. Since airlines currently do not utilize V-Commerce, the industry was selected for the prototype so that users would be able to conceptualize V-Commerce. In addition, explanations were added to inform users what E-Commerce and V-Commerce were if they did not fully understand the concepts.

This prototype was built by using Google Sketchup Pro and creating a virtual reality model of an airplane cabin. This prototype can be adopted in a stationary desktop and a mobile device. We used a convenient sampling method to collect subjects at a major university in the United States. Subjects volunteered to experience a V-Commerce prototype and complete a survey. Subjects were invited to explore this prototype before completing the survey. This way, subjects would have a good understanding of V-Commerce.

### Data Analysis

Forty-eight graduate and undergraduate students from a major university participated in this study. Participants were students in either management of information systems, business administration, or honors programs. These participant groups were chosen because of the likelihood that college students would be familiar with the concepts of E-Commerce and V-Commerce, as well as for practicality and convenience. Twenty of the subjects were male.
(41.7%) and twenty-eight were female (58.3%). Subjects shopped online an average of 4.46 times in the past month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Demographical Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of subjects:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Range:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of times subjects shopped online in the past month:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 9:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 or more:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of times subjects accessed Internet daily:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the Cronbach’s alphas for these fifteen items show the values greater than 0.75, indicating a good validity.

Table 3 presents the mean and standard deviation based on the collected data. Primary findings from Table 3 are as follows: Items 1 through 5, 8, 9, 11 and 12 had averages of less than three. These averages indicate that E-Commerce is at least slightly better than V-Commerce in accomplishing that item. Item 5, for example, has an average of 2.4 (standard deviation of 1.03); however, item 5 covers keyboard convenience, meaning that E-Commerce is more convenient when using a keyboard, but V-Commerce is less convenient when using a keyboard.
Items 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, and 15 had averages that were 3 or greater. These averages indicate that V-Commerce was at least slightly better in accomplishing those items compared to E-Commerce. Item 15, the ability to shop customized products, had an average of 3.6 (standard deviation of 1.18). Our subjects rated V-Commerce as better for shopping customized products than using E-Commerce. These results indicate that companies, which produce customized products, may want to explore the possibility of integrating V-Commerce, as our subjects rated V-Commerce as being better than E-Commerce in that category of products.

The item with the highest average was item 14, which covers visualizing animations of products, with an average of 4.2 (standard deviation of 1.07). Subjects found V-Commerce to be much better than E-Commerce when displaying animations. The second highest average was item 7 with a mean of 3.6. Item 7 covered shopping for customized products and had a standard deviation of 1.41.

### Table 3. Mean and Standard Deviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I13</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I14</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I15</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, these subjects were randomly assigned into two groups, one using stationary PCs and the other mobile devices with 24 subjects in each group. The t-test was performed to test the differences between the two groups. The results show that the different preferences exist in Items 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15 between the smartphone user and stationary user groups at 1% significance level.

Further analysis indicates that V-Commerce is more preferred in Items 7, 10, 13, 14 and 15 in both smartphone and stationary user groups, while V-Commerce is less preferred in Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 11 for both groups. Item 6 shows same preference for the two groups. For Item 11,
the smartphone user group shows no preferences for V-Commerce and E-Commerce, while the stationary user group shows the preference of E-Commerce over V-Commerce.

**Discussions, Implications, and Conclusions**

In summary, this study compares E-Commerce to V-Commerce in the airline industry. Users viewed a prototype of an airline seating selection system integrated with V-Commerce, then answered a questionnaire by comparing E-Commerce to V-Commerce. V-Commerce is currently in the early adoption phase, so many users on the Internet still have minimum experience with V-Commerce while shopping. This study shows that V-Commerce is becoming a viable option that companies can begin to explore to market their products, especially companies that utilize animations for their products or have customized products and services. With users currently feeling neutral about the concept of V-Commerce, both positive and negative depending on its implementation, a company must evaluate how it integrates V-Commerce to do in a way that improves the customer experience.

Depending on what environment V-Commerce is contained within, it may have high success in marketing products by utilizing the virtual reality technology to customize products and services. Considering virtual commerce methods can be integrated into existing commerce portals, we might see a switch in favorability soon once virtual commerce becomes further developed.

One limitation of this study is the tasks focusing on airline V-Commerce. Future studies can be conducted in the other V-Commerce tasks. Different online shopping prototypes can be constructed, and further comparison studies can be conducted to compare V-Commerce and E-Commerce usability preferences.
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WIELDING BLOCKCHAIN TO ENHANCE COUNTERFEIT DRUGS PREVENTION IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY: A PRACTITIONERS’ PERSPECTIVE
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ABSTRACT

In the eyes of supply chain businesses, blockchain shows signs of future success that brings about transparency, integrity, and durability. These are important qualities of effective supply chain management, especially for entities in the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries. Therefore, this paper aims to (1) provides an in-depth view in terms of leveraging blockchain in pharmaceutical supply chain to create safeguarded and verifiable transactions among stakeholders, allowing them to prevent the entry of counterfeit drugs; (2) proposes the use of UTAUT model to reveal practitioners’ perceptions regarding the use intention of the distributed ledger technology. Operational and technical insights are provided to explain how blockchain can recalibrate internal processes within the information flow. Key stakeholders and their roles in the deployment of blockchain solutions are identified and characterized. Limitations, concerns, and remedies are also discussed.

KEYWORDS: Blockchain, Supply Chain, Pharmaceutical Supply Chain, Healthcare, Technology Adoption, Disruptive Technology

INTRODUCTION

Modern healthcare supply chains are inherently complex, consisting of disjointed entities that follow a specific logic and geographical distribution. There is an added complexity when it comes to international supply chains that involve diverse national cultures, policies, and human behaviors. Inefficient transactions, frauds, and poorly designed logistics engender trust crisis at both organizational and individual levels. Hence, data integrity, traceability, and transparency are becoming increasingly urgent requirements for the next-generation pharmaceutical supply chain management. Although some technologies such as RFID provide a viable avenue, they contain weaknesses that prevent them from serving in full capacity. For example, the electromagnetic signals of RFID are vulnerable to cyber-attacks, including unauthorized access and denial of service. Besides, RFID relies on a central database that, compared to a distributed ledger, is less favorable in terms of data access speed and service availability. There is still a long way to go before blockchain can be holistically implemented in the service industry. The open-source infrastructure and easy-to-implement algorithms of blockchain make it a feasible solution to counterfeit drug problems in the supply chain.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Our literature review consists of three pillars – the status quo of healthcare industry with a focus on counterfeit drug mitigation, idiosyncrasies and benefits of Blockchain technologies that can be associated with the issues confronting healthcare industry entities, and the UTAUT model that evaluate factors influencing Blockchain use intention among practitioners.
Healthcare Industry & Counterfeit Drugs

Having drugs that are made of counterfeit could mean they may contain no active ingredient, the wrong active ingredient or the wrong amount of the correct active ingredient. It is estimated that one in ten medical products in low- and middle-income countries is substandard or falsified [1]. This is a problem which affects the world where both generic and innovator medicines can be falsified, ranging from very expensive products for cancer to low cost products for treatment of pain.

Healthcare industry is no stranger to problems owing to counterfeit drugs, whose definition covers both drugs that are falsified or sub-standardized. These drugs wreak major havoc in three areas: personal health, social impacts, and economic impacts. For personal health, if the drug is meant to be a vaccine but does not contain any or the right amount of ingredients, the patient is exposed to the diseases unprotected. Additionally, the lack of an effective drug to treat diseases or vaccine to prevent diseases, the more percentage a population will be ill with the disease. This not only affects those diseased but also allow the disease to spread further and for a longer period. This could lead to antimicrobial resistance where the drug concentration was not large enough to wipe out all the microbes, leaving some with better resistance to the current drug, which reproduce rapidly with the absence of the non-resistant ones [2]. The observed social impacts correlates with the passive or indirect costs of counterfeit drugs. Firstly, with the use of counterfeit drugs in the area, a patient could be constantly ill, resulting in low productivity or even loss of income if the patient cannot go to work for prolonged periods of time [3]. In some places with inaccessible healthcare, the time and monetary costs of traveling for healthcare could be significant to the patient as well. This could result in a poverty cycle especially if the people in an area are constantly sick, or die, due to counterfeit medication [4].

Blockchain as a Solution

The current tactics to reduce or stop the entry of counterfeit drugs rely on ad hoc transportation control technologies, such as Sproxil and mPedigree. The former has partnerships with drug companies to have scratch-panel stickers covering codes, which are attached to the drug packets. Customers would scratch to reveal the code, which can be verified by sending a text to Sproxil who confirms the authenticity. The latter uses barcodes which can be scanned and compared to the central database using an app rather than codes and text messages [5]. Despite visible effects, these tactics bear significant burdens. For instance, the operational costs drive up the price to a level that forces many clients and customers to pursue more affordable options, which face the same counterfeit problems those technologies address, creating a loop of fallacy.

Blockchain, therefore, emerges as a viable solution that offers a balanced portfolio of cost management and performance. The pharmaceutical supply chain can leverage the Blockchain technology, an encrypted and immutable decentralized ledger, to create a transparent and verifiable database of transactions. Information about drugs and their transactions can be shared with all stakeholders and at the same time ensuring that individual drugs are tracked at each step of the supply chain. The blockchain would record each time a drug swapped hands, assisting companies in detecting tainted products before they reach consumers. This kind of tracking is needed since counterfeit drugs are nearly impossible to detect. Counterfeiters can produce look-
alike drugs and devices that contain little or no active ingredients, or the wrong ingredients, for 
less than the authentic medication would cost to make [6][7].

Each buyer and seller within the pharmaceutical supply chain will have their own address for 
transacting the drugs in the supply chain. At the manufacturer level, serial or batch number, 
quantities and other drug information can be used to generate a hash number which is the public 
key and using this public key a Quick Response code (QR code) as the drug ID. Doing so will 
allow only a single transaction happening from one party to another (e.g. from manufacturer to 
wholesaler), prevents double spending of the drug and by broadcasting the transaction onto the 
blockchain, it also allows each supply chain stakeholder to instantly track if a suspicious 
transaction has occurred [8].

The stakeholders in a pharmaceutical supply chain include regulators, manufacturers, 
wholesalers, pharmacies, hospitals and the end users (e.g. patients). The regulators should take a 
lead role to oversee the alliance of supply chain stakeholders and issue licenses to the verified 
stakeholders and give them access to the blockchain network, tools required. The other 
stakeholders will have the responsibility to ensure that at each step of the drug supply chain, the 
transactions are digitally signed and therefore broadcasting the transaction onto the blockchain.

Conditions can be set to determine if a drug transaction goes through from one party to another. 
Only when all the conditions stated in the smart contract are met, the smart contract will be 
triggered, and the transactions is then executed. In addition, regulators can define certain 
threshold and risk level on the transaction activities and set these conditions in the smart 
contract. If a transaction exceeds the risk level, it will not go through and gets rejected. 
Therefore, the use of smart contracts aims to minimize the amount of effort for surveillance and 
monitoring of counterfeit drug transactions [9].
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Management, Strategy, Organizational Behavior, Organizational Theory, and Human Resource Management- Abstracts
Globally, it has become increasingly common for employers, both public and private, to offer benefits packages to their full-time employees. Some of the more common types of employer-provided benefits include health insurance, dental, life insurance, and retirement plans. The variety and range of benefits provided can boost an employee’s loyalty to a company and reduce absenteeism, in turn reducing turnover and boosting employee morale, product/service quality, overall productivity, and ultimately firm performance. Offering employee benefits may also serve as a recruiting tool to attract new employees vis-à-vis competing employers with lesser benefits.

This research paper contrasts differences in childcare in the five largest global economies (US, China, Japan, Germany, UK) through case studies for each country. In the process, cultural idiosyncrasies, such as the value of family as well as the value put on work-life balance in each culture, will be highlighted to provide rationales for the varying childcare benefits offered.
Diversity training: Is it a goal oriented action or just a business?
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1. Kean University

Companies are spending multi-million dollars a year on diversity training. The budget set for diversity training enforcement, in addition to the professionals hired to provide consultation and handle diversity related issues are increasing year after year.

Many studies confirm that organizations with diverse workforce have better overall performance and results compared to less diverse ones.

But the main challenge is that there are a lot of doubts regarding the application and fostering of diversity within the organizations that invest a lot on the diversity training. The course of actions taken and applied toward diversity within the organizations does not seem to be different compared to the actions taken a decade ago.

Although technology shaped and enhanced the quality and methodology of providing diversity training to cope with the continuous changing needs in the businesses world, still the results are almost negligible. The proportion of people of color in management positions at major US companies is still below 20 % and it gets worse in the C-level managerial positions.

With the proven path to success of diversity and all the efforts put forth by companies, why doesn’t that lead to any fruitful success? Are companies using diversity training as a tool to defend or brand for their organization without having any intentions or goals to enforce diversity? Are organizations willing to follow the recommendations by academia about the training methods that are proven to be more effective in increasing diversity? Are current governmental regulations working properly to improve diversity in private sectors?

This study aims to seek an answer for these fundamental questions by looking at many areas of diversity and provide practical solutions.
Examining the Link Between Corporate Political Activity and Firm Performance: A Non-Parametric Analysis

Regular Session

Dr. William Kline 1, Dr. Richard Brown 1
1. PSU - Harrisburg

While scholars have been examining the CPA to performance linkage, scholars in a host of fields have been developing and utilizing data envelopment analysis (DEA). Despite the sound foundation for DEA logic and applications, as well as a forty-year track record and wide acceptance, the usage of DEA in mainstream management literature remains scarce. Management scholars overwhelming utilize regression analysis in their studies, and few rely upon frontier methodologies (Chen, Delmas, and Lieberman, 2015). In a review of more than 50 papers examining the CPA to firm performance link, Liedong (2013) found that the preponderance of studies employed regression analysis with the minority using event study methodology. It is against this backdrop that we incorporate DEA methodology into an analysis of firm-level CPA and performance.

In this paper, we test a series of hypotheses concerning corporate political activity and subsequent performance at the firm level. Using a panel dataset with a sample of S&P 500 firms, we measure the relationships between corporate lobbying and firm performance measured with ROA and ROE in the United States. We expand the current CPA-to-performance knowledge base by utilizing parametric (i.e., regression analysis) and non-parametric (i.e., Data Envelopment Analysis) methods.

Our theoretical contributions in this paper are two-fold. First, we add robustness to the CPA literature and the existing theoretical model linking CPA to firm performance. Our value contribution, particularly with respect to our regression analysis, would be considered incremental, but would be consistent with the normal course of advancement in organizational research.

Second, we contrast multiple methodologies to examine traditional theoretical models. While the CPA literature has grown considerably in recent years, to the best of our knowledge, no scholars have studied CPA with a nonparametric method such as data envelopment analysis (DEA). Our second theoretical contribution stems from this lack of attention. DEA is a frontier-based approach that highlights the most efficient or top-performing firms, while traditional statistical approaches rely on measures of central tendencies (Hansen, Perry, & Reese, 2004). By adding DEA to this line of study, we incorporate an approach that is better aligned with the study of extreme outcomes that are positive in nature (i.e. studies of top performers in industries) (Yip, Devinney, and Johnson, 2009). Interestingly, the comparison of two statistical approaches, lays the foundation for theoretical contributions which are “revelatory insights” (Corley and Gioia, 2011) built on the pillars of scholarly surprise (Mintzberg, 2005) and interest (Davis, 1971), two important ingredients for challenging conventional wisdom.
Relational coordination manifests in high-quality relationships, which are comprised of shared goals, shared knowledge, and mutual respect (Cameli & Gittell, 2009). In recent years, scholars have issued calls to examine relational coordination outcomes for both organizations and employees. We respond to this call by applying relational coordination theory (Gittell, 2006) to investigate how high-quality relationships influence meaningful work and, in turn, commitment. Further, we leverage protean career theory (Hall, 1976) to propose a conditional process model in which these effects vary by one’s career orientation. Utilizing a sample of working adults (N = 320), we tested the proposed relationships with robust data analytic techniques, and our results were consistent with the hypothesized conceptual theme. Meaningful work serves as a key mechanism in determining the association between high-quality relationships and commitment. Specifically, meaningful work mediated the indirect effect of high-quality relationships on affective commitment. Moreover, we found that protean career orientation acts as a boundary condition, in that as protean career orientation increases, the relationship between meaningful work and affective commitment becomes stronger. As such, our findings reveal a pattern of moderated mediation, which suggests that the connection between high-quality relationships and commitment is complex for those who value self-directedness and define career success according to their personal values.

We discuss the contributions of our work. To this end, we highlight the value of bridging the literature on high-quality relationships with those of meaningful work and commitment. Likewise, we present several implications for practice, for example, the importance of fostering perceptions of shared goals, shared knowledge, and mutual respect, and we propose ways to strengthen such perceptions in the workplace. Finally, we discuss the findings of our research in the context of other interesting directions for future research.

Keywords: high-quality relationships, meaningful work, commitment, protean career orientation, relational coordination
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The Insurgency of advanced technologies shakes the business world in two ways. The first is to see it as a positive and productive shaking of business in that new technologies innovate the way to do business and create new jobs that are conducive to innovation. The second notion is that the arrival of emerging technologies is disruptive because it changes the way of doing business and destroys the current existing jobs. Whether it is a positive or negative impact on the business world, one truth is that it increases the environmental uncertainty in business. With the increased uncertainty, employees feel unsafe about their future and seek the way to protect themselves from this unstable situation. This perception of insecurity poses a great threat to their productivity and eventually on overall organizational performance. To stay healthy and productive, organizations need to be proactive in tackling this steaming issue before it gets too late. This study aims to see what actions organizations can take to alleviate the insecure perception of the future by employees and how they can be implemented. After identifying those actions, we will be testing their impact on the individual and organizational performance by comparing firms taking proactive approaches to them with the firms dormant in doing so.
Want to outperform the competition in domestic and global markets? Focus on effectively managing workforce diversity.

Regular Session

Dr. Inessa Korovyakovskaya
1. Savannah State University, College of Business Administration, 3219 College St., Savannah, GA 31410. Tel.: (912) 358-3420. E-mail: korovi@savannahstate.edu.

Diversity of the workforce in the United States represents the population diversity and continues to grow each year. The total global workforce is projected to be comprised of millennials for 75% by 2025 while millennials represent a more diverse cohort than preceding generations, with 44.2 percent coming from a minority race or an ethnic group (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). Companies of all sizes in the United States spend billions of dollars annually on diversity training programs to capitalize on the benefits and mitigate the challenges of the diverse workforce with the goal of competing effectively in both domestic and global markets.

This study views workplace diversity through the lens of several established theoretical frameworks on the linkages between diversity and organizational performance outcomes. The present study contributes to the extant research on workplace diversity through the development of a new conceptual model that examines the complexities of the relationships between workplace diversity and organizational performance as mediated by diversity management programs and moderated by multi-level organizational variables. Research findings on team and organizational diversity of the past decades report mixed results while most empirical studies on diversity have not explored the complexity of the phenomena. There is a tremendous “potential value of adopting a multidimensional, multilevel approach in future theoretical” and empirical studies (Jackson and Joshi, 2004, p. 698).

Benefits and challenges of the workplace diversity are expected to continue to impact organizational performance, therefore it is essential that companies focus on development and implementation of their own best practices in diversity management. It is recommended for companies and diversity managers to use trainings and procedures from the lists of best practices offered by government and professional organizations such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM) to effectively use available resources and achieve desired results at reasonable costs.
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CHILDCARE BENEFITS AS GLOBAL EMPLOYEE RECRUITING AND RETENTION TOOLS
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ABSTRACT

Globally, it has become increasingly common for employers, both public and private, to offer benefits packages to their full-time employees. Some of the more common types of employer-provided benefits include health insurance, dental, life insurance, and retirement plans. The variety and range of benefits provided can boost an employee’s loyalty to a company and reduce absenteeism, in turn reducing turnover and boosting employee morale, product/service quality, overall productivity, and ultimately firm performance [1][2][3]. Offering employee benefits may also serve as a recruiting tool to attract new employees vis-à-vis competing employers with lesser benefits [4][5].

A relatively new, and not yet ubiquitous, employee benefit entails employers’ provision of childcare options [6]. Companies offer such benefits in a variety of ways, ranging from flexible work hours, to paid time off, to tax credits, vouchers for off-site childcare facilities, and on-site day care [7][8][9]. Offering such benefits may allow employees to have a worry-free workday, save money, receive guaranteed childcare, and being able to see the child throughout the workday [10][11].

This research paper contrasts differences in childcare in the five largest global economies (US, China, Japan, Germany, UK) through case studies for each country. In the process, cultural idiosyncrasies, such as the value of family as well as the value put on work-life balance in each culture [12][13], will be highlighted to provide rationales for the varying childcare benefits offered.

The findings of this research paper will be important for organizations’ decision makers in their efforts to create meaningful benefit structures to attract and retain the best employees, male or female, while considering both costs and benefits of varying approaches. Further, public policy experts may find exemplars and guidance through the contrasting perspectives offered from other parts of the world. Finally, researchers may find a starting point for a fruitful new agenda in the HR Management realm.
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Diversity training: Is it a goal-oriented action or just a business?

Companies are spending multi-million dollars a year on diversity training. The budget set for diversity training enforcement, in addition to the professionals hired to provide consultation and handle diversity related issues are increasing year after year.

Many studies confirm that organizations with diverse workforce have better overall performance and results compared to less diverse ones.

But the main challenge is that there are a lot of doubts regarding the application and fostering of diversity within the organizations that invest a lot on the diversity training. The course of actions taken and applied toward diversity within the organizations does not seem to be different compared to the actions taken a decade ago.

Although technology shaped and enhanced the quality and methodology of providing diversity training to cope with the continuous changing needs in the businesses world, still the results are almost negligible. The proportion of people of color in management positions at major US companies is still below 20 % and it gets worse in the C-level managerial positions.

With the proven path to success of diversity and all the efforts put forth by companies, why doesn’t that lead to any fruitful success? Are companies using diversity training as a tool to defend or brand for their organization without having any intentions or goals to enforce diversity? Are organizations willing to follow the recommendations by academia about the training methods that are proven to be more effective in increasing diversity? Are current governmental regulations working properly to improve diversity in private sectors?

This study aims to seek an answer for these fundamental questions by looking at many areas of diversity and provide practical solutions.
New Technologies, Environmental Uncertainty, and HRM

The Insurgency of advanced technologies shakes the business world in two ways. The first is to see it as a positive and productive shaking of business in that new technologies innovate the way to do business and create new jobs that are conducive to innovation. The second notion is that the arrival of emerging technologies is disruptive because it changes the way of doing business and destroys the current existing jobs. Whether it is a positive or negative impact on the business world, one truth is that it increases the environmental uncertainty in business. With the increased uncertainty, employees feel unsafe about their future and seek the way to protect themselves from this unstable situation. This perception of insecurity poses a great threat to their productivity and eventually on overall organizational performance. To stay healthy and productive, organizations need to be proactive in tackling this steaming issue before it gets too late. This study aims to see what actions organizations can take to alleviate the insecure perception of the future by employees and how they can be implemented. After identifying those actions, we will be testing their impact on the individual and organizational performance by comparing firms taking proactive approaches to them with the firms dormant in doing so.
Marketing, Consumer Behavior, International Business - Abstracts
There are numerous studies that have focused on the importance of work to different cultures. The values that different societies accrue to work has also been the focus of additional research. In the current study, we examined the values ascribed to work by Chinese professionals. Our results indicate that there is a statistically significant difference in how professionals and students view work. Perhaps more importantly, we found that there are no gender differences amongst professionals with regard to values placed on various aspects of their jobs.
SCM in crisis time: the role of deindividuation
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Every year, extraordinary events, such as hurricanes, flooding, tsunamis, generate fear and uncertainty in peoples’ lives and overreaction in the market. In this context, people purchase more products than needed to stock up and prevent problems due to shortage of products. To some extent, this behavior is stimulated by social driven herd behaviors, especially when people are deindividuated. The deindividuation theory (Festinger, Pepitone, & Newcomb, 1952; Postmes & Spears, 1998; Zimbardo, 1969) suggests that the individual submerges to the collective and becomes part of it - factors that cause the decrease of self-evaluation and self-decision. Deindividuation makes individual more susceptible to social influence (Lea, Spears, & de Groot, 2001; Postmes, Spears, Sakhel, & de Groot, 2001) which leads him to adopt social heuristics to determine his behavior. Recent studies have shown the natural increase in consumption due to impending disasters. In addition to the obvious preservation instinct, this behavior is related to emotion-focused coping strategies used by individuals when they perceive a lack of control. Additionally, individuals in this case increase their negative emotions such as fear, sadness, anger or anxiety. In this sense, natural disaster alerts are phenomena that recurrently expose the individual to their inability to manage and maintain control over situations (Rodin, 1986; Shapiro, Astin, Shapiro, Soucar & Santerre, 2010). As compensation, the individual seeks consumption, especially for utilitarian products. With sequential experimental studies, the present project evaluates the role of deindividuation on the adoption of social heuristics in the risk situation and discuss the consequence of this psychological condition on the crisis supply chain management. Results show that deindividuation increases consumer behavior intention to buy and that risk perception mediates this relationship. This means that, in face of catastrophic events, such as hurricanes, flooding, and tsunamis, people tend to buy more products than normal because of the social heuristics and influence, increasing their risk perception and leading to a shortage of products. To manage this problem and reduce the shortage of products in these extreme conditions, strategies to deindividualize should be adopted.
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Internet has become one of the primary marketing tools for businesses. Meanwhile, with the rapid development of smart mobile devices, mobile marketing is playing an increasing role in business marketing. In this paper, a new definition of V-marketing is proposed, and empirically investigated through a survey research project focused on its application by small businesses in China. V-marketing is about the marketing practices via mobile devices through social media applications, such as Twitter, Facebook, Weibo and Wechat etc. Specifically, this research is an attempt to investigate the current status and trend of V-marketing for small businesses in China.
The present manuscript examines digital direct marketing and the most common e-commerce digital sales channels. These digital sales channels include direct website visits, display ads, email, organic search, paid search, referrals, and social media. The theoretical mechanism that serves as the basis for the manuscript is social legitimacy theory. Specifically, the focus is on developing propositions regarding the likely effects of each digital sales channel on both perceived social legitimacy and potential Web sales performance. Although all digital sales channels may generate sales, it is proposed that display ads and paid search may negatively affect perceived social legitimacy.
Using the Artificial Neural Network for Predicting Perceived Risk in Financial Services

Dr. Komlan Gbongli, Mr. Anthony Adu Amponsah
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This study intends to offer an integrated Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) - Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique for evaluating the perceived risk factors affecting mobile money adoption services in the context of Togolese financial services. This research proposes determinants such as privacy risk, time risk, security risk, and perceived cost. The data collected from both mobile money users and potential users were analyzed using SEM, and ANN approaches.

This study extends previous research in several directions. The results of SEM showed that privacy risk perceived, security risk perceived, and cost perceived exercised significant effect on the aggregate perception of risk for mobile money acceptance and usage. The SEM results were taken as inputs for the ANN approach. The results of ANN emphasized that perceived privacy risk is the most critical determinant for mobile money adoption amongst the respondents.

The primary outcomes of this study revealed that the application of a two-step SEM–ANN approach offers two significant advantages: First, it allows additional verification of the results derived from the SEM analysis. Second, this approach enables apprehending not only linear but also complex nonlinear relationships between antecedents and dependent constructs, particularly measuring of the relative influence of each predictor.

The ANN-based SEM technique could be superior to traditional SEM techniques due to its ability to measure non-linear relations by using different activation functions and layers of hidden nodes. The outcome of the integrated approach is projected to guide the decision and policy-makers for easy evaluation of the various type of risk affecting consumers for choosing mobile money services.
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ABSTRACT

There are numerous studies that have focused on the importance of work to different cultures. The values that different societies accrue to work has also been the focus of additional research. In the current study, we examined the values ascribed to work by Chinese professionals. Our results indicate that there is a statistically significant difference in how professionals and students view work. Perhaps more importantly, we found that there are no gender differences amongst professionals with regard to values placed on various aspects of their jobs.

INTRODUCTION

There are indications that after reaching its peak in 2014, the Chinese labor pool is shrinking. According to Han [15], the labor force reached a maximum of about 794 million people in 2014 but has since decreased to about 776 million for 2018. This researcher also noted that the decrease is not only in numerical terms but as a percentage of the share of the Chinese population that is participating in the labor market. There are indications (because of the previous one-child policy) that there are fewer younger people entering the labor force. Therefore, it is important that employing organizations in China ascertain that future and current employees’ expectations about their jobs match the reality that they experience.

Work is an important part of human existence [14]. Over the past fifty years, a number of researchers have focused on what current and future employees can expect from their work environment. Herzberg et al. [16] two-factor theory provided the foundational basis for research focused on job expectations. Perhaps, the seminal piece in this area of research inquiry was undertaken by Manhardt in 1972 in developing an instrument that can be used to measure differences in work values research. This scale was developed by Manhardt to provide a less theoretical and more specific method of measuring differences in job orientation. Manhardt [20] found eleven of twenty-five characteristics that distinguished the job expectations of males from those of females in his landmark study. While some studies have provided support for Manhardt’s conclusion (e.g., [18]), others have not (e.g., [5]).

Abu-saad and Isralowitz, [1] using a sample of undergraduate students in Israel, found there was no consistent pattern regarding differences among gender pertaining to work values. Females scored higher on extrinsic work values four out of six times. In their study, they found a total of
nine gender differences as opposed to eleven in Manhardt’s study [20] and the 18 in Beutell and Brenner’s [4] study. No major differences were reported for the common male/intrinsic values among men and women. Six differences were reported according to the female/intrinsic work-based values. There were no significant differences between male and female single/unmarried students while married students had only three of twenty–five significant differences. The three-item difference support the notion that married men may be more dedicated to their careers than married women. Overall, the results of the study agree with Manhardt’s conclusion that differences between genders disappear when both genders value their careers the same. For example, careers in medicine typically show the least amount of differences regarding work value characteristics.

Traditionally, it is believed that men bring rationality and aggressiveness to the workplace and that females bring what are more likely to be considered non-managerial characteristics like passivity and nurturing demeanor [17]. In Sagan et al.’s [25] study, no major differences were observed between Polish men and women regarding intrinsic job factors, however, there were nationality differences in comparison to their Russian counterparts. Therefore, while Polish respondents valued ‘intrinsic job factors’ the Russian respondents preferred extrinsic factors.

Robinson and Beutell [23] in their research study noted that Chinese men and women reported comparable levels of social impact in the retail sector but because of the patriarchal nature of the society, the male salespeople saw themselves as ‘inferior’. Previous research on Chinese students by Tomkiewicz et al. [27] found no major differences between men and women regarding intrinsic and extrinsic variables. The weakness of the study was perhaps the small sample size. Nevertheless, the authors concluded that women showed a greater variation for flexible work environment and embrace more of ‘a life outside of work’.

In the current study, there are three research questions of interest: (1) What level of importance do Chinese professionals attribute to various aspects of their work environment (i.e., job expectations? , (2) Does the importance assigned to various aspects of the work environment (i.e., job expectations) differ between male and female Chinese professionals?, and (3) Given ongoing societal and economic changes in China, how do the job expectations for Chinese working professionals compare with those of Chinese college students?

**METHOD**

**Procedure**

The primary source of data for this study was collected through opinion survey. Participants were guaranteed that their responses would be kept strictly confidential and that under no circumstances would anyone be able to individually identify them in any way. Prior to administering the survey, participants were informed of the upcoming study (noting that its purpose was to better understand Chinese professionals’ job-related attitudes to help improve the quality of their future work life), were encouraged to participate, and were assured that the data would go directly to the authors and that no one would have access to individual responses. One week later, surveys were distributed in person to participants. These surveys were then filled out anonymously and coded for data entry.
Participants for this study were comprised of 365 Chinese working professionals (100 male, 265 female). Overall, participants were on average, 34.90 years of age, were predominantly married (74.5%), and reported working an average of 46.77 hours per week.

Measures

Job Expectations Questionnaire

Job expectations were measured using Manhardt’s [20] twenty-five item scale. Participants were asked to indicate how important on a 5-point Likert scale (5=Very Important to 1=Very Unimportant) it was to them to have a job which, for examples: “encourages continued development of knowledge and skills…,” “provides the opportunity to earn a high income…,” “provides a feeling of accomplishment…,” and/or “provides advancement to high administrative responsibility….” Since questions regarding attitudes and opinions may be more abstract and certain concepts may not be relevant throughout the world, this study followed a regimented process of forward-translation and back-translation. First, the questionnaire was translated from English to Chinese (i.e. Mandarin) by one of the co-authors of this study (who is bilingual). To validate the translation, assistance was solicited from another bilingual Chinese professor from a regional university in the United States to translate the survey back into English. This allowed for identification of questionnaire items that may have posed difficulties for this study’s Chinese sample. The Chinese professor in the U.S. was then asked to make any modifications that were necessary on those potentially problematic questions identified through the back-translation, given the English language-based original. Subsequently, a bilingual Chinese professor in the UK was asked to translate the revised questionnaire in Chinese back into English. After this iteration, researchers were satisfied with the correspondence between the English and Chinese-based versions of the questionnaire. This measure demonstrated satisfactory reliability overall (α=.95), as well as for male (α=.96) and female (α=.94) participants independently.

Analytical Approach

This study examined and tested its data in a manner consistent with previous research in the job expectations literature [20] [2] [3] [7] [13] [25] [26] [27] [28]. First, as noted above, respondents were asked to rate Manhardt’s [25] 25 job characteristics using a 5-point Likert scale (5=Very Important to 1=Very Unimportant). Mean scores for responses on each of the job characteristics were calculated separately for men and women. In order to answer, “How important do Chinese working professionals rate various aspects of their work environment (i.e. job expectations)?” the mean scores for each of the 25 job characteristics were rank ordered for males and females separately. For example, the job characteristic that received the highest mean score for males was ranked #1 (the most important). Similarly, the job characteristic that received the lowest mean score for males was #25 (the least important). This process was repeated for female respondents. A Spearman rank correlation was then performed to determine whether males and females assigned a similar rank order of importance to these job characteristics (i.e. Was the job characteristic ranked #1 for males also ranked #1 for females?). Higher scores indicate greater similarity. Additionally, paired t-tests were performed on the standard deviations for each job characteristic for males and females separately to determine which group was more homogeneous.
In order to answer “Does the importance assigned to various aspects of the work environment (i.e. job expectations) differ between male and female Chinese working professionals?” an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, comparing the mean scores between males and females on each of the 25 job characteristics individually. This step addresses whether a statistically significant difference exists between males and females on the importance of, for example, “having a job that requires originality.”

Lastly, to answer “Given ongoing societal and economic changes, how do job expectations for Chinese working professionals compare with those of Chinese college students?” Spearman rank correlations and paired t-tests were performed on the current study’s findings on Chinese working professionals and the findings on Chinese college students reported in Chullen et al. [10].

RESULTS

Main Findings

Table 1 illustrates the ranks, means, and standard deviations for Chinese male and female working professionals across all twenty-five job expectation questionnaire items.

| Insert Table 1 about here |

Mean scores were calculated for each of the 25 questionnaire items and rank ordered separately for male and female students. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the rank orders of male and female respondents was .95 ($p < .001$), indicating that the order of importance which male and female respondents placed on job characteristics was very similar. Significant differences between male and female respondents on the job expectations questionnaire were tested using ANOVA. Significant differences ($p < .05$ or better) were found on 10 of the 25 items. Females reported higher average scores on all 10 of these items. Mean male standard deviations were .75 and mean female standard deviations were .66, indicating that females were more homogenous than males with respect to job expectations. A paired t-test ($p < .001$) for these standard deviations confirmed females as a group are more homogeneous than are the males.

Both male (mean = 4.19) and female (mean = 4.38) Chinese working professionals indicated that having a job which “encourages continued development of knowledge and skills” was of the highest importance to them (i.e. ranked #1/25). On the other hand, both male (mean = 3.47) and female (mean = 3.57) Chinese working professionals indicated that having a job which “requires supervising others” was of the lowest importance to them (i.e. ranked #25/25).

Intrinsic and extrinsic perspective of the survey items

To date, an array of research has shown that differences in job expectations, be they intrinsic or extrinsic, are important in informing organizational initiatives for employee attraction, selection, and retention [5] [9] [11] [12] [16] [18] [19] [21]. Manhardt’s [20] 25-item survey instrument can be dichotomized into intrinsic and extrinsic factors based on the locus of incentive from the respondent’s perspective. Intrinsic motivation occurs when an individual derives an internal
pleasure or enjoyment from engaging in a task and where no obvious external incentives are present (e.g. sense of accomplishment). In contrast, extrinsic motivation occurs when an individual engages in behaviors for express external rewards, whether they be tangible (e.g. pay) or intangible (e.g. praise). 13 items (#1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, and 25) comprise the intrinsic factor, whereas 12 items (#5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23) comprise the extrinsic factor. Mean scores for the 13 intrinsic and 12 extrinsic job characteristics were calculated and compared between male and female subjects using ANOVA. Significant differences between male and female participants were found for the intrinsic factor (mean = 3.93 males vs. mean = 4.07 females, p < .001) but not for the extrinsic factor (mean = 3.87 males vs. mean = 3.96 females, p = n.s.).

Comparison to Chullen et al. (2015)

Table 2 illustrates the ranks and means for Chinese male and female working professionals across all twenty-five job expectation questionnaire items as reported in the current study and for Chinese male and female students as reported in Chullen et al.’s [10] study.

In 2015, Chullen et al. performed only the second known (and still the most recent) study of gender differences in job expectations of Chinese college students. Drawing on a sample of 430 college students, they found significant differences on twenty-three of twenty-five job expectation questionnaire items. Their results showed that females had statistically significant higher scores on all but two items (i.e. item 2 - “makes use of your specific educational background” and item 17 - “requires supervising others”) than their male counterparts. Based on an analysis of standard deviations, females were found to be more homogenous than males with respect to job expectations. An analysis of gender differences in job expectations found statistically significant results for both intrinsic and extrinsic factors.

The current study and its findings vary meaningfully from Chullen et al. [10]. Interestingly, while Chullen et al. [10] found significant differences (p < .05 or better) on 23 of the 25 items between male and female college students, the current study only found significant differences on 10 of the 25 items between male and female working professionals. Also, while Chullen et al. [10] found statistically significant differences on both the intrinsic and extrinsic factors for male and female college students, the current study only found significant differences for the intrinsic factor for male and female working professionals.

In Chullen et al. [10], both male and female college students indicated that having a job which “provides a feeling of accomplishment” was of the highest importance to them (i.e. ranked #1/25). However, in the present study, this item was ranked #5/25 by male working professionals and #4/25 by female working professionals, respectively. In their study, while “encourages continued development of knowledge and skills” was rated as the second most important for both male and female college students, it rose to #1/25 for both male and female working professionals in the current study. The item “requires supervising others” was rated to be of the lowest importance (i.e. #25/25) for female college students (but not male college

___________________________
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students) in Chullen et al.’s [10] study and was evaluated to be of the lowest importance for both male and female working professionals in the current study.

Having a job which “gives you the responsibility for taking risks…” (item 8) showed the largest increase in importance of ranking between male college students in Chullen et al. [10] and male working professionals in the current study, moving from #23 to #10. Interestingly, this same item also showed the largest increase in importance of ranking between female college students in Chullen et al. [10] and female working professionals in the current study, moving from #18 to #11. In contrast, having a job which “provides change and variety in duties and activities…” (item 12, moving from #11 to #21) and which “permits advancement to high administrative responsibility…” (item 14, moving from #10 to #20) tied for the largest decrease in importance of ranking between male college students in Chullen et al. [10] and male working professionals in the current study. Interestingly, item 14 “permits advancement to high administrative responsibility…” also showed the largest decrease in importance of ranking between female college students in Chullen et al. [10] and female working professionals in the current study, moving from #14 to #20.

Table 3 illustrates Spearman rank correlation coefficients for the rank orders and paired t-tests for the mean scores, of Chinese male and female working professionals on the job expectations questionnaire for both the current study and for Chullen et al.’s [10] study.

As noted earlier, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the rank orders of male and female Chinese working professionals in the current study was .95 (p < .001). In contrast, Chullen et al. [10] reported a Spearman rank correlation of .68 (p < .01) for Chinese male and female students. These results suggest that the order of importance that male and female Chinese working professionals place on job characteristics is more homogenous than those of male and female Chinese college students. Additionally, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient was .67 (p < .001) between male working professionals in the current study and male college students in Chullen et al.’s [10] study, .91 (< .001) between female working professionals in the current study and female college students in Chullen et al.’s [10] study, .83 (p < .001) between male working professionals in the current study and female college students in Chullen et al.’s [10] study, and .71 (p < .001) between female working professionals in the current study and male college students in Chullen et al.’s [10] study. These results suggest that the order of importance male college students place on job characteristics from Chullen et al.’s [10] study are similar to those of male working professionals reported here. Likewise, the order of importance female college students place on job characteristics from Chullen et al.’s [10] study are similar to those of female working professionals reported here. Lastly, a comparison of the order of importance between male college students from Chullen et al.’s [10] study and female working professionals from the current study as well as between female college students from Chullen et al.’s [10] study and male working professionals from the current study are also similar.

Additionally, paired t-tests were performed on the mean scores of each of the 25 items comparing the mean scores reported by Chullen et al. [10] with the present sample. These results show that significant differences exist (t = 24.40***)) between the mean scores of male working
professionals from the current study and male college students from Chullen et al. [10], between the mean scores of female working professionals from the current study and female college students \((t = 5.80^{***})\) from Chullen et al. [10], and between female working professionals from the current study and male college students \((t = 24.57^{***})\) from Chullen et al. [10]. Interestingly, male working professionals in the current study reported significantly higher mean importance scores (3.90) across all twenty-five job expectation questionnaire items as compared to male college students (3.21) in Chullen et al. [10]. However, while female working professionals in the current study reported higher mean importance scores (4.02) on twenty-three of the twenty-five job expectation questionnaire items as compared to female college students (3.81) in Chullen et al. [10], the magnitude of these differences were quite small.

**CONCLUSION**

Traditionally, females are depicted as less likely to take certain risks or make extreme sacrifices regarding advancement in their careers. Unfortunately, this may be a common but nevertheless outdated belief amongst managerial ranks. The study by Rynes and Rosen [24], for example, found that there are similar beliefs between men and women regarding employment changes, risk acceptance with relocation, and any functional changes. In essence, their findings indicate that females are not risk averse toward their jobs and are as dedicated to their careers as their male counterparts [24]. In fact, there is research support for the position that women value challenge in their jobs and the accompanying role recognition than men [6]. Consistent with the preceding discussion, the results of our study indicate that for Chinese professionals, there is no observable gender differences in the order of importance that male and female professionals attribute to their work environment. If organizations are not progressive in their attitude toward their female employees, they risk losing their talents and contributions as they are more likely to start their own businesses [22].
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Table 1

Job Expectations Scale Item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How important is it to you to have a job which:</th>
<th>Male $(n = 100)$</th>
<th>Female $(n = 265)$</th>
<th>Significant difference between means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. requires originality…</td>
<td>6 4.03 .81 5 4.25 .62 **</td>
<td>1 4.19 .72 1 4.38 .56 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. makes use of your specific educational background…</td>
<td>24 3.64 .90 23 3.64 .76 n.s</td>
<td>9 4.00 .70 7 4.15 .59 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. encourages continued development of knowledge and skills…</td>
<td>1 4.19 .72 1 4.38 .56 **</td>
<td>5 4.25 .62 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. is respected by other people…</td>
<td>2 4.09 .74 2 4.30 .59 **</td>
<td>13 3.92 .76 12 4.04 .63 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. provides job security…</td>
<td>8 4.01 .67 6 4.22 .60 **</td>
<td>12 4.04 .63 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. provides the opportunity to earn a high income…</td>
<td>9 4.00 .70 7 4.15 .59 *</td>
<td>12 3.93 .70 8 4.11 .64 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. makes a social contribution by work you do…</td>
<td>10 3.94 .71 11 4.06 .56 n.s.</td>
<td>5 3.94 .70 13 3.98 .67 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. gives you the responsibility for taking risks…</td>
<td>3 4.07 .73 8 4.11 .67 n.s.</td>
<td>16 3.86 .73 16 4.00 .71 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. requires working on problems of central importance to the organization…</td>
<td>12 3.93 .70 5 4.11 .64 *</td>
<td>12 3.74 .84 22 3.72 .81 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. involves working with congenial associates…</td>
<td>10 3.80 .82 20 3.92 .72 n.s.</td>
<td>19 3.82 .70 13 4.02 .65 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. provides ample leisure time off the job…</td>
<td>16 3.39 .70 13 4.02 .65 **</td>
<td>16 3.74 .84 22 3.72 .81 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. provides change and variety in duties and activities…</td>
<td>21 3.74 .84 22 3.72 .81 n.s.</td>
<td>12 3.93 .70 8 4.11 .64 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. provides comfortable working conditions…</td>
<td>13 3.82 .70 13 4.02 .65 **</td>
<td>21 3.74 .84 22 3.72 .81 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. permits advancement to high administrative responsibility…</td>
<td>20 3.80 .82 20 3.92 .72 n.s.</td>
<td>19 3.82 .70 13 4.02 .65 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. permits working independently…</td>
<td>20 3.80 .82 20 3.92 .72 n.s.</td>
<td>19 3.82 .70 13 4.02 .65 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. rewards good performance with recognition…</td>
<td>3 4.07 .70 3 4.27 .60 **</td>
<td>3 4.07 .70 3 4.27 .60 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. requires supervising others…</td>
<td>14 3.90 .70 18 3.98 .67 n.s.</td>
<td>14 3.90 .70 18 3.98 .67 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. is intellectually stimulating…</td>
<td>19 3.84 .75 17 3.99 .68 n.s.</td>
<td>18 3.84 .75 17 3.99 .68 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. satisfies your cultural and aesthetic interests…</td>
<td>15 3.88 .71 19 3.95 .63 n.s.</td>
<td>15 3.88 .71 19 3.95 .63 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. has clear cut rules and procedures to follow…</td>
<td>16 3.86 .71 13 4.02 .61 *</td>
<td>16 3.86 .71 13 4.02 .61 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. permits you to work for superiors you admire and respect…</td>
<td>22 3.72 .79 24 3.62 .84 n.s.</td>
<td>22 3.72 .79 24 3.62 .84 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. permits a regular routine in time and place of work…</td>
<td>22 3.72 .79 24 3.62 .84 n.s.</td>
<td>22 3.72 .79 24 3.62 .84 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. requires meeting and speaking with many other people…</td>
<td>21 3.84 .75 17 3.99 .68 n.s.</td>
<td>20 3.84 .75 17 3.99 .68 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. permits you to develop your own methods of doing work…</td>
<td>16 3.86 .71 13 4.02 .61 *</td>
<td>16 3.86 .71 13 4.02 .61 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. provides a feeling of accomplishment…</td>
<td>15 3.88 .71 19 3.95 .63 n.s.</td>
<td>15 3.88 .71 19 3.95 .63 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001; ^ indicates tie rankings
Table 2
Comparison of Chinese Gender Differences on Job Expectations Questionnaire Between Students and Professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Characteristic</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th></th>
<th>Professionals</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Originality, creativeness</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.89***</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.25**</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Use education</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Continued development</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.31***</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.38**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Respect</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.21***</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.30**</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Security</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.27***</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.22**</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Income</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.09***</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.15*</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Social Contribution</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.82***</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Risks</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>10^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.68***</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Important problems</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.40**</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Congenial associates</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.01***</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>8^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Leisure time</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>16^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.91***</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Variety</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.56**</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Working conditions</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.02***</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.11*</td>
<td>8^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.81***</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Independence</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.72***</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.02**</td>
<td>13^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Recognition</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.20***</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.27**</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Supervising others</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Intellectually stimulating</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.36***</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Cultural and Aesthetic</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.72**</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Rules</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>10^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.64*</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>13^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Superiors you admire</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.71***</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Regular routine</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.98***</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>8^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Personal contacts</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Professional Males</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Professional Females</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Student Males (3)</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Student Females (4)</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>t values</th>
<th>$r_s$ values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) vs. (3)</td>
<td>$t = 24.40^{***}$</td>
<td>$.67^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) vs. (4)</td>
<td>$t = 5.80^{***}$</td>
<td>$.91^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) vs. (4)</td>
<td>$t = 2.04$</td>
<td>$.83^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) vs. (3)</td>
<td>$t = 24.57^{***}$</td>
<td>$.71^{***}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$; $^*$ indicates tie rankings
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ABSTRACT

Internet has become one of the primary marketing tools for businesses. Meanwhile, with the rapid development of smart mobile devices, mobile marketing is playing an increasing role in business marketing. In this paper, a new definition of V-marketing is proposed, and empirically investigated through a survey research project focused on its application by small businesses in China. V-marketing is about the marketing practices via mobile devices through social media applications, such as Twitter, Facebook, Weibo and Wechat etc. Specifically, this research is an attempt to investigate the current status and trend of V-marketing for small businesses in China.

Introduction

In 1996, IBM’s marketing and Internet team created a new term “e-business” (electronic business) [6]. The next year, it became the first company to introduce the concept of “e-business” in Wall Street Journal and launched a campaign to advertise IBM’s expertise in this new field [15]. However, IBM decided not to trademark the term “e-business”, in order to give other companies an opportunity to use the term and create a brand-new industry. By 2000, it is proved to be so thoughtful to make this decision, because since that time, the term of “e-business” has become a reality of the common commercial activities [13]. E-marketing refers to the application of marketing principles and techniques by using electronic media, especially the Internet. It is the process of marketing a product or services through the Internet [16]. These electronic technologies are valuable supplement to traditional marketing regardless of the size and type of the business. E-marketing is also known as Internet-marketing, web-marketing or online marketing.

Compared with traditional marketing, e-marketing has more advantages in many aspects. For example, if used correctly, the benefit and effectiveness of e-marketing could be much greater than that of traditional marketing, because it is easy for updating and adopting with low-cost nature [16]. For all types of businesses, Internet has become an important force among various marketing alternatives. First, the scope and options of e-marketing channels are broader than that of traditional marketing. As an online channel, e-marketing makes it possible for marketers to reach anyone in the world who has an Internet access and enables them to offer their products and services in a wide range. In addition, e-marketing can also make more immediate impact on customers. For instance, an updated on-line advertisement jumping off a smartphone screen can allow the user to visualize a new product/service, experience its functions and even make an order at once just by clicking a few links, which is clearly unimaginable through traditional media. As such, e-marketing has made business like open 24/7. Unlike other traditional marketing methods, Internet allows customers to find out and purchase any product they want at any time, even if the physical store is closed or doesn’t exist [16]. Furthermore, e-marketing makes the marketing costs much lower than traditional marketing through use of electronic media. With traditional marketing, such as launching advertisement on magazines, newspapers, billboards, radio and TV, it consumes...
a huge amount of financial resources for a better advertising quality with design, printing and even high-grade paper. In comparison, the cost of e-marketing will be much lower, because there are plenty of free platforms available for Internet marketing, such as e-mails, blogs and Facebook, all are low-cost marketing options. These technologies actually open a new entry especially for small businesses to reach potential customers in a wider range with a smaller budget [13].

Today, e-marketing not only refers to marketing on the Internet, but also includes marketing through wireless media or mobile platform, such as smartphone and tablet. This is so-called “mobile marketing”. Currently, “mobile marketing” has been defined as “any marketing activity conducted through a ubiquitous network to which consumers are constantly connected using a personal mobile device” [10]. It has been well-known that people like to spend more time on mobile devices rather than desktop. They expect to acquire more information at their fingertips. Up to 2014, the number of global mobile Internet users has exceeded that of desktop Internet users according to published statistics. Like in America, people spend 2.7 hours per day on average on their mobile devices [26]. Meanwhile, many online social media applications emerged and have become a part of people’s daily life, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Skype etc., and Twitter is the most popular one among them. Twitter started in 2006 in the United States, and quickly became very popular worldwide. It is a social media platform that enables users to post and read “tweets”, short messages within 140 characters. Twitter can be accessed by users through online website, SMS (short messages) or app on mobile devices [31]. In 2013, it has become one of the ten most popular social media applications, and by the end of 2014, Twitter had more than 284 million active users in the world [1] [32]. The popularity of these social media applications has promoted the rapid development of consumption through mobile Internet [26].

In recent years, the mobile marketing that based on social media applications is not only getting more popular in those advanced countries, but also in some emerging economy nations like India, Brazil, Russia and China. For example, Chinese mobile Internet users had reached over 400 million by 2013, among which the number of active smartphone usage was 330 million, moreover, the range of Chinese smartphone users extends not only to cities but also to rural areas, providing a great potential for marketing [17]. At the same time, a lot of social media applications have been created and are playing important roles in marketing in China. Two of the most widely used applications are Weibo and Wechat. Weibo has the similar functions as Twitter, and is considered as the counterpart of Twitter in China. Wechat was launched in January 2011, it is a mobile communication service app, through which users can send and receive messages in forms of text, images, voices and videos. In addition, it also has features similar to Facebook and Skype, because users can post news or photos and even make video calling through Wechat. It has been adopted by over 300 million users in only 3 years, and has become one of the major channels of mobile marketing for businesses in China [24]. Giving all discussions above, a new definition of V-marketing is used in this research, which refers to the marketing practices on mobile devices (i.e. tablets and smartphones etc.) through social media applications, such as Twitter, Facebook, Weibo and Wechat etc.

A recent report has shown some cogent statistics of how fast V-marketing has developed in China [28]. For instance, it reveals that the marketing budgets on mobile of Chinese companies has reached to 28% of their overall marketing budgets, and mobile searching has taken 39% of the companies’ web traffic, as a result, 27% of their e-sales proceeds is generated from the
transactions on mobile devices. A more important finding is that 72% Chinese enterprises believe that mobile communication will become the primary focus of their marketing strategy in the near future [28]. It has been realized that mobile devices are made especially for small business because of the flexible and low-cost nature. Although there is great disparity between small business and big chain stores when it comes to physical capacity, they share the same-sized marketing chance on mobile devices, and in fact, to some extent, small business has more advantages in mobile marketing. For example, since a small business normally has a smaller customer base compared with a big business, it is easier for it to learn about how its customers respond to its marketing practices. That is, small businesses can make market segmentation and positioning more effectively so as to meet different needs of their customers [11].

According to recent reports, the number of small businesses in China has reached over 40 million, accounting for 99% of all the businesses. They have made a huge contribution of 65% to China's gross domestic product (GDP), 50% to taxation and 75% to urban employment [22]. Especially after the implementation of some new government regulations that simplified the procedures and lowered the access threshold of business entry in March 2014, a boom of small businesses has followed and more than 1.76 million small businesses were registered thereafter [3]. Small businesses are flourishing in China and have become the backbone for alleviating employment pressures and stabilizing the society, and will become the key force of the development of overall productivity. However, compared to large businesses, the limitations in their restricted resources forced small businesses to explore a new marketing approach that is more effective and lower in cost. Mobile Internet precisely provided the perfect tool and much-needed marketing platform for small businesses. In 2011, mobile Internet sprung up in China and has tended to maturity by 2013. The characteristics of mobile Internet enable small businesses to communicate with customers anywhere anytime, and the mobile applications are powerful channels for small businesses to develop new brand, display products and launch marketing campaigns. Taking Wechat as example, it is reported that 67.5% of the businesses that use Wechat as mobile marketing platform are small businesses [29].

Mobile marketing platform like Wechat has become increasingly important for Chinese small businesses and has great potential down the road. In summary, there is quite limited published research works in the current literature on this new marketing channel. As a result, this paper is an attempt to empirically investigate the trend, issues and challenges of V-marketing for small businesses in China.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Along with the development of e-marketing, there has been a research stream in the current literature addressing various issues of e-marketing and related challenges. Sheth and Sharma [19] show that e-marketing strategies have been developing and changing dramatically, as a result, the future e-market may be much different from what we know today. An online e-marketing course summarizes the advantages of e-marketing over traditional marketing from six aspects: global reach, wider scope, better interactivity, immediate impact, accurate targeting and closed loop marketing. Brodie et al [2] indicate that e-marketing has started to increasingly penetrate into people’s daily life at such a speed that companies that have e-marketing in place performed much better than their counterparts, and e-marketing thrived rapidly on the foundation of pre-existing
marketing practices by integrating with other marketing channels. Meanwhile, Gilmore et al [7] investigate the impact of Internet on SMEs (small to medium-sized enterprises) marketing practices, and reveal that although e-marketing strategies have been used by the majority of SMEs for several years, there is still great room for further improvement.

With the advancement of e-marketing and mobile devices, the research on mobile marketing has been growing. At its early stage, the issues mainly focused on mobile marketing acceptance. Facchetti et al [5] indicate that the relationship between mobile marketing and traditional marketing is not as complementary as it should be, thus the mobile marketing should be further defined and explored. Another research reveals the importance of mobile portal to a branded enterprise, and suggests that a branded mobile portal can create an interactive relationship with customers and identify targeted customers by their identity, consuming behavior, social communication style and geographic position [8]. The study on mobile marketing has become broader and much more extensive. Shankar et al [18] publish a research on the increasing importance of mobile marketing in retailing businesses, and show that mobile marketing has generated a great change for retailers from passively waiting for customers coming into retailing stores in the past to now proactively accessing customers anytime and anywhere through mobile devices. Litster [11] encourages small businesses not to be afraid of the costs and complicated technology of mobile marketing, and reveals that mobile devices (e.g. smartphone) and small businesses are a good match for marketing. In recent years, companies all over the world are engaging in the development of mobile marketing. Moth [14] provides a general picture of the current status of mobile marketing in China with more than 20 statistics, and discovers that about 72% Chinese enterprises planning to make mobile a main focus of their marketing strategy in 2015.

One of the major disadvantages of small businesses in today’s market is the limited budget in marketing, which often makes the owners of small businesses facing a dilemma of how to allocate their budgets in various marketing channels. An article summarizes several basic suggestions for advertising agencies to get a better understanding of SMEs marketing budgets [30]. It was found that most of SMEs often have no specific budget for their marketing, more than 60% even have no marketing budget at all. Tight budget is a common issue for SMEs, therefore, the stream of literature on this issue in recent years mainly focuses on how to help SMEs to market themselves more successfully at lower costs. Siu & Liu [20] propose that Chinese SMEs should make a precise analysis on their market status and adopt more advantageous marketing strategies if they want to promote themselves in a more effective way. A blog article posts a few marketing proposals for SMEs, and most of them are related to e-marketing and mobile marketing, such as produce videos on website, create public accounts and make full use of social media platforms, launch online contests and use e-mails for marketing, etc. [34]. McNaught [12] has explained in details why SMEs should use mobile marketing. More specifically, the smartphone is used as the example of mobile devices in the article with the following conclusions: smartphone has become a crucial part of people’s life and made people be addicted to their own personal screens; the usage of smartphones is still rising at a high speed; the main functions of smartphones are searching, surfing and socializing, thus it provides a possibility for SMEs of being searched out in a minute; if the information of a business can easily be accessed, it is more likely to convert a searcher into a potential customer, so mobile marketing could be considered as the easiest and most effective way for SMEs to market their own brands.
A lot of social media applications have become the best channels of conducting e-marketing, especially for SMEs. Stelzner [21] ranks the most commonly used social media marketing tools in terms of the percentage of usage, the top three are Facebook (92%), Twitter (84%) and LinkedIn (71%). It is proposed by [9] that SMEs should adopt online marketing strategy to access their customers and enhance the transactions and relationship with customers, as such to reduce the burden on their budgets and human resources. It indicates that as one of the biggest social media in the world, Facebook is just such a perfect selection for this purpose. In addition, there are also plenty of research on Twitter’s function in e-marketing, as Twitter has become the most popular social media on the Internet, providing great platforms for all enterprises to conduct their own interactive and customer-oriented marketing [25]. Similarly, the counterpart of Twitter in China, Weibo, has also been fully utilized as a new emerging e-marketing platform. The definition of Weibo marketing can be seen on the website with the following statement: using Weibo as a marketing platform and taking each follower as a potential marketing target, the enterprises promote their own brands by updating the contents of official Weibo, and finally achieve the purpose of marketing by communicating with followers about the updated contents, it is called Weibo marketing (baidu.com). Finally, another social media platform, Wechat, possesses the same popularity in marketing in China. In recent years, Wechat marketing even appears to be more popular than Weibo marketing, as shown in [24], in which a detailed online analysis (searchenginejournal.com) claims that Wechat will be a new and powerful e-marketing channel for Chinese enterprises to promote awareness and build customer loyalty in the next decade. It further argues that Wechat is quite different from or even superior to Weibo, because it can provide not only displaying of text and images but also showing of sound and videos for enterprises to market themselves. Furthermore, its location-recognition function enables the marketers to send promotional messages to targeted customer groups according to their specific location.

In this research, the mobile marketing channels, including Facebook, Twitter, Weibo or Wechat as discussed above, would be all defined as V-marketing. The following sections will describe an investigation about the trend, issues and challenges of V-marketing for small businesses in China.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

The data of this research are collected from a pre-designed survey questionnaire. The participants of this survey are selected in a Northwestern city of China. In order to investigate the importance, trend and issues of V-marketing for small businesses in China, the questionnaires are distributed to 300 selected participants who are working for or related to small enterprises. 214 questionnaires have been returned, among which 200 are effective.

The questionnaire has been divided into 4 sections with 26 questions in total. Section 1 is for demographic information, including gender, age, education background, position in business, as well as the size, type, history, annual revenue and targeted customer category of business. The first four items, like most other similar surveys, are intended to get a general picture of participants’ overall information. Items 5-8 are very important to ensure if the involved business can be defined as a small business by business size, type, history and annual revenue. Item 9 is designed to check the age distribution of targeted customers by the selected small businesses participated in this research, the result of this item may provide an indication about future V-marketing direction.

Section 2 mainly refers to relative information of Internet marketing channels. Item 10 is aimed at checking the personal Internet usage with mobile devices, in order to estimate the penetration
of mobile Internet among the respondents. Items 11 and 12 focus on the marketing channels of the participants’ business, helping to judge if the business is Internet-marketing-oriented. Based on the information of Items 11 and 12, the next two questions explicitly ask the Internet-marketing-oriented businesses about the related information of Internet marketing channels, which in turn will provide a measure to show if V-marketing plays an important role comparing to other Internet marketing channels. Item 15 assesses the anticipated increase of V-marketing to overall marketing in the business since the beginning of the application of V-marketing. Item 16 is designed to further examine if V-marketing is a key to the survival of the small enterprises in future E-business market.

Section 3 covers the relative information of V-marketing channels. Items 17 and 18 check the application history and updating frequency of the participants’ official Weibo/Wechat, while the following Item 19 investigates the major contents and forms of Weibo/Wechat. These three questions will show a basic pattern of the status of V-marketing in small businesses and the diversity of V-marketing approaches. Item 20 is about the followers’ quantity of official Weibo/Wechat of a business, and Item 21 reflects the increase of customer number that attracted by V-marketing platforms since the beginning of the application of V-marketing. Item 22 aims to show how the total revenue of the participated firms has increased after using V-marketing in terms of an estimated percentage range. The next two questions both relate to the cost of V-marketing, through which a positive trend of V-marketing investment might be identified. Items 25 and 26 are supposed to examine the popularity of preference of small business in choosing payment methods. Item 27 asks the respondents about the major challenges in the process of their V-marketing application. At the end of Section 3, Item 28 focuses on assessing if small businesses have confidence in future V-marketing development.

**DATA ANALYSIS AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS**

The data collected from the proposed survey have been summarized in the following tables and figures. The discussion about the potential managerial implications are presented below.

**TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>&lt; 25</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>31-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>≤ High School</td>
<td>Junior College</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Business Owner</td>
<td>Administrative Stuff</td>
<td>Ordinary Stuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 1** displays the basic demographic information regarding the gender, age, education background and business position of the respondents. For example, about 70% of the survey respondents are female, which clearly indicates that V-marketing has become a new professional field for young professional women in China. It can also be seen that most of the respondents (over 64%) are in the age group of 25 to 40, which can be viewed as an evidence that V-marketing may become a new and better career for young or middle-aged professionals, due to their relative familiarity of Internet and better skills of information technology. In terms of education background, about 2/3 of the respondents have a college or undergraduate education, while another 1/3 have a degree of high school or under. It shows that V-marketing is not a highly technology-oriented profession, compared to other popular I.T. professions. As for position, over half of the respondents are business owners or high-level administrators, which shouldn’t be surprised with the fact that owners and administrators in small businesses are more likely to manage or operate V-marketing directly due to the size of their businesses.

**TABLE 2: BUSINESS INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Size</th>
<th>≤ 20</th>
<th>21-50</th>
<th>51-100</th>
<th>100-199</th>
<th>≥ 200</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65.4%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Type</th>
<th>C &amp; E</th>
<th>Retail</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business History</th>
<th>&lt; 1 year</th>
<th>1-3 years</th>
<th>3-5 years</th>
<th>&gt; 5 years</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Revenue</th>
<th>&lt; 200</th>
<th>200-500</th>
<th>500-1000</th>
<th>1000-5000</th>
<th>&gt; 5000</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Customer</th>
<th>≤ 15</th>
<th>16-18</th>
<th>19-30</th>
<th>31-49</th>
<th>≥ 50</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>33.9%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general business information is summarized in Table 2, including the size, type, history, annual revenue and targeted customer categories of a business. As expected, over 65% respondents come from a business with less than 20 employees, a typical small business that this research attempts to target. The difference in size provides a direct reflection on annual revenue. More than half of the selected businesses generate a revenue of under 500,000 RMB (less than 80,000 USD) per year, of which the majority even have a revenue of less than 200,000 RMB (about 30,000 USD). As regard to business type, 41.4% of the participants work for retailing industry, which is quite normal as most small businesses concentrate into this industry due to its low-entry cost nature. The survey result also shows that the history of majority of selected businesses (over 55%) are under 5 years, which demonstrates that V-marketing can provide a powerful market channel for new businesses. Finally, as shown in this table, the targeted customers of the selected businesses are mainly between the age of 19 to 49, a strong signal that young and middle-aged consumers are major targeted customers of small business, because they are the
customers who have relatively steady income and up-to-date computer skills which make them more acceptable to V-marketing.

**TABLE 3: INTERNET MARKETING INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Data Flow</th>
<th>&lt; 500M</th>
<th>500M - 1G</th>
<th>&gt; 1G</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Channels</th>
<th>N &amp; M</th>
<th>Radio &amp; TV</th>
<th>Outdoor ads</th>
<th>Internet</th>
<th>SMS</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Marketing Channels</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Blog</th>
<th>Weibo</th>
<th>Wechat</th>
<th>E-mail</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio Increase of V-marketing</th>
<th>&lt; 10%</th>
<th>10%-30%</th>
<th>30%-50%</th>
<th>50%-80%</th>
<th>&gt; 80%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V-marketing Importance</th>
<th>Extremely</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Not</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: 1. Marketing Channels: N – newspaper, M – magazines. 2. Ratio Increase of V-marketing: the current ratio increase of V-marketing to the overall marketing, compared to the beginning of the application of V-marketing.)

Table 3 covers the Internet marketing related information. Item 1 is divided into three categories according to the current status of Chinese mobile operation. It shows that more than half of the respondents have their monthly data flow over 1G besides the use of Wi-Fi. This information may be used as a measure of how frequent the respondents use wireless devices. Regarding to market channel allocation, as predicted in the previous research, it is very normal to get the result that Internet has occupied over 1/3 of marketing channels, far beyond other traditional media like newspaper, magazines, radio, television and outdoor advertisements etc. It confirms that Internet has certainly become the most important channel for marketing. Furthermore, in terms of Internet marketing, Weibo and Wechat take a large proportion of 60.9%, which obviously provides evidence that V-marketing tends to be the dominating part among many Internet marketing tools. Following is about current V-marketing status, about 2/3 of the selected businesses indicated that their V-marketing has increased by 10% to 50%. In addition, 61.4% of the respondents rank V-marketing “Extremely Important” or “Very Important”, and another 35.1% rank it “Important”, that is, 96.5% of all participated businesses have realized the significance of V-marketing to their success. All these results verify that V-marketing has been accepted greatly by small businesses and is growing positively. As such, one can conclude that the importance of V-marketing to small business has been confirmed empirically by the data of this research.
Table 4: BASIC WEIBO/WECHAT INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using History</th>
<th>&lt; 1 year</th>
<th>1-3 years</th>
<th>3-5 years</th>
<th>&gt; 5 years</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Updating Frequency</th>
<th>Improved</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Categories</th>
<th>S.P.</th>
<th>A.C.</th>
<th>T &amp; P</th>
<th>P.P.A.</th>
<th>S.A.</th>
<th>I.F.</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Followers Number</th>
<th>&lt; 200</th>
<th>201-1,000</th>
<th>1,001-4,999</th>
<th>5,000-20,000</th>
<th>&gt; 20,000</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A numerical statement of basic Weibo/Wechat information is provided in Table 4. It can be seen from the results that more than 90% of the selected businesses have been using Weibo/Wechat for less than 5 years, in which over half of them have a using history of 1 to 3 years. It may present that Weibo and Wechat are relatively new tools for marketing attributed to the short history of their application in practice. The second item displays that over half of the selected businesses (58.1%) has improved the updating frequency of their official Weibo/Wechat, which reflects that these small businesses may already get benefits from V-marketing and are tending to pay more attention to further explore its potential. As regard to content categories of business official Weibo/Wechat, a proportion of 1/3 is taken by text and pictures, another 1/3 are sales promotion (19.5%) combined with advertising campaigns (22.2%). This provides a clear pattern that businesses are more likely to choose an easy-to-follow and visualized form to promote themselves through Weibo/Wechat. It can be found in the last item that 46.3% of the selected businesses only have 200 to 1,000 Weibo/Wechat followers, another quarter (26.9%) have 1,000 to 5,000 followers. This result exposes that small businesses are now facing a fierce competition in V-marketing and it may be a big challenge for them to enlarge the number of followers and improve the reputation of their businesses.

Table 5 presents primary information of V-marketing performance of small businesses selected in this research. Regard to the current increase of the customer that added by V-marketing since the application of this channel, the result shows that a large proportion of the selected businesses (40%) have a customer increase from 10% to 30%, then following with a better performance (29.1%) from 30% to 50%, and only a small portion of them (7.3%) perform excellently by having a customer increase of 50% - 70%. Item 2 refers to the current increase of the revenue that generated by V-marketing and is closely associated with Item1. It shows clearly that the result of revenue increase appears very consistent to the result of customer increase as expected. The result above has undoubtedly confirmed that V-marketing has contributed to the success and development of
selected small businesses. However, there is still room for them to continuously improve their performance. As to average annual cost of V-marketing, the data displays that nearly 80% of selected businesses spend less than 50,000 RMB (8,000 USD) on V-marketing each year, among which a large proportion of them (40.8%) even have an annual V-marketing cost of less than 10,000 RMB (1,600 USD). This may be an obvious reflection of the fact that the low-cost nature is one of the most important advantages of V-marketing. Based on the data of annual V-marketing cost, it is not surprisingly to find in the last item that over half of the selected businesses have increased their investment in V-marketing and almost all of the rest (38.1%) have made their V-marketing investment keep in the same level with last year. It can certainly be viewed as an optimistic signal for future V-marketing development.

### Table 5: V-MARKETING PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio Increase of Customers</th>
<th>&lt; 10%</th>
<th>10%-30%</th>
<th>30%-50%</th>
<th>50%-70%</th>
<th>&gt; 70%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio Increase of Revenue</th>
<th>&lt; 10%</th>
<th>10%-30%</th>
<th>30%-50%</th>
<th>50%-70%</th>
<th>&gt; 70%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.6%</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Annual Cost of V-marketing</th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th>10-30</th>
<th>30-50</th>
<th>&gt; 50</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40.8%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V-marketing Cost Change</th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>Decrease</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54.8%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: 1. Ratio Increase of Customers: the current estimated increase of the customer base (by %) that added by V-marketing channels to the total customer base, compared to the beginning of the application of V-marketing. 2. Ratio Increase of Revenue: the current estimated increase of the revenue (by %) that generated by V-marketing channels to the gross revenue, compared to the beginning of the application of V-marketing. 3. Average Annual cost of V-marketing: in 1,000 RMB. 4. V-marketing Cost Change: compared to last year.)

Finally, the issues and challenges of V-marketing for small businesses are investigated and summarized in Table 6. The result of Item 1 shows that cash is still the most basic payment method for selected businesses, which accounts for 28.9%, then follows credit/debit card (24.2%). In contrast, some online payment methods, and online banking, only take a small percentage of about 15% respectively. Additionally, it is showed in Item 2 that cash is also the best-loved payment method for selected business and accounts for over 1/3 among all payment methods. Like the result of Item 1, the second favorite choice of payment method appears to be credit/debit card (21.7%). A few must-mentioned potential challenges in V-marketing are given in the survey and the participants are asked to make the response, the results are listed in Item 3 of Table 6. It is not surprising to find that more than 1/3 of the selected businesses consider payment security as their potential challenge, which means payment security issue is still the major concern for small businesses in China. It is a clear reflection of the fact that payment fraud issue has not been solved.
till recent. When it refers to the future plan of V-marketing, half of the selected businesses are considering about further developing V-marketing, and 29.6% of them even have had specific plan already. This discloses that an overwhelming majority of small businesses participated in this research think highly of V-marketing prospect and regard it as an appropriate marketing channel for the future.

**Table 6: ISSUES & CHALLENGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Method</th>
<th>Cash</th>
<th>Credit/Debit Card</th>
<th>Alipay</th>
<th>Wechat</th>
<th>Online Banking</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred Payment Method</th>
<th>Cash</th>
<th>Credit/Debit Card</th>
<th>Alipay</th>
<th>Wechat</th>
<th>Online Banking</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Challenges</th>
<th>D.S.</th>
<th>P.S.</th>
<th>H.C.N.F.</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future Plan</th>
<th>Already planned.</th>
<th>Under consideration.</th>
<th>No plan.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: 1. Potential Challenges: D.S. – Delivery speed, P.S. – Payment security, H.C.N.F. – Handling of customers’ negative feedback. 2. Future Plan: if the business plan to further explore V-marketing with increased resources in the future.)

**CONCLUSIONS**

This paper presents an empirical study about the trend, issues and challenges of V-marketing for small businesses in China. The results of this research show a strong evidence that V-marketing tends to be the most powerful marketing channel for small businesses in China, and has been accepted greatly by small businesses. Specifically, it is shown that V-marketing has become a new professional filed for young professionals and entrepreneurs, and it is more appropriate for the new small businesses which engage in those traditional low entry-cost industries. Moreover, the research confirms that though Weibo and Wechat are relatively new Internet marketing platforms in China, a large amount of small businesses have already get benefits from these new emerging Internet marketing applications and are planning to further explore their potential. In other words, low-cost nature appears to be the most important advantages of V-marketing that makes small businesses prefer this marketing channel. However, it is also revealed that small businesses are now facing a fierce V-marketing competition and there is still great potential for them to continuously improve their performance. In addition, this paper exposes that payment security issue is still considered as the biggest challenge for small businesses in China, which reflects that there is an urgent need in China on solving payment fraud issue. In summary, most of the small businesses in China believe in the great future of V-marketing application and V-marketing will
play increasing important role in the success and development of small businesses in the current Internet era.

This paper is the first stage of an on-going research project. More in-depth follow-up research will be conducted based on the result of this research, such as a comprehensive survey which will include wide range of different industries and different size of businesses, a focused study on the perception about v-marketing from consumers’ perspective, and finally, a research on the reaction and response of marketing analysis about the application and potential of V-marketing.
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ABSTRACT

The present manuscript examines digital direct marketing and the most common e-commerce digital sales channels. These digital sales channels include direct website visits, display ads, email, organic search, paid search, referrals, and social media. The theoretical mechanism that serves as the basis for the manuscript is social legitimacy theory. Specifically, the focus is on developing propositions regarding the likely effects of each digital sales channel on both perceived social legitimacy and potential Web sales performance. Although all digital sales channels may generate sales, it is proposed that display ads and paid search may negatively affect perceived social legitimacy.
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INTRODUCTION

While brick-and-mortar retailing has been on the decline, marketers have increasingly relied on digital direct marketing. However, the costs involved in designing and deploying effective digital sales channels are significantly high [27]. As a result, it is important to understand the benefits of allocating resources to build a firm’s digital sales channels. As consumers flow through the digital environment, they inevitably leave an electronic signature that can potentially be traced by researchers, allowing marketers to collect and track various metrics associated with each digital sales channel. Hence, online retailers can potentially use this information to help allocate marketing budgets towards the most lucrative digital sales and marketing channels. Yet, much of the data is proprietary and very little publicly available research exists to date that could help fledgling online retailers identify which of these sources of retail traffic are associated with actual Web sales outcomes. In fact, there are no studies available in the academic literature to date that have examined the direct effect of these digital sales channels on actual sales performance. Instead, in the absence of sales data, most academic research has focused on variables such as conversion rates, purchase intentions, or even stock prices as proxies for sales [9a] [22] [33].

Given the lack of empirical results, future research studies are needed to help elucidate the relationship between digital direct marketing and sales. Therefore, in the current manuscript, we examine a handful of different digital sales channels, including direct
website traffic, display ads, email, both organic and paid search engine results, referrals from other sites, and social media. Furthermore, we examine these direct channels within the context of social legitimization theory. As suggested in previous research, perceptions regarding social legitimacy affect consumers’ everyday lives, as legitimization is a micro-level phenomenon that occurs as individuals make sense of their world [5]. Considering the impact of digital media on this ongoing process, we examine the likely effectiveness of the various digital sales channels on the perceived social legitimacy of the firm, its products, and its messages. In addition, we present a series of propositions for future analysis and testing.

SOCIAL LEGITIMACY THEORY

As articulated by others, “legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” [25, p. 574]. Legitimacy is a broad construct, and different researchers have found various categories of legitimacy through which individuals evaluate companies and consumption practices. While the generalized definition of legitimacy applies to them all, “each type of legitimacy rests on a somewhat different behavioral dynamic” [25, p. 577]. The concept of legitimacy was initially developed by researchers in the field of organizational behavior as a theoretical apparatus to address the dynamics which “constrain, construct and empower organizational actors” [25, p. 571]. Thus, the origin of the concept of legitimacy can be found within the realm of institutional theory. However, within the past decade, a handful of researchers have applied the concept of legitimacy with the purpose of addressing why consumers perceive certain brands or consumption practices as legitimate, but not others [13] [14] [16]. As a multilevel discourse-based construct, a wide range of media, communications methods, and authorities can be used as bases for legitimacy judgments [10]. As such, one can use the concept of legitimacy to gauge the authenticity and sincerity of all marketing communications, including both paid messages and naturally derived communications such as organic search results.

It has been suggested that social legitimacy occurs on three levels: regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive [24]. Regulative legitimacy refers to the degree to which a practice conforms to the rules and regulations set forth by a superseding organization, such as the government. Irrespective of legal status, normative legitimacy can be thought of as the degree to which a particular practice is perceived to be congruent with fundamental norms and values. Finally, cognitive legitimacy can be defined as the degree to which the practice can be categorized and understood according to existing cognitive schemas and cultural frameworks [25]. As reasoned by previous researchers, cultural-cognitive legitimacy “occurs when consumers routinely inscribe frames on a brand with little reflective or critical thought” [16, p. 643]. In other words, practices or products imbued with cultural-cognitive legitimacy are so overwhelmingly accepted as integral components of the social fabric that they may even serve as standards or archetypes in the minds of consumers.

In a consumer context, we would expect consumers to judge a product or consumption practice as legitimate or illegitimate based on whether the product is assigned cultural-
cognitive legitimacy within the consumer’s social group [31]. Cultural-cognitive legitimacy can be obtained through either explicit or implicit mechanisms. As described by previous research, “legitimation can occur through explicit mechanisms such as consumer reward or punishment” [13, p. 491]. In particular, if the product lives up to consumer expectations, it will likely be acknowledged as legitimate. In addition, and more commonly, legitimacy may also be obtained through implicit mechanisms. For example, if a brand is seen as an established artifact of daily life, it will quickly attain cultural-cognitive legitimacy [13]. Therefore, repeated exposures to the brand within a positive and socially desirable context will enhance its cognitive and cultural legitimacy. Considering the indispensable nature of mobile and online technologies to consumers’ everyday lives, as well as the personal influence disseminated through this technology, we propose that the digital sales channel medium elevates the brand’s social status so that it becomes capable of affirming one’s social identity and bolstering one’s sense of self-worth [31].

**PROPOSITIONS**

Marketers are increasingly using new technologies to supplement and even replace their traditional communications channels. As with any innovation, organizations often struggle to successfully integrate new technologies within their established organizational structures, processes, and operations [32]. Yet, considering the growing influence of digital communications technologies, integrated marketing communications models need to be modified to consider these emerging tools. Collectively, (1) direct website traffic, (2) display ads, (3) email, (4) organic search engine results, (5) paid search engine results, (6) referrals from other sites, and (7) social media are responsible for the overwhelming majority of new ad spending [15]. While global advertising revenues grew by 7.2 percent in 2018 to reach a total of $552 billion, digital media sales are forecast to represent nearly half of global ad dollars by 2020 at the latest [8]. Moreover, the shift from high cost media such as TV and newspapers to lower cost digital media has been taking place on a continuing basis since the early 2000s [21]. From the marketer’s perspective, the introduction of these new, internet-based sales channels means that a larger customer base may become accessible and the marginal cost of reaching these customers may be negligible [3]. From the consumer’s perspective, the choice to access one of these sales channels can be explained through the lens of social legitimacy theory.

**Direct traffic**

In a 2017 study of e-commerce, online consulting firm, SEMrush, noted that direct traffic to sites was the most significant website traffic source. Specifically, SEMrush found that 42.2 percent of overall traffic to e-commerce sites was generated by direct traffic. In comparison, only 3 percent was driven by social media [35]. The report went on to say that the relative dominance of direct traffic can be attributed to good brand awareness and brand loyalty. Consumers perceive the direct marketing channel as a viable purchase route with high utility. For that reason, they are often willing to forgo whatever benefits the traditional intermediaries provide in order to gain the resulting convenience and/or savings [4].
Having consciously and purposively chosen to access the site, these consumers represent a group of self-selected prospects with a high degree of engagement. In other words, consumers who choose to directly access a website have already accepted the social legitimacy of the marketer. Accordingly, we offer the first proposition.

**P1:** The direct traffic sales channel will have a significant positive effect on both perceived social legitimacy and Web sales.

**Displays ads**

Not every consumer begins their shopping process by logging directly onto a marketer’s website. Advertising plays an important role as well. In the realm of digital advertising, display ads, also known as banner ads, are ads that appear on websites and offer a click-through option. These ad placements are most often negotiated on a pay-per-click basis. As with other forms of online advertising, display ads can be designed to target specific demographics, zip codes, or interests, commonly known as behavioral targeting. When a given ad is effectively calibrated to address a consumer’s needs and interests, its social legitimacy is enhanced, leading users to click on the display ad. Subsequently, the consumer is sent to a specific landing page. For many online retailers, their landing page is a transactional website capable of generating direct sales.

However, recent research on the effectiveness of display ads suggests that click-through rates may be lower for repetitive display ads. Specifically, it has been demonstrated that click-through rates actually decrease as ad frequency and ad recency (the time interval between ad exposures) increase [6]. In addition, another study found that, in comparison to display ads, referrals are likely to be perceived as far more credible, calling into question the effectiveness of digital display advertising [1]. Consequently, we can expect a negative impact on perceived social legitimacy. However, display advertising may still drive sales by other mechanisms such as enhancing brand awareness or stimulating unplanned purchases. Consequently, we offer the second proposition.

**P2:** The display ads sales channel will have a significant negative effect on perceived social legitimacy but a significant positive effect on Web sales.

**Email**

Email marketing involves both advertising and promotional materials delivered to prospective customers through email messages. In the early days of ecommerce, many online retailers relied on registration and cookie technology to target visitors with promotional emails [11]. Despite the development of newer digital marketing technologies, email remains an important part of the marketing mix for online retailers. Research shows that the majority of the largest online retailers still rely heavily on email. In fact, fully 70 percent of online retailers employ email marketing [19]. Moreover, it has been shown that larger retailers send more emails per customer per year than their smaller rivals [12]. This is because, in addition to their low cost, one important advantage of email marketing is that
the content of emails can be optimized through testing and analysis to maximize effectiveness.

According to previous research, sharing of essential resources such as information and experiences strengthens the cultural norms and values of the brand [10]. Hence, email marketing is a promotional method capable of enhancing perceived social legitimacy. In addition, it has been estimated that email provides twice the return on investment relative to other forms of online marketing [19]. Thus, email is also capable of driving sales outcomes. This leads to the third proposition.

**P3:** The email sales channel will have a significant positive effect on both perceived social legitimacy and Web sales.

**Organic Search**

Information seeking consumers widely use search engines, making this one of the most popular activities on the Internet [28]. Indeed, the share of U.S. online adults who conduct searches on their mobile phones at least once a week increased from 38 percent in 2013 to 57 percent in 2017 [23]. Search results can be divided into two categories, organic and paid. Organic rankings of advertisers’ websites in response to consumer search activities are based on complex and proprietary algorithms devised by the search engine. There is some evidence to suggest that, due to the perceived “editorial integrity” of organic listings, consumers have a positive bias towards these organic search results [34]. Because of this, when consumers follow an organic search outcome to a marketer’s website, it is likely that the organic search sales channel has had a significant positive effect on perceived social legitimacy. In addition, they are also likely to be positively predisposed towards that marketer’s goods and services, which drives sales. This leads to the fourth proposition.

**P4:** The organic search sales channel will have a significant positive effect on both perceived social legitimacy and Web sales.

**Paid Search**

In addition to a list of organic results, consumers also receive paid search results in response to their search queries. However, consumers tend to question the sincerity and integrity of these paid search listings [34]. This is unfortunate because the legitimacy of brands is contested in online communities every day [10]. Therefore, the use of paid messages with questionable credibility can potentially lead to a significant negative impact on perceived social legitimacy.

Nevertheless, in the case of all search outcomes, including paid search results, the information provided to consumers is directly determined by the consumers’ search keywords [17]. As a result, despite their relatively lower trustworthiness in comparison to organic search results, paid search results are still likely to be of direct relevance to consumers. Therefore, they are also still likely to be capable of driving sales outcomes. This leads to the fifth proposition.
P5: The paid search sales channel will have a significant negative effect on perceived social legitimacy but a significant positive effect on Web sales.

Referrals

In online retailing, website referrals occur when people are prompted to click on hyperlinks or related content on other sites. This strategy represents a low-cost acquisition strategy that offers the opportunity to attract high-quality new customers. Firms prompt referrals through both inbound and outbound mechanisms [1]. Inbound mechanisms include tactics such as hosting a “refer a friend” link on the company webpage. Out-bound referral mechanisms include suggesting third party sites to proactively pass on information in the hopes that it will attract consumers to the marketer’s landing page. In recent years, referrals have become a significant source of website traffic. In fact, one recent report indicates that referrals are responsible for 35 percent of all traffic [30]. Moreover, the percentages are even greater for mobile web [29].

Cognitive legitimacy reflects assumptions regarding the degree to which “an individual’s social environment accepts the consumption of a certain product or service as necessary” [9, p. 539]. Considering the ability of referrals to reinforce this assumption, they are certainly likely to have positive implications for the social legitimization of the firm and its message. Not surprisingly, referrals have become crucial to retailers’ digital strategies. Considering the likely role of website referrals in enhancing perceived social legitimacy and driving sales, we offer the sixth proposition.

P6: The referrals sales channel will have a significant positive effect on both perceived social legitimacy and Web sales.

Social media

Finally, social media enable consumers to instantly share their purchase decisions with their friends, family, and acquaintances. Accordingly, firms are increasingly seeking to capitalize on these online social networks to compensate for the decreasing effectiveness of traditional influence such as mass media advertising [22]. This is a wise decision, as research reveals that consumers spend more time engaging in social networks than any other online activity [2]. The largest social channel is Facebook, and most Facebook ads today consist of stand-alone video within the news feed [23]. It has been suggested that consumers consider information they obtain from social media to be more trustworthy than marketing messages received through traditional channels [7]. Thus, we can expect this sales channel to significantly enhance social legitimacy perceptions. Also, because consumers are so actively engaged with social media, it is also likely to yield positive sales outcomes. This leads us to our final proposition.

P7: The social media sales channel will have a significant positive effect on both perceived social legitimacy and Web sales.
DISCUSSION AND POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS

Traditional brick-and-mortar retailers have long focused their marketing efforts on increasing store traffic. This is because, if they have the human resources and the physical store space necessary to convert these prospects into customers, the result is an increase in sales volume and, ultimately, store profits. Unfortunately, evidence suggests that physical retailers typically contend with labor limitations and consumer perceptions of store crowding. Consequently, sales volume often exhibits diminishing returns to scale with respect to store traffic [20]. However, online retailers don’t face these limitations. Instead, as long as they can generate traffic to their websites and convert those visitors to customers, there are few limits on increasing their sales. In addition, if online retailers can identify the source of website traffic that is associated with the highest sales results, they can maximize both the efficiency and the effectiveness of their marketing efforts. Therefore, through the use of actual digital sales channel traffic and Web sales data, researchers may be able to identify valuable findings for practitioners and theorists alike.

The proposed analyses are important to study in the future because the link between digital sales channels and Web sales has not always been clear in the past. For instance, it has been noted that online retailers have been largely unable to quantify the return on investment in social media. For example, one industry study reported that 59% of retailers believe that the returns from social media are unclear [18]. One possible explanation for the lack of clarity regarding the effectiveness of social media as well as other digital direct sales channels may be due to the widespread use of proxy variables to measure outcomes. Without analyzing sales results, any examination of the effectiveness of a firm’s marketing efforts is bound to be inconclusive.

It may not be necessary for practitioners to simultaneously invest in each of the digital sales channels. In fact, doing so may actually be redundant and possibly lead to diminishing returns. Therefore, when constrained by limited resources, an online retailer may choose to eliminate digital sales channels that could prove to be superfluous. Therefore, from a practitioner viewpoint especially, determining the veracity of our propositions could provide important insight when it comes to making critical decisions on prioritizing marketing budgets. Nevertheless, it is important for online retailers to contemplate factors such as sales channel compatibility with product attributes or target market considerations when making such adjustments.

Finally, future studies may seek to examine additional variables not included in our propositions. For example, conversion rates can also be examined alongside sales results. Also, we can expect even newer technologies such as 360-degree video, augmented reality, and virtual reality to emerge in the future, providing additional opportunities and challenges for marketers [23]. As a result, studies may need to be replicated regularly, as future consumers may choose to access transactional websites from an even wider range of digital sales channels.
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ABSTRACT

This study intends to offer an integrated Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) - Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique for evaluating the perceived risk factors affecting mobile money adoption services in the context of Togolese financial services. This research proposes determinants such as privacy risk, time risk, security risk, and perceived cost. The data collected from both mobile money users and potential users were analyzed using SEM, and ANN approaches.

This study extends previous research in several directions. The results of SEM showed that privacy risk perceived, security risk perceived, and cost perceived exercised significant effect on the aggregate perception of risk for mobile money acceptance and usage. The SEM results were taken as inputs for the ANN approach. The results of ANN emphasized that perceived privacy risk is the most critical determinant for mobile money adoption amongst the respondents.

The primary outcomes of this study revealed that the application of a two-step SEM–ANN approach offers two significant advantages: First, it allows additional verification of the results derived from the SEM analysis. Second, this approach enables apprehending not only linear but also complex nonlinear relationships between antecedents and dependent constructs, particularly measuring of the relative influence of each predictor.

The ANN-based SEM technique could be superior to traditional SEM techniques due to its ability to measure non-linear relations by using different activation functions and layers of hidden nodes. The outcome of the integrated approach is projected to guide the decision and policymakers for easy evaluation of the various type of risk affecting consumers for choosing mobile money services.

Keywords: Mobile Financial Services, Consumer Behavior, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN).
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An Analysis of Benign and Malignant Tumors: A Machine-Learning Model
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In this paper, we will be analyzing data collected by researchers in an effort to create a machine-learning model that will identify whether a tumor is cancerous or benign and does not require surgical intervention.
Applying Kahoot.com in Operations Management Class

Mrs. Huiling Liu

1. Georgia Southern University

Technology development has changed the learning environment dramatically. Not only have technology tools such as PowerPoint, Video, Folio, Email, etc. become popular in classroom, but also the new generation learners who grow up in a world embedded with technology like flexible and interactive learning environment. Under this circumstance, traditional teaching method such as visual and verbal explanation may not be effective anymore. New teaching methods are required. Is there a new teaching method that can effectively encourage learning and thus improve learning outcomes in new learning environment? This study aims to answer this question through an experiment study. We propose that the application of Kahoot.com in teaching can provide flexible and interactive learning environment to students and thus significantly improve students' learning outcomes. Kahoot.com is a game-based learning platform designed to assist instructors improve their teaching effectiveness and help students to achieve high level learning outcomes. Instructors can create various learning games, “kahoots”, which are comprised of questions, practices, and quizzes in different forms, for their courses. Students who obtain PIN from their instructors can play these games either by participating ‘individual to individual’ games or ‘team to team’ games during or after class. Based on theory of gamified learning, we believe that the application of Kahoot.com in teaching can positively influence students' attitude of learning, willingness to devote to class, and learning outcomes. We plan to conduct an experiment study in the course of “Operations Management” in Georgia Southern University to estimate the proposed effects. Survey will be designed to estimate students’ attitudes and willingness to devote to class.
The relationship between environmental dynamism in an industry and the operational performance of an organization has been widely explored in operations management research. Evidence from previous research in operations management shows that environmental dynamism in an industry negatively affects the operational performance of a firm. The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether a diverse board structure significantly moderates the relationship between environmental dynamism and the operational performance of a firm using the theoretical lens of dynamic capabilities theory. Dynamic capabilities theory states that dynamic capabilities of a firm refer to the firm’s ability to reconfigure its strategy, to build, integrate and reconstruct internal and external resources to achieve sustainable competitive advantages and attain superior performance in rapidly changing environments. Dynamic capabilities act as buffers between a firm’s resources and the dynamically changing business environment to increase firm performance and thereby help a firm sustain its competitive advantage. Dynamic capabilities of a firm are unique to the firm, are path dependent and emphasize on resource development and resource renewal. The novelty of this paper is in determining how the number of women directors in a corporate board and the board of directors’ age range negatively moderate the effect of environmental dynamism on operational performance for U.S. manufacturing firms, thereby improving the operational performance of the manufacturing firm. This model will be analyzed using secondary data for U.S. firms from 1990 to 2018 using simultaneous equation modelling technique. The results will refine our understanding of what makes a diverse corporate board effective in a dynamic environment in the U.S. manufacturing industry.

**Keywords:** Board gender diversity, Board of directors’ age range, Environmental Dynamism, Operational Performance
How health behaviors affect the academic performance?
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Student health behaviors reflect a broad pattern that affects students’ study life and academic performance. It creates an environment, either healthy or unhealthy, that in turn affects other students as well. With first-hand survey data from James Madison University students, this study examines the effects of health behaviors and socio-demographics on students’ academic performance, as measured by their grade point average (GPA). We found that white young adults had relatively better performance averages when compared to other ethnic groups. This pattern was the same for both males and females. Student smokers were found to have lower GPA than nonsmokers, student athletes to have lower GPA than non-athletes, and drinkers to have lower GPA than nondrinkers, while not significantly. As expected, we found that students enrolled in more credit hours are associated with a higher GPA and statistically significant. This may be because students who perform better academically tend to register for more credit hours. This study helps students better understand the factors that affect their academic performance. It provides students with insight that findings may or may not be consistent with an original hypothesis.
There is an increasing concern about the environmental degradation due to economic growth of firms, where increased economic activity is perceived to be linked to more environmental damage. Extant literature connects national culture with environmental performance at the country level, using Hofstede cultural scores. Other studies have looked at the impact of national culture on the social and environmental performance of companies (measured as a value of each firm’s intangible capital) around the world. Prior literature has also conceptualized the link between organizational culture and corporate sustainability, using the competing values framework. Past studies have used the Hofstede’s cultural score and /or GLOBE cultural factors in linking culture to environmental performance at the unit of analysis of a country. This research addresses the gap in literature of studying the impact of organizational culture on environmental performance at the firm level. Also, this study uses the GLOBE cultural factors instead of the Hofstede cultural factors, due to their high validity. The four dimensions of GLOBE cultural factors that this study uses are Performance Orientation, Assertiveness, In-Group Collectivism and Gender Egalitarianism. Some of the dimensions of environmental performance that this study looks at are material and energy consumption, resource conservation, toxin reduction and remediation, environmental education, water usage, waste reduction programs, suppliers and transportation etc. This study is in the process of collecting empirical data to analyze the relationship between organizational culture and environmental performance. The results of the study would be used to indicate how cultural orientation of organizations link to the environmental performance of organizations, thereby answering the question as to why operations of some organizations are more environmentally sustainable than others.

Keywords: environmental performance, GLOBE cultural factors, cultural orientation
Increasing the environmental transparency of the coffee supply chain using blockchain for carbon tracking and package labeling
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The coffee supply chain consists of many resource inputs; a farmer, picker, washer, dryer, huller, roaster, sorter, packager, shipper, distributor, and consumer. At each stage of the supply chain, carbon equivalents represent an important output, one that should largely be considered and measured as climate change mitigation efforts become an imperative. However, there is an opportunity within coffee supply chains for carbon sequestration, which decreases the overall carbon footprint of the product and even allows for the process to retain more carbon than it emits. Blockchain, a distributed ledger technology, can be used to capture and store this data in a decentralized and highly secure way each time a transaction is made. The carbon equivalents data stored in the blockchain can be used to create labels to inform consumers of the environmental impacts of their purchase at the decision making point. This paper investigated the transparency and traceability of coffee production by quantifying carbon equivalents at each node of the supply chain through the empirical implementation of blockchain technology. Blockchain is an important tool in making supply chains transparent in that it is trustworthy, immutable and mature enough to produce such complex environmental metrics. These outputs can then be displayed on a label to inform consumers about the externalities of their purchase at the decision making point. It is a quality solution to impending regulatory and consumer demand, will allow for an increase in corporate accountability, and will be an essential tool in redefining stakeholder value. A permissioned blockchain model was developed for an exemplar coffee supply chain to store carbon equivalents data through smart contracts. The model was empirically tested in Amazon Web Services through hyperledger fabric. The results show that it is possible to use blockchain and that it is mature enough to be used as the new storage technology for independent participants throughout the supply chain. The capabilities of blockchain align directly with the needs of supply chain systems where participants are independent from one another and would allow them to preserve the integrity of the data they exchange without relying on a centralized authority to provide the trust mechanism, such as in relational databases. The utility of data stored in the blockchain can be used to generate consumer labeling to make supply chain data transparent and consumable to the consumer, whose satisfaction is the ultimate goal of supply chain management.
Corporate sustainability is becoming more attractive and necessary as companies strive to improve their long-term economic development by merging responsibility and profit. One technique sustainability-oriented companies have been employing is enhancing traceability within their supply chains. Scholars and supply chain managers believe that blockchain technology can benefit and help in enhancing green supply chain management. This work is focused on developing a wood traceability method that integrates blockchain technology within the Lowe’s Company in order to enhance traceability and verify certification of wood along the supply chain. This project will investigate can wood be accurately tracked throughout the supply chain to ensure certification integrity.
College can be a difficult transition for any student. Living on your own for the first time, deciding on a career path, and a whole new world of responsibilities just scratches the surface of the many challenges a new college student will face. One of the biggest gaps experienced by college students is financial knowledge and responsibility. The majority of students are beginning to take more control over their personal finances and lack the skill and knowledge to make responsible financial decisions. The focus of my distinction project is measuring the financial literacy, or lack thereof, of Roanoke College students and determining ways to lessen this gap. Through research on prior academic work in this area three primary topics were chosen to create a module administered in a one-hour block during the week of freshman orientation. This goal of this module was to increase students' knowledge in this field and aid in becoming more financially responsible. A survey that was administered at the beginning of the session was also created with two sections: background information and budgeting/credit knowledge. Background information was collected to determine the student's gauge of their own financial understanding. The second section asked some basic questions regarding budgeting and credit to later compare these answers with a post-survey in order to see if the session was successful in improving their knowledge in these subjects. Following the module session we sent out a post-survey around 5 weeks later that replaced the background information in the first survey with questions regarding their reaction to the session. The second section that tested knowledge on budgeting/credit information was the same as the original survey. The purpose of this was to compare the responses before and after the module session to see if there was any improvement after being formally introduced to the information. The response section also allowed us more insight as to how the information was received and what other information students wished to know more about. A second session was scheduled for mid-November in order to gather more information and reach a greater number of freshman. Following the second session all of the data will be analyzed and gathered into a format that can be visually presented to an audience. The final result will consist of an academic paper that will compile the results of my research and literature review that I have completed. In the future, the hope is that schools will be able to provide assistance to incoming students to enable them to be prepared for the financial responsibility that is required of them for the rest of their life.
Production of agriculture is a pillar of our economy that allows for us to keep advancing. Therefore, understanding how and why the agricultural landscape is changing is important for our advancement. Farm consolidation, an aging workforce, access to new technology, and diminished traditional mid-sized farmers in importance are significant trends. As farming transitions to a more corporate, large scale industry model, it is important to examine the causes and consequences of these changes. Our study examines several factors and attempts to address the question: “Is agriculture a self-sustainable form of income for mid-sized farms in Southeastern United States?”

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) data provides a cost breakdown and net income before government assistance or insurance payments are configured into the producer’s overall operation. The US Census of Agriculture (2017) indicates the typical producer is a white male with an average size farm of 441 acres. This excludes many farmers from being qualified to participate in these aid programs to get extra assistance during financially stressful months.

Additionally, the rising average age of farmers is a concern. Roughly one-third of current farmers in the United States are 65 years or older and 36% are 65 or older in South Carolina. The average age range for a farmer is 55-64. As this age increases, concern for the aging workforce is gaining traction (United States Census of Agriculture, 2017).

A trend of farm consolidation indicates Middle-size traditional farmers appear to be financially vulnerable and under distress. The majority of these farmers’ household income is by other revenue streams. While there is an increase in efficiency with technological advancement, many midsize farmers cannot afford this new technology and may become obsolete and forced to leave the industry (Most Farmers Receive, 2018). Other common trends include increased capital costs and a scarcity of labor. Income in agriculture can also vary due to factors such as futures markets, commodity prices, weather, changes in each Farm Bill, new cash crops, and an increase in organic farming.

In this paper, we analyze data to describe why these farmers are forced to be resourceful and how they are resourceful to maintaining their livelihood. To measure this, we compare nationwide averages to local, regional or state data. From there, we look at FSA and the most recent Farm Bills to note monetary allocation for producer aid. We also examine widespread trends in the industry.
Maximizing The Use of Resources at Anderson Interfaith Ministries Through the Optimization Capabilities of Linear Programming
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The objective of this research paper is to show the use of linear programming to optimize the fundraising operations at Anderson Interfaith Ministries (AIM) through the maximization of resources. AIM is a local food bank and non-profit that serves to meet the needs of the people in the Anderson, SC area. They have several annual events that are used to raise funds for their ministry and operations. This project seeks to use linear programming to maximize the use of their fundraising capabilities to provide the optimal mix of events that will benefit the ministry the most. In the past year, AIM was able to financially assist 422 families with $73,947 of collected charitable donations.
There is empirical evidence that an incumbent would respond to competitors' attacks on its market by adjusting marketing mix variables. Despite the widespread occurrence of market entry and exit, the dynamics of such phenomena are complex and still poorly understood. Several studies have identified that market-specific characteristics are critical features of firms' survival in a market. However, there are a few studies in the literature that take the operational characteristics of the firms into account. Combining the concept of market survival with the notion of the operational capabilities of a firm, the effect of the incumbent's operational trade-off on the newcomer's survival in the context of the airline industry was empirically assessed. Particularly, I analyze how adopting an operational capability strategy would affect the incumbent survival and new entrant's exit likelihood in a market. To test the hypothesis, a unique route level data set that combines airlines' network characteristics, flight service quality, flight fare with airports, and the market level data is assembled. It is expected that there is a need to consider market-based operational capabilities when applying any market defense strategy and offer prescriptions for managers on how to protect their markets more effectively by applying appropriate operational strategies. This study provides a new insight for academics and managers regarding the impact of the incumbent's operational capability trade-offs on their market survival and the likelihood of a new entrant's exit likelihood. It makes significant contributions to the marketing and operations management literature. Moreover, the managerial implication of this paper is that well-established incumbent firms should be cautious in the implementation of their operational capability trade-offs to the market entry and exit.
Optimizing School Bus Stops Using Clustering Methods

Regular Session

Mr. Ian Dors

1. Christopher Newport University

The goal of this research project is to optimize the procedure of creating school bus stops and assigning students to them. In many US counties, the beginning of the academic year in public schools is associated with substantial preparatory work. One of these activities is deciding where the bus stops will be located and which students will be assigned to each bus stop. In the vast majority of counties, this labor-intensive task is done manually and therefore, often results in a sub-optimal distribution of bus stops. If too many bus stops are created with too few students assigned to them, then this will result in the scheduling of additional bus routes to pick up school students, as bus routes will take too much time. In this case, the county Office of Transportation will need to spend additional funds for more buses, hiring drivers, gas, and maintenance. The focus of this research, therefore, is two-fold: (a) automate the task of creating bus stops and assigning students to them, and (b) minimize the total number of stops required, resulting in fewer bus routes. The project goals will be addressed by utilizing clustering algorithms, which will allow the grouping of students who live close by each other and assigning a bus stop for them. When the clustering technique is developed, the second part of this project will be to implement this proposed algorithm in software using a combination of Python and JavaScript.
Personal Wellness: An Empirical Study of the Ramifications of Overusing Instagram
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Instagram is a rapidly growing social media hub. With this growth, there is a concern that using this social media giant is causing an increase in a user’s depression, anxiety, the tendency of eating disorders, and a decrease in self-confidence. The growth is concerning because the more people that use Instagram, the more these mental health concerns increase. The researchers examine the problems of frequently using Instagram by surveying 116 college students at a small liberal arts institution. The data collected demonstrated that if college students use Instagram more, then they have poor personal wellness in relation to eating disorders, depression, and self-confidence. Further, our research points to evidence of a cyclical relationship between depression and Instagram use, mainly that the more one uses Instagram the worse they felt, which caused them to use it even more. Anxiety was insignificant in relation to Instagram use. This research sheds light on the growing problem of decreased personal wellness and its relationship to Instagram use. More research is required on this topic to investigate how depression and the tendency of eating disorders can influence Instagram use.
Although a growing amount of literature highlights the importance of effective resource orchestration, little is known about the costs associated with adjusting the firm's resource base and its risk implications. Resource adjustments are necessary to stay competitive and, in best case, increase the firm's market value. They are, however, not costless and can expose firms to risk. It is therefore critical to understand what resource adjustments (expressed in adjustment costs) bear what risk. In this paper, we examine the relationship between resource adjustment costs and a firm's downside risk, i.e. the risk of below target performance. Analyzing a large secondary data sample of 7,439 US firms, we seek to find support for our hypothesis that there exists an inverse U-shaped relationship between adjustment costs and downside risk, with the highest risk occurring at a medium level of adjustment costs.
Retail Optimization for Habitat for Humanity’s ReStore

Mr. Christopher White ¹, Mr. Marquis King ¹, Ms. Adrianna Rouhac ¹
¹ Fayetteville State University

With all of the challenges brick and mortar stores face with the competition of other stores, choosing an efficient product layout should be a top priority. The problem with many retail stores is their product layout. Without an optimized layout the store will not have a proper flow, causing the layout to be confusing and in turn customers to struggle finding the product they are looking for. The primary focus for this study was Habitat for Humanity's ReStore. This ReStore location consisted of countless departments that were scattered randomly throughout the store. The store was unorganized, cluttered and needed an interior re-organization in order to improve sales and profitability. The study we performed consisted of measuring the entire store, labeling, measuring and calculating revenue per square foot of each department. The data we collected was entered into a modeling system known as General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). With the use of formulas and modeling systems, we were able to create a floor layout that placed the departments with the highest revenue per square foot into locations with the most customer traffic.
Today’s economic environment calls for new rules for corporate investment. Traditional competitive mechanisms, like advanced technology, are not the only investments that can generate revenue with the amount of competition in the market. Companies can very easily imitate their competitor’s practices. So, firms need to develop new sources for competitive advantage, through some form of capital investments, be it tangible or intangible. Policymakers and economists have analyzed the growing role played by intangible assets on firms’ productivity over the last two decades. These assets can be in the form of intellectual property, copyrights, brand recognition, etc. If the value of a company’s intangible assets stays positive and/or keeps increasing, it may lead to a rise in its stock price. However, high investment in intangible capital can also expose the company to additional risks. The firm might obtain lesser revenue from its investments in intangible capital than otherwise expected. This could occur if the investment decision is ill-informed, the market is underperforming, the firm misjudges its perceived control or the competitors develop stronger competitive advantages. The risk from investment in these intangible assets can impact future firm performance, which shows up as declining economic growth. This study looks into the impact of tangible and intangible intensity on future firm performance. The gap in the literature that this article addresses is in measuring the absolute and relative impacts of both tangible and intangible capital on future firm performance, leading to insightful theoretical and managerial implications along with directions for future research.

**Keywords:** Intangible capital intensity, tangible capital, future firm performance, risk-free rate of return
This paper looks to investigate the value of ABET accreditation for students of computing programs as compared to engineering programs. This is done by comparing the number of job ads that indicate a preference or requirement for ABET accreditation for the two categories. Job ads are scraped from popular job posting website Monster.com using relevant search terms, then analyzed using a t-test to determine if there is a difference between the two groups.
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AN ANALYSIS OF BENIGN AND MALIGNANT TUMORS: A MACHINE-LEARNING MODEL

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we will be analyzing data collected by researchers in an effort to create a machine-learning model that will identify whether a tumor is cancerous or benign and does not require surgical intervention.

INTRODUCTION

Among the worst three words you can hear in your life is, “you have cancer.” The lead up to these three words are expensive, time consuming, and emotionally draining and often a fight for life. In an effort to reduce costs, increase diagnosis time, and even predict diseases before they present symptoms, doctors are turning towards data-driven solutions to identify diseases sooner, quicker, and with lower expenses.

Today, doctors and analysts can use data analytics to identify genetics or symptoms that can predict a diagnosis or clue in a patient to a challenge they may face in their future. The increase in the use of data science in the medical industry lead us to the following question: “Can we identify whether a tumor is cancerous without performing a biopsy on the patient by identifying trends and categories in similar tumors?”

BENEFITS OF OUR APPROACH

A data science solution to categorizing tumors as benign or malignant through the analysis of the features of the tumor would allow the patient to receive a quick diagnosis of the risks of their tumor and reduce the costs associated with the surgery that would otherwise have to be performed [1]. In the U.S. alone, over one million breast biopsies are performed each year [5]. Most often a needle biopsy is performed in order to identify if a patient has breast cancer. More often than not, a needle biopsy does not return a cancer diagnosis. Some patients will require surgery to identify whether the tumor is cancerous. This initial biopsy, or surgery, depending on what is best for the patient, does not include any of the treatment the patient will need given they do have cancer. The estimated national average for a breast biopsy performed in a hospital is $5,325 [4]. That cost will have to be paid for by the hospital, the patient, or their insurance company.

Previously, we mentioned that over one million breast biopsies are conducted each year in the United States. If we could use a data science solution to predict that 1% of individuals who are recommended for a breast biopsy do not have a cancerous tumor with a high-level accuracy, we could save $53 million dollars in a year.

With something as serious as a cancer diagnosis, we must be certain that our data proves the individual does not need a biopsy. This is why we determined an estimated potential cost saving at such a low percentage. Until we have enough training data that our models are incredibly accurate, there may not be many individuals that we can classify having a benign
tumor with a level of confidence close to certain. If our models do not return a level of confidence high enough, our patient will have to follow up with a biopsy. If our model identifies the patient likely has breast cancer, no money will be saved because a biopsy will need to be performed.

However, these models are beneficial in diagnosing breast cancer in a quick and efficient manner. It is important for the patient’s health that treatment be started quickly after diagnosis. If we can conclude that a patient has breast cancer, we can streamline the process leading up the diagnosis in order to start treatment to target the disease as soon as possible.

**OUR DATA SET**

The dataset we chose to help us answer our research question is titled, “Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data Set.” The researchers who worked to collect the data used for our analysis are Dr. William H. Wolberg, Olvi L. Mangasarian, and the Computer Science Department at the University of Wisconsin.

Our dataset outlines 30 features of 569 breast tumors. Three hundred and fifty-seven, 62.7%, of the tumors listed in the data set are benign while two hundred and twelve, 37.2%, of the tumors are malignant. The researchers collected ten features from each tumor and then calculated the mean, standard error, and worst value for each feature resulting in 30 total features. The worst value for each dependent variable was calculated by finding the average of the worst three values for each feature. The ten core features listed in the data set are outlined in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Core Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>Distance from center of the tumor to points on the perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the gray-scale values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Perimeter</td>
<td>Perimeter length of the core tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Area of the core tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Smoothness</td>
<td>Local variation in radius length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Compactness</td>
<td>Squared (perimeter)/(area-1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Concavity</td>
<td>Severity of concave portions of the contour of the tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Concave points</td>
<td>Number of concave portions location on the perimeter of the tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>Similarity of feature to its opposite side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fractal Dimension</td>
<td>“coastline approximation” -1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each mean, worst, and standard error values for our features were calculated by a program analyzing a digitized image of a fine needle aspirate. A fine needle aspirate involves removing fluid and cells from breast lesion in a small needle. The procedure is very similar to that used for blood tests [2]. The mean, standard error, and worst value for each feature is a non-negative numeric value.

In addition to the 30 feature variables, each patient entry into our data set has a unique ID value. The ID number is unrelated to the patient but allows analysts to easily distinguish between patients. Finally, the dataset classifies each patient with a diagnosis. The diagnosis given to each patient is a character variable with the value ‘M’ for malignant or ‘B’ for benign.

DATA ANALYSIS

In order to identify whether a tumor is cancerous or malignant, we need to use a classifier to label tumors as such. We used Weka, a machine learning software that contains algorithms used in data mining, to build a decision tree and clustering classifier (downloadable at: https://sourceforge.net/projects/weka/). After, we used the information learned from our classifiers to visually display our data using the business intelligence tool, Tableau. From our decision tree, clustering analysis, and visualizations created in Tableau, we can make predictions about whether a tumor is malignant or benign by analyzing its features.

RESULTS

A Weka Decision Tree Classifier

We used the program Weka to create a decision tree that classifies a tumor as malignant or benign based on certain values of its features. The root, or first node, seen in our decision tree classifier pictured below, is the variable “area_worst.” Area worst is a measure of the size of the tumor. This feature is used as the root of the decision tree because it provides our classifier with the largest amount of information gain towards correctly identifying whether a tumor is malignant or benign.
If a patient has an area worst value less than or equal to 880.8, the classifier will move to the child node of the root located to the left. If area worst is greater than 880.8, the classifier will move one node to the right. As we move down the decision tree, new questions are asked surrounding our data. These variables are selected based on the largest amount of information gain. If a patient has an area worst less than or equal to 880.8, the next feature analyzed will be concave points worst. The algorithm will continue running recursively down the tree until the patient’s tumor has been classified as benign or malignant. The decision tree created by Weka has six levels of data. Once the branch of the tree terminates into a decision, malignant or benign, we know that no further information can be gained from the other features.

The decision tree classifier created by Weka correctly classified 530 of 569 data points in our dataset for a success rate of 93.1%. At the bottom of each branch of the tree is the classification. Whether the patient’s tumor will be classified as malignant, ‘M’, or benign, ‘B’ is listed in the box at the bottom of each stem. Next to each classification is either a number or proportion. If a singular number is listed in the box, all testing data patients with tumors classified by that path of the decision tree had correctly classified tumors. If a proportion is listed in the box with the classification, it represents the proportion of test data classified correctly to test data classified incorrectly. The proportions listed of tumors correctly classified is an estimation of how accurate the model will be. However, we cannot be certain that paths that lead to 100% correctly classified test data will lead to 100% correctly classified live data.

In order to further explain how a patient's tumor is classified, let's look at the patient with the ID number of 842302. This patient has an area worst value of 2,019. This means we move...
one step to the left of the decision tree. Patient 842302's concave points worst measure is equal to 0.2654, so we will move one step down and to the right. Next, we have a texture worst value of 17.33 which moves us left where we once again check the feature of concave points worst. Since our concave points worst score of 0.2654 is greater than 0.1789, we can classify patient 842302's tumor as malignant. If we look back at our data, we can see that the tumor is indeed malignant and our classifier was correct.

A Weka Clustering Classification Model

We classified our data again, using a second technique, clustering, to see if we could build a more accurate model or present our data in a different manner. We had our model group our data into four clusters. The clusters were created based on similar features and classification. Three of the four clusters of data are classified as benign and one cluster is classified as malignant. 37% of the data or 211 patients with tumors are grouped in the second cluster with a classification of malignant. The three clusters with benign classification have similar feature values while the one case of malignant has extreme differences. For example, in “area worst” average of benign was 537 and malignant number was 1,426.

![Figure 2: Clustering Classifier for Breast Tumor Classification](image)
We can use the clusters we generated using Weka to classify new breast tumor data as malignant or benign by identifying which cluster centroid is closest to the new tumor's feature points.

**Using Tableau for Visualization**

We can use Tableau to further visually show some of the claims we made based on our decision tree. First, we stated that area worst provided the most information gain in the decision tree model, followed by concavity mean and worst concave points. We can see the difference in the value assigned for area and concavity in benign and malignant tumors in Figure 3 below.

![Figure 3: Important Classification Feature Values](image)

We also established the features that were not used to classify the tumor in the decision tree did not provide the model with a significant amount of value add. You can see in Figure 4 that there is not a significant difference between the concavity standard error in malignant and benign tumors.

![Figure 4. Concavity Standard Error](image)
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

As previously stated, our decision tree model correctly classified our test data 93.1% of the time. However, we cannot incorrectly tell someone their tumor is benign and they do not need further medical attention if that is not true. Due to the severity of the issue we are classifying, we cannot be as confident in our classification as if we were predicting the weather with 93.1% certainty.

In order to increase the accuracy of our models and classification, we would increase the amount of training data available. As with any machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithm, our models will become more accurate when they have more information they can learn from.

In addition, we will expand our research from breast cancer classification to the classification of different types of tumors to see if there were commonalities among the different locations of tumors.

We would like to look at building programs outside of Weka, perhaps through the use of Python. Through the programming of our own models, we could build different types of classifiers, including multiple layer perceptrons (MLPs), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), and regression models. In addition to the programming of these models, we could change their attributes (for example, the activation function in an MLP or value of k in kNN) in order to build a classifier possible with the highest correctly classified rate possible.
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ABSTRACT

Technology development has changed the learning environment dramatically. Not only have technology tools such as PowerPoint, Video, Folio, Email, etc. become popular in classroom, but also the new generation learners who grow up in a world embedded with technology like flexible and interactive learning environment. Under this circumstance, traditional teaching method such as visual and verbal explanation may not be effective anymore. New teaching methods are required. Is there a new teaching method that can effectively encourage learning and thus improve learning outcomes in new learning environment? This study aims to answer this question through an experiment study. We propose that the application of Kahoot.com in teaching can provide flexible and interactive learning environment to students and thus significantly improve students' learning outcomes. Kahoot.com is a game-based learning platform designed to assist instructors improve their teaching effectiveness and help students to achieve high level learning outcomes. Instructors can create various learning games, “kahoots”, which are comprised of questions, practices, and quizzes in different forms, for their courses. Students who obtain PIN from their instructors can play these games either by participating ‘individual to individual’ games or ‘team to team’ games during or after class. Based on theory of gamified learning, we believe that the application of Kahoot.com in teaching can positively influence students’ attitude of learning, willingness to devote to class, and learning outcomes. We plan to conduct an experiment study in the course of “Operations Management” in Georgia Southern University to estimate the proposed effects. Survey will be designed to estimate students' attitudes and willingness to devote to class.
ABSTRACT

Student health behaviors reflect a broad pattern that affects students’ study life and academic performance. It creates an environment, either healthy or unhealthy, that in turn affects other students as well. With firsthand survey data from James Madison University students, this study examines the effects of health behaviors and socio-demographics on students’ academic performance, as measured by their grade point average (GPA). We found that white young adults had relatively better performance averages when compared to other ethnic groups. This pattern was the same for both males and females. Student smokers were found to have lower GPA than nonsmokers, student athletes to have lower GPA than nonathletes, and drinkers to have lower GPA than nondrinkers, while not significantly. As expected, we found that students enrolled in more credit hours are associated with a higher GPA and statistically significant. This may be because students who perform better academically tend to register for more credit hours. This study helps students better understand the factors that affect their academic performance. It provides students with insight that findings may or may not be consistent with an original hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION

Health behaviors, socio-demographic factors, and other factors could influence students’ grade point averages (GPA) significantly. However, the impact of outside factors centered around students’ health behaviors and socio-demographic factors has been in question for years. It is important to understand the significance of these factors in relation to a student’s average academic achievement scoring. The student health behavior reflects a broader pattern that could affect students’ study life and academic performance. Health behaviors also create an environment, either healthy or unhealthy, which in turn may affect other students. The research in this project was conducted to determine the extent to which health behaviors and socio-demographic factors, including smoking, drinking, gender, grade, and other factors, influence JMU students’ GPA.

A college students’ GPA represents the average value of accumulated final grades earned in courses taken. It is used to summarize a students’ academic achievement during their time in school. GPAs are influenced by a number of outside factors concerning a students’ health behaviors and socio-demographic factors. There are a large amount of factors that contribute to the increase or decrease of one’s average academic achievement measure. To determine the impact of these factors, such as smoking, drinking, gender, grade, and other factors on a student’s GPA, data was collected among James Madison University (JMU) students.

Employing an anonymous online survey from the JMU population, this study is intended to explore the association of health behaviors and socio-demographic factors on student’s grade point averages at JMU. Statistical analysis tests were run to determine which factors of a student’s life had a significant effect on their GPA.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Effect of Academic Load on Academic Achievement

Academic load and course difficulty are both statistically significant in predicting academic achievement. The rising tuition rates force students to balance school life and their financial needs which increased the number of part-time students [5]. Part-time students are students that are enrolled in less than 12 credits and are found to be less committed to their education than full-time students [2]. Students who register for more credit-hours tend to earn higher GPAs while students who register for fewer credit-hours earn lower GPAs [11]. Possible explanations are that heavier course loads force students to manage their time more effectively [11]. Time management is found to be a significant predictor on academic performance [5].

Cigarette Usage

For smoking behaviors, smoking and lower academic achievement mutually predicted each other [4]. Male and female students who reported higher academic achievement (GPAs) are less likely to be waterpipe tobacco smokers or cigarette smokers [12]. The frequency of smoking also predicts academic achievement. Regular, or daily smokers, were found to have lower academic performance than infrequent smokers [6]. In addition, the co-occurring association of marijuana and cigarette use was very strong, as a lot of smokers tend to use marijuana along with smoking...
Marijuana usage during college is a barrier to academic achievement, with direct and indirect adverse effects on academic outcomes [1]. Students who use marijuana not only demonstrate poorer cognitive inhibition, a direct adverse effect, but also skip more classes than students who do not smoke marijuana, an indirect adverse effect [1].

**Alcohol Consumption**

Students who consume moderate to heavy amounts of alcohol have a lower academic performance (GPAs) than those who consumed none to low amounts alcohol [6]. Early drinking behaviors predict lower academic achievement [4]. Studies found that heavy drinkers are more likely than non-heavy drinkers to report that alcohol consumption caused them to miss class and perform poorly on tests or projects [2]. Students who consumes alcohol frequently have a lower value on achieving good grades [2].

**Grade Level**

There is a positive correlation between more cumulative credit hours (senior students) and academic achievement [8]. Students typically have a lower academic performance during their first year in college, because they are moving into a new environment [7]. As students mature academically, so does their GPA [8]. A possible explanation could be because students become more accustomed to the learning environment and therefore are more committed to the educational process [7].

**Race and Ethnicity**

The average African-American students score lower than 75% of White students on standardized tests [10]. Studies found that African-American students have significantly lower grade point averages than White students [10]. This racial gap could be due to the difference in high school academic performance. For example, African-American and Latino students took lower level math classes, compared with White students [10]. Since White students took higher-level courses, they are better prepared for the rigorous curriculum at the college level.

**Student-Athlete**

Student-athletes have to balance the responsibilities of being both a student and an athlete. During in-season, student-athletes had a lower GPA than during out-of-season [9]. Male student-athletes report lower grades than non-athletes [14]. Possible explanation could be due to lack of motivation, which is often reflected in reduced academic achievement [3]. While extracurricular activities are important for academic growth, activities like employment and collegiate athletics had a negative effect on academic performance [15]. In general, the more the student commits to the athletic role, and the less they commit to the academic role, the lower the GPA.

The purpose of this analysis was to determine which factors of a student’s life had a significant effect on their GPA. Specifically, we tested whether or not being a smoker could affect the student’s GPA or not. Using data collected from JMU students, the effect of smoking, grade level, the number of credit hours students were enrolled in (part time or full time) on student’s GPA were
tested. The results from these tests will be a representation of how influential these factors are on JMU students’ grade point averages.

**METHOD**

**Participants & Data Collection**

The participants in this study consisted of 325 students from James Madison University (JMU) in Harrisonburg, Virginia. The sample included 199 females and 129 males aged 18 to 23. Participants were recruited from different buildings on campus at various times of the day. Each student was given an anonymous Qualtrics survey link containing questions detailing various variables of interest. The data from the surveys was then transferred to an SPSS data set. Participation in this study was voluntary. Random sampling was used as each student surveyed was just as likely to get surveyed as any other student at JMU.

**Data & Measures**

On the Qualtrics survey, students were asked to indicate their estimated average GPA, grade level, gender, race, if they have a job (and if it’s on campus), the amount of times food is purchased on campus per week, the amount of money spent on food on campus per semester, their budget per semester (not including tuition), if they drink or smoke, how many credit hours they registered for the current semester, and if they were an athlete or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GPA was coded by having students record their cumulative GPA as of the beginning of November 2019. Grade was coded by having students record what year they were (i.e. freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior) during the 2019 Fall Semester. Gender was presented as male or female. Race was coded by white, black, or other. Participants recorded yes or no to answer if they had a job and if it was on campus. The amount of times food was purchased on campus per week was coded as a whole number. The amount of money spent on food on campus per semester and participants’ budgets per semester were coded as monetary values. The smoking variable was coded by giving the option to choose between smoker or nonsmoker. Similarly, the drinking variable was presented as drinker or non-drinker. For credit, the students recorded how many credit hours they were enrolled in for the Fall 2019 semester. The athlete variable was presented as athlete or non-athlete (See Table 1: Descriptive Statistics)

To analyze the data, several normality and hypothesis tests were used to determine the significance of the variables. When performing normality tests for GPA, it was concluded that GPA was
normally distributed using a histogram, a normal Q-Q plot, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Since the data was normally distributed, several parametric tests were able to be performed. A one-sample t test was used to determine if the mean GPA in the sample was equal to the mean GPA in the population (3.19) and a two-independent sample t test was also performed. In addition, a One-Way ANOVA using race, a Two-Way ANOVA, a simple main effect test, and a Post-Hoc test were performed. Lastly, correlation was computed using the Pearson correlation coefficient, and regression was calculated using a multiple linear regression, adjusted R^2, and coefficients interpretation.

**EMPIRICAL RESULTS**

Using one-sample t test, we determined that the mean GPA in the sample was equal to the mean GPA in the population, 3.19. Hence, our data could be a good representative for the JMU population. According to the Table 2 results (Two independent sample t tests), at a significance level of 0.05, we found that athletes and smokers have statically significantly lower GPAs compared with non-athletes and non-smokers. Meanwhile, drinking does not produce a significant difference on GPA. However, there is evidence that non-drinking students have a significantly higher GPA at a .1 level of significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Levene's Test</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA smoke</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA drink</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA athlete</td>
<td>2.181</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Two Independent Samples Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Levene's Test</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA smoke</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA drink</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA athlete</td>
<td>2.181</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: One-way ANOVA using race**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post Hoc Test using Tukey HSD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) race</th>
<th>(J) race</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison 1</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>.28523*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison 2</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>other race</td>
<td>0.14852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison 3</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>other race</td>
<td>-0.13671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

From the One-way (Table 3) and Two-way ANOVA tests (Table 4), we found that GPAs are significantly different for smoker vs. nonsmoker and athlete vs. nonathlete. Again, we find there is no significant differences on GPA between drinker and nondrinker. Using a Post Hoc test, results show that white students have higher GPAs than black students, statistically significant. There are,
However, no significant differences between white and other races and between black and other races.

### Table 4: Two-way ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>7236.826</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>7.932</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>6.026</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke * race</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>6331.530</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>7.270</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>5.286</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race * athlete</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5276.625</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>8.855</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink * race</td>
<td>1.255</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Pearson Correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>drink</th>
<th>smoke</th>
<th>athlete</th>
<th>credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.175**</td>
<td>-.094</td>
<td>-.236**</td>
<td>-.161**</td>
<td>.149**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.119*</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

According to the Pearson Correlation in Table 5, \( r = -0.175 \) for GPA and race, which shows there is a weak, negative correlation that is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. \( R = -0.094 \) for drink and GPA, showing a weak and negative correlation that is statistically significant. \( R = -0.236 \) for GPA and smoke, which shows there is a weak, negative correlation that is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. \( R = -0.161 \) for athlete and GPA, showing that there is a weak, negative correlation that is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. \( R = 0.149 \) for credit and GPA, which shows that there is a weak, negative correlation that is statistically significant at the 0.01 level.

Finally, we estimated OLS for all interested variables in this study. According to our regression result (Table 6), all other variables held constant on average, at a 0.05 level of significance, a student smoker was associated with .181 point statistically significantly lower GPA and an athlete was associated with a .126 significantly lower GPA. Surprisingly, there is no significant difference.
between drinkers and nondrinkers. While being a drinker was associated with a 0.084 lower GPA, this was not found to be significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: OLS estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coefficients</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, we find that students enrolled with more credit hours have a higher GPA. One more credit hour is associated with 0.03 increase on GPA, statistically significant. First, students who perform better academically tend to register for more credit hours. In fact, only those with good academic performance could be allowed to register for more. On the other hand, courses are closely related, as their contents always compensate and influence each other.

The demographics of the enrolled student population at James Madison University is 75.1% White, only 4.59% Black or African American, and the remaining is composed of other various races. The White group is the majority, and our research suggests the White race was associated with a statistically significant higher GPA than other groups, especially compared with the African American group.

**CONCLUSION**

Health behaviors, socio-demographic factors, and other factors could influence students’ grade point averages (GPA) significantly. The goal of this study was to examine the extent of impact that student health behaviors and socio-demographic factors have on students’ GPA. Stress is inevitable in college and is found to influence substance abuse, such as smoking and drinking. Those who consume alcohol or smoke have lower reported academic performances than those who do not consume alcohol or smoke. Socio-demographic factors, such as grade level and race, also affects students’ GPAs. White students tend to earn a higher GPA than African-American students and there is a positive correlation between grade level and academic achievement. Other factors, such as course load, living arrangements, and being a student-athlete, also predict academic achievement. Students that take a heavier course load with more credit hours and non-revenue athletes are found to have higher GPAs.

Using data collected from JMU students, we find that smoking can significantly impact students’ academic performance. There is evidence of the negative effect drinking can have on a student’s academic performance, though this was not statistically significant. The test results represent how influential those health behaviors and socio-demographic factors are on JMU students’ grade point.
averages. Based on this analysis, we attempt to determine which factors of a student’s life have significant effects on their GPA in hopes to help their academic performance in the future.

One advantage of the study is that it gives a better understanding of factors that affect the GPA of JMU students. It also allows future research to be conducted based on our study and its findings. Along with these advantages, the disadvantage is that the findings may not give a fully accurate representation of the entire JMU student body due to the relatively small sample size (only 325 observations). If this study were to be conducted again in the future, a recommendation would be to use a larger sample size to overcome this disadvantage.

One issue is that participants could have been exaggerating their results or even changing answers due to this being an academic study. If a participant did not feel comfortable answering honestly, they may have changed their answers. Another issue was the sample size (only 325 observations) could have been larger. If there were more participants, the data could have better represented the student body at JMU. In the future, the survey could be given online to get a larger quantity and possibly quicker results.

Future studies should continue to examine and evaluate the relationship and impact of outside factors on a students’ grade point average. Additional research should increase sample sizes, utilize different questionnaire distribution strategies, and include other outside factors that may exhibit even greater statistical significance on GPA.
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ABSTRACT

Corporate sustainability is becoming more attractive and necessary as companies strive to improve their long-term economic development by merging responsibility and profit. One technique sustainability-oriented companies have been employing is enhancing traceability within their supply chains. Scholars and supply chain managers believe that blockchain technology can benefit and help in enhancing green supply chain management. This work is focused on developing a wood traceability method that integrates blockchain technology within the Lowe's Company in order to enhance traceability and verify certification of wood along the supply chain. This project will investigate can wood be accurately tracked throughout the supply chain to ensure certification integrity.

INTRODUCTION

Corporate sustainability

Engert et al. reflect on the perceived notion that environmental and social responsibility deters from profitable business strategies, but this antiquated paradigm is being shifted with conscious-consumer demands and advancing technology [6]. Companies and scholars identify the benefits of sustainability practices to improve customer satisfaction, compliance, and stakeholder happiness. Blockchain technology is gaining attention in logistics and supply chain management and has the potential for elevating transparency. Supply chain transparency is one of the demands made by environmentally conscious consumers.

Corporate sustainability does not have a formal definition, but scholars have agreed with the practices of corporate sustainability carrying out the triple bottom line (TBL) accounting framework, which is composed of evaluating financial return, social impact and environmental responsibility [2]. The book Corporate Sustainability: the New Pillar of the Circular Economy investigates the integration of sustainability in the corporate world. The authors propose that sustainability on the corporate level is guided by the idea of industrial symbiosis, which is done by shifting the focus to prioritizing profit while incorporating social responsibility. Sustainability is defined in this book, as development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [2]. The authors advocate that the adoption of the TBL gives companies a broader perspective of their performance and creates greater business value.
The integration of corporate sustainability into a company's business strategy is one key component to enhancing the benefits and operations of green initiatives. To effectively incorporate sustainability practices, scholars argue that corporate sustainability needs to encompass a holistic perspective, meaning that all three dimensions (TBL) of corporate sustainability must be considered, as well as their impacts and interrelations [6]. Companies usually initiate corporate sustainability initiatives on an operational level and rarely implement them in strategic management on all business levels [6]. Strategic management is derived from military science and is used to give companies an advantage by creating a unique place in the market by doing things that serve consumers' needs and preferences better than competitors or reduces the cost for the company. Corporate sustainability has been recognized as successful once economic development, environmental protection, and social responsibility intersect. Corporate sustainability management is acknowledged as a strategic profit-driven response to environmental and social concerns while achieving sustainability initiatives. The reconstructed business strategy was presented by Engert et al. “to reflect the fact that what is good for society does not necessarily have to be bad for the firm, and what is good for the firm does not necessarily have to come at a cost to society” [6].

Companies often initiate sustainability on an operational level, but there is a need to integrate sustainability on all business levels. Integrating sustainable practices within a supply chain, for example, can broaden performance and create greater business value. Sustainability integration within supply chain management is essential for benefits at both global and local levels because supply chain activities significantly influence green initiatives and social responsibility [13]. Scholars and supply chain managers are becoming more attracted to blockchain technology for its potential to enhance green supply chain management [13] [10]. In this study, a technical and economically feasible wood tracking system will be developed to heighten Lowe's Company Inc. due diligence by integrating blockchain technology as a tool to enhance traceability of certified wood products along the supply chain.

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MECHANISMS

Sustainable supply chain governance

Companies can integrate sustainability into their business strategy in various ways, for strategies aimed to improve sustainability performance; companies establish governance mechanisms to manage interactions within their supply chain [9]. Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) research is recognizing there is a need for deepening the knowledge of governance mechanisms [9]. Monks and Minow define governance as the structure that ensures decisions are made to develop long-term, sustainable value for an organization [15]. Sustainable supply chain governance mechanisms are defined by Formentini et al. as practices, initiatives, and processes used by the focal firm to manage relationships between internal functions and departments, their supply chain members and stakeholders to successfully implement their corporate sustainability approach [9].

Two relevant factors drive governance mechanisms: collaboration and formalization. Collaboration is practiced when a company uses its market power to implement sustainability strategies or adopt a shared collaborative governance style [9]. Non-collaborative is used most in SSCM, which is when the firm utilizes contracts and agreements to outline governance parameters and enforce regulations with supply chain partners [9]. The second factor that drives governance mechanisms is formalization, which is defined by Formentini et al. as the extent to which decision-
making is regulated by explicit rules and procedures [9]. Formal mechanisms are carried out within an organizational structure, which defines interactions through command structures, incentive systems, standard operating procedures and documented dispute resolution procedures [9]. When companies have a dynamic supply chain, they often adopt formal mechanisms to establish structure and alleviate issues with a complex supply chain and potentially unstable circumstances [9].

With increasing consumer demands and stricter government regulations, Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) has captured the attention of many organizations interested in improving their sustainability-related operations [4]. Implementing GSCM can be done in various ways such as environmental management systems, lean production, ecodesign, use of environmentally friendly materials, and commitment to green practices during purchasing and manufacturing activities, etc. Multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) has been suggested for solving project decision-making problems and issues for the evaluation and selection of green suppliers.

The decisions made within a strategic purchasing participation model are linked through various dependencies; purchasing performance is linked to supplier performance, while supplier performance is dependent on suppliers that can support purchasing goals. With these interconnected dependencies, suppliers are viewed as external stakeholders, which is that they are linked to buyer goals, actions, and fortunes [16]. The principle of unity of command is a classic organizational theory stating that there should be one plan for a group of activities having the same objective, keeping a check on incompatible expectations and partners. Participation in strategic decision-making and planning is one of the mechanisms of the unity of command.

Strategic purchasing participation provides clarity for suppliers about expectations as well as identifies the expected purchasing capabilities within an organization. Nair et al. states that firms operating in the same industry with similar operation strategies can have dramatically different levels of performance due to differences in functional level capabilities [16]. Looking at the mechanisms of purchasing, integrating strategic planning provides clarity on supplier criteria and enables the selection of capable suppliers for strengthening organizational strategic capabilities. Supplier selection criteria allow set qualifying, strategic and operational standards for buyers to incorporate external resources and internal stakeholders' goals. Participating in strategic planning, allows supplier selection to be precise with organizational aims. Suppliers are evaluated by their strategic and operational performance. Strategic performance is defined as providing product technology and assisting in product development efforts. Operational performance is carried out in cost, quality, delivery, and flexibility.

A study conducted by Formentini et al. provides empirical evidence and develops a theory for practitioners seeking to implement sustainability initiatives at the supply chain level [9]. SSCM initiatives and how they are implemented are results of environmental and market pressures. There are two common strategies for SSCM implementation. One is "supplier management for risk and performance" which is sparked by the company's fear of reputation damage due to sustainability-related problems, proposing additional criteria for supply chain partners. The second trigger is "supply chain management for sustainable products". This strategy carries out the concerns for product-related issues, addressing the life-cycle standards at the supply chain level. The research established the following character-based sustainability profiles: sustainability leaders, sustainability practitioners, and traditionalists; traits to determine characterization was based on the companies' level of collaboration and formalization. Sustainability leaders are characterized by a TBL approach to business with a strong focus on supply chain-oriented initiatives.
Sustainability practitioners are characterized by a myopic approach to business sustainability with a limited focus on one or two TBL dimensions and isolated SSCM initiatives. **Traditionalists** are characterized by the use of traditional approaches to business that don't necessarily include explicit TBL and SSCM initiatives but might present sustainability elements.

Governance mechanisms and initiatives help in setting the foundation for further aspects of corporate sustainability such as traceability which will be discussed in the following section.

**Traceability**

One technique sustainability-oriented companies have been employing is enhancing traceability. Dai et al. identify the importance of supply chain traceability for managing product safety, product recall, reverse logistics, etc [3]. A supply chain traceability system manages supply chain partners and product information so that each unit/batch/component is traceable and trackable. Adopting traceability systems can be difficult to implement into supply chains. One major issue is getting all supply chain partners to identify the costs and benefits of adopting a traceability system. Another big issue is the technical work that must be executed to exchange the data successfully. Without technical integration, the work becomes highly dependent on adding manpower to capture and submit the data, which can be very expensive. Another key concern is the integrity of the information shared within the supply chain because the integrity of the information is dependent on supply chain partners' decisions to release and/or withdraw traceability information [3].

Traceability systems are complex and involve various design decisions; companies must select the proper technologies for their supply chain and desired traceability levels.

Multiple technologies can be employed to achieve efficient tracking and tracing of a product throughout the supply chain: identification technology (e.g. barcode vs. RFID), ID coding (e.g. batch vs. item-level), tagging level (e.g. pallet vs. case-level) and logistics hierarchy (e.g. finished product vs. component-level). Another concern is that the design, implementation, and maintenance of a traceability system is often decentralized; the motivations of each party are often different creating various depths of commitment. The incentives for each partner may vary, so every partner must be motivated to a level that maintains or enhances the efficiency of the entire supply chain [3].

A real-world example can illustrate the difficulties of employing a traceability system. In 2003 Wal-Mart authorized 100 of its top consumer goods suppliers to implement pallet and case-level RFID tagging. Many of the suppliers refused because they had to pay for the tags and the benefits of this new tagging system were not identified to them [20]. Wal-Mart restructured how they implement their traceability system by focusing on collaboration and cost-sharing. Identifying the benefits to their supply chain partners of implementing the RFID across the supply chain helped reinforce suppliers’ decision to implement the RFID tracking system [20]. Clarifying the benefits to supply chain partners will improve the adoption of new tracking methods companies wish to establish in their supply chain.

**BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY**

Technology advancements have created new avenues to integrate sustainability practices into the corporate world. Sustainability integration within supply chain management is essential for
benefits at both global and local levels because supply chain activities significantly influence green initiatives and social responsibility. Scholars and supply chain managers believe that blockchain technology can benefit and help in enhancing green supply chain management [13] [10]. The arrival of this technology is timely because consumers are demanding supply chain transparency. The validity of materials and sourcing concerns is problematic when supply chains are multi-tiered and increasingly global in scope. Currently, blockchain applications are being used and developed within the finance sector, but scholars and supply chain managers have taken notice and are quickly applying the technology to customer services while also achieving competitive advantages [25].

Blockchain technology is also referred to as distributed ledger technology and is defined by Kouhizadeh et al. as “decentralized databases or ledgers of records that are shared among networks and supply chain participants. In blockchains, records and data are secure, traceable, and auditable, and maintained on a peer-to-peer network” [13]. Blockchain technology is unique from other tracking technologies because every transaction is linked to the previous data entry creating a chain of blocks [13] [10].

There are two types of blockchains, public and private. Public blockchains are available for anyone to record transactions and track their historical transactions in the ledgers; no authorization is needed to contribute to the blockchain. The popular bitcoin cryptocurrency which made blockchain popular was developed on public blockchains, which require high levels of security. Private blockchains are comprised of users who know each other and participate in a permission blockchain where only approved participants can access the ledgers. In private blockchains, there is a validator who oversees the participants by granting permission to ledgers and maintaining the privacy of the network [13][10]. I will focus on the elements and benefits of a private blockchain for my study.

**Blockchain benefits**

Looking at transparency and security, Kouhizadeh et al. believe that these elements of blockchain technology make it attractive for supply chain integration. Information is constructed into blocks within blockchain technology; each data entry or block has its timestamp and hash value that is related to previous blocks within the chain [13]. In private blockchains, the validator must be trusted, because they give authorization to users to record and trace information. With blockchains' decentralized structure, single point failure is eliminated, which can be an issue in centralized databases.

Decentralization of consensus validation limits data misuse and network manipulation, in addition to safeguarding the network from hacking or crashing. The authors present the term immutability and state it means that records cannot be changed or modified without network member consensus. Blockchain data and ledgers are immutable, which builds trust amongst participants that the history of records is reliable and unaltered. A private blockchain would utilize smart contracts, which are computer codes and scripts that outline terms and rules to be followed for data entry, modification or deletion. Smart contracts automatically approve the terms of agreements by checking the predetermined conditions established and validated by the blockchain contributors, thus prompting the related action after conditions are met. An example of a smart contract is an automatic payment that is performed, the criteria being a particular date when the payment is due or changes in payment due to value change, i.e. credit card automatic payments.
Blockchain technology could be used in many ways to improve sustainable supply chain initiatives [13] [10]. Experts predict that blockchains efficiency gains could range anywhere from an estimate of $20 billion per year for payments, trading, and compliance to more than $176 billion per year in business value-add across industries [14]. Sustainable supply chains must select suppliers and evaluate performance to ensure sustainable practices are being conducted, which was earlier discussed by Nair et al. [16]. The concerns with supply chain activities are that information can be hidden from buying partners, which can prove risky and compromise supply chain strength. Supplier selection and evaluation are dependent on the information which is not always accessible, certifiable and audited; a higher opacity of information is observed with social and environmental reporting. This missing or obscured information could become transparent with the use of blockchain technology. Supplier partners' historical performance and sustainability data can be made available on the blockchain, allowing companies to improve supplier selection by evaluating sustainability within operations. The integration of blockchain technology also provides information for the whole supply chain across multiple stages and sub-suppliers.

Environmental supplier development and training programs are being instituted by companies such as Dell, IBM, Lucent, and PepsiCo. Recording and monitoring suppliers allow for these companies to illustrate their supplier chain capabilities and share the documentation with a wide array of customers. This information can show more than just the connections of suppliers to these organizations (Dell, IBM, and Lucent); it can also provide insights into the suppliers involved in industry associations and coalitions such as the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC). Scholars admit that blockchain and its integration for sustainable supply chains are undeveloped and require investigation. Many frameworks have been studied but there is a need to grow the conceptual models into empirical studies [13] [10] [25].

**Blockchain limitations and concerns**

Companies' initiatives to become sustainable need to appreciably merge profit and responsibility. Agrawal et al. presented the universal limitations of blockchain integration [1]:

**Cost:** The cost of blockchain technology can restrict blockchain adoption because of the cost of maintaining the system. Decentralized signature verification can be computationally complex especially in supply chains with thousands of products and related information. In some supply chains, the millions and millions of transaction verifications needed will use a considerable amount of computer power and energy. Another concern is the maturity of blockchain technology. Developers and scholars are still experimenting to solve challenges and limits for applying blockchain outside of the finance sector [1] [7]. With ongoing strides and evolution in IT, these two concerns are believed to be short-lived given the rapid nature of development in IT [7].

**Technology Integration:** Blockchain adaptation and integration into existing systems i.e. Internet of Things (IoT) can be a major challenge. Integration might require significant changes or complete technology replacement that can be a costly and time-consuming process. Therefore, high motivation and willingness among the involved actors are required to implement the technology. Moreover, blockchain adaptation will also be a cultural change from centralized to a decentralized network that might require additional investment in human resources [1].

**Security at the Product Level:** Security must be incorporated at both the business/information and product levels, to protect both from attacks and maintain information integrity. The business level is where traceable information is recorded and shared among the businesses or the supply
chain partners, ensuring that information is secure and reliable at the business-to-business level. The product level encodes product information and its traceability marker (RFIDs, barcodes, etc), the traceability marker must be secure to inhibit forms of counterfeiting [1].

**Block Complexity (Size and Number):** Supply chain managers must ensure that they include important product life cycle stages and related relevant information for traceability, keeping in mind the supply chain complexities resulting from increased information and supply chain partners [1].

**Information Collection:** Collecting and recording good quality information is a bigger challenge in a complex supply chain. Actors at various supply chain stages are reluctant to share all their crucial information, as they fear more transparency and openness will reveal their trade secrets to their competitors. On the other hand, information collection and recording can be a tedious process resulting in a lack of employee motivation unless compensated by any incentive [1].

**Human Error:** Human error is always a liability; for traceability, the required data must be recorded and stored at each level of the supply chain. A decrease of quality in information can cause a chain reaction and affect the whole integrity of blockchain [1].

There are many challenges in the implementation of traceability in sustainable supply chains: changing markets and conscious consumer demands require companies to share more information about the products they purchase, including supply sources and supply chain operations. Although blockchain integration has obstacles as well, this new technology enhances supply chain transparency by allowing supply chain managers to obtain the information consumers are demanding while providing compliance data, providing their companies’ competitive advantages [10].

**FOREST CERTIFICATION**

Forest certification is becoming a significant indicator of corporate responsibility within the forest industry. The forest industry is incorporating more environmentally responsible practices in both the production and purchasing of raw materials. There is growing global concern over illegal logging because it results in the loss of natural resources, environmental damage, and decreased revenue to the forest products industry and governments [5]. Illegal logging has been commonly defined as “when timber is harvested, transported, bought or sold in violation of national laws” [12]. The World Bank estimated in 2006 that illegal logging resulted in US$5 billion annual loss in revenue for governments and US$1 billion in annual revenue loss for US companies due to illegal wood products being sold in the market [12].

The ability to track wood materials throughout the supply chain is an important way to illustrate forest industry corporate responsibility. Tracking is heightened when sustainable forest management practices can be confirmed when the forest location and chain of custody certification can be verified [23]. There are several forest certification schemes, the largest and most recognized are the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and the Programme for the Endorsement Forest Certification [11].

The FSC forest scheme in 1993 was initially an environmental non-governmental organization, which assisted consumers with identifying products from sustainably managed forests. The FSC
and PEFC developed their chains of custody certification to track and ensure sustainable wood purchasing and forest management systems [23]. The original scope for forest certification was to conserve and preserve the biodiversity of rain forests. However, when you look at the certified forests only 10% of the globe's forests are certified. The incentive for companies to gain certification seems to differ from the certification schemes' primary aim. Scholars suggest that forest certification has been effective in raising environmental awareness for landowners but this awareness doesn't get translated to the consumer [23].

There are two types of certificates: forest management (FM) and chain of custody (CoC). The forest management certificate faces several policy issues like balancing economic, environmental and social concerns for forest management, mitigating illegal harvesting and conserving biodiversity [11]. FM certification is a process whereby forest owners voluntarily submit their forests for inspection by an independent certification body to determine whether their management practices meet defined standards in regards to sustainability [17]. Being FM certified allows for companies to market themselves as being committed to the environment which improves the company’s image. FM certification is an important tool for demonstrating a company’s corporate responsibility and maintaining a niche in the forest industry.

CoC certification identifies wood and wood-based products originating from sustainably managed forests [17]. CoC certification applies to all organizations that trade, process or manufacture wood-based and non-timber forest products [11]. FSC chain of custody certification verifies that FSC-certified material has been identified and separated from non-certified and non-controlled material as it makes its way along the supply chain from A through B. Traceability is a necessity for verifying wood products and their origins throughout the entire supply chain [7].

Although there are numerous governmental policies to reduce illegal logging, there are still challenges seen within the forest industry supply chain to ensure illegal wood does not enter the market. These new policies such as the Lacey Act in the United States are requiring high levels of due diligence for all producers to verify their wood and wood products are sourced legally. One of the major challenges with tracking and certifying wood is the lack of affordable and feasible technology to track wood throughout the supply chain [12]. Blockchain technology can enhance electronic traceability and ensure reliability, transparency, and security for certified raw materials and wood products.

WOOD TRACEABILITY STUDIES

Most blockchain applications are being implemented in the finance sector but supply chain managers recognize blockchain’s potential to enhance industrial applications and achieve competitive advantages. The integration of blockchain technology creates opportunities to optimize business processes, in particular, tracing and tracking.

The volume of imported illegal wood increased by over 50% between 2006 and 2013, showing similar difficulties to the blood diamond crisis. To decrease the purchase of blood diamonds from conflict areas the diamond industry has recently integrated blockchain technology to certify and track registered diamonds [7] [12]. Supply chain managers are interested in the possibilities of this new technology because, outside of new compliance regulations, consumers are demanding supply chain transparency. The validity of materials and sourcing concerns are aggravated when supply chains are multi-tiered [10]. Enhanced log and wood tracking would provide multiple
benefits for forest managers and downstream wood product producers [12].

A study conducted by Figorilli et al. introduced the application of blockchain technology for enhancing traceability within a wood supply chain, from a standing tree to the final user [7]. The authors advocated that traceability is important because retailers and importers need to be able to trace products. With the creation of two sustainable forest management certifications in Europe, wood and wood products of illegal origin are prohibited for use and trading. These new regulations initiated a need to certify wood products' origins and the ability to trace products flow through the supply chain. The authors used Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to reduce information gaps and enable real-time visibility into supply chains. The RFID technology allows for automatic traceability by connecting physical world objects with their virtual equivalents.

This infotracen technique can provide a web interface for product information that is accessible by the manufacturer, wholesaler, reseller, retailer and consumer. The transactions made within the infotracen system can be made immutable to ensure validity through blockchain technology. The entire wood supply chain was simulated in Italy, from standing tree to final product using RFID technology. To create the blockchain technology the application Azure Blockchain Workbench with cloud deployment was employed. Below is the illustration Figure. 1 of the wood infotracen phases and corresponding multi-actors, multi-tags and multi-devices.

**FIGURE 1**

From Figorilli et al. [7].

---

**Wood infotracen**

One drawback seen with adopting any new technology is cost, but the authors highlight the need for a new level of transparency and efficiency that must be met to ensure future profits and business operations. A survey conducted asking wood manufacturers about their willingness to pay a premium price for certified wood showed that 30% were willing to pay a higher mean premium price of 2.40%...
for certified wooden planks. The results from the survey alleviate the concern for the feasibility and economic sustainability of integrating blockchain technology. An economic evaluation of RFID and open source technologies integration within the forest industry was conducted to evaluate how these technologies could improve streamlining operations and use resources more efficiently [7]. The authors were also confident and anticipative of rapid IT development such that the price of integration and operation of blockchain applications will rapidly decrease.

In a study to find an economically and technically feasible wood tracking method the following characteristics were considered ideal: practical to apply in the field, reliable, cost-effective, easy to read and use, resistant to harsh conditions, compatible with downstream processing, and reusable [12]. In many countries with high levels of illegal logging, oversight is usually low, so an effective tracking method must be difficult to replicate and fraud should be detectable at various points within the supply chain. Combining two log tracking methods, a unique method was proposed using a large-format QR code and applying it on the end of logs using tree marking paint mixed with a high content of microtaggant tracer. Microtaggant identification particles provide multiple levels of security, each particle contains color layers, which translate to a numeric code, giving the paint a unique code such as a fingerprint.

The U.S. Forest Service uses microtaggant to detect illegal logging on their lands and the use of microtaggant would be using The U.S. Forest Service methods as a foundation for the newly proposed tracking method. The use of QR code is ideal because it can hold large amounts of information in a compact format, can be read from various distances and angles. The QR code provides the first level of security, allowing for the code to contain large amounts of information within the tag [12]. The microtaggant provides the second level of security, with the particles containing a unique color code pattern that is difficult to replicate. The third level is seen with paint particle density, particle per unit area within the bar code should meet a certain range if lower inspectors could detect diluted paint and fraudulent activity [12].

QR codes embedded with micro-taggant have been utilized in the medical industry to track counterfeiting medicine, which is fake medicine, that may be contaminated or contain the wrong or no active ingredient [12]. Applying QR code with wood paint embedded with micro-taggant was considered because it meets the characteristics of the ideal wood tracking method, being easily applicable in the field and cost-effective. The applied QR can be input into a cloud-based system that allows for real-time tracking of wood and wood products throughout the supply chain [12]. The QR code can hold large amounts of data such as harvest location and wood species. Smartphone applications have QR code reading technology and could be used by all users throughout the supply chain to verify materials.

To carry out this tracking method, Nelson Gun Type Boundary paint was initially used but once applied to wood cookies (freshly cut wood pieces) the readability of the QR codes was not acceptable. The QR codes were applied using a stencil [12]. The stencil was created using Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machines. The main issue was with the application of the Microtaggant paint with a spray gun; the application was not precise and did not produce hard edges. The paint also bled into areas where it was not wanted. The second problem was the difficulty of applying thick layers with the spray gun, a lack of contrast from the paint and wood made it difficult to read the QR code. Another challenge was the end grain of the wood having inconsistent surface smoothness, the growth rings also altered the paint color creating a contrast...
issue for QR code readers. The authors switched paint in an attempt to improve contrast and application by using standard aerosol spray paint (black and navy blue). The readability of the QR codes was significantly higher with the aerosol black navy spray paint. With 100% readability with the iPhone application for the Douglas-fir species cookies [12].

For future studies looking to use this method, the readability of the QR code must be improved. The QR code readability was improved by using aerosol-based spray paint, but the microtaggant particles are too large to be applied through a standard aerosol can. Further experiments must be done to develop a reliable application method. Also, because results differed across tree species, paint application should be modified to suit the tree species’ anatomical differences to ensure reliable and applicable QR application. This tracking method was devised to be economically feasible, the paint and Microtaggant mixture cost ranged between US$46-US$62. Each paint mixture could mark approximately 200 logs, cost per mark is estimated at US$0.23-US$0.31. This cost estimate is based on shelf price and the discounts seen with bulk purchasing were not calculated [12].

In a study focused on developing the use of blockchain-based tracing and tracking methods, from solely tracing product origin and linear movement through the supply chain, to incorporating manufacturing processes. Most solutions utilizing blockchain have been dedicated to simple goods and become obsolete once production processes occur. To enhance the ability of tracking products Westerkamp et al. solution accounts for processing and input goods of the final product [24]. For this method, physical goods are documented as smart contracts and represented as tokens that can contain a product’s origin, exchange and transformation processes.

Smart contracts allow for rules and criteria to be enforced without a third party. The smart contract system was created with the Ethereum blockchain and carried out on the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM). Ethereum is a unique decentralized platform that enables the use of smart contracts for the entirety of the blockchain. The activation of subsequent processes is completed by sending a transaction to the contracts address fulfilling the criteria of the contract’s parameters. To actively contribute to the blockchain, participants must own ether, which is a unique piece of code that allows updates to the blockchain's ledger. The smart contracts would be written using the programing language solidity, this programming language is suggested in recent Ethereum smart contract-based product tracking systems [24]. Developers that create smart contracts or apps on the Ethereum blockchain must pay ether tokens to host it, while partners who operate within the app pay with tokens to execute transactions. Ether transactions are necessary for the execution of any contract or transaction by the EVM. Price for transactions is defined as gas cost in the Ethereum yellow paper, and key costs are operations that store or change values on the blockchain [24].The EVM is governed by miners or supply chain partners who verify state changes, by verifying and executing transactions.

The tracing and tracking system utilized smart contracts and represented physical goods in the form of digital tokens and recipes that initiate subsequent steps of production. Recipes allow for the manufacturing process to be represented digitally. This is done by tokens being combined and being transformed into a new token. The recipe allows for supply partners to specify the number of input goods required to produce a new good. Another component of importance is the ability to certify goods within the supply chain. To tokenize goods, smart contracts are created for each type of good managed in the supply chain [24].Contracts correspond to a product of a
specific partner in the supply chain. For instance, a log supplier could only create log contracts, it could not create a board or chair contract, which are subsequent and different stages of the supply chain. The smart contract encompasses tokens that represent physical goods. One token represents one batch of goods that could be measured in quantity, weight, volume size or other general product information. Tokens are unique, which allows users to identify batches of the same type of good.

To represent the production process, tokens can be transformed into new tokens, which are referenced as a recipe for good transformation [24]. Along the supply chain, the following partner in the supply chain can determine what tokens (inputs) and the number of tokens are required for a new contract (new product). For the execution of the smart contract, the specific amount of input tokens needs to be specified by the subsequent partner in the supply chain. Contracts can require functions such as certification to act as inputs in the recipe for the manufacturing process. Certification function allows for goods to come from different regions, but meet the same compliance standards i.e. forest certification [24] [23]. If a recipe calls for certification and the tokens are not certified, the recipe will not be carried out, which means a new contract is not created and the function reverses. If the recipe is fulfilled then a new contract can be created by the subsequent partner in the supply chain, and the batch tokens are transferred with contract creation.

Participants in the smart contract system can perform one or more roles. The authors provided a list of roles representing the edged glued wood manufacturing process, they are listed with their description and input to the supply chain in Table 1 [24]. The resource suppliers create goods without inputs, they can split or merge batches before they are transferred to other participants in the supply chain. Producers require inputs to create goods, the digital process of these physical goods being acquired is done by transferring tokens. The producer becomes the owner of the transferred tokens, these transferred tokens are required to create a new token, following a recipe. Producers can also split or merge batches before they are transferred to other participants in the supply chain. Logistics and retail entities get good tokens transferred to them but do not modify or create goods. They can also split or merge batches before they are transferred to other participants in the supply chain. Consumers receive and utilize a product. At this step, the token batch is deleted and is no longer in the supply chain, but the production process can still be verified, in most cases the origin is traceable. Certifiers verify the quality of multiple goods, issuing a certificate. Assuring that specified standards are met, i.e. sourcing. A standard authorizing organization could act as the certifier, i.e. coalition or government agency. This entity does not own, create or acquire tokens [24].

**TABLE 1**

*Role definitions and processes as described in Westerkamp et al. [24].*

| Resource Suppliers: Forester and Glue Plant | Creates good without inputs: The forester and glue plant transfer batches of logs and glue to the sawmill. |
Producers: Saw Mill/Factory

Requires inputs to create goods: The sawmill/factory acquires tokens (batches) of logs and glue from the resource suppliers. Sawmill/factory can produce an edged glued wood token (batch). This is done by satisfying the edged glued wood token recipe, calling for ‘x’ amount of log tokens and ‘y’ amount of glue tokens.

Logistics and Retail

Acquires tokens but does not modify goods nor creates goods. Tokens (batches) can be split or merged. A token of 100 units could be split amongst multiple retailers, or a wholesaler could merge tokens (batches).

Consumers

Receive and utilizes product, the token batch is deleted and not a part of the supply chain, but origin can still be verified.

Certifiers

Verifies the quality of multiple goods, issuing a certificate. Does not own, create or acquire tokens. Would verify that the logs were sourced from a forester that meets specified guidelines. Certificates can be required for recipes, only log tokens that have received certification can be utilized in the edged glued wood token creation.

The traceability of a manufacturing process is imitated digitally on the blockchain. The process of inputs being required for subsequent steps in the supply chain is reflected, contract creation is only executed if the recipe is fulfilled (correct quality and/or quantity inputs required). This allows for every step in the manufacturing process to be captured and reflected, allowing for traceability of single products and their inputs. The blockchain can also record other variables of interests such as location and timestamps, to provide further traceability measures [24]. Products are usually shipped and processed as batches so that a batch of edged glued wood could be traceable to a batch of logs.

To illustrate this smart contract system the authors use an example following an edged glued wood manufacturing process, see Figure 2. The executions for minting and token transfers were simplified, with product batches being represented as unique data structures that store quantity needed for inputs in the manufacturing process. Each batch reflected one token with these unique features, remembering that batches are represented as tokens. The smart contract method following the edged glued manufacturing process has three participants in the supply chain, with six steps identified. The supply chain process of the manufacturing of the edged glued wood go as follows [24]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participates</th>
<th>Role Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Producers: Saw Mill/Factory</td>
<td>Requires inputs to create goods: The sawmill/factory acquires tokens (batches) of logs and glue from the resource suppliers. Sawmill/factory can produce an edged glued wood token (batch). This is done by satisfying the edged glued wood token recipe, calling for ‘x’ amount of log tokens and ‘y’ amount of glue tokens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics and Retail</td>
<td>Acquires tokens but does not modify goods nor creates goods. Tokens (batches) can be split or merged. A token of 100 units could be split amongst multiple retailers, or a wholesaler could merge tokens (batches).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Receive and utilizes product, the token batch is deleted and not a part of the supply chain, but origin can still be verified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certifiers</td>
<td>Verifies the quality of multiple goods, issuing a certificate. Does not own, create or acquire tokens. Would verify that the logs were sourced from a forester that meets specified guidelines. Certificates can be required for recipes, only log tokens that have received certification can be utilized in the edged glued wood token creation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Token contracts are created by the resource suppliers; the forester’s token contracts hold the log batches and the glue plant’s contracts hold the glue tokens.

2. The certifier approves the forester’s log tokens by confirming specific criteria have been satisfied.

3. The sawmill requires two inputs: certified log tokens and glue tokens. The set standards allow for the sawmill (producer) to have multiple resource suppliers. While inputs may have different origins, the producer requires inputs to comply with specific standards or be a specific product. To better explain the author’s example, the log tokens must be certified, and the glue tokens must be a specific type of glue.

4. The batch of 10 logs and the batch of 5 glue are sent to the sawmill, this execution is triggered in the transfer function.

5. To create a batch of edged glue, the sawmill must define the amount of log and glue used for production. The add-batch function initiates by querying if the log tokens have been certified, which is done by confirming the certifier’s certificate contract. If certification is positive, the logs are consumed, the logs’ token’s consumption function is called, the overall logs held in the foresters contract are reduced and the sawmill now owns those corresponding tokens. The add-batch function uses the glue tokens instantly since the glue tokens are defined and there are no certificate criteria.

Following the process of Figure 2, the sawmill received 10 log tokens and 5 glue tokens; to produce 1 edged glued wood, 1 log token and 5 glue tokens were required. After the production of 1 edged glued wood, the sawmill had 9 log tokens and 0 glue tokens leftover. Westerkamp et al., 2019 developed a mobile and web application to facilitate the database for existing goods and the creation of new goods.

**FIGURE 2**

Westerkamp, Martin, et al. the production process along the supply chain reflected by smart contract and token transfers [24].
These three reports and their methods will be used to construct an ideal wood tracking system for this use case study. The methods and systems proposed will be modified and built upon to better suit the supply chain and products being tracked. The key contributions in this paper are as follows:

1. Design a supply chain traceability system that verifies certified wood throughout the supply chain integrating blockchain technology.
2. Present a prototypical implementation.
3. Evaluate the implementation.

INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDY THE LOWE’S COMPANIES, INC.

The Director of Corporate Sustainability at the Lowe's Companies, Inc. identified that Lowe's started sustainability initiatives with the 'supplier management for risk and performance' strategy. Their initiatives, like those of many other companies, were directed towards minimizing PR issues within the supplier base, and the company has been doing that for quite a long time. Currently, Lowe's is evolving into a firm for sustainable products. Their initial strategy was "do no harm" and now it's "do better." The driving question for the company now is: How can we take the products we sell and make them better for the world? Lowe's practices formalization supply chain governance. Due to their large number of suppliers, other forms of governance would be too difficult to execute to a high standard. The monitoring of supplier performance through audit evaluations directly impacts the strength of sustainability metrics and goals. The Director of Corporate Sustainability indicated that a supplier who performs poorly in their audit, will not be reassigned once their contract is up. In this study blockchain technology will be integrated within the Lowe's Company Inc. supply chain to track wood products at any point in the supply chain to identify and verify sustainably certified wood. Forest certification is gaining popularity and is becoming an indicator of a company's commitment to responsibility, while also providing the satisfaction of supporting the sustainability of natural forest resources for stakeholders and consumers [17]. CoC certification represents heightened supply chain management and the integration of blockchain technology will provide a new level of transparency to offer greater confidence in transactions and wood verification.

There are two approaches to improving supplier (or supply chain) sustainability within a company: a broad approach or a product-specific approach. The broad approach can be implemented throughout an entire supply chain comprised of many partners. Walmart's ambitious gigaton initiative is a well-acknowledged successful broad approach to improving sustainability. Project Gigaton is a Walmart initiative to reduce the company's greenhouse gas emissions throughout its global supply chain [19]. This initiative is set to avoid one billion metric tons (a gigaton) of greenhouse gases from the global value chain by 2030. Through Project Gigaton, Walmart suppliers can take their sustainability efforts to the next level through goal-setting, and get credit from Walmart for the progress they make. Since the program was introduced in 2017, hundreds of Walmart suppliers have gotten on board by committing to reduce emissions.

One of the unique traits of this large-scale sustainability initiative is Walmart's aim to keep the price of enhancing product sustainability out of the customer's pocket. Walmart intends to bring
sustainable products to the price-conscious consumer. Their strategy aims to make sustainability a public good, shifting the notion that sustainably sourced and produced products need a hefty price tag for verification. Walmart is working with suppliers, assisting them in adopting energy-efficient operation practices, i.e. energy-efficient light bulbs, clean energy, and other greenhouse gas reducing steps. This broad-based strategy for implementing sustainability is easier than the product-specific approach.

The product-specific approach to sustainability is carried out by focusing on one product or product category, analyzing the products' life cycle to make improvements to safety or sustainability. Taking the product-specific approach utilizes more resources and requires more work, but can be more effective than the broader approach. For this case study, a product-specific approach will be taken to enhance the traceability of wood along the supply chain, using blockchain technology as a tool to improve assurance of the legality of timber origin.

What is known: Wood tracking is a growing interest in the forest industry and accurate and secure tracking would present multiple benefits for both forest managers and all downstream wood product producers. Major consumer countries are requiring wood product sellers to validate the origins of their raw wood and wood products. There is no method currently being used to track large quantities of wood and wood products throughout the supply chain that is both technically and economically feasible. Blockchain can increase transparency and accountability along a wood supply chain.

What we want to know: Can wood be accurately tracked throughout the supply chain to verify certified wood using a technical and economically feasible tracking method? Can blockchain technology be integrated to enhance traceability and verify certifications of wood along the supply chain?

LOWE’S USE CASE EXAMPLE

As Lowe’s strengthens its substantiality initiatives, enhancing the ability to provide traceability of goods, such as wood empowers the growing number of consumers who have interests in products that were sourced and produced with ecological and ethical integrity. Blockchain technology presents a level of transparency and accountability along the wood supply chain that is not achieved with the current conventional centralize database. Methods from the three reviewed case studies will be integrated into this study to produce an improved, economical and reliable tracking method [7] [12] [24].

The following use case proposes the implementation of a multi-level security tracking system with microtaggant paint and a blockchain decentralized supply chain management system based on smart contracts in a wood supply chain. Incorporating the microtaggant paint in the initial transfer from certified forest to the sawmill will provide insurance of verifiability of certified logs. To account for the processing of wood throughout the supply chain, the physical goods will be represented as digital tokens and recipes to initiate the subsequent process in the manufacturing process. A web-based application will be utilized for in-field data readings, facilitate token detection of existing goods, creation of tokens and the ability to see previous token inputs and transactions. The wood processing phases and supply chain partners roles are depicted in Figure 3 and Table 2.
MODEL COMPONENTS

Wood traceability phases

FIGURE 3

Wood traceability phases and digital representation with smart contract and token transfer through the manufacturing process [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource Supplier: Forester</td>
<td>Creates forest smart contract that holds log token contracts. Forester is certified, with microtaggart paint, logs will be marked to identify certification. Transfers batches of log to the sawmill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Producer: Sawmill

The sawmill acquires tokens (batches) of logs from the forester. Sawmill can produce a board token (batch). Once the logs are scanned to match the microtaggant QR code, the log tokens are instantly transferred to the sawmill.

Retail: Lowe’s

Acquires tokens but does not modify goods nor creates goods

Microtaggant tree/log marking

Logs will be marked using microtaggant paint and QR code technology. Timber marking: application of the QR code will be painted using microtaggant mixed paint. Microtaggants are microscopic particles that contain multiple color layers, which translate to a numeric code. The QR code stencil can be generated using a 3-D printer. The use of QR code is ideal because it can hold large amounts of information in a compact format, can be read from various distances and angles, they can also be generated for free. The QR code provides the first level of security, allowing for the code to contain large amounts of information within the tag and facilitating the wood certification verification process. The QR code associates the information on the database of the token: tree marking date, tree GPS point, species, cutting date, and can be further developed to include log length, log average diameter, wood quality categories, and other useful information. This method will function as a certificate, logs marked with microtaggant paint will hold certification of being harvested from a certified forest.

The microtaggants can be enhanced to aid in location and authentication, to support in recording data into the blockchain application. The security of microtaggants reduces the ability to replicate markings and cheat the system. The microtaggant provides the second level of security for the wood origin verification, with the particles containing a unique color code pattern or density that is difficult to replicate. Microtaggant paint can be purchased from MicroTrace LLC, due to paint application issues seen with the Knowles et al study, the Microtaggant Airbrush System is proposed [12]. This system enables the ability to assign a unique code for each of their distributors, in this use case it would be foresters. The unique distributor Microtaggant code is applied to the exterior of the logs before hauling of log batch to the distributor/sawmill.

MicroTrace LLC, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA provided an informational flyer on the Airbrush System, here are the following descriptors and pricing information.

The Microtaggant Airbrush System includes application instructions and 8-ounce containers with a clear carrier material for airbrush application. Each 8-ounce container contains enough Microtaggant Identification Particles to mark approximately 8,400 bottles. Desired density and operator application can impact the number of products covered by each container using the Airbrush System. To operate the system, you will need airbrush glass bottles, sprayers, and a compressor. MicroTrace recommends using Badger Airbrush products: These items can be purchased from MicroTrace or Badger Airbrush. Glass bottle and sprayer (model number 250-4) Compressor (model number 180-11)."

Pricing information One-time Certification and Registration for all unique company codes - $5,000. With a minimum initial order: 100 – 8oz containers and minimum reorder: 20 – 8oz containers
If a third level of security is desired, this would be applicable in regions that experience high levels of fraud. UV particles can be added to the microtaggant paint. Microtaggants enable employees or investigators to do on-the-spot, non-destructive field testing with inexpensive and handheld detectors. Detectors for microtaggants are 980nm Laser Pen, 365w UV Light, Dino Light USB Microscope Handheld Microscope. Microtaggant Identification Particles can also be viewed using standard stereo microscopes.

**BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY**

**Representing physical goods with smart contracts and tokens**

Each partner within the supply will set up a smart contract for the good they manage in the supply chain. The forester, the sawmill and Lowe's will have smart contracts set up for their corresponding good(s). Within the smart contracts, tokens that represent physical goods, one token represents one batch of goods that could be measured in quantity, weight, volume size or other general product information. Tokens are unique, which allows users to identify batches of the same type of good [24]. To represent the production process, tokens can be transformed into new tokens, which is referenced as a recipe for good transformation [24]. Along the supply chain, the following partner in the supply chain can determine what tokens (inputs) and the number of tokens are required for a new contract (new product). In this case, the sawmill requires a certain amount of microtaggant marked log tokens to satisfy recipe for board tokens i.e. you need 10 log tokens (3 log units) to create 1 board token (250 board units).

Forester -> Log Contract -> Log Tokens: Tree species, location, quantity
Sawmill -> Board Contract -> Board Tokens: Data from log token, quantity
Lowe’s -> Lumber Contract -> Data from board token (which encompasses the log token data), quantity

**Web and mobile application**

An application accessible on the web or a smartphone will be implemented to enhance the wood traceability data collection, by supporting in-field collections of microtaggant QR scans, storing existing goods and creating new types of goods with existing goods. Users will be able to identify the number of tokens in their possession. The app can produce QR codes for specific batches with new good creations. For example, if you have a token (batch) of 10 logs and the retailer only needs 5, you can create a new token (batch) of 5 logs in addition to generating a QR code specific to that token (batch) [24]. Generating QR codes would be ideal with the completion of the last step in the production process. As goods get modified, the QR code could be damaged or erased. Tokens inputs, token creation and token history of transactions would be accessible through the app, providing trackability of products [24]. With the specific QR code being generated for tokens, once scanned the QR code can reveal the components used for the manufacturing of the final product, while also revealing information about the origin or other necessary consumer standards.

**Proposed blockchain platform and utility**

The blockchain platform proposed to build the blockchain network is the Azure Blockchain.
Azure Blockchain was chosen because it simplifies development and eases experimentation due to its prebuilt networks and infrastructure [18]. Developing cost and time are reduced using the Azure Blockchain Workbench with prebuilt integrations to the cloud services needed for application development. The software can also be easily integrated with existing systems and ERPs. Another key feature of this platform is its support of Ethereum smart contracts written in Solidity language. Ethereum is a unique decentralized platform that enables the use of smart contracts for the entirety of the blockchain. Azure Blockchain also deploys the ability to integrate IoT devices directly using an Azure IoT Hub, which supports the security of IoT devices with the ability to be directly integrated with the blockchain application. The development of applications is done by writing a JSON configuration file and a smart contract, which is executed by the application logic.

The Azure Blockchain Service is deployed through the Azure portal, Azure CLI, or through Visual Studio, code using the Azure Blockchain extension. With provisioning of both transaction and validator nodes, Azure Virtual Networks for security isolation as well as service-managed storage, the deployment process is simplified. Another feature that simplifies the blockchain construction process is when new blockchain members are added, the users also create, or join, a consortium. Consortiums enable multiple parties in different Azure subscriptions to be able to securely communicate with one another on a shared blockchain. This simplified deployment reduces blockchain network deployment from days to minutes [18]. This platform allows users to investigate the events in the blockchain by automatically synchronizing data on the blockchain to off-chain storage. This gives the user the ability to query an off-chain database system, versus high energy consumption of extracting data directly from the blockchain.

A Full Azure Blockchain deployment includes [18]:

- App Service Plan (Standard)
- Application Insights
- Event Grid
- Azure Key Vault
- Service Bus
- SQL Database (Standard S0) + SQL Logical Server
- Azure Storage account (Standard LRS)
- Virtual Machine scale set with a capacity of 1
- Virtual Network resource group (with Load Balancer, Network Security Group, Public IP Address, Virtual Network)
- Optional: Azure Blockchain Service (Basic B0 default)

An application for smartphones/tablets will be developed to increase accessibility to the blockchain and support traceability data collection and in-field data collection. The application will be utilized for scanning the microtaggant QR code and will be linked to the blockchain system with all registered information being stored in the database. Another function of the application will allow for blockchain users’ to search for existing goods associated with their supply chain. If necessary the user can also generate a new QR code for individual product batches, this is convenient when token holders are splitting or combining batches to fulfill an order, ensuring the integrity of transparency of good origins and process through the supply chain. During
all synchronization processes, the application and blockchain will audit the database to prevent the use of already claimed tokens for recipes, splitting or combining. The audit will also prevent the duplication and unauthorized use of tokens, if any attempt is flagged, all users of the supply chain will be notified. All product batches stored can be queried for inputs and production processes, allowing for transparency and traceability at any stage during the supply chain.

Internet connectivity is necessary for the application to successfully synchronize information and provide an accurate representation of real-time supply chain processes and transactions on the blockchain.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

To enhance the traceability and verify certifications of wood along the supply chain, the use case proposes the implementation of a multi-level security tracking system with micro-taggart paint and a blockchain decentralized supply chain management system based on smart contracts in a wood supply chain. Incorporating the microtaggant paint in the initial transfer from certified forest to the sawmill will provide insurance of verifiability of certified logs. To account for the processing of wood throughout the supply chain, the physical goods will be represented as digital tokens and recipes to initiate the subsequent process in the manufacturing process. A web-based application will be utilized for in-field data readings, facilitating token detection of existing goods, creation of tokens, and the ability to see previous token inputs and transactions.

To illustrate the method and keep the transactions simplified three partners of the supply chain are depicted with five steps along the supply chain. This simplistic example is used to extenuate the main execution of method Figure 3. A more complex production process could also be used, with the addition of a supply chain producer partner. The partners of the supply chain and their activity within the supply chain following the traceability method follow these steps:

1. Trees in a certified forest are harvested. The ends of the logs are tagged with a QR code using the stencil and microtaggant paint. The QR code will house tree location, season and species. This will act as the certification necessary to create the log token.
   a. The forester supply chain partner will sign into the blockchain app via phone/tablet. The main screen will have 3 options: “resource supplier”, “producer” and “retail”. The forester supply chain partner will choose “resource supplier”, the next screen will have names of approved certified forest suppliers, and the user will choose their forest. The user will be prompted to provide a user ID unique to the supplier. The user will verify the microtaggant and QR code by scanning the QR code and verifying the microtaggant which will satisfy 2/3 of the token contract. The last part of the token contract will be verified with the blockchain’s app ability to record/verify the location of data inputs.

2. The resource supplier; the forester creates a log contract once the microtaggant QR code is recorded and the location is verified. Within the log contract, token contracts are created to represent batches of logs. The token contract reflects a batch of 60 logs. The physical logs are transported to the lumber yard. The created token batch is sent to the sawmill and is notified through the execution of the transfer contract function.
3. The physical logs arrive at the sawmill.
   a. The producer supply chain partner will sign into the blockchain app via phone/tablet, main screen and will have 3 options: “resource supplier”, “producer” and “retail”. The forester supply chain partner will choose “producer”, the next screen will have names of Lowe’s producers, the user will choose their company. The user will be prompted to provide a user ID unique to the producer. The user will verify the microtaggant and QR code by scanning the QR code and verifying the microtaggant which will satisfy the recipe for the creation of a board token contract.

4. To create a batch of boards, the sawmill must define the number of logs used for production. The add-batch function will verify that the logs have been marked with microtaggant QR code, scanned, verified twice (1st scan at the forest and 2nd scan at the sawmill), and the initial scan was recorded in a certified origin. Upon the verification of origin and microtaggant QR code, the logs are consumed, the logs token's consumption function is called, the overall logs held in the forester’s contract is reduced and the sawmill now owns those corresponding tokens.
   a. Token transfer the forester holds thirty units of logs and the sawmill holds two units of logs and four units of boards (30÷7= 4 whole units and 2 leftover)
   b. Board units corresponding to the board tokens could be marked or labeled with generated QR code from the blockchain web application, this QR code will reveal components of the product, in this case, the origin of the logs (a certified forest).

5. Board tokens are acquired by Lowe’s. Before the transaction is approved, the Lowe’s lumber contract verifies that the board token is a product of certified log tokens, resulting in the ability to verify the origin of the board or at least its certification status.
   a. Physical boards are housed at Lowe’s warehouse/store, the board tokens batch information can be accessed on the blockchain web application. A label to be displayed on the price tag of boards could have a generated QR code from the blockchain web application, this QR code will reveal components of the product, in this case, the origin of the logs (a certified forest).

Algorithm: (in progress)

FIGURE 4

Use case algorithm depicted by blockchain execution.
EVALUATION

This use case provides a potential method of integrating blockchain technology to successfully track and verify certified wood throughout the supply chain. The conceptual model does have limitations that require further research to increase confidence for implementation. Technical guidance was not presented in this paper and further explicit instructions are necessary for coding and blockchain architecture. This theoretical method does provide utility but it also creates questions about the function, deployment and real-life application.

Blockchain costs

One technique sustainability-oriented companies have been employing is enhancing traceability within their supply chains. Blockchain technology does present the opportunity to strengthen traceability but it also requires energy to operate, secure and execute this priority. There is a need to incorporate sustainable energy management, which provides a holistic overview of the costs associated with blockchain technology (air emissions, fuel use, and hazardous emissions) [13]. With the smart contract tracking system, there is a cost within the blockchain platform associated with the execution of transactions along with the blockchain. Another costly feature is storing data and other variables of the blockchain system. Westerkamp et al. presents the opportunity to utilize the Ethereum Request for Comments (ERC) 721, which provides developers with technical guidance for construction. They present several ways to optimize storage and reduce the costs of executing transactions and storing data along the block [24]. The explicit concerns of energy costs for blockchain will be alleviated, with the shift of organizations adopting more efficient and renewable energy sources, these shifts can allow for sustainable integration and execution of blockchain technology [7] [13].

Integration of blockchain to existing systems
To conduct an empirical pilot test of this tracking method, producers within a selected lumber supply chain will agree to integrate the blockchain integration into their existing systems. In addition to taking on the additional responsibility of scanning in the microtaggant QR code, during lumber transactions amongst foresters and sawmills. This can be a major challenge but parties are assumed to have high motivation and willingness to implement the technology, thus why they were selected for the empirical pilot test. Blockchain adaptation will also be a cultural change from centralized to a decentralized network that might require additional investment in human resources [1].

**Sawmill separation of certified and uncertified wood**

One major challenge that may hinder the potential for the tracking method to be executed flawlessly, is the potential for “contamination” at the sawmill. Supply chain partners would have to be conscious and attentive if they procure non-certified lumber, to ensure that the tokenized and certified lumber is not mixed or lost with non-certified lumber. Human error is a significant factor and is always a liability. The information inputted into the blockchain must have priority of accuracy by all supply chain partners. This is also the case for the sawmill and other producers, an error in storage or mixing of non-compliant items can decrease the quality of information and can cause a chain reaction and affect the whole integrity of the blockchain.

**DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK**

**Significance**

The results supply Lowe’s Companies, Inc. with theoretical and conceptual evidence of utilizing blockchain technology to track and verify certified wood along the supply chain. The conduction of this study has identified the feasibility and efficiency of tracking and tracing wood products as well as employing blockchain technology into a product supply chain. This case study can become a foundation for future blockchain implementation for product supply chains and support corporate sustainability initiatives by enhancing products traceability and transparency.

**Further research direction**

Future research needs to be interdisciplinary and multilevel, due to the many factors and actors needed for successful implementation. Potential supply chain partners may have constraints in regards to integrating, executing or properly utilizing the blockchain technology. Thorough blockchain technology investigation is necessary to develop a threshold for energy use, to ensure that other sustainability initiatives are not threatened, i.e. energy use concerning greenhouse gases.

**CONCLUSION**

This use case provides a potential method of integrating blockchain technology within the Lowe's Company Inc. to enhance traceability and verify wood certification along the supply chain. The tracking system employs a multi-level security tracking system with microtaggant paint and blockchain technology beyond simple ledgers with the use of processes being represented as smart contracts. Smart contracts facilitate efficiency in transactions by eliminating or reducing the amount of manually intensive tasks. Wood and its subsequent products through the manufacturing process can be stored and secured on the blockchain. The conduction of this study has identified the feasibility and efficiency of tracking and tracing wood products as well as employing...
blockchain technology into a product supply chain. The method and strategy supply Lowe's Companies, Inc. with theoretical evidence of utilizing blockchain technology and encourage additional pilot studies for enhancing other product traceability and transparency.
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Abstract

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs describes our most basic needs as humans as food, water, air, clothing, and shelter. Without these things, we do not move to the next level of needs. Our society must have these factors before we care about anything more. Some of these needs, such as air are everywhere and free-flowing, but the majority of these needs take work to create.

Production of agricultural goods is a pillar of our economy that allows for us to keep advancing. Our study examines several factors and attempts to answer the question: “Is agriculture a self-sustainable form of income for mid-sized farms in South Carolina?”
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Introduction

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) data provides a cost breakdown of operating expenses and projected profits, including net income before any government assistance or insurance payments are configured into the producer’s overall operation. In general, for the past decade, these numbers show a loss in three major commodities/crops for South Carolinian farmers—cotton, corn, and soybeans. However, additional factors may not be accounted for. Farmers, as businessmen, would be unable to operate with these persistent losses, which suggests there is more information to study. This paper analyzes data from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Farm Related Services (FSA), and other sources to describe how these farmers are resourceful and maintain a stable income from season to season.

Government Involvement

Farm Related Services (FSA) is the branch of the government that works closely with USDA. These offices span across the United States, with each attending to their local area. They assist with carrying out various government subsidy programs such as disaster relief, farm rehabilitation, disadvantaged farmer services, and crop insurance. Many of these programs are aimed at helping specific types of farmers who normally fall under one of two categories—beginning farmers or socially disadvantaged farmers. A beginning farmer is one who has not operated a farm for longer than 10 years or does not own a farm larger than 30% of the average size in their county (Beginning Farmers and Ranchers Loans, n.d.). Socially disadvantaged farmers are any persons who have been socially disadvantaged due to their gender, ethnicity, or race (Fact Sheet: Socially Disadvantaged Farmers and Ranchers Loan, 2011).

Producer Demographics
IS AGRICULTURE A SUSTAINABLE

The US Census of Agriculture (2017) indicates the typical producer is a white male with an average size farm of 441 acres. This excludes many farmers from being qualified to participate in these aid programs to get extra assistance during financially stressful months. Their exclusion is a consequence of meeting one or more of the following scenarios: a farm size greater than 30% of the average size in the county, farming longer than 10 years, or not being classified as socially disadvantaged by FSA’s guidelines. Therefore, the majority of programs offered do not help the typical Southeastern American farmer.

Additionally, there are several wide spread patterns that are cause for concern in this industry. A particular concern is the rising average age of farmers. 

**Figure 1** is a comparison of farmers across the United States and South Carolina:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Categories</th>
<th>Number of U.S. Farmers</th>
<th>Number of South Carolina Farmers</th>
<th>Percentage of South Carolina Farmers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 25</td>
<td>50,943</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>234,496</td>
<td>2,238</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>390,345</td>
<td>4,256</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>614,654</td>
<td>7,290</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>955,345</td>
<td>10,693</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>757,936</td>
<td>9,411</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 and over</td>
<td>396,106</td>
<td>4,583</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,399,825</td>
<td>38,970</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Roughly one-third of current farmers in the United States are 65 years or older and 36% are 65 or older in South Carolina. The average age range for a farmer is 55-64. As this age increases, concern for the aging workforce is gaining traction (United States Census of Agriculture, 2017).

Other Trends

As previously stated, the average farmer is a white male who works 441 acres. At current levels, the majority of household income for midsize farmers is made up almost completely by other revenue streams, (Most Farmers Receive, 2018). There is an increase in efficiency with technological advancement. However, many midsize farmers cannot afford this new technology; they are left susceptible to becoming obsolete and leaving the industry (Most Farmers Receive, 2018). Other common trends in agriculture include increased capital costs and scarcity of labor. Income in agriculture can also vary due to factors such as the futures market, commodity prices, weather, changes in each Farm Bill, and an increase in organic and produce farming.

Shifts in Farm Size

Another trend that is cause for concern is farm consolidation. In recent years, there has been an observed barbell effect. Middle-size traditional farmers are financially vulnerable and under distress. A middle-sized farmer is one who has annual gross cash income before expenses of $10,000 to $349,999 (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service and National Agricultural Statistics Service, Agriculture Resource Management Survey, U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). Farms are also classified by size based on acreage. In this paper we define small,
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medium, and large sizes by the ranges 1-179, 180-999, and 1,000+ acres, respectively.

Figures 2-4 represent the change in land measured in acres overtime in the state of South Carolina. These values came from the previous Census of Agriculture being in 1982 to the most recent Census of Agriculture in 2017.

Analysis

Multiple regressions were performed using the number of Mid-Sized farms and the Number of Acres in Mid-Sized Farms as the Y variables and the Number of Large Farms, Number of Small Farms, Number of Acres in Large Farms, and Number of Acres in Small Farms as the X variables. Each regression used one X variable and one Y variable. Three out of the four regressions yielded significant p-values. Two of the regressions analyzed the relationship between the number of acres in one of two farm size categories, (large and small) to the number of acres in the mid-sized farm category. For the first regression, with the number of acres in the large farm category as the X variable, returned a p-value of 0.0931, making it a significant predictor of the number of acres in mid-sized farms. The second regression, with the number of acres in small farms as the X variable, yielded a p-value of 0.1717, making it another significant predictor of the number of acres in Mid-Sized Farms. Two more regressions were performed with the number of mid-sized farms as the Y variable with the same X variables as the previous two regressions. Using the number of acres in large farms as the X variable yielded a p-value of
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0.2312, making it a less significant predictor of the number of mid-sized operations. Using the land in small farms as the X variable, however, yielded a more significant p-value of 0.0085.

As a result of our analysis, we were able to develop two models: one for predicting the number of mid-size farms (1) and the other for predicting the land in the mid-size farm category (2). The models are listed below in equations one and two, respectively.

\[
\hat{Y} = -18.9087 + 0.4939X_1 + 0.6819X_2 \quad (1)
\]

\[X_1 = \text{Number of Large Farms Index Value}\]

\[X_2 = \text{Land in Small Farms Index Number}\]

\[
\hat{Y} = -96.5949 + 1.8875X_1 - 0.4365X_2 + 0.5162X_3 \quad (2)
\]

\[X_1 = \text{Number of Large Farms Index Number}\]

\[X_2 = \text{Land in Large Farms Index Number}\]

\[X_3 = \text{Land in Small Farms Index Number}\]

Using these models with the indexed values of the variables, we could determine an index number for the values of the number of mid-sized farms and land in mid-sized farms. From there we divided the index values by 100 and multiplied it by the base values to obtain the estimated results. Using the Forecast function in Excel, we forecasted the future values of the variables used in the models, then applied the forecasted variables to the models. The results can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 on the following page.
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The orange bar between the last two data points on Figure 5 and 6 represent the forecasted results. Everything up to the point before the orange bar is historical data and the last two points on the graph represent the next two Censuses of Agriculture, 2022 and 2027. Results of our analysis show a relatively steep drop in the number of mid-sized farms and a much flatter decrease in the amount of land in the Mid-Sized Farm category.

Conclusion

Farming is transitioning to a corporate, large scale industry model and traditional farms are becoming less and less common. Due to increasing capital costs, middle-size farmers are becoming financially limited. To survive all these changes producers have two options: they can move to niche markets (economies of scope), such as organic farming or farm-to-table business models, or go through growing pains and expand their operations to take advantage of economies of scale. In order to stay competitive on a large scale, producers will become more efficient or exit the industry. The producers that stay are increasing the scale of their operation through farm consolidation and investment in more efficient machines to cut down on labor costs. Some of the producers leaving the market for these big three commodities find new markets such as the organic produce market. As producers exit the market for the big three commodities and move toward other markets, prices will adjust to reach a new equilibrium.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research paper is to show the use of linear programming to optimize the fundraising operations at Anderson Interfaith Ministries (AIM) through the maximization of resources. AIM is a local food bank and non-profit that serves to meet the needs of the people in the Anderson, SC area. They have several annual events that are used to raise funds for their ministry and operations. This project seeks to use linear programming to maximize the use of their fundraising capabilities to provide the optimal mix of events that will benefit the ministry the most. In the past year, AIM was able to financially assist 422 families with $73,947 of collected charitable donations. [1] [2]

BODY
JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT
Inspiration for Project
This project’s main inspiration was the similar project undertaken a few years ago by a group of students at the University of South Carolina to benefit the Columbia, SC based Harvest Hope Food Bank. Their project similarly used integer programming to optimize Harvest Hope’s promotional strategies. The main difference in these projects is that within their project they included food drives, which are not included in this model, and they included the constraints of volunteer hours, storage costs of food collected, and supplies cost for food drive set-up. That being said, while this project initially stemmed from that original initiative, they are markedly different both in their executions and outcome. [9]

Aspects of Fundraising in Nonprofits
As identified by Bekkers and Wiepking in their literature review of nonprofit giving, there are 8 main reasons why people contribute to nonprofits [3]. These 8 reasons are awareness of need, solicitation, costs and benefits, altruism, reputation, psychological benefits, values, and efficacy. Each of these reasons can be provided by a fundraising event in the way that these events raise awareness for the need, they solicit money, they provide a benefit of attendance (whether that be entertainment, products gained from an auction, etc.), they promote and give a feasible outlet for altruism, they show the reputation of the nonprofit organization, they provide the psychological benefits of giving by connecting givers with the organization they are seeking to help (which gives the psychological benefit of the giver seeing their gift in action), they show the values of
the organization (helping the giver connect these values to their own), and they promote efficacy in the way that the events gain the desired result of an increased contribution to the organization for which they benefit [3]. That being said, the optimal organization of events is vital to a nonprofit’s fundraising success because of the way that these events help to meet all 8 reasons for people to donate. [3]

The Importance of Addressing Hunger

Hunger and lack of education are two of the biggest issues that plague every nation. Even the most developed countries struggle to meet the most basic needs of some of their residents, an issue that even the United States of America faces. Organizations such as AIM, seek to empower and meet the needs of the people in the areas they serve [1]. One emerging way to assist such organizations in meeting these needs is through the use of supply chain principles to optimize their organizations in order to insure their sustainability [4]. An article found that addresses this very idea defines sustainability as, “as the achievement of program continuity, characterized by a well-functioning model with local governance and decreasing reliance on external funding and know-how, in line with notions of sustainability used for health programs in development settings” [5]. This article also discusses the way that supply chain techniques can be used to aid in this sustainability. In this specific study, supply chain principles of operations are applied to schools in order to aid in their humanitarian relief of school feeding. This concept fits well within the supply chain area of humanitarian logistics. The goal behind this article’s research and the use of supply chain principles within this area of humanitarian logistics was to provide sustainability to the school-feeding mission. Based on this information, linear programming is a viable option for such supply chain related aid.

Nonprofit Resource Allocation

Within the realm of nonprofit resource allocation, there is a critical issue which is the distribution of a scarce resource (nonprofit funds). In Lien, Iravani, and Smilowitz 2014 article on the scarce allocation of nonprofit resources provides insight into a model developed to maximize profit and service (defined by fill rate, in this case) [7]. This article goes on to discuss the heuristic developed from said research into the optimal way to maximize both profit and service of nonprofits. The specific research and model was developed with inventory management principles in mind within the Greater Chicago Food Depository (GCFD). The GCFD is an organization which, similarly to AIM, takes in donations in order to redistribute them to other sources. In AIM’s case, these other sources are the people they are donated to help, while in the case of GCFD their donations are being redistributed to other Chicago-based nonprofits to serve the people of the area. Based on these organizational similarities and differences, the concept of using inventory management and other supply chain principles to improve nonprofit operations is a valid one. Thus further illustrating the justification of this project that has been undertaken. [7]
METHODOLOGY OF PROJECT

Gathering Information

The basic methodology of this project was as follows; the project began by meeting with the food pantry manager at AIM, to understand their processes of raising food through food drives. After this meeting, it was determined that there was essentially no constraint on the number of food drives that could be held throughout the year because of the great amount of help AIM receives from local churches, grocery stores, and other volunteers to organize and contribute to these events. Based on this information, I went on to meet with the Vice President of Programs, who became my contact at AIM for the remainder of my project. He was able to collect information from their development department, who organizes their events, about the average output of their annual fundraising events and the staff hours that go into each of these events. Based on the information given, it was determined that staff hours are the main constraint since, AIM is blessed with the ability to have as many volunteer hours as needed to complete their event set-up and staffing. The information gathered is shown in the table below, which includes the output of each event as well as the necessary staff hours for the planning and executive of each event.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Average Funds Raised</th>
<th>Staff Hours Needed (total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart for Helping</td>
<td>$38,000</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All IN Dinner and Silent Auction</td>
<td>$94,000</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailgate with Attitude</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women AIM High</td>
<td>$47,000</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$229,000</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, it was vital to the development of the linear programming model to know how many staff hours are available for these fundraising events. For this information, I was directed to AIM’s Volunteer and Special Events Coordinator. She gave me the following information in regard to their department’s employee availability and roles in planning and executing events. There is a base level of approximately 500 hours put into the planning of each event between the 4 full-time employees and 1 AmeriCorps VISTA member of their team. Of this department, 2 of them primarily work on events, thus giving the events team a capacity constraint of 3,840 staff hours that can be used to facilitate the planning and executing of fundraising events.
Developing the Linear Programming Model

After the necessary gathering of information, as described in the section above, it was time to develop and run the linear programming model. This model was developed through the use of the information that is explained above. The table below shows the model used, with the results from running the linear programming as well.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event:</th>
<th>Heart for Helping</th>
<th>All IN Dinner and Silent Auction</th>
<th>Tailgate with Attitude</th>
<th>Women AIM High</th>
<th>Total Contribution</th>
<th>Maximum Capacity of Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Variable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution</td>
<td>$38,000</td>
<td>$94,000</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$47,000</td>
<td>$470,889</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Staff Hours (total of below rows)</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Hours</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>279</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Hours</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decision variable represents the optimal number of each event that should take place. This is determined by the Microsoft Excel Data Analysis Add-On, Solver. This function takes into account the output of each event as well as the necessary input and balances these with the constraints listed. The computer runs as many iterations as necessary in order to determine how best to balance these trade-offs in order to give the best possible mix of events to maximize the contribution to AIM, in this case.

The contribution, shown in dollars, comes from the information gathered in conjunction with AIM. It is, as aforementioned, the average output of each event, as given by the development department. The contribution is used within the linear programming model because the computer seeks to maximize the total output by balancing these numbers with the constraint of each event.
and the total capacity of these constraints. The total contribution, based on the optimal output given by the computer, is $470,889 raised through the mix of 1 of each event and a rounded 3 of the All IN Dinner and Silent Auction. The rounding and these results will be further explained in the following section.

Lastly, the constraint for this model was determined to be paid staff hours based on the operational information given me by AIM. The staff hours needed for each event are shown in their respective column, with the total capacity constraint of 3,840 staff hours shown in the column entitled “Maximum Capacity of Resource”.

After all the necessary information was gathered, inputted, and correctly organized into a Microsoft Excel document, the Solver function was employed to determine the optimal output. These results will be explained in the section below. [5] [8]

**Linear Programming Results Explained**

The results of linear programming can be seen in Table 3 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event:</th>
<th>Heart for Helping</th>
<th>All IN Dinner and Silent Auction</th>
<th>Tailgate with Attitude</th>
<th>Women AIM High</th>
<th>Total Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Number of Events</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution</td>
<td>$ 38,000</td>
<td>$ 94,000</td>
<td>$ 50,000</td>
<td>$ 47,000</td>
<td>$ 687,629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

The computer software, Solver, determined that each event should be held once a year with the exception of the All IN Dinner and Silent Auction which should be held 5.87 times a year. This result is most likely due to the fact that this event brings in a markedly higher contribution, which almost doubles that of the other events. Another factor is that the staff hour input of planning and executing the All IN Dinner and Silent Auction is a somewhat higher than that of other events, but it is still not significantly high enough to make a difference when compared to its higher output.

**Results in Action at AIM**

If the suggestions of the linear programming model were to be used in AIM’s fundraising efforts, the result would be an additional $458,629 in funds raised each year. This is a significant
increase, more than doubling their current amount of funds raised each year. This number was calculated as follows.

Linear Programming Output - Current Output = $687,629 - $229,000 = $458,629

Based on these numbers, if AIM was able to help 422 families last year with their $73,947 of usable charitable donations (after operating expenses are deducted), this extra amount of funds that could potentially be raised would allow AIM to serve a far greater number in the Anderson, SC community. To be exact, AIM would be able to serve 86.12% more families with the $458,629 extra money they would have at their disposal. These calculations are shown below.

Operating Expenses = $229,000 (monetary donations, previous year) - $73,947 (donations used, previous year) = $155,053

Usable Donations = $687,629 (estimated charitable donations) - $155,053 (operating expenses) = $532,576

Average Amount Used / Person Served = $73,947 (donations used, previous year) / 422 (families served, previous year) = $175.23 (average money used / family served)

Newly Calculated Number of People Served = $532,576 (estimated usable donations) / $175.23 (calculated average money used / family served) = 3,039 families servable

Percent Change in Families Served = (3,039 (new calculated families servable) - 422 (previous year families served) ) / 3,039 (new calculated families servable) = 0.8612 = 86.12% increase

That being said, while it would be incredible for AIM to see that increase in funding it wouldn’t make sense for them to put on 5 of the same events every year. Therefore, since it isn’t possible to have 5 of the exact same event, a recommendation to be given from this research would be for AIM to organize an additional dinner and auction event with a different theme at a different time of the year. That way they wouldn’t encroach on their already very successful All IN Dinner and Silent Auction event, but they could gain even more support each year by implementing an additional event of this nature since it was by far the highest contributor. Through this change, the result would still be an estimated increase in funding of $94,000 which would allow for a 55.97% increase in the number of families AIM would be able to assist in the community. These calculations are shown below.

Linear Programming Output - Current Output = $323,000 - $229,000 = $94,000
Operating Expenses = $229,000 (monetary donations, previous year) - $73,947 (donations used, previous year) = $155,053

Usable Donations = $323,000 (estimated charitable donations) - $155,053 (operating expenses) = $167,947

Average Amount Used / Person Served = $73,947 (donations used, previous year) / 422 (families served, previous year) = $175.23 (average money used / family served)

Newly Calculated Number of People Served = $167,947 (estimated usable donations) / $175.23 (calculated average money used / family served) = 958 families servable

Percent Change in Families Served = (958 (new calculated families servable) - 422 (previous year families served) ) / 958 (new calculated families servable) = 0.5597 = 55.97% increase

After meeting with the AIM development department and presenting the results of the findings, they have decided to host an additional event in the coming year in hopes of generating more revenue as this study suggests would happen. Their events coordinator was also appreciative of the way that filling out the informational form of hours spent planning the events, found in Appendix 1, helped the staff to see how much time is spent planning each part of their events.

COMPLICATIONS
The major complication that occurred during this study was in the gathering of information. As we worked with AIM, they were very helpful and worked hard to get us the information we needed to develop and run the linear programming model. That being said, issues were still faced as information was gathered. It took a few tries to explain the concept of linear programming to the team at AIM so that they would understand the information that was necessary. The solution used to solve this complication was to create a worksheet that the AIM contacts could fill out, which asked them for the specific amount of time each employee put into the planning of their events. This allowed them to understand the information necessary for the model to be complete, while also allowing them to more fully think through what is required at each stage of planning the events. This worksheet can be viewed as it is attached as Appendix 1 and 2, Appendix 1 being the original blank version and Appendix 2 being the version completed by AIM.

POSSIBLE AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY
One area for future study that would be very beneficial would be for a linear programming model and subsequent information worksheet to be collected so that nonprofits could do this for themselves. This would allow non-profits all over the world to gain a better and deeper understanding of what resources go into their events, what resources are limited, what those
limitations are, and how to best balance those constraints with the money and other positives gained from their events. As shown through the research in the beginning of the paper, organizing events that engage the community in the right way and pull off the desired result are tough, so it is best to know which events are worth the effort and which aren’t. Once this model was developed, it could go through test runs with other nonprofits to see if it has the desired effect of optimizing their event operations. For this model to be successful, both an excel document outlining the inputs for the linear programming model would have to be present, along with a worksheet (similar to the one used for this project) that would help other nonprofits collect the correct necessary information in order to run their own linear programming model.

CONCLUSION
This paper shows the optimization effect linear programming can have on a nonprofit, through a partnership with AIM, while also showing research that proves the need and importance of such use of supply chain management within humanitarian avenues. AIM, like most other charities, does great work for their community, but through the use of linear programming, as seen through this research, if their resources are allocated more efficiently they could do even more good. Thus, this optimization formula and information can be used to not only help AIM currently use new and accurate information to influence their processes, but it can also be used in the future for AIM to continuously improve and optimize their operations, seeking to maximize their resources. As discussed in the previous section, one area of exciting future research would be to develop a model that can be used by any nonprofit to have this same optimizing effect on their business without the need for a special consultant. A major hope of this research is that it can inspire future studies and use of supply chain management to assist all organizations, but especially those that work so hard to serve the community.
APPENDIX 1

### Heart for Helping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### All IN Dinner and Silent Auction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tailgate with Attitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Women AIM High

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heart for Helping</th>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All IN Dinner and Silent Auction</th>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning / Secretarial/Job</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sequential/ Scheduling</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tailgate with Attitude</th>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sequential</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Women A/V High</th>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
<th>Person 4</th>
<th>Person 5</th>
<th>Person 6</th>
<th>Person 7</th>
<th>Person 8</th>
<th>Person 9</th>
<th>Person 10</th>
<th>Person 11</th>
<th>Person 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finalization and Review</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

There is empirical evidence that an incumbent would respond to competitors’ attacks on its market by adjusting marketing mix variables. Despite the widespread occurrence of market entry and exit, the dynamics of such phenomena are complex and still poorly understood. Several studies have identified that market-specific characteristics are critical features of firms’ survival in a market. However, there are a few studies in the literature that takes the operational characteristics of the firms into account. Combining the concept of market survival with the notion of the operational capabilities of a firm, the effect of the incumbent’s operational trade-off on the newcomer’s survival in the context of the airline industry was empirically assessed. Particularly, I analyze how adopting an operational capability strategy would affect the incumbent survival and new entrant’s exit likelihood in a market. To test the hypothesis, a unique route level data set that combines airlines’ network characteristics, flight service quality, flight fare with airports, and the market level data is assembled. It is expected that there is a need to consider market-based operational capabilities when applying any market defense strategy and offer prescriptions for managers on how to protect their markets more effectively by applying appropriate operational strategies. This study provides a new insight for academics and managers regarding the impact of the incumbent’s operational capability trade-offs on their market survival and the likelihood of a new entrant’s exit likelihood. It makes significant contributions to the marketing and operations management literature. Moreover, the managerial implication of this paper is that well-established incumbent firms should be cautious in the implementation of their operational capability trade-offs to the market entry and exit.
Using Clustering to Generate Bus Stops for School Students

Abstract

The goal of this research project is to optimize the procedure of creating school bus stops and assigning students to them. In many US counties, the beginning of the academic year in public schools is associated with substantial preparatory work. One of these activities is deciding where the bus stops will be located and which students will be assigned to each bus stop. In the vast majority of counties, this labor-intensive task is done manually and therefore, often results in a sub-optimal distribution of bus stops. If too many bus stops are created with too few students assigned to them, then this will result in the scheduling of additional bus routes to pick up school students, as bus routes will take too much time. In this case, the county Office of Transportation will need to spend additional funds for more buses, hiring drivers, gas and maintenance. The focus of this research, therefore, is two-fold: (a) automate the task of creating bus stops and assigning students to them, and (b) minimize the total number of stops required, resulting in fewer bus routes. The project goals will be addressed by utilizing clustering algorithms, which will allow grouping of students who live close by each other and assigning a bus stop for them. When the clustering technique is developed, the second part of this project will be to implement this proposed algorithm in a software using a combination of Python and JavaScript.

Introduction

The purpose of this project is to research techniques and methods to help the Gloucester County (VA) Public School system save time and money by optimizing the assignments of students to bus stops. At the beginning of each academic year, the Office of Transportation for each county in the United States is faced with the problem of where to locate bus stops and which students should be assigned to each bus stop. Usually, the Department of Transportation officials spend substantial time working with a map and a list of all the students’ geographical addresses trying to determine which students must be grouped together and which location to define as each group’s common bus stop. The problem is very daunting and time-consuming. Usually, high school students ride the buses first, as they start school the earliest. After the high school students are picked up and dropped off at their schools, the middle-schoolers must be picked up, and lastly, the elementary school students are picked up. This means that the grouping of students (clustering) should be done separately for high, middle, and elementary school students. The sheer number of school students in any county is another complicating factor that has a potential to make this problem extremely time-consuming. For example, in Gloucester County, there are around 4,700 students. That means that there are about 2,000 elementary students, 1,600 middle school students, and 1,100 high school students that must be clustered into appropriate groups. Finally, doing such clustering manually is not only an extremely labor-intensive process, but it may result in sub-optimal grouping of students.
to be assigned to each bus stops. If students’ clusters become too small (each containing only a few students), it will create a large number of bus stops. In this case total driving time between bus stops will increase, resulting in the need to schedule more bus routes to visit all stops. This, in turn, may result in the need for the county to buy more buses. At a price tag of over $100,000 per bus, this is a highly undesirable situation. The actual price tag is higher once the driver’s wages, cost of fuel, and required maintenance are taken into account. Each academic year, the population and distribution of students change. New elementary school students enter the first grade, fifth-graders transition from elementary to middle school, eighth-graders transition from middle school to high school, and twelve-graders graduate. Shifting students’ geography means that the problem of grouping students together must be reevaluated each academic year again and again, resulting in recurring efforts and costs. This project purpose is to propose an algorithmic approach for the task of assigning students to bus stops, saving Gloucester County Public Schools time, efforts, and money.

**Literature review and Project Scope**

Assigning data points that share similar characteristics into groups is called clustering. Clustering applications can be found in various disciplines. Probably the most well-known example of clustering is the Periodic Table of elements; where atoms with similar chemical properties are clustered together, forming groups (or columns) of the table. In marketing, retailers are looking to find similar transactions to see if clustering these transactions together may help them create customer “profiles” with similar buying habits to help increase the effectiveness of advertising. In this project, data points are individual students, each having a location on the map, characterized by latitude and longitude. We are looking to devise an algorithm which will group together students sharing similar latitude and longitude and level of schooling.

**Problem Limitations**

When clustering students together, we will face several challenges and limitations. First, by law, elementary school students cannot walk more than a quarter mile to the bus stop, and this figure is a half mile for high and middle-school students. This creates a limit on how far apart the most distant points of each cluster can be. Second, when determining optimal grouping of students, we have to make sure that students do not have to cross a major road to reach a bus stop because this will risk the students’ safety by possibly being hit by a car. Highway 17 (George Washington Memorial Highway) in Gloucester County is an example of a major road with intense traffic we do not want students crossing (see Figure 1 below).
Figure 1. Clustering of students should be done to avoid streets and highways with busy traffic patterns.

In practical terms, it means that our algorithm must make sure that all students clustered together live on the same side of any major road in the county. For example, in Gloucester County the major roads are identified as:

- George Washington Memorial Highway (US-17)
- Hickory Fork Road
- Main Street
- Belroi Road
- Indian Road
- Ark Road
- Enos Road
- Davenport Road
- Adner Road
- Woods Road
- Farys Mill Road
- Guinea Road

Figure 2 below illustrates the major roads, which cannot be crossed by students.
Third, in clustering students, we must be mindful of bus capacities. A maximum capacity of a school bus is 72. But, the actual carrying capacities of buses depend on what buses are operated by each county individually. In Gloucester County, for example, there are five buses with a capacity of 72, but the majority of buses can carry only 44 students. Again, in practical terms it means that our clustering algorithm should avoid creating clusters with more than 44 students. Due to safety concerns, school buses are not loaded up to full capacity. Typically, when planning routes, county officials try to load each bus with no more than 90% of the maximum bus carrying capacity.
Challenges associated with clustering are illustrated in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Fourteen students to be grouped into clusters.

It seems that in Figure 3 there are three natural clusters, as shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Obvious way to cluster the fourteen students.

But, suppose that an over-imposing the map reveals that the optimal bus stop for cluster 1 is located too far for student 3 (so that this student has to walk more than a half mile to the bus stop), and cluster 3 is intersected by George Washington Memorial Highway (US-17), one
of the major roads that need to be avoided when clustering students. The situation is illustrated in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5. Challenges Arising from Geographical Specifics

In this case our algorithm must be capable of making the following feasible adjustments:

- Group students 1, 2, 6, and 7
- Group students 3, 4, and 5
- Group students 12, 13
- Group students 11, 14

The resulting clustering is demonstrated in Figure 6 below.
Among the most popular and widely used clustering techniques are hierarchical clustering and \( k \)-Mean clustering. In \( k \)-mean clustering \( [1] \), the researcher must decide at the beginning of the clustering procedure, how many clusters, \( k \), there should be at the end of clustering. This approach is not completely feasible to use in our problem because we have no way of knowing how many clusters (bus stops) we will need to service school students population, and still conform to maximum walking distance standards. For example, suppose that the Office of Transportation decides to use 100 clusters (bus stops) for all high school students. After the algorithm finishes grouping students together into clusters, it may result in some clusters being too large in size. If this is the case, then some of the students will have to walk a long distance to a bus stop, exceeding the maximum allowable distance. This would make clustering with \( k=100 \) to be infeasible. Then the Office of Transportation will have to change the desired number of clusters, hoping for the better outcome. This approach introduces a guesswork into the process of grouping students. Therefore, we could use a modified \( k \)-means clustering procedure to group students into bus stops. The procedure is described below.

The starting point of our algorithm is to identify geolocation for each student. In each county, the School Board knows geographical address for every student, but to create clusters, we need to know distances between students’ houses. Therefore, prior to clustering, we must convert students’ addresses into a pair of coordinates (latitude and longitude), the procedure known as geocoding. This can be accomplished, for example, by using Google Geocoding API.
The geocoding server receives a request with student’s address and returns latitude and longitude for the location. After the coordinates were obtained for each student, we need to estimate the distance $d_{ij}$ between each pair of students $(i, j)$. This can be done using another Google service, Google Map API, but it is very expensive. Google provides a credit of $200 per month for 40,000 server calls, which is equivalent to $0.005 per server call. Any server calls beyond 40,000 per month are charged at a rate of $0.005. If we would like to cluster 500 students, for example, we would have to make $499 \times 500/2 \approx 125,000$ server calls, resulting in a $400$ charge. A typical school district contains significantly more than 500 students, so charges for finding exact distances between them will be prohibitively high. Therefore, our proposed approach is to use an approximation for a straight line distance on a sphere, a well-known Haversine formula.

In the formula above, $(\phi_1, \lambda_1)$ and $(\phi_2, \lambda_2)$ are the latitudes and the longitudes of points 1 and 2, respectively. The formula takes into account the curvature of the Earth when calculating the distance between two points. At the same time we realize that in most practical situations, actual path between two points is rarely direct. Haversine formula will work well as an approximation only if two locations are on the same straight street. But more often a path between two students’ houses will involve turns from one street to another. Therefore, we have adopted an analog of Manhattan distance as an approximation for the actual distance between two points (1) and (2) on a sphere, as illustrated in Figure 7 below.

![Figure 7. A Manhattan Approximation for the Distance Between Two Points.](image)

In Figure 7, we are interested to calculate the distance between two points on a sphere. Each point is characterized by a latitude and a longitude, $(\text{lat}_1, \text{long}_1)$ and $(\text{lat}_2, \text{long}_2)$, correspondingly. The curve connecting points 1 and 2 directly corresponds to an analog of a straight line on a sphere, and it’s length $d_{12}$ is given by a Haversine formula. Point 3 in Figure 5 is located on the same parallel as point 2 (and, hence, has the same latitude $\text{lat}_2$), and on the same meridian as point 1 (and, hence, has the same longitude $\text{long}_1$). Therefore, the trip from
point 1 to point 2 involves traveling from point 1 to point 3 along a line parallel to the meridian, with a “vertical” distance $d_v$, and after that, traveling from point 3 to point 2 along a line parallel to the equator, with a “horizontal” distance $d_h$. Note that since latitudes and longitudes are known for all three points, each of the distances $d_v$ and $d_h$ can be calculated using the same Harvestine formula. The “Manhattan approximation” for the distance between two points 1 and 2 is equal to $(d_v+d_h)$. Having performed geocoding for all school students’ home addresses provides with a longitude and latitude for each student. We can now approximate mutual distances between each pair of students using approach discussed above.

Now let’s turn our attention to clustering. As we discussed above, there is no way to know the appropriate number of clusters, $k$, each particular geographical distribution of students will require. The simplest way to find the smallest number of clusters $k$ is to use $k$-means algorithm iteratively. On each iteration, for a given $k$, we will group all geolocations into $k$ clusters. For that we can use a standard Python library `sklearn.cluster`. After points were grouped, for each resulting cluster we need to check if a cluster is valid. For that purpose, we will calculate an estimated distance from each cluster’s centroid to each of the cluster’s points. If any of the distances exceed the limiting distance (0.5 miles for high and middle, and 0.25 miles for elementary school students), then we label cluster as invalid. In this case we have to increase $k$ by 1 and repeat the clustering procedure again, until all resulting clusters are valid. The pseudocode for the procedure is shown below:

```
Start

k=2

all_clusters_are_valid = False

while all_clusters_are_valid = False:
    cluster points using k-means procedure with current value of k
    all_clusters_are_valid = True
    for each cluster:
        if ClusterIsValid() == False:
            all_clusters_are_valid = False
            k = k + 1
            break

End
```
The function `ClusterIsValid()` in the pseudocode checks distances from each cluster’s points to its centroid. If any distances exceed maximum allowable walking distance, it returns False, otherwise it returns True. The procedure outlined above will continue until all $k$ clusters are valid. In other words, for the while-loop to terminate, all resulting clusters must contain points which are located no further than maximum set distance from the cluster’s centroid. Upon termination of the procedure, the resulting $k$ provides a minimum number of bus stops required to pick up all students and stay compliant with regulations imposing maximum walking distance to bus stop for school students.

Note that this approach is providing only an initial point for actual allocation of students to bus stops. Using the Haversine formula to estimate a distance between two points on the map does not take into account real geography. Shown below is an example when students 1 and 2 can be grouped together, but student 3 cannot be assigned to the same bus stop. While an estimated distance between student 3 and a bus stop is less than 0.4 miles, there is no road, which will make such walk possible.

![Figure 8. Estimated Distances Between Cluster Points and Cluster Centroid May Not Represent Real Walking Distances](image)

**Implementation Results**

The procedure described above has been implemented in code and tested using different number of students to be clustered. Figure 9 below shows a screenshot of the map with unclustered points, as well as the result of iterative $k$-means clustering.
Another widely-used clustering technique is hierarchical clustering [2]. Under hierarchical clustering, the process begins with the assumption that each student represents a "cluster of one", and requires an individual pick up. On the first iteration, the algorithm finds the two closest students and groups them together into a cluster. On the second iteration, again, the closest students (or groups of students) are identified and merged together into a larger cluster. On each of the following iterations, clusters are merged, the number of clusters is
reduced by one and the resulting clusters are getting larger. This approach is feasible for this project, but there are two challenges which make its application problematic. The first challenge is, on each iteration, when two of the closest clusters of students are merged together, we must keep track of how long the walking distance is for each student to the cluster’s center. If a cluster, resulting from a merge is too big, and students have to walk too far to the bus stop (cluster centroid), then clusters should be “unmerged”. After we must proceed to the next pair of closest clusters and repeat the same procedure. The second challenge is that each iteration of the algorithm is very computationally intense. For example, on the very first iteration, we must find which two individual students live closest to each other and merge them together into a cluster of two. This requires us to know the distances from each student to each other student. If we want to cluster 100 students, to calculate the distances between all possible pairs of students will require us to perform about 5,000 calculations, and keep all results in the computer's memory. Calculations of mutual pairwise distances between 500 students will require 125,000 such calculations. Calculations of mutual pairwise distances among 2,000 students will involve 4,000,000 calculations. After the first iteration, two students who live closest to each other are grouped into one bus stop, and this group is represented by a cluster centroid. While mutual pairwise distance estimations between all other students remain unchanged, we need to calculate distances between all other students and a cluster centroid.

One can easily see that this approach will require substantial computing resources. Therefore, using a traditional hierarchical clustering for this project does not seem to be feasible.

Conclusions

Using the approach outlined in this paper, we were able to implement a clustering algorithm which will allow to:

- Create clusters which are limited in size and compliant with the legal requirement on maximum allowable walking distance to bus stop
- Group students in a computationally feasible manner
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ABSTRACT

Instagram is a rapidly growing social media hub. With this growth, there is a concern that using this social media giant is causing an increase in a user’s depression, anxiety, the tendency of eating disorders, and a decrease in self-confidence. The growth is concerning because the more people that use Instagram, the more these mental health concerns increase. The researchers examine the problems of frequently using Instagram by surveying 116 college students at a small liberal arts institution. The data collected demonstrated that if college students use Instagram more, then they have poor personal wellness in relation to eating disorders, depression, and self-confidence. While we only test for correlation between factors, our research points to initial evidence that there is a cyclical relationship between depression and Instagram use. Mainly that the more one uses Instagram the worse they felt, which caused them to use it even more. Anxiety was insignificant in relation to Instagram use. This research sheds light on the growing problem of decreased personal wellness and its relationship to Instagram use. More research is required on this topic to investigate how depression and the tendency of eating disorders can influence Instagram use.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, new technologies have always been blamed for harming young people; “radio has subliminal messaging”, “TV rots your brain”, and “video games will make your child a murderous sociopath”. Now, Instagram has caught the attention of hysterical parents and demagogues worldwide. Instagram has been claimed to cause several mental health problems in the young people that use it. Jessica Winter, an author and editor for Slate, believes that Instagram gives a distorted view of the user posting the photo. Winter states that this perception of the “perfect life” on social media distorts the viewers’ opinion of their own lives [19].

To elaborate on this theme, a 2017 New York Times article highlighted how depressed users tend to post more frequently [3]. This offers the concept that the more one uses Instagram, the more toxic it becomes. A study that put out an annual bullying survey in 2017, claims that Instagram is the number one social media outlet that leads to cyberbullying [7]. Another author, Andrea Downey also adds to this claim. Downey stated in a recent article: “It's hard not to feel worried or stressed when you’re scrolling through Instagram on your couch, comparing yourself to people who seem to be living their best lives, always out and about, when you are counting your flaws having pajama day at home” [8].

Hiding behind screens and filters gives us a false sense of who we are. People may utilize filters to shape a crafted image that may not resemble reality. However, when we are
constantly using social media, we come to believe that what we are viewing is pure reality when it's not. This is dangerous for people who are susceptible to developing eating disorders or mental health challenges because it presents a false reality that they aren’t good enough [1]. To further exemplify this social issue, a recent survey of 1,500 teens and young adults, states that Instagram is the worst social media network for mental health and wellbeing [11]. This leads us to the following question, “Does Instagram use cause issues with one’s personal wellness?”

Next, this study will discuss the literature associated with this topic. Then, we will explore how the researchers measured the constructs of Instagram use, anxiety, depression, the tendency of eating disorders, and self-confidence through the survey questions given to college students. We will then present the findings of the survey. Then, the researchers will discuss the findings and the conclusion of the study findings.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

The purpose of this study is to answer the question if Instagram use has an effect on Personal Wellness. Instagram use is defined by utilizing this online social media photo hub where users share images from their life with other users habitually [6]. With the previous literature on this topic, the researchers believe that Instagram use has a negative effect on personal wellness. In the following paragraphs, we define personal wellness as a function of anxiety, depression, eating disorders, and self-confidence.

![Research Model](image)

**Figure 1: Research Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Construct Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anxiety is a mood state characterized by worry, apprehension, and somatic symptoms. Similar to the tension caused when an individual anticipates impending danger, catastrophe, or misfortune [14]. In a recent study, researchers found that people who used 7-11 social media platforms had more symptoms of depression and anxiety than those who used 0-2 forms of social media [16]. This offers evidence that the more you use social media, the more it may cause anxiety and depression.

**H1. If college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will cause an increase in anxiety.**

Depression is defined as a common but serious mood disorder that causes severe symptoms that affect how you feel, think, and handle daily activities. To be diagnosed with depression, the symptoms must be present for at least two weeks [5]. A study in 2015 looked at 117 young adults that were 18 to 29 years old and found a correlation between Instagram use and depressive symptoms. Researchers found that negative social comparisons and a greater number of strangers a user followed led to a higher tendency of depressive symptoms in participants. Comparatively, the fewer strangers that a user followed led to a lower likelihood of depression [10]. Another piece of research conducted a survey that observed 166 individuals and used 43,950 participant Instagram photos to find a relationship between Instagram use and depressive symptoms. The models created by linking users to their posts outperformed physicians at predicting depression [17]. This statement holds some weight as the researchers were able to predict if someone was having signs of depression based on the things the subjects posted.
H2. If college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will cause an increase in depression.

An eating disorder is any disorder characterized primarily by a pathological disturbance of attitudes and behaviors related to food, including anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge-eating disorder [15]. A 2017 study looked at how Instagram use was linked to increased symptoms of orthorexia nervosa, which is an obsession with eating healthy [18]. The study used an online survey that was taken by those who use Instagram and follow health food accounts. The results showed that those who use Instagram more, had a greater tendency towards orthorexia nervosa. Another study looked at the effect of posting fitspiration pictures on Instagram, which are images that are designed to motivate people to eat healthy and exercise. The study looked at 101 women who use Instagram to post fitspiration messages. They compared these women to a group of 102 Instagram users who only post travel images. The women who posted fitspiration messages scored significantly higher on drive for thinness, bulimia, drive for muscularity, and compulsive exercise [9].

H3. If college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will increase the tendency of eating disorders.

Self-confidence is the evaluative component of the self—the degree to which one prizes, values, approves or likes oneself [2]. A recent study of 100 Facebook users found a correlation between greater Facebook use, and increased narcissistic behavior and lower self-esteem [12]. This suggests that Facebook causes not only negative self-images, but also negative behaviors in their users. A separate study measured subject’s Facebook usage per day and self-esteem. The study found that of the 150 participants, those that used Facebook more than thirty minutes a day had decreasing self-esteem the more time they spent over thirty minutes [13].

H4. If college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will cause a decrease in the level of self-confidence.

METHODS

The respondents in our survey were male and female college students from a small liberal arts institution in the South East of the United States. The survey was administered using the surveying software, Qualtrics. We limited respondents to those students who used Instagram. Our survey was sent out to 664 students, and 116 of those students completed it, making the response rate 17.5%. Participants answered questions about their Instagram use, depression, anxiety, self-confidence, and eating habits, as well as a few demographic questions. See Table 2 for information on the construct measures.

Those taking the survey were asked to identify their sex. 78% of the respondents were female, 18% of the respondents were male, and 3% would rather not disclose their sex. The respondents were also asked to identify their class status. 43% of the respondents were freshmen, 20% were sophomore, 18% were juniors, and 18% were seniors. See table 3 for more information on the demographic questions.
Instagram use was measured by using questions that the researchers created. There were ten different items that the respondents had to answer. The first item asked if the respondent used Instagram. If they selected yes, then they could complete the survey. If they responded no, then they were sent to the end of the survey. Other items include questions such as, “I care about the amount of likes that I get on each picture that I post on Instagram” or “I often compare the way I look to those who appear on my Instagram feed.” For Instagram use, the Cronbach’s Alpha score was a .768, which is considered excellent, by Comrey and Lee [4].

To measure the self confidence level of the respondents, the researchers adapted the Rosenberg Self-Esteem scale. There were ten items that the respondents answered to using a Likert scale of strongly disagree to strongly agree. The items included; “Overall, I am satisfied with myself.”, “I feel that I have a good number of qualities.” and, “I take a positive attitude towards myself.” The Cronbach’s Alpha score was .665, which is considered very good.

When measuring depression, the researchers adapted the Beck’s Depression Inventory. There were twelve items that the respondents had to indicate how strongly they disagreed or agreed if they had felt or behaved that way in the past month. A few of the items were: “I often feel sad.”, “I’ve had suicidal thoughts.”, “I feel like I am worthless” and “I blame myself for everything bad that happens.” For depression, the Cronbach’s Alpha score was a .931, which is considered excellent.

The tendency to have an eating disorder was measured by modifying the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-Q 6.0). There were nine items that the respondents were to select how often they felt or behaved during the past month using a scale of never to all the time. Some of the items included: “Have you ever been deliberately trying to limit the amount of food you eat to influence your shape or weight?”, “Have you gone long periods of time (8 waking hours or more) without eating anything at all to shape or influence your weight?” and “Have you ever had a definite fear that you might gain weight?” The Cronbach’s Alpha score for eating disorders was .931, which is considered excellent.

The Zung Self-Rating Anxiety Scale was adapted to measure anxiety. There were ten items that the respondents had to indicate how often they had felt this way or behaved this way during the past month. They indicated this by using a scale that ranged from none of the time to all of the time. Some of the items included: “I feel more nervous or anxious than usual.”, “I get upset easily or feel panicky.” and “I can breathe in and out easily.” The Cronbach’s Alpha score was .685, which is considered good.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self confidence</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.085</td>
<td>0.5445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.663</td>
<td>0.9561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTs

We tested our model using regression analysis. First, we examined a correlation matrix to confirm the relationship between all constructs. Table 5 shows the correlations between constructs. All correlations were significant except the relationship except those relating anxiety and to eating disorders or Instagram use.

Table 5: Correlation Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Self-Confidence</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Eating Disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>-0.824*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>0.470*</td>
<td>-0.459*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorders</td>
<td>-0.618*</td>
<td>0.591*</td>
<td>-0.168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram Use</td>
<td>-0.279*</td>
<td>0.292*</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>0.487*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p-value <.001

Second, we ran a series of linear regression using each dimension of personal wellness as a separate dependent variable and Instagram usage as an independent variable.

Our results of the linear regressions showed that depression and eating disorders were positively affected by Instagram use, thus confirming hypothesis H2 and H3 (H2: B: 0.311; t-statistic: 2.892; p-value: <.001; H3: B: 0.574; t-statistic: 5.140; p-value: <.001), whereas Instagram use negatively affected one’s self-confidence (H4: B: -0.169; t-statistic: 2.859; p-value: <.001).

Anxiety was not significantly related to Instagram use, disproving hypothesis H1 (H1: B: -0.067; t-statistic: -1.025; p-value: not significant).

DISCUSSION

The researchers found some evidence to support the central hypothesis that if college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will cause a decrease in personal wellness. Specifically, the researchers found that Instagram use causes depression and tendencies of eating disorders. Our sub-hypotheses states, if college students use Instagram more frequently, then it will cause an increase in depression, anxiety, the tendency of eating disorders, and a decrease in the level of self-confidence.
The data did indicate that decreased personal wellness is positively correlated with more Instagram use. Since personal wellness is difficult to measure, an additional model tested whether personal wellness also affected Instagram use and some of these were found to be true. The more depressed someone is and the more they exhibit eating disorders, the more frequently they will use Instagram. Essentially, both depression and the tendency of eating disorders predicted a higher use of Instagram. This supports that there may be a cyclical relationship of both depression and eating disorders. Thus, people who are more depressed or have a higher tendency of eating disorders tend to use Instagram more. Anxiety was not significantly correlated to Instagram use.

Many of the participants reported that they initially joined Instagram to keep up with people that they had a relationship with. In the survey, one of the open-ended questions states, “Why do you use Instagram? Is this why you first started using it? Explain.” A number of responses followed the theme of using it to keep up with people. “My friends used [Instagram], and then I joined as well. Why? Don’t really know. Maybe to have something to do while you wait for something. Also, it keeps you updated about your friends and favorite celebrities/artists.” Another quote states, “[I use Instagram] to stay updated on what everyone is doing with their lives. At first it was just because everyone else had it.” One interesting response stated that “[I use Instagram] to post pictures and get likes. It’s like a confidence boost. And maybe I can’t remember why I first started using it [-] it was something a lot of people were getting and enjoying so I thought I’d try it.”

This indicates that there may be an element of using Instagram to relieve depressed symptoms. The next open-ended question states, “Do you think there are aspects of Instagram that are beneficial? If so, please explain.” The following quotes exemplify the main theme that Instagram is beneficial to keep in touch/keep up with others. “[I use Instagram to] keep in touch with others, similar to all social media.” Another participant states, “Yes, you can [use Instagram to] see what other people in your life are doing.” There were a few notable outliers of people who said that Instagram was not at all beneficial, but these quotes exemplify the main response.

The most striking open-ended question responses followed a theme of poor emotional responses when using Instagram. The question states, “Tell us a time when social media gave you strong emotions. What emotion did you feel and what (generally) happened to cause that emotion?” The main theme is that people generally felt sad when they saw images that caused them to compare themselves to others. One subject states, “[I felt a strong emotion] when I saw my ex with another girl,” and another states, “[when I feel like I’m not skinny enough. I feel that my body image is not great because of the girls I see on Instagram.” Additional quotes state, “[When I] compare myself to others, it caused me to be self-conscious and it lowered my self-esteem” and “[When I] see my friends go out and have fun without me and proceed to post pictures from the event always makes me feel excluded and lesser.” Quotes like these were the overwhelming response. However, there were a few outliers such as; “It usually does not give me strong emotions. I don’t spend a lot of time on social media, but the only time I can think of when it gave me strong emotions is when they were positive because I was excited for a friend for an event.” This indicates that when people do not spend as much time on social media, it can be used more for positive purposes.
If a person is suffering from depression or eating disorders, they are more likely to use Instagram to feel better, possibly making them more vulnerable to images that compound their depression.

The next question states, “Do you think there is more pressure now to look and/or feel a certain way? Explain your answer.” The main theme is that yes, social media has increased the pressure to look “perfect”. The following quotes exemplify this theme. A subject stated, “I believe a vast majority of Instagram posts are ego-stroking in order to satisfy the societal norms as the individual sees it. Others might not understand this sad subculture of fakeness that comes from Instagram and in turn buys into the idea that they should be shameful or offended by their own actions.” This response indicates that society may be part of the problem with Instagram culture. Another quote states, “People on social media try to show off the best parts of themselves, so you think that they always look like that and wonder why you don’t look like they do.” This highlights how Instagram is a way for people to display the good parts of their lives as discussed by authors in the introduction. The next quotes further represent this theme, “Yes, the media tells us that skinny is better” and “Especially if a person follows celebrities or models etc. The pictures of a perfect body are easily accessed and because they are viewed so often, it can make one want to change their appearance even more to maybe feel accepted or beautiful.” It should be noted that the participants in the open-ended questions attributed Instagram to less confidence, however self-confidence was not significantly correlated to Instagram use in the data.

The data collected demonstrates that the more depressed a person is, the more likely they were to use Instagram. In the open-ended response, the rhetoric theme of many of the responses exemplified this. Many of the subjects appeared sad or angry in their feelings towards Instagram. This may offer evidence that people use Instagram because they want to “show off their lives” to others and only reveal the exciting/good parts of their lives. The fact that anxiety was not significant is surprising because anxiety and depression often go hand in hand. Self-confidence was also not significant which is surprising as well, since depression is the inverse of self-confidence. It’s also interesting that the person’s perception that they are in control of their personal wellness (health locus of control), was also insignificant in the data.

More research is required on how depression and eating disorders affect Instagram use due to the small sample size and how age specific to college students the survey was. In addition, mostly freshmen took the survey, so it was very age and sex oriented to college freshmen females. More women took the survey, so a more diverse population to study a higher number of males is required.

**CONCLUSION**

This research offers evidence to reveal how Instagram use affects personal wellness. The overall hypotheses stated that Instagram use causes a decrease in personal wellness. This hypothesis was proven to some extent. The research found that when college students exhibit decrease in personal wellness in relation to eating disorders, depression, and self-confidence, the more they use Instagram. However, this research found that Instagram use
was insignificant in regard to anxiety. The researchers had a credible sample size of 116 students; however, a larger sample size would have improved the reliability of the results. The researchers were surprised that Instagram use was not correlated to a person’s level of anxiety. From the data selection questions, and the open-ended response questions asked, the researchers concluded that most of the participants disliked Instagram because it affected their self-worth. Further research is required to explore more diverse samples such as a different age group, and the gender of the participants. Further research should also be done to see if the lack of male respondents skewed the data. The researchers believe this study sheds light on how growing social media use can be incredibly damaging to one’s mental state and recommends that Instagram, like all things, be used in moderation.
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Abstract

Although a growing amount of literature highlights the importance of effective resource orchestration, little is known about the costs associated with adjusting the firm’s resource base and its risk implications. Resource adjustments are necessary to stay competitive and, in best case, increase the firm’s market value. They are, however, not costless and can expose firms to risk. It is therefore critical to understand what resource adjustments (expressed in adjustment costs) bear what risk. In this paper, we examine the relationship between resource adjustment costs and a firm’s downside risk, i.e. the risk of below target performance. Analyzing a large secondary data sample of 7,439 US firms, we seek to find support for our hypothesis that there exists an inverse U-shaped relationship between adjustment costs and downside risk, with the highest risk occurring at a medium level of adjustment costs.
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ABSTRACT

This paper looks to investigate the value of ABET accreditation for students of computing programs as compared to engineering programs. This is done by comparing the number of job ads that indicate a preference or requirement for ABET accreditation for the two categories. Job ads are scraped from popular job posting website Monster.com using relevant search terms, then analyzed using a t-test to determine if there is a difference between the two groups.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The first part of this review gives a brief overview of the ABET organization and outlines the accreditation process. This is to understand the process programs go through to achieve ABET accreditation, as well as some historical background. Then, we explore the costs and perceived return on investment for the students in ABET accredited programs.

About Accreditation and ABET

Academic accreditation as provided by private organizations is one of the cornerstones of American higher education [5]. Going to not only an accredited institution, but attending a separately accredited program, is an important requirement for some students. Accreditation reflects the accountability of a program, providing them with a sense of assurance that their degree will be worthwhile after graduation [11]. This is often emphasized in STEM career paths that begin at the university level.

ABET, Inc., formerly the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, is a non-profit, non-governmental organization founded in 1932 that acts as the United States main accreditation body for STEM programs, particularly in the engineering and computing disciplines. According to their website ABET.org, ABET accreditation seeks to assure that post-secondary programs that receive ABET accreditation meet “quality standards of the profession for which that program prepares graduates.” These “standards” are implemented with the help of ABET affiliated member societies, and since ABET covers such a wide range of disciplines, these requirements vary between sectors and have separate committees [1].

Since the 1990’s, ABET has had a hand in accrediting computing programs in the United States, as well as internationally. In 2001, ABET merged with CSAB, the Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, and formed their Computing Accreditation Commission [9]. The CAC generates and approves criteria for the four programs they cover: computer science, cybersecurity, information technology, and information systems.
The road to program accreditation is an involved 18 month process every few years. Aside from the time commitment, there is a monetary value to each step of this process [1] [5]. While many institutions see accreditation as a necessary part of higher education, it is not well understood how important accreditation in general is for programs like computer science and information technology. Constantly changing industry standards, resource cost, and changing program goals have muddied the waters on whether ABET accreditation is worthwhile for this particular field [8]. Programs make this investment with the hope that accreditation will offer a return on investment for its students, but there are serious financial and time commitments from faculty and staff to stay accredited.

**Investigating Accreditation and Its Value**

Because students of computing do not have the same level of licensure requirements as engineering [11], this raises several questions. Is accreditation important for computing disciplines; specifically, within the programs covered by the CAC, how important is accreditation for information technology students? Where is the intersection between the goals of ABET and the programs seeking accreditation, and is this intersection great enough to warrant the time and costs? Is there an industry requirement for information technology graduates to have attended an accredited university, or has this become an expensive self-imposed check-mark for IT programs?

There are a variety of reasons that programs seek accreditation [5]. In a paper from 2018 titled “The Value of ABET Accreditation to Computing Programs,” the authors say that accreditation “projects both the image and reality of a commitment to continuous improvement, a commitment to adequate resources, and a commitment to deliver a curriculum that includes foundational and advanced topics...” [11]. This statement is supported by the general criteria laid out in the “Criteria for Accrediting Computing Programs” published by ABET in 2018, which include requirements to regularly evaluate if criteria are being reached, and to apply that information towards “continuous improvement of the program.” The 2019-2020 standards also require that facilities are adequate for student use and that the curriculum “prepare[s] students for a career, further study, and lifelong professional development in the computing discipline associated with the program” [2]. According to Fisher, some departments might have internal pressure from the college or university to seek out accreditation. For less established programs, they may see accreditation as necessary to be able to compete.

While the reasons for choosing to seek accreditation can be many, it is hard to determine if having or not having gone to an accredited university has direct effects on graduate’s job prospects. In his paper, Oudshoorn says that accreditation for computing is important because it has set the benchmark in other areas; in fact, he says that “accreditation criteria for engineering is recognized as so valuable that... applicant’s resumes will not even be considered if their degree is from a non-accredited institution.” This suggests that, because the CAC sets criteria of similar “structure and content” as the EAC (Engineering Accreditation Commission), the same value should be placed on accreditation in computing. However, they do not address whether this same pressure can be found in the computing disciplines within the United States [11].
Similarly, in Fisher’s study of a 38-member industrial advisory board (IAB) supports this idea. 40% of California employers said accreditation affects the offered salary of job applicants. However, his survey also concluded that employers are “mixed on the question of there being a difference between employees with or without an accredited degree” [7].

Overall, while there are a variety of reasons why programs seek accreditation, it is unclear whether having that status is necessary within industry, or whether lack of ABET accreditation directly affects computing graduate’s job prospects.

**Mining Job Ads**

In the age of information, there has become a growing need to acquire data sets from the greatest collection of information: the Worldwide Web. This has caused a rise of web scraping to acquire and store data to analyze for many reasons, from analyzing current business environments to studying economic trends. Web scraping techniques follow the same structure: the input is the HTML of a website, and the output is structured data (i.e. CSV files, spreadsheets, database tables) [13]. One popular method for automating web scraping is through extraction and parsing using Python scripts. Four Python libraries commonly used for extraction and cleaning are Beautiful Soup, requests, pandas and nltk, although there are others.

Within the realm of text scraping, the nature of online job ads makes them an opportune source of data [10] [13]. It is consistent in supplying the following information:

- Company
- Job title
- Expected skills
- Location [13].

The organization of online job search engines is also convenient for text scraping, as the jobs are presented in a list that can be easily extracted. Because of these factors, using online job ads from job search websites has been used to study the relevance, desired skills, and types of jobs currently on the market [4] [12].

There are some biases within job ad data that must be considered, however. Job ads do not represent every job, and they are not accurately represented for every sector [4]. STEM and college graduate jobs are generally overrepresented, while blue-collar work is often under. This is because these employers target the demographics that are more likely to seek out jobs online.

However, for jobs within STEM, this can lead to an abundance of information about what skills are currently in demand. In a 2018 study about the demand for ICT and statistician employment, text scraping was used to acquire 1,007 job ads based on certain criteria relevant to their study [10]. A similar text scraping method was used to analyze information technology employers in Northern Russia, in which Python was used to gather the data [12].

**METHODOLOGY**

First, we will present the hypothesis and the reasoning behind it. Then, outline the steps taken to acquire the data and clean it. Finally, we will describe how we analyzed the data.
Hypothesis

The hypothesis is that more job ads targeting engineers require ABET accreditation than job ads for computing disciplines. This hypothesis is based on previous studies [7] [8] [11]. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a hypothesis test based on the sample proportions of job ads from Monster.com containing specific keywords.

Data Acquisition

A Python script was written to scrape job ads from Monster.com, which utilized the BeautifulSoup, requests, and pandas libraries. The script found the job description data and the relevant information about each job listing, such as company, location, position name, the url for the posting, and the name of the search. Then it looped through all the URLs in the URL list. Within each page’s ‘soup,’ we used the find_all(), find(), and compile() BeautifulSoup methods to find all of the links to job postings in the page. Then it looped through this list of record URLs. In this for loop, if statements were used to remove ads, copies, and job ads with the same company and job title across different locations. Then, the descriptions were tokenized and cleaned.

Initially, we ran this script using job descriptions from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ for “computer and information technology positions” [6]. The occupations searched were

- Computer Network Architect,
- Computer Programmer,
- Computer Support Specialist,
- Computer Systems Analyst,
- Database Administrator,
- Information Security Analyst,
- Network and Computer Systems Administrator,
- Software Developer, and
- Web Developer.

The second set of data was based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics's job descriptions for

- Civil Engineer,
- Computer Hardware Engineer,
- Electrical and Electronics Engineer,
- Industrial Engineer, and
- Mechanical Engineer [3].

Data Analysis

Next was to analyze the job ads for related terms. The script looped through and checked the descriptions for three terms: ABET, accreditation, and accredited. These counts were then recorded as 1 or 0. Then a hypothesis test was conducted to compare the proportion of ads from each category that mentioned our keywords. We assume that

\[ H_0: \hat{p}_c - \hat{p}_e = 0, \ \alpha = 0.05 \]  

[1]
where \( p_c \) is the population of computing ads, \( p_e \) is the population of engineering ads, and \( \alpha \) is the statistical significance, meaning that the populations of job ads with keywords is the same for both computing and engineering. The alternative hypothesis is stated as

\[ H_a: |p_c - p_e| > 0, \]

indicating that the populations are not the same, and if \( p_c - p_e < 0 \), then our keywords are more prevalent in engineering job ads.

To test this, a t-test of the proportions of the samples was done, using \( n_c \) as the sample of computing ads and \( n_e \) as the sample of engineering ads. The following equation was used to calculate the z-score of the proportions:

\[ z = \frac{\hat{\rho}_c - \hat{\rho}_e - 0}{SE}, \]

where the standard deviation is

\[ SE = \sqrt{\hat{\rho} (1 - \hat{\rho}) \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} \right)} \]

and the sample proportion is

\[ \hat{\rho} = \frac{s_c + s_e}{n_c + n_e}. \]

Finally, the \( p \)-values of the three tests were evaluated, with a statistical significance of \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

**RESULTS**

Below are the results of the data scraping methods outlined above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Computing</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“abet”</td>
<td>( s_1 = 4 )</td>
<td>( s_2 = 110 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“accredited”</td>
<td>( s_1 = 365 )</td>
<td>( s_2 = 715 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“accreditation”</td>
<td>( s_1 = 212 )</td>
<td>( s_2 = 57 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Ads Analyzed</strong></td>
<td>( n_c = 7652 )</td>
<td>( n_e = 4682 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 outlines the results of the t-test calculations for each keyword.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>( \hat{\rho}_c = \frac{s_c}{n_c} )</th>
<th>( \hat{\rho}_e = \frac{s_e}{n_e} )</th>
<th>( \hat{\rho} )</th>
<th>( SE )</th>
<th>( z )</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abet</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
<td>0.02349</td>
<td>0.00924</td>
<td>0.00178</td>
<td>-12.9377</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accredited</td>
<td>0.0477</td>
<td>0.15271</td>
<td>0.08756</td>
<td>0.00524</td>
<td>-20.0231</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accreditation</td>
<td>0.02771</td>
<td>0.01217</td>
<td>0.02181</td>
<td>0.00271</td>
<td>5.73075</td>
<td>4.99928E-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Keyword counts

Table 2: Z-score calculations
Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis because the $p$-values, the probability that the observed results are accurate, for all three search terms is less than the stated statistical significance of 0.05.

DISCUSSION

This test compared how employers value ABET accreditation for two different fields, computing and engineering. The purpose was to look for differences in value for students in these different fields, with the assumption that most STEM students seek degrees with the intention of getting a job in their field. The results suggest that engineering employers require accreditation more often than their computing counterparts.

As part of the larger picture, this raises the question if ABET accreditation is as important as other job requirements for computing disciplines.

LIMITATIONS

The job postings analyzed in this paper were scraped in a very limited time frame. Both datasets were pulled in November and December of 2019 and show a snapshot of only that time of year, as well as only those days. Observing if these requirements could change over time could yield more insight.

Other requirements were not taken into consideration when analyzing the ads. This includes whether a bachelor’s degree was required, as well as any pertinent certifications.

Finally, from a logistical perspective, the number of ads that could be scraped at any one time was limited by the amount of requests the website would allow at one time.

CONCLUSION

The results of the test demonstrate that there is evidence that ABET accreditation is a requirement in more engineering jobs than computing jobs. In the larger picture, it is suggested that, for computing disciplines, it may not be as worthwhile to the student that seeks postgraduate employment to prioritize accreditation. These results were limited by the short time frame and a narrow analysis that ignored other important factors in the ads themselves.
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Dynamic Lot Sizing (DLS) problem is one of the well studied problems in the literature. This problem decides the production quantities and inventory levels on multiple periods of planning. In this work, we consider a multi-item DLS problem and provide a decomposition algorithm to solve the problem exactly. We then compare the computational time of the decomposition algorithm with the Cplex method.
An Exploratory Study of the Prevalence of Campus-Based Food Pantries in the Southeast U.S.

Mr. William Teasley, Dr. Morgan Shona, Dr. Lauren Davis

1. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

Food insecurity is a condition that describes the “limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods, or the ability to acquire such foods in a socially acceptable manner” (United States Department of Agriculture, 2015). Nationwide, food insecurity is a significant problem affecting more than 40 million U.S. households (Map the Meal Gap Executive Summary, Feeding America). An emerging demographic studied in the open literature regarding food insecurity is the postsecondary education student. Our work examines the prevalence of campus-based food pantries in the southeast United States. We our an initial classification of three North Carolina pantries as a results of face-to-face visits and interviews. Our work is an important first step to understand how campus-based food build organizational capacity to fulfill their objectives.
APPLICATION OF SUPER EFFICIENCY BASED-CROSS EVALUATION METHOD FOR DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER LOCATION-ROUTING DESIGN PROBLEM

Oral

Prof. Hong Jae-Dong ¹, Dr. Jeong Kiyoung ²

¹. South Carolina State University, 2. University of Houston Clear Lake

This paper studies the disaster recovery center location-routing (DRCLR) design problem with four major performance measures (PMs). We develop a goal programming (GP) model and propose a procedure of combining the GP model into super efficiency based-cross evaluation (SEBCE) method for designing efficient DRCLR configurations. Solving the GP model for various values of weights generates several alternative options. Considering each option as a Decision-Making Unit (DMU), we apply SEBCE method to find the most efficient schemes. A case study using actual data for South Carolina is conducted to evaluate the proposed procedure.
Brick and Mortar Retailer’s Quantity Commitment in the competition against E-tailer

Dr. Zhaoqiong Qin ¹, Dr. Wen-Chyuan Chiang Chiang², Dr. Robert Russell ²

1. Savannah State University, 2. University of Tulsa

Quantity commitment chosen by firms in competition has been demonstrated by previous studies to mitigate price competition. This study investigate how the brick mortar retailer responds to quantity commitment when the competition comes from the E-tailer which has enough capacity to meet the demand due to short lead time, or adopting just-in-time systems. We find that the retailer always commits to the quantity.
Determining surface compliance in the oil and gas industry utilizing drone and field imagery

Regular Session

Dr. Chris Baynard ¹, Mr. Robert Richardson ², Mr. Nico Baynard ¹, Prof. Robert Schupp ¹, Mx. Rebecca Weiner ¹

¹. University of North Florida

Oil and gas exploration and production activities can create large-scale and permanent landscape effects related to the construction of wellpads. These flat, often rectangular cleared areas house infrastructure features such as pumps, storage tanks, waste pits, compressors and flares, and in turn are linked to each other and other transportation corridors through a series of access roads. The resulting network can fragment the landscape, leading to reduction in habitat and species diversity, as well as potential soil, water, air and visual pollution. In our study areas of the US West: Colorado, Wyoming and North Dakota, the US Forest Service (FS) is in charge of conducting surface inspections, as well as determining compliance during remediation when operations have ceased. A main challenge facing the FS is having insufficient personnel to oversee large amounts of land, leading to limited inspections per year. In this paper, we propose a solution based on in-situ imagery acquisition utilizing UAVs (drones) and aerial photography to gather low-altitude high-resolution imagery that FS personnel and regulators can examine in their home office. We expect that these datasets will allow regulators and industry to determine if oil and gas wellpads are in compliance by up to 80%. This will reduce the number of field visits to remote areas, as well as exposure to potentially lethal gases such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and help identify priority areas for site inspections. Furthermore, this spatial inventory can provide various perspectives for visual and spatial analysis over time and increase the number of operations that are monitored in a given season.
This study examined logistical best practices and critical success factors to develop an assessment tool to rate the maturity of the current and desired states of lean logistics operations in small and medium enterprises. The tool consists of 48 best practices classified into eight critical factors: Inventory, Transportation, Administration, Information Systems, Warehouse, Forecasting, Packaging and Supplier Network. The best practices and critical factors were developed through literature review with a comparative analysis to define commonalities. The assessment tool will be created, validated by subject matter experts using different criteria, including: clarity, content accuracy, relevance, content validity, bias avoidance, appropriateness of language, and clarity of instructions.
Evaluating the Feasibility of a food hub in the Midlands of South Carolina

Regular Session

Dr. Feng Keli
1. South Carolina State University

Food hubs provide aggregation and distribution services for local small and midsize farmers and emerge as a new business model in the regional food supply chain systems. In the past decade, food hubs grow significantly in the United States. According to the recent USDA study, approximately 220 food hubs are operating across the nation, and the number of food hubs increased 68 percent since 2008. There are several food hubs in the Upstate and Lowcountry regions of South Carolina. However, no food hub exists in the Midlands of South Carolina. In this study, we aim at evaluating the feasibility of a new food hub in Orangeburg County, SC, and the surrounding areas. Through surveys, this study evaluates the local farmers’ interests and their needs and examines the drivers and obstacles for creating a food hub in the region.
EXAMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIRM INNOVATIVENESS AND SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE

Dr. Sergey Ponomarov 1
1. Citadel

This research investigates the relationship between firm innovativeness and supply chain resilience within a supply chain disruptions context. Despite its potential benefits in wide range of circumstances, firm innovativeness received scant attention in relation to risk management. Likewise, a system view of resilience was overlooked in the strategic management literature. This research focuses on exploring the relationship between firm innovativeness and supply chain resilience in an attempt to incorporate supply chain resilience to strategic management and facilitate bridging the gap between innovation and supply chain risk management research streams. The moderating role of supply uncertainty and interdependence in the focal relationship was also hypothesized and tested. Findings suggest that firm innovativeness is positively associated with supply chain resilience, and supply uncertainty negatively moderates this relationship but interdependence does not. We argue that this could be due to dual nature of interdependence in supply chain networks. A dynamic capabilities theory, serving as a theoretical lens, facilitates the discussion on the nature of firm innovativeness and supply chain resilience and informs the development of the proposed conceptual model. KEYWORDS: Supply chain resilience, risk management, supply chain disruptions, innovativeness
Implementing Enterprise Resource Planning System in a Small Enterprise: an Application Case in Mobile Housing Manufacturing
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1. Rollins College

An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is a software that is used by organizations to integrate functions in diverse departments, such as accounting, supply chain management, risk management, project management, and human resources. Consequently, an ERP system can prevent data duplication and provide data from a single source (Aremu, Shahzad, & Hassan, 2018). This research reviews the existing literature on implementing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems in Small and Medium Enterprise (SMEs) in the construction manufacturing sector. It also includes assessing specific needs of the mobile housing manufacturing industry and how they affect the decision of what ERP system to use. Furthermore, it presents an application case on ERP system implementation for World Housing Solution, a company that manufactures mobile housing structures and does not use an ERP system. The case study assesses current workflows in the company and if the company needs an ERP system to operate more efficiently. It concludes with a suggestion for an ERP system tailored to the company's needs. The research is led by two research questions:

R1: Would using ERP be beneficial for a small enterprise in the mobile housing manufacturing industry?
R2: When should mobile housing manufacturers implement an ERP system?
INFORMATION SHARING FOR SUPPLIER INTEGRATION: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY

Regular Session

Mr. Osam Sato 1, Mr. Yoshiki Matsui 2
1. Tokyo Keizai University, 2. Open University of Japan & Yokohama National University

The importance of supply chain management (SCM) is increasing in Industry 4.0 era to adapt competition in industries. Supply chain integration (SCI) is the key to realize effective SCM and improve supply chain performance (SCP). Effective SCI improves competitiveness. SCI is one of the key SCM practices. Also, information sharing is one of the most critical elements of SCM. Supply chain information sharing (SCIS) with suppliers (ISS) is a critical antecedent of SCI and SCM. Past researches claim that intra-organizational coordination is antecedent of external coordination and SCI, and information sharing by suppliers is necessary to realize supplier integration. Plants share Information with suppliers that include many aspects such as delivery, demand change, inventory, schedule, quality and more. The purchase department must be able to access this information.

On the base of the above inference and past research results, we conducted an empirical study with data in hand to confirm the above scenario. We employ version 4 dataset of the High-Performance Manufacturing (HPM) project and apply it to structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis. This study reports the result.

The contributions of this study are as follows. First, although internal (intra-) coordination is an antecedent of inter-organizational (external) coordination for SCM, the process between these two constructs has not studied in detail. This study reveals the process sequence. Second, the process is an information-sharing process of both internal (intra-) and inter-organization. Also, they must be both IT and non-IT processes. This information must contribute to inter-organizational coordination. Our model includes these paths, reveals the significant relationship and sequence, and satisfies good model fitness.
Inverse Optimization in p-Median Models

Dr. Jaehwan Jeong ¹, Dr. Joyendu Bhadury ¹

¹ Radford University

Economic development in practice often needs to improve an existing transportation network to make a selected site the optimal location. In this talk, we present a model that begins with the question: what investments are needed in a transportation network to make selected site(s) the 1(p) – median on the network. Our model is formulated as an inverse optimization problem and present a non-metaheuristic solution methodology followed by a superior solution algorithm that uses a network editing technique. Empirical results are also presented.
Investigating the impact of increased consumer shipping on the hospital supply chain

Regular Session

Dr. Kim Whitehead, Dr. John Frazier

1. Anderson University

This research addresses the impact of increased e-commerce and direct to consumer shipping on the availability of carriers and their ability to provide timely and dependable deliveries to hospitals. The hospital supply chain has been significantly impacted by the increase in e-commerce packages shipped via common carrier (e.g. USPS, UPS, FedEx and DHL). This is caused by a bloat of packages in the system. This impact has caused delays so impactful that they can force surgeries to be canceled and patient care to be negatively affected. This research helps to define the issue, its root causes and possible solutions. Delays in shipping hospital supplies affects the hospitals’ ability to get timely deliveries of everyday items and items that are critical such as biological items needed for surgeries and treatments for patients. Ultimately, these delays affect patients, hospital costs and has even increased costs to health insurance causing ripple effects for the entire economy. There are opportunities for common carriers and logistics companies to provide services directed to hospitals however, to date, their costs are a barrier to their utilization. Research is required in this arena to help hospitals and carriers to understand the issues and work together toward solutions. This research has begun through interviews with hospital administrators and via meeting with Association of Health Care Resource and Materials Management Professionals (AHRMM) and the South Carolina Society of Hospital Materials Management (SCSHMM). These interviews have provided information that can be used to create and utilize a survey that can be sent to hospital materials management professionals to help understand the issue, its impact and possible solutions. Executives that represent the carriers or have experience working with the referenced parcel carriers will also be interviewed to further this research. This research is funded by a research grant from the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP).
Performance-based logistics (PBL) is a support strategy used to achieve measurable performance outcomes. In PBL, suppliers can increase their profit by attaining the system performance goal, while the buyers can lower the system cost with assured system availability. The dynamics of the PBL environment create an uncertain relationship of dependence to the supplier in PBL contracts. Therefore, the selection of the best providers is getting more significant for buyers. A current study aimed to explore supplier selection criteria in PBL. The goal achieved by examining of selection criteria of performance providers based on a literature review of non-PBL and PBL supplier selection criteria and examination of awarded PBL contracts in the defense industry. We found that nine selection criteria for the convenient provider for the defense industry in PBL.
Real-time value network visibility

Regular Session

Prof. Markus Gerschberger
1. University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria - JRC LIVE

By visualizing and analyzing a complete distribution network of a global car manufacturer (=several thousand nodes), we identify critical nodes and paths. Our study

1) enables managers to create awareness of criticality in order to prevent and/or mitigate future potential disruptions,

2) shows how to utilize available information to monitor visualized networks.
The impact of counterfeit risk management on supply chain performance in the healthcare sector: A preliminary empirical analysis

Regular Session

Dr. Falasca Mauro 1, Dr. Scott Dellana 1, Dr. John Kros 1, Dr. William Rowe 1

1. East Carolina University

The purpose of this paper is to develop and test a model that explores the relationships among supply chain (SC) counterfeit risk management and supply chain performance in the healthcare sector. In the proposed theoretical model, SC counterfeit risk management is characterized by factors of healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation and healthcare SC risk management integration, while supply chain performance is represented by healthcare logistics performance and healthcare organization overall performance. Structural equation modeling and survey data from 44 health care supply chain managers are used to test the research hypotheses. Healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation was found to have a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation. Healthcare SC risk counterfeit risk mitigation had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC risk management integration. With respect to healthcare logistics performance, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation had an insignificant direct positive effect, while healthcare SC risk management integration was found to have a significant direct positive effect. Finally, healthcare logistics performance had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare organization overall performance. Preliminary empirical results thus confirm the critical mediating role of SC counterfeit risk management integration in the healthcare sector. The study findings provide a relevant foundation for further research and practice in a current and relevant healthcare supply chain management topic.
In the contemporary global arena, sustained competitive advantage enables firms to maintain continuity within a highly competitive environment. Knowledge, innovation and supply chain capabilities are critical to outpace competitors for the organization to survive. Prior supply chain management studies indicate an increasing interest in supply chain collaboration efforts by examining the collaboration process and joint decision-making initiatives, along with techniques that lead to better agreements among firms. Firms pursue the aforementioned activities with the goal of improving performance across many dimensions, including better on-time delivery, improved inventory turns, reduced purchase cost, improved responsiveness, and reduced total cost. Collaboration between supply chain parties improves the shared logistics processes and enhances the efficiency of the supply chain which impacts firm performance.

This exploratory study was conducted to assist supply chain firms in understanding the role of Process Resource Collaboration, Joint Decision Making, and Agreement on Supply Chain Performance via the mediating role of Efficiency and the moderating role of Supply Chain Integration Tools. The authors examined how the interaction of the study's constructs impacts overall firm performance. The goal of this research was to improve the supply chain managers' understanding of where to invest their time and effort to achieve better firm performance. Covariance based structural equation modeling using LISREL 9.3 was conducted to support the hypothesized conceptual model and provide some recommendation for a future researcher. The model was tested with data collected from 105 experienced US-based supply chain managers.
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APPLICATION OF SUPER EFFICIENCY BASED-CROSS EVALUATION METHOD FOR DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER LOCATION-ROUTING DESIGN PROBLEM

Jae-Dong Hong, Industrial Engineering, South Carolina State University, Orangeburg, SC 29117, 803-536-8861, jhong@scsu.edu
Ki-young Jeong, Engineering Management, University of Houston Clear Lake, Houston, TX 77058, 281-283-3862, jeongk@uhcl.edu

ABSTRACT

This paper studies the disaster recovery center location-routing (DRCLR) design problem with four major performance measures (PMs). We develop a goal programming (GP) model and propose a procedure of combining the GP model into super efficiency based-cross evaluation (SEBCE) method for designing efficient DRCLR configurations. Solving the GP model for various values of weights generates several alternative options. Considering each option as a Decision Making Unit (DMU), we apply SEBCE method to find the most efficient schemes. A case study using actual data for South Carolina is conducted to evaluate the proposed procedure.

Keywords: Disaster recovery center location-routing, Goal Programming Model, Super Efficiency Based-Cross Evaluation Method

INTRODUCTION

Due to today’s globalized, more complex supply chain systems, and highly-uncertain business environment, supply chains have become susceptible to disruptions (see Peng et al. [19]). A significant stream of research on supply chain network structure related to disruption management focuses on facility location/allocation and routing (DRCLR) decisions. Especially, the data in Figure 1, which was developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), shows that on average, the United States experiences ten severe weather events per year exceeding one billion dollars in damage, compared to an annual average of only two such events throughout the 1980s. This analysis quantifies the loss from numerous weather and climate disasters including tropical cyclones, floods, drought & heat waves, severe local storms (i.e., tornado, hail, straight-line wind damage), wildfires, crop freeze events, and winter storms. Only weather and climate disasters, which cause losses of greater than or equal to 1 billion-dollars in calculated damage including Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation adjustment, are included in this dataset. While this threshold is arbitrary, these billion-dollar events account for roughly 80% of the total U.S. losses for all combined severe weather and climate events (see Figure 2). In 2017, the U.S. experienced a historic year of weather and climate disasters. In total, the U.S. was impacted by 16 separate billion-dollar disaster events including three tropical cyclones, eight severe storms, two inland floods, a crop freeze, drought, and wildfire.

After catastrophic events such as natural disasters or terrorist attacks happened, it would be critical to have Disaster Recovery Centers (DRCs) nearby such that emergency supplies can be sent to the affected area promptly for a rapid recovery. As a part of such an endeavor, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in 2001 required every Florida County to identify potential
locations of DRCs (Dekle et al. [4]). FEMA is the US government agency responsible for dealing with large-scale disasters. A DRC is a readily accessible facility or mobile office where evacuees and victims of the catastrophic events can obtain assistance and relief goods. Some of the services that a DRC may provide are the following:

- Guidance regarding disaster recovery
- Clarification of any written correspondence received
- Housing Assistance and Rental Resource information
- Answers to questions, resolution to problems and referrals to agencies that may provide further assistance
- Status of applications being processed by FEMA.
- Small Business Administration (SBA) program information if there is an SBA Representative at the Disaster Recovery Center site.

Figure 1: Billion-Dollar Disasters by Type, from 1980-2018

As Nagy and Salhi [18], who survey state of the art in DRCLR, stated, facility location-allocation (FLA) and routing problems are interrelated areas. Maranzana [16] points out that “the location of factories, warehouses and supply points in general … is often influenced by transport costs.” Rand [21] insists that “many practitioners are aware of the danger of sub-optimizing by separating depot location and vehicle routing.” But both academics and practitioners often solve facility location-allocation problems, without consideration of underlying routing. In fact, various types of FLA models have been developed to answer the questions simultaneously such as how many facilities to locate, where to locate facilities, and how to distribute the items to the customers concerning different location criteria, assuming all customers are directly linked to a facility. Thus, DRCLR models are clearly and simultaneously related to FLA problems and routing problems. Schneider and Drexl [23] define the standard DRCLR as a deterministic, static, discrete, single-echelon, single-objective DRCLR problem in which each customer must be visited exactly once for the delivery of a good from a facility, and in which no inventory decisions are relevant. They review the literature on the standard DRCLR literature published since the survey by Nagi and Salhi [18]. Following Schneider and Drexl [23], Drexl and Schneider [6] discuss variants and extension of the standard DRCLR, which include problems with stochastic and fuzzy data, multi-
period planning horizon, continuous location in the plane, multi-objective, more complex requests or route structures, such as pickup-and-delivery requests or routes with load transfers, and inventory decisions.

Figure 2: US Billion-Dollar Weather and Climate Disasters, 2017-2018

As many references cited in Current et al. [2], Farahani et al. [8&9], Fang and Li [7], and Manzini and Gebennini [15] demonstrate, the FLA problems are inherently multi-objective, where those objectives sometimes conflict with each other in nature. The traditional DRCN models deal with the objective of cost-minimization, whereas demand-oriented objectives focus on measuring the ‘proximity or closeness’ of the facilities. The profit maximization objective may be achieved by either cost minimization or maximization of demand satisfied/covered, or both. Current et al. [2] emphasize the importance of multi-objective FLA (MOFLA) problems after observing the substantial growth of the literature on MOFLA problems. Thus, the growing attention and interest in these problems are due to the recognition of the need to consider more objectives/criteria to achieve closer solutions to reality.
Multi-objective programming (MOP) technique provides an analytical framework where a variety of objectives can be focused on simultaneously so that a decision-maker can use to provide optimal solutions. Contrary to a single objective optimization problem which can define the best solution, the notion of the best solution does not exist in the MOP problem. Most of the MOP techniques require decision-makers’ judgment to provide weights to the deviational variables in the objective function to appropriately reflect the importance and desirability of deviations from the various target values. As the number of performance measures increases, solving the MOP model will yield a great number of alternative options. The reason is that each different weight factor set for performance measures may generate a different option. As Ragsdale [20] insists, no standard procedure is available to assign values to the weight factors in a way that guarantees the decision-makers find the most desirable solution. Evaluating alternatives generated by solving the MOP model can be viewed as a multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem, requiring a systematic solution evaluation system.

When the facilities are under the risk of disruptions, the expected demand covered/satisfied (EDC) would be one of the most important outputs. Contrary to the conventional total cost minimization approaches, we will formulate the DRCLR problem as the goal-programming (GP) model with the objective of simultaneously maximizing EDC and minimizing the total relevant cost (TRC), total routing distance (TRD), and the longest delivery distance (LDD). Solving the GP model with these four performance measures will generate several alternative options as the weight given to each performance measure. The subsequent question is which option is the most efficient one. Regarding efficiency, we generally define the efficiency to be the ratio of single output to a single input. Hong and Jeong [11] consider a facility location-routing design problem with three performance measures, TRC, TRD, and EDC, using the data envelopment analysis (DEA) method. This paper also utilizes DEA methodology, which yields relative efficiency scores (ESs) of comparable units, decision-making units (DMUs) employing multiple outputs and inputs. To denote the relative efficiency for each DMU, DEA produces an ES that is defined as the ratio of the sum of weighted outputs to the sum of weighted inputs. The proposed procedure is different from the approach of Klimberg et al. [13], in that we generate the inputs and outputs of DMUs directly by solving GP model for various values of the weight factor, whereas Klimberg et al. [13] assume those inputs and outputs are given or known.

DEA eventually determines which of the DMUs make efficient use of their inputs and produce outputs effectively and which do not. Thus, the DEA models classify DMUs into two groups which would separate relatively efficient DMUs from inefficient DMUs. For the inefficient DMUs, the analysis can quantify what levels of improved performance should be attainable. In addition, the analysis indicates where an inefficient DMU might look for benchmarking help as it searches for ways to improve. The highest ratio among all the DMUs would identify the most efficient DMU, and every other DMU would be rated by comparing its ratio to the highest one. However, a weakness of the DEA-based assessment is that a considerable number of DMUs are classified as efficient so that it may suffer from a lack of discrimination particularly. The main reason is that DEA, with its nature of the self-evaluation, allows each DMU to be evaluated with its most favorable weights and to even ignore unfavorable inputs/outputs.

As a DEA extension, the cross-efficiency (CE) method is suggested by Sexton et al. [24] to rank DMUs with the main idea of using DEA to do peer-evaluation, rather than pure self-evaluation in...
DMU’s usual DEA efficiency. But, a critical issue is that, as Doyle and Green [5] note in their paper, the non-uniqueness of CE scores due to the often-present multiple optimal DEA weights. The third issue is that the CE method frequently ranks inefficient DMUs ahead of the full efficient DMUs. Jeong and Ok [12] propose a modified cross-evaluation method using the super efficiency scores (SES) by utilizing the rank consistency to measure the performance of the proposed method and demonstrate their method can discriminate efficient DMUs better than CE-based methods.

The objective of this paper is to present and demonstrate how to combine DEA technique, super efficiency-based cross-evaluation (SEBCE) method and GP model for the efficient DRCLR decisions and patterns to help practitioners as well as decision-makers who are responsible for the strategic and operational decision plans. We solve the DRCLR problem for various values of weights given to the performance measures, EDC, TRC, TRD, and LDD. Considering each generated alternative option for a given set of weight as a DMU, we evaluate all alternative options by utilizing DEA techniques to find the efficiency of each DMU and identify the most relatively efficient DRCLR schemes. In this way, decision-makers evaluate and identify efficient and robust DRCLR decisions without any subjective judgment. Furthermore, once decision-makers identify efficient DRCLR patterns through the proposed procedure, they can modify their operational decisions without sacrificing the efficiency heavily under unexpected disruptions. We demonstrate our procedure through a case study.

**CASE STUDY**

Historic flooding, which is so-called as a 1000-year storm in South Carolina (SC), tore through SC in October 2015 when numerous rivers burst their banks, washing away roads, bridges, vehicles, and homes. Hundreds of people required rescue and the state’s emergency management department urged everyone in the state not to travel (see Figure 3). Following this 1000-year storm, Hurricane Matthew, which is the most powerful storm of the 2016 Atlantic Hurricane Season, made its fourth and final landfall as a category 1 hurricane along the Carolina coast. Matthew was directly responsible for 29 deaths in Carolinas all but one due to flooding. In 2017, SC avoided Irma’s eye; the massive storm caused severe flooding and tropical-storm-force winds. In 2018, Hurricane Florence caused severe damage in the Carolinas primarily as a result of freshwater flooding, causing 52 casualties in the Carolinas.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) opens disaster recovery centers (DRCs) in several SC counties to help SC flood survivors in case of flooding. We use the problem of locating DRCs in SC as our case study. Forty-six (46) counties are clustered based on proximity and populations into twenty counties. Then, one city from each clustered county based on a centroid approach was chosen. We assume that all population within the clustered county exists in that city. The distance between these cities is considered to be the distance between counties. We assume that when a major disaster is declared, the DRC in that county can’t function due to the damaged facility and supply items and closed or unsafe roads and highways. The FEMA database provides a list of counties where a major disaster was declared. Based on the historical record and the assumption, the risk probabilities, \( p_j \), for each site are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Data for DRC Location-Routing Design Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>Population (K)</th>
<th>Risk Probability</th>
<th>$f_j$ (SK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anderson</td>
<td>Anderson/Oconee/Pickens</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>Beaufort/Jasper</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bennettsville</td>
<td>Marlboro/Darlington/Chesterfield</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Conway</td>
<td>Horry</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Georgetown</td>
<td>Georgetown/Williamsburg</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>Greenwood/Abbeville</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hampton</td>
<td>Hampton/Allendale</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lexington</td>
<td>Lexington/Newberry/Saluda</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>McCormick</td>
<td>McCormick/Edgefield</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Moncks Corner</td>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Orangeburg</td>
<td>Orangeburg/Bamberg/Calhoun</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rock Hill</td>
<td>York/Chester/Lancaster</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Spartanburg</td>
<td>Spartanburg/Cherokee/Union</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sumter</td>
<td>Sumter/Clarendon/Lee</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Walterboro</td>
<td>Colleton/Dorchester</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Aiken</td>
<td>Aiken/Barnwell</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Richland/Fairfield/Kershaw</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>Florence/Dillon/Marion</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>Greenville/Laurens</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Historic 2015 South Carolina Flooding Map

![South Carolina Precipitation Storm Total Ending at 7 AM Oct. 5th, 2015](image-url)
We solve the GP model for various values of $\alpha$, where each weight changes between 0 and 1 with an increment of 0.2. There are 56 configurations arising out of the combinations of the setting of $\alpha$. After 56 runs, we reduce 56 configurations into twenty-five (25) consolidated configurations, based on the values of the performance measures. Three efficient DMUs (configurations) in Level 1, DMU #22, #25, and #37, and nine DMUs in Level 2 are identified by solving the multiplier DEA model. Then, we construct the super cross-evaluation matrix in Table 3.

It is observed from Table 3 and 4 that DMU #25 in Level 1 ranks first for all cases so that it would be the most efficient DRCLR network scheme. The notable observations are that DMU #6 in Level 2 ranks second in terms of CESs and SCEs, while DMU #22 and #37 in Level 1 rank lower than some DMUs in Level 2. It would be a contradictory observation since DMUs in Level 1, which have a higher ES and SES, are considered to be more efficient than DMUs in the lower levels. To investigate further, we compute SCES for each DMU for various values of $\beta$ and report them and the corresponding rankings in Table 4. From Table 4, we see that as $\beta$, the proportion of self-evaluation value, increases, DMU #22 in Level 1 ranks second, while DMU #6 in Level 2 ranks second for the less value of $\beta$.

From Table 4 and Figure 4, DMU #35 turns out to be a better scheme in terms of the inputs, TRC, TRD, and LLD, whereas DMU #27 is a better one regarding the output, EDC. We see that the scheme #2 with the perfect ES of 1.000, the second-highest CES of 0.941, and the highest AAS of 1.958 generates $1,517, $1,906.18, 680 as the optimal values of EDC, TRC, and TRD, respectively. The optimal locations of two DRCs for the #2 are {Anderson, Beaufort} and the optimal allocation-routing sequence (ARS) from DRC {Anderson} is {Anderson-Greenwood-Lexington-McCormick-Anderson} or just a reverse sequence, that is, {Anderson-McCormick- Lexington-Greenwood-Anderson}. The optimal ARS from the other DRC {Beaufort} is {Beaufort-Hampton-Bennettsville-Conway-Georgetown-Moncks Corner-Beaufort} or a reverse sequence of it.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we study a facility location-allocation-routing (FLAR) design problem under the risk of disruptions. We consider three major performance metrics: the expected demand covered/satisfied (EDC), the total relevant cost (TRC) and the total routing distance (TRD). We develop a GP model for the FLAR problem, simultaneously considering these three performance measures. Considering EDC as output and TRC and TRD as two inputs, several DEA techniques, such as m-DEA, DEA-based stratification/context-dependent method, super efficiency, and cross-efficiency methods, are combined and applied to find the efficient and the most efficient FLAR network schemes among various alternatives generated by solving the GP model. Using a case study, we observe that the proposed procedure of combining the GP model and various DEA methods works very well, regarding identifying efficient schemes. The proposed approach to the FLAR design problem would provide many insights to practitioners as well as researchers. In addition, this approach could be applied to design various supply chain network system efficiently and effectively.

For future research, it would enhance this research if the concept of backup facilities for the case of shutdown of the facility is considered. That is how to mitigate the impact of disruptions on the
supply chain network system. In this paper, we assume all the routes are 100% reliable. In reality, the roads in the routes are not 100% reliable. Thus, it would surely enhance this research if the risk probabilities of routes are also considered simultaneously. It would also be interesting to include other goals, such as minimizing the maximum coverage distance on the route and minimizing the maximum demand-weighted coverage distance.
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### Table 3. SEBCE Score Table for DMUs in Levels 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMU</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.0075</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.6177</td>
<td>1.1310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6557</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6557</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6557</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.6557</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEBCES\(^1\): SEBCE score with peer-evaluation only. SEBCES\(^2\): SEBCE score with self- and peer-evaluation.

**\(^\text{**})**: Ranked First. *\(^\text{*})**: Ranked Second
Figure 4: Efficient DRC Location-Allocation-Routing Network Schemes
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ABSTRACT

This study examined logistical best practices and critical success factors to develop an assessment tool to rate the maturity of the current and desired states of lean logistics operations in small and medium enterprises. The tool consists of 48 best practices classified into eight critical factors: Inventory, Transportation, Administration, Information Systems, Warehouse, Forecasting, Packaging and Supplier Network. The best practices and critical factors were developed through literature review with a comparative analysis to define commonalities. The assessment tool will be created, validated by subject matter experts using different criteria, including: clarity, content accuracy, relevance, content validity, bias avoidance, appropriateness of language, and clarity of instructions.

INTRODUCTION

Lean Manufacturing is a management strategy that has helped many companies to thrive under extreme competitive conditions. In general, lean techniques reduce costs and increase productivity by eliminating waste within the manufacturing environment [16]. The application of lean techniques in other environments has attracted the interest of many researchers as well as practitioners [13]. However, the adaptation of lean techniques in logistics operations in small and medium companies is an area that needs further research. This study provides preliminary research for the development of an assessment tool to analyze lean logistics best practices in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the manufacturing sector.

The benefits that result from lean logistics implementation are: higher customer satisfaction due to incremented fill rate, higher visibility in the supply chain and better performance measurement, higher inventory turns and reduced inventory levels, cost reduction in warehousing and transportation, better supplier performance, and supply chain total cost reduction [10].

Many studies on lean systems and lean logistics have been generated through research in large enterprises (LEs) with global operations. In recent years, SMEs started to face challenges in competition that have prompted them to adopt lean to enhance their competitiveness [17]. However, there is little evidence about how the lean practices
were implemented into SMEs, which limits the possibility of creating a broadly applicable lean logistics theory [8].

Approaching lean logistics from the SMEs perspective could generate a better understanding of the challenges and risks these firms face when competing with LEs in a global economy. Recognizing their own strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats would be useful in the creation of a lean logistics roadmap or implementation plan that would help SMEs recognize their current state and visualize the desired state that they expect to achieve.

**STATEMENT OF PURPOSE**

This exploratory study identifies criteria to be embedded in a logistics assessment tool used to analyze the maturity of the current and desired states of lean logistics operations in a company.

**PROBLEM STATEMENT**

Lean Manufacturing focuses on reducing waste while meeting customer expectations. Many companies have encountered difficulties in the attempt to apply lean, including absence of direction and planning and inadequate project sequencing [2]. The successful implementation of lean philosophy does not necessarily require discipline to a system or tools or a lean culture. Lean philosophy requires reframing our point of view as we manage the company logistics processes [4].

One important component in the SC is logistics. According to [1], logistics is comprised of all the operations needed to deliver goods or services, except making the goods or performing the services. Logistics encompasses everything that happens outside the manufacturing walls, including the flow of materials from the suppliers (known as inbound logistics), the flow of materials to the customers (known as outbound logistics), and the flow of the associated information. Lean logistics is defined as the logistics dimension of lean manufacturing. Its main objective is to deliver the right materials to the right locations, in the right quantities and in the right presentation; and do it all efficiently. The benefits of the application of lean logistics are evident. However, the disadvantages are the costs, hazards and challenges associated to these practices.

Few studies have been addressed lean logistics in SMEs. [15] addressed lean implementation and the criticality of information sharing and the importance of human resources in ME. Small and medium enterprises tend to provide information and knowledge sharing informally.

This research identifies best practices to be embedded in a lean logistics assessment and analytics tool for SMEs that will help them analyze their specific strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in lean logistics practice. The tool will help companies identify barriers and opportunities for the implementation of lean logistics.
Lean Logistics Critical Factors for SMEs

Many important areas or factors affect lean applications and the adaptation of logistics. [12] listed five function within logistics, including: 1) transportation, 2) operations, 3) inventory, 4) information, and 5) special functions.

[14] evaluated 65 companies in 9 areas in the manufacturing environment: 1) inventory, 2) team approach, 3) processes, 4) maintenance, 5) layout/handling, 6) suppliers, 7) setups, 8) quality, 9) scheduling, and 10) control. Although the intent of this study was not to focus on lean application in the manufacturing environment, some of the factors have a great impact on the logistics operations as well.

[5] summarized the principal components of logistics literature as: 1) integration of material and information flow, 2) JIT, MRP, waste removal, VMI, 3) physical distribution, 4) cross docking, 5) logistics postponement, 6) capacity planning, 7) forecast information management, 8) distribution channel management, and 9) planning and control of material flow.

[7] classified logistics wastes through seven factors: 1) inventory, 2) transportation, 3) space and facilities, 4) time, 5) packaging, 6) administration, and 7) knowledge. Finally, [1] organized his book throughout the following topics: 1) transportation, 2) warehousing, 3) material flow, 4) packaging, 5) information.

[3] discussed the importance of data capture in the logistics functions. They defined data capture as important technology to capture information about both the product and the process. The product data information might require collecting environmental data, including temperature and wait duration. Otherwise, transactional data related to inventory levels, and other supply chain metrics require data capture technology. Technology advances in the past ten years have greatly influenced logistical success. [6] investigated the dimensions of usage features as key user satisfaction factors. They further define the dimensions of information resource, platform technology, management service, and application effect to establish the relationship with user satisfaction. Capturing process or product information correctly requires a customized, rapid response logistics information platform, and a logistics platform technology that can interact with users anytime and anywhere.

Many assessment tools have been developed to evaluate SCM practices. The capability levels of these studies are a good starting point to help identify capability levels for lean logistics. The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR) proposed by [9] describes five levels including ad hoc, defined, linked, integrated and extended.
METHODOLOGY

This study identifies critical criteria to be included in an assessment tool to determine the maturity of lean logistics operations in SMEs. Initially, templates were evaluated to determine if an existing template would be a suitable starting point. The next activity was to identify the key elements or components that should be embedded in the tool that would eventually be used to evaluate the maturity level of lean logistics within SMEs with an emphasis on lean logistics objectives, critical factors, and best practices.

The first draft of the criteria was sent to five subject matter experts who agreed to participate in the study. The goal was to evaluate criteria consistent with the latest National Quality Council standards.

RESULTS

A thorough literature review was performed to obtain definitions of the critical factors in logistics. Comparative tables were created to support the definition of the critical factors that were used in the creation of the lean logistics model. The critical factors were matched to logistics objectives to determine the roadmap that companies need to keep in mind when starting the lean logistics journey (Figure 1). The identified critical factors will be foundational to the creation of an assessment tool.

![Image of Lean Logistics Objectives and Critical Factors]

Research Question: Definition of lean logistics best practices

The best practices list was developed through a literature review. These best practices are general practices, meaning that they apply to any kind of enterprise without taking into account the size. However, in order to build the model, only the best practices that better fit SMEs were selected. This selection was based on the researcher discretion and three best practices per topic are listed below:
I. Inventory/ Time
✓ Keep the minimum inventory level minimum that guarantees production and final customer needs [1].
✓ Respond to customer orders by delivering small quantities more frequently will result in higher inventory turns [7].
✓ High inventory turns can be also be counterproductive since it may result in increased shipping costs. Therefore, the company needs to determine the cost of carrying inventory [7].

II. Transportation/ Material/ Physical distribution:
✓ The logistic system is designed to transfer small quantities of a large number of items [1].
✓ The company fosters partnerships with carriers that result in mutual benefits such as priority service and rate negotiations. The goal is lower system costs, not only transportation costs [7].
✓ When possible, shipments less-than-truckload (LTL) are planned in a way orders can be combined and transported by only one truckload carrier [7].

III. Operation/ Administration:
✓ Third party logistics (3PLs) are not utilized to offer services that require product knowledge [1].
✓ There are customer service policies established and are used to as a reference to make decisions that will affect customers’ expectations [7].
✓ The company uses technological solutions that ease warehouse administration [7].

IV. Information/ Knowledge:
✓ Parts, either raw material or finished products, only moved to the next stop when a pull signal is activated, announcing that the destination is ready for them [1].
✓ The use of customized, rapid response logistics information platform, and logistical information systems that support market visibility by allowing direct communication between customers and suppliers [6].
✓ The exchange of information through ERP systems is used to enhance communications between customers and suppliers, where the forecast of finished goods might be considered orders, with a compensation agreement in case of consistent optimistic forecasts [1].

V. Warehouse:
✓ The company uses a combination of dedicated and allocates slots. Dedicated are used for high volume items, whereas allocated are used for other items [1].
✓ Items that are infrequently used have dynamic/random allocation [1].
✓ The warehouse Management System (WMS) in place supports different storage methods, and allows them to coexist in the same warehouse [1].
VI. Forecasting and Scheduling:
✓ Products are only moved to the next stop when a pull signal (for example, a purchase order) is activated, announcing that the destination is ready for them [7].
✓ Align the shipping and receiving schedules to match customer consumption (on the outbound side) with the pull of manufacturing material (on the inbound side) [11].
✓ For inbound logistics, different replenishment processes are assigned to different products to fit specific needs [11].

VII. Packaging
✓ The company prefers the use of returnable containers for packaging parts in transit instead of disposable containers [1].
✓ The company regularly revise the benefits obtained from the packaging that is currently in use, in aspects such as how difficult it is to pack, lift, carry, lower, unpack, and dispose of the container [7].
✓ Policies are in place to promote the use of returnable containers or recyclable packaging [7].

VIII. Relationship & supply network
✓ Supplier metrics are used to classify suppliers according to their performance in three categories: ethical, needing help to get certification, and candidates for replacement [1].
✓ The supplier metrics are based on delivery and quality, and not only on prices [1].
✓ The company negotiates with a small number of direct suppliers. Each one of these direct suppliers manages a group of small suppliers [1].
✓ The company does not source the same item from different suppliers. Instead, the company uses a single sourcing strategy, making the supplier responsible for second-sourcing agreements [1].

FUTURE RESEARCH - BUILDING THE MODEL

After all the information was identified and the research question completed, the next activity is to combine everything into the model. This step requires putting together one template for each of the critical factors, including the best practices defining each one. The combination of the research questions will provide all the elements required to create the assessment tool. The assessment tool will be used in several logistical enterprises and analyzed for similarities and differences across the critical factors. The tool will be evaluated using Gap analysis for refinement of the tool and the analytics output.

SUMMARY

Lean manufacturing is a management technique that has proven to be very effective not only in the manufacturing sector but also in many others type of businesses such as service...
and healthcare. Lean techniques have demonstrated the ability to adapt from the production system to other areas or departments within the company including logistics. Lean techniques and lean logistics were reported to be very useful in LEs. However, these techniques (in SMEs) have not been broadly documented and published. SMEs are facing challenges in competition that have prompted evolution and adoption of better management techniques. However, SMEs have budget and resources constraints that limit their ability to develop their own tools to analyze management practices. The lack of skills, time and resources results in a narrow view of the company strategy, focusing on operational matters rather than planning. This exploratory research project identified criteria used as a basis for a self-assessment tool that will help SMEs rate key element and quantifies the maturity of lean logistics operations in SMEs in the manufacturing sector.
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ABSTRACT

An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is a software that is used by organizations to integrate functions in diverse departments, such as accounting, supply chain management, risk management, project management, and human resources. Consequently, an ERP system can prevent data duplication and provide data from a single source [1, pp. 245]. This research reviews the existing literature on implementing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems in Small and Medium Enterprise (SMEs) in the construction manufacturing sector. It also includes assessing specific needs of the mobile housing manufacturing industry and how they affect the decision of what ERP system to use. Furthermore, it presents an application case on ERP system implementation for World Housing Solution, a company that manufactures mobile housing structures and does not use an ERP system. The case study assesses current workflows in the company and if the company needs an ERP system to operate more efficiently. It concludes with a suggestion for an ERP system tailored to the company’s needs. The research is led by two research questions:

R1: Would using ERP be beneficial for a small enterprise in the mobile housing manufacturing industry?
R2: When should mobile housing manufacturers implement an ERP system?

LITERATURE REVIEW

An ERP system is a software used by organizations to integrate functions in diverse departments, such as accounting, supply chain management, risk management, project management, and human resources. By collecting transactional shared data, ERP systems enable dataflow between business departments to facilitate information sharing. As a consequence, an ERP system can prevent data duplication and provide business’s data from a single source [1, p. 245].

According to Aremu et al. [1, pp. 246-248], an ERP system can give a business a competitive advantage, since it enhances decision making while reducing operational time and cost. The two main factors when analyzing the potential benefits of ERP adoption are organizational structure and technological change. When examining organizational structure; the size, financial capabilities, and policies and procedures of an organization, as well as their employee’s commitment are measured.

The study suggests that in order to adopt ERP successfully and increase the organization’s performance, a strong technological infrastructure, consisting of hardware, software, and internet
facilities is necessary. Furthermore, the organization needs to have a clear structure with strong management support and high levels of communication [1, p. 252].

This is also supported by research from Johansson and Sudzina, who claim that the main ones for most companies are money and time. According to their research, organizations with a formal IT structure strategy spent less money on ERP than those without a formal IT structure. They conclude that a formal IT structure helps to determine a company’s specific needs when implementing ERP, which helps to control budgeting [5, p. 232].

The implementation of ERP in the mobile housing manufacturing industry is similar to the implementation in construction manufacturing. According to Tambovcecs [8, p. 69], who conducted a case study on ERP system implementation in a construction manufacturing company in Latvia, companies in construction manufacturing that use generic ERP systems oftentimes need to customize them, which requires additional investments, time, and efforts. Since project-based construction supply chains are unpredictable and unstable, they are usually not the target market for generic ERPs that rely on a stable supply chain, but rather for more adaptive ERP systems.

There are different ERP systems available for different industries. Large companies require large ERP systems, such as SAP, Oracle, People-Soft, and JD Edwards. Medium-sized companies require medium-sized ERP systems. Examples of these are QAD, Microsoft’s Navision, and iScale. Smaller systems are low cost and simplified, and usually used by smaller businesses [8, p. 70].

Benefits of ERP systems for construction companies in particular are improved responsiveness in relation to customers, organizational flexibility, decision-making capabilities, shortened project completion, and strong supply chain partners. When implementing ERP in the construction industry, the high fragmentation and frequency of different projects, and specialized segments requiring specialized systems, need to be considered. In order to comply with these factors, an ERP implementation in a construction-oriented company might require non-standard and company-specific features [8, p.71].

When looking at the industrialized housing industry in particular, research conducted by Bergström and Stehn [2, p. 831] suggests that the ERP approach can have potential in this industry. It mentions, however, that even though ERP systems are proven to increase a company’s efficiency, the implementation thereof can be an obstacle.

The article examines the specifics of the housing industry, which has elements of standardization as well as customization, that are different from the general manufacturing industry. It acknowledges the need for customization, as well as the potential of prefabrication and an efficiently managed supply chain in the housing industry. Furthermore, the research explains that the main interest of the housing industry is process orientation, customer-focused production, and information management. ERP aims to serve all of these interests [2, pp. 832-833].

WHS is similar to the industry examined in Bergström and Stehn’s research. The companies in the housing industry examined in the research, like WHS, own and perform the design as well as the production process and possess factory buildings with industrial machinery.
The companies surveyed in the study claim various reasons for ERP implementation. The primary reason was improved materials management, followed by improved purchasing processes, and a better process overview. The research points out that companies that have not changed their characteristics, customization approach, product, and production method for a longer time period, have a hard time improving in those areas. Therefore, a business process improvement, like implementing ERP is necessary for those companies to develop [2, p. 834].

The research concludes that ERP is not necessary for industrialized housing companies. However, it points out that applying ERP can lead to more efficient and flexible operations. Furthermore, it shows that companies with less complex production processes use ERP. Companies with a more complex production increase information processing capability by decreasing information needed or increasing information processing capability [2, p. 837].

THEORETICAL BASIS AND METHODOLOGY

Theoretical Basis

Theories that examine requirements for successful ERP implementation build the basis for this research. According to Muscatello and Chen [6], an ERP system needs to be strategically integrated into the supply chain of a business in order to deliver optimal results. To determine the influence of the ERP system on the business’ growth, strategic goals need to exist before the implementation. Additionally, executives and managers need to understand that ERP implementation is a lengthy process that requires patience. The degree of changes an ERP system brings with it is larger than that of other software and managers need to be comfortable with changing the company’s way of making business by implementing ERP [6, pp. 64-66].

Furthermore, research shows that designated teams are necessary for ERP implementation. Those teams can be in-house IT specialists or consultants that accompany the implementation process and train the employees on how to use the software properly. This requires a mission statement that allows for flexibility in the process while achieving a clear goal. Throughout the implementation process, communication and support is crucial so that employees do not get frustrated with the new system but learn to use it efficiently [6, p. 66].

Methodology

To determine, whether SMEs in the mobile housing manufacturing industry should implement ERP, this study examines the practice of a small company in the mobile housing manufacturing industry that does not use an ERP system yet. An on-site inspection of current processes, as well as interviews with operations managers and the CEO are used to create an overview of the present challenges the company is facing. This sets the basis to determine whether ERP would contribute to solving these challenges.

APPLICATION CASE

The company for this case study is World Housing Solution (WHS), a small company located in Sanford, Florida that focus on manufacturing lightweight, modular, high-efficiency structures
that can be put together as a house by just four people. These structures can be taken down and reassembled elsewhere and have a long lifetime. They are mainly used for military housing overseas, which is why they need to be quickly deployable and ready to be assembled aiming to provide critical shelter instantly. Therefore, logistics, including shipping and packaging, is a major part of the company’s operations. Furthermore, WHS offers clinics on wheels, tent platforms, water filtration and purification systems, as well as solutions for their clients’ requests on an individual basis. Consequently, flexibility and innovation are crucial for the design and manufacturing process.

When it comes to the manufacturing process at the WHS manufacturing site, WHS employs part-time workers that are recruited as offers are processed, depending on how many employees are needed. There are between 15 and 50 employees working at the company at any given time, further adding to fluctuations in processes, which require a flexible system. This needs to be kept in mind when considering different ERP systems for the company.

**Partners**

All design and manufacturing processes for the company take place in a single office point of contact, WHS’ company headquarters, in Florida. Management, production, and customer support take place under one roof, which is why comprehensive vertical integration is centrally located for a quick response. Most materials are sourced from local suppliers in Florida. However, other partners and suppliers are US-based businesses with locations in Mississippi, Oklahoma, and the Carolinas. A supplier in Mississippi provides the company with the raw material used for their panels of which the housing walls consist. Fiber glass panels for housing walls are provided by their supplier in Oklahoma, who also makes the skin material that is put on the panels for isolation.

**Process**

The process, as shown in Figure 1, starts with a sales lead, a customer who specifies his or her needs for a readily deployable housing structure. Based on the customer’s request, WHS creates a proposal document that includes the designs, technology, costs, and pricing for the project. Then, WHS sends the proposal to the customer. In the past, customer responding times have varied between two weeks and two years, making this an uncertain step in the manufacturing process.

If the customer accepts the proposal, he or she can add items to the mobile housing structure, such as extra walls or windows. Once the proposal document is finalized, WHS elaborates on the design in more detail and starts the project. WHS begins by ordering the raw material for the panels that later make up the walls of the housing structure. The delivery for these panels usually takes between 30 to 45 days.

At the same time, WHS begins the staffing process. Every time they accept a proposal, they need to hire new part-time workers. Once they are hired through third-party staffing companies, they are trained on-site in the WHS headquarters for two weeks. Therefore, the newly trained employees are ready to work on the raw materials when they arrive.
WHS orders 10% more of all materials needed for their housing structures. This is because throughout the manufacturing process items can break or be cut in wrong ways. If WHS does not use the 10% extra material that they ordered, they store it in their manufacturing hall. However, it is also possible that throughout the manufacturing process more than what is available breaks. Then, WHS needs to order new panels, for example, delaying the project by the delivery time for these panels (usually four to six weeks).

After the raw materials arrive at the company’s headquarters, the employees cut doors into the panels and trim the edges with metal. Then, they spray paint the structure with gator field paint in a designated area. Before shipping the housing structure, every house is built on site before being packaged (see appendix, photo 1). This ensures that all panels fit in with one another and that special items such as toilets and lights are in the right place. If additional items are requested, such as water purification systems, the company orders these items from its partners and adds them to the shipment.

Once all materials for one shipment are put together, the company packages them in containers, up to 20 for one housing structure, and ships them to destinations all around the world. Packaging is an integral part of the process as in the past this has been a segment in the process where most damages occur. WHS informs the client once the product has reached its destination and sends a team of its engineers to install the product as well as train the client on site (see appendix, photo 2).
FIGURE 1
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Challenges

One challenge that the company is facing is that is driven with an entrepreneurial mindset that stems from the fact that in its beginning stages, WHS had to win as many proposals as possible, even if that meant coming up with new structures that no one had designed and built before. When this happens, the engineers would have limited time to come up with a concept for this new project to ensure timely delivery. Now that WHS has established its position in the market, one of the company’s goals is aiming to incorporate more efficient organizational mindset in its operations. This means standardizing more processes and have a basic structure as a reference for every new project WHS accepts.

When talking to the Operation Manager of WHS, he mentioned that having a steady inventory would be beneficial for WHS since projects can be time sensitive and having inventory of material would ensure a timelier delivery. Currently, WHS has three housing structures in their inventory that are ready to ship immediately. Other than those structures, they also hold the 10% extra materials from previous projects in their manufacturing hall that are counted by hand by the supply and logistics manager. The reason behind not having a steady inventory yet is that all projects are customized and therefore need specific materials.

Another challenge that WHS faces is vendor management. Because they provide very detailed proposal documents, they request offers from vendors frequently. However, since only few of these proposals end up being developed, WHS rarely follows through with the offers they requested from vendors. Consequently, they have trouble establishing long-lasting vendor relationships.

ERP Implementation

Because WHS aims to shift away from the entrepreneurial mindset to an organizational mindset and structure, an ERP system could be beneficial for their organization. So far, all processes are documented by hand and all orders are prepared individually for every project. The VP of Operations said that when three projects are going on at the same time, documentation can be hard to manage. Therefore, an automated solution would help streamline processes and improve efficiency.

An ERP system can coordinate a business’s work flows, allowing automation and integration of different business processes [3]. An ERP module can include supply chain management, manufacturing, and customer relationship management, three functions that are crucial to WHS. The application ideally would integrate sales order processing, inventory and supplier management, as well as scheduling, capacity planning, sales prospecting, and customer management [3]. All these functions are currently controlled by hand at WHS, showing that an ERP system would be helpful in all aspects of the business.

The first thing to consider when choosing an ERP system is whether to use a cloud-based or a traditional ERP system. Since WHS works closely with the US military, data safety is one of their main concerns. Therefore, a cloud system cannot be taken into consideration.
WHS will need a traditional, on-premise ERP system. There are several existing ERP systems available for small manufacturing companies. Before choosing among those, it is important to identify WHS’ primary needs for the ERP system. When looking at the workflow chart and examining the current processes at WHS, it becomes apparent that inventory control is one of the main aspects that is currently done by hand but could be done much faster by a software. Therefore, the chosen ERP needs to have an inventory control component. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to include Human Resources into the system since hiring new workers for every project by hand is timely. Another important aspect is customer management. So far, WHS has trouble communicating with their customers. Since the customer is often a military branch with consistently switching officers, the person of contact changes. Thus, a system that includes customer relationship management would be beneficial.

One system that combines all of these interests is the “SAP Business One” ERP System. Since SAP is one of the largest software providers in the world, customer support is available at all times. Furthermore, this system is one of the few available ERP systems that is feasible without a cloud [7].

The SAP Business One provides sales and customer management, financial management, purchasing and inventory control, analytics and reporting, industry solutions, and mobility modules for its user. The inventory control system, which will be the most important module for WHS, manages receipts, invoices, reports, and payments. Furthermore, it has a warehouse integration function that allows the user to overlook his or her inventory in real-time. This would help WHS to have a steady inventory. Another benefit that the system has is that it is equipped with industry-specific capabilities. Manufacturing is one of the industries that it can be tailored to, the specialization that WHS would be using. It is set up to minimize supply chain costs and cycle times [7].

When it comes to sales and customer management, the software is very helpful because it tracks leads throughout the sales cycle. This is important for WHS as they simultaneously work on multiple sales leads, which they prepare proposals for. It often takes a long time winning the proposal and starting with production. The ERP system would give them an overview of all the sales leads that they have prepared and what stage in the sales cycle those are at [7].

Finally, the financial management aspect of the software is important because it lists accounts payable and receivable, bank statements, and fixed asset management. Since all departments will be intertwined in the system, the financial management will directly be linked to the inventory management and sales functions, keeping track of all business functions simultaneously [7].

Another benefit of the SAP Business One ERP system is that it is an on-premise system, allowing it to confirm to the security standards WHS has set for themselves. Furthermore, it has customization options that require no IT support. Since it is one of the most widely used ERP systems, it has the opportunity for over 500 add-ons from SAP partners. This contributes to the customization aspect WHS needs for their ERP system [7].

In order to implement the SAP Business One software, WHS will need to cooperate with one of their partners in Florida that will help them implement the software and train the employees. Overall, the cost of the software is around 3,500$ per user per month [4]. For WHS, where there
are 5 employees in operations, finances, and HR, who would need access to the product, this would mean costs of 17,500$ per month.

CONCLUSION

When looking at WHS and how they operate at the moment, it becomes evident that an ERP system for this cost would currently not be a financially beneficial solution. Since projects come in irregularly and there are times when no project is being worked on, the costs of an ERP system would not outweigh the benefits. However, WHS is constantly growing. Currently, the company is working on becoming an official contractor for the US military. As a consequence, it would be easier for the US military to set orders and WHS would receive more projects. Therefore, if this deal goes through, WHS will need to find a rapid solution to deal with the number of projects they will be working on at a time. This is why they need to have a potential ERP system in mind that they will be ready to implement when a constant flow of projects is given.

As the company’s products are engineered to individual needs, customization plays the main role when it comes to determining an ERP system. Because WHS’ main customers are first responder industries, such as warfighters, disaster responders, and medical professionals, security is an important part when choosing an ERP system, allowing only on-premise solutions to be considered. The SAP Business One ERP system is one system that will fulfill WHS’ needs. However, its high cost stand in the way of its immediate implementation. Nevertheless, WHS needs to automate their processes eventually, making this a solution when the flow of projects is constant and the finances and operations are more stable.

APPENDIX

Photo 1: A readily deployable shelter being constructed at the WHS manufacturing site [9].
Photo 2: A readily deployable shelter, assembled at the customer’s site [9].
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ABSTRACT

The importance of supply chain management (SCM) is increasing in Industry 4.0 era to adapt competition in the industry. Supply chain integration (SCI) is the key to realize effective SCM and improve supply chain performance (SCP). Effective SCI improves competitiveness. SCI is one of the key SCM practices. Also, information sharing is one of the most critical elements of SCM. Supply chain information sharing (SCIS) with suppliers (ISS) is a critical antecedent of SCI and SCM (Chen et al., 2019). Past researches claim that intra-organizational coordination is antecedent of external coordination and SCI, and information sharing by suppliers is necessary to realize supplier integration. Plants share Information with suppliers that include many aspects such as delivery, demand change, inventory, schedule, quality, and more. The purchase department must be able to access this information.

On the base of the above inference and past research results, we conducted an empirical study with data in hand to confirm the above scenario. We employ version 4 dataset of the High-Performance Manufacturing (HPM) project and apply it to structural equation modeling (SEM). This study reports the result.

The contributions of this study are as follows. First, although internal (intra-) coordination is an antecedent of inter-organizational (external) coordination for SCM, the process between these two constructs has not known or studied before. This study reveals the process. Second, the process is an information-sharing process of both internal (intra-) and inter-organization. Also, they must be both IT and non-IT processes. This information must contribute to inter-organizational coordination. Our model includes these paths, reveal a significant relationship, and satisfy good model fitness.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA IN PERFORMANCE-BASED LOGISTICS CONTRACTS

ABSTRACT

Performance-based logistics (PBL) is a support strategy used to achieve measurable performance outcomes. In PBL, suppliers can increase their profit by attaining the system performance goal, while the buyers can lower the system cost with assured system availability. The dynamics of the PBL environment create an uncertain relationship of dependence to the supplier in PBL contracts. Therefore, the selection of the best providers is getting more significant for buyers. A current study aimed to explore supplier selection criteria in PBL. The goal achieved by examining of selection criteria of performance providers based on a literature review of non-PBL and PBL supplier selection criteria and examination of awarded PBL contracts in the defense industry. We found that nine selection criteria for the convenient provider for the defense industry in PBL.

1. INTRODUCTION

Performance-based logistics (PBL) is buying performance outcomes instead of buying spares, repairs, tools and data [1]. PBL, which is also known as "power by the hour" in the private sector, differs from material-based contracts in that increasing system performance and lowering the life cycle cost of systems for customers [2], [3], [4]. In PBL, the contract identifies what is required such as target availability of systems, but the supplier determines how to attain this objective [3]. Not only is value added capabilities of suppliers significant in PBL to reach the performance goals, but also the reliability of suppliers is critical since customers depend on suppliers in all process of post-product support.

In PBL, responsibilities and freedom to act are transferred from customer to supplier [5]. This logistic shift from the transaction-based approach to the performance-based approach consists of some potential risks for customers. Considering customers’ inability to observe suppliers’ actions in PBL, because of the imperfect information, customers have to mitigate this risk in PBL. Considering risks associated with the supplier, the selection of the best supplier is become a key success criterion for effective and efficient PBL contracts [5].

Additionally, supplier selection is not only important for buyer/customer but also significant for a system integrator in PBL who integrate the upstream supplier’s ability and their knowledge to create continues value which characterizes as a performance outcome showed in performance metrics [6]. The primary purpose of this study is to explore selection criteria for customers/buyers in PBL contracts.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After presenting theoretical basis of this study, the literature review about non-PBL and PBL supplier selection criteria and performance metrics for the selected industry is presented in Section 3. Then, exploration of the supplier selection criteria for PBL is examined in Section 4. The paper will be concluded in Section 5 with the conclusion, limitations, and future research.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In PBL, the customer outsources the task of delivering the system’s performance to the supplier [7]. This relationship between the provider (agent) and customer (principal) creates an example of the primary relationship in agency theory. In the principal-agent problem, we come across two different types of problems, a pre-contractual problem of and a post-contractual problem [8]. In the first type of agency problem, pre-contractual problem, the customer (principal) can expose to ‘adverse selection’ issue which is caused by ‘hidden information.' In this situation, the supplier (agent) can distort his potential or ability to gain a contract [8]. In the post-contractual problem, which is caused by ‘hidden action’ because of imperfect information about suppliers’ (agent) work, it is getting hard to detect whether the agent performs according to the principal’s interest or not [8]. The customer/buyer can alleviate these problems by supplier selection, information gathering, and contract design [8]. Pre-contractual agency problem is one of the uninvestigated research areas in PBL literature that can be mitigated by supplier selection.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW OF SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA

3.1. Non-PBL Supplier Selection Criteria

In literature, there are so many individual and integrated approaches, which are capable of handling multiple quantitative and qualitative factors, were suggested to explain the supplier selection problem. Dickson (1966) identified 23 important evaluation criteria for supplier selection in his study which is one of the most significant studies in literature [10]. Weber, Current, and Benton (1991) classified criteria from the articles between 1966-1990 that addressed the supplier selection problem [11]. According to the literature review of Weber et al. (1991) between 1966-1990, the most popular criterion used for assessing the performance of suppliers is quality, followed by delivery, price, repair service, technical capability [11]. Cheraghi et al. (2004) reviewed articles between 1996-2004 and classified 31 supplier selection criteria. Based on the literature review of Cheraghi et al. (2004) between 1996-2004 showed price, delivery, quality, production factors and capacity, technical capability as the most important factors. They found that reliability, flexibility, process improvement, consistency, product development, quality standards, the long-term relationship, professionalism, and integrity were significant new features for supplier selection [12]. Thiruchelvam and Tookey (2011) reviewed articles between 2001-2010 and classified 36 supplier selection criteria which are shown in Table 1. They found that price, delivery, quality, and service have a vital importance for most industries [13]. Most recently, Kumar and Pani (2014) investigated the importance of different supplier selection criteria. They found that product quality, delivery compliance, and price have supreme criticality importance [14]. In our study, we assessed those criteria for the exploring of the criteria for the most convenient suppliers in PBL.

Although there are a lot of studies for the supplier selection problem, there is no any research related to supplier selection problem in PBL, which is the most important criteria for the success of PBL contracts. Especially, considering metrics of PBL, such as availability, sustainability, mean time between replacements, the traditional cost-based approach cannot guarantee optimal supplier in PBL. Overall usage of supplier selection criteria and their ranking based on the frequency are presented in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>Papers (%)</td>
<td>Papers (%)</td>
<td>Papers (%)</td>
<td>Papers (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance history</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranties and claim policies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production facilities and capacity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical capability</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial position</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural compliance</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication system</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation and position in industry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire for business</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and organization</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating controls</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair service</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impression</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging ability</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor relations record</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of past business</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training aids</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal arrangements</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. PBL Supplier Selection Criteria

The only resource that consists of supplier selection criteria for PBL implementation is Performance Based Logistics (PBL) Guidebook [15]. According to PBL Guide Book (2014) supplier aptitude can be measured by criteria such as capacity, capability, efficiency, and risk. Key considerations of these criteria are: Capacity is the availability of resources to perform a sustainment activity. The capability is the ability and skill to conduct a sustainment activity. Efficiency is the cost of the supplier to provide a performance respective to the industry standards and other alternatives. The risk is the potential of the provider to be unsuccessful while conducting a sustainment activity [15].

4. EXPLORING SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA IN PBL

Different from the traditional business model which depend on the selling of spare parts and repairs, performance-based business model focus on buying performance outcomes [4]. PBL can increase the readiness and efficiency of the systems and reduce the cost of the lifecycle systems through well-designed supplier network [16]. This performance-based strategy creates a new environment and a new way of thinking for providers for the post-production support of complex systems whose operation and support costs exceed their production and upfront design cost [17]. In this new incentive structure of PBL model, the supplier can boost their profitability by creating new solutions for the existing problems by investment and innovation to reduce the overall costs [18]. This performance-based post-product support needs co-creation of value between customer, system integrator and suppliers. To improve system affordability with the high availability rates rely on the integration of all providers abilities and knowledge with the customer's preferences [6]. This cost efficient solutions closely related with suppliers ability to create innovative solutions based on their knowledge and skills. Because of this new dynamics of the performance-based approach, customers and main performance provider should have to assess suppliers based on their knowledge, skills, and capacities to find new solutions. We categorized criteria of providers for PBL arrangements under four categories - capacity, capability, management and organizations, efficiency – which is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Sub-criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (C₁)</td>
<td>Technological Capacity (C₁₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Capacity (C₁₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Capability and Capacity (C₁₃)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability (C₂)</td>
<td>Technical Capability (C₂₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reputation and Position in Industry (C₂₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Organizations (C₃)</td>
<td>Supply Chain Management (SCM) (C₃₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product and Quality Management (PQM) (C₃₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (C₄)</td>
<td>Contract Costs (C₄₁)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographical Location (C₄₂)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the performance-based logistic approach, how to achieve the performance metrics with less cost depends on the supplier’s decisions. Suppliers in PBL, different from the non-PBL suppliers, they are not only focused on facilitating the efficiency of logistics processes, but also work to improve the reliability of systems. Reliability growth of the systems will reduce demand for spare parts and repairs which increase the readiness of the systems and reduce lifecycle of the systems in long-term [19], [20]. To increase reliability growth of the systems needs participants who have a high technological capacity to facilitate engineering requirements of the systems and financial capacity to make the upfront investment. System availability, which is the major performance metric in PBL, can be improved by increasing the mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) through redesign of the systems/subsystems or components that require engineering activities. Considering complex systems which are widely applicable in PBL, making reliability improvements and testing their long-term impacts on availability rates need technological capacity and technical capability. Because of these engineering activities, the selection of the supplier who has a comprehensive system knowledge is critical for the decision of trade-off between redesign and spare parts. Financial capacity is significant in PBL to make long-term investments to increase the reliability of the systems/subsystems. Upfront investments for reliability improvements for complex systems need high financial resources. These investments can be absorbed in a long-term contract. Additionally, for the short-term or middle term contracts in PBL, to make logistic process enhancements also needs financial capacity. Service capacity of suppliers in PBL is significant in PBL to decrease Mean time to repair (MTTR) that is closely related to the readiness of systems to increase operational availability which is the most important metrics in PBL. Additionally, to find new solutions, which result in cost efficiency and high readiness for the existing problems need experience, skills, and knowledge, These specialties can be used to create sustainable value creation and competitive advantage in a whole value chain.

Technical capability of suppliers is also important for improving logistic processes to create cost efficient solution for providing a sustainment activity and to increase the system readiness. Integration of this ability with knowledge and skills of supplier network can transform traditional sustainment activities to create new efficient activities to achieve customer’s objectives that specified in PBL metrics [6]. Technical capability is getting significant for MTBF and MTTR, which are main performance metrics that related to operational availability and system readiness in PBL. Reputation and position of suppliers in the industry are important criterion to measure the ability of main performance provider’s ability of leadership that integrate the upstream suppliers’ objectives with the customer’s and organization’s goals [6]. Additionally, it is significant to lessen the risk by selecting most reliable suppliers, because of the potential for a participant in supplier network to be unsuccessful or cause harm while conducting a sustainment activity [15]. Additionally, this criterion closely related with their potential to take a risk to transform knowledge to value-added activities, such as reliability improvement, process enhancement. A risk-reward governance structure of PBL provides an entrepreneurial environment for suppliers who has a freedom to act to achieve desired outcomes [21]. Therefore, this criterion is also significant to understand suppliers entrepreneurial potential to take the decision to convert knowledge into value.

Besides capabilities and capacities of suppliers in PBL, supply chain management (SCM), product and quality management (PQM) of suppliers are significant for creating value for the end user and all stakeholders in the supply chain. The main provider of PBL who integrates upstream suppliers and whole processes have to operate SCM efficiently to attain desired outcomes for customers. A supply chain consists of partnerships which are the source of knowledge and skills to create value
propositions for the performance-based outcomes [19], [22]. The result of this proposition the most cost efficient solutions can be found with teamwork to decrease fill rate, to reduce MTTR and to increase the readiness of systems with less lifecycle cost. The incentive structure of PBL contracts able to integrate all supply network with their processes, material, and information. This integration around the same goals which is provided by performance metrics able to create innovative solutions to increase the readiness of the systems with less cost [20]. Product Quality Management (PQM) is significant to understand the product and manufacturing defects and to make product improvements to reduce maintenance, repair, and overhaul costs. Identifying early warning signals of product quality issues in the field based on data and customer complaints needs effective product quality management. PQM is getting significant to increase quality and reliability of systems which is the fundamental requirements to maximize the operational availability of the systems. Reliability improvement decreases the number of spare parts, the amount of repair transactions, and sustainment costs while increasing the system readiness and availability rates [6].

The efficiency of the suppliers can be assessed by the cost incurred for a participant to conduct a sustainment activity respective to the other alternatives and industry standards [21]. The measure for this criteria can be computed by dividing of each cost to estimated costs which based on historical data consists of operational and maintenance costs in the assessment process. Logistic footprint which is one of the performance metrics in PBL requires knowing all support elements needed to sustain a system. Because of difficulties to assess this performance metrics in the pre-contractual term, geographical location of depots and distance of repair center from the operational area can be used to evaluate suppliers’ ability to attain this metric by decision makers. Additionally, it is significant for the logistic response time of the providers.

5. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH

During recent years, the paradigm shift from the transaction-based approach to the performance-based approach has brought some critical issues related to suppliers. Especially, in the pre-contractual term, because of the ‘adverse selection’ issue of providers which is caused by ‘hidden information,’ the determination of convenient suppliers in PBL should be considered carefully by decision makers. While responsibilities and freedom to act are transferring from customer to supplier in PBL, this approach creates an uncertain relationship of dependence to the supplier. In this study, because of the critical importance of the selection of the best performance providers in PBL, we explored the supplier selection criteria in PBL and proposed decision support model for assessment of alternatives for decision makers. Supplier selection is not only important for customers but also a significant main provider in PBL who integrate the upstream supplier and their knowledge to create continues value which characterizes as a performance outcome showed in performance metrics. In PBL, supplier selection and evaluation criteria need to analyze based on the supplier partnerships’ ability to create new solutions for the existing problems which are result in cost-efficient performance outcomes. These criteria are examined based on the literature review about non-PBL and PBL supplier selection criteria. These criteria considered based on their strength to deliver the performance metrics in the defense industry to get desired outcomes. The performance metrics, which represents outcomes in PBL, should have to explicitly define to select assessment criteria for the suppliers. Chosen of the appropriate performance metrics are significant for the selection of the best convenient supplier and alignment of the goals of the supplier to integrate their skills and knowledge [6]. Based on the PBL metrics in defense industry – operational availability, reliability, cost per unit usage, logistics footprint, logistics response time
- we found that nine selection criteria for the convenient supplier for the defense industry in PBL. We categorized these criteria under four categories; capacity (technological capacity, financial capacity, service capability and capacity), capability (technical capability, reputation, and position in industry), management and organizations (supply chain management, product, and quality management), efficiency (contract costs, geographical location). Considering of specialties of each PBL contracts, these criteria can be investigated based on the contracts’ requirements. One of the limitations of this research is the selection of criteria are only based on literature reviews. In future studies, besides literature reviews, a survey and interviews with PBL managers can be applied for the expanding this research. Furthermore, we can extend these finding by investigating the awarded PBL contracts in defense industry.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to develop and test a model that explores the relationships among supply chain (SC) counterfeit risk management and supply chain performance in the healthcare sector. In the proposed theoretical model, SC counterfeit risk management is characterized by factors of healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation and healthcare SC risk management integration, while supply chain performance is represented by healthcare logistics performance and healthcare organization overall performance. Structural equation modeling and survey data from 44 healthcare supply chain managers are used to test the research hypotheses. Healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation was found to have a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation. Healthcare SC risk counterfeit risk mitigation had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC risk management integration. With respect to healthcare logistics performance, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation had an insignificant direct positive effect, while healthcare SC risk management integration was found to have a significant direct positive effect. Finally, healthcare logistics performance had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare organization overall performance. Preliminary empirical results thus confirm the critical mediating role of SC counterfeit risk management integration in the healthcare sector. The study findings provide a relevant foundation for further research and practice in a current and relevant healthcare supply chain management topic.
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INTRODUCTION

As global supply chains grow increasingly complex, risk management and the development of risk mitigation strategies continues to be a top priority among supply chain scholars and practitioners [1, 2]. Unexpected events that pose a risk to the supply chain are well-known: natural disaster, economic shifts, government policy, etc. Although counterfeiting is a less obvious risk by its very nature (secretive and intentionally hidden), it is no less nefarious and harmful in its impact on the supply chain. Specifically, healthcare is an industry at the forefront of facing the critical challenge of identifying and managing counterfeit risk [3], especially considering the frequency of mislabeled and adulterated pharmaceuticals and defective medical devices [4]. Counterfeit risk across the healthcare supply chain (HCSC) presents a potential impact on suppliers, healthcare providers, and patients. Extending even beyond the legal and reputational risks posed by counterfeiting, when counterfeit goods infiltrate the HCSC it can lead to inferior products having a severe impact on patient outcomes [5, 6]. Recognizing the significance of this issue, the purpose of our study is to examine how organizations in the healthcare sector approach risk management in relation to counterfeit risk in the HCSC.

Considering the importance of healthcare delivery and the emphasis on patient outcomes, supply chain managers are tasked with preventing counterfeit goods from entering the HCSC. This challenge becomes greater as the prevalence of counterfeiting grows and counterfeiters become more adept at manufacturing goods which appear to be authentic pharmaceutical drugs or medical devices that are nearly indistinguishable from the original product. From the perspective of drug and medical suppliers, the occurrence of counterfeiting can lead to damaged business relationships and expensive recalls [7]. Even still, the HCSC literature currently lacks understanding of the interplay among risk management, counterfeit risk, and performance of the healthcare organization. Our study seeks to shed light on these important areas of healthcare service delivery.

Advancing current HCSC research, our study considers the relationships between supply chain counterfeit risk management and supply chain performance in the healthcare sector. More precisely, regarding risk, we focus on the factors of healthcare supply chain counterfeit risk orientation, healthcare counterfeit risk mitigation, and healthcare risk management integration. Regarding performance, we focus on healthcare logistics performance and overall performance of the healthcare organization. Taken together, these different constructs provide the foundation for a theoretical model and hypotheses which are tested using responses from 44 supply chain practitioners in the healthcare sector.

Next, we review background literature on supply chain risk and counterfeiting, propose our model, put forth a set of hypotheses, detail our methodology, and present the findings of our study. Finally, we offer implications with relevance for those with an interest in both theory and practice in the healthcare sector.
BACKGROUND LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Supply chain disruptions are varied and costly when they occur [8]. Supply chain risks studied in the literature have encompassed: environmental, financial, information, intellectual property, reputational, process and technology, logistics, supply and demand risks [9-18]. With the integration of economies globally and the expansion of supply chains, the opportunities for supply chain disruptions continue to increase, especially in relation to counterfeiting [19]. Consequently, interest in the impact and mitigation of risks in the supply chain has seen substantial growth in the research literature [2, 20]. Of these risks, counterfeiting is unique because, in its criminal nature, it actively undermines fair commerce while disregarding the potential for injury to many consumers.

Overview of Risk and Counterfeiting in the Supply Chain

Many researchers have studied supply chain risk and developed classifications that help guide risk identification and mitigation strategies. Ho, Zheng [2] proposed the classification of a supply chain risk into one of two main categories. The first group includes macro risks, rare negative external events. A macro risk can be either natural (e.g., a tornado) or man-made (e.g., an act of terrorism). The second category includes micro risks, which result from continuing internal supply chain activities. This type of risk is usually related to supply, manufacturing, infrastructure, or demand and relates to events that can disrupt supply chain functions. Kwak, Rodrigues [21] build on this classification in their research. They view risk events as occurring on four levels that may interact. For example, a low-level risk event can increase the impact of a top-level risk event, where a top-level disruptive event can negatively impact time, cost and quality. Therefore, risk events should not be viewed in isolation, but interaction effects should be considered.

Counterfeiting has been characterized a variety of ways in the research literature. Berman [22] classified counterfeited products into four groups. These include reverse engineered products that pose as the original, complete fakes produced by illegitimate manufacturers (i.e., knockoffs), third shift legitimate excess product that is produced outside of legitimate contracts, and non-conforming original product that is not labeled as such. Berman [22] also addresses the gray market that trades products through channels that are not intended by the original manufacturer. D'Amato and Papadimitriou [5] describe counterfeiting by varying degrees of interaction between legitimate and illegitimate supply chains. They proposed the LISC (Legitimate-Illegitimate Supply Chain) model that catalogues six types of supply chain counterfeiting risks. These risks include counterfeits from an illegitimate retailer, infiltration with counterfeits by a legitimate retailer, legitimate goods from an illegitimate retailer, extra product sold by a retailer (legitimate or illegitimate), retail service copycatting, and shoplifting where items are resold.

When it comes to counterfeit risk, laws regarding truth in labeling have been in effect for many decades to protect consumers from false advertising and fake products [23]. However, it was not until 1984 that international counterfeiting was specifically addressed in the Trademark Counterfeiting Act passed by the U.S. Congress. Bush, Bloch [24] report that there was a shift at that time from counterfeiting of high-end consumer products to lower end products.
Counterfeiting risk, detection and mitigation in the supply chain

The practitioner and research literatures abound with ways to detect and mitigate counterfeiting in the supply chain. Modern counterfeiting research dates back to the 1980’s when the practice of counterfeiting expanded globally to include a wide variety of products. In the early days, it was left to the organization to figure out how to mitigate counterfeiting. This spurred interest and development of product tracking technologies. Bush, Bloch [24] recommended supply chains add unique identifiers to products. They also suggested actively informing the public of counterfeit episodes and rewarding forward channel members that cooperate to mitigate counterfeiting infiltrations. Shultz and Saporito [25] offered advice on mitigating brand piracy. They suggested using high-tech product labeling, improving brand marketing and counterfeit surveillance, increasing the pace of product innovation, and potentially buying out the offending organizations. Hoecht and Trott [26] identified different anti-counterfeiting strategies in the literature, including forming industry coalitions, using internal/external guanxi, or even withdrawing from high-risk markets.

Within the past decade, there has been a push to increase the use of authentication and tracking technologies to detect and deter counterfeiting, especially in the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. However, tracking technologies come with their own challenges. For example, the effective use of tracking technologies requires strong collaborative relationships among supply chain partners (Basole and Nowak [27]).

The Healthcare Supply Chain

The HCSC can be viewed as a value chain involving producers, purchasers, providers, fiscal intermediaries and payers [28]. Respective examples of each include drug manufacturers, purchasing organizations, hospitals, insurers, and individuals. The HCSC involves all the usual supply chain issues related to sourcing, operations, logistics, customer relations, flow of information (which is complicated by privacy laws), and financial transactions through the supply chain [29, 30]. Quality management and control in the supply chain is particularly important given the potential for injury to consumers from drugs, equipment, or provider error [29, 31]. Government regulatory bodies are often key stakeholders in the manufacture and distribution of drugs and equipment related to the industry [32, 33]. Further, the typical supply chain cost in the healthcare industry accounts for 38% of total costs while the corresponding cost for retail business is 5% [34]. This underscores the inherent complexity of the HCSC and its difference in many respects from a supply chain for typical commercial products such as cars and clothes [35].

The efficiency and effectiveness of healthcare supply chains has been a focus only recently in the research literature. Kim and Kwon [36] studied the literature to characterize the HCSC and related performance in the United States. They found that lack of collaboration within the HCSC represents a chief obstacle to maximizing supply chain surplus [37] Kwon et al. (2011) also assert that the HCSC members need to better share information, risks and rewards. Smith, Nachtmann [38] state that a key driver of cost and quality of healthcare delivery is the logistics process. They also report a lack of data standardization across the healthcare industry. VanVactor [39] reports that logistics preparedness is often missed when healthcare managers
prepare for mitigation of supply chain disruptions. Barriers to entry in healthcare logistics has also been cited as an obstacle to a more effective HCSC [40]. Lee, Lee [41] studied the HCSC, testing a structural equation model involving the influence of supplier cooperation, SC efficiency and quality management practice on healthcare organizational performance. They report that performance is positively associated with all three constructs. Kabbaj and Van Peteghen [42] found that supply chain tools in healthcare have been limited to strategic sourcing/contract management. They indicate that commercial supply chains typically use many more tools involving transportation, warehousing operations, supplier relationship management, 3PLs, etc.

The use of tracking technologies has been proposed as a means to reduce costs and increase efficiency in the HCSC. Technologies include Frequency Identification (RFID), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and nanotechnology [43]. For example, Mehrjerdi [44] asserts that RFID technology can help reduce HCSC operating costs by decreasing labor costs, insurance claims, and risks associated with medical errors. GPS may be used in transportation applications involving patients and the movement of goods.

It is generally reported that the HCSC is well behind commercial supply chains in maturity and application of SC tools. Some researchers have posited that the classical approaches to supply chain management (SCM) have unique challenges in a healthcare setting. Kwon et al. (2011) state that the development stage in healthcare supply chains at that time was far behind commercial supply chain in using various supply chain tools. de Vries and Huijsman [30] acknowledge the difficulty of applying typical SCM practices in the HCSC but consider SCM in healthcare as evolving and expanding. As previously discussed, this is due in large part to the complexity of the HCSC. Chakraborty and Dobrzykowski [35] characterize the complexity dimensions in the HCSC as quality of relationship, volume and frequency of interactions in the network, number of elements, degree of differentiation among the actors in the network, and extent of interrelationships among network elements. The complexity of the HCSC and the related challenges will certainly impact on the resilience of the HSCS in the face of disruptions. In the next section we provide a brief overview of the counterfeit risk management literature as it relates to the HCSC.

**Counterfeit Risk in the Healthcare Supply Chain**

This degree of complexity in the HCSC makes planning for and mitigation of risk more challenging than in the case of a typical commercial supply chain. Risk management in the HCSC encompasses a variety of potential disruptions. These risks of disruption range from cybersecurity threats to infiltration of counterfeit products to natural disasters [45-47]. Strategies for mitigation of potential disruptions are those found in the general literature on risk management. For counterfeiting risk, these may include the use of high-tech product labeling, improving brand marketing and counterfeit surveillance, increasing the pace of product innovation, and potentially buying out the offending organizations (Bush, Bloch [24]; Shultz and Saporito [25]. The technological solutions previously discussed can be helpful. For example, Kwok, Ting [48] report on an analyzer that uses RFID and electronic product codes (EPC) to discover counterfeit distribution sources and control counterfeit spread.
Much of the risk surrounding counterfeiting has involved pharmaceutical drugs. Starting around the year 2000, the incidence of counterfeited drugs in the US (and globally) began to rise noticeably. Part of this phenomena was the result of extending the supply chains to low-cost suppliers in developing countries [49], allowing the infiltration of counterfeits through secondary distribution channels. By the late 2000’s, the US was importing about 80% of active ingredients while India and China already had more than 30% of the world’s drug master files [50]. Opportunity for counterfeit infiltration came from fragmented information flows among supply chain participants [51]. This sudden rise in counterfeited pharmaceutical products prompted the realization by officials that the proliferation of fake drugs could lead to disease resistance and widespread consumer deaths. RFID was proposed in the research literature as an effective means to combat the problem [51]. However, widespread adoption has been slow, mainly due to costs [32].

A good deal of the literature on counterfeited drugs derives from the practitioner literature. This often relates to actions that governments are taking, generally in the form of regulations, to combat this growing problem. The problem is so pervasive and potentially damaging that the Council of Europe recently passed the MEDICRIME Convention, “a binding international treaty in the criminal law field on counterfeiting of medical products and similar crimes involving threats to public health” [46]. Counterfeit drugs are often sold through non-legitimate online pharmacies; but have also been found in legitimate supply chains [52]. In the U.S., drugs affected include Avastin, Viagra, Lipitor, and Alli [51]. Consequently, the Drug Quality and Security Act of 2013 was passed in the US and requires that every product be identifiable by a unique serial number in addition to the origin, shelf life and batch number for that product. Full track-and-trace capabilities are to be implemented by 2023 [33]. Hence the keen practitioner interest in means for combating counterfeit drugs.

Counterfeiting thus continues to be a substantial problem and impacts particularly hard in the healthcare sector and the related pharmaceutical industry. It impacts negatively on quality, safety, reputation, profits and supply chain performance. Integration of HCSC members for managing counterfeit risk will be crucial to properly mitigating such risks to the benefit of individual stakeholders. In the next sections we develop a model that and hypotheses that represent the relationships that are important to understanding and managing healthcare counterfeit risk in the supply chain.

**Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses**

Based on the preceding review of the literature and the issues important to planning for and mitigating healthcare counterfeiting, we propose the model shown in Figure 1. The model suggests that an orientation toward potential counterfeiting in the HCSC precedes effective mitigation of counterfeit risk events. Further, efforts to effectively mitigate counterfeit risk events foster HCSC integration and improved healthcare logistics performance. HCSC integration also impacts positively on healthcare logistics performance. Finally, improved logistics in healthcare should result in better healthcare organization overall performance. The size of the healthcare organizations (measured in terms of yearly revenues) is included in the model as a control variable. The related hypotheses are presented and supported in the following paragraphs.
It stands to reason that a healthcare organization that employs risk-based thinking will be better poised to manage risk than healthcare organizations that do not actively concern themselves with potential risks. Risk orientation has been shown in the literature to be related to positive actions toward risk mitigation [53]. A higher level of alertness should translate into better mitigation of counterfeit risk in the HCSC.

**H1.** SC counterfeit risk orientation directly and positively contributes to SC counterfeit risk mitigation efforts in healthcare organizations.

Organizations that are oriented toward counterfeit risk management tend to work closely with suppliers and customers to identify counterfeits in the supply chain when they occur and to mitigate them more effectively. Organizations more focused on risk mitigation across the supply chain enjoy higher supply chain integration and more effective supply chain risk management [18]. Further, logistics performance is improved by inter-firm integration [54, 55]. The following hypotheses are therefore proposed.

**H2a.** SC counterfeit risk mitigation efforts directly and positively contribute to SC risk management integration in healthcare organizations.

**H2b.** SC counterfeit risk mitigation efforts directly and positively contribute to SC logistics performance in healthcare organizations.

**H3.** SC risk management integration directly and positively contributes to logistics performance in healthcare organizations.

Collaboration in the HCSC is also linked to an increase in the supply chain surplus [36]. Lee, Lee [41] find that supply chain efficiency, which relates to logistics, is positively associated with healthcare organizational performance. Smith, Nachtmann [38] assert that logistics is a key driver of delivery cost in healthcare. Therefore, increases in efficiency related to better supply chain logistics performance should help improve organizational performance.

**H4.** Logistics performance directly and positively contributes to overall performance in healthcare organizations.
METHODOLOGY

Instrument development

An online survey was developed to test the research hypotheses (Refer to Table 2). The survey items included in the research study tap perceptual measures of HCSC managers’ opinions, which have been shown to satisfy different reliability and validity requirements in construct measurement [56].

More specifically, the healthcare supply chain counterfeit risk orientation (HCRO) and healthcare supply chain counterfeit risk mitigation (HCRM) items were adapted from measures originally included in Ambulkar, Blackhurst [57]. The healthcare supply chain risk management integration (HRMI) construct, on the other hand, was adapted from a risk management maturity measure originally developed and validated by Florio [58]. The HCRO, HCRM and HRMI constructs were measured using a seven-point Likert scale (Ranging from 1 - ‘Strongly disagree’ to 7 - ‘Strongly agree’).

The healthcare logistics performance (HLP) scale was adapted from the works of Chopra and Meindl [59] and Bozarth and Handfield [60], while healthcare organization overall performance (HOP) was measured using a series of previously validated items [61, 62] related to profit margin, return on investment (ROI), customer satisfaction and quality. All the different HLP and HOP measures were assessed in relation to the organizations’ competitors and used a seven-point Likert scale (Ranging from 1 - ‘Much worse than competitors’ to 7 - ‘Much better than competitors’).

A two-step process was used to demonstrate the content and face validity of the survey. In the first step, a group of supply chain professionals evaluated the survey [63]. In the second step, a group of randomly selected contacts was used to conduct a pilot study. Feedback collected from these two steps resulted in no significant modifications to the instrument.

Data Collection

The target population consisted of SCM professionals in the healthcare sector. A total of 1,741 contacts were obtained from three professional organizations: The Association for Healthcare Resource and Materials Management (AHRMM), the Council for Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), and the Institute for Supply Management (ISM).

The survey instrument was administered online, and potential participants were contacted via email. A total of 140 usable responses was collected (representing a response rate of 8 percent). Of the 140 study participants, 44 identified themselves as supply chain managers from the healthcare sector. Participation in the study was voluntary and no incentives were offered to the professionals.

Respondent Demographics

An analysis of the respondent demographics is presented in Table 1. Study participants included
top-, mid-, and entry-level HCSC managers. Mid-level managers made up the majority (59%) of the study participants. Top-level HCSC managers made up 32% of the respondents, while entry-level managers represented only 7% of the participants. Annual revenue was used to characterize the size of the organizations. Small and medium healthcare organizations (i.e., organizations with a revenue level smaller than $1 billion) represented 44% of the participants, while large healthcare organizations (i.e., organizations with a revenue level greater than or equal to $1 billion) represented 41% of the sample.

Table 1. Survey Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent Current Position</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top level healthcare supply chain manager</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-level healthcare supply chain manager</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry level healthcare supply chain manager</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthcare Organization’s Yearly Revenue</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10 million or less</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $10 million to $100 million</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $100 million to $500 million</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $500 million to $1 billion</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $1 billion</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis and Sample Size

Table 2 displays descriptive statistics for the different constructs and survey items. Partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) was used to evaluate the proposed model. PLS-SEM is a variance-based structural equation modeling approach that has been found to perform well with small sample sizes (i.e., samples with less than 100 observations) [64]. Henseler, Dijkstra [65], for example, demonstrated that, in the case of small samples, PLS-SEM has better convergence behavior than covariance-based approaches. As previously mentioned, this study is based on a sample of 44 HCSC managers. Regarding the sample size, Hair, Ringle [64] suggest that the minimum required sample size in PLS-SEM should be equal to the larger of ten times the largest number of structural paths directed at a particular construct or ten times the largest number of indicators used to measure a construct. A sample of 44 observations satisfies the minimum threshold discussed above.
Table 2. Survey Scale Items Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct/Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare Supply Chain Counterfeit Risk Orientation (HCRO)</strong></td>
<td>5.438</td>
<td>1.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO1. We feel the need to be alert for possible counterfeits in the supply chain at all times.</td>
<td>5.636</td>
<td>1.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO2. We recognize that the potential for counterfeiting in the supply chain is always looming.</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>1.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO3. We think a lot about how counterfeiting in our supply chain can be avoided.</td>
<td>4.955</td>
<td>1.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO4. Counterfeiting is an increasingly important issue in our industry.</td>
<td>5.159</td>
<td>1.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare Supply Chain Counterfeit Risk Mitigation (HCRM)</strong></td>
<td>4.448</td>
<td>1.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM1. We have a person or team dedicated to identifying counterfeits in the supply chain.</td>
<td>4.750</td>
<td>2.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM2. We have developed metrics to assess the risk of counterfeiting in the supply chain.</td>
<td>3.837</td>
<td>2.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM3. We have an established counterfeit management process to follow in the event counterfeiting is detected.</td>
<td>3.841</td>
<td>1.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM4. We coordinate with supply chain partners to identify counterfeiting.</td>
<td>5.364</td>
<td>1.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare Supply Chain Risk Management Integration (HRMI)</strong></td>
<td>4.956</td>
<td>1.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI1. We involve our suppliers in identification and mitigation of potential SC risks.</td>
<td>5.432</td>
<td>1.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI2. We encourage our suppliers to use a structured risk management process (e.g., ISO 31000).</td>
<td>4.273</td>
<td>1.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI3. We work with our customers to identify and mitigate potential SC risks.</td>
<td>5.163</td>
<td>1.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare Logistics Performance (HLP)</strong></td>
<td>5.502</td>
<td>1.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP1. Our cycle time is better.</td>
<td>5.523</td>
<td>1.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP2. Our on-time delivery is better.</td>
<td>5.773</td>
<td>1.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP3. Our perfect order performance is better.</td>
<td>5.409</td>
<td>1.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP4. Our inventory turns are higher.</td>
<td>5.302</td>
<td>1.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare Organization Overall Performance (HOP)</strong></td>
<td>5.477</td>
<td>1.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP1. Our profit margin is better.</td>
<td>5.182</td>
<td>1.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP2. Our return on investment (ROI) is better.</td>
<td>5.159</td>
<td>1.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP3. Our customer satisfaction is better.</td>
<td>5.659</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP4. Our quality is better.</td>
<td>5.909</td>
<td>1.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item Reliability and Construct Internal Consistency, Convergent and Discriminant Validity

The assessment of the proposed model included an analysis of the reliability of the individual indicators, as well as the internal consistency, convergent validity and discriminant validity of the constructs.

First, outer loadings were evaluated to assess the reliability of the different survey items. Table 3 presents the items’ outer loadings. All outer loadings were statistically significant. Furthermore, all but one survey item had loadings above the suggested cutoff of 0.70 [66]. Even though HCRM4 had a loading between 0.60 and 0.70, the item was retained since its deletion was not required to increase the reliability of the corresponding construct above the suggested minimum threshold values. Overall, the results indicate an adequate reliability level for the different individual indicators.

### Table 3. Outer Loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Outer Loading</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO1</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO2</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO3</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO4</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM1</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM2</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM3</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM4</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI1</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI2</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI3</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP1</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP2</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP3</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP4</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP1</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP2</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP3</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP4</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The internal consistency of the latent constructs was evaluated next using Cronbach’s $\alpha$, reliability coefficient $\rho_A$ [67] as well as Composite Reliability estimates. Table 4 displays the different estimates. All values were above the 0.70 cut-off recommended by Hair, Hult [66], suggesting a satisfactory internal consistency level across the five constructs included in the study. Average Variance Extracted (AVE) values were used to assess convergent validity (Refer to Table 4). The AVE estimates indicate that all constructs explain more than 50 percent of the
variance of their indicators, suggesting adequate convergent validity levels across all five research constructs.

Table 4. Construct reliability and validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
<th>ρA</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, the constructs’ discriminant validity was assessed. Cross-loadings, the Fornell-Larcker criterion, and the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlations method were used to evaluate the constructs’ discriminant validity. First, cross-loadings were examined to determine whether the constructs met the conditions for discriminant validity (See Table 5). While a few cross-loadings were relatively high (e.g., the HLP3 cross-loading on HOP), loadings on the hypothesized model constructs were higher than the loadings on the remaining constructs for each individual survey item. Cross-loadings therefore provide initial evidence to support the discriminant validity of the research constructs [66].

Table 5. Discriminant validity: Cross-loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>HCRO</th>
<th>HCRM</th>
<th>HRMI</th>
<th>HLP</th>
<th>HOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO1</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO2</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO3</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRO4</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM1</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM2</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM3</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM4</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI1</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI2</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI3</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP1</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP2</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP3</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP4</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP1</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP2</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP3</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP4</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: Primary loadings for each indicator shown in bold.

The Fornell-Larcker method [68] was used next. As displayed in Table 6, the square roots of the AVEs for each of the five research constructs was higher than the correlations of the constructs with the remaining latent variables included in the proposed model, suggesting adequate discriminant validity for all constructs.

Table 6. Discriminant validity: Fornell-Larcker criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>HCRO</th>
<th>HCRM</th>
<th>HRMI</th>
<th>HLP</th>
<th>HOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOP</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Square root of the AVE on diagonal in bold.

The Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) inference method [69] was used to determine whether the HTMT values were significantly different from 1. For each combination of constructs, 95% HTMT bias-corrected confidence intervals were computed from 5,000 bootstrap samples. As shown in Table 7, none of the bootstrap confidence intervals included the value of 1. These results provide further evidence that all constructs represent valid measures of unique concepts [69].

Table 7. Discriminant validity: Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) inference criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>HCRM</th>
<th>HRMI</th>
<th>HLP</th>
<th>HOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO</td>
<td>(0.468; 0.837)</td>
<td>(0.220; 0.792)</td>
<td>(0.108; 0.435)</td>
<td>(0.133; 0.621)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM</td>
<td>(0.311; 0.859)</td>
<td>(0.115; 0.558)</td>
<td>(0.159; 0.708)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.305; 0.814)</td>
<td>(0.421; 0.962)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.740; 0.925)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model was finally checked for potential collinearity issues by examining Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values. Table 8 displays the VIF values of all combinations of exogenous (or predictor) constructs (represented by the rows) and endogenous constructs (represented by the columns). Since all the estimated VIF values were below the maximum threshold of five recommended by Hair, Hult [66], collinearity was not deemed an issue.
Table 8. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>HCRM</th>
<th>HRMI</th>
<th>HLP</th>
<th>HOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMI</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

Hypotheses testing

The structural equation model was evaluated using SmartPLS, a PLS-SEM software package [70]. To test the research hypothesis, a bootstrap resampling method (5,000 resamples) was used to estimate the level of significance of the standardized path coefficients. Table 9 displays the results of this portion of the analysis.

Table 9. Summary of hypotheses testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>St. Weight</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: HCRO → HCRM</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2a: HCRM → HRMI</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2b: HCRM → HLP</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: HRMI → HLP</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: HLP → HOP</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation was found to have a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation. The findings therefore provide support for H1 at the 0.001 level of significance. Similarly, healthcare SC risk counterfeit risk mitigation was found to have a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC risk management integration. Thus, H2a was supported at the 0.001 level of significance.

With respect to healthcare logistics performance, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation had an insignificant direct positive effect, while healthcare SC risk management integration was found to have a significant direct positive effect. H2b is therefore not supported. H3, on the other hand, is supported at the 0.001 significance level.

Finally, healthcare logistics performance had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare organization overall performance. The findings thus provide support for H4.

Mediation analysis

Based on the results obtained in the previous section, the mediating role of healthcare SC counterfeit risk management integration in the link between healthcare SC counterfeit risk
mitigation and healthcare logistics performance was further evaluated. A summary of the mediation analysis is displayed in Table 10.

**Table 10. Summary of mediation analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCRM → HLP</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.285**</td>
<td>Full Mediation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: ** p < 0.01*

The results show that, in the case of healthcare organizations, SC counterfeit risk management integration fully mediates the relationship between SC counterfeit risk mitigation and logistics performance. The mediation analysis suggests that healthcare SC counterfeit risk management integration explains most of the effect of healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation on healthcare logistics performance and, ultimately, on healthcare organization overall performance. These findings therefore confirm the critical mediating role of SC counterfeit risk management integration in the healthcare sector.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper explored the relationships among SC counterfeit risk management and supply chain performance in the healthcare sector. SC counterfeit risk management was characterized by factors of healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation and healthcare SC risk management integration, while supply chain performance was represented by healthcare logistics performance and healthcare organization overall performance. Healthcare SC counterfeit risk orientation was found to have a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation. Healthcare SC risk counterfeit risk mitigation had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare SC risk management integration. With respect to healthcare logistics performance, healthcare SC counterfeit risk mitigation had an insignificant direct positive effect, while healthcare SC risk management integration was found to have a significant direct positive effect. Finally, healthcare logistics performance had a significant direct positive effect on healthcare organization overall performance. Preliminary empirical results thus confirm the critical mediating role of SC counterfeit risk management integration in the healthcare sector.

**Theoretical implications**

Our study contributes to the healthcare SCM theory in the following ways. First, until now, counterfeiting research has made little, if any, distinction between a healthcare organization’s philosophy toward counterfeiting risks and specific actions taken to avoid or reduce the impact of counterfeiting on the HCSC. Our study advances understanding in this area by delineating the view toward counterfeiting within the HCSC. A healthcare organization’s approach to counterfeit risk is conceptualized as distinct constructs. In this respect, two new constructs are identified and validated: healthcare supply chain counterfeit risk orientation and healthcare supply chain counterfeit risk mitigation.

Further, we consider the different effects of these two constructs in relation to supply chain risk management integration and both logistics and overall organization performance in the
healthcare sector. Our findings indicate there is merit in going beyond orientation alone and considering the implementation of specific actions to manifest a healthcare organization’s philosophy toward counterfeiting.

Finally, the research offers an organization-level framework for managerial decision-making in the context of counterfeiting within the healthcare sector. Thus, our study advances knowledge of how organizations may address the challenging issue of counterfeiting in the HCSC.

Managerial implications

There are some general guiding principles to be taken away from this research that apply to the HCSC and are of importance to supply chain managers in the healthcare sector. This research finds that integration of the HCSC is a key aspect of managing risk. Healthcare organizations that do well involve their suppliers in the process of risk detection and risk mitigation and encourage them to develop a structured and formal approach to supply chain risk management in general, and counterfeiting risk in particular. Successful healthcare organizations also reach out to customers in their supply chain with the identification and management of potential supply chain counterfeit risks.

When it comes to the negative impacts of counterfeiting, the study findings suggest that it is not enough to have an orientation toward counterfeit risk. In this respect, simply thinking a great deal about counterfeiting and being concerned about its impact in a healthcare organization’s supply chain may not be enough. An orientation toward counterfeit risk does not necessarily translate into positive impacts on supply chain metrics and outcomes. Healthcare organizations must act on these concerns by formalizing their approach to counterfeiting. The process may involve having a person or group dedicated to the identification of counterfeiting and employing a formal process for analyzing and managing an incidence of counterfeiting, should it occur. This includes working with suppliers and customers in the HCSC as part of this process. As noted in the literature, managing risk involves identifying potential risks, estimating how likely they are to occur, assessing the severity of their impact on the supply chain if they do occur, mitigating the event should it occur, and then monitoring after the event [2, 71]. This formalized practice can achieve its full potential in an integrated HCSC.

This research demonstrates that formal counterfeit management systems that integrate across the HCSC can have a positive impact on logistics and overall healthcare organization performance. Consistency of these aspects of performance facilitate not only a smoother flow through the supply chain, but can also serve to reduce the bullwhip effect in a supply chain [59]. The study findings suggest that a better management of supply chain counterfeiting risk is associated with a more responsive, flexible and visible HCSC, as well as improved flow of information and execution of financial transactions. Other benefits include better overall performance (i.e., improved metrics related to profit margin, return on investment, customer satisfaction, and quality, as illustrated by H4) when compared to healthcare organizations that do not employ a formal integrated process to counterfeiting risk identification and mitigation. These different benefits can ultimately help increase an organization’s value, thus improving competitive position [72].
International regulation of counterfeiting has helped some, but problems persist, and HCSC managers must remain vigilant. Supply chain risk management researchers and practitioners have proposed actions to deter and manage counterfeiting. These tend to fall into several general categories, including the following:

1. Use authentication technology along with supply chain collaboration to increase traceability [22, 26, 27, 48] (e.g., Harmonic Health Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd use of RFID tagging).
2. Focus more attention on communication, such as better brand marketing and/or educating of stakeholders/customers about counterfeiting risks [22, 25, 26] (e.g., the FDA’s development of public service announcements regarding counterfeit drugs).
3. Focus on improving surveillance methods, such as searching web sites, monitoring channel distribution, etc. [22, 24, 26] (e.g., Louis Vuitton and Dior’s use of web monitoring and sample web purchases). Organizations might also explore the deployment of big data sense-and-respond systems [73].
4. Make use of more frequent product evolution/innovation [25, 26] (e.g., Microsoft’s innovations and consistent upgrades accompanied by copyright infringement or chip manufacturers that just moved on to higher-order models)
5. Other Actions: reward forward channel members for helping [24], pursue legal enforcement, withdraw from high risk markets (e.g., companies may sign a one-time-only agreement in a high-risk market/region and then retreat) [26], keep critical production in-house, and employ business processes that are hard to replicate [10].
6. Consider purchasing/co-opting offenders [25, 26] (e.g., Rovio’s (Angry Birds) decision to cooperate with some Chinese counterfeiters and the purchase of Thai factories by legitimate businesses).

HCSC managers must decide which specific approaches work best for their organizations and supply chains. One size does not fit all. However, whichever approaches a manager ultimately selects, formalized supply chain collaboration and integration is key to managing counterfeit risk and improving competitive position in the healthcare sector.

Limitations and future research

A number of research limitations and future research directions must be discussed. The first limitation that should be pointed out is related to the fact that survey respondents were predominantly from the United States, limiting the generalizability of the study findings to different countries or regions. Empirical research on how HCSC counterfeit risk management impacts performance in the healthcare sector should be pursued in different geographic regions.

An additional limitation is related to the ‘snapshot’ nature of the study. In this respect, a longitudinal study would allow future research to investigate additional issues and factors such as the impact of HCSC counterfeit risk management on supply chain performance over time.

One final limitation is related to the survey scale items used in the study. In this respect, the use of actual supply chain performance metrics would be preferable over the use of items that represent managerial perceptions of HCSC counterfeit risk and performance metrics. These
limitations notwithstanding, the study findings represent a valid starting point for further empirical research on a current and relevant health care SCM topic.
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ABSTRACT

In the contemporary global arena, sustained competitive advantage enables firms to maintain continuity within a highly competitive environment. Knowledge, innovation and supply chain capabilities are critical to outpace competitors for the organization to survive. Prior supply chain management studies indicate an increasing interest in supply chain collaboration efforts by examining the collaboration process and joint decision-making initiatives, along with techniques that lead to better agreements among firms. Firms pursue the aforementioned activities with the goal of improving performance across many dimensions, including better on-time delivery, improved inventory turns, reduced purchase cost, improved responsiveness, and reduced total cost. Collaboration between supply chain parties improves the shared logistics processes and enhances the efficiency of the supply chain which impacts firm performance.

This exploratory study was conducted to assist supply chain firms in understanding the role of Process Resource Collaboration, Joint Decision Making, and Agreement on Supply Chain Performance via the mediating role of Efficiency and the moderating role of Supply Chain Integration Tools. The authors examined how the interaction of the study’s constructs impacts overall firm performance. The goal of this research was to improve the supply chain managers’ understanding of where to invest their time and effort to achieve better firm performance. Covariance based structural equation modeling using LISREL 9.3 was conducted to support the hypothesized conceptual model and provide some recommendation for a future researcher. The model was tested with data collected from 105 experienced US-based supply chain managers.
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